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PUBLIC LAW 88-246, 88TH CONGRESS, S. 2311,
DECEMBER 30, 1963

AN ACT To provide for the preparation and printing of compilation of materials relating to
annual national high school and college debate topics.

Be it enacted by the Senatl and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That the Librarian of Congress is authorized and directed
to prepare compilations of pertinent excerpts, bibliographical references, and other
appropriate materials relating to (1) the subject selected annually by the Nations' University
Extension Association and the national high school debate topics and (2) the subject selected
annually by the Americen Speech Association as the national college debate topic. In
preparing such compilations the Librarian shall include materials which in his judgment are
representative of, and give equal emphasis to, the opposing points of view on the respective
topics.

Sec. 2. The compilations on the high school debate topics shall be printed as Senate
documents and the compilations on the coiiege debate topics shall be printed as House
documents, ths cost of which shall be charged to the congressional allotment for printing
and binding. Additional copies of such documents may be printed in such quantities and
distributed in ouch manner as the Joint Committee on Printing directs.

Approved December 30, 1963.
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FOREWORD

The 1989-1990 high school debate topic is, "How can the Federal Government reform
prisons and jails in the United States?" The three official debate propositions within this
topic are:

RESOLVED: That the Federal Government ahould adopt a
nationwide policy to decrease overcrowding in prisons
and jails in the United States.

RESOLVED: That the Federal Government should enact a
nationwide policy to decrease violence in prisons and
jails in the United States.

RESOLVED: That the Federal Government should expand
rehabilitation programs for convicted criminals in the
United States.

In compliance with Public Law 88-246, the Congressional Research Service of the
Library of Congress prepared this compilation of -materials and bibliographic references to
assist high school debaters in researching the topic. Excerpta from documents were selected
to provide background information, an overview of the principal imbues, and a balance of
opposing views. We have included some materials that are not readily available in public
or research libraries. In selecting items for this reader and bibliography, the Congressional
Research Service (CRS) has attempted to sample the wide spectrum of opinions reflected in
current literature on these questions. No preference for any policy is indicated by the
selection or positioning of articles herein, nor is CRS disapproval of any policy or article to
be inferred from its omission.

A research guide is included at the end of this volume; it is intended to help debaters
identify further references and organizational resources on their own. Also included is a list
of relevant publications that are available for purchase from the Superintendent of
Documents, Government Printing Office. Some of the U.S. Government documents listed
in the manual may be found in U.S. Government depository libraries, which can be identified
by local public libraries. The Library of Congress cannot distribute copies of these or other
materials to debaters.

The documents presented in this compilation were selected by Elizabeth S.
Lane, Bibliographer, Library Services Division, with assistance from William F. Woldman,
Analyst in American National Government, Government Division; Lou Fields, Legislative
Attorney and Toni Drake, Paralegal Specialist, American Law Division. In addition, David
R.abasca, Senior Legal Information Specialist, Ametican-British Law Division, Law Library,
assisted with the selection. Ms. Lane prepared the bibliography and guide to information
sources. Production was made possible by Martha Lederer and Sherry B. Shapiro, Library
Services Division.

Good luck to each debater in researching, preparing, and presenting arguments
on this year's topic.

Aleph E. Ross, Director
ngressional Research Service

(V)
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Reproduced from U.S. Department of Justice. aureau of Justice Statistics. Report to the
Nation on crime and justice. 2nd ed. Washington, The Department, 1988. p. 39-63, 90-127.

Chapter III

The offender

Phyllis Jo Raunach
Patrick A. Langan
Steven Klein, The RAND Corporation

This chaplet profiles arrestees and
offenders with data that address such
questions as

How do vim know who commits crimr9
What do we know about the offender?
How many offenders aro there?

Who is the 'typical offender? How aro
offenders and inctims similar? How ate
they different?

What is the relationship between age
and crime?

What are the characteristics of repeat
offenders'? How much crime do they
account for?

Are women becorrxng more involved in
cnind?

To what extent do blacks Hispanics,
and other ethnic groups engage in
crime?

What are the family, econCnsc, and
educational backgrounds of Ail and
prison inmates?

Is there a link between drug and alco
hol use and crime' How does drug and
alcchol use by offenders differ front that
ol the general population?

invaluable contributions to this chaolet
were made by Victoria Map. Sharon
Pro teter . and the User Services Stall of
the FRI Uniform Cr:me Reports Section
and by James Stephan. Sophie Bowen.
and Sara F Srmth ot BJS

Report to tne Nation on Crime and Justice 39
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Who We 'clypicar offender?

Most CrirrieS are committed by males.
esPecially hy those under age 20
About 42% of all persons arrested for
UCR Index crimes in 1985 were under
age 20 and almost four-fifths were
males The 1985 National Crime Survey
shows that most violent offenders are
perceived to be wh.le males, but blac,
males are perceived to be vioter.1
offenders in numbers disproportionate
to their share of the population This
does not mean that persons commit
crime because they are male or black

Offenders and victims share many trails
Like victims of crime, the offenders
described in arrest. pi. and prison data
are predominantly mate and aspropor
tionately young and black

What ars the characteristics of arrest... and offenders
in lis and prisons?

1983

US Irviei come a/reSiees 391 i91141e5 Sun. redwai
popJfatfon Uncon Con

1900 SOonl Pfoper1y mien fociocl fnm3les evnalos

726 545 805 443 686 1 707 434 88 120 132 620 405 317 31926

Shh
Maio 4996 B99t 7815 9.1i4e 93136

4

9610 95,:4b

F xr,Ve 5, 23

Rhea
MA4 86 51 tA, <,.., 61 SI 65

Elffici 17 48 33 44 96 41 33

(11er 2 t 2 1 3 3 3

Ethnic ottgin
ki %LW, t< <2 11 I', 14 ' 1:1

tfcn 14,4,1n4. '3.4 88 84 89 96 57 7:'

Uffor,wf-, 0 0 0 0 0 35 0

A.
1.14.3er 15 23 rf 14

. 0 0
IS 19 9 71 37 I I 11 1 U

1.0 ,1i 18 43 32 s 1 54 56 34

30 19 14 19 Si 7 f 74 25 40

40 49 10 1 5 6 1 8 I?
50 59 3 2 3 3 3 7

60 . 16 t 2 I I I 2

mok fe V.,.
49u t:ot IP 1,4

4,
11.15 `1,<4,

r..)
9

1. S' : 1: 'A<
5,44 .9.11

444 <4,.44-6.< .4015
<ma/ Jail '961 ad,

.,-.<4 44,4 and F*14'., 0..<4.4<, '1403
,,AA<J,4*1
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What is the relationship between age and crime?

Serious crime arrest rates are Ittahest In young age groups
co III tilt pe ,00.000
Boltitt.gibIG 0000141.50

t000

tow

Propedy crane enlist rates peak al age IS,
drop In halt by ape 22

0000
/Vioisol cnme arrest rates peak al ago 18

,
20 30 BO

5o5rty FBI tteutotn, Como fl.po,l 3-1e44 meo** 1%1385

Arrest rats trends vary by age group

Between 1961 and 1981
The most dramatic Increases In

arrest rates were for persons age
18 to 20

Smaller Increases in arrest
rates occurred for persons age 21
to 24 and age 25 to 29

For persons age 35 and older.
arrest rates declined.

Persons a;./* 18 to 20 had the
highest arrest rates followed by
those ago 21 to 24

Persons age 50 or older had the
lowest arrest rates.

Airests per 100000 age-eligible population

Under 18

25-29

tft&S 1011

11331

10-14

wi

30-34

15-1v

21 21

35-39

nee net

50 and over

1140 1401 OM MI

15.000

10 000

5.003

S.000

1015

50004 F51 Utolorrn Como R40005. Mt 65 oopoO0404o oam
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'bung people maks up the largest
proportion of offenders entering
the c-Mgriel justice system

In 1985
Twothirds of all arrests and three

quarters of aft UCR Index arrests were
of persons under age 30

Arrests of youths wider age 21 made
up hat( ol ail UCti Index property crime
arrests and almost a third of all mr.Aent
crime arrests.

Arrests of juveniles (persons under
age 18) made up 17% of all arrests and
31% of aM UCR Index arrests

During 1976415, the number o: armsts
of kivenites (persons under age 18) tell
ty 18%. rettectinc die uackne in the
size of that age group and a 15% drop
in thee arrest rale

Participatton In crime
declines with age

Arrest data show that thc intensiti; of
criminal behaaor slackens atter Ma
teens and rl conhnues to decline wilt
age Arrests however, 3re only
general indtcator of criminal activity The
greater likelihood ot arrests for young
people me/ result pv1iy from their lack
of experience in offendmg ald aVo
11010 their involverneM i1 the ty-2es 01
crimes Ion wh-Lh apprehenszwi is rraim
likely (fo, exarstie purse snatching vs
fraud) Moreover. boCMIse youths ()he,
conirot imme mm groupS, The resohition
01 a single crime may lead tO several
arrests

The decline in corn] participation wan
age may also result Irom the ocapacita
boo ol many offenders When repeat
of/enders are apprehe.-Ided they serve
increasingly longer sentences. thus
incapacrlating them lot long periods as
they grow older Moreover. a HAND Cor
porahon study ol hatatual offenders
shows that the success of habitual
offenders in avoiding apprehension
dechrwtd as their criminal careers
progressed Even though offense fates
declined over lime, the probabilites ot
arrest, cumoctton, and mocarcetation per
offense ell tended to increase Read,
stwn data also show that the rates of
returning to prison tend to be lower lot
older than for younger prisoners Older
prisoners who do return do so atter a
longer period of freedom than do
younger prisoners
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Moen! ay groups ars errested
e nd inommalled for different
types of crimes

Juveniles under alje le haVe a teilhef
Istathoccl ol being arreeted for robbery
and UCFI Index property crimes than
any other 1190 group

Pe Mere between ages 18 and 34 are
the most likely to be arrested for violent
crimes

The proportion cf each group arrested
kx pubic order crimes increases with
age

Among eri and prison inmates, prop-
erty crimes particularly burglary and
public order crim e. are more common
among younger lunettes

Violent crimes were more prevaler
among older inmateS admrtted to Prison

1902 but showed little venation
among ai 'unease of different ages

Drug crimes were more prevalent
among inmates age 25 to 44 in both
phsons and laile

INN older - *melee had never
been to *Mon before

Of all persons admitted to prison after
age 40. nearly half were in prison for
the WIN tone

Inmates whose most recent admission
in prison vies at cw alter age 40 were
more likely to be wiring erne lor a vici-
lent crime than inmates vita had the
longest most continuous criminal
careen The SeriouelleaS of their
offenses alone probably explains why
so many miales were incarcerated for
the first trtne al or after age 40

POMO% who were returning to phsoh at
or after age 40 generally had phoi
Crew*/ records rather than a current
violent corrochon Goren their records
these returnees cad not haya to commit
a violent crime to bong them back to
prison

&wags age st arrest vanes
by type of CAMS

Moil Sanaa Avennal KM al
cholas arrest m 1865

Gamteng 37 years
Murder 30
Sex °Senses 30
Fraud 30
Embezzlement 29
Aggravated &nate 29
Forcasie rape 26
Htleepons 28
Forgery snd

countedeong 27
Drug abuse volatons PE

Stolen property 25
Larcenvitheft 25
Amon 24
Robbery 24
Burglary 22
Motor vehOe thee 22

r.rnee IMS row. bow* woe nos
tx loam; *grin af, cnr ReierdM1
Program Number nee

The swage Doe of OflesiNII
lot most Wines remained fairly
constant from 11165 to 1666

Some excoptions are thal the average
age of onion* arrested for

mut, declined
forciLre rape increased
fraud declined
embeulement declined
larcenyithe increaerai
motor vehicle theft increased

The greatest increase in averaoe age
was for persons arrestou for arson

Historically, studies have shown
property crimes to be mots typical
of youths then of older offend**

In a his ii assessment or offending
patterns Chne ravened several studess
These &odes indicated a change from
property to violent crimes as adoles .

nts moved into adulthood.

Adults commit mom serious crimes
that itivertlies

In a study or delinquency aer time in
England, Langan and Farrington exam-
ined tht, relationship between age of
offenders and the value of the property
they stole The study found that crimes
committed by adults were much more
MMUS when measured in terms of
value of stolen property than those
comm.tted by pveryles Findings
showed that the average amount stolen
increased with age

Report to the Nation on Cane and Justice 43
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Repeat offenders are responsible for much of the Nation's crime

Who ant arm crknfriels/

The term tareer criminal has been
used to ..lescribe offenders who--

have an extensive record of arrests
and convictions

comma cnaos over a long period of
time

commit crimes at a very high rale
commit relatively senous crimes
use crimes as their principal source of

income
specialize (or are especially expert) in

a certain type of crime
have some combination of these

characteristics

Such criminals are often described as
chronic, habitual, repeal, serious, high-
rate, or professional offenders

Some criminals exhitxt at of the alxne
characteristics. but most do not. Some
high-rate offenders are arrested fro
quently and others rarely In tact, some
Icw-rate offsnders are arrested more
often than some high rate ones. The Ira
quency with wtoch an offender commits
comes varies over lima Thus, an
offender could be high-rale one month
and low rate the next. Similar*, the
offender who commits a serious crime
may or may not be committing serious
or other crimes et a high rata And
sonw high-rate and/or serious offenders
have no or almost no offala prior rec .
ord of irwolvemenf in crime

A low criminals commit many crime

Most offenders commit crimes at low
rates but a few do so al vary high
rates

Stud:es al Philadelphia. Pentrylvana:
Racine. W,sconsin, and Columbus,
Ohio. shaw that 73 to 34% of the
juveniles involved in crime am reser:est-

de for 61 to 68% of all the crimes com-
mitted by Sivendes. In a national sample
ni US. youths ago 11-17 the 7% who
were the moist kriNe offenders commit .
led abort 125 crimes per hear each,
whereas the 55% who wore the least
active committed an average of Amu
than 8 per yew.

The sane disproportionate pattern
occurs with adults The Chiskene study
a/ nearly 2.200 offeedem coming into
California, r.ichigan, and Texas gels and
prisons found that 50% of the robbers
conwerlied an awirage of fewer than 5
rcbbenes per yew, but a robber in the
most active 10% committed MOM than
85 per year And, while 50% of the txx-
glars averaged terror thari 6 burglaries
per year. the most active 10% avwaged
MOM than 232 per yaw

A Washington, DC study reported that
24% of all the adult arrests were
attributable to just 7% of the adelts
arrested Similarly. a 22-Stale study I/
WS of rung parolees revealed that
atout 10% of this group accounted for
40% of their later wrest offenses

High4Ms oilman' seldom specieliza
In one type al cries

Instead, they Wind to coma a variety of
misdemeanors and Mimes as well as
both indent and property crimes They
also often engage in related crimes,
such as property and drug offenses

few repeat offenders
are full4trne criminate

Most chronic oftenders have irregular
sources of income And they usuany
commit crimes dunng the periods they
am not employed. Hamner. some prefer
a 'Crewel career' to conventional
emproyment.

44 Report to the Nation on Dam end Justce

Acanthi deenquency often
foreshadows adult criminal activity

Most tuvende delinquents do not go on
to become adutt criminals, but many do
continue to commit crimes.

In Marion County. Oregon. 30% of
the ruvende boys convicted of serious
crime W0f0 later convicted of serious
crimes as adults

In Chicago, 34% of the boys appear
ing in tuveuile court later went to jai or
prison as adults

The criminal records of 210 serious
California juvenile offenders Were warn-
Ined to find out how many crimes they
committed from age 18 to Of this
group. 173 (86%) were arra_ id for
1,507 CMOs. I'"'uding

5 homicides
12 rapes
20 other sex offenses
40 weapon offenses
88 robberies

131 assaults
166 drug offenses
211 burglaries

The more serious the juvenile career,
the greater the chances of adult
edminaely

In New York City. 48% of the juveniles
who had only 1 year of juvenile activity
had one or more aduti Arrests and 15%
were serious adutt offenders In con.
trast. 78% of those with lengthy juvenile
careers were arrested as arkifts and
37% were serious adult offenders
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lang-term studies thow that the
Ton often s person I. arrested,
the greater the chances of being
arrested agitin

For example, a study of Philadelphia
males born in 1945 found that

35% were arrested at least once
54% ol those with ono arrest had a

second arrest
65% of thole with two arrests had a

third arrest
72% of those with three arrests had a

fourth arrest

A study of 539 former Illinois prison
inmates showed that 53% of !hose with
one incarceration were arrested within
29 months of thee release date com-
pared to a 76% recidivism rate among
those with 3 or more incarcerations.

The more often an offender I.
arrested before going to prieon,
the mom Moly end the O0011Of
that person will be arrested
after his Of her retrials

A WS study of young parolees found
that 69% were rearrested within 6 years
of their release from prison However.
the rearrest rate was 93% among those
with 6 or more prior arrests onmpared
to 59% for those with one prior arrest
The median time between release troth
prison and the first subsequent arrest
was 7 months for those with 6 or more
prior arrests versus 17 months for those
with one prior arrest Similarly. the more
often an ()Mender was arrested before
going to prison, the more likely and the
sooner he or she was reconvicted and
reincarcerated alter being paroled

Cr Mimi history, age, and drug us
are among the beet COITION*,
of Mum crimlneNty
The combination of prior adult and
nile record. ape, and drug use provii
a better Man chance prediction of sub
Sequent criminal activity Hoffman found

that when Federal inmates were placed
into re( groups based on these factors.
94% of the persons predicted to be of
least risk to soc.ety had a favorable
2 year parole outcome is 41% of those
predicted to be among the worst risks

The same variables also predict recidi-
vism among State prisoners. For exam-
ple. Klein and Caggiano found that 21%
of a group of inmates in California who
were forecast to have a relatively low
likelihood of committing future crimes
were back in jail or prison within 2
years i their release date vs a 52%
reincarceratior rate in the predicted
high-flak group.

After their Meese from custody,
offenders continua to commit crimes
and often serious atoms

Studies show that 10% to 20% of
defendants en pretrial release are
arrested while awaiting trial A study of
California offenders by Pe lerelia et al
found that more than 45% of the per-
sons connoted of crimes SOCh as rob-
bery. burglary. assault, and thee wore
already on adult or tuvenile Probation or
Parole at the time of their conviction

This study also found that 63% of those
given felony probation were rearrested
within 2 years of their release date The
recidivism rale was 72% among similar
defendants who went to prison In both
groups more than 25% of the new filed
charges were for violent crimes (homi-
cide, rape, assault, and robbery)

Nationally. about hall the inmates
released from Stale prison will return to
prison And most of those who return
mil do so within 3 years o/ their release
date In 1979. 61% of the 153,465 males

. tted to Stat.) prison had at least
, prior incarceration

The older the offender at the time
of Welt the longer ho Is WI*
to continue his criminel COW

One study shows that an 18 year ofd
who commits an Index crime usually
slops committing cranes within 5 years
of the arrest date but a 35-year old who
has been conimIling crimes since age
18 usually goes on committing crimes
for another 10 years However, 18 year
olds who commit murder or aggravated
assault lend to have criminal careers Of
about 10 years duration

Despite repealed cotyledons snd
Incemwetions, marry ofMnows
continua to believe they can get
away with committing mimes

The Chaikens asked inmates in three
Stales. 'Do you think you could do the
same crime again without getting
caughtr The answer "yes' was given

50% of the CaMornia inmates
34% of the Michigan inmates
23% of the Texas inme.es

Motivations Mr crime mnge from
thitIldesking to need for money

Juveniles who went an to have adult
criminal careers have stated that their
main motives for cnme were thrill-
seeking. status, attention-getting, or
peer influence, according to a RANO
Corporation study d habitual felons As
criminals approach adulthood, the rea
sons cited shift to financial needs, espe-
cially to money for drugs and alcohol

Report to the Nation on Cone and Jo Strce 45
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How do the offense characteristics of men and women differ?

Relatively few offenders are female

All arrests (adults

Females
in group

and (msesles) 17%
Ind°n cnme arrests 21

WAIN crme arrests 11

Peoperly myna attests 24
Larceny 31
Non larceny 8

Under correctanal
supervmon

Juyeryles 20
Je4 finales 7
PriSOn inmates 5

5t-noca FCC m. n ift.NO SON INS MOM.
ffIy 18243 C. of An.* 11Wnlon an1 Car

a. kn., fec ANC SVIVnbi. rift Ai MOW. / ted. NS
CM*. ktaf 1086 hoonors 1014, MIN/ AP,

Offense patterns differ for mates end females

Percent of
all arrests

UCR Mew Crimes Males Females

Murder and non-

000600^0
rnanr4augM60

Rape
Robbery
Aggroseed etmetA

&SONY
Urcenyrhell
Moira %elide Mett
Mon

1 21 elt88%
98
92 Arrest, Oul. and prison data at sug-
87 14 gest that a higher proportion 01

women than M men who commit
crimes are involved in property
crimes, such as larceny, forgery
fraud, and embezzlement. and in
drug offenses

s.0.4, Fiin,ICVu,iiNdSs.ed INS

Mon are more likely Man women to
be tweeted for the mote serious
crimes, such as murder, rape, rob-
bery, or bun -try

93
69
91
87

3.
9
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For UCR Index Crimea, the ruts of %MOM of flimsies I. much
lower than that of miss, but It has dean faster

W es
myst al. pm 100.000
mod** populOon

2.000

1.600

LOX

500

All UCR Index Grimm

ms

Now
(10"21-06t

*UN

.4M
Yatent
crimes

0
1071 I i7S Mb) 1800

FOINSIOS

An% *I I* Walal % Marco
reINNINNANN (11F21-IN

NS AN UCR Index Creme
TM

--"/ aimes

4 VAS

Violent crime

Ism Iwo two

INN* NM CAN AN" 1111-06. ovubkhod daft
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While ad prison populettons have
been growing dramatically, the
women's share has dean from
4% to II% in the past decade

Over the past 10 years, the number al
women in prison rose by 107% (from
11.170 in 1976 to 23.091 in 1985). while
the number ot men rose by 80% (from
266630 in 1976 to 480.510 in 1985)

Pew. peewee.

400.000

Mare

MOM

$00,000

0

1101"14 LIS moonlit0 tit ltat* led ?WWII
100111,410M on DIIN.01 V, IOW 1.1110,1M1
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etirly., rat INS ONO niNaNt. Abioni 11
f1)61 Sri New% Pnunws Sistiotine,
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A relatively large proportion of oftendets come from minority groups

The number of biock criminals
Is dispropottlonalely high

Black:, who r 'a up 12% ol the U.S
population in 30. accounted kw--

27% of all arrests a 1965
34% of all UCR Index Crime wrests
47% of all arrests for indent crimes
40% of local jail inmates in 1964
46% of State prison inmates In 1964.

The proportion of black Ms* prisoners
with their share of the popuistion

Blade as a percent
d prison population

Weed Stales 46%

Northeast 51

'deftest 45
SotAh 54
lake 26

M the South Is non consistent
then In other regions

Macla ae a percent 14840 01 00100 iY0pOrDon
of S POPOlatiOn 10 US, Propothon

12% 4 to 1

10 5 to 1
9 5 to 1

19 3 to 1
5 5 to 1

&cording to many researchers the dos-
Proportionality of black8 in the prison
population is mostly attributable to age,
seriousness of crime, pnor criminal f0C-
ord, and other legally relevant factors.
This finding neither rules out nor coo
finns the possibility of tA1110 discrimina-
tion in the criminal !Lisbon system

Victim ntports confirm the pattern
ol arrests by mce

The pattern of racial involvement in
arrests shown in pobce records closely
parallels that reported by victims of
crime in the National Crime Survey

NCS victim
obsennthon

UCH arrests

Percent or rtlenders
who *ere black

Robbery Burglary
_ _ .

63% 34%

59 35

Moo ()ma oololo Mond.Si tor. pm MI .1
re. into ow, ard oMo NCS nom &wood IN
~do, 92% p1 Itoo mbbono AM 546 al to boolodNI

The lifetime chance of Incercendion
Is six times higher for blacks
then for whiles

the likelihood that any adult male kW,
have served time in a ruvende or adult
lai Of prison by age 64 is estimated lo
be 18% for blacks and 3% tor whees
However, atter the first confinement, the
likelihood of further commitments is
stmilar lot white and black males About
a third of each group who have ever
been Confined will have been confined
four times by age 64

elects were Me likely than whites
lo be violent offenders

Among UCR Index Cnmes the west
rate of docks was higher for violent than
fix property MGM.

Mass Blacks

AM arrests 72% 27%

AM Wes Crime 65% 34%

Violent crime .52% 47%
Murder 50 48
Rape 52 47
Robbery 37 62
Aegreeted nasal 58 40

hoped, Maws 68% 30%
Bravery 70 29
Larcanythell 67 31
Wpm Abide thet 66 32
Arson 78 23

NoW tIonolopo do not add lo KOMI because rook of
moon of oho moo So nol Oho.

In 1983 blacks accounted for 4.5% et all
prison admissions and about 47% or all
acknissions lot violent crimes Of all

blacks adrnitted lo pnson in 196a 38%
wore admitted tor violent crimes as corn
pared to 31% ol at whites Eighteen per-
cent ol all blacks 1.1040 admitted for rob-
bery as compared to 11% or all whites

SVUKOO SINIMPAY 164.110 r PS Sale. .084
RA Wu* Po.. 9...0 464 unifiut.4e4 piel

The proportion of Mimics In
prisons end Mk- Is greeter than
M the lolai IL& population

Fifteen mdliOn Hispanics make up C% of
the US Population This number IS
divided about equally betvelen males
and terrifies

Hispanics (both white and black)
accounted for 15% of all arrests for

violent comes and 11% ot all arrests tor
txoperly crimes in 1985

made up 13% (27.423) of the male fail
population and 11% (1.929) of the
female tal population in 1904

made up 10% (46.125) ol the male
prison population and 9% (1.781) of the
lernale prison population

were more likely than non Hispanics
to be in lad or prison for ("rug odenses
in 1983 and 1984

Report to the Nation on Crime and Justice 47
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What am the social and economic character stics of offendets?

T'he relationship of an offender's
sock) end economic becieround
lo crime has been holly debated

There is no agreement over the relation .
ship between crime and various social
and economic factor& Some research .
ers believe that crime results horn
deprived backgrounds, while others see
craning, behavior as another symptom
of maladjustment. Whatever the relation-
ship might be. we can measure certain
characteristics of offendels and com-
pare them to the population as a vet0e
to gni, a web ot the offending popula-
tion. This prof% does not indicate which
came find. the social and economic
characteristic or the crirrinal behavior It
also does nol explain why some people
with similar characteristics do commit
crimes and others do not

A high ptoportion of offenders grew
up in hoarse with one parent

About 48% ot jail and pneon inmates
grew up primarily with one went or
other relatives In 198(k 20% of the chil-
dren under age 18 in the United States
were thing with one parent Moreovet
about 15% ot the asil Inmates and 18%
ot the prison Inmates grew up with nei-
ther parent vthereas 446 of all children
under age 18 in the United States in
1980 ware thing with neither parer*
Some studies suggest that the relation-
ship between family background and
deknquency Is particularly strong for
lemafes2

Many oitsndere have been victims
of childhood shims

A study ot inmates at the California
Institution for Men al San Quentin found
that many Inmates had been abused
extensively as children. Although data
are hauled, 80Ma studies suggest that
adolescents subjected to extreme abuse
and violence at home may develop psy-
chotic symptom neurological abnor-
malities. and vident behavior

Paean and jeM inmates were Maly
to have relatives who served time

Atrut 40% ot the prison inmates in
1979 and 34% ot the jail inmates in
1983 had an immediate family member
(father mother, brother, sister spout's of
child) who had been incarcerated in the
past. Elaunach found that 53% of the
180 inmates who were mothers had
other family members with criminal
record& These family members were
primarily siblings (59%) and husbands
ex-husbands or lovers (28%).

Most eflendera wers net merited

Among jail and prison inmates
About KM had never been married

end another 24% were ckvared or
separated (vs 54% unmarried and 4%
avomed or separated among US.
maies age 20-29).

72% ot the prieon end 21% of the jail
population were married (vs 47% ot the
comparable US population).

The Pe:coition ot divorced and sepa-
rated whites was much hrgher in gels
and prisons than in the US population,
the marital status of black inmates was
cioser to that ot blacks in the US popu-
labon.

48 Report to the Nation on Crime and Justice

Most Mme.'s have dependent children

Women offenders are more likely than
men to have dependent children. In
1979, 74% of women prison inmates
and 54% of the men tv..: dependent
children. In jails in lo8a 71% of the
women and 54% at the men had
dependent children. 01 those inmates
who had children, about 67% ot those
in jail and 71% of those in prison had 1
or 2 children.

The level of education mated
by jaM and prison !melee was far
below the national average

About 40% ot all jail and 28% of all
prison inmates had completed high
school as compared to 85% of mates
age 20-29 in the US. population.

About 45% ot all prison and 41% ot
all jail inmates as compared with 11% of
the US population ol males age 20-29
began but did not complete high
school.

As compared with the US population
of males age 2029,- there were few col .
lege graduates in jell or prison

E ducational iral was associated
whit type of ohms

Percent of
male* who

high
compialed

schcol

Offense Jai Prow

Drug offered. 34% 29%
Violent oneness 27 21
Property oftenwrs 27 19
Publoc maw

offenses 31 19

Some. 6/5 Sumpo wove% a gm Gricoora ForA
bu. 'frt. urvotommo SA Strvre wain a Lam
ha. 1an . vrculftrwe des
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Many offenders wars unemployed

The highest incarceration rate among
US males age 16-64 Was among those
who were unemployed prior to arrest:

Number of
mules
per 100,000
U S population

Jai -Neon

in labor lace 330 398
Employed 220 356
Unemployed 1,792 933

Not in iabor
force 323 442

TOOT 329 405

About 45% of all males in fel in 1963
were unemployed at the time they
entered fel Among the 55%wno wore
working, 22% were working only part-
time In the U S. male population age
16-64. 84% are employed and 04 these
3% work part-lime.

A high proportion of WWI talons
lacked steedy employment

Adult felons were more likely than the
gereral population never to have
worked at all or to have held a wide
variety of short-term fobs.° 01 the
prisoners in a RAND Corporation study,
20% had never worked Ind another
20% held a variety of shortlerm jobs.
On average, felons in thew groups
committed more crimes, partculady
more reopen/ crimes, than the 60%
who had had a more stable employ-
ment history

The proportion of bluwooller
voodoos was higher In poison
than in the general poposisdon

Neon
Pono-

Occupation lake

Whaecollar 15%
Blueeeeer 68
Erre 2
Service 14

Us, popu
laban ape
18-84

51%
33

3
13

Amain BA &Amy imam of SY ennerficni egg
111?9. urpAllemd dela Re curranImpullft, aurny

IM a, A dim to* Mt...et Osamu I LAW SUM.
1422

ryes Almelo had been working
In their customary occupation

Wore ther arrest, 30% of all fail
mates in 1983 WIG wore working were
employed outside what they considered
to he thee customary occupabon
Lather surveys nf prison inmates had
ermiar frndinDs ti additocwr to an natal-

to find work In ther chosen fk d, this
suggests some degree of underer, oloy-
mint

The voyage kens%
was st the poverty NW
below anisdng

In 1983 about half the males in fail who
had been out ot ad or prison iv et
lead a yew had annual incomes under
94600, a medwi income of about hall
that of men in the general population
($11,848) in 1981. Female wit irrnates
reported a median income of about
$4,000 during the year berm arrest
sivhtly more than half of that for women

in the genera( Population ($7310) The
median income tor both male and
female fall inmates in 1983 did not
exceed the poverty level as defined by
the US Government

Meow IrtmMes had Income
kw nontraditional sources
before entering WI

Among fail inmates
22% depended on welfare. Social

Security, or unemployment benefits
7% said that their man source ot

income was illegal
60% said that their main source of

income had been a wage or a salary

A larger proportion of female than male
inmates

depended on welfare, unemployment
benefits. or Social Security (38% vs
22%)

depended on !amity or friends for
thee subsistence (31% vs 23%)

admitted that their main income was
from illegal activities (11% vs. 7%)

Report to the Nation on Crime and JusliCp 49
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Drug and alcohol use Is common among offenders

The drug use-crime link le complex

There is evidence of a relationship
between chug use, including alcohol
use, and crime How strong it is and
how it operates is not clear Obviously,
some drug ese is illegal in and of itself.
But its impact on other crimes is uncer
tan As with ather characteristics, drug
use may be another symptom of mal.
adjustment The general pattern of
usage hY offenders as compared to
nonottenders provides a profile of chug
and alcohol use

Some ways in winch drug and alcohol
use could contribute to crime include

stimulating aggressiveness or %waken-
ing inhibdions of offenders

motivating offenders to commit crimes
to get money to buy drugs

Different drugs supposedly have differ
ent links to crime For example some
hypothesize that alcohol's reduction of
inhibitions leads to crime, particularly
aggressive acts On the other hand.
heroin's addictive nature motivates some
addicts to commit crimes to get money
to buy drugs Looking at when the
drugs or alcohol were consumed in
relationship to the time of the offense
helps to clarify if and how drugs and
alcohol are involved in crime

Drug use I. tar greater
among &lenders then
mong nonotferideni

POcea Mso r511
ea usod diug

JM Pisoa
ornate, nmalos luitaAbboa

ArNdiy,1 7540 78% 37%

72 75 :13

38 37 25

Pheramnos 32 3, a

UWWMM 27 35 6

fittflYn 22 V 2

Prison Mmates used alcohol
more than their countwpartn
in the goner& population

Almost half the inmates--but only a
tenth of all persons age 18 and older in
the general populason--drank an aver
age of an ounce or more daily

Males, both in prison and in the
general population, were much more
likely than females to drink an ounce or
more

Mon in prison were roughly three
times as likely as men in general to
consume an ounce or more daily
Women in prison were over five hrnes
mote likely than women in general to
consume that muCh.

A sixth of the inmates and a third of
the general population abstained from
aff alcohol

More than a third of ail inmates drank
alcoholic beverages daily during the
year before the crime Two thirds ot
these inmates drank very heavily, that
is. at any one drinking Session they lypi
Cally drank the equivalent or eight Lans
of beer. seven 4-ounce glasses 01 wine
or nearly nine Ounces of 80 proof liquor

Which comes first
drug use Of crime?

There is some indication that invOlve
ment in crime may precede drug use
Greerio found that most al rested
addicts began thee criminal behavior
before they began using drugs regu
fatly Similarly, the 1979 Prison Inmate
Survey showed that for more than half
the irimates, involvement in crime
preceded their drug use Other
research shows that most herOn
addicted criminals were involved in
crime before they became addicted arid
that traditional income sources, rather
than street Crimes. are the mator source
of support for the drug habil

Snmrst Ara 4i 13JS viávi.I Mero, 126,,
RA Saw, a ,nmetee I aaill i5 igtll ~Wel
dela AI mIsOM i1 ers 13.1.0e, 14o4n1. ,965
Hovon hr. r Nab"' Sunev OM? Am. ,t47
P41.0411 IMAM On C. ARA* WS 5,,,my a ,a,a0a, a
%at com 1102 ,e,A.K.rod de. ,.y.
ikwe of re 1555 Pliftna, Pk...NM Survey ca Ong
Atrwe Nearvi .1116.0 a. (hip AtAm

CORRECTION NOTICE FOR
TABLE ON P. 50: THE PERCENT OF
THE GENERAL POPULATION WHO HAD
EVER USED COCAINE SHOULD READ
I2% AND WHO HAD EVER USED
HEROIN SHOULD READ L.
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What Is the relationship between
Increased drug use and crime?

Studies in Bellmore California, and
Hartern show increased criminal involve-
ment with more drug usage Ball.
Shaffer. and Witco found that over a
9.year period, the crime rate of 354
black and white heroin addica dropped
with less narcotics use and rose 4 to 6
times with active narcotics USE" Similarly.
Anglin and Spockart compared criminal
involvement of 753 white and Hispanie
addicts before and alter addction
Results Shomad that 21- 30% more per .
sons were involved in crimes the year
after addiction began. arrests increased
substantially, and the number of days
addicts were involved in crimes
increased 3 to 5 times their number
prior to the fast addction

'e a study of behaviors and ecOrXWniC
.cts of 201 street heroin users in

r Lim between 1980 and 1982. John
son et al revealed that daily heroin
users reported the highest crime rates.
209 nondrug crimes per year compared
with 162 among iegular UserS, and 116
among irregular users Daily heroin
iisers committed about twice the num
ber at robber.es and boglaries as regu-
far users and about 5 limes as many as
irregular users
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The RANO career chime study lewd
that among felons drug IONS ^arm*
tea more burglariet ecotype mime&
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How does drug and akm601 Use
vary by crime?
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Hot do Inmeies vary
In their drug usa?

Many inmates were under the
inauence Cl marivAina but uswety ri
ccmbnation with other more sefous
drugs such as heroin

AI the Wne of thee °Herne lerew
&nate* Wete WOE the mavyNce
harem 01% prison wowed 5ur, )0,1
111M01011).

Mb of the prison ovnaws were ondef
Me ammo CI meson al the tote of
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Alvon0 PrISOn mutes. women we,e
more larey thsr men to ham been
under the inaumice a hemin (teeb
Herit

While pnson eehkeee mwe more hi.ey
than black laladlls to We been dtok
Itv heavily (3944 vs. 18%)
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fTecember 1986

Crane or the United Slates 1983 1984. and
1985

Uniform Crime Reporls. 1961 05

Law Enforcement Assisranco Admimstranon
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National Institute ot Justice
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drugs and crime' NCJ 96668. February
1965

Shannon L W Assessog Me relationship
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1978
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Prevention

Natronal Institute ol Juvenile Justice and
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do'. 1961
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Bureau of the Canada
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Statistical abetted of the United Stales 1981.
1984. and 1987

1.1.8. Department of Health and I4uman
Safvkaa

Pubic Health Service
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Nahonal Instrtute on Drug Abuse
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Abuse 1982. DHHS Publication No
831277
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Survey on Drug Abuse. September 1966

Natrona/ Survey on Drug Abusz: Main
fredings, 1979
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data book volume I. BLS Bulletin 92096
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Tnrough sentencing, society attempts to express its goals
for the correctional process

.11111== 41.

The sentencing of criminals often
reflects conflicting social goals

These oectives are
Retributionowing offenders their

"just deserts" and expressing society's
disapproval of criminal behavior

Incape,gtetlonseparating offenders
from the community to reduce the
opportunity for further Crime while they
are rricarcerated

Deterrencedemonstrating the ce,
tainty and seserity of punishment to dis .
courage future crime by the offender
(specific deterrence) and by others
(genefal deterrence)

nohgtogonproviding psychologi.
cal or educatonal assistance or job
!raining to °Menders to make them less
likely to engezie in future criminality

Restitution--havmo the offender
repay the victim or the community in
money Of Services

Attitudes about eentencing
reflect multiple pools
end other Wore

Research on judicial altitudes and prac
Ices in sentencing revealed that judges
vary greatly in their commitment to van .
ous goals when imposing sentences
Public opinion also has shown much
diversity about the goals of sentencing.
and public attitudes have changed over
the years In fashioning criminal penal .
ties legislators have tended to reflect
this lack of public consensus

Sentencing laws are further complicated
by concerns for--

lhoportionelity --seventy of punish
r -Ant should be commensurate with the
seriousness of the crime

Equitysimilar crimes and similar
criminals should be treated alike

Social &bi--the severity of punish-
ment should take into account the
offender's prior criminal behavior

Judgeb amity hoe
a greet demi of discretion
in sentencing oftende,e

The different sentencing laws give var .
ous amounts ot discretion to the judge
in setting rae lar.gth of a prison or jail
term Ire a more fundamental respect.
however the judge often has a high
degree of discretion in deciding
whether or not to irvarcerate the
offender al all Alternatives to imprison-
ment include--
. probation

fines
forfeiture of the proceeds of criminal

activity
restitution to victims
communIty serwce
split sentences, consisting of a s'iort

period of incarceration followed by pro-
bation in the COMaillfuty

Often, before a sentence is imposed a
presentencs investigation is conducted
to provide the rudge with information
about the offender's characteristics and
prior criminal record

Disparity end uncensinly ar
from a Irma of consensus
over sentencing vele

By the early 1970s researchers and
critics of the justice system had begun
to note that trying to achieve the mixed
goals of the justice system without new
limits on the discretionary options given
to judges had

reduCed the certainty of sanctions,
presumably eroding the deterrent effect
of corrections

resulted in disparity in the severiy of
punishment. wth differences in the sen .
tences imposed for Similar cases and
offenders

faxed to mix:fate the effectiveness of
various ret abillation programs in
changing ,rrender behavior or predct
ing future :nrninality
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Recent sentencing reforms
WW1 more severe fittltudts
nd seek to reduce disparity

and uncertainty

Reforms in recent years have used
statutory and administrative changes
to

clarify the alms of sentencing
reduce disparity by lirryting judicial

and parole discretion
provide a system of penalties that is

more consistent and credictable
provide sanctions consistent with the

concept of 'just dese Is"

The changes have inducted-
making prison mandatory for certain

crimes and for recidivists
specifying presumptive sentence

lengths
requiring sentence enhancements for

offenders with prior felony Conwctions
introducing senten, ng guidelines
limiting parole discretion through the

use of parole guidelines
total elimination of discretionary parole

release (determinate sentencing)

Steles use variety of strategies
for sentencing

Sentencing is perhaps the most divers,
bed part °I the Nation's criminal justice
pmcess EaCh State has a unique set of
sentencing laws, and trequent and sub
stantial changes have been made in
recent years This diversity complicates
the classification of sentencing systems
For nearly any criterion that may be
considered, there will be SOfile Stales
vath hybrid systems that straddle the
boundary between categories
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The basic difference In sentencing
systems Is die spporiionIng
of discretton Women tits Judge
and mole sulbornies

Indetsiminate sentencing- -the judge
specifies minimum and maximum sen-
tence lengths These set uppe- and
lower bounds on the time tc be served
The actual release date (and the elm
the time actually served) is delefrri'ned
later by parole authorities within those
limits

Partially Indeterminate eenW.Ang--1.
variation of indeterminate senterx..1g in
which the judge specifies only the maxi-
mum sentence length An associated
minimum automatically is implied, but is
not *thin the judge's discretion. The
implied minimum may be a fixed time
(such as 1 year) for all sentences or a
fixed proportion of the maximum In
some States the implied minimum is
zero. thus the parole board is empow-
ered to release the prisoner at a-y time

Determinate sentencingthe judge
specifies a fixed term of incarceration.
which must be served in lull (less any
'1goodlime" earned in prison) There is
no discretionary parole fele/ se

Since bitli many States have
adopted Menem%
sentencing, but most still use
indstenninsie sentencing

In 1976 Maine was the fast State to
adopt determinate sentencing The sen-
tencing system is entirely Of predorn-
mangy determinate in these 10 States'

Cal+ lcon.a Marne
Connectout Minnesota
Florida New Meson
II linOiS North Carolina
indana Wastengton

The other Slates and the District of
Columbia use indeterminate sentencing
in its various forms One State, COO-
tadO after changing tu determinate sen-
tencing in 1979 went back to indeter-
minate sentenong in 1985 The Federal
juske system has adopted determinate
sentencing through a system of sentenc-
ing guidelines

Stain employ other sentenckm Intim
In coition/Mon with their basic obstegles

lianesIrmy senisimerei- Um toque.8 the inictdo
le mileage a weence of incamerason. dean
spooned length. tor awe or certain co
edam cil ollendeo There t no ocean ol Robe
bon at a suspended senlence

Peseumpllye senessoari The RARebon of a
lodge atm entoses town wawa Lou
Premed Fry e free*. nerreite leap sal by law
trr each Menne et dais al offense ihat fen.
le...41 !noel be imposed on al unscaplional
CAVA In rOspOrile 10 megalith] iA emerging
CactralinC64 Sm. pdtr itAS
lentren the sesame wenn speared Wald-
emt tilualiy raith *Men /estimation being
odium:

Seelencthe spadelesesErploce panes ard
War/daft are Vented :or [Modals) on
individual valences The decoron in mush
bawl cm the refute al the clams and the
attendee's animal tamed lot earnpla the
presatod mammy lot a carton offense might
be ornbaton 4CC al 0184 hae no potwous
telcof conwchons a snort lean of incarcershon
the offender has me Oncd cornmeal end
langfesittedY MK* aeon lefrte ii the alienates
animal history o more extensive

temisnae finkleoesfeetla hi featly all Slaw
the you. thee Wootton the 0110019810 lie en
oftender with son adore connclaini Me lengths
al such anhancernerts and no creche tor eno:re
pro them Vary among the Stales

Mandatory sentencing teas we in 60c4 in 46
State (sr e81e1.1 Mena Minnelota Net AM
ard Rhode Island) wid the (Nerd of Cceenho
In 25 Slates entarsonmera ro manietoty rot cet
lain wad 'fanny ellendett in 30 Stales
improsnment 4 d hrsern mg,
"dyed in the tasinaseon al A crane in 45
Stales 000VCIIOn Ci Cadten 011enfel of climes xi
cheofel leads ho mandakey mmnsonnetd mat
etch aerates us war. rodent cones ant
Inv tratficaou e included in 18 of the Slates
Many Slates Nee rearay made (Runk dr,no en
0014.1, for which incarceration is mandated
(moiety tor idahvely stud penoda 41 a local #
rater than a tbalo pne0n)

farlenong S 01011 al lead 10 Some
degre, in about 12 States

Senterc,o guAleknot came aao use ,n the We
19035 Thoy

o.d 0 13 Stale, and 1,4' endetat i,nr,ial ros
Ice SysleM

0,41en .10 Patna.. ill 100Ka1 Wien, and
LOulliane. ManAnd Minnesota New

gement Ohm Pennsylvania and itwoesese
.14d W44.14.* 10.2 nd mandated by dre

trian
weed sniccinely 00 Mamachusette McNqat

Phode Wand and Wao0ren
being foreefered tor edocoon or abet States

and the Detre ci Cournbe

In some sown that VOUP Minims Xcannig ix
their sermaneisa rile 19411 01111nd0a may NI
sawn a senlenno onenent, mooted Id fiNghie,
W100.10,044 caleiKey Some States prescree
lehothoneg the bounces ct haboaai oflordlers
tey spouted amounts ot orpowng a inandaton
nxnientan lienn yflal 11.010 be waned before arca,

be tonedteed In nthe0 51e1ee the guidelines
wade Ore sentences evil taffecl the newscast's
cinynel fustRy AA *Of 44 the 14,04,4144 it h0
offense Many States pisethibe condemns model
isterh pivots Mobley 4 touted or elowemed rot
ammo, moon eel three 4.4 11108 ft I JOI 101Cry
cansctone 4 convicted of Senolt 1104119
aleu4 ff.cri De sentenced to iee mcosonmeri
...thou porde

S,nnet 1.0000n conAcled 4e ,ne &me, -0 maa }INV,
try ea US Woo. 04 Ger., ,145 6,1 ifi hi Pen,00.4,4

Cnine Irol UtAntiRecy n nee
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Santencing guirkikam usually
are developed lw a wants
stmermcing commission

Such a commission may be appointed
by the legislative moues, c judicial
branch of Stale government. This is °
departire from traditional practice in
that sentences are prescribed through
an administrative procedure rather than
by expficd

In some States the guidelinns are
preirtiptive in that they specify whether
or not the judge must impose a prison
sentence and the presumptive sentence
length. In other States the guidelines
are adinsory in that they provide infor-
mation to the judge but do not mandate
sentencing decision&

To determine whether a prison sentence
should be imposed, the guidelines
usually consider offense severity and
the offender's prior criminal record. A
matrix that relates these hid factors may
be used.

Sentencing mirk

0111056
6AvIty

liv

Criminal Nita,/
/boi
0 1 2 3 5 6

NO X
Moped Itcon AvOloWnory 'wood 15 6**.s100.0,11,4
Impact of fhip Mffimpooto oonlonnoo oolOoodnoe km-
meals 1115lentIng Oeklelne Comorkelon. July 1St

Sentencing guidelines used in the Fed-
eral justice sulem were developed by
the United Slates Sentencing Commis-
sion. The guidelines provide for deter .
minate sentencing and the abolition of
parole flanges of sentence length are
specified fa various ottense cloaks.
tions and offender characteristics The
judge must provide written justification
tor any sentence that deviates dun the

guideiine range; sentences that are less
severe can be appealed by the prose-
cution, and sentences that we more
severe can be appealed by the def ent-_

Changes In saMencing
have bmug!4 changes
In ocarsctional practices

Msny sentencing reforms have led to
changes in the way correctional systems
operate:

The proliferation of determinate and
mandatory sentences during the past
decade together with dissatisfaction
about the uncedentiss of indeterminate
sentencing (especiaily the linking of
release deciems lo rehabilitative prog.
reu or pedicbons of future behave:).
have led to modifications in parole deo-
sionmaking. Many Stales now use
parcie guideines, and many have modi-
fied their use of *goodlimr, and other
incentives for controlling inmate
behavior and detemming release dates

New administrative requirements such
as collection of mem restitution funds,
operation of community service pm-
grains and leAring tees for probation
supeivision. room and board, and other
services, have been added to traditional
correctional practices

Changes in sentencing laws and prac.
aces may be affecting the size of the
correcbonal clientele Such changes
include

using determinate and mandatory
sentencing

limiting or abolishing parole discretion
towering the age at which youthful

(Menders become subtect to the adult
criminal justice system

enacting in a few jurisdictions laws
providing for lite imprisonment vdthout
the possibility of paroM

92 Report to the Nation on Came and Justice
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Forfeiture is a relativey new sanction

What I. iodoltute?

Forfeiture rs gione,menl SWUM of Of01>
rely derived from or used in cnminal
activity Its use as a sanction aims to
strip racketeers and drug traffickers of
e'er economic poser because the tradi
bond sanctions of nexisonment and
fines have been found inadequate to
deer or punish enormously profitable
cranes Seizure of assets aims not only
to reduce the profitability el eleoal
activity but to curtail the financial a'sMy
of criminal organizations to continue ille-
gal operations

Theta ate two types 1 torfeltute:
eivli and criminal

PA lorfeturt a p oceeding against
property used in creme activity Prop-
arty Jutsect to civil lodeiture often
inclodes vehicles used to transport con-
emend ague:nem used to ntanulaci
ture illegal drugs. cash used in legal
transactions. and 9roperty purchased
eth the proceeds of the crane No find-
ing of criminal guilt Is required in Seth
proceennas The government is
required to post notice of the erased.

eo that any party who has an
merest in the property may contest the
forfeiture

Melee lefellunt- a part of the
crane* action taken against a deem-
dart accused of racketeering or drug
trekking The forfeiture rs a sandlot,
nexeed on conviction that re(PrOR tee
delendere forted AMUR properly
rights and interests related to the viola-
tion In '970 Congress revived Ins
sanction that het been dormant in
Ameocan law sire the Restitution

The use ol torieltum vedee
greedy among fortedlotions

The federal Government originally
provided for cr.minal forteiture in the
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
oiganzerion (RICO) statute and the
(.ornivehensve Drug Presintion and
Cored kt both enacted in 1970
Before that ixne civil fortedure Mid been
pros.ded eilesi laws on some ear
((RCS CuSrUrns And osenue infractions.
More mcerely iting.iaoe on forfeeure
hat been included in the Commhen

eve Crime Control Act of 1984, the
Money teundering Act of 198 6. and the
Antidrug Abuse Act of 1988

Moe Slate forfeiture procedures appear
in controlled substances or RICO laws
A les Stales provide for forfeiture of
property comected with the corneas-
son of an; felony. Most State forfeiture
pronsions MON for civil rather than
crime forfeiture. A re-Ant survey
responded to tai 44 States and lento-
Me found that under the controlled sub-
stances less moat Stales preside only
for tad bailee°. Eight States (Anzona.
Kentucky. Nesda, Nee Mexico, North
Carolina, Utah. Vernon. and West Vir-
ginia). howesee hare criminal forfeiture
wantons Of the 19 States wah RICO
statutes, aN but 8 include the criminal
forfeiture Waco 2

What I. todoltelda?

Originally most forfeiture provisions
aimed to cow the seizure of contra-
band or modes of transporting or
facatating denbution of such materials
The types of property that may be (or-
feited hays been expanded since the
1970s to include assets, cash, aecurees.
negotiable instruments real property
wYkiceng houses or other real estate,
and proceeds traceable directly or
indirectly to Woistions of certain laws
Common promrons permit seizure of
conveyances such as airplanes, boats.
or cars, raw materiels, products, and
tiouconent used in manufacturing.
trafficking, or cultivation of illegal drugs;
and drug Oarapf,nmalia

How long does N tels to determine
N property can be a:Mailed?

tri most cases some time is pronded
before the actual forferture In elk,* pen
sons with an interest in Re 4 properly
to make a clam. Seized property is na-
mely kept for 6 months to 1 yiser before
being declared forfeit and disposed of
Contraband Or Melefleis that are eette
per se, such as drugs, are disposed of
restively quiday Cars, airplanes, boats,
and other forms of transpodation are
usually kapt for about 8 months before
disposal Reel property is often kepi for
longer periods Adnesstrative forfeitures
usually take loss lune thart ones ihat
:n vire iodine determination
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Because of the depreciation in value of
many assets over lime and the cost of
storing or canng for such assets, !oder
tore may result in a cost rather than rev
entre to the prosecuting jurisdiction

Whet happens to Wetted property?

The disposition of forfeited propoty is
controlled by statute or in some Slates
by their constitutions In many cases.
the seizing agency is permitted to place
an asset in official use once It has been
declared forfeit by a court Such assets
are usually cars, trucks, boats, or planes
used during the crisis or proceeds of
the crime

For assets that are sold, the proceeds
are usually used fest to pay any out-
standirsj liens. The costs of storing.
manta ling, and selling the proPerty
are reimbursed next Some States
require that, after administrative costs
are reimbursed, the costs of law
enforcement and prosecution must be
paid More than half the States provide
that any outstanding balance go to the
State or local treasury, or. a part to both
In eight States law enforcement agen-
cies can keep all Proeedy, cash, iza
sales proceeds If the Stale constitution
oovems distribution, the receving
agency is usually the Slate or local
school system. Some States have semi-
fied the recipients to be special pro-
grams for drug abuse prevention and
rehabilitation.

In 1984 the Federal Government estab
fished the Department of Justice Assets
Forfeiture Fund to collect proceeds from
forfeitures and defray the costs or forfei-
tures under the Comprehensive D'ag
Abuse Prevention and Control Act and
the Customs Forfeiture Fund for fortis
tures under CUsitYris laws Those acts
also recluse that the property and pro
ceeds of forfeiture be shared equitably
with Slate and local law enforcement
commensurate with their participation in
tne investigahons leading to forfeiture
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Sanctions for alcohol-related driving offenses
are becoming more severe

Alcohol-M.1W driving offenses
carry both criminal end
administrative sonclions

Because States license dnvera sanc.
lions 81011191 persons convicted of dnv-
oci while Intoxicated and driving under
the influence of alcohol include revoca-
ton Of suspension of driverb licenses
In some States the administrative sanc .
tion may be imposed for a short Period
prior to conviction if there is sufficient
evidence to believe the defendant wes
operating a motor vehicie while under
the influence of alcohol. In 1986 the
minimum penod for license suspension
or revocation for a first offense ranged
from 21 days in ono State to 36 months
in another.

Criminal sanctions may involve incarcer .
atom fines. ozmmunay servica restitu .
bon. or alcohol treatment and education
programs In some States. cnininal dliv
ing offenses we classified as felonies; in
other States they are misdemeanors
The term of incan. eation permitted by
statute for a first offense ranges from a
minimum of 1 day up to 2 years First
Offense fines range from SI00 to $.6060

In almost all States both administrative
and unmet sancttons may be imposed
for a conviction of driving while intoxi-
cated The criminal court imposes coml.
nal sanctions while the licensing agency
imposes the administrative sanctions on
notification of conviction by the court

In most Stets' pone* sanction'
for repeat elct.hol-mieted ddving
offenders ere progressively severe

In 1986 mole than half ths States had
license suspension or revocation mini
mums of a few months for first offenders
and 12 months for second offenders In
43 Stales the fines that may be
imposed also increased with the num
ber ol prior convictions For example,

Arizona law permits fines of up to
$1000 for first offenses but up to
$16C,000 for third offenses In 23 Stales
repeat offenders may be subject to
habitual offender laws resulting in
enhancement of the term to incwcora.
hon.

Many States have mewled
to mandatory sanctions

Numbet al Stan
iype st sanchon snpceng mandatory
and peer histeiy Sanchons

1982 1988

ImprownInen1
IS oletnie 12 18

2nd 2? 42
19 40

Ie offense 9 15

2nd 10 13

lid

t cense *Apeman
xi nhncelsm

1st cams*

9

31

12

25
2nd 39 44

lid 38 44

Souks 0,104 V4414 41Am *;//smay twos raMed
.V0~ 4e5t ses1 Mt, sclhun Nonni INT*,
ImOn SCaiy sovsessam is Ceoested CI Immoots
so,

Many States hew increased
the severity of their mandatory
sanctions spinet alcohol-
related drivktg odorless

Between 1982 and 1986 -
4 States increased their mandatory

fines for at least one offense
8 States increased the length of man

dwory imprisonment for at least one
offense

11 Slates increased the term for
license suspension or revocation

A lesv years after imposing severe man
dairy sanctions. many States reduced
the severity of their sanctions. particu-
larly for first offenses
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In 42 Mates Imprisonment Is mends.
tory for driving while Intoxicated
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Juveniles receiva dispositions lath's' than sentences

Juvenile court dispositions
tend to be Indeterminate

The dispositions of juveniles adjudicated
to be delinquent extend until the juve-
nile legally becomes an adult (21 years
of :me in most States) or until the
of' ling behavior has been corrected.

ever is sooner

C e 45 Stales and the flistrict c4
Cc. na that authorize indeterminate
perk -f confinement--

32 releasing authority to the
State e corrections agency

6 dc it to juvenile carding agen-
Cies

5 piaci. :0.1hority with the com-
mitting tit,

3 have o, overlapping jurisdic-
tion

Most luvenik
of Informally

ea are disposed

In 1982 alyd 5.. lb of all cases referred
to juvenile coons by the police and
other agencies were handled informaly
without the tiling of a petition About
20% of all cases awolved some deten-
tion prior to disposition

Of about 600.000 CaseS in which par .
lions were Ned. 64% resutted in lomat
adjudication Of these, 61% resulted in
sonne form cit prnbation. and 29%
resulted in an outof-home placement

The juvenile Notice system is
shoo undorgoIng changes in the
dooms of discretion perrnitbsd
In confinement decisions

Determinate dispositions are now used
in six States, but they do not apply to
all offenses or offenders In most cases
they apply only to specified felony
cases or to the juveniles with poor adju
dicritions for serious delinquencies

California imposes determinate periods
of confinement for delinquents commit-
ted to State agencies based on the
standards and guidelines of rts paroling
agency Four States have similar proce-
dures. administered by the State agen-
, es responsible for operating their juve-
nile corrections facilities

As al 1981 eight States had tieh011e.
delinquent statutes requiring that
juvereles who are either WOWS, Violent.
repeat, or habitual offenders be adaidi-
cated and committed in a manner Mat
differs from the adjudication of other
deanquenti. Such laws require minimum
lengths c4 commitment, prescribe a
feed range of erne for comnitment, or
mandate a minimum length ol stay in a
type c4 placement, such as a secure
institution,

Dispositions lot sedate Over**
offenders kind to look Me
those for adults

Aggregate statistics on luversle court
dispositions do not provide an accurate
picture c4 what happens to the more
110110US offenders because many c4 the
cases coming before juvenile courts
involve minor criminal or status offenses
These minor cases are more tasty to be
herded informally by the juvenile court

An analysis cif Cailthitle CAWS involving
older juveniles and young adults
charged by the police with robbety or
burglary revealed more similarities in
their disposition patterns than the
aggregate juvenile court statistics would
suggest For both typos c4 offenses,
juvenile petitions were filed and settled
formally in court about as often as WINO
complaints filed and convictions
obtained in the cases against adults
The juveniles charged with Me more
serious offenses and those with the
more extemve prior records were the
most hkely to have their cases reach
adjudication Al the upper limits c4
offense and prior record seventy.
juveniles Were committed to secure insti
tutions about 118 Itegefthey as were
young adults with comparable records

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The outcomes of luvenlio and
adult pmeesdkips re similar,
but some options ant not
writilible In plank court

For exanpl e. luvenile courts cannot
order the death penalty, life terms, or
terms that could exceed the maximum
jurisdiction 04 the court itself. In Arizona
Mc State Supreme Court held that,
despite statutory jurisdiction of the NO:t-
hee courts o age 21. delinquents could
not be held in State luventle corrections
facilities beyond age 183

Yet leVehile courts may go further than
cnmiral coves in regulating the lifestyles

r.,versle offenders placed Ill the Chin'
money under probation supervision For
example, the court may order than to

live in certain locations
attend school
participate in programs intended to

improve their behavior

The National Center for Juvenile Justice
estimates that &linos! 70% of the
?twenties whose cases are not waived or
dismissed are put on probation. about
10% are committed to an institution

Most kivenlies committed to luvenlis
%ditties ere delinquents
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Current sentencing alternatives reflect multiple obiectives

Whst types of sentences ueuelty srs givon to offenders?

mon poesy In more Stales lot the most seams crimes such ea
murder. the courts may eaten* an offender lo death by lethal intac .
bon. electrocubon. exposure to lethal gas. hanging, or other method
specified by Stale law

IneaecerollanThe confinement al a convicted cannel in a Federal
or Stale poison or a local tad to serve a court impased sentence
Confinement rs usually in a es4 administered locally. or a poson.
°Crated by the Stale or Federed Octistntrodint In many Slates
offendets sereencsd to I year or WO ate held in a al. those sen-
teneed to longer terms are commdted to a Stale prison

Pfebeeen--The sentenang el an offender to carenurey supervision
try a probabon agenc, .. often es a result o susPanding a sentence to
conenement Such supervision normay entails soeczfic rules al con.
duct *fele in the cornmunly II the rules ere violated a sentence to
confinement rnay be impoeed PrObabOn la the most widely used
correchonal daposition in the United States

SON santancse ahodt probation, and intermittent confine.
mintA penally that expficay requires the convicted person to
serve a brell period cl confinement in a local. State or Federai facil-
ity (the 'shock" loilowed by a penat al probatan Thts penelty
attempts to combine the use cd communay superwpal with a short
incarceration experience Some sentences are periodic rather than
continuous. for example an alender may be required to spend a
cotton number al weekends in*

liselitudon end victim compensellon --The offender is required lo
amide financial repayment or, in some emsdiceons. amerces in lieu
at monetuy resfitution. lor the losses incurred by the victm

ConationIty ameba -The &lender i requued to perform a specesid
amount al public service work, such as coilecting trash in perld Or
Other Pul*C frozeboo

Fines- An economic penalty that requires the offeoder to pay a
specified surn at MOney Wahn rm4s set by law hoes often are
imposed in adcfition to probation or as akernatives to mcarcerabon

90 Report to the Natton or) Crime and Justice
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As od DM 37 Stales had leVA PICMCMQ to( the death Penalty
Virtually at death penalty sentences are lot rnurder
As cl yearend 1985 SO persons had been executed since 1978

and 1591 inmates in 32 Stales were under a sentence ot death

More than 4.200 correchonal locates are maintained by Federal.
State and kcal governments They include 47 Federal ticittes 922
State-operated adze confinement and communttybased correctional
McAbee. and Iwo loc4 it* which usually ate county-operated

On any given day in 1985 about 503000 persons were confined in
State and Federal Prisons About 254000 were cortinsd in local WS
On June 30 1985

State or local gchernments operate more than 2000. probation
agencies

Al yearend 1985 nearly 19 nkaon *dues were on probation. or
about I el mety 95 adults in the Nation

In 1984 nearly a mud a those recemng probaron senlencei yr
Idaho New Jersey. lennessee. Utah. and Vermont also wore sen
lanced to beet periods cl confinement

Nearly ail States have slatuloty provreona tut the co action and
drsbursernent ot restitution funds A restitution latz we enacted at
the Federal avel in 1982

Many States authorize COMmuntly serece work orders Commuaty
service often is imposed as a specific conckhon ot probation

The VII Ins ol Cane Art el 1984 authorizes the distribution a tines
and fix* red criminal ot00.- to SUPPOrt Stale nd.rn aSilistance Pfo
grams, fah pnonty given f.. plograrni that ad Might Of Sexual
assault. spousal abode and child abute These programs m turn
provide assistance and compensation lo crime wcbms

Many ISM Mel gown the Nnposaton of hoeS are being revised
The raviritOria ollen provide Ice more abit means ot ensuenij
eigurly in the imposition 01 twee Rouble fine schedules 'day foes'
geared to the oftendees deiy wege instalment paymera t.ff fines, arid
the imposifion at COnhnernent only Mien there is an intentional
ietusal to pay

A 1984 study estimated that Moie than three bruins ii Crithnot
courtS uSe hneA entanStvaly anti that fines weed each year exceg ,
one baron dollars
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In most cases, a felony conviction results in a sentence
that includes incarceratton

Incarceration is most Wale
for serious crimes of violence
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Confinement may be In Stets prawns
or local lalle

In most iuriseactons local pas are used
marcerate persons with short sen.

fences (generally less than 1 year),

while longer sentences are 50"eed In
St* prisons. HOW6Vet s(xme smisdic
eons use mil instead of prison more
often as the sanction vomit convicted
felons serving lOnger terms For exam-
ple, in both Baltimore City, Maryland.
and Pholadelphia. Pennsylvania. in 1983
two-thuds ot corroded felons were son-
fenced to incarceration. In Baltimore, vir-
tually ail soch persons mot to Slate
prisons while Philadelphia sent half to
Slate prisons and half to county
instaubons.

Many felons are maenad
tc probation

A 1965 study ot felony sentencing in 18
local jurisdictions revealed that more
than a fourth ot felony sentences ware
fur probation alone Almost another hfth
of convicted felons were sentenced to a
time in sail lolowed by ptobation (split
sentence)

Sentences am mom severs
for offends, oorwicled of
mut*, charges then for those
convicted of single charges

Accordmg to the 18-misdiction study
More than a fourth ot the persons

conected of lelonies wore convicted el
more than one charge

Persons cots's:led ot multiple felony
charges were more likely to go to prison
and recened longer sentences Of
those convicted ot a single charge 40%
were sentenced to prison vs 56% ot
those convicted of two charges and
69% el those convicted of four or more
charges

About 11% of those convicted of mul-
tiple charges end sentenced lo prison
were given consecutive sentences. the
individual sentences must be served in
Sequence The rest were given COnGlif.
tent sentences. Moreno several sen
terres to be served al the same time

Prison sentences are longer for multiple-charge convictions
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The death penalty ts reserved for the most serious
offenses and offendem

The *Nth penally one IvotIhtned Al the end ot 1996. 37 Malts hal death penalty km In ettoot
by the Somme Coon In 1974 abilsor
In the 190 (Jonsson Amnon v Gerygod
the Suprema Court shuck dooin on
Eighth Amendment grounds (Satorddrou
cruel and unusual punoshment) Slate
and Federal capital punishment laws
that palmated wIde doricreSon lithe
application al the death penalty In
response many States W1.141 thee slat
utes to rxwicorti to Me guidelines ao
Furman

The High Coun der,rood ?helm waif,
lures in a %QOM A 11.41 duCtsoons
announced un July 14/6 In Yibi.lvoi
y Nonh Catolona and MINIM y bun
VII1M, the Corot starch dean Slate sva
ore* that Keilfed mandatory anuoigta.ro
ol the death penalty for specutowl
CIIITIOS As a deed r111111111.1illICI, Mari
datory dogrel penally prnosouns ri ;I
SOWS We 10011thited POIhnt 1/1(Owyt
Wier CO1111 *101 01 toottal I.y ',hoe
legislatures Mos repsotpd 'tithe 'writ,
cation to Mtn tmottitonntord tA ttnalti stm
lances imposed nn hundreds el
offende(s in these Slates

In three other merx t,aset., litystottittt thoj

Supremo Court upheld came de oh IA.,
Wry laws that afforded snothrtx.toti
&wherein dea:reloon iro yepi)se
NernerKANI 'tx spootted comes ((,rff,p/ .1
Geolow, Jun0 v Ienurt jil PrrAl v
Haat') the r:oott vatolated stnIttlet,
tiltit ptentittlnil Itte tnt000,ttatti ol Ita,
death penally attar olurteralion rA
aggravstog an..linargallsj
car.urnstances

A WWI of 3109 people horn
bean eneoutul Owe MO,
Moaning 90 lance 1977

In 1977 the lee Soncthon II ttt rittradtt
MIS [WNW Old in 1,1tatt Nor man 1,01.
cutoons Optioned irt 1979 tflor,,le arst
Never* I on 1961 (Indiana). in 198:,
(Virgule and Tiores), S in tglil (2 o
Florida and 1 *ern on Alabama la...,
ePP and Louloonel. 210 1984 Sb Ii
rksode. 5 on Weser* 3 in IferE. 2
eau, at Georgia and North Carolina
and 1 on Vaunts), and le dunng 1985
16 al Teat 3 each ,I1 Fkorode anti Ged
gos, 7,0 Vagary, and 1 each al Ind
ens I dinattna South CarrAna and
Nevada)

..) Wa.
11{, PI,. 4.. I
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tata*/0

Whet types of murder ere most
often ched In Stets
capital punbliment ler&

d murder lot ttlx:h Number
death penally ta autttonntd d 5191aa
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Who le on death roe

Of the 1,591 mates on death row in
1985

All had been conwcted of murder, 2
out of 3 had at least one prior felony
conwchon, 1 out of 11 had a pky mur.
der corwicbon, and 2 out of 5 had a
legal Status (on but probabon, or
parole) al the time of the capdal murder

1,574 were male and 17 were female
903 were whda 872 were black, 11

nere Amencan Indian, 5 oste Asian,
and 99 were of litsperac onen.

The median elapsed brne stnce death
sentence was imposed was 38 month&

94-722 0 - 89 -

Whet methods of execution we treed by the verloue Stotts?
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For most inmates, prbon sentences are much longer
than the actual time they will serve

Unisons to prison vary widely
between minimum end maxknum terms
and are longer for violent crimes

Adoxinon
offense

Al cornea

heave freeload al
Nicent those tanned to

mesons Mownorn Monsen

100% 40 mos 72 mos

Indent
oneness 39% 62 100

kencifs 4 177 281
nape 3 az 117
%Oben, 16 55 91

Asia, 7 48 72

Prostate
Owens 46% 27 58

B9'94fe 26 79 61

Salo thee 2 20 41

forgerretaud 5 26 53
Lefcem 10 23 55

D. cameos 8% 27 53

Pubic °Met
oneness 5% 22 45

Ottxtf comae 2% 27 27

.13.thrde la to aorrried /row., env 86. aarroxl
lo opt., lor mime

5o.. Prom oceresens reld *wet ietel 165 Sone
Rapat Math 1988

Moat prisoners are released before
asniop di* maximum mnisinai

Release from prison genefally occurs as
the result c4 a decision c4 a paroling
authority, mandatory release or expira
ton cA sentence In 1984 half 01 all
releases from prison were by a parole
board decision.

Peron is the release 01 a prisoner by
the decision ol a paroling authority The
oltender is plEced under the suprevision
01 a parole officer who monitors the
offender's compliance with rules 01 con-
duct imposed by the paroling authority
Violations 01 these rules may result in
reimprisonment for the belance of the
unexpired sentence

Mandatory release is based on
earned 'gotxtime- (days earned for
good behavior) or other statutory
sentence-reduction 810118Uf 86 and.
though supervision is required after
release does nol usually depend on !he
discretionary decision 01 a parole board
Supervision rules 01 conduct, if violated,
may result in a return to prison tor the
time remaining on the sentence

Expiration of unions OCCUfS *flan
the maximum term impceed by the
court is served and the °Hendee must
be released without further conditions or
supervision

The releme4mm-prieon process
mine among jurisdiction

How long a prisoner vet serve for a
given offense usually depends on 3
long chain et decisionmaking processes
that begin with the
* types 01 sentencing standards set by
State law

degree of ckscretron allowed to a sen-
tencing judge

laws that godern goodtime earnings
and eligibility for parole

Goodtime is offered In marly
eN Ortedlctions ee en Incentive
for good balmier while confined

In most junsdictions inmates may earn
credits against their sentences In two
ways- et:lunatic or earned goodbme
Automabl goodtene refers tc credits
defined or regulation based on
the length -4 the sentence imposed. the
length of hoes served, Of the MOUS.
ness 01 the ollense For example.
Colorado and Loui.3grie may credit up
to 15 days per month while Minnesota
and Oregon may credit 1 da$ tor every
2 served. In the Federal system, auto-
matic goodbme varies with the duistion
ol the sentence

Sonlence length

0-13 months
6 Miens to I year 8. 1 day
1 year 8. 1 day to 3 years
3 lo 5 years
5 to 10 years
10 908fs Of MOM

Days crackled
per heath_

0 days
5
6
7

8
10

Earned goodbme, by contrast, is often
given for participation in programs such
as education or vocabonal training,
prison industry, or institutional work, and
tor exceptional conduct such as lighting
Vest Nee and blood donations Twenty
Vitates also have venous kinds 01 early
release programs that may be invoked
when institutions become crowded
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In 1963, mom than half the posses
Messed from Stele Flame
served 19 months or lase

Conncbon
cflenes

AI °Menu*

Solent
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Monks
Manetaitsfeet
Rape
Ott+ $exual

assault
Flottstry
Me',
korkeefen0
09w vIalari

affe,^10

Pe:petty
ofteness

Burgess
Anon
80501685
ettfgentiteud
Lamers
Stolen

Mende
Otttef prof We

Drug offenses

Pubic ceder
offenses

Ctrler C101011

Recent
of
reletem

100%

Trne mewl
tei.felseeeen

heereoe Median

26 moe 19 mos

34% 38 30
2 ar 79
3 35 12
2 47

2 34 29
14 36 30
8 29 24

1 41 33

19 14

47% 19 15

24 21 17
25 21

2 17 15
6 19 15
12 13 12

2 18 13
2 IS 12

9% 19 15

9% 13 10

1% 113 16

Nomi To* sews

Scuds Prow achrucli &Id /sham /861 as 801.8
Rep2r1 Mont, WM

The percentage of poems released
from prisondAgnoperoleboard decision
hes been

If 1977 nearly 72% ol all prison
releases Mere by 8 parole-board deci.
son. By 1984 parole decisions
a xounted lot 46% ol all relectaes This
ciiange Mush/Iles the impact ol the
resvement away from deCrebOnary deo.
toolmaking toward more fixed penalty
systsms both at the sentencing and
releaxe points in the iusece system
Mandakry release has increased in sig
nrfcance oving new importance to the
role ol gooceime provisions in determin-
ing the amou.st of time to be seried
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What are the trends in correctional populations?

All correctional populations are growing Probation populations are growing
at a Inter rate then other

%ea

Percent

11384

PPT*I
1985

Percent

Percent
change 41
coirecbcnal

coiroiciorw or .10041 el 61011 el MO populahens
Po Pulabon Number poparthon Number popr.laron Number broputabOn 198J 85

Toler 2.488 450 1 45% 2 705.515 1 56% 2.904 979 1 6594 18 7%
Probawn 1,582 947 92 I 740 948 1 00 1 870 131 1 06 18 i
J ad 121.815 13 233.018 13 254 094 IA 14 6
Omen 437 248 26 464.567 27 503 315 29 75 I
Parc% 246 440 14 266.992 15 177 138 16 12 6

Nii Iti kiiirnv ife sinmair% cl the mu). Kiailiono 'ix, p4/041 /Ai Pion /* kw December II ail* Mots
pa 18 sod ci* co ily I '91i3 ,I, MOW Nig di fo, .1vni )0

Probationersin tra ono NM -115727003 Awe." counh ix probe
vivre ono ol

501.K. Robacw. .1 pvnk, NM WS 16404. -raven 1937 every

1983 109 adults
1984 100

Thoward pneonan 1985 94

correctional populations

Over the past several years. probation
populations have increased by more
than 18% vs aboOt 15% in jail and
prison populations and nearly 13% in
the number ol parolees Nearly two.
thirds of the total correctional population
was under probation supervision in the
community al yearend 1985.

The prison population Is at an alitime high

;
1. . .3471.0.6.03,

l'Attitlif -
1930 1940 1960 1918 1920 1903

TM Incarceration rate for the entire
U.S. population le also st an Whims high
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Since 11170 the number of local Ishe
Ms declined by 17% and the number
c : inmates present on a single day
has risen by needy 40%

The reduction in the number at local
jails reflects increasing consolidation of
small jails into larger institutions, often
serving more than one jurisdiction In
1972 there were 113 jails designed to
house 250 inmates or more by 1983
there were 201 facilities of this size

The number of jail inmates grew from
160.863 in 1970 to 223.551 In 1983 The
1972 Jail Census found the number of
jail inmates declined to 141.588 By the
1978 Jail Census, the jail population had
begun to rise again to 158.394 This
Increase continued with the 1983 jail
population reaching a peak once data
collection began in 1970

Perhaps the single most important lea
tore of local ells is the rapidity oi popu
'akin movements In 1978 about 61 mil
lion were admitted to local jails vs
about 81 million in 1983
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Why are prison populations growing?

Stale departments of corrections attrib-
ute the increase in prison population to
changes in sentencing laws and patc
oces that reflect greater interest in deter .
fence incapacitation, and just deserts
considerations: sUcter law enforcement.
growth in the numLer of persons in
the high-risk age group (males ages
20-29); and. in some cases economic
conditions

Tli number of tideniasiens M prison
annually hes Morseled Minim
to both the number of serious
crimes lanceted le the Peke
end the number of adult arrests

Betvmen 1980 and 1964, for example
PtisOn population increased by 41%.
commrtments per 100 serious cnmes
increased by 50%. commitments Per
100 adult arrests kr serious crimes
increased 25% arid the number of
commrtments increased 19% Over the
same period, the number 01 adults in
the resident population increased by
9%

Since lgrr Mew populations have
grown by more then two-thirds

By yearend 1985 the Nation's prison
population exceeded 500.000 and was
Wooing bY 750 new prisoners a essek
During the preceding 5 years Western
States led the Nation, increattng their
sentenced pawn population by nearly
90% In Southern States many under
Federal or State court orders to limit
growth and control crowding, mate
grorrth waS 37% The prison popula-
11Ons growing most rapidly were in
Alaska (160%). Haw% (129%). Nevada
(113%), New Hampshire (110%), Calor.
nia (108%). arid Nov Jersey (104%)

M admissione lo prison reached
en Mime high ki 1944

Growth in admissions is due partly to
the Increase in conditional release viola-
tors returned to prison (mostly probation
and parole violators) Among admis-
sions to prison, conditional release vio-
lators made up 5% in 1830. 19% in
1970. and 23% in 1984.

Court commArnent rates have not boen
shrinking The highest rate of court
commitments (101 per 100.000 adults in
tne population) was reached in 1983. In
1930 it was 70; in 1970 it was 50

Between WI and 1104 the number
of inmate Wi Ste Is-operated,
communilrbeeed Who" houses
grew hell SS last se the number
of Inmates Wi State prison.

Many Stales operata halfway houses in
local communities They do so to ease
the transition for State-sertenced
prisoners from their confinement to their
impending release Between 1979 and
1984 the number of residents of such
halfway houses grew by 2300, even
though, during the same period, the
nationwtde percentage of Stale-
sentenced prisoners reeding in such
hallway houses declined from 4% to
3%

In both 1979 xf 1984 Southern States
accounted fry about hall ot the State-
operated. communitybased hallerey
housec and for more than 60% of the
residents of Such houses

Between 1979 and 1984. while State
prison populationa grew by nearly 45%.
the number of residents of halfway
houses grew by about 21%

The use of parole le declining

The methods by which persons are cl
charged from prison haws changed dro-
matically in recent years The percent,
age of release decisions made by
parole boards declined from 72% in
1977 to 43% in 1985

What are the trends In Oven..
correctional populations?

The total number of residents
facilities has grown. Between 1974 and
1985 the 1,day count of juveniles in cus-
tody grew by 9%. and the average
daily population grew by 6%

Most of the recent increase in popula-
tion (1979-85) is accounted for by
growth in the number 01 delinquents
from about 49.000 in 1979 to about
sa000 in 1965 The number of status
offenders hes remained al 9.000 since
1979. but the number of nOnotfendefs
(dependent, neglected, or voluntary
admissions) housed in these facilities
has grown by about 21%

From 1974 to 1984 admissocs and dis-
charges to patinae facilities both
declined by 10% Most of the decline
resulted from declines in public facility
admissions (18%) and discharges
(19%) In privately operated facilities
during this time admissions increased
by 88% and discharges increased by
102%

Report to the Nation on Crwne and Justice 105
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In what type of facilities are prisoners held?

Confined offender/ are housed
In three types ot Wattles

Jule are operated by local govern.
manta to hold persons awaiting trial or
generally those sentenced to confine-
ment for less than 1 year. In seven juris.
dictions (Vermont, Rhode Island, Con-
necticut, Delawere Alaska, Hawaii, and
the District al Columbia), jails are oper-
ated by the same authaey that
administers the prier' 4em. On June
3Q 1963. 223551 r were he' in
3338 local jets Racal Bum. JI
Prisons operate. Corm.
bond Centers anct Detention Centers
that essentially function as Federal jails

Means are operated by States and
the Federal Goverment to liold persons
sentenced to confinement for generally
more than 1 year; 4% of the Nations
prison inmates we serving sentences al
less than 1 year or are uneenterced.
nearly 83% d such inmates we housed
in Federal institutions or the 7 jurisdic-
tions with consolidated prison end jail
Wilma On June 30. 1964, 381965
persons were confined in 694 Stale
pntions.

Commundtbened Suedes are
operated Pubficly Or Privet* (vide(
contract) to hold persons tor lees than
24 hours a day to permit the offender
limited opporkinities for work, school, or
other community contacts. Such facilities
are used for a variety of purposes
inducting Speciatized interventions or
assistance (for exiimpd e. drug or alcohol
treatment), graduated releeee froni
prisonsnuffy prior to paroleor as a
sanction in lieu of prison or jarl confine-
ment. On June 30, 1984. 13354
offenders were residing in 209 State-
operated facilities and about 7,000 more
beds were in use in privately operated
fekdities

Most Os me qube smell
and hold small numbers
of persons in custody

Two out of three local esils were built to
hold te#818 than 50 inmates, but only 1
of 8 jail inmates reside in such facilities
More than half d all * inmates we in
facilities built to house 250 or more
inmates, but such places account bur
about 6% of all loco/ aids

Large ON. as the most densely
populated

The number of aal inmates often varies
between weekends and weekdays and
increases sharply atter wrest sweeps by
police As a resill, jail populations fluc-
tuate more than those ol prisons, ao
that Oils typically need more reserve
capacity than prisons. Nevertheless
unused bed space shrank between
1978 and 1983 as occupancy rose horn
64% to 81%. MOMOYet arnong large
jails. where most Inmates were housed.
occupancy rose horn 77% in 1978 to
96% in 1983 Among regions in 1963,
occupancy in large ialla Peaked at
102% of capacity in the West. 97% in
the Northeast, 96% in the Midwest, and
90% in the South.

Jells house dawns populations

Nationally. jails hold a mix d persons at
MIMI sages of crhanal justice
processing.

Among jail hiriates are persons--
awaiting arraignment or trial (the

uncoanchd)
convicted but awaiting sentence
sentenced to prison but awaiting

transport

108 Report to the Nation on Crime and Justice

4

held in jail because of prison crowd-
(there were MOM than 11,500 euch

pemons in 1904)
convicted of probation or parole viola-

tions

It is estimated thal in 1904 49% of all
jail innustee were conWcted; the other
51% had not been convicted.

Annual tell ertetteehone ere needy 30
these the mop daft populstIon

Perhaps the moat important feature of
loco/ jails is the high %Items d inmate
turnover. In the year endng June 30.
1961 the 3,338 local jails reported a
total of more than 16 million admissions
and releases In the Nation, needy
44,000 jail transactions occur each day.

Whet ett the staffing patterns
of local Oils
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MOMMIIIML

More than hail tt...) Netball
Inmates We In lame pneorie

On June 3Ct 1964, the 694 State-
oPerated prisons held 381,955 inmates
Southern Stales operated neerly 48% of
these insbtubons, which held about 44%
of all Stele inmates Large prisons,
housing more than 1.000 inmates, made
up 15% of b9 pnsons but held more
the- half the Wan% pnsonefs

Mean, am often classified
ty She WM Of eecurfly

Maximum- or ensee-euelody prisons
are !racially &mounded by a double
lerce or wee (usually 18 to 25 feet high)
with armed guards in observation
towers Such Mottos usually have large
intencr cell blocks for inmate housing
areas In 1984, according to tel!.reports
ol supenntencients, about 1 in 4 State
moons *es classified as maximum
security, and about 41% of the Nation's
inmates were held in these face-des

Medium4ms%* Fleas are typt.
catty enclosed by double fences topped
Oh barbed wire Housing architecture
4 varied. consoling of outside cell
blocle in units of 150 cells or less. dor-
rrieonet and cubicles. In 1964. acc,rd-
ing to sell-reports of supennlendefy
40% of all prisons were medium secu.

ard 444s, of the Nalarris Inmates
vere haid in such faLkties

Minlmum-cusiody prisons typcally
do not have armed poets and may use
fences 0( electronic "'madame devices
to secure the perimeter of the facility
More than a third of Me Nation's prisons
are graded by superintendents as
minenurneeminty facilities, but they
house only about 1 of 8 inmates Ms is
indicative of their generally smell size

What am the ohorectenstlos
of State prisons?
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One In dree Owns le at Meet 60
yaws 'old and 43% of ail Inmates
Ilye In ouch Means

About one in five prisons is 5 years old
or less This is indicative of the rapid
conoltruchon of new prisons in recent
years More than hall of all prisoners
are confined in prisons at least 25 years
old. about 1 in 8 lives in a prison that is
more than 100 years old

Prisons employ about 1 Win
member for every 3 Inmates

In 1984 more than 135,000 persons
were employed full-time in the Nation's
State prisons Custodial statt mado up
about two-thirds of ail prison employees,
with about four inmates per custodial
officer. Prisons in Maine, New Mexico
Rhode Island, and Vermont reported the
fewest inmates Per nen member; rule
ons in Alabama. Arkansas. Nevada. and
Ohio had the highest ratios of inmates
to staff.

Since 1979 the number of full-time
prison raft grew by nearly 45% Cus
locket staff accounted for absut 82% of
the increase among all categories of
employees. Outing the same period.
prison population increased at about
the same proportion as all staff.

About 3% at Stele Inmates Nve
Ste=d, oomMuMty-

booed

On June 30. 1964, 13,354 offenders
reading in State correctional facilities
were living in Willa% that provided
regular access to the community for
selected offenders. These factlities, often
referred to as halfway houses or
prerelease centers, generally are used
during the last 3-6 months of a Slate
sentnnce to provide for gradual reentry
to the community Iron Moon- Female
offe.Klers make up about 4% of those
in prisons and about 6% of those in
communittbased facildiert

The 209 communittbased facilities are
generally small---about hatf hold fewer
than 50 inmates About 1 in 7 of such
facilities is designed to hold both male
and female inmates

Report (0 the Nation on Crime and Jusece 1W
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Prison crowding is a major :nue In nearly every State

Recent growth in State end Federal
prison popuistions hos been
substentbi

Between 1980 and 1985, sentenced
prison populations grew by 52%.
adding more than 150000 inmates over
the period. The sentenced Population of
34 States and the Federal prison system
grew by 50% or more Amo ig the
States with the fastest growtl, in prisoner
populations were Alaska (180%), Hawaii
(129%), Heade (113%), New Hamp-
shire (110%), and California (108%).

Growth of this magnitude has been diffi-
cult for many jurisdictions to accommo-
date Planning, funding, siting, and
building a feality and acquinng trained
staff may require 5-7 years before the
opening of a new facility. Between 1979
and 1984,54 million square feet of
housing space was buitt, an increase of
29% over the 1979 level. However, most
States and the Federal Government
continue to operate in excess of their
capacities

*nous measures ars used
to assess ciowding

Some of the most commonly used
f116081.17818 Of crowding are--
0 whether inmates are in single or multi-
ple occupancy units

the amount of space available per
inmate (usually expressed in square
feel)

how long prisoners are confined in
the housing urst and how Fong they
spend, for example in recreational or
work areas

the type of housing in which inmates
are confined (general housing or special
segregated housing that may be used
for disciplinary confinement Of proteCtive
cutttody).

The American Co:rectional Associationt
accreditation standards specify that
inmates held in single occupancy cells
should have at least 80 eqt.are feel in
the cell and should not spend more
than 10 hours per day in the cell. For
inmates houeed in multiple occupancy
cells, the Standards recommend 50
square feel per inmate and confinement
for no more than 10 hours per day in a
housing unit.

Other factors are often crted as being
involved in crowding. such as the
amount of pnvacy and security provided
inmates al.: the ability of the facility to
provide adequate food, basic health
care, recreational opportunities, and
other types of programs_

In what kind of space are prleon
Inmates confined?
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States vary widely In the *mount of housing specs
available to State prison Inmates
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Priem space vanes by housing type

Units wsth the least amount ol space
per inmate lend lo be
* occupied by two persons

protective custody or disciplinary
segregation units

maximum security units

in facilities buitt in 1885 OE 88flier
in facilities that house 1,000 or more

inmates
faci..ties that house all males or

both males and females
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Prisons with the highest densities
hold about a quarter
of prison inmates

A prison is said to have the highest
populatson denssty when more than
40% of its inmates in regular housing
reside in less than 60 SC110 e feet tor
mote than 10 hours per day More than
hail of all prisons have no inmates in
these conditions

;tpulation densities were highest in
pisons in--

the Southern and Western Stales
larger institutions (more than 1,000

Inmates)
maximum security institutions
male only prisons
the oldest prisons (more than 100

years ofd)

filmy Metes hoed prisoners in locsi
Os bemuse of prison crowding

AI yearend 1985, 19 States reported
more than 1e000 Statesentenced
Inmates in loce eels beceuse of prison
crowding Nationally, locally retained
:xlate prisoners accounted for about 2%
of the total prison populabon States
%nth the largeet percentage of prison
inmates held in local eels were LOU-
wane (21%), Misesspps (15%), Ken-
tucky (14%). and New Jersey (12%)
Together, these Stales account tor 62%
of the priseeers backed up in local sails

A number of Steles rosy misses
Inmates miler then usual
to control prison populations

Generally, the three types of early
release programs are

E179.11110Cy nlIONO---Thie permits
luriscbctions lo release inmates vho are
aPProaching the end of tier sentences
Alaska, for example allows early release
of nonviolent offenders 'within 4 months
or release Wreconen inmates may be
discharged early if they are ',Whin 135
days of release

Sentence rollbackNine States use
sentence reductions to achieve popula-
lson control Generally, this approach
required a formal declaration that the
prison system is above As authorized
capacity and sentences of selected
inmates (sx)ch as first rAfenders or non-
violent offenders) may be reduced by
up to 90 days Some States permit
reductions to be applied to the same
ocfileimndpnsoernmerrintore than once during a term

Early pastaEight States allow
parole release dales to be advanced for
certain categories of offenders when the
prison system is crowded

Such programs may 8190 entail a period
of more stringent supervieon by a
parole officer or participation ui special
community-based programs

During 1985 19 States reported nearly
19 000 early releases under one Or
more of these approaches
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Juvenile offenders ate housed in many kinds of facilities

Mom then 03,000 luvanks
were In custody during 1904

They were held in 3036 pubbc and en
vate juvenile Custody facilities Mat 390f13
in operation in 1984 Such facilities
include detention centers, trailing
schools, reception or diagnostic centers.
shelters. ranches, forestry camps or
farms, halfway houses, and group
homes

The range of facilities and programs.
the houang of delinquents, status
Offender& cifuntary admissions, and
dependent and neglected children in
the same facilities, and the participation
of both the public and private sectors
deafly distinguishes juvenile corrections
from adult correctionS

Most juveniles In custody were
being detained or were committed
for a criminal offense

Of the 83.402 juveniles held in public
and private facilities--
, 11% were being had for a violent
offense of murder, forcible rape, rob-
bery, or aggravated assault

23% %sere being held for the property
crimes of burglary, arson, larceny theft
or motor vehicle theft

4% were being held for alcohol or
drug offenses

Of the 25,451 nondelmquents held in
juvenile facilities --

35% were status offenders
36% were being held for other rea

sons such as dependency, neglect, and
abuse

28% were admitted voluntarily

Public and private lecithin
MeV hold different

Almost all (93%) of the juveniles in pub-
lic facilities ether are
a detained pending adjudication

have been committed after a finding
of delinquency for a criminal offense
(about a third of the siverules in private
facilities are in this classification)

Juvenile facMtles ere dandled
by the Um of stay and type
of erwkonment

Term of stay

Short.term- facilities that hold
juveniles awaiting adjudication or nther
disposition

Long-term --facilities that hold
juveniles already adjudicated and com-
mitted to custody

In 1985, 46% of public facilities and 9%
of private facilities were short-term, 54%
of public facilities and 91% of private
facilities were long-term

lYpe of environment

institutional - environments impose
greater restrants on residents' move
ments and limit access to the commu-
nity Most detention or diagnostic
centers, training schools, and ranches
are classified as having institutional
environments

Open environments allow greater
movement of readents within the twill
ties and mote access to the community
Facilities with 01:01 environments mainly
Include shelters, halfway houses, grout)
homes, and ranches, forestry camps, or
farms

Most public facilities (65%) have institu-
tional enworynents, but most private
facilities (86%) have open environments

Moat Oriente facilitles
am Mato, but ebtArt
three-fifths of the juveniles
are held in public facilities

Private facilities usually have open
environments and aro used lor long
term custody About 30% of all juveniles
in custody are held in such facilities
Public facilities generally have institu.
lional enworrnents and are used for
both short- and long-term custody
About 30% of aM juveniles held are in
long-term institutional public facilities
another 18% are m short-term institu-
tional public facilities
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How many offenders return to criminal activity
after they are released?

Mewing postconectlonsi
performance depends on long-term
followup of prleon Messes

Some indicator of a return to criminal
activity Is typcally used to evaluate
postcorrectional performance Rearrest
rendictment. reconviction, and rem
prisonment measured over some period
of time after release from prison are
generaHy used to gauge the extent of
success and failure (recidivism)
associated wrth correctional programs

The lint of time selected and the level
of criminal justce system penetration
(that is. more persons are likely to be
rearrested than remprisoned) yell sub .
stantially affect judgments about the
proportion of releasees failing or suc
ceeding after a correctional experience

Moreover. conditionally released popula-
tions (parolees) are subtected to super
vision requirements that if violated may
result in a return to prison for noncrimi
nal conduct (such as curfew violation or
failure 'o repc t to a parole officer)

Most prison Inmates
have prior convictions
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Over a 20-yw period, an
estimated half of all release*.
will return to prison, moot in the
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A study based on prisoner self-reports
of how long it took them to return to
prison found that 49% of all males
released from prison could be expected
to return within 20 years 60% of those
returning reentered prison within the first
3 years after release The highest risk of
returning to prison wes in the first year
after release

The number of prfor omits Is
strongly related to the probsbility
of rearrest and reinoarceration
after release from prison
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Chapter V

The cost of justice

Beak sources

US Depaimena of Audio

Bureau ol Justice SittlattCS

BJS Bulletins
Children WI custody Pubitc poem* leethhes,

1998 NCJ102457. October 1986
Jed mates 1985 NCJ99175, November

1985; 1964, NCJ101094, May 1966
Prisoners si 1984, NCJ97118 Apr4 1985.

/986 NCJ-101384, June 1986
Plcoetion and parole 1984. NCJ-100181,

Fallush 1956; 1988 KJ-1036m
January 1987

Stale and Federal prisoners 7925-85
NCJ102494. October 1966

The 1983 $4 census NCJ-95636
November 1904

BJS Speual Reports
Eva/twang tecefivestn. NCJ 96501. February

1965

Imprtsonment WI lout countnes, NCJ103967.
February 1987

Populebon densrfy WI State parsons.
NCJ103204. December 1986

POW admissions end releases. 1981.
NCJ-95043. September 1964, 1983
NCJ 100582, March 1986

Readessm ol young panaees, NCJ.104916.
May 1987

BJS Reports-
1984 Census cd Slate Adva Correchonal

Fecithes NC./.105565, August 1987
Chadren cusrody Ada, NCJ57946 March

19P;
C.Idren .7 custody 1982433 Census of
. Amen* Delenhon and Conechonal
Feceoes, W4401686 September 1986

Pawnees WI Stale end Federal assatutrons on
December 31. 1984, NCJ-103766 February
1967

BJS SunOS,
CaftSUS of SIMS aduft Correctional Facades

1979 and 1984
Children in Custody. 1965
Nabonal Prisoner Select, 193u--84
Prison Census 1984
Setting Prison Terms Suhey. January 1. 1985
Sun* ol State Prison inmates. 1979

National institute or Justice

Men. Hwy E Enc vir Carson Evelyn C
Pad% and Itched P Sooty. 'Hallway
Houses,' November 1978

Mullen, J. Pine/motion in corrections, 1SSues
and Practices in Cranes/9 Justice
6P0-01226-4. February 1985

Other sources
Manuel of standards tor adult correctional
trtstevhons, Com:amain on kcrealation kv
Cotrecbons (R(ckville Md Amercan Correc
bona/ Association. 1977)

Sue A Lindgren

This chapter reports the costs of the
CtiM,181 justice system and the relation
ship of justice spending to other govern
men! outlays The data from this chapter
answer such questions as--

How much does crime cost"

What portion of total government spend .
ing goes tor criminal justice')

What level of government spends the
most for cnnsnal jusbceP For Police Pro.
tection? For prosecution, legal services,
and public defense? For the court sys-
tee' For correctione

How much does each State spend per
capita for its justice systerrP

What IS the impact of private Sector
involvement in the criminal justice
systertP

What percentage of total government
spending has been used for police over
the past 80 years and for corrections
over the past 30 years',

Has government spending for Justice
lunctionS increased over the past two
decades even when inflation is coned.
Ned)

What do justice dollars buy, How much
does it cost to bring an offender to jus.
Ice? To keep a person in prison or on
probabor0 How much does it cost to
build a prisorP A jaP

Invaluable contributions to this chapter
were made by Diana M Cull. Alan Ft
Jones. and John Curry of the Govern.
merits Division of the Bureau of the
Census. Hendrick J Harwood of the
Research Triangle Institut, David Leen
of the Bureau of Economic Ana/yes.
Colin Loftin. Ruth 8ipiett. and Brian
%enema of the Institute of Cnminal
Justice and Criminology at the Univer. .

sit), of Maryland, Joseph J Bobek,
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts.
Mary E Ofefll of the National Center for
State Courts, Howard Se& of the US
Marshals Senece, and the Put/so Inks
matiOn Office of the Bureau of Prisons
Overal guidance was provitsed by the
members of the Methodologcal Review
Panel of the Committee on Law and
Justice Statistics of the Arnervan Sulfate
cal Association (Alan Gotland. University
of Connecticut. S. James Prost UflIsier
sty of Cakfornia at Riverside. Feter
Reuter and John Boleti, The RAND
Corporation. Jack Tnp409. Btlf011u of
Labor Statistics. and George Wood.
worth. University of lows)
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How much does crime cost?

The total mist of atm to widely
has been esdisated, but
the schist figure is unknown

There will never be a ample, angle
answer to the seemingly simple ques-
tion. 'What is the total cora of crime to
societYr Some estimates have been
made For example, Wharton Economet-
ric Forecasting Associates, Inc. recently
estimated the total gross receipts from
criminal activity to be between $269 bil-
lion and $1369 billion in 1986 dollars.,
Where the actual total lies within this
$110 billion range is unknown because
many of the component costs cannot
be measured directly

Although fairly accurate figures exist for
some of the component costs of crima
many of the components cannot easily
be measured.

Some costs are difficutt to measure,
such as the hgher costs for consumers
from organrzed cnme involvement in
legitimate industries.

Other costs of crime are difficult to
quantify, like the pan and suffering of
crime victims, their families and friends

Many crimes are undetected, such as
successful fraud, embeniernent. and
arson-for-prat

Some crimes go unreported because
victims are afraid lo report (blackmail).
are embarrassed (con games), or are
involved in the illegal activity (gambling)

Whet would be Included In the
totel cost of crime to society?

Some of the direct costs of crime
include

medical costs because of ;Nunes
suffered in victimization

lost productivity because of death
and medrcal or mental disabildies
resulting from crime

time lost Irons work by victims
of crime

damage to property
lower property values because

cA crime in the neighborhood
the cost nf operating the criminal

iustice system
the costs of private security services

and devices, such as locks and burglar
alarms

In addrtion to direct costs, "imoluntery
transfers" occur when resources are
taken from one person or organization

and acquired by anothet bu: they
remain within society. Fa' example-

The dollar value of cash and properly
lost through robberies, burglaries, theft,
embelement. and fraud is Vans,
(erred" to the offender.

Additional costs of goods and serv-
ices to consumers are charged by
manufacturers and retailers to cover
their losses from crime.

Income tax evasion victimizes the
government and other taxpayers who
must pity higher taxes as a result.

A third type of economic cost of crime
to society occurs in what is often called
the "underground economy" This con-
sists of consensual cnrnes where both
Parties agree to participate in the illegal
activity. Examples of the underground
economy are illegal gambling, prostitu-
tion, drug purchases knowingly buying
stolen property, and so on.

Some wide of crime
have been misused

Most estimates of the total cost of crime
to society are made by summing esti-
mates of its individual components
Some of these recent estimates are-

Personal Wm* of viotence and
theft and the household crime, of
burglary. larceny. and motor vehicle
theft cost their victims $13 bitten in
1985

--In 1981 moa losses were from theft
of properly or cash (92%). 6% were
from property damage and 2% from
medical expenses2

--$3 9 billion (36% of all losses) were
recovered or reimbursed within 6
months alter the offense

Piet losses hum robbery, burglery,
and lemony of banks was estimated at
$37 million in 1982 by Abt Assomates.
Inc using FBI data 3 The losses from
commercial robberies and burglaries
can be -atirnated uang FBI dela at $1 1
011ion in 1982

Drug abuse costs to American soci
ety were estimated by Research Triangle
Institute to be $597 Onion in 1383

-Han the cost is in lost productivity
by drug Utteill

--A third is crime-related (the cosi to
the criminal Noce system and the pri-
vate security industry aeributable to
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drug-related crimes property damage
by drug users, and lost employment ol
crime victims).

-Social welfare expenditure such as
disability payments unemployment com-
pensation. workers compensation. pub-
lic assistance, and food stamps resulting
from drug abuse were estimated al
another $115 million.

-Heelth care services related to drug
abuse and drug abuse treatment pro-
grams cost an additional $2 Won. and
medicare reimbursements resulting frcm
drug abuse were $100 million.

Credit and charge card fraud may
cost as much as $500 million according
to Federal Trade Commission 1984
estimates.5

Automated teller machine fraud in
1983 lost banks between $70 million
and $100 million. a BJS study
estimated.e

Counterfeit notes end cunency val-
ued at a total cl $718 miton by the US
Secret Service either were passed to
the public or were seized before they
could be passed.? Of this, close to $64
million were awed before they could be
circulated. brA $78 million found then
way into general circulation

Drunk driving caused motor vehicle
crashes cosbng $13.2 billion in 1983
according to Research Triangle Institute
estimates.e

rudeni Income tax evaiNion was esti,
mated by ;Me Internal Revenue Service
at $81,5 billion in 1981, including failure
to report income and overstatement Of
deductions 9

Privets security costs for 1980 were
estimated to be $21 7 billion by Socubty
Wald magazine le

The **Mel losstlos system cast the
Federal. Stale, and local governments
$45 6 billion in 1985, according to
BJS "
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How much does government spend for Justice?

In Me kw then 3% of se
government ispending wee for
criminal and civil lustice

01 this amount--
1.4% was for police protection
8% vnss for cot actions
.6% was tor jud4ial serinces, such as

court& prosecution, and public defense

By long tradition in this country, criminal
lustice is Primarily a function of State
and local governments. In examining
how much is spent to maintain criminal
juStice systems throughout the Nabon, it
is useful to compare criminal justice
expensal with all goverment expenses
Federal. State and localto give an
overall picture of how tax dollars we
spent.

The estimated 2.9% of all spending for
criminal and civil justice services by all
levels oi government in 1965 compares
with about

21% for BOCIal insurance payments
18% tor national defense and interne-

bonal retabons
13% for education
11% for interest on the debt
7% for housing and the environment
6% for public welfare
4% for hospitals and health care
am for transportation
05% for space reSearch and

technology.

Mate and local governments spend
a target shwa of thefr Wel
budge% for orlminst lushes
then the Federal Government

In 1985 leas then 1% ol Federal spond-
ing was for justice activities, compared
with 5% of Stale Spandex). 13% of
county spending, and 10% of municipal
spending.

The Federal Government proportion is
lower than that of other governments
because

it has juriscicbon over only a small
portion of cnn and criminal cases

it has sole responsibility for national
defense and international relations,
which consumed 28% of its expend-
tures in 1966

it is *most solely responsibke for
Social Security and other social insur-
ance payments, which accounted for an
additional 28% of its 1985 expenditure

Police and corrections account for a small portion
of government spending

Federal. State, and local spending
for selected government functions, 1985

Purpos of expenditure

Insurance trust expenditure
soca meant,'
0maro10070001 r6,00nution
Workles conventalm
Pubn6 o17710044 relo10n1011
Vottry6 iii. 169106nce

National defense and international relations

Educauon

Interest on general debt

Environment and housing

Public welfare
Oki 199 166.916,46. Ald lo lerno166
with 6906.donl ch4.079n. Aid lo the bOnd.
OM 10 166 6isablect Gener91 14961

Hospitals and health
Transportation

Pollee, Judicial services, and correctIons5

Postal service

Space research and technology

Billion dollars.

$328.8

288.7

205.9

172.7

107.1

94.8

83.7
57.2

45.6

28.9

7.3

{Mal* 37 9
L oci 6 3

monry Federili
ro69,61 9264

100% redcl

1

Manly loci
iv:WY US 0

111211 INA
L oci 139 2

{4161019 r44141,11
Fvdmi 9149 3
6141. IS 0
L oC.I 17 4

11011011 F.dwai
and 1.099

Focial $e 3
L al* er 3
L ocal 163

WWI 131.13
mil Weal:

PvIstel 3414
34444 it13
1.4481 3/.4

00o net Inehxhl 11426 billion a ay. M4-
110011 e.61609416 ma lama 631 ifim+lueon
NNW by Mr* al goor6.rtwil dalo6.21 dome
161616 beesuel Ovpik.611.111116v0e6r61641
14100011 101 inelw360 horn 161.16.

.thi, .6 IN 0071119001ni 'mech. it 001,9
from the 6frownl In IN 7ft1101 1007,1 ued
IN tut of t hit 01.6$64

Suwoh 901,9,6,666/11 66510611 A root-a tra 50140001 m (waive
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Patterns of justice financing and spending highlight the different
responsibilities at each level of government

State end local governments
pay SS% of ail government costs
for criminal and clvil justice

1955 mews
la* of eapondAure
go.onreol 1b84:4141

Local 925 3
Sta 14 7

Fadetal 5 7

bur 545 6

'Doe. rmt

The dominance of Slate and local
governments in kisvce spending shows
clearly that they. not the Federal
Government, have primary responsibility
for criminal justice in this country.

Spending by local governments
exceeds that of State governments
because municipalities have the main
responsibility for police protection.
which accounts for 48% of all justice
spending. In fact, municipal spending
tor police alone amounts to 27% of all
justice spending in the country.

The dominance of municipal
spending for the justice system
is diminishing
P0414111 01 OMICI 0746454101
6546411541104 174 MIMI 6711144*

0616 tor maw 10...11.0 00 04Ia w6e4
co16641.41m Moon r4644

000044 SJS Jultitf 0.044444100 wd 11.04*.W.1
In Me US. 111/1-79 614 11415

Stets and county shine
of justice system costs
am innaing

between 1971 and 1985 the snare o'
total government spending for criminal
and civil justice by

States rose from 26% to 32%
Counties rose from 20% to 23%
Federal agencies rose from 12% to

t3%
Municipalities fell from 42% to 32%

This change 15 due mainly to State and
county governments taking responsibility
for justice functions that had been car
ned by other lee* ol government For
example sewml States have set up a
system 04 State courts that replaced
some county and municipal courts The
States share ol total government spend .
ing for courts rose from 23% in 1971 to
37% in 1985. The mreased shares for
States and counties also reflect large
incisases in correctional costs berm bY
those levels al government.

inn end fawns spend
moot of tin* Minot dollars
for pollee protection

In 1985 cities towns, and townships
spent--

83% tor poke
7% for corrections
4% for COU119
4% for prosecution and legal services
6% for public defense
2% for all other justice activities

Per capita costs for pollee
protection ars higher for
large than for smaller cities

The ow cep*/ NAMIIN fix poke
protecton yams by cAy

1065 DV C.417,71

1980 1064,46041 101

Oty z 11013441

50.me 10 74.999 S 75 5r
/5 000 to 90.999 ei 29
100.000 to 249999 88 /59
250.000 lo 499.999 107 72

500.003 and rm. 134 4$

Stets novernments spend mom
than half their patio dollars
on cannons

In 1985 State goverlynents spent --
55% for corrections
22% for poke protection

16 Report to the Nallon on Come and AIM.*

15% tor courts
5% for prosecution and legal services
2% for public defense

Of State government spending Mr cor-
rections 84% was for the COnstrucbon.
operation. and upkeep ol correctional
institutions (including 13% for capital
outlays),I2 10% for probation. parole
and pardon programs, and 7% for
other correchonel actonbes

Conectione spending accounted
for 344 of all Stele government
spending In 19416

In 35 Statee between 2% and 4% of all
State spending WM for Corrections
COStt SUCh as the operation, main
;enance and construction of prisons
and halfway houses and running proba-
tion and parole programs.

Of State goverrvnent spending
33% NM tor education
17% for public wettare
10% tor transponabon and highways
8% tor health and hosptals
5% tor justice
4% for interest on debt
3% tor the environment and housing

Counties spend the most
for courl-reided functions

Counties spent $3 5 billion (35%) of the
total of $101 billion spent in 1985 by all
levels 04 government for courts. prose-
cution. legal Service% and public
defense. State gcnernments spent 32%
of the total. the Federal Government.
20% and municipalities, 14% While
county governments contribute the mo3t
to courrolated functions, these func-
tons do not dominate county justice
spenchrip to the extent that police Pio-
tection dominates murocipal spending
or corrections decimates Slate
spending

In 1985 counties spent
34% of all their justice dorlars for

court.re'Aed functions (20.8% tor courts.
9 6% hi, prosecution and legal services.
and 33% for public defense)

35% for police prolecton, usually
county sheriffs or poke

31% for correctiOne Primarily lads
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Private sector Involvement In the criminal Justice system is growing

Governments see making poster
use of the Wale sector to
perform criminal baba services

Using the private sector to perform
functions once performed by the public
sector is known as "privatization." a
word not well known outside of govern-
ment, where it has been used tor
several t'ears. In 1983 it was added to
Webster 's ninth new collegia119 dictionary
as a derivative noun of "privatize:
defined as 10 make private esP
change (as a business or industry) from
public to private control or ownership"

Historically, many criminal justice func-
tions, including law enforcement and
prosedution. were performed by the pri-
vate Sector With the advent of public
policing and prisons in the 19th century.
many criminal justice functions became
responsibilities of government Howeven
governments have long used the private
sector to perform certain functions, and
this praCICe has been increasing in
recent years A 1985 survey of State
general services officials by the Council
of State Governments showed that most
States contract with private fums for
legal, medical, engineering. and techni-
cal profession4 services. Such Stale
and local government spending for pri-
vate seCtor services grew frOm $274 be
lion in 1975 to $668 billion in 1980 and
to $81 billion in 1982

Private firms and Individuals
perform services In all
criminal justice sectors

Criminal justice agencies often con-
tract with private firms to provide
yin/oriel, food service, medical, training,
computer support, and similar services
*Corporations, retail establishments.
and governments hire private police to
provide security in the workplace at
residences and in shopping areas (See
chapter IV for a detailed discuSsion of
private security)

Arrested persons often use private bail
bondsmen tO obtain money to gam
release front detention pending trial

Prosecutors arid defense attorneys
hire private expert witnesses to assess

Prtvettution in criminal Justios often refers to Ovate sector
involvement In 021111400011

11.129

Contmating for servicesA goverment
agency enters info a contract with a private
hrm to provide a sehAce Contracts are used
lor food, laundry, Or medical services for a
correctional institutch, education or vcca
sonar training tor 'motes, and staff earning

Prison icicludnlisA government agency
enters tnto an agreement with a private firm
to operate an industry or bustness hiShin the
prison using Inmates as employees. As of
January 1985 Sexton ef al clentiked 26
protects with private sector ifselvement in
State-lei% prison industries. including

Hotel arid motel telephone reservethn sys
terns located instde of prisons, through which
inmeteS answer the phones and make reser
vatiOna for cutamers who do not know they
are fallen() to a prisoner

Factories installed in the prison and
managed by private sector employees who
supehrtse the prison inmate lactory workers"
These factories Manutecture various items
including ollice furndure and cOmputer
equipment

Hisioncsi Sociraround

Contracts tor correctional services and pro-
grams have been mood for many years and
are qutte canes:A George and Comae
Camp found that such contracts was used
more by juvenile than by adult facilities They
al3o found that most adult and juvenile cor-
rectional Woes plan to expand Mee use of
private contracts lor specific Services

In the early 19th century the private sector
was the most frequent employer of comic!
labor Opposition from rival manufacturers
grew unlit the Great Depression. when. cots-
pled w/th oomern about the treatment of
prisoners. Congress and many State legfsla-
tures passed taws that resoed in a decrease
in the prachce By the tales. Pf mon indua
tries came to be weieed as Statesupponed
vocabona) earning programs to rehabatate
irvnates while at the same me, minding
acme isNonue tor the Slate Currently the
role of the private sector in prison industresS
is being reexamined and expanded

and develop evidence and testify in
COUrt

Courts and other justice agencies hire
private attorneys to represent indigent
defendants

Private process Servers deliver sub-
poenas and other court documents

Courts use private ferns to provide
stenographic and transcription services
for trials

Courts place persons who apPear in
proceedings before them in private
treatment programs, sometimes as a
condition ol probation and sometimes
as a final disposition Juveniles in partic
that are likely to be placed in private
facilitieS

118 Report to the Nation on Crime and Justice

Private prisons have become one
of the most body cisbated luues
In criminal luetice today

Supporters 01 ()nylon prisons point to
other areas that have been "privatized"
as models, including hospitals, health
care, and nursing homes These propo-
nents argue that--

The private sector can more quickly
and cheaply build prisons and ease
overcrowding by avoiding bureaucratic
red tape and the need for voter
approval for financing prison construe.
lion

The private sector can more quickly
implement new ideas and programs to
better perform correctional functions
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?Me

POW, sector financing of prison
constructionA private firm provides the
funds needed to build a correctional mem,.
bon and signs a long term agreement to
Imo the evtrtution to the government
Multen found that these hnancial arrange-
ments were bang seem* considered in a
number of Stales In 1984 and had been
used 101 a $30 2 milker) fail and sheriffs lace
ly in Ccdorado a $50 million Ail in Phdadef
pha, a $5 !neon exii in Tennessee and a Al
and criminal Justice training center in Los
Angeles

Privets facility ownaiofr md operation
A privet. firm locates a .4 builds a prison
(or remodels an existing structure), and runs
the peon 00 a dayteday base; under con.
tract veth the gwerrwriere The government
pays the hrm for all expenses under a con
tract. in many cases being charged a (lady
fee for each inmate This type of arrange
ment has been used by the Federal Govern.
mem to house illegal aliens and ruthful
offender,, by a few local gcmenments for
Ws, and by Stale and iccal governments for
juveniles, hefty.* houses, and small
znirmum-secunty lacieliett Despte the will
ingnoss of private corrections hrms io oper
ate large. maximum-security prisons Stale
guyernments haw moved Sk7Nly in this area

Historical background

A more recently developed form of privatize
lion of corrections is private sector hnancing
of prrson and lad construction TrachtiOnally.
prison and gul Construction has been
financed with a government's current °petal
mg funds and general obfehstree bonds The
use of current kinds awyds having fo pay
interest. but I can become problematic it
cost overruns exceed available cash ueneral
obligation bonds require the payment of
interest and the apptovel of the Mere who
may balk at the prospect of the high costs of
prison construction Private sector investment
mods some of these ddhcultes By signing a
long-term leaserpurchase agreement vain the
pnvale investOf S. the government needs only
to pay the 'renr 101 the inertuteh As &tree.
live as ha concept may Seem issues have
been raised about 4 because it orcumvenls
the Publo aPPnaVat WOWS*

Private prisons. or -prisons for profit- as they
are cased by some, are another recent con-
cept in private sector irnolvement in correc-
tions Like private sector finanong of Prisoe
construction. it avects some of the problems
corrections officiate have encourcered in
locating prison sites and gaining v010(
approval frc.1 construceen of correctional insth
tuhons Again. hke prwate sector hnencing
issues ham been fo.....!: about NS particular
form of private irrelvement in corrections

The private sector can perform correc-
tional functions more efficiently and loss
expenSively than the public sector

These aiguments are appealing to
government officials faced with increas
mg prison populations and limited
resources for corrections, but there are
a number of legal and ethical issues
that are causing them to proceed
cautiously

Can the gOvernment delegate its
powers to incarcerate persons to a
private firm?

Can a private firm deprrve persors
ot their liberty and exercise COercive
authority. perhaps through uso of
deadly force?

Who wOUld be legally liable in the
event Of law suits/

Who would be responsible for main.
taming the prison if the private
employees g0 on strike/

Would a private company have the
right to refuse to accept certain types Of
inmates, tor example, those iiwth AIDS/

If a private firm went bankrupt who
would be responsible for the inmates
and the faciliti,

Could a private company reduce staff
salaries or hire nonunion members as a
way of reducing costs/

Would the "profit motive" operate to
the detriment of the government or the
incr ites, either by keeping inmates in
prison who should be released or by

reducing services to a pont at which
inmates, guards. and the public were
endangered/

What options would a government
iiwth no facility of its own have if it

became dissatisfied with the parlor
mance of the private limn?

Is it appropriate for the government to
circumvent the public's right tO VOte to
increase debt ceilings/

So tar, not enough private facillties have
been In exiStence long enough to corn
plete the evaluations needed to answer
the questions that have been raised It
is cleac however, that the issues will
continue to be debated and that more
and perhaps other types 01 private fecai .
ties will open in the future

Many States are pondering private
sector options In corrections, but
few have opened privets %chines

The issues that have come up about
privatization ol corrections are being
debated in eorrectional departments
governors' offices. and State legislatures
A survey of State legalative staff to iden.
tify the Moos that would take prece .
dence during their 1986 legislative sea .
sons found that 18 of the 29 States
respOnding reported that one or ninie
aspects of privatization ol corrections
will be a mato( Issue for legislative
attention during 1986, 14

P.414/11.0. aspect

CC,VallAs ,01 SO,VCOS
PI,AMP hnennng
Dewerionensnagement of -

&full laCMI.05
popnie WoHes

Pro, odueies
MAK*, of SUles reSOONPV

Number
ot Stales

;11)

9
7

6
29

Between 1980 and January 1, 1986. 13
private rails and prisons opened in 9
States Seven of these were under con-
tract to the US Immigration and Nat-
uralizatiOn Service The total capacity of
these institutons (1.910 beds) represents
about a quarter of 1% of the total (ricer .
cerated adult population

Report to fho Nation on Crime end Justne 119
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What are the trends In Justice spending?

Governments adiust spending
patterns in moons, to changing
need' of society and shifts In the
public's dsmsnd for services

Correction's share of State and local
spending has increased by more than
75%, from 13% to 23%, since 1952,
when data lost became available. In the
first half of the current decade alone.
this share has grown by a third. from
1 7% in 1980 Such dramatic changes
aro rc4 seen in spending for police pro-
tection, which fluctuated between 3%
and 5% of al State and local general
spending dunng 1902-85. Police pro-
tection. however, is primarily the function
of municipal government& Cities of
more than 50000 population devoted
15% of then total spending tor police in
1985. after gradually Increasing thee
spending from 12% in the 1950s.

Education's share of total general
spending by Stale and local govern-
ments grew, from 25% in 1902 to about
40% in the 1960s as the post1Norld War
II babies moved through the public
school system But by 1985. education's
share had dropped to a 25-year low of
35%

The impact of the (inset Depression and
resulting social insurance programs can
be seen on spendirig for public wet-
fare.,5 In 1927. 2% of all general spend-
ing by Stale anci local governments was
for welfare. Five years later a had nearly
tripled, it peaked at close to 13% in
1950 During the 1950s and 1960s, a
leveled off at 8-9% of government
spending, these were years of relaLvely
strong economic growth and Icw unem-
ployment By the 1970$. welfare began
consuming a larger share of Slate and
local spending as the economy wor-
sened and increasing numbers of order
Americans became eligible for Medicaid
benefits This percentage has remained
relatively steady since 1980. ranging
from 12 8% to 13 3%

Durkin 1960-45, per cache spending
grew taster for corrections
then for police protection

In constant dollars. State and local
spending per capta for corrections
grew during 1960 -85 by 218% while
the growth rate Ion police protection was
only a third of this. or 73% Since 1980.

During this century, the police and correction* shares of State
and local spending have not fluctuated as radically
as the shares for some other government functions

Education

Percent 01 total
genersi governmental
spending

Is

rS

in

Highways..

Public welfare -N. /-

Health and
hospitals

Corrections
-- 0

1900 1920 1940 lies MO lies

Police

20

15

10

Sources moralCAI sentience or (ANVI71,401,1 hooncos cnd ornororrnoni Connon
1977 And isal GovernmenW Imam., ii, 919-80 are 1944-89,1111 &ono of IN Census

Per corgis spending by Stets and local governments for poke
and corrections Increeeed more rapidly than for some other
government functions during the pest ouster century

Ng Ganda spending n COMIAN 1985 &ewe

Education
Riblic *effete
Kospees and

neer, nem
Higheeys
Ptece Pf018050
C011800119

% change
two 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1960-85

$588 $710 $807 $824 5807 .56%
95 120 209 288 292 300 216

95 113 148 182 193 208 -.119
239 2130 247 204 189 189 21

51 58 70 83 82 88 73

17 21 25 32 38 54 218

lechIcAl inI. 50 delia. metrozarvy lo era. c.-a &Yrs

Sources .10onoti muorra or go...m.0W blonc and
arnpaar1101( Canoe of Govenmanis 1077 982

GovernerwdY frroca n 1)79 it) 4,4 0$4 8F u s
9.1. el 94 CMoil

spending for corrections has grown by
42%. compared with 7% for police pro
lectiOn Since 1960. spending for public
welfare grew by 216%. hospitals and
health care. by 119%. and education.
by 58%, highway spending declined
by 21% '6

120 Report to the Natton on Came and JustIce

State and local general spending
$.2321 per capita in 1985. included

$807 for educatron
$300 for welfare
$208 for hospitals and health care
$189 for highways
$88 ICH police protection
$54 for corrections
$675 for all other functions
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State and local spending
for ell justice functions
increased from 1971 to 1985
Zone1111151061 Chan.
40111,9 peo 0a711. 0971461

.36%
W11111110r.

8150

8100

.6%

660 OR%

#40%

0
1971 1970 1980 10118

lechnical append% lor int1d1on 6004ten401
Iteters. Boum* 74044eftwo end 601040M40#
0616 roe me enrsIMM 94110# OH" /11110-M. 1.J5
&Oa #490199019 WWI ompoornme /0 014 US.
ION and IOW

All spending kr criminal end civil
justice roes sleadity until 1978,
then leveled off, mourning growth
in the early 1900.

In constant 1985 dollars State and local
per capita spending for lustice grew at
an annual average of 3% between 1971
and 1976. Between 1976 and 1979 it
grew by less than .25% a year
Between 1978 and 1979 it fell by 1.8%
Since 1979 its rate of growth has been
about 13% per year on average By
1985 per capita spending was $167.

Per capita spending for--
Police grew steadily until 1976. fell in

1977, rose slightly in 1976. and fell again
in 1979. By 1985 police per capita
spending was at $80132. an 11-year low

All courtraleted functions g.dro
steadily until 1976; but court spending
leveled off in 1977. and then again grew
slightly until reaching $3381 per capita
in 1985

Corrections gre- steadily until 1978.
slowed in 179 11-...1 rose by 34%
between 1979 and 1985. when it
reached $51.64 per capita.

Other criminal justice functions like
planning, information, and communica-
tion systems that serve more than one
criminal peace function and general
criminal rustice training programs tripled
between 1971 and 1976. before leveling
off in 1977, and falling close to the 1971
level in 1985. This pattern reflects the
impact of the rapidly increasing Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration
block grant program in the early 1970s
and its demise in 1979-80.

Since 1979, pending roes fester
for corrections than for env
other justice function, while
spending for police fell

Between 1979 and 1985 Per caPda
spending in 1985 constant dollars for-

corrections grew by 34.1%
public defense grew by 247%
prosecution grew by 6.8%
courts grew by 0 2%
police protection fell by 1 6% overall.

but it grew for cities with populations
of more than 50.000

other Justice functions fell by 402%

Cities over 50,000 population
Increased spending for police
serrices between 1948 and 19115

PooulsItnni of cal! in thousande 500

Co#410511196%
dollus off 040+11

5134

100-149

#.1

449 '950

loo

SAO

0
1970 990 1908

5.4 11.1,009 Ippondix lot 011111t00
SOult. 0011011.0014,10,1 On. MOANS: COfnelinfl from
US Ouff au 014 0A0151 oureeys 01 000lfnmen1 ilna6c4. 1946-06

In cities with populations of more than
50.000, per capita spending for police
grew rapidly in the 30 years between
1946 and 1976. then growth leveled
ofi, and, in sane cases. declined
Beginning in the early 1980s, however.
growth in city spending for police
resumed, reaching levels close to those
prevailing in the mid 1970s Over the
period, police spending grew faster in
larger than in smaller cities of this
group

00#####
chalve

1990 cny Safi 1946-85

500 000 or fnofe 106 840
250 000 499 999 153 f
too ouo 249 999 145

75 MO 99 999 1.58 8

50 MO 74.999 124 3
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What factors are related to por capita spending?

Many Were am believed
le effect how much a Stele
Spends ter crimMal *Sae
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What do Justice dollars buy?

The cost of bringing en offender
to Ohne Is highly variable and
Includes many "hidden costs"

The costs of conviCting an offender are
many and varied They inClude paying
for--

Police to irivestigate criminal events.
arrest offenders, and aPPeal as wit'
nesses in court (often on &mane)

Pub1C defenders and assigned coun .
se to represent indigent defendants

Prosecutors to investigate. prepare.
ard present the case in ccud

udges and juries to hear the evi .
der.ce and reach a verdict

The probation department 2 prepare
presentence irwestigation reports for the
lodge to use n sentencing

State identification and informakon
bureaus to check fingerprints and crimi.
nal histories of defendants

Local jails to house defendants whn
are detained in pretrial custOdy

Moron alminal camps
very greatly In ce41

The puce 01 AMIGO. a 1981 study of
three lypicar New Vox City robbery
cases, found that the cost of arresting.
Prosecuting, and trying the defendants
ranged hem $851 to $32.627. not
including correctional costs after trial In
each of the cases, the defendants were
arrested shortly alter the crime. eliminat-
ing the need for long and Costly Nice
investigation

In the fest case. the defendants ileaded
guilty to a reduced charge the day after
their arrest Beyond arrest and booking
the costs mre minima Each defendant
received a 6-month sentence

The second case cost $8,665 The
de4endar4 pleaded guilty after being
indicted, but before trial Seventy per.
cent of the Mal cost was ky pretrial
deenhon. 68 days after arrest. the
defendant reCeved a senter.ce of 4 to
12 years of imprisonment for the plea of
guilty to robbery

In the third Ca93, the defendan` chose
to go le a felony trial in whch he MI5
found guilty of robbery and sentsnced
to 9 to 18 ye 250 days had eapsed
behteen arrest and sentencing Toe
total cost was $32627. hail of Much
was for pretrial detention

Justice dolite ant wed to commonests victims, to investigate
and to Apprehend, try, end punish offenders
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Courts process mem kinds of cease
with widely retying costs

State courts handle about the same
number of crvil as criminal cases. HI
Federal courts civil cases outnumber
criminal casee by 5 to 1 In most
instances the same court handles both
types of cases

There is no 09100d.upOn method of
dividing national court expenses
beNesen civil and criminal workloads lo
arrive at the total cost of criminal vs
civil cases It clear, however, that costs
of processing chflerent kinds of cases
vary enormotsly For example the clerk
of cowl may only have to file docu-

6113 000 pw 84841
13 000 par 11t

635.506 oe *48181,
S118.200 pre year

$10 pot day
$30 per dav

prf moult)
$4 pp motile
$4 per move
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$651 pei case
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620 30 tax how
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$702 re( year

136 pee day

130 per day
$33 per day

625 200 pe, yea;
$0 24-1 02 or hour

pivot* in, 4,1 PP 4 ug* ,,o4.14JS ti4P .449
seroce esend. ot emery our) owe

ments to probate an uncontested wil.
but months of effort are required to
provide for a airy trial in a complex
personal injury suit or murder case

Whet we the opentting mete
of oarmotional sanctions?

The 1984 Census of Slate Adult Correc-
tional Faciirtles found a wide range
($5,797-$23,233) in the operating cost
per prisoner among the Stales Factors
affecting this range include--

regional variations in salaries that
reflect differences in cost.ol.living and
union contracts

dr j0009 in utility costs and in the
. for heating fuel
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differences in types of institutions
operated (for example. a State may have
a highc-thaaverage percentage of
prisoners in less expensive minimum
security)

differences in the extol ( to which the
prison uses prisoners rather than hiring
nonprisoners to perform maintenance
services.

The Census found that there is not
much difference in the cost per Inmate
per year between max:mum and
medium security facilities ($11,336 vs
$11.652) Mirsmum security facilities aro
somewhat less expensive, as are State-
operated, community-based facilities,
such as halbsey houses In those com-
munity facilities, the cost per inmate was
$7951. ranging from $4,767 to $27400
The wide range is due to differences in
the types and intensity of treatment
used. lot exempla a program with
highly trained therapists Is MOM expen-
sive than one that is almost solely
custodial

The Conechons yearbook found that
across 46 State parole agencies, the
average annual cost of maintaining a
person on parole was $702. The annual
average cost for a person on probation
across 44 Stale a9encle$ VOSS $584

Swings from hotsektg offenders
In the community rather than in
conftnement can be misleading

A study on the cost of prosecuting
tepeat felony offenders in Salt Lake
County. Utah. found that probationers
who commit crime while on probation
and are r-c -.Wed for it very quickly
cost wi the criminal justice sys-
tem IN ol money %eyed" by
not IC, ..iig them lot their earlier
crime. Faueat offenders (some of whom
commit hundreds of crimes a year) can
cost society many times over the cost of
incarceration if they recidivate while in a
community-based facility or on probe-
fion or parole

Widely divergent estimates of the
construction cool per prison bed
ars found In various studies,
reports, end motile accounts

There ate many reasons lot the vena-
tion

Justice dollars also are ueed for buildings and equipment
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some sources include the purchase of
the land. preparing the see architects'
fees, and long-term financing cost3 such
as interest paid on bonds. Othcrs do
not

Figures for differing levels of secunty
classification (for example minimum
security vs. maximum security) are used
in different sources

Construction costs vary by region_
Some prison construction cost is offset

by using inexpensive prisoner labor.
Some sources surveyed only 'recently

completed" construction. Others include
the expected coats of future "approved"
Of 'planned but not approved con-
struction.

Prisons vary in the amount of space
per prisoner and in space allowed for
pnsoner support programs such as
medical and psychtatric treatment. ath-
letics, and recreaten.

Some iate 1970s estimates are based
on data from early 1970 surveys that
have been adjusted for inflation--
adiustments using different methods
with different results.

Maximum security prisons are clearly
mote expensive to eld than medium
security ptisona, whsch in turn are mote
expenstve than minimum security pris-
ons. Stales reported to the Corrections
yaarbook. 1986, the following ranges of
construction costa per prison bed for
fiscal 1985
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The estImate nt $43000 per jail bed.
based on a 1982 survey of 34
'advanced practices' jails is somewhat
lower than that for fhtlatfhtlfh and
medium secunty prisms bacause jails
usually do not have extortive architec-
tural security features such as penmelet
walls and usually are designed to Pm*
vide less area for recreation and
rehabilitation activities becalms ther
inmates ate held for shorter periods 17

Corrections oleo*s we expiortng
*lays to cut the high cost of lacteal
and /all consUuction

The State of Mrginia recently built two
prisons, one using conventional con-
struction management and the tradi-
tional poured concrete concrete Mock,
and brick. The other used factory
prefabricated concrete panels. The sec
ond prison not only cost about a third
less than rt would have using conven-
tional methods, it was completed in less
than half the !imam
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Other Stales have had similar success
in reducing the cost prison construc .
lion by using prefabricated building
parts and innovative construction
management techniques. Florida was
able to open a 336-bed expansion unit
at an existing prison complex at a cosi
of about $16800 per cell. California was
able lo reduce the cost per cell from
$90900 lo $50,000.19

How much does it cost to build
a neW asurtficksmt?

Available information does not allow
computation of the cost of building a
new 'average courtroom- as is often
done for prison cells, Walter H Sobel.
F A.I A. and Associates 1982 survey of
nine recently built courthouse projects
found these variations.

In one courthouse, 294's of the square
footage was for asil cells, which cost
more to build than courtrooms

Two protects included large under .
ground parking garages, which cost
more Man outdoor parking lots

Some protects included 'Shelling in'
space lor courtrooms to be completed
in the future.

Different courthouses have different
mixes of space allocated for courtrooms
and xidiCial Chambers (the most expen .
sive type of nondetention construction)
and administrative and support space
(costing about the same as routine
business offices)

Regional factors in the construction
industry also affect the cost ol court.
houses

The price per square toot of construe
lion in three newsy bu.lt courthouses
that appeared to be the most compara-
ble wore $54, $61. and $65 One other
project involved completing a shell that
had been butt earlier The cost per
square foot *es $C.-4. higher than might
be expected because the courthouse
was limited to cournooms and judges
chambers Two renovation efforts were
reported. costing $36 and $67 per
square foot the range reflecting the
extent of the renovation effort

The patchaes price for a police
ow ranged froM $0,700 10 $9,500
ki 25 kicledialions

The purchase price is only part of the
cost of putting a patrol car on the
streets. In a 1982 survey the National
Association of Criminal Just/co Planners
found that Nice radios ranged in cost
troM $1,200 lo 54300 in the nine juns .
dietiont providing this intonation:
police suens and light bars added
anoVier 5350 to $1300 Costs for other
equipment were reported al $10 to
$100; these include police department
decals and shields for the patrol car,
loVspeakerS. security cages for
prisoners, and shotguns and racks

The annua/ operating cost for a police
Car, including gas, oil, maintenance and
repair, vaned horn $3800 to 9131)00
The factors affecting this range include
the number of shifts the car is driven
during the day, the type of driving
involved (for example, city vs suburban
patrol), climate conditions, and the
length of time the car is operated before
being resold. This last factor is reflected
in the range of resale valu e. rePOrted at
$550 tO $4,600.

Some Rhos kwestigalion and coon
code are not well known

The police sometimes pay informants
lor investigative information Undercover
agents may use cash to buy drugs or
other 0egal goods and services in an
attempt to obtain evidence of criminal
behavior Race officers often are
required in court as witnesses, fre-
quently on overtime pay In a 1982 sur-
vey, the National Association of Criminal
Justice Planners found that in hve tuns
dienons threoluarters of a/I court
appearances involved police overtime
For nine jurisdictions able to report cosi
deli, the average overtime pay per
court appearance was $41

Courts pay private citizens tor serving
on airy duty In 1986 the daily pay for
turors averaged about $10 per day In
some States a lower fee (Or no lee) is
paid for the first few days. Some Stales
pay for half days and some pay on an
hourly base. In the Federal systan in
1986 daily pay for jurors was $30 Most
court systems also reimburse jurors for
their travel expenses and pay living
expenses for those serving on
seguertered tunes.

AnOther leSS Well known expense is the
cost of protecting witnesses Stale and
local governments engage in such
activities, but the Federa/ Witness Secu-
rity Program ol the US Marshals Serv-
ice is clearly the largest and most
exteneve witness security program in
the Nation This program provides--

protection and maintenance serwees
for vwtnesses, potential witnesses. and
dependents whose lives are in leopardy
as a result of testimony against
organized cnme figures

around-theclock protection to wit-
nesses while they are in a 'hostile
environment' and when they return to
an area of danger for court testimony

geographic relocation for the witness
and his or her dependents. housing.
subsistence. new idhntification docu-
ments, and employment, medical, and
other assistance lo allow the witness to
become self-sustaining

In 1986 the US Marshals Service
provided protection or support tor 1 714
persons. including 933 principal mt.
nesses and 781 Sandy members The
average annual cost per witness ranged
from $47600 for a person with no
dependents wt the program to $84000
for one with eight dependents. with an
average annual cosi per witness of
$56.000 lor the salaries and expenses
of marshals There are now more than
12.500 participants in the Federal Wit-
ness Security Program although not all
aro under the active protection ot the
U S Marshals
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Close to three-fourthe of Mate and
local Icatles dollers po for payroll

Criminal and Civil Mace is a highly
'personnekntensive" activity. In 1985
the payroll for State and local iusbce
employees ranged from a high of 79%
of all expencktures for police protection
to a low of about 40% lor pubk
defense and 'bther justice' activities.
such as planning commissions20

The defender proportion of spending for
salaries was low because of widespread
use of 'assigned counsel' defense sys-
tems in which the government pays pri-
vate attorneys to represent indigent
defendants The National Criminal
Defense Sytems Study found that the
fees pad to the attorneys have been
reported to be as low as $10 and as
high as $65 an hour but in most places
the fee is between $20 and $30 an
hour for out-otcourt work and between
$30 and $50 ati hour for in-court work
Sometrnes the hourly fee vanes by the
seriousness of the CAW and by whether
a is at the trial or appeal stage Some
jurisdictions that do noi use an hourly
rate use minimum and maximum
amounts of total compensation.

The payroll proportion of sPerkaik) for
lather justice" activities is low because
this category contains many intergovern-
mental payments that do not require a
large amount of staff support to oversee

Salaries make up a relatively lower
proportion of total spending for correc.
lions (59%). Primarily because of the
coets of building and maintaining pri-
sons contracts for medical ca:e and
treatment programs food, guard and
prisoner uniform s. and boarding
prisoner; at other institutions

Courts also have a relatively tow propor-
tion of total spending for salaries (71%)
because el payments for fury and wit
ness fees, courthouse maintenance and
purchase of books lb( law libraries

Salaries for pollee
and oonsotionel officers
ar ventrally the lomat

Judges, because of their groat responsu
brkty, have the highast salaries c4 crimi
nal and owl justice employees at each
level of government Current State and

Justice dollars pay personnel oats
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local prosecutor and public defender
salaries are not aveitatr., The National
Criminal Defense Systems Study found
that in 1982 State and Vocal full time
chief public defender salaries ranged
from $6000 to $66,000 (with most fall-
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IMEDEMIlingli
Approximately 605,000 offenders are currently housed in State and Federal

prisons and the prison population continues to increase each year. It is generally
agreed that prisons need improvements in both physical facilities and institutional
programs. The Federal role in effecting such improvements is at issue. A 1986 drug
control initiative (P.L. 99-570) addel substantial ftinding for Federal prison
construction. The recently passed Anti-Drug Abuse Act m 1988 (PL. 100-890)
authorizes additional funding for the Federal prison system.

pAgAguantipAHRANALugs

There ie little dispute that most American prisons require improvements. The
population of many prisons is at record levels and most correctional systems are
seriously overcrowded. Not only are conditions in some prisons considered inhumane,
but critics maintain that prisons apparently fail to protect society either through
deterring offenders from crime after their release or through rehabilitating inmates.

A prison is generally defined as an institution of varying degrees of security,
housing offenders sentenced to at least a year and a day for a criminal conviction.
In the United States, 54 prisons under the jurisdiction of the Federal Government,
with four more under construction, are used primarily to confine persons convicted
of Federal crimes; about 600 institutions under the jurisdieion of State anti
territorial governments house violators of State or territorial laws.

Prisons are distinct from the Nation's nearly 3,600 jails, most of which are
operated by local governments and are used to detain persons awaiting trial or
offenders sentenced to short terms of confinement (less than a year). These facilities
housed an additional 257,000 persons in 1985, up 9% from the preceding year.

Conditions of Prisons and Directions for Reform

Overcrowding

At present, the greatest and most immediate concern regarding U.S. prisons is
overcrowding. Corrections officials have stated that overcrowding is no longer an
emergency but a 'disaster.' A 1984 General Accounting Office (GAO) report projects
that if current conditions remain unchanged, the Federal prison system will be 40%
overcrowded by 1990, and that State facilities will be almost 26% overcrowded. Data
compiled by the U.S. Bureau of Prisons indicate that the Federal prison system
currently is about 53% over capacity.

There are estimates that the Comprehensive Crime Bill (career criminal
provision), the Anti-Drug Abuse Act, and the new Federal sentencing guidelines will
cause an increase in the Federal prison population by up to 56% over previous
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estimates by 1992. The Federal Bureau of Prisons estimates that Federal prisons will
house a minimum 73,000 inmates by 1995.

The most recent data collected by the Bureau of Justice Statistics indicates a
continued growth in the U.S prison population. From 1980 to 1982, the total prison
population increased 12% each year. From 1982 to 1983 it increased 5.7%, and from
1983 to 1984 the increase was 6.1%. The 1887 growth rate of 8.7% was the largest
percentage since 1982. The number of sentenced Federal prisoners continued to grow
at a faster rate that sentenced prisoners in the States during 1987 (8.2% vs. 6.5%).
In the first 6 months of 1988, the population increased by 4.9%. The Federal
population pew at a slower pace than thA States (3.2% vs. 6.2%). In part the
dramatic population growth during 1980-19L1 was a result of the inclusion in Federal
counts of 2,000 reftagees held under the j...711diction of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service. The State prison population growth rate has declined from
a high of 12.4% between 1981 and 1982 to 6% from 1983 to 1984. The most recent
decline was to 4.6% between June 1985 and June 1986. However, recent trends show
increases again.

To cope temporarily with prison overcrowding, some States have housed inmates
in tents or prefabricated buildings, or have converted multi-use space such as
conference rooms into bedspace. Also, some States are releasing inmates early or
housing them in local jails. At the end of 1987, 12,220 inmates in 17 States were in
local jail facilities because of overcrowding in State facilities.

States are building new facilities to expand their prison capacity. It is estimated
that prison building projects totaling over $3 billion are currently underway in
approximately 39 States. Each new cell will cost between $15,200 and $157,000
depending on security level and availability of land. The FY87 budget of the U.S.
Department of Justice contained more than $140 million for the construction of three
new medium security Federal corrections institutions and the addition of minimum
security facilities at two current institutions adding total of 2,500 bed spaces. The
FY88 budget appropriated an additional $201.6 million for Federal prison
construction. Additional language allows for the transfer of available funds from the
Justice Department's assets forfeiture ftand to the Federal prison system for the
construction of correctional institutions. In FY89, $95.4 million will be available from
these seized assets. The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-570) appropriated an
additional $96.5 million for construction. In their current building plans, the Federal
Bureau of Prisons forecasts that by 1995 it will be necessary to add 24,250 beds to
the Federal prison system te adequately provide for anticipated growth and to
simultaneously reduce overcrowding to 20% over capacity.

The FY89 budget for the Federal Bureau of Prisons contsined $203,693,000 for
the construction of two new Federal correctional institutions, end increases capacity
at six existing facilities. This appropriation, coupled with the fUnds transferred from
the assets forfeiture fund and the $95.6 million from the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of
1988 (P.L. 100-690), brings the total available for construction of Federal prisons in
FY89 to $394,693,000.
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Factors Behind Populatbn Growth

Analysts point to a number of factors that have contributed to the growth in
prisnn population. One is the 'baby boom' of the 1950. and early 19604 that resulted
in a large number of people now in the crime-prone age group of 18-25. Dr. Alfred
Blumstein, an authority on crime statistics, has estimated that the baby boom will
result in continued prison population increases throughout the 1980e.

Other =dor factors that have led to prison population growth are changes in
the criminal justice system. According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, during the
last 7 years most jurisdictions have enacted mandatory sentencing laws and nine
States have initituted determinate sentencing. Such laws require offenders to be
incarcerated in prison for a fixed period that cannot be shortened by parole and tend
to result in longer time served in prison. Also, stricter parole policies, longer
sentances imposed by judges, less frequent use of alternatives to incarceration such
as probation, and greater numbers of convictions influence prison population levels.
Most experts agree that these factors, rather than increasing crime rates, have been
responsible for the growth in the prison population.

Environment Conducive to Failure

In addition to being overcrowded, many prison, are antiquated, too large to
operate efficiently, unsafe and understaffed. An estimated 43% of all prisoners are
housed in facilities that were built before 1925. Nearly three-quarters of maximum
security prhons were built to house over 1,000 inmates. The American Correctional
Association (ACA) believes that it is 'essential" that such institutions house no more
than 500 inmates on the grounds of program management and eecurity.

Many institutions also have unsafe and unsanitary conditions. A 1980 GAO
report concluded that significant environmental health problems existed in the
institutions of 10 of the 11 States it visited. GAO hlamed not only lack of fluids but
also the failure of States to maintain a regular inspection program, a general neglect
of maintenance, and inadequate training for corrections perirtmel.

Understaffing, coupled with overcrowding in prisons, can subject inmates to
brutalities including assault, rape, extortion and theft. A recent study by the U.S.
National Instit of Justice (NIJ) concluded that prisoners subjected to sustained
overcrowding have a higher death and suicide rate, more disciplinary problems, and
a larger number of illness complaints. Furthermore, the study suggested that large
institutions produce more negative psyChological and physiological effects than small
institutions.

The extent to which conditions in prisons foster fruetrations and resentments
against society has been illustrated by major priaon riots such aa those at the Attica
State Correctional Facility in New York and in New Mexico and Michigan.

Recidivism statistics have been cited in support of the contention that prisons
fail to rehabiiitate criminals and to deter fUture criminality. Studies have shown that
about one-third of persons released from prison will be reimprisoned within 6 years,
sometimes for violations more serous than the original charge.
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Some analysth believe that prison conditions and their desocializing effects
preclude rehabilitation while others claim the rehabilitation programs themselves have
failed. As for the seeming failure of prisons to deter future offenses, some believe
this is not a fault of prisonn but of the whole criminal juetice (totem. The system,
they argue, fails to offer certain, swift and equitable punishment.

Development of Standar&

Although most agree that prisons have suffere4 from years of neglect, there have
been some notable improvements in prison conditaons in some States. Not only have
a number of prisons been built or renoveted, but there have been improvements in
such areas u environmental contlitions, hleitn ant, correctional 1r.ograms aimed
at equipping inmates with basic educatiunqi and voconal skills.

A number of groups hew deve'.ope.' ndurd.: ro LL, priaons the:: haw,. been
used to guide reforms. The Amerizav C:orreet. Aa.:04,lation (ACAJ has c:eveloped
general standar& that cover all aslizeti of .niscz ;ifs including the physical plant,
health care, inmates rights, staffing, ecVcar.,,nal, vocational, and social services.
Since 1976 the Commission on Accreditation for ekrrections (which helped deoloped
the ACA standards but is now separate finn, Jug orgenization., has operated a
voluntary accreditation program for correction& institutiuns brined ot compLance
with the ACA standards, By the end of January 1,9881 124 St:n and 19 Federal
correctional institutions had been accredited.

Primarily in renponse to findings that current prison conditions violate the
Constitutional protection from 'cruel and unusual punishment", State and Federal
judges also have set standards. According to a report by the National Prison Project,
as of January 1989 the entire prison systems of 10 States were under court orders
or consent decrees to remedy prison conditions, especially overcrowding. In 30 other
States at least one msjor institution operates under a court order or consent decree.
However) the Supreme Court identified limits to claims of unconstitutionl prison
conditions in 1981. In the ease of nom vs. ChRpmari, the Supreme Court found
that housing two prisoners in a cell intended for one to relieve overcrowding is not
in itself unconstitutional. The Court reiterated previous holdings to the effect that
the Eighth Amendment does place limits on the conditions under which prisoners
may be confined. However, according to the Court, double ceiling, unlike "deliberate
indifference to an inmate's medical needs, does not constitute cruel and unusual
punishment.

Prison ConMruction

Because of the overpopulation problem and prison conditions) some believe that
prison construction and renovation should be a part of any prison reform program
today. Whether such activities should actually expand prison capacity in addition to
improving conditions is a matter of dispute.

Advocates of the construction of additional prison space believe that judges must
have imprisonment as a sentencing option and that the current limits of prison
capacity prevent this. They argue that the prison population will continue to grow
because of higher crime rates, better detection and prosecution of offenders, and
public demands for longer sentences.
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The Attorney General's Task Force Report on Violent Crime (1981)
recommended that any decision to build new prisons should tale into consideration
the makeup of the inmate population. For example, the higher the degree of security
needed, the higher the construction and operating costs. Estimates indicate that
today only 15% to 20% of inmates require maximum security while 70% of facilities
offer such confinement.

Persona who oppose increases in prison capacity through new construction point
tc the extremely high cost. Although estimates range anywhere from $15,000 to
$157,000 per cell, most agree that the expense of new construction to meet today's
population needs would be staggering. A recent study for the National Institute of
Justice by Abt Associates, private consulting firm, concluded that it would coat
between $8 and $10 billion to bring U.S. prisons up to minimum space standards.
Abt used a standard of 60 square feet per inmate for the purposes of its analysis, as
a reasonable reflection of space standards set by the American Correctional
Association, the Federal Government, and court decisions. The Abt study questioned
whether a massive construction effort would relieve ovemowding, citing the
conclusions of some analyses that the more prison space available, the higher the rate
of incarceration. In contrast, other analysts believe that in the 5 to 7 years it would
take to build new facilities, the need for them will abate.

Others, including former Chief Justice Warren Burger, have laved increased
attention to the development of alternatives to incarceration such as probation,
restitution, and community service. Not only are such alternatives less costly than
the amount needed to imprison an offender, it is argued, but alternative sentences
are also believed to be mare appropriate sanctions for some, particularly for
non-violent offenders.

The previously mentioned Abt study, as well as a GAO report, have concluded
that the problem of prison overcrowding will be eliminated only with criminal justice
systemwide coordination and cooperation in recognizing specific limits of prison and
jail space. Abt proposed that States should statutorily define minimum space
standards I'm prison inmates that would establish the capacity of their prisons. As
a second step, States should authorize accelerated release of inmates when the
capacity is reached or exceeded. As part of this plan, States should develop an
information system to apprise judges and releasing authorities of the relative
"trade-offe involved in their sentencing and release decisions.

Federal Role in Prison Reform

Under the U.S. Constitution, crime control has traditionally and primarily been
the responsibility of State and local governments because the authority is not
expressly granted to the Federal Government. The Federal Government primarily
enacts and enfcrces Federal criminal law and assists States and localities in their
efforts to cope with crime. Consequently, in the area of prison reform, the Federal
role is limited to the policy and operations of the Federal prison system, and to the
provision of assistance to States. A major issue currently before Congress is the
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extent to which the Federal Government should aid State prison systems, and ho..,
such aid should be provided.

The Federal role in prison reform in limited, but varied. For example, one role
of the Federal prison system has been to provide guidance and leadership to the
States and to serve as model for reform. Federal legislation such au the Federal
Prisoner Rehabilitation Act of 1965 (PL. 89-176; 18 U.S.C. 4082) ban served as a
model in certain areas such as work release, halfway house programa, and emergency
furloughs.

Federal financial assistance to improve prison facilities and programs was
available through the Justice Department's Law Enforcement Assiacance
Adminiaration (LEAA) from FY69 through FY80. Part E of LEAA's enabling
legislation, Title I of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act (42 U.S.C.
3701, et seq.), authorized block and diecretioniuy grants specirically for corrections
activitied, and some $800 million was expended under this program. In aPition,
LEAA's general block and discretionary grant program funded numerous
corrections-related activities. From FY80 through FY83 no Federal funds were
authorized for state priton construction. In 1984 the Omnibus Reconeiliation Act
(P.L. 98-473) authorized $25 million for each year from FY84 through FY88 kr
prison construction. These Rinds, limited to 20% of the estimated total cost of
construction, were to be awarded to projects representing "a prototype of new and
innovative methods and advanced design". These flinds were to be administered by
the Bureau of Justice Assistance and awarded with the concurrence of the Director
of the National Institute of Corrections. The Administration's budget requested no
funds for this program, however, and no flinds were appropriated.

The National Institute of Corrections (NIC) provides Federal information
assistance to the corrections community. Initially created as ar administrative unit
within the Justice Department in the early 1970s, the NIC was established by statute
in 1974 (Pl. 93-415; 88 Stat. 1139; 18 U.S.C. 4351, et seq.). The NIC is a separate
agency within the Federal Bureau of Prisons that provides both direct services and
grants in the following arcane (1) training, (2) technical assistance, (3) reurearch and
evaluation, and (4) policy and etandards formulation and ilk mentation. The NIC
also serves as an information clearinghouse. States have been assi,ted by the MC
in developing plans to comply with Federal court orders to improve conditions.

The Federal Government also may be involved in State corrections through the
Civil Rights of Institutionalized Pereons Act (PL. 98-247), which authorizes the
Attorney General to institute civil suits on behalf of prison inmates who are being
deprived of their Federal constitutional or statutory rights. This statute also requires
the Attorney General to develop minimum dander& for inmate grievance procedures,
and to establish a mechanism under which State and local governments may be
certified, on a voluntary basis, for rdopting the standards. A final rule on the
standards pursuant to the Act was issued on Oct. 1, 1981 (Federal Register, v. 46,
Oct. 1, 1981: 48181).
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Recommendations of PAttorney General's Task Force
On violent Crime

Early in the Reagan Administration, Attorney General William French Smith
appointed a Task Force on Violent Crime to recommend actions the Federal
Government could take to combat violent crime. The Task Force report, issued Aug.
17, 1981, included several major recommendations concerning the firture Federal r&le
in prison reform.

The Task Force's most significant proposal called for a 4-year $9. billion Federal
assistance program to finance the construction of State prisons. In justifying this
proposal, the group concluded that States iire in a 4'crisis' situation due to prison
overcrowding and that Federal aosistance 1. appropria4 and necessary. Recognising
resource limitations, the Tisk Force stated that the assistance cottld be rased to make
the best use of available space rather than actually expanding pris .d capacity. It
recommended that the program be confined to the construction and renovation of
State prisons rather than including local jails because of the greater needs of the
former. It proposed that the Federal share of the cost of the project be limited to
75%.

The Task Force also suggested other areas for Federal ;nitiatives. A. an
immediate step, it urged the Federal Government to make abandoned military bases
aailable to State and local governments to house prisoners on an emergency basis.
For the long range, it proposed that the Federal Prc arty and Administrative Services
Act be amended to permit Federal surplus property to be conveyed or ieased at no
cost to State and !Deal governments for correetions purposes, and thAt requests for

such property be given priority.

The Task Force noted that as many as 70 Federal educational assistance
peogrems are potential sources of funds for vocational and educational winning in
prieons but that eligibility under existing legislation is vague. It recommended that
efforts to fund prison programs with these resources be enhanced, and that. when
necessary, related statutes be amended specifically to establish eligibility for

corrections programs.

The Task Force pointed to the possibility of the development of regional prisow
to be operated by the Federal Government, and private sector involvement in
corrections management 8B areas for further 3tudy.
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Summary 0 Reagan Administration Policy
Towards Prison Reform

The Reagan Administration has shown little interest in a Federal financial
assistance progam for state prison construction, apparently because of' the high cost,
is an alternative, the Administraion advocates the transfer of Federal surplus
property to States for uae as correctvmal facilities, arguing that such faeities would

twailable immediately, and that thn cost to the Government would be a fraction
ot the cos:. of new construction.

In 1981, the Justice Department announced the first such transfer of a Federal
facilitv the Watertown Air Force Station leased to the State of New York for use
as a 20abed prison. Other transfers have followed: Opa Locke Coast Guard Str.tion
purchess y Florida in 1982; the purchase of Camp Atterbury Fish and Wildlife Area
by Indiano in 1983; and the lease of McNeil 'Blend to Washington State io 1984, to
name a few.

Recently, 'cgislation was signed authorizing the closing of a number of the
Nation's militti,1 bases. Many of these may be candidates for conversion to
correctional rethities,

In addition to 'ne tranafer of surplus property, the Administration plans to
disseminate informa'nn to State and local governments on cost-efficient prison
construction. In a iii.ewth before the National Law Enforcement Council in April
1985, Attorney General Ulue stated that the Justice Department would "work with
state and local governmeate to find ways in which we can build prisons at lower costs
and, at the same time, prosjes architectural plans for them. We ought to be able to
get the beat state-of-the-art 'aiformation on cost-effective prison construction." Also,
the National Corrections Acut'amy at Boulder, Colorado, under the auspices of the
NIC, trains State and local cot,actions personnel, The Bureau of Prisons is also
sharing its training resources with State and local governments. The Anti-Drug
Abuse Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-570) apropriated $5 million to the Bureau of Justice
Assistance for a pilot prison cape, fty program. A related provision requires the
Defense Department to conduct a study on the use, as prisons, of existing facilities
under the jurisdiction of the Departmant. As a result, 7 D.C. minimum security
facilities have recently bean established on active military bases.

Congressional Initiatives and Options

Congress is faced with several broad options refiarding prison reform. One is
to appropriate funds similar to the $25 minim., construction assistance program
authorized in P.L. 98-473. Supporters of this option point to the critical situation
in U.S. prisons and to the fact that judges, in some cases, are not free to use
imprisonment as a rentencing option to protect sc ciety from crime. They urgue that
Federal courts have mandated improvementa, but that State aad local governments
cannot afford thew changem without Federal aid, Opponents, including the
Administration, object to the high costs of such assistance.
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Another approach is to increase Federal assistance for program improvemente
and the development of alternatives to incarceration, not for capital improvementa.
Part of this rationale may be economical compared to capital improvements,
program support requires less funding. Also, proponents of rehabilitation programs
point to a number of successes which indicate that well-designed and
well-administered programs do lead to reduced recidivism rates. Opponenta of capital
improvement assistance also consider the difficulty of distributing aid for capital
improvements equitably since States with poor prison conditions could be rewarded
while States that have attempted improvements could be penalized.

Perhaps the most innovative option facing Congress is the increased use of
prisons constructed and/or administered by private corporations. It is reported that
approximately 25 correctional facilities (not including community correctional
facilities) are currently being administered by private firms. The primary contractors
in this burgeoning field include the Corrections Corpo,ation of America, Inc.
(Nashville, TN), RCA Service Co., (a subsidiary of the RCA Corporation), and
Behavioral Systems, (Pomona, CA). Other firms, such as Justice Systems, Inc. of
Atlanta, specialize in jail administration.

In their FY89 budget, the Federal prison system requested leasing authority for
three medium security Federal correctional institutions. These facilities would be
constructed with private resources, leased on an annual basis, and staffed and
managed by the Bureau of Prisons.

The use of private corporations to administer prisons raises several juestions.
First is the use of private corporations a more cost effective way of continuing past
rehabilitation policies, or will education, training and treatment programs be reduced?
Second, what I. the liability of the contractor in the event of a riot, escape, or
shooting of a prisoner? Finally, what types of oversight mechanisms are required to
ensure that the government's needs are fully met?

At the end of the second session of the 99th Congress, the Anti-Drug Abuse Act
of 1986 (P.L. 99-570) was enacted. Among the major provisions is a substantial
increase in Federal funds for Federal prison construction. r'eder I flinds would also
be made available to States to flind prison construction projects under a new program
of matching formula grants to the States (75/25) for State and local enforcement of
drug control laws. As authorized in the legislation, $230 million was to be made
available through the Bureau of Justice Assistance for each of the next 3 years. In
FY87 $223 million was appropriated. States may use their allocated funds for prioon
construction. 'While the correctional institutions constructed with grant Ilinda io not
have to be used exclusively for drug offenders, the costs would have to be prorated
according to the relative number of drug offenders and other offenders. In both
.FY88 and FY89, $70 million was appropriated for State and local drug law
enforcement. In addition to tha $70 million appropriation, the 1988 Drug Abuse Act
provided $80 million to this program for FY89. Tile Administration's FY1990 budget
requests $105 million for State and local drug law enforcement.

The FY88 continuing resolution contained language which intended that ei
much surplus as possible from the Justice Department's assets forfeiture fund be
transferred to the Federal prison system to conatruct detention facilities. In October
1988, the Attorney General announced that the transfer of $96.4 million will be
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available from this source. The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 provided an additional
$96.6 billion for Federal prison construction.
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Corrections experts and offkials expect
the remainder of the 1980s to witness the

biggest prison population explosion in U.S.
history. far outstripping our ability to build
ilk increasingly expensive prisons needed to
keep pace. Why? Public polky decisions--
more than crime or demographic factors-
are belUnd the prison overcrowding crisis.
A S fast as new prisons are built, they are
filled beyond otpacity. Holy big is the prob-
lem? And why are hard-pressed states now
beginning to explore alternative punish-
ment% to imprisimment?

America is Flow in the second decade 01 an
unprecedented prison population explosion. Accord-
ing to the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS). the
Justice Department's research arm. the number of
inmates has risen more than I 50 percent since 1974
trom 200010 to over 500.000 today.

'lire KIS annual surs ey published in June 1086
lound a net increase of 8.4 percent 39JW pnsoners
in state and federal hands between 1984 and 1985
alone.

As of Decembei 31. N85 there were 503,601
inmates in state and federal prisons.

From Mt to 1984. as teported crime de-
creased nationally. the incarceration rate rose by .16
percent.

In fact. the United States now locks up a
greater proportion of its on/ens 201 ont ol 100,000
Is of pms . than any other industrial democracy.

A 1985 HJS special report estimated that at least
2 percent of all white males in the U I S.. and III to 15
percent of all black males are likely to serve a prison
sentence some time in their lives.

!he same report suggested that "with further
protected increases for the remainder ol the decade

. . die imprisorment rale increase of the 1980s may
turn out to be the big,gest ever.-

I be -baby 1100ril bulge" the coming of age ol
the massive post-World War II generation and in-
creasing conic helped start the prison population
surge in the 1970s. But other factors account for the

current sustained grim th in imprisonment 11:. hal
boom generation has nim passed its peak
years for incarceration. lite naltonal c..ree ic
dropped more than 15 percent betsseen l'/No and
1984. Mule the incarceration rate climbed pre-
cipitously. In 1085 the come rate met eased In, about
15 percent and prehnunat S staustics suggest that it
went up again during 198fi and the rate of ineatecra.
non confirmed to go up during this luso- s eat period as

All this suppi iris %slim mans ennunologNs be-
lieve- that demographics and the L'onle rate Moe
little direct influence in onr clurrent increased um

onment trend.
In 1083 test mums below Longi es.. Allen

Breed. then the director ot the Justice Department's
National Institute of ( Oirections. obsers ed that -fan
and prison populimons nnist be seen as less the result
ol such quantifiable indicators as the Nibs holm and
the crime rate than as the result til 11;,sic polies dca
sums about him we choose to dea) is Mr offenders

1 he swe oi prison populations, in other \surds.
is determmed primartly II% public polies by luni
much or hos% little discretion is seicised hn pollee
officers. prosecutors. eidges and legislators and In
host, they emplos that discretion I tecisions tochange
criminal Justice trequentls insolse reallocating
discretionary ismer from one set ol actors Ul this
systent to another LettIslattirs, fudges and tiaiole
boards, tor example. compete ssith one anodici for
the primary authonts to fix the length of prisoners'
sentences

'11n. competition tor political ismer has NAT
shaped by- and ha. helped shape an inereasingls
punitive public attitude tosuard clink' and corree

authoniv ii deteimme sentencing polies
has. in mans states, become ssuonsiwnis with the
authority to lengthen sentences and increase prison
coninutments. More and more intenders ate being
sent to poson for ineteasingls long and inflexible
sentences. Net ertheless. public opunon polls consis-
tently indicate that tear in et line has not diminished;
inet eased reliance on imprisonment. it seems. has
little bearing on how safe people feel on the streets or
in their homes

But the increasuig demand for prison space has
had another, unwelcome effect it has forced state
governments many of then, set erels strapped lor
revenue-- Into an expensive and ultimarel futile
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game of catch-up.

A 1985 survey by the National Conference of
State Legislatures found that correctiork is the fastest
growing element of state spending in the U.S. Be-
tween 1979 and 1983, state spending for corrections
soared by 45.5 percent after inflation-almost three
times faster than total state spending grew. By con-
trast, education expenditures by the states increased
only 5 percent after inflation during the same period.

The same legislative survey found that in
1910, k,ore than 56,000 new state prison beds were
under construction-at a cost of $2.1 billion-and
construction of another 49,000 prison beth was
planned through 1989. But the experience of the
recent past suggests that new prison comtruction will
not do what it's intended to do-relieve current over-
crowding and meet luture needs.

A 1984 BIS bulletin reported that state pris-
ons throughout the United States had been roughly
110 percent of capacity in 1978. By 1983, state prisons
were still at 110 percent of capacity-despite the addi-
tion of more than I 20,(XX) prison beds in the space of
five years.

A five-volutne report commissioned by Con,
gress and published in 1980 suggests that prisons arc,
in the jargon of the field, "capacity driven" that is
the greater the car icily of the prison system. th.:
greater the rate at which people are sent to it. The
study----which was conducted by Abt Avaiciates a

social science research firm based in Cambn
Massachusetts-found that, on average new priv ins
had 30 percent more inmates than they were desigied
to handle within five years of being opened.

ittle wonder, then, that in prisons throtwhout
the nation, overcrowding has become Ow normal
wndition. Overcrowding has led to the senn-pei m;i .
nent housing of inmates in trailers. wnts and otlwr
"temporary" quarters. It has meant the long-ie mi
confinement of two and sometiet es three pi isoners in
cells designed to accommodate one. It has filmed
prison gymnasiums ink) dot nutories and filled dor-
mitories almost to their cetlings with inmate hunk
beds.

Overcrowded priso is are not immediately
alarmnig to a public fed up with crime and with
crinuna Is. Prisons should not lx, too comla make .
twmy people declare. and j rramers should not he too
pampered. Corrections pmfissionals, however. all
agree that ovcrcrok ding is both degrading and dan-
gerous. Overcrowding overtaxes prison infirmaries.
dining halls, counseling %mice% and educational mut
)(wational programs. Overcron ding merworks and
often ovemhelms a prisim staff Ovcrcrok ding pro
duces inmate idleness and exacerbates inmaw ten

siork; it is tinder for violence among inmates and
winst corrections officers. Overcrowding is typ-
ically an underlying cause of pnson hthtagc-taking
episodes and inmate riots.

Prison overcrowding is also manifestly illegal.
Since thc late 1960s, federal courts throughout the
country have consistently found that overcrowding
violates the Eighth Amendment's prohibition against
"cruel and unusual punishment." State courts also
have found overcrowding to be illegal. By February
1986, the overcrowding litigation scorecard read:

Eight states and the District of Columbia
were under federal court order or consent decree to
reduce overcrowded conditions throughout their en-
tire prison systems.

In another 26 states, court onWrs and consent
decrees governed the operation of at least one prison.

In fact, in only eight states has prison o) cr-
crowding not been the subject of major federal civil
fights litigation.

(An excellent source of information aknit over-
cmwding litigation throughout the nation is the
National Plison Project in Washington, D.C. The
telephone number of the project is (202) 331,0500.)

Tbe combined pressures of spiraling consb uc-
lion costs and federal litigation have prompted
policymakers in a number of states to take steps to
reduce prison overcrowding by means other than new
prison construction. These have included early in-
mate release inechanisms, legklatively imposed caps
on inmate populations and. increasingly, tile (levet
opnwnt of alternatives to sticarceration, such as res-
titution centers, community service sentencing and
intensive probation.

(The Center for Effective Publk Polk ). a non-
profit consulting firm funded jointly by the National
Institute of Correctioth and the Edna Met 'onuell
Clark Foundation, undertakes comprehensive crinw
nal justice planning and assists state and local deci-
sion makers in developing policies designed to rehe) c
merck)wiling. The center k. based in Philadelphia . its
telephinw number is (215) 569-0347.)

Such alternative measures to reduce prison
overerowting have become especially popular in the
South. the region of the nation with the highest rate
of Incarceration. "There is no doubt that there have
been more chatwes in tht South than have occurred
in any other region." Morris Thigpen. Mississippi's
commissioner of corr.:I:lions and the president of the
Associatmn of State Correctitmal Administrators.
saki recently. -Wc'ic beginning to realve that none
of our states can afford to timid new pre,ms
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1he political response 10 an hu-reasing
crime rate is to "get tough." Lacking cre-

ative solutions to preventing societal problems
such as drug abuse, stares rigidify their sen-
tencing practices in essentially four ways: de-
terminate sentencing, mandatory sentencing,
lengthened sentenm and a sharp reduction
ht parole releases. What is gather,' --or lost
through these strategies? How much considera-
thnt is given 10 the costs involved?

DETERMINATE SENTENCING
/ndeterminate sentencing is still the rule in 35 out of

50 states. It allow% the judge to impose
mum, maximum sentence -live to 15 years. for exam

plc --but leaves the actual term served up to the state
paroling authority.

After some portion of the sentence has elapsed
(a third of the minimum in many states), the inmate
become% eligible for parole. 'Me paroling authority
bases its decision largely on the offenses committed,
past cnunnial record, and conduct in prison. Release

is conditional; re-arrest on new charges or failure to
comply With the terms of release (such as staying
employed or refraining from alcohol or drug use)
during the term of pan& can lead to the revocation
of parole and a return to prison.

Hy the mid-1970s, indeterminate sentencing was
under increasing attack from criminal justice officials
tad scluilars. Studies sh(iwed that parole release deci-
sic tn). anmated to little more than second-guessing
the tudge. Release decisions themselves were fre
.1m.:(ttly criticized as arbitrary, unjust and hastily
reached. ft'rhi;:cs Salliere-Vd kir ,iftlihar Cranes, and
w ith simiiie prior records, often served vet y different

prim in CMci response was to develop parole

guideline% making sentences more uniform.

Another wa) determinate sentencing.

With determinate sentencing. the court sets a
fixed sentence withm the limits prescribed by law . anti
the possibility of early parole release is eliminated.
Determinate sentencing takes a Yariety in forms,
including:

Presumptive sentencing. A specific pre-
sinned sentence is set by law hlr each category ot
crime. Although in theory that sentence may be re-
duced or increased depending on mitigating or ag-
gravating circumstances. thc judge's discretion is
sharply hnnted by a requirement that the reason tor a
nonpresunipnve sentence be in a written miler.
California adopted presumptwe sentencnig in 1979.

Determinale-dkeretionuo sentencing. A
sentence range is established by lass for each set ()I

crimes. and sentences must fall %ohm this range

Illinois adopted deterniinate-Mscretionary sentenc-
ing in 1979.

Sentencing guidelines. A range ot sentences
is developed by a legislatnely established commis

sicin ilie %en tences are based kith Oil the crime
comnutted and on the pre% mus criminal histor y 01 the
offender. The court must nistily any deviation from
the established guidelines m wruting. Minnesota
adopted a sentencing guidelines system in 1978.

ln all. 15 states hays. gone to ,,onie hum ot
determinate sentencing MULL' 197h, accotdmg to a
1955 sins, ey by the National conference ot State
Legislatures.

Determinate sentencing is controyersial be
UMW it ands indicial discretion in sentencing. But
determinate sentencing does not necessarily lead to
longer sentences 01 to pnson oy crcrow dung. In Nina

nesota, for example. sentencing guidelines w cre
credited with smIghting the state !instill population
(hiring the early 1980. 1 Ins w ;is because of mit lac

tors. the state's sentencing commisslon est Mutinied

guidelines designed to reserse inison space lot se,
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rims violent offenderseven first-time offenders at
the expense of repeat nonviolent offenders And the
commission explicitly took the state's existing prison
cLpaeity into account in drawing up its guidelines.

Many state lcc.ishitures, however. have heen
unable to resist the temptation to "get tough" on
crime by using the switch to deternnnate sentencing
to lengthen prison lei ms. In Indiana. for example .
before determinate sentencing was established in
1977, the average time served lot prison-sentcnced
burglary offenders was about 1.8 %cars. 'Ibe legisla-
ture increased the determinate sentence for burglary'
to four years.

The abolition of parole also eliminated a valu-
able safety valve for relic% mg prison overcrowding in
many states.

MANDATORY SENTENCING
Mandatory sentencing is a form of determinate sen-
tencingthe most extreme form. It also embodies
the "get tough" mood of many state legislatures.

In mandatory senteneircg. a court set% a mini-
mum prison term from a sentence range established
by law. '1 he court cannot adjust the sentence length
or impose any alternative sentence; there is no pos-
sibility of parole or other cady ielease.

Mandatory sentencing lam's exist in state., with .
both indeterminate and determinme sentencing sys-
tems. A 1982 report from the kderal Bureau of
Justice Statistics found that 37 states had enacted
,oine form of mandator; sentencing during the im-
mediately preceding years. It included mandatory
prison terms for repeator "habitual"offenders,
for illegal drug sale or pi,sscssion for ernnes commit-
ted with firearms, and other',

Mandatory sentencing has frequently backfired
as a "gct tough" crime-fighting weapon. New York's
so-called Rockefeller drug laws, for example. regain:
a mandatory minimum prison sentence of 15 years for
possession or sale of as little as two ounces of cocaine
or heroin. The law permits plea bargaining. ho%ever.
for those willing to cooperate with police in naming
other ding dealers. The result is that the offenders
v,ho frequently get "Rockefellered" are small-timers
who don't belong to a drug-dealing network and can't
"name names" for the police. And thc law also cre-

ales court congestion. The threat of harsher penalties
results in more trials; in New York, the average
length of time between arrest and disposition in drug
cases quickly doubled after the Rockefeller laws were
enacted.

Mandatory sentencing also exacerbates over-
crowding.

hi California. a mandatory prison term of
tom year% was established for all sceond-degree bur-
glary offenders in 1983. State officials say the law is
increasing California's already burgeoning prison
pop(tlation at a rate of mime 2.50(1 inmates per year.

Ahout 8 percent of New York's prison popu-
lation ---about 2 .81X) inmatesare currently serving
tnne under the Rockefeller drug la% s.

In Alabama, a 1982 habitual offender statute
set a mandatory prison term of 30 years for second-
tnne burglary offenders.

LENGTHENED SENTENCES
Each year. literally thousands of bills are introduced
in the nation's state kg:shames with the intention of
increasing prison terms for specific crimes. The de-
bate on these bills rarely addresses their impact on
prison populations But that impact can bc enor-
mous

A package of bills dramatically lengthening
presumptive sentences passed during the final hour%
of the 1985 session of the Colorado Siate Legislature.
State officials now say that the increased penalties in
the law will double the state's prison population with-
in five ci seven yeals.

A 1983 Ohio sentencing law set leugthencd
minimum sentences for what it defined "aggra-
vated felonics"--those nivolving a threshold level of
violence or committed by offenders with prior felony
convictions. These enhancements, combined with an
add-on of three years for all felonies committed with
firearms, are expected to give Ohio a prison popula-
hon of 28,01C by 1q95- when its prison capacity is
expected to be 21,01K)

10 discourage that kind of excess. Sou ; Car-
olina legislators no% maintain a state prb. m over-
crowding project that is required to mak prison

-t
t
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population impact statement--similar in concept to
an environmental impact statementfor all enhance-
ment bilk that arc introduced.

PAROLE: THE BIG CHIL
Parole boards throughout the country have re-
sponded to the "get tough" spirit of the times with
sharp reductions in the parole release of offenders.
These cutbacks have contributed signilicantly to pris-
on overcrowding. No national studies have been
done on this phenomenon. But statistics from a few
states illustrate the trend:

In Ohio, parole was granted in only 39.3 per-
cent of all cases reviewed during 1985, down from
61.6 percent in 1980. During the same period, the
proportion of offenders committed to Ohio prisons
for violent offenses varied only slightlyfrom 34 per-
cent in 1980, down to 28 percent in 1983 and back to
33 percent in 1`)85. A more conservative mood has
contributed significantly to this drop-off in parole
releases, Ohio corrections officials acknowledge.

b ()

* In Nevada, studies done for the state legisla-
ture show that between 1979 and 1983, there was little
change in the types of offenses that resulted in prison
commitments in that state, or in the prior arrest and
conviction records of offenders admitted to prison.
Nevertheless, the proportion of paroles granted at
the earliest eligibility declined from 60 percent in
1979 to 24.5 percent in 1983. James Athtin of the
National Council on Crime and Delinquency, who
compiled these statistics, believes that a more
punitive attitude toward parole explains this decline.

In New York, parole release on first eligibility
declined from 72 percent in 1972 to 32 percent in
1982. Much of that decline occui red because of a
change in the law that gave judges, not the parole
board, the authority to fix the parole eligibility date.
It was a change that reflected the "get tough" sen-
tencing mom], because judges have an interest in
seeing that the sentem-es they impose are "real," and
not shortened by early parole release.
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imprisonment is the fastest growing item in
I most state budgets. In fact, the cost of im-
prisonment is much higher than usually ac-
knowledged. Construction l;dnd issues with
ultimate price tags in the billions are the
most visible indicator. But the cost of actu-
ally operating new prisons is often ignored
in public discussions. So are the harder-to-
gauge but undeniable costs paid by states
forced to forgo effective crime prevention
measures as prisons take an ever-greater
share of scarce public resources.

Prisons are expensive to build and operate and
are becoming more expensive all the time.

A survey published in April 1986 by Corrections
Compendium, a professional newsletter put out by
Contact Center, Inc., in Lincoln, Nebraska, (402)
464-0602, found that, on average, the cost of building
a maximum-security prison in the U.S. was currently
running at more than $98,000 per bed. That figure is
so high because prisons are, in reality, miniature, self-
contained communities of oincrete and steel; the per-
bed cost includes the expense of building prison
kitchens, infirmaries, industrial areas, administrativi:
offices and more.

Reported prison operating costs vary widely
from state to state, from $1,000 to S30010 per inmate
per year. f:ven using an annual cost at the low end of
this range, it's easy to see why prison operation is a
fast growing item in state expenditmes thn.ughout
the country.

But as dramatic as these figures are, they only
begin to tell the story. -them are hidden and long-
term costs to imprisonment, and when those costs arc
accounted for, the price tag on prisons climbs even
higher.

'Ibis is not intended to suggest that state officials
deliberately conceal the true costs of prisons. But
traditional methods of reporting prison costs rou-
tinely ignore attendant outlays essential to prison
0:instruction and operation.

1110081 A110 LONO-THUA
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Mance charges: People who buy homes with long-
term bank loans expect to pay out two or three times
the purchase price of their new houses before their
bank notes are retired. The same thing happens when
states "buy" prisons, and roe finance charges can be
enormous.

As they do for most major construction under-
takings, states typically pay for new prisons by issuing
long-term --often 20- to 30-year bonds.

The state of New York, for example, has autho-
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rried the sale of 5513 million in state bonds to help
pa for a 10.20(1-bed prison expansion program. I he
Correctional Association of New York. (2(2)
254.571X1. a ciiitcits os ersight organization, has esti
mated that the actual cost to the state's taxpayers of
this bond sale w ill reach 51.3 billion to $ I .3h billion by
the time the bonds are retired in the second decade of
the 2Ist century'.

Uncounted costs: The Institute for Economic
and Policy Studies in Alexandria. VIrgitua. (7031
549-7686. has reported that prison construction bud-
gets frequently lease out such essential items as: the
costs ot site acquisition and preparation. mcluding
the costs 01 running unlit% lines to the prison site:
architects' fees equipment costs and insurance tor
the construction sae. In 1981. the institute was asked
by the state of Connectient to ;limbic the 550,000.
per bed estimated 0,11%MR:holt cost of a proposed
new prison there. When the "incidental- uncounted
costs were figured in. the price tag on the proposed
prison climbed by almost 25 percent. to 5(12.000 per
bed.

Cost overruns mid inflation: Cost mei-runs
plague pream construction projects as much as thes
do other public works project.. In 1483. a IS state
survey t the Commission on Accreditation tor Cor
rectums. (301) 770-3097, tound. for example. that
cost overruns on prison constflict1011 had MOH fed HI
eight ot anise states and averaged more than 39
percent ol the original budget. In other states. the
commission found, planned construction was scaled
down while building was und:r way m order to pre-
vent overruns.

Leen a relatnelv low rate ot inflation can add
millnuis of dollars to the esentual cost of a prison's
construction.

HIDDEN AND LONG-TERM OPERATING COSTS

Spechd services! Many times. the special services
pros ided to prisons in the areas of mental health .
metkal care or legal assistance to inmates are not
Included in published prison mx:rating budgets. A
budget analysis by the Correctional Association of
New York. for example. tinind that the proposed
state prison system budget tor fiscal 1986 87 of 5756
million %mold be increased by another 529 million if
the cost ot such special se is ilTS were included.

Employee benefits: The Sallie Midi) se, by the
Correctional Association reports that fringe benefits
and pension payments lor prison system eniployees
are lumped together with %titular payments for other
state employees in a "miscellaneous- state budget.
The Correctional Association estimates that includ-
ing such pay ments in the state prison budget would
increase tlim budget by more than 5193 million.

In oth r %Nerds. Y. hen special seix ices and hinge
benefits are counted, the New si.ork State prison
budget for fiscal 198A-87 increases by almost 5223
milhon- or 29 percent

Lonwterm costs: Prisons are built tO Ile in oper-
ation for decades. Many of the largest and best-
knOWII prisons in the United States Were built before
World War II; !Wine were built before the turn of the
century The current prison building boom will there-
fore has C state buogetary ramifications well nno the
next century.

In testimony to Congress in 1981, Allen Breed.
then the director of the National Institute of Correc.
hots, (rivaled the issue this way: "When a legislature
deinks to spend. say. SIM milhon on new prison
construction. it is °twinning the taxpayers of that
state to SI ft billion in correctional expenditures over
the ensuing three decades. Construction is only h
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percent of the charge to taxpayers over 30 years. For
esery dollai in constructhm. there will be $16 in
operating costs. 'the construction is only the down
payment."

HIDDEN AND LONO-TERIA SOCIAL COSTS

Opport unity casts: Economics textbooks teach read-
ers about "opportunity costs"the inconw lost, for
example, by keeping money in a non-interest-'earing
checking account inswad of investing it. Because

pnson construction and operati ii soak up so large a
portion of state government expenditures-- with so
little apparent return in controlling or preventing
crimethey represent societal opportunity costs.

Illinois Governor James Thompson stated this
reality clearly in a 1983 newspaper interview. "A
dollar for corrections." he said, "is a dollar that
doesn't go someplace else," Corrections construction
takes money away froni the construction of bridges.
fC 'ads Of sewers; corrections operations divert money
nom law enforcement health care job training and
education.

There is ample evidence of these opportunity
Between 1979 and 1984, for example the bud.

gel for the New York City Police Department grew
by only 5 percent, adjusted for inflation. During the
same period, the budget for the city corrections de-
partment grew by 51.5 perecni. A survey by the
National Conference of State lxgislatures found that
between 1979 and 1983, state corrections spending
throughout the nation adjusted for inflation grecs by
almost 45.5 percent, almost three times faster than
total state spending. During the same period, state
spending on education grew by only s percent after
inflationthis during a period when one national
com ission after another declared American educa-
tion to be in a state of crisis.

Publk assistance casts: A North Carolina cit-
izens' group estimIted in 1979 that the state spent $18
million on public assistance for the dependents of
state prison inmates. Some of that money would
probably have been paid out anyway, because the
offenders' families would have been on public as.
sistane whether o- not the oflender was in prison.
But the additional public assistance costs borne by
the states because of imprisonment, while undeter-
mined at this time, are substantial.
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rrhe phblic wants a prison to be, as
1 mum Or at most, a place where dan-
gerous people are locked up for society's
protection. Bui do must inmaies land in
prison for violent crUnes? Are most inmates
-career criminals" who pose a long-term
threat? Has lucking more people up for
longer sentences made At nerica safer? Smuts'
ski/ivies are more useful than others; some
studies may be misleadMg, lake a (laser
look at who geWN to prisms and why. Are
prisons really doing what the public wants
them tu du?

THE PATH TO PRISON

'rmies are do. Med broadb, Into hCI legal eItegOries
IthsdernelinOrS (less seril,lis) and felonjes ( lume se
nous) In most stales mil not an n prisk,11 1, reser ed

lot convicted lelons: the minimum prlson sentence
for felon!, otlenses is g, ;rally ore ',ear In most
cases. misdemeanants can be sotto ..1.1 to count!, lad

nine of lip to one year
I I here are exceptions to this rule In South

Carolina. lin calliple. misdente.mailis sentenced to
more Ih.in (far, confinement arc sent to state
vim fit. Rhode Island has u unilted orison and 01
system

I:Or ,,ituls nod purposes felon ollenses tall into
three rsidel agreed upon criminological cat,. roes

CrItnes. InClUdIn1 .111111del. lap:. robber and

propel 0, drItlIls. inclutlity Ion Win\ .
Wen iarceor and toiyeir and public order Cflni
ittiltuilinpr Illettat ilossessitmotor (t,MI

In &lir., pronlohly prostitution so plumy) aphr
( )llendels cow-I.:led id ili of lenses air.

InOre likel1 than those cons 6ted ol properlr Of 1,111,

4

lie order offenses 16 he sentenced to prison. A l'n44
report b!, the federal Bureau of Justice Statistics
found lor example, that 67.7 percent of those cum
victed of serious violent felonies in New York State
Mere With:WM Iii pnson. compared with 36.2 per-
t:COI convicted of properp. crimes and 3S.If
pvicent of those convicted of drug olfenses. Sundar
proportions \sere reported in other states.

Nes ertheless, recent national statistLs shm
that the mil tot ity of (Menders admitted to prison each
1e,11- ari: there tor propel I or public order offenses.
not %totem erimes Data compiled b the MS show
that in 1979 approximatels 47 IMO:Ill ill adnilsslOns
to prisons 'Sere lOt 5 tOlein crInles.111Vreln ssere tor
propel t ci Imes and 20 percent \sere for public order
offenses

I hese 4nres teshlr to the large olume of pr
it Is and pithily oi del of lenses proeessed b the ct inn
nal justice 55 stem, thi also reflect the persasg, cites,
fit (Ilea lurgditung Most prison admissions result
trom ple bargained consulting,. and some at rests
tOr VIOlent drUnes, %Mil as robber1. Ina1 end :Is eon-
VICn011S for propert Of public order offenses. such as
possession of stolen propel-1r or pos,eaiion of drugs
On the other hand arrest charges in not perfectly
accurate either: studies shoe, that police ollico 5 Ire
quenth, "in ercharge at artist on the presumption
that the case gall tiltunateh, lie plea bargained to a
lesser charge

THE CRIMINAL CAREERS OF PRISON INMATES
Ni"st linsott inmates has e long histories in- at re't .

iny times her:lowly in their pnernle eats I )0cs

this tact itistilr the current rale tfl incarceration in the
St' Criminal itisth.e researchers disagree

In fir/9, ale Buie in of lustice Inlet-
\ less cd a random ,,nnpic ul the %Mon Inlson 11l

lilills then criminal 11151,1 ies 1 otno (ha,:
Inlets errs, floater. Dep.,-tinent olltcials base made
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several statements in reccru numths suggesting that
virtually all of the nation's inmates are violent or
habitual criminals in need of imprisonment.

In a letter to Me New York Thnes publkhed
October 12, 1985, WS director Steven Schlesinger
and Lawrence Greenfield, ditectc r of the BJS correc-
tions statistics program, wrote that these data;

indieine that about two-thirds of the state prisoner .
have been convided of virtient crimes (On either their
current or prior offense). Fully 95 percent of all stale
prisoners are either vioknt offendersor rec. Inkts. .

'There is no avoiding the etmclusion that !het e is in
this country a substantial nunther of violent or repeat
offender% who must be renmved from society for
sonic period of time....
Citing the same statistics, which have never

been publkhed by B1S, Lois Haight Herrington, a
former assistant attorney general in the Justice De-
partment , wrote in an opinion piece published by The
Washington Poston February 15, 1986, "If the goal of
our justice system is to protect the innocent, perhaps
we should be askingourselvcs whether the number of
serious felons in prisons is too small, rather than too
great."

But other researches, stmh as James Austin,
research director of the Nation;..1 Council on Crime
and Delinquency (NCCD), question that conclusion.
Austin contends that the IHS interview data ale
vague, skewed and out-of-date in several itnportant
respects:

'They use a loose definition of violent crinm---
including purse snatching and burglarywhich is not
commonly accepted.

They employ a very broad and possibly mis-
Mading definition of recidivism. Recidivism means
repeat criminal behavior, variously measured by
prior arrests, convictions or periods of incarceration.
'The only question the 133S interviewers asked about
recidivism was; "Have you ever done time before?"
A "yes" respouse could refer to prison sentences for
felonies, jail term. for misdemeanors or sentences to
youth facilities for criminal or Inmeriminal Offenses,
such as running away from home. "Yes" to that
question could also refer to tiMe spent in jail awaiting
trial -a misleading answer if rc-idivism is understoo41
to mean repeated criminal conytctions. It could also

mean serving time tor minor traffic Offenses instead
of paying a rim:.

The WS figures ;ire based on a snapshot sur-
vey of the prison population on a given day. which
skews the results toward violent, long-term offender%
in the same way that a one-day snapshot of a hospital
population would be skewed toward seriously ill,
longderm patients. Neither snapshot k an accurate
picture of the kinds of patients admitted to a hospital
nor the kinds of offenders admitted to prisons.

Tough new sentencing laws passed since 1970
in many states have substantially :nereased the
number of first-time and nonviolent offendes sent to
prison. Austin said that recent NCCD survey% of
prison populations in Florida, California .ind Nevada
have found that in each stare, lame than two-thirds
had never served a prior prison term.

(See the section on "'Get Tough' Sentences" for
further details. James Austin can be reached at the
N('CD offices in San Francisco, (415) 956 5651.)

PRISON AND THE CRIME RATE

According to the FBI's annual Utuforin Crane Isi .
ports, the rate of resined SerioLIS crime in the U.S.
declined by more than 15 percent between 1980 and
19(0. The crime rate increased by about 3.5 percent
during 1985 and preliminary indications suggest an.
other small increase for 1986. The nation's nnprisim.
ment rate has increased every one of those years in
fact, it has been climbing steadily since 1974.

Is there any relationship between the crime rate
and the incarceration rate? Do increases in imprison
ment deter prospective criminal acts or reduce the
threat of crime by incapacitating- taking out of cir-
culation-- dangerous repeat (Wendel-0

These have been major topics of criminal justice
research for some time. A 1978 report. published k
the National Acmlemy of Sciences. found that crinn-
nal sanctions, including imprisimmeut, appear to
have deterrent ;ind incapacitative effects . lint the
report also concluded that the scientific evidence of
these effects was sketchy and inconclusise.

Many criminologists believe that prison has only
stnall effect in reducing crime, either throngh deter

rence or incapacitation. Crinum4iiglst il!hot Currk
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slimmed up this point of view in ins 1985 hook.
(Myronfing Crane: tin American Challenge:

It is likely that the huge increases in mtprisonment
since the early 100s have kept the entire rate slight!),
lower thim it would otherwise hate been. But the
event:11\7e of the past decade leads to the inescapa-
ble conclusion that the impact is small. relative to the
Investment it requites, and that although imprison
nient is all too iften n unavoidable necessity. it is
inn an effective ay to prescat come.

Currie and others believe that impnsonment is
ineffective for controlling crime becati,se Clink: is so
pervasive. Interviews done by the U.S. Census Bu-
reau suggest that only about half of all crimes com
mined in this country are even repor,cd to the police.
eke FBI's Uniform (rime Reporn arc based on
crimes reported to the police.) *the census data,
which are published periodically as the ,Vanonal
Cnnie SuriTy report. for example that police are
nottlied of only about one-fourth of all residential
burglaries. Even spectacular increases in imprison
mein can therefore make 1:10 small dent in crime,
as a September 23, 1985 editorial m The New York
( Imo concluded:

It's nnItkeh that the rising prison population has
ITHIre than a slight etteet on crime tales tt heater bt
getting criminals oft the streets or &telling others
( 'h.mgmg dentograplues and public att mules sureb
hate inore to do %oh fate teportcd decreases in
conk. during the early 19s0s). Mitch still leaves
Ainencd si.ith ia WI/1111g UMW rale.

1 he "changing demograplues" relerred to in the
how\ editorial is the "aging out" of the post. Wi nid
Wir II baby boom generation past its youthful high
crime rate years. But a mite of caution should be
sounded here. As Charles Silberman obsert cd in his
1978 kink, Crunime Violence, Crinnnal hont c-

Among the groups ino,t heat di, nit °bed in street
rune, the deningt lishic !leads MT ll'ss fat malle

than the!, are in the population as a it hole Although

the buil\ rate lets been declining in etc ty segment of
American society it nonetheless is ciinside:bh,
higher among the poor than the non-po..a In
Przfi. only 24.1 pereent of American males %etc
helm ihe age of fourteen. Among the population
officially classified ar imor. on the nlier hand, 39.7

A

percent were uni:er founcen years of ar: and
among poor black nedes, no fewer than 48.3 percent
it CR: in that age group

In October 1982 the Rand Corporate m pub
lished Sekdive Imapacilaliam a sentencing prop( sal
aimed at identifying the most dangerous caretir eri, di
nals (or "violent predators," as Rand researel ers
called them) and prescribing lengthened. in-:a-
pt:native sentences for them. The Rano report it us
based on an interview survey of some 2,1011 prison
and jail inmates in Michigan, Texas and California,
and on a review of the criminal records of jost the
prison Mutates. Prt pone tits of this selectit e inca-
pacitation model base claimed that it would reduce
crime and [educe prison overcrowding; once the vio-
lent predators were identified aml meapaeithwd. the
remaining majority of prison inmates could be go, en
shorter sentences or released to alternative, comm tt .
nit y.based programs.

I loWever. a follow-up study of their subsequent
criminal histories by. Rand researcher Steve Klein .
published in 198h. found that only about 55 percent of
those predicted in 1982 to be "high-risk" of fenders
had indeed been reimprisoned. Barbara Williams .
director of Rand's criminal justice program, said the
new data indicate that neither the original selective
incapacitation model nor all other knots II predictive
system yet des ised "works well el,. AI to he Confi-
dent about git mg someone an eight-year sentence
instead of a No-yeat sentence." Significantly. Peter
( ireenit ood. the Rand researcher responsible for the
original stub, has repudiated his original contention
that seledive Ineanacitation Call Control crime.
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Prisoners in 1987
Tne number of prisoners under the
Jurisdiction of Federal and Style
correctional authoritiee at yearend
1007 reached a record 5111,609. The
States and the District of Columbia
added 32,514 prisoners; the Federal
aystem, 3,192. The increase for 1917
brings lutist growth in the prison pop-
illation since 111110 to nearly 153,000
inmates- -an Increase of about 76% in
the 7-year period (table 1).

The 19117 growth rate (6.7%) was less
than the percentage increase recorded
during 19116 (1.6%), and the number of
new prisoners added during 1117,
36,476, was about 6,000 left than the
number added during the preceding year
(42,620). Prisoners with sentences of
more than 1 year (referred to as
"sentenced prisoners") accounted for
nearly 96% of the total prison popu-
lation at the end of 19117, growing by
6.7% during the year (table 1). The
remaining prisoners had sentences of a
year or less or were unsenteneed (those,
for example, awaiting trial in States
with combined prison-jab systems).

Table I. Maxie la 119. State an4 takes'
prams psereletlase, 1141-st

11.1.1mer
a

Anarai
pereent

Toal
pereaal
Honig

Year Inmate. theca siste IIIM

!ON 111.111
1001 141,031 11.1% ILI%
Ile, 111.164 I. 16.9
113 101,111 5.1 11.1
1111 041.141 4.1 11,1
1111 101,141 4.1 51.4
1114 14111 1.5 15,1
1111 SI ,14 5 At 11.1

Nate, An cleats are fw 13,1w1Per l I a
rear Dal nay otte, tram reel:Kell r.prtelf (
numb.. IOC.* nt ft rlibn.

The number of sentenced Federal
prisoners continued to grow at a faster
rate than sentenced prisoners In the
Stat6.5 during the yter (1.3% vs. 6.5%).
Among the 1,777 Federal prisoners with
o untences untenoes of 1 year or

less ware 3,314 under the hrladiction of
the immigration and Naturalisation
Service, an increase or 21 ovtr the
number held al the end of 1116 (2.361).
Nearly 77% or the total Federal in
crease occurred among those with sen-
tences greeter than 1 Year; however,
those with sentences less than 1 year or
who were unsentenced grew by 1 1.4%,
compared to 1.1% growth Mr sentenced
prisoners during the year.

In tour States total prison populations
decreased during 19171 however, in two
or these Mates the decreases were
small (a total of 61 Inmates). The num-
ber of prisoners in Washington eon
tinued to decline for the second year in
a row, and Nortin Carolina reported a
2.5% decline after an Increase In tele.

Total prison populations rose mcet
rapidly during 11117 in Colorado (16.4%),
Arizona (16%), Arkansas (16.1%),
Michigan (16.1%), and Oregon (14.910.
Twelve Mateo reported total prisoner
Incresaes of 10% or more, compared to
the end of 1101. California's increase
of nearly 7,601 additional prisoners was
the largest single gain among the re
porting Jurisdictions and accounted for
nearly 21% of the Increase In the Na-
tion (al the end of 1994, 11.9% of all
pritioners in the Notion were in Call
Nettie). During 1917 Michigan's prieon
population contInued a period of rapid
evpsrelon the annual increase In 19114
was lege than 1%, compered to annual
increases of 11.1% in 1916, 16.6% In
11106. and 15.1% in 1907.

April 1986

Thls bulletin presents population
count, for the Nation's prisons oil
December 31, 1917. The number
of prisoners increased by more
then 34,000 during the year, well
below the record increases of
43,000 In 1911 and 1916. Th.,
number of prieonere present at
yearend, however, again set a new
record tor the 13th eoniteeutIve
time.

During the neat several months,
SJS will be releasing a compilation
of historical prisoner count, for
each State, the District of Colum-
bia, and the Yederal prison system
covering each year since 1925.
This collection will also be made
available in machine-readable for-
mat through the Criminal Justice
Archive at tee University of
Michigan.

want to offer my deepest
appreciation to the departments of
corrections in tine 50 States and
the District of Columbia and the
Federal Prison System, who make
it possible for BJS to continue to
gather and report data on the
Nation's Priaoners.

Steven R. Schlesinger
Director

Rates of Incarceration Increase

On December 31. 1917, the number
of sentenced prisoners per 100,000
residents was 1111, &so setting a nes
record. Twelve of the 19 jurisdictions
equal to or greater than the rale for
the Nation were located In the South, 4
in the West, 2 In the Midwest, and I in
the Northeast.
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Mnce 1011 the number of sentenced pown most rapidly in the West, in-
Inmates per 111,000 residents has risen creasing by 104%, eompered to $4% in
64%, from 131 to 211. During this pert- the Nwtheest, 71% In the Midwest, and
od, peremplta !maceration rates have 31% in the South.
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Western Slates pow teeter than other
regions

During 1917 the growth In the sen-
tenced prisoner population In Western
State' (10.116) waa higher thin in ths
other regions of the Nation; the Mid-
west Increased 1.1%, the Northeast
7.8%, and the South 3.3%. elm* 1900
sentenced prison populationi In Western
States have more than doubled (up
nearip1311%), compared to growth of
90% in the Northeast, 12% in the Mid-
west, and 60% in the South (table 3).
Over the SIMI period, the number of
sentenced Federal prisoners pew by
93%.

Since 1100, 14 States hove more than
doubled the number of aenteneed pris-
oners, and 1 State, Alaska, has *sped-
enced a tiweefold Increase. light of
these States NO !anted In the West!
Alaska (21014), California 079%), Ne-
well (141%), Arizona (141%), Nevada
(741%), Wuhington (130%), New Merl-
co (114%), use Utah (102%).

CallfornliVe Increase of more than
41,900 sentenced prisoners sines 1110
accounts for 00% of the increase for
the West and IS% of the increase
among the States over the period. In
1910. 7.1% of the Nation's senteneed
State prisoners were ht California; In
1097, 13.5%. (Poe additional Abate
comparisons see table 4.)

Iramals primmer population growth
outpost' melee

Women inmatem numbervl 204131, in-
ereasing at a faster rate during IWO
(0.2%) than melee (0.0%) (table 1). 'the
rate of incarceration for sentenced
males (446 per 100,000 MINN In the
resident population), to,wes II . win!
about 31 times higher than for see
tented femalet.

The female prison population has
grown at a faster rate than the 0410
population In eoeh year sines 1161. l'he
higher growth rates for worsen ever the
19411-07 period have raked the female
percentage of the Nation's prison
population from 4.3% In 11111 to 6% In
1917 (table 11).

In 1117, 10 States end the federal
system had more then 100 female in-
mates Among these States, I had In-
creeses of at lam 10% led by Arizona
(15.3%). Missouri (11.3%). Alabama
(10.0%), Colifornia (111.6%), and
Michigan (10.2%). California's Inert/ se
of 6011 during the year aecounted fog
more than one-querter of the growth
nationwide.
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More than 12,000 In local jails beesuse
of State prison crawling

At the end of 1987, 113 Slates report-
cdi total of 12,270 Stale prisoners held
in local JIMA because of crowding in
State facilities (table 7). This number
e anged little from the preceding
year. Two States--Louislana and New
Jerseyaccounted for half of the
Statemente.wed prisoners held locally.
Five Suttee- Kentucky Louisiana, Mis-
sissippi, Nem Jersey, and Tennessee--
held more then I.% of their State-
sentenced prisoners In local jails be-
calms of State facility crowding. Over-
all, 2.3% of the State prison popuistlon
was confined In local jails on December
31, 1987, because of prison crowding.

Estimating prison capacity

The extent of crowding In the Na-
tion's prisons is difficult to determine

ecycly because of the absence of uni-
form ratamlfel for definirg capacity. A
wide variety of capacity mess res are
In use among the $2 reporting juris-
dictions because capacity may reflect
both available spec* to house inmates
and the to staff and operate an
institution. To estimate the capacity
of the Nation's prisons, States were
asked to supply up to ttree measures
for yearend 1917--rated, operational,
and design capacities. These measures
were defined as follows:

Riled capacity Is the number of beds
or inmates assigned by a rating official
to InstitutIone within the State.

Operational capacity Is the number of
Inmates that can be accommodated
based on a facility's staff, existIlit
programs, end tartlet!.

Design capacity Is the number of In.
mates that planners or architects In-
tended for the facility.

Of the 52 reporting jurisdictions, 31
supplied rated capacities, 15 provided
operational capacities, and 38 sub-
mitted design capacities (table 11). As
result, estimates of total capecity and
measures of the relationship to popula-
tion are based on the highest and lowest
rapacity figures provided. (Nineteen
Rates reported one rapacity Measure
or gave the same figure foe each capac-
ity measure they reported)

Tted V. Wombwell /Me peenetwe WM le NUJ WY memes
f ream eratelts, 140 not.. PeMend 1114 eM Inn

tat. %twine
aritunws

AO portent er

In WU Ialt1 11141041 I14/

?MC 11,111 12,110 1.4% 11%
Mob.. 114 113 4.1 S.I
Aremem6 111 II .1
ta!or#4136 I./ 1.I
1641." 1.4

1111nott Is
Kentwelte 111 MI 14.1 11.1

1111 2,114 111 11.1
Mame /I 1.1 1.1
Illatemlemetti. 111 141 1.1

1,111 e11 11.) 11.1
144,4 Jump" 1,144 1141 11.1 14./
newel Cullom III 441 1.1
tearoom.' 1.111 1,111 IL? 11.1
1.11411 tIc 4.1 11
veraentt II 1.1 1.1
0145I01e 6111 Set 4.4
Wuningion 11 41 .1

. Por stmt. not t14nfir4 III Moho It tate 1,Ie 1 memo, In Monl Mat vett ad4t4 le the
IttIoefttIon manta Int ntrtentue ef letbeit II. mot.
int Wit Ilse 5op411on ma 4511e5t54 en no -mown reprises lusts le Mat Inehee In
reatentd 1014141 lee oat pawn. 1101 toe II I tutu In III/ ete Is paean
.got 1110, 1,21.1 Meteors le nmel OW one growth*
W on) te the /matfett." 4.51 ent. 1111,

Ma t juriedktiotte Ire operating above
rep led capacity

Generally, prisons require reserve ca-
pacity in order to operate efficiently.
Prison dormitories and cells need to be
maintained and repaired periodically,
special basing space is needed to ac-
commodate protective Juatody and dis-
ciplinary cases, and spec. may be need-
ed to cope with emergencies. At the
end of 1917, six States reported they
were operating below 95% of their
highest capacity. Forty-tow jurisdic-
tions and the Federal Prison System
reported operating at epproximately
100% or more of their lowest capacity;
32 of these held populatione thet met or
exceeded their highest reported tapes
hies-

Overall, State prisons mere estimated
to be operating at approximately 105%
of their higheat reported capacitles and
at 120% of their lomest reported capac-
ities (table 9). The Federal system was
unmated to be operating between 37%
and 13% above capacity.

Between 1984 and 11117, State and
Federal prison capacities were Un-
mated to have increased by approxi-
mately 30,000-31,041 bads (barred on
the loweat end highest capacities In
table 9). At the end of 1917, estimated
capacities I erei

U.S. total
Federal
State

LOMeat
reported reported
InPOCitY On2144/
555,011, 483,141

35,271 27,154
514,923 431,007

The net decline In Feicral daily es-
pacIty between 1904 lad 1907 (SA W)
.:sa attributed to dlatutbanam that oc-
cults:, at the Otskdels Detent5on Canter
(Louii lane) and the Atlanta Per.iten-
thin ((jeorgia) that Mulled in an tat-
papale lose of appronlmately 1411
beat Capacity expansion in other fa-
cilities doting the yew largely offmt
this lass, though the pins In pelaoa m-
utat on moulted !n on Inermod Imbal-
ance between population and oapoclty
compared to peter years. Approximate
ly 1% of the available capacity notion-
wide at the end of 1917 wm meinlained
by the Federal Government, while mon
Iran 0% of the Nation's inmates were
subject to the jurisdiction of Federal
prison authorltlel.
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gulanstoty notes

Alabsms. Capacity In residential
community perineum la not Included In
the reported oilimeity figures.

Alaska. In this Stale, prisons and Jails
form one integrated system. All MPS
data include, therefore. both Ail and
pelson populations.

Arkansas. Population counts fat male
in metes with over I year neulnine sen-
tence Include en undetermined number
of In metes with i eentenen of I year or
lass. The male population *meets es-
elude 50 mei* Inmeles homed la local
lolls due to crowding. The Arkansas
Department of Corrections Ms only ooe
type of capacity, which I. set by the
Board of CorrutIons. Tile enmity Ls
reported in operational capacity.

CAllfontle. Population mounts are based
on custody data.

Colorado. Population counts for %-
matte with over I year mealtimes un-
tence include an andeterielud number
of inmates with a sentence of I yes, oe
less. Population (ruts exclude Ill
male inmates housed in Weal Jisba
awaiting plekup. Cspaelty figums in-
clude 150 Fumes In conimmity meter%

Connectleut. In this Nets, prisons ant
Jells form one Integrated system. N.
N PS data include. therefore, both jell
and prison populations.

Delaware. In this Slate, primes and
%Ile form one integrated system. All
NPS data Include, therefore, both Jail
and prison populatkas.

Millie of Camel% Poulstion
counts are based on custody data.
Those inmates bowed In Federal Sweatt
of Prieone facilities, as a remit of
crowding. are not includeai hi the
District of Callable. prisons &millet%
form one integrated system. All NPR
data Include, therefor*, both %II and
prison populations.

Federal. Population counts fur own-
lanced inmates include 1,311$ sales and
IS females who eon* soder the *le-
diction of the 11.S. Iminigratioei and
Neturalisation Sernee. Cauchy fig-
ures apply to Bureau of Prim balite-
Ilene only end do not include eepaelty
provided by untreet fennel.'

iriorlda. Population daunts Ott bleed on
custody data.

Georgia. Inmatee housed in local OM
swellitn *Wm ere not Ineluatd la the
Jurisdiction population until they enter

Andean tone. Ono nod to =spin Ur took lane III

wane et nen Newlin of
ononttmeeb to minted Nolen
nine tat Wane owned

Yen me *Nemo to the onne

Ind
INS
ION

INS
I440
1011
ION
INS
114
ION
IIIN

dunned Penh,
of Won Weiti
fot Mot of feeehe

144111 I,W4141 114,161
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NAN 4444071 141,111

MAN 4114N4 111.111

I44.101 1434111 1N.163MIN 4111.114 WAN
IMMO 4144414 MAN
301,1011 0,1111,1IN 111,443
IKON 41410144 417,11$
IN,131 4404440 1114444
114,1111 1.114.541 711,111

liste The MAW et marl sonahdaels to
orlon le bon wpm tle fetal ander el
mune Ia. notombe wen nta notateee

Ned I pr. Ile =Woe el monied
Niemen le Minn free ern indeetIon
bon the VW es dr oweatme minim, or-
aegitgool semlumelhas, feehlhto rem
Marl.* 'Anemia math% ad theitoetee
nerielol Ia IWANI eipmeis& lot selleleted
aMend end onion het tare Mate le
00,04 li ilettOiliell do onasstio
mate* ow anemb 11, leo promoteee a
memo dm IS ad older, we maled oeheollt
by the //11. do 1014 mei ION, oedema et

Welt emote wore tosod oo nit we foe Intel
MOM omen NW nen weewe en one OCIOM

iff weals eoverage bee critte IP. Itte
VMS flalhb Ink teem ti-1111- ty Pe., the
oehneetip Of Mull 11.1.011U oval ill welt,
fest throe Moos woe.

INS - Nile 110 - 1 Us
INS IDA% INA - Nis
ION 01.1% MI - 73.5%
1111 NA% lees NA%
INO ILI% INN - 11.1%
Nal 44.1%

State prison, erecting to department
policy. Georgia hsa 1,1153 sentsecad
males end II eenteaud fenalm foe
wheat sentence length Ass mot been re-
corded In the date system. Out&
',Wastes thet 453 of thus sales and
II of theme females tare modem. sen-
tences greeter then I year, end ISO of
these males sad 4. of theme females
hese 'Fontana of I year or lam.

Howell. In this State, prisome sad Oil
foes este Integrated endow. All NIPS
dela %elude, therefore, both jail and
pekoe populatthes.

t. Popelatthe counts an based es
melody Meth takes u of February 11,
Oink

Wiens. Population counts are bred an
custody deta.

lows Population emits are based on
custody dela.

igeateeky. Population counts are loud
etatothr data. Population mute ex-

clude US nate and If feral* Instates
homed In loeal laps due to crowd*.

lealee. Operational capacity figural
include temporary hooting.

v. S. totteenet rdialloG 01 ict -797.017,V13^7
7

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Ileryiend. While population totals are
actual menual counts, the beeakdowne
for sentence length are estimates ex
erected from the salmi aenience length
breakdowns of the automated date sys-
tem applied to the manual data.

naseenuietts. Population counts are
based on custody data. Population
counts for Inmates with over I year
maximum sentence include an undeter-
mined number of inmates with a sen .
trice of 1 year or less. Population
totals are actual count% however. the
maleffemale breakdown is an estimate
believed In be within .1% of the actual
disugregation. By law, offenders In
Meassehtmetts may be sentenced to
tame of up to 3 1/3 years in locally-
operated Jails end correctional insti-
tutions. Such population. are excluded
from the State count but are included
in the published population counts and
rates for local jails and eorroctional
institution.

olthigea. Population count. only in-
clude inmates in Michigan's custody and
Inn +tee In the Community Residential
Pr, gram. Capacity figures exclude the
capacities of the Community Residen-
tial Program.

Neu Heaspeltire, New Hampshire ham
no facility to home female %metes.
Thus, all females are homed in county,
Federal, or other Slate.' facilities.
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New Jemmy. PoPulation cowls escluds
1,111 of the 2,150 male and 103 female
inmates housed In local Jails due to
crowding. Capacity figures include 180
bedapaces In county facilities under
County Contract and County AssIstance
Programs.

North Carolina. While populstion totals
are actual counts, the breakdowns for
sentence length are estimates believed
to be accurate within I% of the actual
counts.

Ohio. Population counts for Inmates
with over 1 year maximum sentence In-
clude an undetermined number of In-
mates with a sentence of 1 year or leas.

Oklahoma. Population counts fur
inmates with over I year maximum
sentence may Include a small undeter-
mined number of Inmates with a sen-
tence of 1 year.

Oregon. Population counts are for all
Inmates In Oregon's Jurisdiction in-
cluding those out to hospitals, out to
eourt, and out on furlough. For opera-
tional capacity ()triton reported flgures
f or actual bed occupancy count LI of
December 31, 1981.

Rhode %hand. In this State, prisons and
Jails form one Integrated system. All
NPB data include, therefore, both Jail
and prison populations.

Tennessee. Population counts are based
on custody data. Population counts ex-
clude 1,610 Inmates housed In local jails
due to crowding.

Taxes. PopulatIon counts are based on
custody data.

Vermont. Population counts are as of
December II, 1987. In this State, prls-

U.S. Department o( Justice

Bureau of Justice Statistics

sns and Jells foem one integrated sys-
tem. All BPS date include, therefore,
both jail and prison populations. The
counts for Jail crowding include 10 male
inmates housed in local lockups.

Meattingtoo. Cepacity figures esclude
space In work-release facIllilra, which
Naked 589 male and 37 female Inmates
on December 31, 1911.

Meet Virginia. The female population
counts are based on custody data. The
male Jurisdiction count excludes an Un-
determined number of Inmates housed
In local 'ails awaiting pickup.

Wyoming. Population counts are esti-
mates believed to be within 3% of the
actual counts. The operational capac-
ity figure Is total bebipace, and It in-
cludes 60 bedspaces In community cen-
ters.
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Bureau of Justice Statistics
Special 'Report

The Prevalence
of Imprisonment

By Petrick A. Lupo, Ph.D.
with the assistance of

Lawrence A. Oreenfeld
DJS Stelletkiens

In the Mew while erne. sowed,
prison populations deciked. What fol-
lowed in the lines mu a merited shift
in notional opinion, inareulegiy, the
public begin to demmd "et the jogtke
system get tougher with criesiesis.'

The remain of the moue. rystem
rained immediate. From IPS to I elf,
the imprisonnmat rate surged S word
10%, the largest abigle decade inmate
since the Ities when the Federal
government started keeping records on
State end Vederal prbon populations.
The 11% increase daring the IOUs is
the rimiest any other decade has come
to this record

Since the linds, imprisonment rates
have font/ailed to climb With &SIM
incluse In bet the first live years of
the 19801, end with Weber increases
projected for the remainde, of the de-
cade, indications are that the Imo"-
onment rate incomes. of the I Mies may
turn out to be the biggest ever.

The signifloencer of these statistics
on the changing imprisonment rate is
that they are a meamantperhaps the
measureby which the public gawps
govornmoot tesponor to ethos. Sot
them statisties do not speak for them-
selves. The changing imprisonment
rate le sated" a 1111111UN of the ewe-
her of persons (sammlity 101,001 pop-
ulation) in prison on M owe
year relative to the number to prison on
a single day in another year. The rad:-
ma Implication' of a change in thou,
single-day counts are not *bylaw

"nth this study, the Bureau of
Joliet Statistics introdieos a new
dation...ma Inetlootor mooring Um
UN Of hIPIISOnmillt as a senction
for aims. The prevalence of
imprivereat indleator, along with
the emu& merit of prison Weeks,
gives a comprehensive portrait of
the Americas prison mum In
both stalk end dpsmie lama
While the mount comet of Westin
reveals the member of prison in-
MM. en I day, the prevalence
bleat" messores the eurateletive
effect on the Nation's population
of admitting sad Mewing lerestes
from State prime"

The Phraya of this doily 'mo-
tion some widen, Mad bellek about
prime., about deterivreee (the
belibitkm Meet of the threM of
Imprimosewat as lint crimisal et-
Unity of people), and shoot kwie-
paoltation (the Weal that prtmons
have an mere* Moe by psu-
natio% offenders from emetellting
edam IN society). The feet that
en few erbakeele so to prime
relative to the largo volume of
WIWI mime corneas may that
pekoes cannot pooh" have meet;
of a deterrent or ineepaellethe
effect as crime. itaseweleg the
Strata we of imprisonment is

July ISIS

dynamic terms, however, reveals
that the proportion of the Nation's
population affected by Imprison-
ment le highs, then might
preclously hove been realised.
Moreover, it suggests that the
deterrent and ineapeeltetive
potential of prison "my be larpr
than previously thought.

Satimeres of the prevalence of
ineareersticw ere ireful for
number of other reason. as well.
Presenting ineeroentice rate dote

farm Neonates comparison
of the likelihood of impelsonment
with other vendetta" indleators of
significant life events Increasingly
bekm laid to convey important
apidentiologleal information to the
public. These dela we vahlable
for pluming purposes in anticipat-
ing future (snow populations. The
providence inertia" le also useful
for measuring recidivism, or the
poreentege released from prison
who eventually return to ser re
another sentence. Those detailed
measures of lifetime recidivism
establish s natlarkl benchmark
(the first of its alas) MINIM Wile,
future claims of superior correc-
tional efficacy can be evaluated.

Steven it. SchbeInger
Biretta"

This study tranolaks imprisonment
rates Into more 'minty understood
terms, better.to convey the Implies-

tees of record pawn population r th
in the Mk. The findings present 0
disclose that the proportion of tri pop-



ulation punished by imprisonment (end,
by implication, found guilty of serious
crime) Is much larger than many may
realise end is also much larger than the
single-day prison population counts in-
dicate.

The study also shows Vat about half
of ell prison admissions do not return
for subesquent reinearceration.

The study Introduces a new statisti-
cal indicator measuring the pervasive-
ness of State imprisonment. The BJS
Indicator of prevalence of Imprison-
inent measures both the percentage of
the Nation's population confined In
State pritons on any given day and tho
percentage that will ever have served a
State prison sentence In their life-
time. This indicator Ls more readily
understood than the conventional "rate
per t00,000" used to measure impris-
onment levels; it facilitates comperi-
sons of the likelihood of Imprisonment
with other prevalence indicators of
significant life events (such as the
lifetime peobability of being In a
serious autonobile accident or of con-
tracting a particular disease).

The prevalence of imprisonment in-
dicator has many other applications. It
may be valuable for planning purpoies
if it is applied In local contexts to
anticipate future neods for prison
space. Researchers may use It in a
variety of contexts to study public
policy toward crime control. It con be
used to measure prison recidivism, or
the percentage of State n inhales
who return to prison to serve additional
sentences, The establishment of such a
national barometer (the first of its
kind) of how sucoessful the Notion's
State prisons art in reducing crime .nsy
become a benchmark against which fu-
ture claims of superior correctional
efficacy can be evaluated.

Summary of finding"

As used In this study, the term
"prevalence" of State Imprisonment
initially refers to the probability of
being in prison on any given dsy; and,
later, to the probability In a person's
lifetime qf ever serving s prison
sentence. Recidivism refers to the
chances in a person's lifetime of
returning to prieon after roving a prior
prison sentence.

Between 62 and 71% of ell first-
time prison admissions do not return to
prisons second time. Among Second-
time prison admissions, between 54 and
90% do not return for a third impris-
onment; while 47 to 51% of third-time
admissions do not serve a fourth prison
sentence, As would be expected, the
recidivism rate among inmates in-
creases with the number of palion sen-
tences served, since the more hardened,
habitual offenders make up an Increas-
ing propoetion of second, third and
fourth-time prison admisolone.
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Differences in recidivism between
the sexes end between the noes are
found to be much smeller than differ-
ences in prevalence. In other wordo,
recidivism rate, among male and fe-
male criminels 'hew small differeneee,
although moles have a much higher
probebility than females of being in
prison on say given day or of meting a
Ripon 'entente in their lifetime.
Similerly, recidivism rotes emong black
criminals and white Criminals show
little difference although blacks are
more likely then whites either to be in
pigeon on any given dey or to eery,
prison sentence In their lifetime.'"

During the period from irts to lost
(the most recent period for which reel-
specific national dela ere available),
the prevalence of imprisonment on any
given dey increased for all six of the
wigments that malts up the Nation's
population; white msles, black males,
other maks, white females, black
females, and Witte females. The
largest Increase oecurred among white
females; the smallest Increase occurred
among other females.

Prom 1973 to tall (the most recent
period for which extensive national
dela are available), estimates of the
lifetime prevaleuce of a first impels-
onment Increosd for all four of the
Mutation segment' for which data ere
available, white males, black males,
white females, and black females. The
largest !Aeries* occurred among black
females; the smallest increase occurred
among white females.

The probability of being in prison on
any given day ce of ever serving a
prison sentence (aside from being
convIctedi varies mons by *ex than by
race. Still, among males and females,
blacks ara found to have higher chances
than whites of bolo' In pigeon on any
given day or of ever arab' a Rion
sentenee in their lifetime.' This
finding neither confirms not rules out
the possibility of racial dorimination
by the Justice rystem. Compelling
evidenee relevant to that Issue comes
not from studies compering the racial
composition of prison populations with
the racial composition of the national
population, but from studies compering
the racial composition of pigeon
populations with Viet of all offenders
engaged in serious, Imprisonable crime.

The data

This report is one In a series using
nstionel date on crime tO often lames
of public end poliey concern. The re-
port presenis remits from a study booed
on surveys and eenstINS Sponsored by
the Burou of Justice Statistics.

The Bureau of Justice Statistics
(11.15) is* federal government agency
with me* responsibility for the collec-
tion, analyst", end dluemination of eta-
tistical dela oti crime and justice. 11.15

2

obtains its statistical data through
periodic censor's and surveys. An
mutual census of inmate, of State
pigeons peovIdo counts of the number
and demographic characteristics of
pent.% In Mew confinement. A
eurvey of inmato of state prleons,
conducted about every five years,
peovIdes more extensive InformatIon
on confined persons.

BJII hes sponsoeed two nation-
wide surveys of Inmates of State
prisons. Tha firs4 was conducted
in January IVA° the second in
October 1979.' Both involved face-
to-feee interviews with large, repro-
sentative samples of inmate* of Slats
pigeons.' (Sea appendix tables A and
B for details.)

The most recent Inmate oemosiess
and the two inmate surreys form the
basis for a study of the prevalence of
State imprisonment. 'Prevalenee" re-
fers to the proportion of the Nation,*
population In prison. The term oan ap-
ply to the entire population of the
United States, as in the question "what
piton** of the total U.S. population
is in prison on a single day?" or 'what
percentage of the totel U.S. population
will evertave boon In prison in their
lifetime!" It can also refer to popula-
tion eagments, ae in the iodation "what
percentsge of the Nation's males are In
palson on a single day?" or "what per-
centage of the Nation's males will aver
have bon in prison ln their lifetime?"

The subject of this study is the pre-
valence of imprisonment among eh
population segments, whits males,
black males, males of all other races
(hereafter referred to ea "other" males,
they are Asian, Pacific bitander, tmar-
leas In/Ilan, and Alasken Netiva),'
white females, black females, and fe-
males of all other races (hereafter re-
ferred to ea "other" females). A long-
standing tradition acids in criminologi-
cal roomed' for investigations into the
demographic charactaristiee of appre-
hended offenders. The subject Is rele-
vant to key Imes in criminology, in-
cluding, for example. the causes and
prevention of crime, the prediction of
future criminality, the measurement of
offender characteristics, fiat equality
In justice administration.'"

interest in population *momenta also
stereo from two feels about prisone In
the United States, Phil, Inmate popu-
lations are stalest escluelvely male.
For example, from 1176 to 19112, males
were not quite 50% of the general
population of the United &ales but
went ...pproximately 9145 of State Rion
populations. (During this period they
were also 90% of the persons arrested
for Pill Uniform Crime Reports Index
violen', crime end from 71% to 79% of
all taw arrested for UCR index prop-
erty crime.)" Second, prisons cOntaln
prOpOrtiOnately more Macke then the
general population. Prom 11179 to 1991,
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II% of the total adult population of the
United States was black. Throughout
this same period (the most recent
period for which national data on the
racial composition of State prison popu-
letions ant imitable), 47% of prisoners
confined in *Qat State prisons were
black. However, during this period,
blacks were also 44% to 47% of all the
persons arrested for UDR Index violent
time and 29% to 33% of ad loose 'tr-

ied for UCS index property crime.
The report begins with the preva-

lence of State imptisonment in Om.
United Slates on any given day in the
years 1971 (the first year In which the
annual prison census collected informa-
tion on race) to 1911 (the most recent
year for which race-specific nitional
data are available).

What Is the providence of eclat Slate
hapelsoniseat ea any given dayt

Total (tab)e 1). Date Indicate that,
on any given day, prisoners in ell the
adult State prisons In the United States
nvmber about one-fifth of 1% of the
Nation's total adult population (or about
1 in every 500 adults). thirIng the
period from 1971 to 1912, the preva-
lence of State imprisonment increased
each year from a low of .179% in 1971
(or 1 in every 571 adults) to a high of
.227% in 1192 (of 1 In every 441 adults).

Sas (table I). On any given day
males ere about 28 times mote likely to
be in prison than females. From 1978
to 1911 the ratio fluctuated between 20
end 27 to I. ln 1912 the ratio dropped
to 25 to I, indicating a slight narrowing
of the difference in the prevalence of
Imprisonment between males and fe-
males. The prevalence of imprisonment

of both males and fe.nales increased
each year between 197$ and 1912. AI
yearend 1902, 455% of the Nation%
adult males (or t in every 220) versus
.218% of the Nation's adult females (or
1 in every 5,951) were I, State prisons.

Ses endears (table I). Differences
in the vevelence of imprisoninant be-
tween the sexes are larger than differ-
ences between the races, indicating, for
example, that the probability of being
In prison varies more by sex than by
race. Throughout the period from 1978
to 1982, blacks, regardless of their sex,
were typically about 2 times more like-
ly to be in prison than either whites or
others; but males, regardless of their
race, were at least IT times more likely
to he In prison than females of the
Same race,

Of the slx population segments,
black males have the Weigel chances of
being in prison on any given day. This
conclusion is supported by data from
the years 197$ to 1912. During this
period black males were at least 1
Uinta more likely to be In prison than
white males or other male% 2o4 times
man .. likely than while females, 25
times more likely than black females,
and (51 times more likely than other
(-male& On a 'Mgt@ day In 1912, the
moat recent year for which race-
specific national data are available,
2.04% of the Natldn's adult black males
(or 1 in every 49) were in Stela Peisonst

On any given day while females are
the least likely of the six Poptliation
segments to tre in pelson. This conclu-
sion is supported by data from the peri-
od 1971 to 1903, throughout which
white females hrd the lowest one-day
prevalence rates. Their highest rate
over this period occurred in 1912, when
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1 In every 10,000 adult white females In
the United States were in a Slate
prison.

Of the three male population seg-
ments, other males ettapcsarently least
likely to be in prison."' From 1918 to
1982 other males were consistently,
though only slightly, lees likely then
widle males to be in prison. On
December 31, 1982, 1 Ir. every 376
white stales vs. 1 in every 137 other
males were In State pelson confine-
ment.

Of the three female PoPulation
segments, black females have the high.
est chances of being in prison on any
give.s day in the United States.
Throughout the period from 1978 to
1912, black females were at least 9
times more likely to be in prison than
white feriales and s I least 6 times
more likely than other females.

From 1170 to 1982, the ;revalence
of imprisonment increased overall
among each of the six population seg-
ments. The largest increase over the
five-year span occurred among white
(e males le 43% increase); the smallest
occurred among other females (a 4%
Increase).

Sol, nose, end age (table 2). Data
from Ins inmate surveys ithe only
available source of national date on the
age composition of the pleat popula
lion) indizate that the prevalence of
Imprisonment is highest among black
males in their twenties. On a single
day In 1474, an estimated 2.55% (of 1 In
every 391 of all the black males aged 20
to 29 MA)* United States were In State
peisons." On a single day in 1977 (tN
most re tent year for which age-specific
national data are available), signifi-
cantly higher (et the .09 level) percent-
age, or an estimated 3 03% (1 In every
33) of all the black males aged 20 to 29
in the United States, wars in State
prisons. The 1974 and 1919 asti.nates
for black males ate significantly higher
tel the .05 level) than comperable age-
specific estimates for /WA males,
other male% white females, black fe-
male!, or other females.

Slut le the lifetime Havalence of Walt
Slate letprisonisentt''

Although only about one-fifth of 1%
of the Nation's adult pOpulation Is in
Slate prison confinement on any given
dey, this wemIngly small figure can be
misleading. Imprisonment of even
smali 'Faction of a POPWatiun as large
as that of the United States (roughly
175 million adults) translates to
hundreds of Its sun& of perions in
State primp (419,603 as of Wee mber
31, telt)." Moreover, the small frse-
tiOn in eoonnerolot oo a Single day
masks the posibility that over iloms
period longer than a day (say, it lift-
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time) the percentage of the population
that will ever have been in prison may
be substantial.

The lifetime prevalence of impris-
onment In an adult State prison is esti-
mated from information on persons en-
tering adult State prisons In the United
States In a single year. The number of
persons entering at HUM agt foe the
first time In their lives Is iTfl
thus purpose. The number of such first
admissions at each age, al a fraction of
the total U.S. populatIcr at that age,
indicates the peobability of a first
Imprisonment occurring at each age. If
first-time impelsonment rates are
stable over a long period of time, then
the sum of the peobebilitiea of first
impeisonments at each age forms an
estimate of the lifetime prevalence of
imprponment in en edult State reit-
or. ' Thus, foe example, Lre lifetime
prevalence of impelsonment foe males
(see appendix table C) is the probebillty
of a male serving a first sentence at
age 13 (the youngest Ito, recorded In
an Inmate survey, of a male entering an
adult State,pe.son to serve a first
sentence),. sNs the probability of a
male Nerving:first sentence at II, OA
thy probability of a male serving a f ra
sentence at IS, and yo on tnrough age
II (an arbitrarilj selected upper age
limit). Though estimates of lifetime
prevalence determined in WI way are
1.1 one sense hypothetical, they will
aPPly to real populations If the email
imprisonment rates from which they
are coropted remain stable Into the
future.'"

Lifetime prevalence estimates pre-
sented here are pelmerily based on the
two inmate surreys carried out during
the 1970's. The 1174 survey provides
detailed information on a sample f

persons admitted to State prisons in the
United States In 1973 (see appendix
tattles A and II) and, In conjunction with
a 1973 census of the number of State
prison admiulorre, is used lir produce
leu estimates of the lifetime
prevalence of State imprisonment In
the United Stalest an Irritate resevey
estimate end en admissions eenalif
estimate. The second survey,
conducted in October 1979, provides
details on a sample of persons admitted
to State prisons in the United States 'n
the year 1971(see talgel A and II in the
apimndix) and, In conjunction with a
1979 COMM of the number of State
prison admissions, Is tins used to
produce two estimates of the lifetime
prevalence of State imprisonment In
the United Staten an inmate ouryey
estimate end en admissions census
estimate.

The reason foe two estimates (an
Inmate Hitvey estimate and an admis-
sions minim estimate) in each can
11973 and 11/9) rather than a single es-
Ornate Is thin the weber of net ad-
missions to State persor.s In a glean
year-which, to repeat, is critIcel foe
estimating the lifetime prevalence of
impriponment-is nowhere recorded ex-
plicitly. Avallabls national dela are
capable only of establishing a range
within whleh the actual number proba-
bly Iles.

TN 1111 and 1971 inmate surveys
both provide an undetestimate of the
total number of sentenced adults ad-
mitted to State pelsons in 1113 and
1979 because it M unlikely thet All3yse
irentenettedulU admitted In 1113
and 11/91' were in pekoe at the pen-
dia HMG the inmate surveys were con-
ducted. (To Illustrate, the 11/9 inmate
survey was eonducted before the end of

4

1979 and therefore could not possibly
have Included every inmate admitted in
1979.) A 1973 census and a 1979 census
of admissions of wntenced persons to
adult State pelsons both peoyide an
o 44444 Halide of the total number of
sentenced adults admitted to State
peisons in 1973 and 11/1 because it is
likely that some of the inmates were
counted more than once in the censuses
when, foe OM reason or another, they
were admitte4 to pelsonsiore than One
time in 1973" oe 1979.'1

The 111 4 and 1971 Inmate surveys
both provide an estimate of the number
of sentenced persons at ellet1 age who
were admitted to State pelsons foe the
first time in their lives in thgagers
1973 and 1979, respectlyely.`1"" (See
appendix tables A end 13 foe details.)
Timm numbers are used to calculate
Inmate survey estimates of the lifetime
prevalence of Impelsonment. When
multiplied by certain constants corre-
sponding to the fectoe by which genius
counts exceed survey estlmates,''
these numbers are also used to calcu-
late admissions tennis estimates of the
lifetime prevalence of imprisonment.
Admissions census estimates take into
account the fact thin more sentenced
persons entered prisons In 1973 and
1979 foe the first time in their lives
than the 1174 and 1979 Inmate surveys
Indicate; the constants give some Mill-
cation of how many more.

To illustrate, the 11/9 inmate en-
voy eltImatell that 17,111 sentenced
males entered State pelsons in 11/9.
The 1979 admiselone census records
111,177 admissions of eentenced r11,Aes
in 1971. Thus the census suggests about
1.6 times (1.1091702 to be precise)
mote male admissions (han the surrey.
Multiplying the Inmate survey estimate
of the number of male first admissions
at each age by the constant t.6
ally 1.1091702) produces the numbers
that are used to calculate the 1979 ad-
missions census estimate of the life-
tim t nevaleoce of impeleonment of
mtles.'

in sum merY, dela foe each of two
years (1973 and 1979) are used to calcu-
late two eatImatee of the lifetime pre-
yalenee of adult State imprisonment (an
Inmate survey estimate and an &dells-
alone census estimate). Bach estimate's
sine is determined by the number of
parsons estimated to have been admit-
tad to Wiwi foe the first time in their
lives In 11/3 end 11/9, ehleh In tam Is
determined by impelsorment levels in
1173 and 1979, Tillepeetively. %Ceuta
the 1:11111114 survey proyldee an under-
estimate and the admissions census an
overe Aimate of the lifetime prevalence
of hapeiresnment, the true figure Iles
somewhere In between.,

Total (table 3). At 1973 imprison-
ment levels, a person licen in the United
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Stelae today is estimated to have be-
tween a 1.3% (or I in 77) and 3.1% (or I
in 41I) lifetime chance of serving a sen-
tence in en edult Stata prison. These
figures do not show that between 1.3%
and 3.1% Of U the elderly people In the
Nation today have a prisOn record in
their beeklround. What they do show ls
that, if Impelsonment rates continue
long into the future at their 1973
levels, the day will eventually come
when between 1.3% and 3.1% of the
Nation's elderly will have served at
least one prison ',internee In their life-
time.

Prom 1173 to 1979, a significant (et
the .05 level) Increase In themevalence
of first admissions occurred."' Conse-
quently, esti les of the lifetime pre-
valence of imprisonment based on these
years Increased mignIfleantly by about
30% from 1073 to 1119. At 1079 im-
prisonment levels, a person born in the
United Steles today Is estimated to
hive between a 1.7% (or I In 59) and
3.7% (or 1 In 37) lifetime chancy of
serving a sentence In an adult State
prison.

See (bible 3). At 1973 imprisonment
levels, a male in the United States is
almost 15 times MOOS likely to serve a
prison term in his lifetime than a fe-
male. A male has between el 3.5% (or I

In 40) and 4% (or ) m chance in his
lifetime of serving a State prison sen-
tence, whereas a female has between a
.17% (or I In 588) end .27% (or 1 in 370)
lifetime chance.

At 1979 imprisonment levels, a male
Is about 14 times more likely to serve a
State prison term in his lifetime than a
female. Between 3.2% (or I in 3)) and
5.1% (or I In 30) of the males born In
the United States, versus between .25%
(or ) in 400) and .37% (or 1 In 270) of
the females, would be espected to
serve a State prison sentence In their
lifetime If 1979 Imprisonment levels
continue into the future.

The slight narrowing of the differ-
ence in the lifetime prevalence of im-
prisonment between males and females
that occurred from 1973 to 1)79 re-
flects the fact that female Incarcera-
tion rates during this period Increased
faster than male rates. Neverthelem
for both males and females a signifi-
cant (at the .05 level) Increase occurred
from 1973 to 1979 in the number of
first admissions to prison. As a result,
estimates of the lifetime peevalence of
imprisonment based on date from these
years also escreased significantly for
both males. and female.. Admission
census estimates increesed 30% for
males and 34% for females.
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gase and reed (table 3). Ulf ferencea
in the lifetime prevalenti of imprison-
ment between the sexes are larger than
differences between the races, Indica-
ting that the lifetime probability of
imprisonment varies more by ser than
by race. Based on both 1973 and 1979
prison data, blacks, regardless of their
sex, are 8 to 7 times more likely than
whites to serve a sentence In their
lifetime( but males, regardless of their
race, are more than )9 times more
likely to serve a senten . n their
lifetime than females of the name race.

It Is estimated that a black male
born in toe United States today Is (at
1939 imprisonment levels) to 7 times
(et 1973 levels) more likely to serve a
5 te pion sentence 'n his lifetime
than e white male. Be seen 10.9% (or
I In 10) and 16.5% (or I in SI of black
males, versus between 1.5% (or I in 67)
and 2.49, (or I In 43) of white males,
would be espected to verve at least one
State sentence in their lifetime if 1973
imprisomeent rates continue Into the
future."' At 1979 rates, a black male
born in the United States is estimated
to have between an 11.6% (or about I in
9) and 197% (or I In 5) chance in his
lifetime of servIn.. a sentence in an
adult State pr)son{ a white male has be-
tween a 3.1% (or I In Wand 3.7% (or t
In 3 0) lifetime chance.

A black female la 6 (at 1973 imprls-
°meet levels) to I (at 1179 levels(
times more likely to serve a prison sen-
tence In her lifetime than a white fe-
male. At 1973 imprisonment levels, a
white female born in the United States
today would have between a .II% (or I
In 909) and .10% (or I In 558) chance in
her lifetime of serving a sentence in an
adult Stets pelsOn, a black female, be
tween a .6% (or I In 167) and I% tor I
in 1001 lifetime chance. At 1979 im-
prisonment levels, a white female born
In the United States today would have
between a .14% (or I in 7141 and .3%
(or 1 in 500) chance in her lifetime of
serving a sentence in an adult State
prlsoni a black female would have be-
tween a I% (or I in 100) end 1.3% (or 1
In 67) chance In her lifetime.

Poe ell four population segments for
whleh data are avallahle-white males,
black males, white females, and black
females-a significant (at the 05 level)
Increase occurred from 1073 to 1979 in
the estimated Wilber or first admis-
sions to adult State prisons. As re-
sult, estimates of the lifetime Preva-
lence of imprisonment Need on data
from these years also Increased signifi-
cantly. Admissions census estimates
indicate that the lifetime prevalence of
imprisonment increased 37% for white
males. 13% for black reales, II% for

( I
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white females, and 50% for black fe-
males. The biggest increase was thus
among black females; the smallest In-
crease was emong white (tastes

Fetlinates of the lifetime preva-
lence of imptisonment of aides and
females of all other races are not pre-
sented because of known tllcf.Plinekra
between Inmate survey and admission
census procedures fotAlasedying in-
mates of other races.'"

What is the nib 11.4 reeldielo mow
State prisoners?

The lifetime prevalence of first
prison sentence II calculated from Yr
formation on first imprironments (table
3). Similarly, the lifetime prevalence
of a second sentence is calculated from
Infotmation 011 second imprisonments
(table 4); a third sentence, from infor-
mation on third imprisonit Its (table
5)1 and, a fourth sentence, from infor-
mation on fourth imprisonments (labia
6). From these estimates of the preva-
lence of first as MID as subsequent Im-
prisonments, recidivism rates-or the
rates at which State phonons return to
adult State pritone to serve additional
sentenees-can be calculated.

The ratio of the lifetime prevalence
of a second sentence (table 4) to the
lifetime prevalence of a first sentence
(table 3) forins a recidivism ratio the
percentage of firet-timere (persons who
serve e first sentence) who return to
prison to serve s tecond pentane.. Tbe
ratio of the lifetime ptevelence of a
third sentence (table 5) to the lifetime
prevalence of a second (table I) forme
another recidivism rate; the percent-
age of second-timers (paresis who
serve a second sentence) who return to
prison to terve S third sentence. last-
ly, the ratio of the lifetime prevalence
of a fourth sentence (table 1) to the
lifetime prevalence of a third (table 5)
forms another recidivism rate; the per-
centage of third-timers (persona who
serve a third evidence) who re.ani to
prison to serve a fourth sentence.
Thesexecidivism rides are examined
next.'`

Total (table 7). It la sollmated that
a first-timer (a person serving a (int
Adult Stela prison sentence) has 211%

(at 1979 Imprisonment levels) to 31%
(at 1973 leve(s) lifetime chance of re-
turning to prison to Nerve I second pen-
tane.. A woad-timer (a person err-
wing a second sentence) is estimated to
have a 40% (at 1071 levels) to 44% (at
1079 levels) lifetime chance of return-
ing tO terve a third sentence. A third-
timer (a person serving a third sen-
tence) la estimated to have a et% (at
1979 levels) to 53% (at 1473 levels)
lifetime chance el returning to serve a
fourth sentence.'
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Maala
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Sex (table 7). Even though males
are 26 times mote likely than fe-nales
to be in prison on any given day and 14
times more likely ever to serve s
sentence In their lifetime, olfferences
In recidivism rates between male and
female prisoners are not as great al
these differences and, in one caw, the
difference le not statistically sig-
nificant (at Ihe .05 levell. Based on

6

both 1973 end 1979 prison data, male
first-timers are more likely (sign.fiCant
at the .01 level) to return to prison than
female first-timers (We of melee
versus 1:v. of females, bf sed Oft 1973
&lei 30% of males versus 17% of
female% based on 1979 dote). Male
SecOnii-titnefl return 10 WW1 10 serve
e third sentence at the rate or 11% (II
1973 levels) to 17% (at 1970 levels), the
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Total. Hs 4411 53.1
liels* SS 41 55

Walla 41 31 53
Black 41 44 34

radas 15 a. .
Walla
Black .. .. .

Ire
/MAP 11 44 41

IOW le 41 43

Whits 11 47 41
Meek IS 47 3e

heals* 17 .31

35While 11 .
elnek le 37 .
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f which is not significantly
higher than the only sweilable rate for
femeie mcortd-timers, the :36% rate
based on 1979 imprisonment data. Male
third.limers return to prison to serve
fourth sentence et the rots of 43% to
55% (at 1979 and 1973 levels,
respectively). Be siuse few females
ever Serve a third sentence, reliable
data on the percentage who return to
serve s fourth sentence ate not
avalleble.

See rad nee (tibia 7). Although
bleck males are mou likely than white
melee to be in prison on any given day
end are also more likely than white
males ever to setye a prison !sentence in
their lifetime, differences In recidivism

between Keck male prisoners and
white male prisoners are smell and, in
most coma, not statistically signifi-
cant. Similarly, black females are
more likely than white females either
to be in prieon on any given day or to
serve a sentence In their lifetime, but
differences in recidivism rotes between
black females and white femeles are
elm email Ind, in every Case, not eta-
tisticelly significant.

Based on 1913 imprisonment deta,
white male first-timers (41%) and black
melt first-tlineri (41%) do not return to
prison at significantly different rotes.
Based on 1979 .uta, black male first-

timers return to prison to serve
steond lantana, at a higher rate (35%)
than white male fIrst-tImers (1696), but
the difference, though statistically sig-
nificant (.05 level), is very small com-
pared to the sevenfold difference In
Imprisonment prevalence rates between
black males and white males. The only
available compareble data cm recidi-
vism emong female fIrst-timers are
from the year 1979. Estimates from
that yeer show no significant difference
between the rites at which white fe-
males (le%) and black females (I 6o6)
return to prison to serve i second un-
tines.

Based on both 1973 end 1979 impris-
onment date, the at which white
male second-timers (39% to 47%, re-
spectively) and block n1 OW second-
tim erg 144% to 4796, respectively) N-
turn to prison to serve e third sentence
are not significently different. The
only comparable date avelleble on re-
cidivism amen; female second-timers
e re from the year 1979. Estimates
froin that year show no stetistically
signifleent difference between the
rotes et which white female second-
timers (35%) end block feinele second-
timers (37%) return to prison to serve a
third sentenee.

Based on 1973 imprisonment data,
the rates at whi& whlte male third-
timers (53%) and black mile third-
thners (564.) return to prison to urve a
fourth sentence en not significently
different &melon 1979 imprisonment
data, the recidivism rete for white
male third-timers (49%) is higher (signi-
f icant et .05 level) then the rate for
black male third-Umers (36%). 'fhe dif-
ference, however, is spin unlit and,
moreover, in the opposite direction as
compered to differences in Imprison-
ment prevalence between the races.

Finally, brief mention is made of
the only consistent tempest trend evi-
dent in the limited recidivism dats
e velle,b)e from the years 1973 end

From 1973 to 1979 the recid-
ivism rates or both white male and
black mete first-timers declined (signi-
ficant at the .05 level). Some Idea of
why the consistent decline occurred in
the recidivism f male first-
timers can be derived by looking e
tables 3 through 6. Per example, table
3 shows an increase in first Imprison-
ments between 1973 end 1979, while
tahle 4 shows Uttle chenge in second
impriaonments. Inevitably, therefore,
the probability of a second imprison-
ment following a first decresses from
1913 to 1979. These figures suggest
that the meln reason for the incresse in
nverall prison population between 1973
and 1979 was the Increase in first im-
priMninents, An increase in first im-
prisonments might be expected to be
followed by an increase In second

7

Imprisonments, but this cannot be
confirmed until the planned Inmay
survey Is conducted in lain 1995.4;

Research geocodures

Ng study uses research proce-
dures that have long been known to
criminologists (e.g., Ball, noes, and
Simpson, 1964; Belkin, niumsteln, end
Gless, 19731 (Jordon, 1975; Gordon end
Oleser, 1974; Gordon, 19161 end Far-
rington, 1991) but have only recently
been applied for the first time to the
SUbjeel of the lifetime prevelengis, of
imprisonment (Greenfeld, 1991)."'
These procedures rest on many assume-
time (e.g., essumptions about the
aces.recy of inmates' aensunts of their
incerceration histories,"' about the
stormily of ege-specific Imprisonment

, and about the uproeentativeness
of Inmate survey samples) thet have not
yet been thoroughly Investigated.
However, the major findings of this
study era robust. Slorto.ier, the
prevalence estimates presented in this
study understete the level of
Imprisonment fieceuse the study did not
include juvenile incarcerations, local
jail commitments, and Federal and
military sentences in its definition of
imprisonment and becomes 1979 data
w es the molt current evaileble. Since
1979, incarceration rates have
Increased

COICIII111011

in criminal justice practice, crimes
are not neatly divided into thus that
are Imprisoneble and those thet are
nonimprisocable. Whether e crime is
imprisonable (meenhig the offender
stands a high chance of going to prison
If apprehended end convicted) usually
depends largely on some combination of
how serious It is and who commits it,
net is, the most serious crimes au
imprisonable regardless of who commits
them; crimes that are not among the
most serious ere imprisonable II they
e re committed by someone with a long
or grievous prior record.

It le not possible to specify very
precisely whet the volume of imprison-
able crime is. The most complete
smiree of crime data, the National
Crime Survey sponsored by BJS, obtains
Information from representative sam-
ples of the Notion's crime victims.
Crime victims can provide many facts
about the seriousness or the crimes
committed agair .t them but usually
cennot be expected to know enything
about the criminal backgrounds of the
perpetrators, Nevertheless, crime
victims' accounts provide i measure,
e lbeit imprecise, of the volume of
imprisonable crime.

In 1979, to plck one year, more than
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11 million rapes, robberies, assaults,
burglsries, Isrcenies, end motor vehicle
thefts wage corn milted against crime
victims," and sppronirnahrly 150,000
criminmls were sent to SU TA prisons.
13eCilUle 150,000 criminals cowld not
possibly commit 41 million crimes (at
least not these 150,000 and not In a
jeer's time), It would seem that many
crimes and rnsny criminals go
unpunished.

Clearly, msny crimes do go unpun-
ished. However, this study shows that a

signif)cant proportion of the Nation's
population I. at some point incarcer-
ated in the estImated 403,100 Slate
prison spaces and that about half of ail
prison admissions do not retri,for
riseequent prison sentence.'"4"
Whatever ths num of the lattet fact,
whether it mulls from deterrence,
corrortIon, or simple maturatIon, it
establishes a benchmark against whirl,
the effecUvenese of alternative
corrections prOsTilmll can be evaluated.
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SIFTING

THE

EVIDENCE

"The conditions that a state tolerates in its prisons have long been considered a funda-
mental index of the moral quality of its civihzation."

Steve Lerner
Bodily Harm, Commonweal Research Institute (1986)

. . /Mel imposition of appropriate community-based controls on highly active, serious
and chronic juvenile offenders does not compromise public protection."

"The Impact of Juvenile Court Sanctions" (1988)

Our Closet lnsfitutions
A riddle of large institutions is their essential invisibility to those who administer
them. Often it takes an outsider's eyes to reveal their true meaning.

In the summer of 1987, a consulting team called in by the state of Maryland
got ready to issue its report on conditions in the s,ate's juvenile justice system.
It would pay special attention to Maryland's two reformatories, the Montrose
School and the Hickey School, both of which had long been targets of press and
citizen censure. (The consultants had been brought together by the Center for
the Study of Youth Policy, then a part of the University of Minnesota's Hubert
Humphrey Institute, now housed at the University of Michigan's School of
Social Work. Edward J. Loughran, Commissioner of the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Youth Services, was team chairman.)

State officials were understandably edgy about the pending document. They
already faced a major lawsuit, instigated a year before by the University of
Maryland Law Clinic, which among other things accused Montrose of "produc-
ing preventable suicides." The only remedy, insisted the plaititiffs, was to shut
down the schoo/ and transfer all the children to community-based programs.

In the event, the report confirmed most of the lawsuit's allegations and
discovered a few more for good measure. The authors found Maryland's justice
system in disarray. They deplored as "inordinately high" the number of children
(13(X)) who each year were deprived of juvenile justice and instead were diverted
to the adult system. '
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Echoing Thomas D. Eliot's complaint a century ago, the investigators noted
that Maryland's Juvenile Services Administration (JSA) had become "a child
welfare system" rather than "an agency which responds to juveniles who have
broken the law. . . ." The JSA, they said, was locking up children who had
committed either minor offenses or none at all.

The consulting team reserved its bluntest criticisms for Maryland's two
reform schools, both of which were condemned as overcrowded and in poor
physical condition. Montrose had become a repository for "victimized, home-
less, addicted, mentally ill, educationally handicapped, developmentally dis-
abled children." Hickey was an administrative nightmare: the staff had ceded
much of its authority, "allowing youths to discipline other youths." Instead of
"interacting" with the inmates, staff members fed them "psychotropic drugs"
and "anti-depressive medication."

One incident in particular alerted consultants to the problem: on the
day they visited Hickey, a young man was curled in the corner of an
isolation cell, sucking his thumb. He had been taken off his medica-
tion, Ritalin, to see how he would react . . . ("Report on the State of
Maryland Juvenile Services Agency," Humphrey Institute Center for
Youth Policy, July 1987).

Soon after the report came out, Linda Rossi, the state's new JSA director,
spent a day at Montrose with Governor William Donald Schaefer, a man not
known for softness on criminals. "The Governor saw plenty," Rossi recalls: "the
dirt, the holes in the wall, the ugly dormitories with their narrow cots. It wasn't
exactly the right kind of atmosphere for someone's developmental years."

According to Rossi, when they got back into the car, Schaefer turned to her
and said, "It's awful. Can we fix it?"

"No," Rossi answered.
"Then close it," he told her. "You got thr:!e months to do it."
It took a little longer, but by year's end Montrose haJ been emptied and

shut down.

Jim Marchd, a reform-minded entrepreneur, runs the Wasatch Youth Sup-
port Systems in SaA Lake City. His group gets money from Utah's Division of
Youth Corrections to manage programs and short-term residences for delinquent
children. Marchel believes that small is beautiful and big is brutal. "There:s
something about a large institution," he says, "that is basically, generically cor-
rupt. Sooner or later it starts hiding its mistakes. Everything digresses to the
staff's convenience."

Marchel is in a position to know. He was once director of research for the
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state's juvenile courts, and in 1977 a judge empowered him to investigate certain
disturbing allegations that had been brought against Utah's only reformatory,
the State Industrial School (known also as the Youth Development Center, or
YDC). Among other things, a class-action suit initiated by parents of some of

inmates charged that the 350-bed facility was overcrowded and understaffed.
The guards, they said, were unable to cope with the children; discipline was
unpredictable, vacillating between total tyranny and total laxity.

"I found it was all true," Marche! recalls. "In fact, things were much worse
than anyone thought. The basic problem was fear. When you put a lot of
troubled kids together, lock 'em all up in one constricted place, there's no telling
what will occur. In this case there weren't enough staff people to keep the peace.
There never are.

''So what happened was classic: they started to depend on certain kids, the
big tough ones, to enforce discipline. Those were called 'the dukers.' Their job
was to beat up kids for the staff. A guard wouldn't have to spell it out. He'd
only have to say to the duker, 'Take that guy in the closet and talk to him.' The
duker would know what to do."

The closet, says Marche!, was an ingenious choice of locales. Not only did
it conceal the beating, it supplied the perfect weapon. "The duker beat the kid
with a board, actually with a shelf in the linen closet. When he was finished, he
just put the board back and it became a harmless shelf again. Nobody would
ever suspect."

There were other "incredible abuses." A teenage girl had been kept naked
in a tiny isolation cell for 30 days; a boy had been made deaf from frequent
beatings around the ears. Children set fire to one another, raped their cellmates,
poured boiling wzier on their adversaries. lo sum, Marchel discovered several
circles of hell at the YDC, and he came to the same conclusion Dante had come
to: "All hope abandon, ye who enter here!"

The staff's nervousness, nwanwhile, produced wild swings in discipline.
For instance, Marchel learned that certain privileged inmates "were allowed to
come and go pretty much as they pleased. Some were going AWOL every week
or so. Can you guess why? They were committing burglaries out there."

The class-action suit and the revelations it produced led in time to the near-
total deinstitutionalization of Utah's juvenile justice system. In place of the old,
350-bed reformatory, the state has now built two 30-bed "secure facilities," each
one designed as a kind of campus with bars. (The circles they form in no way
resemble Dante's: in the center are classrooms, a library and recreation lounges;
bedrooms and offices comprise an outer rim.)

Although Utah's old-style detention centers house some 1(X) children at any
one time, most of those in state custody between 500 and 600 youngsters each
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year end up living at home or in small-group residences. As C. Ronald
Stromberg reminded a Congressional committee not long ago, "The emphasis
in every program is on indioidualized treatment in the least restrictive setting . . ."
(Testimony to House Subcommittee on Human Resources, June 1986).

The Utah and Maryland stories are unusual only in the responses leaders
made to social catastrophes largely of their states' own making. The catastrophes
themselves were commonplace. Institutional torment remains er mic to the
nation's juvenile justice system; it seems a curse that comes with the territory,
or with the barbed wire that encircles it.

As in Utah before it saw the light, the problems nationwide often begin
with too many kids and too little space. "Get tough" policies in many states have
stiffened penalties and lengthened sentences, putting still greater strain on al-
ready overburdened institutions and their staffs. "The most obvious impact of
the 'get tough' approach," writes NCCD's Barry Krisberg, "has been an ever
upward spiraling of the length of t.ime juveniles are incarcerated." A second
consequence has been "a sharp increase in the number of incarcerated minority
youths" ("Preventing and Controlling Violent Youth Crime: The State of the
Art," in Viulent Juvenile Crime, Center for the Study of Youth Policy, January
I 9r7).

Bureau of Justice computations indicate that almost half of all imprisoned
juveniles (45 percent) live in "facilities with more residents than they were
designed to hold"- -that is, in overcrowded prisons. The bigger the institution,
the less adequate it is likely to be. In 1985, institutions with at least 100 beds
accounted for only six ptrcent of all juvenile facilities but for 36 percent of all
juvenile residents (Bulktin, 1985).

The nation's 400-plus public juvenile detention centers, some of which bear
a remarkable resemblance to conventional jails, also contribute to the misery.
According to at least one study, 47 of those facilities 13 in Florida alone
"were chronically overcrowded" in 1982. The figure is probably higher today,
thanks to the "ever upward spiraling" of juvenile detention terms. Again, as
the study's authors point out, "It is generally acknowledged that overcrowding
is a major cause of warehousing, disciplinary problems, tensions among staff
members, low staff morale, a-d violence among juveniles and between juveniles
and staff" (Ira M. Schwartz, Gideon Fishman, Radene Rawson Hatfield, .arry
A. Krisberg, Zvi hiskovits, "Juvenile Detention: The Hidden Closets Revisited,"
Justice Quarterly, June 1987).

We know how to calculate the extent of overcrowding in reformatories and
detention centers, but we have not yet learned how to compute the conse-
quences. There are no tables of abuse, no "path analyses" of violence and its
variables. Instead we continue to rely on old-fashioned story-telling, and on a
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few clear-voiced troubadours who venture inside our institutions and bring us
back the news, much of it bad.

The Youth Law Center (YLC) is one ot those useful messengers. Headquar-
tered in San Francisco, it sees itself as "a public interest law office dedicated to
the protection of the rights of minors nationwide" -- a role that takes staff
members into places darker and more remote than any the rest of us might be
inclined to explore. Here are a few of their findings, as reported by Mark I.
Soler, the organization's executive director, to a Congressional committee ir
Washington.

We have seen children hogtied in state juvenile training schools in
Florida --wrists handcuffed, then placed stomach down on the floor
and wrists and ankles joined together behind their backs.

In the training school in Oregon children were put in filthy, roach-
infested isolation cells for weeks at a time. In the Idaho training
school, children were punished by being put in strait-jackets, and
being hung, upside down, by their ankles.

We have seen children in an Arizona juvenile detention center tied
hand and foot to their beds, and a Washington state facility in which
two children were held for days at a time in a cell with only 25 square
feet of floor space.

My colleagues and I have represented a 15-year-old girl, ordered into
an Ohio jail for five days for running away from home who was
raped by a deputy jailer; children held in an Idaho jail where a 17-
year-old was incarcerated for not paying $73 in traffic fines, then was
beaten to death over a 14-hour period by other inmates; and parents
in Kentucky and California whose children committed suicide in jail.

Soler has described one of those suicides, which occurred on February 14,
1986, at the San Francisco Youth Guidance Center, a detention facility:

. . A 17-year-old boy named Robert committed suicide by hanging
himself with a noose fashioned from a sweatshirt. He had been in

-the facility 30 days. More than two weeks before the boy's death,
social workers at the fadlity became aware that Robert was having
"bizarre" thoughts, and referred the matter to the staff psychiatrist
The psychiatrist never saw him.

. . On February 13, Robert was put in his cell for disrupting the
breakfast nwal. He was confined there all day, overnight, and during
the morning of the 14th. After lunch, he banged on his door for
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several minutes, calling for the senior counselor to ask how long he
would have to stay in his room. The senior counselor was busy and
never talked with Robert. Between ten and twenty minutes later,
another counselor found Robert hanging from the wall.

The tragedy did not end there Five days later Robert's cell had not
yet been cleaned up of bodily wastes, so a staff member selected two
boys in the facility, ages 12 and 14, to clean up the room. The odor
was so intense that the staff member covere I his face with a bandanna
and the two boys plugged their nostrils with cotton . . (Testimony
before the House Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families,
Sept. 25, 1986).

Dramatic as they are, Soler's examples appear all too representative of our
closet institutions. The Youth Law Center's docket of lawsuits is replete with
institutional crimes committed against children in the name of their salvation.
Reading these cases, one reluctantly concludes that in too many states the
strongest incentive for deinstitutionalization has been litigation. For what the
lawsuits frequently reveal is a corrections system frozen in time and philosophy,
one helpless to correct itself voluntarily.

Consider Oregon's MacLaren School for Boys, the state's maximum security
institution for delinquent children. In 1984, the Youth Law Center challenged
"the conditions of confinement and the adequacy of treatment programs" for
inmates there. A U.S. District Court judge subsequently ruled that the refor-
matory's isolation practices were unconstitutional. According to a YLC case
summary, the judge "found that an excessive number of juveniles were placed
in isolation for unnecessarily long periods." He also ruled that "inmates in the
isolation units . . suffered from unsanitary living conditions, inadequate heat
and ventilation, punitive disciplinary measures, noor diet, and an absence of
educational and recreational programming."

Consider, too, the detention center in Walla Walla, Washington, where
children had been stuffed fe: n4 hours a day into cramped, rat-infested cells.
Such confinements ceased o t 2r local officials were brought to federal trial
in a civil action. At the triai, ts in child psychiatry, adolescent medicine,
and environmental engineering architecture all testified to the grave damage
conditions at the facility could cause incarcerated children.

The picture one gets from such reports, especially from those concerning
reformatories in our Western states, is of an oddly Victorian mind-set that is
somehow reluctant to enter the modern era. Plain old institutional stubbornness
may be one of the reasons; a genuine belief in the efficacy of "get tough"
measures is certainly another.
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The morality that characterized training schools in the nineteenth century
the reverence for punitive discipline, the preference for humiliating remedies

endures as today's modus vivendi in places like MacLaren and 'Nalla Walla.
And its partisans remain as certain in their beliefs as were their doctrinal fore-
bears a century ago.

But now there is a difference: today's disciplinists hold to such opinions in
the face of a cumulative reality that attests to their failure, a reality the Lymanites
could not have predicted. For nothing has occurred across the generations to
support a conclusion that reform schools work, or that get", g tough with
delinquents will eithee reduce recidivism or safeguard society. To this day, as
Krisberg emphasizes, "we possess no compelling evidence that either enhanced
prosecution or stiffer penalties can prevent or control violent and serious youth
crime." Indeed, "the research indicates that . . . traditional large congregate
training schools cannot cure and may actually worsen the problems of youth
violence" (January 1987).

On the other hand, there is new evidence to sugbest that carefully diversi-
fied, community-based programs can in fact contribute both to a child's rehabil-
itation and to the public's safety. True, the documentation remains skimpy, and
sometimes equivocal, but the emergent message seems clear enough -- and it is
hopeful. What follow are selected highlights from some of those recent research
efforts.

The Quantification of Hope
From the diversifiers' point of view, the quest for scientific legitimacy began on
a disheartening r ote. In 1975, only three years after Massachusetts had shut
down its training schools, Lloyd Ohlin and his co-researchers at Harvard Uni-
versity's Center for Criminal Justice issued preliminary findings from a massive,
$4(X),000 study-in-progress. The study, which focused on recidivism in Massa-
chusetts, compared two juvenile groups: one group had spent time in reforma-
tories; the other had gone through new community-based programs.

For diversifiers anxiousiy awaiting the results, it stood to reason that the
"alternative" group, the one that had been exposed to the advantages of dein-
stitutionalization, would show a lower rate of recidivism. It didn't. As Corrections
Magazine noted at the time, "The latest Harvard report . . indicates that the
overall recidivism rate for the new system . . . is about the same as it was under
the old system . . ." ("Harvard Recidivism St.idy," November/December 1975).

Ohlin's "washeut" tabulations added several new wrinkles to the ongoing
debate between the Millerites and the Lymanites. For the many who subscribed
to neither theory, it became accepted wisdom to invoke a plague on both houses.
Indeed, the most conspicuous banner of the period bore the most discouraging
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of legends: "Nothing works." The deinstitutionalists offeied an interesting re-
buttal. The fault, they said, was not in the programs but in the study. "Nothing
works" was thus revised to read, "Nothing in the research works."

As it happened, the deinstitutionalists had a point. Oh lin and his two
colleagues, Robert Coates and Alden Miller, had themselves warned that their
findings w "subject to misinterpretation," and they had told a writer for
Corrections Magazine that the figures "are not as discouraging as they seem on
the surface."

For one thing, they said, there were sharp differences in comparative recid-
ivism rates among the state's seven regions. Region H in particular (the Worcester
area) showed impressive reductions among boys who had been through com-
munity-based programs. Within a year after discharge, only 43 percent got into
trouble again (as measured by court-ordered commitments); for juveniles who
had spent time in reformatories, the comparable recidivism rate in the Woccester
area was 67 percent.

The discrepancies among regions seemed to imply a more fundamental
discrepancy. Could it be that the alternative programs themselves varied in war;
that might profoundly affect recidivism rates? Perhaps it wasn't enough simply
to assess "deinstitutionalization" and its generalized impact. Perhaps those di-
versified programs had to be examined one by one.

Oh lin, who seemed as disappointed as anyone with the preliminary results
of his labors, cited yet another glitch: the earlier, or reform-school, group had
been studied during a period of economic prosperity, whereas the later, com-
munity-based group had been studied in a time of high unemployment. In
consequence, Oh lin said, there was "a heavy increase in crime, especially among
juveniles. The pressures that would produce higher crime would also increase
recidivism" (Corrections, November/December 1975).

Finally, a growing number of diversifiers began to question the very ways
that researchers defined and measured recidivism. After all, there seemed little
agreement among social scientists. The Harvard study identified as key variables
a juvenile's court reappearances or convictions; some other studies focused on
rearrests.

More troubling still, the extent of recidivism as it pertained to any particular
juvenile was not being measured at all; it was simply being identified on an
either-or basis something like pregnancy ratlice than calculated on a contin-
uum. Nobody was making distinctions between, say, one arrest or 1(X), or even
between misdemeanors and felonies. The upshot, said critics, was an abundance
of black-and-white findings and a shortage of grays. No one could tell from the
research whether a youth discharged from a community-based program got
arrested fewer times or committed less violent types of crimes than a youth.=1, ..111
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who'd graduated from a reform school. Not surprisingly, the word "simplistic"
was much in vogue back then among the deinstitutionalists.

The Harvard scholars' own final words on the subject were published in
1985 in a book called Delinquency and Community (Miller and Ohlin, Sage Publi-
cations). Once again they examined the data, and once again the message was
mixed. On the one hand, "we discover that recidivism statewide was higher
after the reform than before." On the other, recidivism was markedly lower in
"the regions that pursued the reforms most aggressively" that is, wherevvr
officials strove to provide "a large number of diverse program options, so ',hat
the special needs of each youth could be more nearly met."

In short, the greater the choices, the happier the consequences. Miller and
Ohlin shrewdly underscored the point by turning it upside-down. It was no
accident, they said, that the one region to have "hardly changed at all from the
traditional approach" (Region V) was also the one to hove shown "an exception-
ally large increase" in recidivism.

Thanks to Harvard's pioneering effort, subsequent research on the effects
of diversificatirmi have grown more sophisticated in their methodology and, for
that very reason, more encouraging in their results. We shall focus our discussion
here on two of alose undertakingsa study of delinquents in Illinois, conducted
by Charles Murray and Louis Cox (Beyond Probation, Sage, 1979), and a recent
NCCD study of Utah's juvenile justice system, called "The Impact of Juvenile
Court Sanctions: A Court that Works" (1988). In addition, a quick preview of a
new study conducted by NCCD in Massachusetts will bring the story up-to-
date.

Like Ohlin and his associates, Murray and Cox compared recidivism rates
for deinstitutional clients with rates for delinquents who had been placed in
more conventional settings, either in reformatories or on probation. But unlike
their predecessors, the Illinois researchers differentiated among alternative pro-
grams. For instance, such programs could be weak or intensive, disorganized or
well managed.

As it happened, Murray was a traditionalist, and from his data he extracted
evidence that supported his beliefs. But many readers came to a different con-
clusion. In the view of deinstitutionalists, the study's helpful distinctions among
programs seemed to yield findings that favored alternative approaches over
conventional ones,

lb borrow from Krisberg's later summary of the Illinois study (January
1987), "Murray and Cox reported large declines in the rate of offending for
youth placed in well-manaved and intensive community-based programs" (italics
added). He goes on to note that "The successful community-based models .

were less costly than traditional incarceration and permitted youths to better
maintain their family ties."
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The task of transforming young criminals into young productive citizens
turned out to be tougher and more complicated than anyone had suspected.
There were no "quick fixes." The key to it all seemed to be exhaustive care, or
what Krisberg has called "sufficiently intensive interventions." The programs
that worked best, according to Murray and Cox, were those that brandished
both the carrot and the stick. As they explained it:

We suggest that recidivism was reduced for the simplest reasons of
all: Society credibly changeo the short-term payoffs of delinquency.
Society did what was necessary to get delinquents attention and gave
them some good reasons why they should not do these things any-
more. Some of these reasons were negative "You can't do that
anymore, because some very unpleasant things will happen if you
do." Some reasonF were positive "You shouldn't do that anymore,
because you have better options."

In the last analysis, then, Murray and Cox's study gave deinstitutionalists
something to cheer about. Not only did its numbers seem more heartening than
Harvard's, its methods seemed more discriminating. By zeroing in on individual
programs, the Illinois researchers were able to avoid some of the pitfalls of
Ohlin's more generalized approach, and thus to elicit totals that dramatically
accented the uses of diversification.

NCCD's recent research efforts in Utah and Massachusetts have refined the
quantification process still further. Although the Utah study's complicated de-
sign doesn't help the lay reader, both its resourcefulness and its auspicious
findings merit close attention.

The Utah study's chief contribution to deinstitutional reform resides in the
ways it measurer recidivism, treating it less as a single on-and-off light switch
than as a multi-power rheostat ranging from dim to glaring. To use the language
of the NCCD report, the study "focused not on the absolute cessation of delin-
quency [a la Harvard), but rather, on the reduction in the frequency of delin-
quent behavior." To help them quantify those reductions, researchers used a
device called "the suppression effect," a negatively expressed number that rep-
; esented the extent to which juvenile crime was diminished. The higher the
suppression effect, the lower the recidivism.

The designers of the study did not make things easy for themselves (or for
us). They chose to follow the juvenile crime careers of no less than six different
groups. In three groups the youths had committed only minor offenses before
embarking upon various types of court-mandated probation paths. The remain-
ing three categories were reserved for the heavy hitters, that is, "for youth with
extensive criminal histories of repetitive and serious property crimes, numerous
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probation placements and violent behavior."
The study labelled this second category of offenders the "Youth Correc-

tions" group, because their crimes landed them in the custody of the state's
Division of Youth Corrections (DYC). The DYC could respond in any of three
ways: it could lock up the offender in a "secure facility"; it could enroll him or
her in a community-based program; or, in the more perplexing cases, it could
send the youth to a diagnostic center.

Whatever the choice, as the report points out, "these youth received much
more intensive supervision and control than probationers." Upon paroled re-
lease, moreover, the secure facility inmates almost invariably found themselves
in post-discharge, community-based programs.

The before-and-after results of all this, as summarized by the NCCD report,
seem cause for hope: "Although a large proportion of Youth Corrections of-
fenders continued to be arrested, there were large declines in the rate of offending
for all three Youth Corrections . . . categories" (italics added). The report con-
tinues:

The 247 Youth Corrections offenders . . accounted for 1,765 arrests
in the 12 months previous to their commitment to the (DYCI. Once
released into the community, these same youth accumulated 593 new
arrests. . . .

If one considers the total number of charges involved in these arrests,
the results are even more impressive. These . . . youth were charged
with 3,215 offenses in the year prior to their court adjudications, as
compared to 884 offenses in the post-adjudication period.

Overall, the Yooth Corrections group's "suppression effects" were calcu-
lated at minus 66 percent for "number of arrests" and at minus 72 percent for
"number of offenses." The totals proved conspicuously superior to those of the
probation2rs, who registered reductions of 33 and 44 percent, respectively.

The crimes committed by the Youth Corrections group in their post-custody
per. '4 moreover, tended to be less serious than those for which they had
or; . Ily been arrested. For example, only six percent of those youths deemed
most dangerous to society i.e., the ones whom the state had locked up in
secure facilitieswere subsequently charged with commissions of violent crimes.

Given the findings, it seems hard to deny NCCD's modest conclusion,
namely, that "the imposition of appropriate community-based controls on highly
active, serious and chronic juvenile offenders does not compromise public pro-
tection." As the researchers concede, society might have been still safer if the
juveniles partaking of community-based programs had simply been locked up
for the duration of the study-period. However:
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While this argument is correct in the abstract, in practice it would
have required massive additional expenditures for capital construc-
tion and for the operations budget of Youth Corrections. Considering
that the vast majority of subsequent offenses committed by the Youth
Corrections offenders were minor property crimes, these extravagant
public expenditures do not seem warranted.

Finally, the study suggests that short periods of confinement in secure
facilities are at least as effective as long periods. That, too, is good news for the
budget-watchers, because lockups of all kinds whether they are called secure
facilities, detention centers or training schoolsgenerally cost more to maintain
and administer tnan do community-based programs. In Utah, the difference per
resident can run as high as $10,000 a year.

Preliminary results of NCCD's Massachusetts study appear to !-onfirm the
Utah findings. The researchers note "a large drop in the incidence o! -xidivism"
among all juveniles exposed to diversified care by the Department of Youth
Services (DYS). The declines are immediate and are "sustained throughout the
entire [four-year] follow-up period."

More telling, the Massachusetts study indicates that diversification, far from
jeopardizing the public's safety, may actually reenforce it. NCCO investigators
observed a marked decline in the severity of offenses committed by DYS children,
"particularly for the violent offenders."

Here, as in Utah, we have a straightforward answer to those who automat-
ically equate reformatories with citizen protection and community-based pro-
grams with citizen peril. The Massachusetts findings imply just the opposite.
They suggest that in the right circumstances, diversification begets less danger.
In short, the public may have more to fear from ddinquents who have been
subjected to traditional forms of punishment than it does from those who have
been deinstitutionalized.

To sum up, then: researchers have come a long way in a relatively short
time. Indeed, between the Harvard study and the NCCD studies lie quite a few
shattered illusions, including the following: that ,Il deinstitutional programs are
similarly effective; that diversification can instantly transform delinquents into
law-abiding citizens; that recidivism must be viewed as an absolute standard
mther than as a relative measure of programmatic merit; and, at bottom, that
empirical arithmetic can provide fool-proof answers to questions that have vexed
and perplexed us for the greater part of two centuries.

On the other hand, amid all the detritusperhaps because of all the detritus
it is possible to detect a number of enduring achievements, not least, a solid

and expanding core of evidence that diversification actually works: that it offers
a humane alternative to reformatories and detention centers; that even in the

short run it costs no more, and sometimes less, than brutality; that it protects
the public day-to-day and ultimately reduces the threat of violent crime; and,
withal, that it is a social movement still struggling, ill experimenting, still
pursuing the right blend of care, solicitude, diligence, nd intensity.

For such are the 6istirctive qualities, the virtual emblems, of the modern
deinstitutional process. In one admixture or another, they can be found in all of
the programs we are about to glimpse.
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Making Confinement DecAons

Today's criminal Justice system is in a
state of crisis over prison crowding
Even though national prison capacity
has eapanded. It has not kept pace wah
demands While capacity in Stale
prisons grew fmm an estimated
243,500 hedspaces in 1978 to 424.000
bedspeces by 1985. State prison popu-
lations swelled from 270,025 to
463,378 inmates, according to a lk-
partment of Justice survey. Expendi-

Edwin W. Zedlewski

tures by State correctional systems
exceeded S8 billion annually

Recent legislative changes to penal
codes in the bani of mandatory prison
terms for drunk drivers and for those
who commit gun comes, plus calls fie.
the abolition of parole hoards. indicate
a popular wntInient lor more prison
space Yet some pri&ssionals resist,
arguing that prism) con st met ion is tias

ea pe nsi ye and contributes little to he
reduction of crime As one task force
concluded.

Rcsogniting that prison J1.011111110
dAIII111 Is an eypensise and scarce
State resource, the Task I-orce is
appalled Mat use of this resource is
Mien shortsighted and escn wIt
dr:le:long ol general pithilir safely
goals !stations are spent annually to
ritrior crate prisoners in to ercrowded

Nom the Director

There is understandable concern about
crowding in our Nation's prisons
Courts hare mtersened in lb States to
order corrections systems to relieve
crowding and improve conditions
Although Stales have expanded prison
capasay and increased spending for
corrections. States % ill still need to add
an estimated LIM additional bedspases
each week if current rates of growth
conOnue

Osen today's fiscal pressures and
soaring construction costs, poky mak
ers 1 ce difficult choices They must
nth build more prisons or lel Most
convicted offenders go hack to our
communities

liuMbog MOM prisons is cosily nut not
expanding capacity also has eipensise
consequences Typically, the debate
over prison crowding has looked only
al the first and most %hat part of this
equation The costs of constructing and
opnaling prisons are easy 10 tans and
therefore frequently put forth in discus.
%ion, about prison crowdmg

Thc not building we More
difficult loquantily .here are scattered
fIndings ta losses duc to crone and
outlays for crmunal moire Nut os
Impossible to put a price tag on Yieffin
harm and fear of crime

A better understanding 01 not only the
costs hut the bonefils sok rely gams
when criminals are incarcerated is
needed to help decisionmakers weigh
choices in this Mirka policy area I 1r

Edwin ledlewski. an economist on the
stall of the National Institute of Justice.
has drawn together and compared data
on both sides of the question nis
informative analysis is presented in this
krietiNh iii Reid

l)r ledlewski's findings suggest [hal
arguments that conlineMent o too
espensise may not Ise salid %hen
weighed against the salue of mines
presented through ins ap.k nation and
ctinlesdeterted by the threat of arts-
oaten(

Hardened. habitual criminals can he
one-person crime a as es An N1.1
sprmaned sursey of innues in three
States showed they asciaged between

I V and nit:rime., per year, err luose
of drug ikals f en rercent of Ow Inmates
in this group crc ii rommitted more than
Nal m now, annually

This fine (allies the costs direct and
indirect of this lesel ol Lime to
...lel). weighs that against the costs ol
citnfinement, and erincludesthat proper
use of correctional facilities can sase
coMMunnies money by ;waling a
satiety ot costs imposed ay crime

When we consider the problem 01
prison osersrowding we must atm
consider crime victims We must hal
ace if half nulhot. (mares against the
ner' nulhon crimes conminted
cacti year If we cicirnicitut N ("sus (nu
concerti primarily on prison crowding
without acknowledging the necessary
(unction Ix isms perform hy incapacitat,
ing the suilent predators and deterring
those who might otherwise (mitring
seflINIS IMMO, we till J disserene ii

hills and undermine public conli
dense in our system of justice

lames K Stewart
lbret tor
N.thonal Instiitne cif lastike
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and dehumanizing conditions the
are MOre likely to produce repeat-
offender% instead ot iesponsible
members of society.

Some 11.5 million persons were ar-
rested in 19134, shout 2.4 million for
FBI Index crimes. The fact that there
were only 180,418 new admissions to
prison that yea underscores our reluc-
tance to incascerate. Do we need more
prisons or more alternatives to prison
construct i o n? Shou Id the expansion of
prison capacity continue?

This Research in Brief brings together
information on both the costs and
benefits of punishment to examine
these questions more objectively_
Since so many etments of the sentenc-
ing decisionsuch as victim harm.
justice, and public fear---defy quantifi-
cation, any picture necessarily will be
incomplete. Despite the incomplete.
ness of the data, the conclusion of this
report is that communities are paying
far more by releasing repeat offenders
than by expanding prison capacity.

Quantifying the social cost V
crime

Ditect expenditures due to crime and
crime prevention were approximately
$100 billion in 1983. As Figurt I
sham, these expenditures were about
.:qually divided among victim losses,
rivate security goods and services,
and operation of the criminal justice
system. Prison and jail operations
consumed less than 10 percent of the
total bill. A key question facing
policymakers is whether increasing the
share allotted to rsnfinement can re-
duce the total cost of crime to the
public.

Taxpayers support a criminal justice
system to protect themselves, their
families, and their property from
crime. When they vote to spend more
on I aw e nforrement they save in other
areas. There are fewer physical and
financial losses. Fewer businesses and
office buildings shut down because of

POWS 1 WM Or 11.01101U tprnoni M MAI pebbc.
hr. err rknr of the orekor rou dlo nor mtcrisaraly
report., the 05. ulpostorwr WpdwIeJ r f the
Departs...I of rasher

Mow, General. Oir. fof liteftre
Program,. connirrams the c fulmar and /*vend.,
p gr.* * r.ne the forlunnon program es
red nwfOrl Notional Mann* of haw, e.rrerr.

Jrnr.ce Sumer... Elreere of 1.1nre 4,1114aw
CY/Iry e loot r end OthkperkyPnyven
DOA. and Office for Vroient of Crlirle
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Private xecurity
($3) Ill

crime threats, and fewer guards and
slams systems are needed in homes and
apartinent buildings

Communities must eventually reach a
point, however, where additional out-
lays to the criminal justice system are
wasteful. Quadrupling outlays, for
instance, would poiduce an abundance
of police, courts, and prisons but not
eradicate crime. There would still be
some victims and some need for private
home and business protection. The
combined losses to crime plus public
and private safety outlays would be
greater than if the public had decided
to spend substantially lesson enforce-
ment and atvept a little more crime.

The trick is to balance the expenditures
on safety against the benefits received.
In the case of imprisonment, the costs
of confining a convicted offender
should be balanced against the bent fits
of that confinement to the community.
Unfortunately, one side of the egos-
tion---confinement costs---is quite
visible, while the ether sideconfine-
ment benefitsis relatively invisible.

It is fairly easy to calculate a cost of
one offender's rar in prison; it is
considerably more difficult to assess
the consequences of not coon ning that
offender for the same year. Measure-
ment difficulties often induce peopk
to focus on the visible elements and
assume that the less visible elements
do not exist. This Brief shows that at
least a code estimate of confinement
benefits can be made, so that costs and
benefits can be compared.
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The computations ignore all pain and
suffering of victims, fear un the part
of the public, and other intangibles like
justice and retribution. Thcy focus on
thire pieces of information: the cost of
a year in prison; the average number
of crimes committed in a year by
typical prison-bound criminals; and the
average cost of a crime to society.

The first number estimates whr; society
pays to sentence an offender to a year
in prison. Multiplying crimes per
offender times a cost per crime approx-
imates what society pays by not sen-
tencing that offender to confinensent.
The numbers are developed in the
sections that follow.

Costs of a year in prison

Custodial costs for a year in a medium-
security prison are about $15,000,
according to the American Correctional
Association. Two elements must be
added to custodial costs to measure the
social costs of the decision to incarcer-
ate. They are the amortized casts of
constructing the prison facility and the
indirect costs incurred by removing an
offender from a community.

Construction and financing costs can
make building prisons seem over .
whelmingly expensive when presented
as a lump sum in a bond issue. When
these charges are amortized over the
useful life of a facility, they become
quite modest. A variety of accounting
techniques can be used to amortize
con..uuction costs over the life of a
facility, but because the useful life of
a facility is difficult to estimate, it is
not obvious that complicated methods
improve the accuracy of an estimate.

A simple way to estimate annualized
construction costs is to compute the
facility's fair rental value. Fair rental
value is approximately the value of the
facility and its property multiplied by
the current interest rate. With construc-
tion costs for new prisons averaging
about $50,000 per bedspace accotding
to a 1984 General Accounting Office
report, and using a 10-percent interest
rate, a prison space (with its share of
the rest of the prison structure) costs
about $5,000 per year.

Imprisonment may create other, unin-
tended costs for a community. Some
offenders performed useful legitimate
services before they were convicted,



and these services are now lost. Addi-
tionally, imprisonment of breadwin-
ners may force their families into
welfare dependency. These losses are
somewhat more difficult to assess
without detailed informa ion on pris-
oner employment histories and family
situations. Moreover, these costs might
be offset hy other gains within the
community.

For an offender who was unemployed
when convicted, for instance. a State
would actually gain by paying less
unemployment compensation. If im-
prisoning an offender means that an
unemployed person replaces him in the
work force, then there might also he
welfare and unernploynicnt savings.
Clark Larsen estimated that society lost
an average of $408 in taxes and $84 in
welfare payments per year of imprison-
ment for a sample of burglars in
Arirona. Assuming a social loss of
S5500 per year should therefore gener-
ously account for unanticipated social
losses To sunintarire. a year in prison
implies confinement cbsts of roughly
S20,000and total social costs of about
$25,0(XI

The costs of Weases

Because this report is concerned with
incremental changes in prison capacity, ,
the analysis focuses on the release of
borderline offenders. those offenders
who would have gone to prison had
space been available. The %MIA cost
of an imprisonment ckcision about
$25,000 per year --must he weighed
against thc social cost incurred by
releasing these offender, If that cost
exceeds the cost of a year's confine-
ment, then additional prison capacity
is warranted. Conversely. a released
offenders cause relatively little social
harm, awn planned expansions should
he curtailed.

Release co ts can he approximated,
albeit crudeic by esimlating the
numhet of crimes per year an offender
is likely to commit releawd and
mult:plying that nuniber by an estimate
of the average social cost of a crime
Estimates of thew two figures are
developed here, despite thc suhstanual
imprecision of the results Ecen though
it is virtually meaningless 10 Nay that
"the average criminal in the United
States commits Q crimes per year" or
that "the average American crone costs
X dollars," the numbers help focus
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attention on important issues "I he
number of crimes averted by imprison-
ment and the costs associated with
crime are critical determinants of hmv
niuch prison space we should have.

Annual offenda rates

Judges arc not omniscient, nor do they
sentence offenders to prison solely on
the basis of criminality. Still, knowing
something about the criminality of
cut-rent inmates helps uc aNsesS the
cnimnality of the borderline offenders
who are released because of space
limitatums. On average, we would
expect those released to he somewhat
less criminal than those incarcerated
Out abilities to predict crintinality are
so limited however, that many re
leasees are likely ro he more criminal
than sonic who are imprisoned

The annual offender rates presented
here came froni a National Institute.
sponsored survey of 2.190 inmates
confined in jails and prisons in Califor-
nia. Michigan. and Texas The survey
was conducted hy the Rand Corpora-
tion, and substantial efforts were made
to validate the inmates' responses.
Besides external checks of arrest and
conviction records, the survey itself
contained internal eon-astency checks
that gave respondents opportunities to
make contradictory statements After
discardIng responses that faded con-
sistency checks, thc sandy estimated
the annual offense rates shown in Table I

The table represents a composite of
offenders rather than a tpival offender
in thew State confinement systems
Individual offenders appear in each of
the crime categories where they were
active. When summed across appro-

prime categories, the study found that
inmates averaged between 187 and 2147
crimes per year exclusive of drug
deals. (The high and low estimates of
the average resulted from applying iwo
drfferent consistency standards to
classify unreliable responses I

Estimates NO large shake our conven-
tional beliefs about offenders until wc
look closely at the underlying statistics.
The offense rates reported by inmates
formed a highly skewed distrihution
with rates ranging between one and
more than 1,000 offenses per year.
Half of the population committed
(ewer than IS crimes per year; ,ver 15
percent committed mare than 135
crone flier year and 10 percent vartanit.
101 mare than MX) cranes annually.

The averages found reflect the fact that
ihecriminal justice system incarcerates
a wide range of low-rate and hugh-ra te
offenders.

The cost of a crime

rhc (Mal estimate needed Incomplete
the cost-benefit analysis of imprison-
ment is thecost of a crime to society.
It is the most troubling clement in the
enrIVISC, partly because of the meas-
urement prohlems and partly because
of the difficulty in relating expenditures
on crime to potential crime. savings
The nutnber obtained resulted from a
review of literature on coos of crime

Every published expenditure on crime
that could be bound vas converted to
1981 dollars The sum accumulated
was $99 8 billion Vietimirations front
the National Crum Survey were ad-
justed to account for victimiratirms of

Table I
Inmate annual offense rates

t Varieties of Criminal Behavior, Rand Corporation, 1982i

Crime
Committed California

Prisons
Michfitan Texas

Jails
California Michigan

Irohhcts ,It AN 1 2 it 25
littrylArs 102 11 5 41, K, 102
Assault 0 1 i 1, 11

M seh awn to I In Al 10 94
Sitss theft :2: sic IN, 2.! I Ini
1-ttrytay /tr 115 40 121 111

!laud 1,1 41 llti RA 100
Ihurdeak .,, I t IM , la



commersial finns and other office
buildings. The adjusted victimization%
reached42.5 million crimes annually
Dollars were then divided by cnmes,
resulting in a figure of 42,300 per
crime. Details of the computations are
ilispliyed in Table 2.

Despite the inherent i nae :uracies in the
estimation, does $2,00 Per crime
seem plausible? It undoubtedly over-
estimates the value .:itizetis place on
petty larcenies and underestimates the
costs incutred in rapes, homicides, and
serious assaults. Some overestimation
occurs because nea all cr.mina I justice
expenditures are crime-related. On the
other hand, many household expendi-
tures for items like fences awl outdoor
lights are uncounted, and no account-
ing is made of indirect costs like wage
premiums paid to workers in high
crime areas Of unemployment and
welfare expenditures created by the
evacuation of businesses from high
crime neighbothoods.

By combining crime costs and offense
rates, we find that a typical inmate in
the survey (committing 187 crimes per
year) is responsibk for S430,000 in
chine casts. Sentencing 1,000 more
offenders (similar to current inmates)
to ptison would obligate correctional
systems to an additional 125 million
per year. About 187,000 felonies
would be averted through incapacita-
tion of these offenders. These r runes
represent about $43()million in social
eons.

The conclusion holds even if them are
large emirs in the estimates Doubling
the annual cost of confinement. halving
the average cnmes per offender, and
halving the average cost per crtme
would indicate that $50 million in
confinement investments would aven
$107 million in social costs.

Deterrence

Substantial cnme savings may also he
created through deterrence. The key
instruments of deterrence are the cer-
tainty and severity of punishment.
Deterrence saves crimes-when pokni ial
offenders, contidering the risks and
severity of punishment, decide to
commit fewer crimes. Logically, the
number of people willing to commit
crimes decreases as the danger of
punishment increases.

Tabto 2
Social costa of crime

Criates--19113'
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Researchers. in attempting to assess
the savings generated by incitaSCS in
certainty and seventy. have used a
variety of indicators The most com
monly used indicator has been the
prohahility of arrest (attests divided by
comparable crimes), largely because
of the availability of reasonably ci in-
parable 'arrest Information 3C1OIV: the
United States.

Other indicators studied include the
probability of conviction (convictions
divided by cnrne% or arrests) and the
probability of imprisonment (admis,
mons or inmate% divided by cnmes)
Seventy has typically been measured
by the average time served in prison
for a specified class of crimes National
trends in imprisonment risk are shown
in relation to cnme trends In Figure 2.

Estimates of the savings attributable to
punishment risk have vaned with the
data used and the crimes and sanctions
studied Isaac Ehrlich. using State-
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aggregated data Iron] 1960. estimated
that a I -percent merease in impnson-
ment risk (prisoners per crime I 55ould
produce a I -percent decrease in crimes
per capita. Kenneth Wolpin, using a
tune senes of punishments and crime
rates in fingland and Wales, estimated
that a I -percent increase in imprison-
lutist produced a II K-peicent din:tease
in crime rates If his estimates were
valid for the United States today. AI
increase of 5.(1(X) improontoenzs iii
IOW( would translate into 104,000
serious crimes saved.

Wolpin also separated thew sasings
inlo those created by deterrence and
those mated by incapacitation through
imprisonment lie estimated that
slightly more than half the sas mgs
woe created hy deterrence for hoth
PloPcily and violent crimes

Other studies suggest that the deterrent
compOnent is even larger lat.queline
Cohen's review of incapacitation re-



search uncovered a of 2 to 25
percent estimated for incapacitation's
share.

Daniel Nagin and Alfred Blum:min
estimated that if the sentencing policies
(in terms of risks and severity of
punishment) in effed in 1970 had been
changed from a 25-petcent chance of
prison upon convkhon of a InfithiS
crime to 100 percent. and prison tenns
had been reduced from 2.6 years on
average to I year. then come rates
would have !men induced by 23 percent
while prison populations would have
risen by 23.000 inmates.

Policy implkations

Focusing only on the appealing concept
of preventing crime thmugh incapacita-
tion underestimates the benefits of
imprisonment.

The implications of this analysis are
that increasing prison capacity is likely
to save communities money by averting
a variety of costs imposed by crime.

Since estimates of socirl costs were
based on money spent and not costs
avoided. what actual savings would be
realized is open to speculation. Some
savings of victim losses would surely
n.sult Costs incurred by victims of
volence are difficult to express in
dollars, and even w-calkd property
crimes have their psychological
elements.
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The pcopcily loss aspects of crimes are
repotted by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation every year. however.
The FBI estimated that the average bss
per robbery in 1985 was $628. An
average burglary cost the victim $953
and a simple larceny netted $393 on
average. These estimates ignom the
prevention and enforcement expenses
identified ember in thk article.

One can envision other kinds of savings
from declining crime rates Household-
ers mid businessmen could divert some
money from protection of goods to the
purchase and production of more
goods. Fewer buildings would be
abandoned because of crime risks, and
propert, values would rise. Naroff.
Hellman. and Skinner, for example.
estimated that a 3-percent decline in
crimelMes in the Boston metropolitan
area would increase property values by
3 percent. Inner-city busineues would
enjoy lower operating expenses due to
reduced incidence of theft

Mass transportation would be safer and
more popular. William Greer estimated
that New York City's crime increase
from 197N to 1982 induced 150,000
househokIs to take las is for local tro ns-
portal ion rather than buses or subways.
Even if the criminal justice systetn
faded to reduce personnel by a single
employee. 'Arens would enjoy more
frequent police patrols, more rapid
emergency responses. and speedier
acceSti to the courts

Certainty and severity
teadeoffs

Whether a State decides to expand its
prison capacity or not its sentencing
policies implicitly, decide how its
prison space will be utilized by setting
the terms of confinement for each kind
of offense. This utilization pattern.
combined a ith crime rates, determines
the certainty of punkhment, which in
tum influences the level of crime
savings obtained by the policies.

It is difficub to suggest how prison
space should be used to maximize
these savings. but it is likely that
policies that favor long prison terms
will produce different savings than
policies that favor shorter tenth but
greater certainty of imprisOnment. The
deterrence literature sugqests that
increasing the risk of imprisonment has
fairly powerful deterrent effects thc
evid,nce on increasing sentence
lengths is more ambiguous.

A deterrence-oriented policy would
therefore try to increase the number Of
offenders sent to prison I ncapac itation
policy, on the other hand. would try to
maxlmize the number of crimes saved
by those in confinement. It would try
to send the most frequent offenders to
prison for long periods of time.

The contrast can be illustrated by
considering how each policy would
allocate I 010 bed spaces A deterrence
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policy might increase the nsk of impris-
onment per come and sertence 1,000
offenders to prison for I year. An
insapteitstion policy might increase
the punishment per offender and sen-
trice 200 offenders a year to prison
for 5 years.

Both would fill the splices available
owl a 5-year period. Ilse deterrence
policy would Min ovei the prison
populatitm annually while the incapaci-
tamm policy would take 5 years to
discharge a cohort

The effectiveness of a .clerrence-
nted imposonment policy depends

on how vigorously wadd-be offenders
react to increased naks and whether
some new offenders such as Juveniles
will stay out of cisme. The effective-
ness of an incapacitation policy de
pen& on die system's ability to identify
the most frequent lifiendera and no the
amount of deterrence lost by concen-
trating on finquent offenders

Ii the system is weak at identifying
I requent offenden and actually impris
ons a random mix of (ferment and
infrequent offenders, then the inmate
population under an incapacitation
policy will resemble the population
imprisoned under a deference policy
It will save no mote ersine theough
onapscitalren and lose the cnmes
prevented throngh increased imprison
mem oak under the deterrence policy

Phillip Cook demenstrales that even if
the sysiem identifies and miprisons
frequent offenders, it may still promote
nuirecrITes by reducing miposonment
ti ski than it gains bum incapacitation
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Summary

nth report has presented research
findings peninent to the question of
how much prison c: %city is needed in
the United States tvday Rather than
rely on traditional but difficult to quan-
tify desiderata of punishment such as
retribution and Justice, a cost-benefit
perspective was used to investigate
whether soctety scends mure money
punishing than it gains from punish-
ment

Existing data am adequate only for 4
crtade answer to that question. Yet. the
results overw6.imingly support the
case for more prison capacity. In-
capacitating prison-eligible offenders
now crowded out by today's space
constraints would likely cost corn-
niumiles less than they now pay in
social damages and prevention.

Sevelal factors contribute to this as.
sessinent Pnson construction costs.
when amortired into a component of
annual confinement costs, are small
relative to general custodial costs The
con nallty of todays typical Inrnale;
surprisingly high according to I n solute-
sponsored r:search, sr) large numbers
°lames are avened by imprisonment.
The average expenditure per crime in
ihe United States is alsoquiie large, so
even a few comes per year cepresent
an important drain cif society's re
sources from more productive uses.
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Private Prisons
by John J. Dilulio. Jr., Princeton University

Recent Developments
The quality of life inside America's prisons and rails esin
Mows lobe a major public policy issue. Hy some del im
tions, mon correctional facilities arc crowded, by any
definition, many of them are unpleasant, violent. and
unproductive. Int:Wee. of States, all or part of tbe cows
Ilona! system 'sunder court enter to change and improve
Where new facilities tar being built, often the aim is as
much lo improve conditions aa to increase capacity Mean-
whik , the public has been paying more and more for
cotter ions. In 1975, expenditures by State correctional
agencies totaled around $2.2 billion. In IWO, spenchng
will be about sic times that amount.

Practitioners, activists, policymakers, and si:Solars hate
been searching for ways torelieve America's ailing coffee
[tonal complex. lathe I960's and ruly 1970's, one popular
answer was to stop buikling secure institutions and to
&institutionalize offenders 'gear down the walls' In
the 1980's. amid the ongoing search for meaningful alter
natives to incarceration. pniposals have been made to give
the private sector a significant rok in the administration,

Moderator fairies I) Wilson, Collins Professor 01
Managenient,

University of California, (cis A ngek

Guests: Thomas A Coughltn. III, New York Mate
Department of Correctional SCTS Ices

Thomas Ikasky, Ciarect ions Ciaporat ion
of America

John J bilutio, 1r . Princeton ltroiersiti

Many Amencan minims are crow (led and ithen pro
side unacceptatik living conditions Can private
industry, by building and managing our prisons arid
by assuming a kadenhip role in other clItttet 1011.1i
programs, solve these proldcms What ethic al and
policy problems are raised by ptoposals f or pro att
railOn of corrections'

finance, and constniction of coneettonal faeilities and
programs- -"Self the walls"

fly thr beginning of IMO. thme States had elected law s
authorizing privately operated State correctumal
while more than a dozen were actively considering the
option. In 1985, Corrections Corporation of America
(CCAl, a leader among the :Ow so firms that have entered
the "prison market," made a Mu to lake over (he entire
Tennessee prison system. Though this bid was unsuccess-
ful. Ct'A now operates several conertonal
among them a Federal Bureau of Prisons halfway house.
two Immigration and Naturalization Service faciline. tor
the detention of illegal aliens, and a 170-bed masmitim
security :tail in Day County. Florida On January h, I Mth,
1.1.S Corrections Corporation opened what is currently the
Nation's only private Stale prison. a WI-11M nummum
security facility in Marion, Kentucky, , for inmates who are
within 1 years of meeting the parole hoard

More than three doren States now contract with prisate
lirms lor at least one correctional service or program the
most frequent stintracis involve medical and mental health
services. col TTTT unity treatnamt centets, constmetion. re
medial education, drug treatment. college courses. staff
(raining, vocational training, and counseling

The paramount question in the Mule ewer the pro all/MIMI
ot corrections is nor whether private firms can succeed
where agencies base ostensibly faltered. but% hether
the privatization movement can lasi

Many (+seism helieve that the mosenient. though lints
or 7 seals old. is Arcady running out of steam !hes

point to such things as the fathom. 01 VA to w in control
ol the Tennessee system. Perinsy lVallIA's I car slall111

moratorium on prisaltration mill:nom enacted in Intik
and the fact that private prison opermoins hase ni
advanced much hcsond the proposal stage III MOst
jcnisaltctions

(Mier I 4,er :rs however. Ste pro atization 3, 1 response
to three main /31:11,1, slmating inmate ovulations and

Reproduced from US. Deportment of Justice. Notional Institute of Justice. Private prisons.
Washington, The Department, 1988. 4 p.
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correctional caseloads, erz:alating costs, and the wide
spread pert-trim that public corrections bureaucracies
have faikd to handle convicted criminals in ways that
&thieve public protection, deterrence, just punishment,
and burnouse, asibeffective rehabilitation.

Mnior bones and Controversies
Al kast Met who( questions need to be considered about
the privalizsaion of corrections.

I . Can private cotrections firms outperform puhlic come
lions agencies? Can they produce and deliver mom and
better for kss? What present and potential costs and hen-
efits, ifary. = mancialed with the private administration.

orttruction. and financing of correctional institutions and
'grams?

Should the authortty to administercriminal justice pm.
ants and facilities be delegated to cont r ac tu al I y deputized

I sit indi victuals ancl groups. or ought it lo remain billy
it. ,Nulds id duly constituted public authorities' What,
if +oral dikrnmes am posed by privatesector involve
ms hese areas?

3. 1) ,ivatitation present a single "either-or bundle
of po. ,erl.atives ne dots it pose multiple choices'

At this- is impossehle to answer empirical questions
about thc I fest veness and efficiency 01 private cot
met tonal j -ins. The necessary research simply has not
been clone, grievant data mmain wane. Theoretical
speculation -Motes. and raw statistics abound, hut
them is as ye, e dependable information to tell us dor
how privahm nem work, or at what human and financial
cost.

M mit of the discussion of the morality of privatizat ton has
retuned on the profit motive 01 the finny involved. It is
not clear, however, that the moral dilemmas posed by
privatization -if. indeed, any exist --arc related primarily
to the fact that CCA and its counterparts arc Mt to make
money. The philosophical watery sumninding the issue
am deep and muddy

Conceptually at least. privatization is ma an "either-or"
isSue. Com-Mons include, prisons and jails. probation and
parole. and venous commumty programs ranging from
cimpulsory drug abuse mat mem to line, ano est it ution
Most coerectional prtigrams include administrative. finan-
cial, and construction components Any of these correc-
tional program components may be public or private Thus
them are numerous possible permutations of pm ate in-
volvement in corrections. only sonIV Of which provoke
substantial emliniversy.

The Debate
Pm Propments of privatization claim that it call shav e
any w hem fitan 10 to 25 percent from the Nation's coffee
tional budget Unlike government bureaucracies. advo-
cates argue, m vale firms ate freed lo a deafer from milt
tics , bureaucracy, and costly union contracts Private corn.
ponies must answei lo their investors and satisfy the terms
of their comma with the government or risk losing it

This progiain Nought 10 you by the Nai lona!
Institute tif Justice. lanit K Mew art l hie, tor
The sates postured through a grain to hi. Police
1 oundattim

As in any open market, the firms must compete witheach
other to maximize services while minimizing costs or go
out of business. Thus, foe example, the claim is made that
private construction projects will be completed cheaply
and on schedule, unlike public cimstruction projects which
tdlen suffer costly ovemins and meet with countless delays.
While govenwnent agencies enjoy a virtual monopoly mtd
need not strive to improve the quantity and quality of
services, it is aired. private firms will have every incen-
tive to economize and will be held accountable at every
turn.

Further, privatization may engender a legislative chmate
More rcter ive lo proposals hi repeal laws Mai now lintit
or forbid pmduction and sale of prison made goods
(Vendors of private- facilities have incentives lo produce
and sll inmate made goods and might belp persuade law-
makers to authorize prison industry as an effective Clusi-
saving measum and thus to jsu.i the miivemeni iti I ransform
prisons and jails into "factories w Rhin fences

Finally, it is argued that private firms will be a source of
technical and managerial innovations in a field in which
mou experts believe new methods ate needed.

Caw Oppowents of privatization claim that Major cost
cutting can he achieved only at the expense of humane
treatment . Prware finns. it is reasoned, have no incentive
to reduce crowding (since they may be paid on a per.
pnioner basislor to foster less espenstse land to the private
firm, less lucrative) altematives to incarceranon Indeed,
critics charge, since prisons have traditionally been fi-
nanced through tax-exempt general obligation bond..
privatization encourages prison construction Elected offi-
cials can pay for constnni ion through lease arrangements
thiu fall within govemment's grgular appropriation pros
ess, thereby avoiding the political problems involved in
raising debt ceilings tie gaining voters' aprov al of hond
issues. The limts' staffs, tt is predicted, will he correctional
Version.% of "gent-a cops ill-trained. untiereducated.
poorly paid, and unprofessional.

In theoty. concerns about staffing. compliance w ith come,
maul standards, use 1,1r ft We (lethal and ni inlet hal t. strikes.
fiscal accountahility, and bankruptcy can be addressed g

through tightly drawn contracts ()Rom nt %sof!) that . iii
practite, government grgulation will prove inadequate and
that the costs of regulation will more than consume any
savings from pnvatitation

Finally, critics argue that privatization can wither
minimize the liability of governmental units imdet Vcderal
civil tights laws (under which most -conditions id contuse
mem" litigation has been brought). nor relic ic ihe goserii-
inent of Os moral and constitutional duty to administer the
criminal justice systeni

The Coot :xt
Historical, political, budgetary. adminisuati ye . and
philosophical dimensions "private prisons' no gilt to he
considered as background for the debate

History Slate. Federal. and local gm eminent% in this
country have long continued for a w Me tang,: of goods
and servu-n, from solid waste disposal and mos remaking
to weapon research and transrvirtation inked. for Milt h
of the 19th century and well mto the Nears. minims),
States and localities cunt faded for penal ..ervIces. ln Texas.
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Michigan. California. Arkansas and many ot her iiirisdiC.
WM, all or part of the prison system hay at one time or
anialwr been privately owned and operated.

The history of private-yes-tot involvement In cortections is
unrelievedly bleak, a well-dochinented tale of inmate abuse
and political coirmption. In many instances, private con
tractors worked inmates to death, heat or killed them for
minor tole in(ractions. or failed to provide them with the
quantity and quality of lik's necessities (food. clothing.
shelter) specified in often meticulously drafted contracts

Is this history hound to meal Asa? Cnuld such abuses
occur today beneath the eyes of a watchful. activist
Judiciary and vigilant media? Ilas the corrections prides
skin itself grown hermit the days when such situations
were tolerated? To date, no private corrections firm has
been found guilty of mistreafing inmates or bribing offi-
cials, and most private facilities arc accredited What. if
any, institutional "ckycks and balances" exist to ensure
that this does not chrnge as the industry matures and be -
conws lune powerful politically?

Polities. Much of iliwnestic politics in this country invoice,
competition and struggle analog 114110f MOM groups which
seek to influence public policy f'orrechonal policy. how
ever, 'soften made 'lithe contest of what political scientnts
like to call "subgovernrnents" snull groups ill elected
officials and other lath vtduals who make 1110%101 the &cr.
mons in a given policy area. As the late penologist and
correclamal practitioner Richard A McCiee observed,
since the 1960's correctional policy hay been affected by
a larger than eVtf COMIngelli of ..1:1 vaches. customers and
critics." among them Eedetal judges Still. the coaches are
relatively few, the customers are virtually powerless. the
critics are diviikd thherals versus conservatives), and the
institutions are normally hidden from public view (except
in the immediate aftermath of a maim disorder rusellIkial1

Will privet [law in perpetuate correct it mai su Altos emn vents.
or will it serve to Meek them up' If the former, is there
a danger that private executives w ill enter into relationships
with public officials that undermine the whole array of
regulatory mechanisms, perhaps fostering a conectional
version of the marts, -industrial complex' If the latter.
will the quahly of correctional activities necessarily tnt
prose fand the costsof these actoottes decrease tas a result '

Budget Cor.ectional spending has been rising rapidly
Relative to other categories of puhln expenditure, how
ever, coon:tams ranks close to last less than three
quarters of a penny of every dollar of total government
spending goes ono cooections Esen if C(' A and the other
firnis were willing to run every single fuel of Attienca's
correctional complex for fire. it would not produce signili
cant relief in public CI pendit ures In the context of public
spending generally. corrections Is an unpromising place
to try lo save money

Neverthekts, c1,111.1.114WK represents the fastest growing
part of the budget in do', is of States and local turisdic
!ions The belief that go ,ritation can cut costs without
reducing services might prove true if Ow "prison marker'
develops IMO sonwthing akin to what econoinots have
called "perfect competition" (many firms, few harriers to
entering the indintry, poxes set according to marginal
costs) It soffit also prove tow il the firms are driven 10
introduce money saving techr .iogies and managerial
innovations

Right now, however. it ono clear whether, , it how, these
go& *tithe met. ('orrections. especially the admmistra-

non ol sCcI/1e institutions, is labor-intensive-business
Roughly three-quarters ot the cOntectiony budget goes to
personnel costs_ The niost expensive land dil Insult coffee-
tional activity is the management of higher custody prtsons.
hut the private firms have shown little eagerness to take
a crack al running the Nation's "Attica," and "San Quen.
tiny." Pius far, they have engaged in what critics call
"creaming" getting contracts for correctional facilittes
and services In which offenders are not hardcore, fikilmes
are new or recently renovated, and profits are more predict-
able and easier or generate To avoid political headaches,
the firms have for the most part steered clear of Jurisdictions
with strong public employee unions, but di, precisely in
such Jurisdictions that costs are highest f here is as yet
no evidence to suggest that povatitation can lead to the
adoption of new and better correctional prograitis and
practices or cheaper financing arrangements

Administralkin The practices and performance if public
correctional agencies sary widely In administering pris-
on,. some ltlf1Sdlciv)11,hAve relied on paranuldary struc -
tures while others hese employed more complex manage
mot systems Some held services unity have illtOried
computer technologies, oihcf have not Some prisons Mc
irderly. others Me riotous some 1.1, are clean. others me

filthy Some agent les offer a rich menu of a Ink AM.:du-
e:nimbi! opportunities. others oiler lea or oiler them only
on paper And soint departments spend mush 'none) per
prisoner and perlorm badly while others spend less and
seem to do much better

Whatever else it may suggest. the e xistence of such cliii
crew ilitterences in corm. lionjl MAMA., and outcomes
makes it impossible to ascent that public correctional
bureaucracies base tailed What are the administrative Mid
lel:fled tailors associated vs 1111 better public cortectional
lacilities and programs Only alter we have studied the
enormous variation in the public sector expertence does it
make good sense mask whether pricate lions can dl
(and nliwe consistently I than goseinment hureaustalley
from an administratise perspec is e. the issue is not public
V. rots private management. hot under what conditions
coninetent, cmt efleclise management can he institution-
xlited On this and related questions about povatitation.
11. luls Is still out

et osophy Ii weighing the morality 01 no, ate prisons.
fsiilil mons of the pro miters may he less important

than is claim° ry supposed 1 he Mai Mlle may he instead
whether the a :thorny 10 &tin , fellow intim, of their
liberty, and lc ;oerce (even kill i them in the c011Ise ol thiv
legally mandated itemisation, ought to he delegated to

entities
lions ins oly es the dist ictionary exercise cif cnetc1,1:

sen if tlx s otporations were to otter then correctional
services bailee (as uiii .1 small number ol foundations and
other groups), and even if it were a certainty that the I um.
could reduce cost, and impros e selsices without realiting
a single tear of their opponents. would proatitation he
juvtiliable' What is the pro(ier scope lathe government's
authority ' Where does its responsibility hem' Where
does It end Should the gocernment's responsibility to
govern end at the prison 'Niles, or are ma imprisonment
(and other trams of som,inatal surels111111) the /11.st
significant pow ers that the goYerinnent must en crow, on
a regular lusts.. a large hotly ol cititens ' All other

In tott0 00I r
under mtnc 114111 44 I mm111,11.11 ,l11101,1011
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things being equal, does it loaner whether the patch on
the conedional officer's skeve reads "Mak of Tennessee'
or "Correctimis ('orporation of America?"

Taken seriously, the moral issues sumainding private
Owns are far and away Ihe TOM interesting. challenging.
and important problems the subject pow. In studying or
debating this subject, we may he tempted to avoid
ph iknophical questions entirely or (worse still!) to address
them casually, to wrap them in polemics, or to "seltk"
them by making abrupt recourse to the name lor well .
known maxim)of some famous. long.dead writers whose
views appear to support our own. Let us resist.
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Discussion Questions
What we prisons, jails nd other correctional activities

for lel., retribution, detenence, pOhils prinection, tr.
habilitation)" Do you believe that private companies can
belief achieve these goals, for less money. , than government
can'

ate prisons represent an improper- -or im-
na v.,. Jekgation of public authority" Now. if at all .
might this question apply to private financing and cons. rue-
liCM of correctional facilities?

3. Suppose CCA became CJC A ---"Cri minal Justice Col-
porstion of America" --providing not only excelkot pri-
vate contetional services but excellent private policing,
prosecutorial, and judicial services as well; would that he
going "too far, Why? Why not?

4 Is it possible to conceive of recent priv at i Wilton in itia.
lives as the latest (albeit unfin ished) chapte r io the history
of American penal reform'?

5. Apan frism privatization, or in addition to it. what other
ways might Rim he to aAdress America's correctional
linklems"

This study guide and the videotape, PritOte Pr. ton s
s one of 12 in the Cnmc File writ sot 2tvz,minute

programs on entical criminal justice issues. They
are available in VHS and Beta formats for S17 and
in )9-inch format fur 523 (plus postage and han
dime), For information on how to obtain Pr.% me
Prisons and °thew Crime hie videotapes, contact
,Crinie File, National Institute of Justice N('IRS,
Itox 6000, Rockville, MI) 20850, or call NB 415 1
3420 or 301 251-35110

'Mr Assistant Attorney (knenal. Offs e of .1 u st e Peopams,
stdes staff suppoet 0 ositdinate the ado Ines ot the follow ing
program ()fikes and Bureaus National Nodule of Jusiuce. Bureau
of Just let Station's. Hun ate of .1 loth e A so slant e 1)114 e Juse
ink Juusce and Delinquency Presention. and (Mice fix Victims
of ('ome
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Reproduced from U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the
Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the
Administration of Justice. Federal prison policy. Oversight
hearing, 100th Congress, 1st session. Washington, G.P.O., 1987.
p. 32-39.

TESTIMONY OF COMMISSIONER MICHAEL K. BLOCK
BEFORE THE HOUSE JUDICIARY SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS,
CIVIL LIBERTIES AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

MARCH 5, 1987

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I appreciate this
opportunity to appear before you today on behalf of the United
States Sentencing Commission at this oversight hearing on Federal
Prison Policy. Our Commission Chairman, Judge Wilkins, is neces-
sarily in Richmond, Virginia today at an In bano sitting of the
Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals. In view of this and the fact
that I chair the Commission's Prison Impact Study, he has asked
me to represent the Commission here this afternoon.

The Committee has asked the U.S. Sentencing Commission to
address the complex question of the impact on correctional facili-
ties and service occasioned by the sentencing guidelines now in
the process of being developed by the Commission. Before turning
to this subject, however, I would like to provide the Committee a
brief status report on the sentencing guidelines now being devel-
oped by the Commission.

Since the Commissioners assumed office approximately 16
months ago, our Commission has made substantial progress toward
the Commission principal initial objective -- the development
of sentencing guidelines for the Federal criminal justice system.
The Commission recently published a revised draft of proposed
guidelines and is now receiving public comment an them, with
pablic hearings scheduled for next week, March 11 and 12, at the
United States Court House in Washington, D.C.. Thereafter, the
Commission intends to make final revisions in the guidelines and
submit them to Congress by the April 13, 1987, statutory deadline.
After six-month Congressional review period, the guidelines
will go into effect on November 1 of this year, unless Congress
by law provides otherwise.

As an aid to the process of guideline preparation, the
Commission has held number of public hearings and solicited
information from a wide variety of sources on issues relating to
the development of sentencing guidelines. The topics examined in
these hearings have included the ranking of criminal offenses by
seriousness, thn role of criminal history as an offender charac-
teristic, organizational sanctions, sentencing options, plea
negotiations and the issue of whether the Commission has the
authority to promulgate guidelines that include capital punish-
ment. Following the publication of a preliminary draft of
guidelines in late September, the Commission conducted a series
of six regional public hearings to further facilitate public
input.
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As the Commision enters the final stages of promulgating
the initial sentencing guidelines, we remain mindful of the
important responsibility and directive given to the Commission in
section 994(g) (26 U.S.C. 1 994(g)) of our enabling legislation
with reapect to consideration of prison impact. That provision
states a follows:

(g) The Commission in promulgating guiuelines
pursuant to subsection(a)(1) to meet the purposes of
sentencing as set forth in section 3553(a) (2) of title
18, United States Code shall take into account the
nature and capacity of the penal, correctional and
other facilities and services available, and shall make
recommendations concerning any chnnge or expansion in
the nature or capacity of such facilities and services
that might become necessary as a result of the guide-
lines pronulgated pursuant to the provisions of this
chapter. The sentencing guidelines prescribed under
this chapter shall be formulated to minimize the likeli-
hood that the Federal prison population will exceed the
capacity of the Federal prisons, as determined by the
Commission.

The last sentence of this ubsection is cunstrued by some as
an explicit constraint on the use and duration of imprisonment
under the sentencing guidelines. The Commission does not belittle
the significance of this directive. However, we believe that the
provision must be reasonably construed in conjurction with other
provisions of the enabling legislation which contain somewhat
contrary and conflicting instnictions. For example, section
994(m) (28 U.S.C. I 994(m)) instructs the Commission to "insure
that the guidelines reflect the fact that, in many cases, current
sentences do not accurately reflect the seriousness of the of-
fense", and further states that the Commission should initially
consider but "not be bound" by current "average sentences".
Also, the section 994(g) language must be viewed in the context
of its legislative history. /n particular, the concluding sen-
tenc of this subsection, which embodies a compromise worked out
with Senator Mathias, contrasts with a considerably more stringent
imprisonment constraint amendment that was previously offered to
and overwhelmingly rejected by the Senate.

/n sum, the Commission sees this provision as a directive to
ascertain, as best we can, and to carefully consider the impact
of the guidelines on correctional facilities and services. The
Commission may then elect to make adjustments in the guidelines
before they are submitted to Congress which are prudent in view
of the expected impact and consistent with the overall directive
of meeting the purposes of sentencing. Finally, the Commission,
pursuant to this provision, and after consultation with the
Bureau of Prisons, expects to report to Congress tho projected
impact of the guidelines and make appropriate recommendations

Y4 - ',.!;? - 8g -
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concerning any changes or expansion in correctional ftcilities orservices which the I:omission and the Bureau pro!ect may benecessary as a result of the sentencing guidelines.

In addition to the prison impact assessment called for under
section 994(g) of its statute, the Commission is cognizant of therequirements of section 994(q), which directs the Commission andthe Bureau to conduct an in-depth study of Federal correctional
resources. No time fram is specified in the statute for thecompletion of this study and report to Congress. The nature of
the required investigation and analysis suggests, however, that alonger-term study to be conducted after the initial sentencing
guidelines were in place was intended. The Commission expects
that the current joint undertaking with the Bureau of Prisons
will provide a foundation for this future, more comprehensive
resource utilization assessment.

Before describing more specifically the efforts which the
Commission, in conjunation with the Bureau of Prisons, has made
to assess the impact of the guidelines on prison requirements, Iwould be remiss if I did not firnt emphasize that any impact ofdiscretionary decisions by the Sentencing Commission will be
greatly overshadowed by the effects of legislation enacted by
Congress that aandates specific and substantial increases in
sentence length.

First, as part of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act,
Congress enacted 28 U.S.C. 994(h), Which provides:

fh) The Commission shall assure that the guide-
lines specify a sentence to term of imprisonment at
or near the maximun term authorized for categories of
defendants in which the defendant is eighteen years orolder and-

is--
(1) has been convicted of a felony that

(A) a crime of violence; or

(B) an offense described in section
401 of the Controlled Substances Act (21
U.S.C. 841), sections 1002(a), 1005, and
1009 of the Controlled Substances Import
and NJ:port Act (21 U.S.C. 952(a), 955,
and 959), and section 1 of the Act of
Septenber 15, 1980 (21 U.S.C. 955a);
and;

(2) has previously been convicted of
two or more prior felonies, each of which
is--
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(A) a crime of violence; or

(B) an offense described in section
401 of the Controlled Substances Act (21
U.S.C. 841), sections 1002(a), 1005, and
1009 of the Controlled Substances Import
and Export Act (21 U.S.C. 952(a), 955,
and 959), and section 1 of the Act of
September 15, 1980 (21 U.S.C. 955a).

Our preliminary analysis shows that this mandate will have a
major impact on prison requirements. Fox example, we believe
that, if current sentencing practices otherwise went unchanged,
ttis special offender provision would increase by about 75% the
average time served for robbery, which alone would necessitate
more than 4,500 prison cells, most of at least medium security.
We expect this provision to impact prison sentences for some other
crimes as well. Let me emphasize again that the substantial
prison impact resulting from the implementation of this provision
of the Sentencing Reform Act im essentially outside the discretion
of the U.S. Sentencing Commission and reflects a policy decision
of Congress.

Of even greater significance is the impact of the recently-
enacted Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986. Congress recognized that
the new high mandatory minimum sentences for drug trafficking
would require more prison space. However, as the Bureau of
Prisons and others have indicated, Congress has authorized and
appropriated only a small fraction of the funding necessary to
provide this added prison capacity.

Am an example, our preliminary analysis shows that, even
before considering the sentencing guidelines, the average time
served by defendants convicted of selling heroin would increase
by almost 150%. Given that the current prison population of much
offenders is approximately 3,165, the new law would require about
4,600 new beds. Furthermore, the special offender provision
would apply to many of these criminals. According to our prelimi-
nary estimates, the special offender provisions would increase
average time served by another 75%, requiring another 5,700
prison spaces. Thus, even with the most bare-bones implementation
of the statutory penalties, the Anti-Drug Abuse Act, coupled with
the special offender provisions, could require 10,300 additional
prison spaces just for offenders who are convicted of Gelling
heroin. Of course, this increase would occur gradually over a
number of years.

In developing its guidelines for drug trafficking, the
Commission has endeavored to ensure not only that they implement
the statutorily mandated penalties in all cases, but also that in
cases where no mandatory minimum is specified, the guidelines
provide sentences that are in proportion to those where minimums
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are Mandated. Given the recent and strongly-expressed intent of
Congress and the Administration to deal harshly with drug traff-
ickers, the Commission r not feel et liberty to propose
guidelines significantl, lower than those contained in its recent-
ly published Revised Draft. Thus, additional prison space will
be required.

Relative to the increase in prison capacity resulting from
implementing the Anti-Drug Abuse Act and the special offender
provision of 28 U.S.C. 994(h), the impact of the guidelines
dealing with other crass is not likely to be very substantial.

I now turn to the Commission's consideration of prison
capacity and impact, which has been ongoing for some time.
Shortly after we were appointed, Commissioners held meetings with
the Director of the Bureau of Prisons and other officials to
discuss the level of resources that were available, and visited
federal correctional facilities to obtain a better idea of their
nature and the services provided. We also have obtained consider-
able information about the costs of operating the different types
of facilities, and the costs of constructing new ones. Since the
cost of imprisoning offenders' at different security levels varies
enormously, we realize impact analysis really does need to be
done on a crime-by-crime basis.

The first phaee of our actual impact analysie began with our
extensive study of current eentencing practices. This study was
undertiO,en not only for use in assessing prison impact, but also
to comply with 28 U.S.C. f 994(m), which requires the Commission
to ascertain average current practices for categories of cases
and use those averages as a starting point in the development of
guidelines, recognizing that changes may be required in order to
fulfill the statutory purposes of sentencing. By using our
current-practice analyses as starting points for drafting guide-
lines, we could have a fairly good idea of the prison impact even
without doing a formal study of it.

In its early stages and even before the Commission was able
to establ!.sh a research staff, we asked the Federal Judicial
Center to prepare a preliminary analysis of time actually served
for most categories of offenses and criminal history. That
study, which was far more detailed than anything previously pre-
pared, gave the Commission a rough of idea of the distribution of
sentences as well as average entences.

Since its formation in April of last year, our research
staff has devoted a tremendous amount of attention to analyzing
current sentencing practices. These analyses have been performed
using large volumes of data compiled by other agencies on over
40,000 cases, as well as an augmented sample of over 10,000 cases
that detailed relevant sentencing factors that are not otherwise
recorded. The analyses were presented in several different

')
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formats. They helped us identify factors that should be included
in the guidelines. In addition, they nabled us in many cases to
assess the import of specific sentencing factors, and to determine
how the treatment of those factors in the draft guidelines compa-
red to their average treatment currently. A summary of our
current-practice stimates, presented in terms of the offense
level system that is used in the revised draft guidelines, is

attached.

Our analysis of current practice also included having staff
members review presentence investigation reports for factors that
may have been missed or misinterpreted in the statistical analy-
sis uf the aggregate data. That enabled us to refine and improve
our guidelines nd to obtain a better, albeit general, idea of
their likely imivIt.

In February, once the revised draft guidelines reached a
workable form, it became possible for us to begin an analysis
aimed directly at assessing prison impact. The prison-impact
model, which are now refining, estimates capacity requiremencs on
an offense-by-offense basis, isolates out major statutorily
mandated changes, and compares the results to prison requirements
under current practice. As preliminary results of_tbalanalysis
for each offense become known, the Comaissionreanda them in
determining whether and how to revise the guidelines.

Attached is a brief summary outline of the approach we are
using to estimate prison impact. I emphasise the word estimate;
we cannot predict that result with certainty. Too many things
about how the system will operate are unknown; the best we can do
is make reasonable and informed assumptions. We plan two make
two or three sets of such assumptions and compare the results.

Although time is short, the Commission believes it is ade-
quate to permit careful consideration of impact estimates for the
crime categories which are projected to be significant users of
prison capacity. Taking this responsibility seriously, the
Commission intends to actively employ the results of this joint
effort with the Bureau of Prisons to revise and refine the senten-
cing guidelines prior to their submission to Congress in mid-
April.

Mt. Chairman, meabers of the Committee, thank you for the
opportunity to address the Committee on this important subject.
I would be.pleased to discuss our research program with you
further or answer any questions you may have.

.1 :.
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gTEPS FOR ESTIMATING THE PRISON IMPACT OF Tim GUIDELINES

1. Prepare a set of application statements for the guidelines.

Application statements explain how the data that are
available to the Commission can be used to siuulate the
effect that the guidelines, the special offender provisions,
and the new drug laws will have on sentencing practices.
These application statements reflect the Come.ssion's
perspective on how the guidelines would be applied to
defendants who are convicted currently in district courts.

2. Develop computer code to calculate the guideline sentence
for any given case, assuming the defendant was convicted at
trial.

The computer code is a computer program that faithfully
applies the application statements to that data that are
available to the Commission. When developing the computer
program, we assume initially that all defendants are
convicted at trial of their real offense behavior. Although
unrealistic, this assumption establishes a worst-case or "at
risk" sentence, which can be adjusted to reflect the
impact of such factors as cooperation and plea negotiations.

3. (a) Develop assumptions about the operation and effect of
plea negotiations twder the guidelines--what types of plea
agreements will be .eached and how will the sentence for a
defendant who cooperates and/or pleads guilty compare to
that which he would have received had he been convicted at
trial?

(b) Write computer code to estimate the sentences that will
result from plea agreements under the guideline system.

Prison impact will depend importantly on how plea
agreements will affect the administration of the guidelines.
The Commission's best approximations of how plea
negotiations will affect sentencing under the guidelines are
embodied in a computer program that is used to adjust the
"at risk" sentence to a level that is more likely to occur
in practice.

4. Develop estimates of the likelihood and timing of parole and
probation revocation as well as violations of supervised
release and the length of time served in the event of a
revocation or violation.

Parole and probation revocations have a significant
effecr on prison utilization. Because the sentencing
guidelines are expected to affect both the rate at which
defendants have supervision status revoked and the length of
time that they will spend in prison as a result, it is
necessary to develop a model of current practices and to
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simulate how current practices will be modified by

guidelines. It is also necessary to forecast how violations
of supervised release will affect the demand for prison
space.

Develop assumptions regarding the numbers and types of cases
that will be prosecuted in the future.

The impact of guidelines on the prisons depends not
only on how the guidelines are applied, but also on the
numbers and types of future cases that will be sentenced
under the guidelines. Future cases depend on the raw number
of cases presented to U.S. Attorneys and how the U.S.
Attorneys decide to process those cases. Some reasonable
assumptions on the flow and disposition of cases have to be
developed.

Run the model on the projected stream of incoming cases,
using a variety of scenarios (sets of assumptions) from the
preceding steps.

No single set of assumptions is likely to be

universally accepted. Therefore, it is necessary to

simulate the guidelines' impact for different sets of
assumptions.
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Reproduced from U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. Jails:
intergovernmental dimensions of a local problem; a commission report. Washington, The
Commission, 1984. p. 143-162.
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Chapter 4

THE FEDERAL ROLE IN LOCAL JAILS:
FROM LAW ASSISTANCE TO LAW SUITS

In Chapter 1. thejail v as describe', as the quintes-
sential local institution. 1'ot, as reach of the forego-
ing text suggests, local jails, like the governments
that sustain them, are touched daily by the actions
(and inactions) of state legislatures, executives and
judiciaries. Decisions made at the state level define
criminal behavior, create sentencing structures to
chastise that behavior; mandate standards for jail
facilities and operations; occasionally punish or seek
to alter errant institutions; and sometimes offer fi-
nancial or technical assistance or both.

Nor is this merely a bilateral arrangement. The
federal government also participate:, to a profound,
if visibly lesser, degree. Indeed, the relationship
between the local jail administrator and federal au-
thorities may run very deep. The former may seek
federal aid or reel under its diminishment; may re-
quest federal training and technical support; may
house national prisoners; may encounter hurdles--
direct and indirectresulting from federal legisla-
tion; and mayrunning headlong into the national
Constitutionencounter confrontation in a federal
courtroom. Thus is the jailthe local institution's
local institutiona creature of the intergovernnwn-
tal milieu.

Just as changes have occurred in state-local cor-
rectional relations over the past decade, so have
changes occurred between the federal government
and the local jail. Having traditionally played a very
minor role in state and local criminal justice gener-
ally and corrections in particular, the federal govern-
ment, through its court system, has recently begun
to shape state and local correctional policies in a

143
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most profound manner. Thus, althougb an ag
gresaive judicial corrections stance is among thc
newest of federal hterventions into the aubnational
criminal justice system, it is almost without question
the moat important. For that reason, and because
"there has been no linear progression from one rela-
tionship to the next betwen federal policies and
county jail operations," thia chapter will first exam.
ine the riae in federal court orders designed to bring
local institutions into compliance with the U.S. Con
stitution, and only later discuss earlier and coter-
minous federal correctional approaches carried out
by the legislative and executive branches. The first
section, then, will concentrate on the Constitutional
approach, while succeeding sections will focus on
contractual, financial and regulatory strategies
respectively.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL APPROACH:
JUDICIAL INTERVENTION INTO

LOCAL CORRECTIONS

The impact and sheer magnitude of institutional
litigation and resulting judicial actions (including not
only prisons and jails but juvenile facilities and men-
tal institutions as well) have oeen all the more inten-
sely felt because such actions have been so chrono-
logically condensed. Strong judicial involvement in
jails, then, has been a relatively short-term trend,
spurred on by three major legal developments- the
collapse of the ''hands ofr doctrine, reinterpretat ion
of Section 1983 lithe Civil Rights Act of 1871, and the
row of the managetial judge--and one important
institution& fact of lifethe local jail's mixed
population.

The Collapse of the
"Hands Off" Doctrine

While the safeguarding cf Constitutional rights is
an ancient judicial function, applying those safe.
guards to the states through their incorporation in
the 14th Amendment is relatively new, and newer
still is the judicial beliel that federal judges should
remedy violations involving institutional inmates.
Indeed, until as recently as the mid-1960s, the
federal courts had consciously employed a "hands
ofr doctrine, refusing to decide corrections cases on
their merits Prisoners were considered legal
"11:aves" of the states and institutional administration
a purely administrative function.

ironically, the great rise in prisoner-related ,iudi-
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cial action occurred not during the an-alled "activ
ist" Warren Court era but rather during the al-
legedly more conservative Burger Court years. A(:,
one observe notes:

The Warren Court, {mown for its liberal
decisions in the areas of civil rights and
liberties generally, did little in the area of
correctional reform. Interestingly, Chief
Justice Burger, tooted as a traditionalist
who would lead a more conservative court
back to the old verities by strictly con-
struing the Constitution, has spoken out
about the need to attend to the correctional
process and has pushed the organized bar
to assume more responsibility in this area.'

Currently, inmates may seek to redress griev-
ances in federal court through a numis.r of means:
initiating civil suits against correctioni officials; at-
tempting to attain writa or mandamus against cor-
rections officials' commencing crimina. prosecutions
of officials acting illegally; introducing contempt cita
tions against official; who fail to obey court orders;
trying to persuade the federal COM t$ to 'ssue writs
of habeas corpus (now becoming more restricted);'
and the increasingly [molar method of bringing suit
under Section 1983 of the Civil Righl:i Act of 1871.

The Rise of Section 1983

hike biblical lineage, the Cho/ Rights Art
of 1866 begat the 14th Amendment, the 14th
Amendment begat the Civil Rights Act of
1871, the act of 1871 begat an amendment in
1875, and the amendment begat Section
1983, a seemingly simple sentence, which,
in its old age, has been doing a lot of beget-
ting itstlfbegatting some condemnation,
some commendation and a great deal of
consternation.'

The above quotation might well have added: "The
begetting of jail litigation," for the flood of suits
against jail&slower to take off than those against
prisonshas been greatly abetted by recent judicial
developmenta concerning Section 1983 of the Civil
Rights Act if 1871. Section 1983 allows those who,
by some state action, have been deprived of Consti-
tutional or federal statutory rights, to seek legal
remedy against the official "pc son(s)" who have vio-
lated their rights.' Thus, following almost a century
of undenitilization, in 1961, the Supreme Court be-
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began the process of liberalizing Section 19637a
process that, for our purposes, culminated in two
decisions . ended down in 1978 and 1960

Those decisions held that (I) local governments
themselves could be characterized as *persons" tin,
der Section 1983; (2) that not only were they liable for
Constitutional violations resulting from officially
adopted ordinances, regulations and decisions but
also for custom and usage end official conduct not
formally adopted but pervasive enough to have the
force of law; (3) that localities were liable for money
damages; and (4) that local jurisdictions could not
employ a "good faith" defense to avoid such
damages. While neither of those cases involved
jails, the implications were clear.

Hence, "felheriffs, jail administrators and man-
agers, and jail supervisors need not be personally
present or have personally violated pretrial de-
tainees' or inmates' rights to be held liable under
Section 1989."" Instead, inmates may be able to dem-
onstrate that such officials were tied to the constitu-
tional violatione by proving any number of official
deficiencies, including

Negligent Hiringfailure to institute a
hiring system which weeds out obviously
inept people and which attempts to place
qualified people in jobe they can compe-
tently perform;

nature to noinfailure to provide jail
personnel with the degree of knowledge
and akin necessary to perform assigned
tasks competently;

Negligent Assignmentplaelng of per-
sonnel in a job or situation which they are
not equipped to deal with competently in
instances where superiors have remon to
know that such personnel are not so
equipped;

Athos to Directfailure to provide jail
personnel with written up-to-date policies
and procedures to guide them appropri-
ately in the performance of their duties.

Negligent Supervisionfailure to cor-
rect recurring problems or to guide em-
ployees? direction in situations that recur
with some frequency; and

Negligent Retentionfailure to dismim
a person obviously unfit to be a jailer°

Moreover, failure to correct such inadequacies aa
overcrowding, insufficient medical care and repeated
violence can place counties and municipalities under
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the cloud of Section 1983 where "It lhe lack of funds to
take corrective action is no defense?'"

In 1983, a bitterly divided Court considered
whether punitive damages° are available under Sec-
tion 1983 and, if ao, what underlying threshold of
conduct will trigger awarding of such damages."
The cue in question involved an inmate of a Missouri
reformatory who was beaten and sexually &snuffed
by his cellmates. The inmate, Wade, historically had
been the subject of assaults and one of his cellmates
had a history of assaulting other prisoners. Wade
brought suit under Section 1983 against a number of
reformatory guards and other officials alleging that
his Eighth Amendment rights had been violated.
Thereafter, a district court jury awarded Wade both
compensatory and punitive damages, an appeals
court affirmed that award, and the Supreme Court
upheld the appellate decision. Thus, for the first
time, the Court sanctioned the availability of
punitive damages under Section 1983.

The Court then considered what sort of beha hor
would leave an official open to punitive damages.
That is, must the official in question have acted with
malicious intent to cause injury or is "reckless or
callous indifference to . . federally protected
right sufficient motivation? The Court here held
that indifference was an adequate standard for allow-
ing juries to assess punitive damages. The decision is
likely to stimulate even more extensive prison and
jail related litigation.

The Effects of Special Inmates

Jails, unlike adult prisons and penitentiaries, rou-
tinely house two (often overlapping) verities of in-
matespretrial detainees and juvenilesthat make
them particularly susceptible to federal legal tic
ton." As recently as three years ago, the Supreme
Court spoke to the issue of those awaiting trial.
While the Courtb decision against the prisoners
rested on a wide-ranging deference toward the
methods used by jail administrators both to insure
detainees' presence at trial and to efficiently manage
the jail facility, it did assert that "a detainee may not
be punished prior to an adjudication of guilt in accor-
dance with due process of law."° Where the "punish-
ment line" is crowd, is not clear. Yet, the conditions
that existed at the New York detention center in
question (a modern facility designed almost ex-
clusively to hold those awaiting trial) and its alleged
pretrial punishments (double-bunking, cell and cav-
ity searches, and book restrictions) contrast sharply
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with conditions found in "less :nevolent" facilities
where pretrial detainees are noused with convicted
criminals and where violence Is a routine, if not (lei! V.
occurence. Thus, in March 1982, the U.S. District
Court for Western Virginia held that

It is abundantly clear that extreme over-
crowding in a local jail is of greater practical
effect and Constitutional consequence than
in a larger institution or a common road
camp. Simply stated, all overcrowding is
not equal. Perhaps more importantly, the
local jail houses a high percentage of pre-
trial detainees. . As a matter of com-
mon sense and fundamental fairness, the
criminal justice system must insure that
pretrial detainees are not housed in more
deprived circumstances than those ac-
corded to convicted persons . . Over-
crowding in a local jail cannot be
qualitatively equated with overcrowding in
a state penal institution."'

Despite recent declines," the number of children
(under Di yearn of age) who are incarcerated every
year in adult jails and lockups is still estimated by
various sources at between 100,000 and million.'1 In
addition to being a moral issue, the legality of juve-
nile detention in adult facilities is increasingly being
questioned.

Because juveniles in jail are overwhelmingly pre-
trial detainees, their confinement in unsuitable in-
stitutions causes many of the Sam e legal probletns as
the confinement of adult pretrial prisoners. Youths,
however, increasingly appear to hr,ve an additional
line of defense--namely, their age.

Thus, throughout the -1970s, various courts have
opined that

(detaining youths in adult jailsl, even
though these commitments be for limited
periods of time, constitutes a violation of
the 14th Amendment in that it is treating
for punitive purposes the juveniles as
adults and yet not according them for due
or iceit,s purposes the rights accorded to
adults.'1

The worst and most illegal feature of all
these proceedings is in lodging the child
with the general population of the jail,
without his ever seeing some officer of the
court.'"
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(Tlhe evolving standards of decency that
mark the progress of a maturing society
require that a more adequate standard of
care be provided for pre-trial juvenile
detainees.0

While there has never been a definitive Supreme
Court ruling on the practice of detaining children in
adult jails, two important legal actions occurring in
1982 could have profound consequences.

On April 26, an Ohio county judge agreed in an
out-cf-court settlement to end his practice of incar-
ceratingjuveniles, In addition, thejudge, along with
county commissioners and the sheriff, consented to
pay a total of $40,600 in damages to two 15.year olds
who had been incarcerated in the county's adult
facility."

Even more significant, in August 1982, U.S. Dis-
trict CourtJudge Helen Frye ruled that the practice
of detaining juveniles in adult jails Is "unconstitu-
tional per se."'"

. . . (Tio put such a child (status offender(
in jailany jailwith its criminal stigma
constitutes punishinent and is a violation of
that child's due process rights under the
14th Amendment. . . . lodgea child in an
adult jail pending adjudication of criminal
charges against that child is a violation of
that child'a due process rights under the
14th Amendment to the United States
Constitution."

According to one observer, Judge Fryelt ruling "will
have major impact not only in Oregon, but na-
tionally.. . . The decision means that it is illegal to
hold children in adult jails anywhere."'"

The Emergence of the Managerial Judge

It nothing else, what have come to be known as the
lower court "institution cases," ruling upon and or-
dering changes in state prisons, mental institutions,
and, increasingly, local jails are notable for their
volume. Yet, the quantity of such cases is not their
most distinguishing characteristicin the United
States, the phrase, "burgeoning field of case law," is
a redundancy if ever there was one. Rather, they are
differentiated by an unuatial degree of judicial
intrusion:

Federal district judges are increasingly
acting as day-to-day managers and imple-
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mentors, reaching into the details of civic
life: how prisons are run, medication is ad-
ministered to the mentally ill, custody is
arranged for severely deranged persons,
private and public employers recruit and
promote. Though jud icial authority and de-
mocracy have always existed in tension, as
federal judges assume a more active man-
agerial role, politicians and citizens chafe
for quite pragmatic reasona."

Few would dispute the findings in most such court
decisions that conditions in the institutions under
order are deplorable. And with findings of uncon-
stitutional conditions in hand, it would be extremely
difficult for even a moderately compassionate jurist
not to order changes. Indeed, whether in the hands
of a merciful or heartless judge, findings of Constitu-
tional violations demand changes designed to bring
the offending institution into compliance with the
Constitution. However, in contrast to court actions
of only a decade or 'two ago which tended to lean
toward locally-designed compliance plans and imple-
mentation with "all deliberate speed," the newer
court orders are often marked by demands for imme-
diate conformance with court-designed plans--the
only alternative being that the offending jurisdiction
shut down all or part of its prison system, mental
institution(s), jail(s), etc.:

Let there be no mistake in the matter: the
obligation of the respondents to eliminatt
existing unconstitutionalities does not de-
pend upon what the legislatere may do, or
upon what the governor may do, or indeed
upon what respondents may actually be
able to accomplish. If Arkansas is going to
operate a penitentiary system, it is goi.ig to
have to be a system that is countenanced by
the Constitution of the United States."

Thus, the judge of the 1970s and 1980sthe judge
overseeing the era ofjail litigationhas taken on the
additional (Unctions of local legislator and executive.
This trend haa been noted with some degree of alarm
by a number of prominent legal scholars:

Rather than preventing the government
from acting in an unconstitutional way,
these orders mandate affirmative action by
the legislative and executive branches to
correct constitutional violation. Moreover,
the court orders involve a subject matter
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that is the very foundation of the discretion
that is lodged in the other branches (as well
as autonomous state governmental: the
raising, allocation and spending of govern-
ment funds."

flit is representative of the trend toward
demanding performance that cannot be
measured in one e two simple acts but in a
whole course of canduct, performance that
tends to be open ended in time anti even in
the identities o the parties to whom the
performance will be owed. Remedies like
these are reminiscent of the kinds of pro-
grams adopted by legislatures and ex-
ecutives. If they are to be translated into
action, remedies of this kind often require
the same kinds of supervision as other gov-
ernment programs do."

Sweeping use of federal Nuity power has
obvious implications for federalism. When
a judge undertakes systemic relief, he dis
places the elected and appointed officials
who normally supervise the state or local
(Unction that is the object of that litiga-
tion. . . . There is a genuine danger of a
judges 'tunnel v ision"; . . . he has no ()m-
elon to be concerned about the impact of his
ruling on limited state or local financial re-
sources. Undenitandably the judge is like-
ly to say that Constitutional rights cannot
be denied by an appeal to budget diffi-
culties. As a result, public resources may
fund a function or service which is the sub-
ject of litigatkm at the expensc of other
valuable services not before the court. This
is not intended to insinuate that a judge
does not act out of felt necessity and on the
basis of demonstrated need, but it does call
attention to the extent to which systemic
reforms, undertaken through the federal
courts' equity powers, displace the normal
democratic and political process.°

But are federal courts all over the country
to decide the questions, levy the taxes, and
distribute the revenues? Not to act would
be to acknowledge judicial futility. 71-1 act
would be to adopt a tax and fiscal policy fir
the state. It might even become necessary
to set up the machinery to make the policy
effective. In addition to questions of compe-
tency, those of legitimacy would surely
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arise. Even in the case of legislative de-
fault, does a federal courtusually a single
judgehave legitimate power to levy taxes
on people without their consent, and to
decide where and how public money shall
be spentr

The Supreme Court:
Delivering a Message of Deference

Exactly how the Supreme Court feels &boot the
day-to-day judicial management of state institute:rot
is less than clear. However, three fairly recent cases
have been characterized by not so veiled calls for
increasing judicial deference.

In 1981, the Court was asked to Me on the Consti-
tutionality of double-celling at the Southern Ohio
Correctional Facility, an otherwise "unquestiona-
ble . topflight, first-class facility."° That circum-
stances at the institution in question differed mark-
edly from conditions found in many state and local
detention facilities caused the msjority to rule that
the double-celling of prisoners, in and of itself, did
not constitute cruel E d unusual punishment. The
Court, however, then went on to note

When conditions of confinement (do)
amount to cruel and unusuel punishment,
"federal courts will dise%erge their duty to
protect Constitutional rights." In discharg-
ing this oversight responsibility, however,
courts cannot assume Mat state legis-
latures and prison officials are insensitive
to the requirements of the Constitution or
to the perplexing sociological problems of
how best to achieve the goals of the penal
function in the criminal justice system.°

More elusive froin an institutional standpoint but
potentially more consequential were two nonpenal
decisionsRizzo v. Goode" and Youngberg V.
Rom40handed down in 1976 and 1982 rupee-
tively. 'lb understand the Courtii reasoning in Riuo,
one must understand what has come to be known as
the Younger doctrine!' "a series of rules designed to
prvtect the institutional autonomy of state govern-
ments by limiting the power of federal courta to
enjoin or grant declaratory relief against unconstitu-
tional state action in circumstances where parallel
state proceedings provide federal litigants with an
adequate forum for airing their Constitutional
claimer The Younger doctrine was originally for-
mulated for, and generally thought to apply to
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comity between federal and state judicial proceed-
ings. In Risso however, the Courtin attempting to
balance federalism concerns with individual rights (a
perennial American dilemma)invoked the Youn
per principles to overturn a district court iejunction
against the Philadelphia police force.

Again, at issue in Youngberg u Romeo was not the
treatment of prisoners but rather treatment af-
forded a severely retarded resident du state mental
institutionan individual who could be expected to
evoke a far greater degree of sympathy then one
accused of, or convicted of a crime. Yet, the Court
ruled against the patient and in so doing developed a
test for determining whether a state has adequately
protected the rights of the involuntarily confined.
The crux of that test is a wide-rangingjudicial defer-
ence toward *professional" judgment:

. . 'the Constitution only requires that
the courta make certain that professional
judgment was indeed exercised. It is not
amptable for the courts to specify which of
several professionally acceptable choices
should have been made: . . . ICIourts must
show deference to.the judgment exercised
by a qualified professional. Hy so limiting

judicial review o f challenges to conditions
in state institutions, interference by the
federal judiciary with the internal opera .
lions qf Mese institution-) should be mini-
mized.... In detcrmining whether the
state has met its obligations in these re-
spects, decisions made by the appropriate
professional are entitled to a presumption
of correctness. Such a pmumption is nec-
essary to enable institutions of this type
often, unfortunately, overcrowded and un-
derstaffedto continue to function.°

Whether Youngbergwill have much effect on fu-
ture litigation and h idicial actions over jail and pris-
on conditions is unc 4in, What is certain, however,
is that the Supreme Court has ordered the federal
judiciary to at least presume professional cor-
rectness. And professionalism is not limited to the
mental health community.

At least one observer does perceive a hupreine
Court-inspired change at the lower court level:

Corrections law is developing in such a way
as to retain strong civil rights enforcement,
but the enforcement mechanisms are pri-
vate, traditional legal remedies. This is a
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dramatic shift from equitable "clean.up"
decrees administered by federal district
court judges."

Nonetheless, the Supreme Gourd; overall message
on institutional reform aopears ambivalent:

. . . Burger Court opinions, especially
Rizzo and some of the school desegregation
cues, reflect a restlessness about the
sweep of federal court injunctive power,
eapecially where it is used to undertake
systematic reform of state and local institu.
tions. In those opinions, federalism be..
comes a factor to weigh in reviewing the
legitimacy and propriety of remedies or-
dered by lower courts. Yet, when one looks
at the overall thrust of Burger Court opin-
ions, it is difficult to conclude that the
federal courts have been swayed in any fUn.
dame ntal way from their pattern in exercis-
ing equity powers.°

The Effects of Judicial Intervention

From small beginnings only a decade or so ago,
prison and jail litigation has blossomed to the point
that "one out of every five cues filed in federal courts
today. ia on behalf of prisoners."' "The increase in
civil rights petitions filed by state prisoners in
federal courts has been remarkablefrom 218 peti.
hone in 1966 to 2,030 in 1970, to 12,397 in 1980"" to
16, 741 in i91.0 Moreover, between 10 and 13% of all
jails aro presently under court order; between 16
and 22% have been involved in court actions; and
between 17 and 20% are now party in a pending
lawsuit." The majority of such actions were brought
or are being brought in federal court. Moat observ-
ers would agree that no recent initiative in the field of
correctionsfederal, state or localhas had the
sort of prefound impact that federal judicial inter.
vention has had on state and local institutional and
administrative arrangements.

The role of the federal judge in the local jail i-.
obviously a troublesome one. On the one hand, many
would argue that a high degree of judicial interven.
lion hrs been necessitated by the refusal of state
legislatures and county boards to remedy constitu-
tional violations. Indeed, more than a few local sher-
iffs secretly welcome such "intrusions" as the only
way to attain money for improvements, badly
needed and long requested, According to one
expert:

1 1)

The number of collusive lawsuits is stagger.
mg. 1 don't know how many jail admin.
istrators have told me, "I know my jail is a
pigpen, but 1 can't get cooperation from my
county commissioners. So go ahead and sue
me.""

Jail, the always forgotten community burden, may
have found salvation in the black robes of the federal
district judge.

Yet, there is reason to be less than sanguine ovei
the emergence of the "managerial judge." The rais.
Mg, allocation and spending of funds are legislative
and executive functionsin these eases, state and
focal legislative and executive functions. Disturbing
questions are raised not only about separation of
powers but about federalism as well. Thus, the new
judicial mandates are like the proverbial two-edged
swordcutting for jail improvement, but against
local discretion.

The impact of
Unconstitutional Prisons on Jails

Before leaving the suhject ofjudicial intervention,
it is important to note--however brieflyR second.
ary yet extremely salient effect. That is, at the same
time that federal judges are directly working to
as.sure that local jails are up to passing Constitu.
tional muster, ironkally, federal court orders on
state prisons and prison systems may work tndi-
redly to exacerbate existing unconstitutional condi.
Dons at the local level.

For example, in order "to reduce inmate popula-
tions," U.S. District Court Judge Frank Johnson
prohibited most new admissions to Alabaman major
prisons. 'Tillie freeze . . . meant a backup of many
inmates in local jails where conditions frequentlV
were even worse than those in the state institu-
tions."' At its height, in the late 1970s, this prohibi-
tion resulted in 1,800 state prisoners being held in
local facilities." That number was reduced only,
slightly to 1,485 in 19817

Nationwide, an estimated 8,600 state inmates
were incarcerated in local jails in 1981, an increase of
1,500 over the previous year." Although it is difficult
to ascertain exactly how many of these individuals
are so detained because of court orders, the pre.
eipitous increaae in their number coincides with an
increase of federal judicial activity at the state level
(see Graph IV-1). Thus, "id luring 1981, the num her
of states under court orders to reduce overcrowding
rose from 28 to 81 while the nuniber involved in
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litigation about overall prison conditions increased
from 32 to 37.'"

In some juriadktions, the spillover of state pris-
oners has produced great deal of friction between
state and local officialsfriction over mixing felons
with misdemeanants and pretrial detainees and,
even more so, over adequate reimbursement
amounts. Accounts of biszare last-ditch-efforts by
frustrated sheriffs have appeared in newspapers
over the last few years. thr example, in 1981, the
sheriff of Pulsaki County, AR, chained 19 prisone?
held in his jail to poets and fences outside two slat
priaons. The prisoners had been retained in the
county jail because the state was under court order
to improve its own system." Obviously, such pub-
licity-generating ploys are rare but as pressures for
more adequate living arrangements increase at both
levela, intergovernmental friction is also likely to
increase.

Although the prison overcrowding issue lies me-
aide the purview of this study, it is becoming in-
creasingly evident that some states will soon be
forced to find alternatives to the stop-gap use of the
county jails as more and more local institutions find
themselves under court orders limiting the number
of inmates they can house. In some cases, as recently
occurred in New York, such orders are aimed specifi
cagy at removing state inmates from local facilities
whether or not the state has had time to construct
sufficient bedspace of its own. In addition, a new
trend in overcrowding litigationcase consolida-
tionmay make implementingjurisdictional inmate
transfers more difficult. Mir instance, in the case of
Hamilton u Morin& the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Fifth Circuit recently ordered all pending and
'inure correctional institution cases in Louisiana (in-
cluding 25 ongoing jail wea) to be consolidated un-
der the aegis done district judge. Speaking directly
to the practice of passing state overcrowding prob-
lems on to local facilities, the court cautioned that
iclonsolidating all court actions allows the issue
that will not go away to be faced squarely without
harrassment."

ME CONTRACTUAL APPROACH:
LOCAL JAILS FOR

FEDERAL PRtSONERS

If the federal government, through ita judicial
branch haa acquired the role of commander vis-a via

the local jail, that same government, through the
limitations of its own prison system, has been forced
to don the robes of suppliant." Very simply, the
United States does not maintain penitentiary space
sufficient to house its own prisoners and has long
relied on state and local correctional facilities. Nor is
this merely a supplementrry arrangementin 1982,
two-thirds of all federal prisoners resided in non-
federal institutions.

Responsibility for placing federal prisoners rests
with the U.S. Marshals Service, a division of the
Department of Justice. Although all 50 states have
passed laws requiring or allowing local governments
to accept federal prisoners, the service does not
force As wards on local jails. Rather, through a pro-
..ess of negotiation, the marshals and receptive local
jurisdictions enter into intergovenmental service
agreements providing aome reimbursement for local
costh. In fiscal year 1982, the federal government
spent about $26 million to house its prisoners in local
facilities at an average daily rate of $27.29. Unfor-
tunately for the federal prison system, such agree.
menta have fallen on hard times. In the peat several
years, the number of local contracts has dropped
from over 1,000 to 733, including 167 "major use
contracts" in federal court cities. The combination of
a projected substantial enlargement in the federal
prisoner population due to the Adm in istrationh drug
and organized crime initiatives and increasingly re-
calcitrant local governmenth has become cause for a
great deal of federal anxiety.

At one time federal prisoners were readily. if not
always gladly, accepted by local jaibi as an additional
source di ncome, but reel and perceived problems of
howling federal inmates now have caused more and
more local jurisdictions to close their doors to the
Marshals Service. Thus, as much of the foregoing
suggesta, ms ny jails art overcrowded with their own
or state prisoners; are under court order to alleviate
conditions of confinement; or view federal criminals
as many times more dangerous than local or even
state offenders. Moreover, there exists a widespread
preception that federal prisoners tend to be a legally
sophisticated lot, capable of tossi:,g off Section 1983
suite at the drop of a hat. In fact, however, of the
17,775 civil righta actions filed by prisoners in 1982,
only 834 were filed by federal prisoners and most of
those were filed against the federal government.
Nonetheless, for many jail officials, fear of Section
1983 and other civil righta actions appears to out-
weigh the potential benefits of $27 per day.

I n response to such concerns, the Marshals Seri-
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ice has initiated a number of recent innovations in
hopes of rekindling some interest in housing federal
prisoners. First, in order to reduce the amount of
red tape endemic to any contractual agreement, the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has waived
the regular federal procurement form requirement
for contracts between the marshals and local jail
authorities. Rather, local administrators now need
only sign a relatively simple intergovernmental serv-
ice agreement.

Second, the Marshals Service recently initiated
the Federal Excess Property Program. Its purpose
is to supply local jail with excess federal materials
such as clothing and blankets. Thus far, 81.5 million
worth of property has been funneled into local facili-
ties. The program, however, is not without strings.
The value of excess property cannot exceed the an-
nual contract value and, much to the chagrin of some
jail administrators, the accountable property re-
mains in control of the marshals.

Third, under the Cooperative Agreement Pro-
gram, local jai Is in "major use cities' currently under
court order or facing litigation may be eligible to
receive money from the service for renovations, hrl-
ditions, new construction, and supplies deemed nec-
essary to achieve compliance. III return, such jails
must agree to gt.arantee to house federal prisoners
for some specified period of time. Twenty-six million
&liars has been made available to the program in
1983.

Fourth, the service has 120 inspectors available
nationwide to provide technical assistance and train-
ing to local jail personnel. While some of this assis-
tance is provided gratis, in other cases a fee for
service is charged.

Fifth, in some cases federal lawyers may now
represent local jails in suits brought by federal pris-
oners. Jails receiving such representation, however,
must demonstrate compliance with Department of
Justice Prisan and Jail Standards.

Finally, the Marshals Service and the Bureau of
Prisons have proposed a new Surplus Real Property
Program. If passed, the program would allow the
General Services Administration and the military to
deed certain properties to states and local govern-
ments for the purpose of maintaining prisoners.
However, while legislation passed the Senate in 1982
tt remained stalled in the House Governmental Ai-

rs Committee and current prospects for passage
in 1983 appear dim. Meanwhile, the service is also
attempting to secure the authority to donate excess
personal property directly to local jails.
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ME FINANCIAL APPROACH:
MING ME DOLLAR TO PURSUE

CORRECTIONAL AND
CONSTRUCTION STRATEGIES

Even today, when one thinks of a federal role in
the broadly disparate field of state and local law
enforcement and criminal justice, neither the
federal courts nor the U.S. Marshals Service is like-
ly to come to mind initially. Rather, a now defunct
agency has left in its wake an ambivalent but power-
fid legacy of negative impressions on the one hand
and feelings of marked improvements on the other.
Such was the lasting bequest of the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Adminiatration.

A thorough assessment of the impact of LE AA on
local corrections is well beyond the scope of this
study. However, a brief historical description of the
program is worthwhile because it was the genesis of
signifiant intergovernmental relations in criminal
justice generally and in corrections particularly.

LEAA and the
Intergovernmentailzation of Justice

On March 8, 1965, President Lyndan B. Johnson
announced to Congress that crime was no longer
merely I. local problem." He further announced
creation of a presidential Commission on Law
Enforcement and the Administration ofJustice and
asked Congress to institute a pilot program of
grants-in-aid. Congress responded in the same year
with the lAut, Enforcement Assistance Act, launch.
ing a new Office of Law Enforcement Assistance
(OLEA) and a 97 million annual project grant pro-
gram. Interestingly, the only state.local interest
group to campaign actively for the measure was
comprised of corrections officials favoring experi-
mental programs in community-based corrections.

fbIlowing release of his Commis:dm-di recommen-
dations in 1967," President Johnson asked Congress
to paas an extensive program of categorical grants to
state and local governments. A motherhood and ap.
ple pie issue, the anticrime proposal, nonetheless,
left some members of Congress feeling uneasy over
the prospect of &strong new federal role in such long-
time state and local functions as policing, prosecut.
ing and penahzing. Thus, son.. feared the genesis of
a federal police force circumventing or preempting
the traditional police powers of the states while oth .
er expressed concern that such legislation might
cleat* a "Super Cop" in the person of the U.S. At-
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torney General, overseeing and directing all state
and local law enfonzement activities.

The result d those anxieties, coupled with the
even greater fear of crime and its effects, was the
Omnibus Crime Control and S. Sheds Act qf
1968, a heavily block grant-oriented program to be
administered by the Law Enkreement Assistance
Administration (LEAA) in the Department of Jus-
lice. Specifically, the aet provided for "action
grants," 85% of which WM to be allocated to the
states on the basis of population as a block grant,
with 75% of those fbnds to be passed through to local
governments. The mouthing 15% of the grants were
to be used at the discretion of LEAA. The federal
government agreed to cover up to 75% of the meta of
organized crime and riot control programs, 60% of
construction programa, and 60% of other action
programs.

Responding to the primnial problem of the near-
chaotic criminal justice system, the law provided for
creation of stale planning agencies (SPAs) to be des-
ignated by governors for the purpose redeveloping
comprehensive criminal *dee plans. Grants were
made available to cover ap to 90% of the opersting
costs of the SPAs. nosily, the act initiated a pro-
gram of training, education and research. In 1969,
$100 million was authorind dwhlth $26 malice was
to be allocated to planning, $60 million to action
grants, and the remaining $25 million to research,
education, and training endeavors.

Ikr the purposes of this study, the most important
amendments to the crime fighting act were those
that added a new Part E for correctional 'enhance-
ment. Passed in 1971, the amendments provided for
grants with a federal share ot up to 75% kr con-
strutting, acquiring and renovating correctional 6-
&ides. The emphssis was to be on community-based
programs and facilities. Fifty percent at the funds
under Part E were to be made available to VA. in
block grant form while the remainder were to be
disbursed at the discretion d LEAA.

lb assure a corrections emphimis. SPAs were in-
structed not to reduce the amount dation monies
previously available for conections, thus tying Part
C (action pants) to Part E fending. Indeed, 25% of
all LEAA appropriations were now esrmarked for
correctional purpmes. Responding to complaints
that no correctionsl 'system' existed, SPAs wefe
additionally required to submit menprehensive cor-
rections plans.

At its height, the federal law enforcement pro-
grarn was again amended hy the Crime Control Act

cf 1973. While the new legislation added criminal
rehabilitation and prevention ofjuvenile delinquency
to the goals of LE AA and altered its administration,
its major thrusts were in the area of planning. Thus,
representation on planning agenciesboth SPAs
and Regional Planning Units (RPUs)was ex-
tended to citizen,' professional, and community or .
ganizations and states were required to provide pro-
cedures for submitting local annual plans to the
SPAs. The fact that LEAA was still viewed with
some favor was evident in Congressional authoriza-
tions of $1 billion each for FY 1974 and FY 1975 and
$1.25 billion for FY 1976.

If 1971 was the year of corrections and 1973 the
year of planning, 1976 was the year of the judiciary.
SPAs were required to set up judicial planning com-
mittees to prepare plans, make available $50,000
annually to those committees, and establish pri-
orities for court improvement. 1976 was, in addition,
notable for the establishment of the Community
Anti-Crime Program.

The long and painful legislative death of LE AA
began in 1979 with passage of the Justice System
Improvement Act. The act created an Office of Jus-
tics Assistance, Research and Statistics (OJARS)
designed to coordinate the activities of and provide
support services to LEAA, the National Institute of
Justice (NIJ), and the Bureau of Justice Statistics
(BIS). LEAM authorizations had declined from a

massive $1.75 billion in FY 1973" to a relatively
paltry 2496 million, only part of which it would re-
ceive under the umbrella of WARS." Moreover, and
perhaps as telling, the thrust of LEAA was changed.
Always encouraged to spend on innovative projects,
it was now required to fund only programs having "a
record of proven sulvess, or.. . . a high probabiltiy
ot improving criminal or juvenile jo.f ice system
functions." And, in fact, fiscal yea? Ii80 was the last
year in which there was an appropdition for LEAA
grant programs. Instead, according to one observer,
"From FY-80 up until the present, LEAA (and its
successor agency, WARS) has been in a phase-out
operation, letting existing projects run their course
and dosing out all remaining grants and projects."'

Dmrteen years and $7.7 billion later, LEAA ex-
pired officially in April 1982. Born amid the highest
expectations, the crime program foundered on a
number of perceptions and realities, including rising
crime rates; the continued deterioration of prisons
and jails; allegations that it was a mere boondoggle
for police departments with illusions of high tech
grandeur; "creeping categorization* in an era of dis-
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enchantment with categorical grants; and the need
to balance the federal budget.

A complete rundown of all LEAA-sponsored local
correctional programs and facility support projects
over its 14 years of operation is beyond the capacity
of this study." Nonetheless, in a report prepared for
the National Coalition for Jail Reform, LEAA at-
tempted to delineate its jail and jail-related pro-
grams for the years 1978 and 1979 only. Generally,
the agency reported that

LEAA has primarily impacted jail opera-
tions and facility construction by two meth-
ods: discretionary grant awards for pro-
grams that will u pgrade jail conditions and
technical assistance to those facilities that
require outside help to develop, implement
and/or evaluate advanced practices in cor-
rectional planning, programs and
architecture.'

More specifically, during those years LEAA aided
local corrections in the following ways:

Just over SM million was awarded during
FY 78 and FY 79 to 40 jails for renova-
tion of existing facilities or construction
of new facilities.

&dee jails received $1.1 million in FY
78 to upgrade facility medical and health
services.

Another 11 jails received approximately
$700,000 in FY 78 and FY 79 to establish
comprehensive drug and alcohol treat-
ment and identification programs re-
sponsive to the needs of their residents.

Seven restitution grant awards totalling
about $1.3 million and affecting at least
19 county or local jails were made in FY
79.

I.EAA has nearly $S million invested in
si TASC (Treatment Alternatives to
Street Crime) programs that are cur-
rently operating.

Since 1978, about $2.7 million has been
used to establish about SO projects
(which affect at least an equal number of
jails) to study strategies to reduce the
incidence of jail overcrowding by short-
ening lengths of pretrial detention.
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Approximately 60 project sites have been
funded since 1978 to reduce court de-
layat a total cost in excess of $i
million.

In 1978 LEAA awarded in excess of $1.1
million to the American Medical Asso-
ciation (AMA) provide technical assis-
tance to ten jails in each of 22 states, for a
total of no jails, county and local.

In 1978 LEAA awarded a total of $1.2
million to the Midwest Research In-
stitute and the National Clearinghouse
for Criminal Justice Planning and Archi-
tecture (Nt-GIPA) to provide planning,
programmatic and architectural assis-
tance to agencies eligible to apply for
Part E discretionary grant funds. Dur-
ing the course of the contract 7.1 jails
were served.

1978 marked the completion of a 2-year,
$10 million study by the Office of Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
to develop community-based alter-
natives for status offenders. Eleven ju-
risdictions participated."

Moreover, in the long-run, LEAA has received
praise for its innovations in and encouragement of
commmunity-based corrections, professional stan-
dards, educational programs and correctional
architecture.

While such figures and programs are impressive,
it should be noted that even with the infusion of
LEAA funds, the federal ahare of state and local
correctional spending has always been small. For
instance, in 1979, "for every federal /correctional]
dollar spent . . . State governments spent $4 62 and
local governments $5.60."° In 1981, states spent
$11.66 and localities $6.24 for every federal correc-
tional dollar.°

Current Federal Assistance

The &solution of LEAA brought with it a rather
abrupt end to anythirg approximating a substantial
federal financial commitment to local corrections.
Nonetheless, the federal government, through the
National Institute of Corrections (N IC), does main-
tain a direct, ongoing, and positive interest in the
local jail.

NIC was created in 19,.. "to help advance the
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practice of corrections at the state and local levels!"
Recent programs and activities have included:

Jails area resource cenlersa network
of advanced jail systems that are funded
by the institute to provide practical
training, technical assistance and infor-
mation to other jailers in their geograph-
ic areas.

Standanis development and implemen-
udiona project where state agencies
are funded to develop, revise and imple-
ment jail standards for localjails in those
states.

Small jails assistrowean ongoing pro-
gram that enables state jail inspectors,
shell& associations, and other relevant
parties to deliver technical assistance
and training to small, often rural jail sys-
tems. . . . ITIraining and assistance are
brought to them.

'Planning stew institsdif, aa program
providing t:aining and technical assis-
tance in architectural design, correc-
tional standards, systems planning,
community involvement and relevant
legal considerations to jurisdictions
planning conatruction or renovation of a
jail. .

noining of jail authoritiesprograms
specifically designed to meet the training
needs of sheriffs, jail administrators and
others responsible for the operation of
jails. County commissioners and state
jail inspectors also participate in select
programs.

Building stale capacity to serve jails
an ongoing program where the institute
works with organizations and agencies
within the states to build the stateit long-
term capacity to provide training and
technical assistance to its jails."

While NIC does maintain a modest grant program
for research and development purposes," ita major
direct link to individual jails is in training, technical
assistance and informaticn dissemination."'

In addition to those NIC programs obviously
aimed at jails and local corrections, 228 federal pro-
grams in widely disparate &Ids have been identified
as sources or potential sources &aid for correctional
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organizations, staff and clientele." Running the
gamut from the price support and loan activities of
the Department of Agriculture to the Community
Development Block Grants of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development to the Aerospace
Education Services Project of the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, the programs
tend to be only peripherally (if at all) related to
corrections. Consequently, they are little known to
or sought out by corrections officials.

ME REGULATORY APPROACH:
MANDATE% STANDARDS AND

PRISONERS' RIGHTS

The federal approach of providing finan-
cial resources, technical assistance and
useful research is on the wane. In its place
the federal government is showing signs of
shaping a new role for itself--that of
regulator.

The remarkable aspect of this develop-
ment is that this transformation in the
federal role is taking place without an artic-
ulated policy. The LEAA program is the
casualty of the push for a balanced budget.
No federal policy has been articrlated to
explain its phase-out, and equally little at-
tention has been paid toward rationalizing
the emerging federal regulatory role. In
fact, recent developments leave the impres-
sion that the new direction is being gener-
ated because of specific federal Interven-
tions into state and local criminal justice
operations: activities are generating policy
rather than the reverse.°

Indeed, while federal assistance to local jails--and
state-local criminal justice generallyhas waned, at
leant three federal laws and one executive branch
document continue, to some degree, to influence
their operation.

The Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act

In 1974, Congress passed the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act (If (WA). Originally
designed as a broadly based formula grant with the
goal of increasing 'the capacity of state and local
governments for the development of more effective
education, training, research, prevention. diversion.
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treatment and rehabilitation programs in the area of
juvenik delinquency and programs to improve the
juvenile justice system," through a series of
amendments JJDPA "has become increasingly pre-
occupied with obtaining one specific goal that of
removal of [juveniles] from detention and correc-
tional facilities."

Thus, "the principal amendment contained in the
1980 reauthorization to the Juvenile Justice and fk-
inynency Prevention Act mandated that those
states and territories receiving grants under the
legislation must remove juveniles from adult jails
and lockups by 1985."" With 52 stat and territories
currently receiving formula grants under the pro-
gram and, as previously mentioned, anywhere from
100,000 to I million juveniles jailed annually nation-
wide, the 1980 amendments represent a tall order.

The problems associated with incarcerating juve-
niles alongside adults are not to be lightly dismissed;
nor is a milicy which seeks their removal from such
institutions. Indeed, many practitioners and non-
practitioners would agree that current methods in-
tegrating adults and children in secure facilities are
not only counterproductive but may he dangerous
and debilitating to the youths involved and, as a
previous section of this chapter noted, an. heing
Constitutionally questioned in some courts. Yet in
its report ti) ('ongress on the costs of removing jaw
idle,: from jail, the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention (0.1.1DP) indicated that the
Congressionally mandated 1985 removal date might
he di flicult to attain in some states. 0.1.11)1' cited the
following potential obstacles to complete removal!

cm Icwk of locally accessible alternative
programs and services (including
transportation);

a lack of specific release/detain criteria
(i.e., objective intake screening);

state statutes which allow law enrol-et--
moo the authority to detain youth pre.
dispositionally in adult jails;

economic obstacl..a evidenced by small
tax bases and a low priority given to the
issue of children in jail;

political obstacles that often occur when
several counties pool efforts and re-
sources together in a cooperative re-
moval plan; and

percept ual differences regarding the
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type and scale of alternatives needed (for
example, secure detention perceived as
the single-solution alternative to adult
jail).11

In the absence of more substantial federal finan-
cial and technical assistance, such impedimenta may
doom the nearby attainment date to the status of a
legal pipedream in some states. Moreover, according
to one observer:

(The amendments] could not only cost stale
and local governments more money to par-
ticipate in the program, but (they] could
also be counterproductive. The adverse
effect could come about a41 a result of eemio.
my of scale. Building separate facilities for
juveniles potentially creates more bed-
space for juveniles. This increase in bed
space would create pressure to fill the beds
in order to justify the facility.

The problems with an approach like that
of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquenry
Prevention Acf are not with the goals hut
with the implementation strategy. A na-
tional mandate is enunciated and backed up
with specific substantive regulations. dis
placing the partnership approach with 14/14.
that seeks compliance."

Alcohol Traffic Safety and
National Driver Register Act

In the fall of 1962, Congress passed the A tildiot
7i-offie Safety and National Dili yr Register Act. The

act does not directly affect lotal jails but it may
eventually have an indirect impact.

Title I of the act authorizes the Secretary of Trans-
portation to "make grants to those states which
adopt and implement effective programs to reduce
traffic safety prohlenis nmulting from persons driv-
ing while under the influence of alcohol."" Although
the rulemaking process is still going on, the legisla.
tion itself suggests such changes in state laws as:

1) providing that a person with a blood
alcohol concentration of 0.10% or greater
when driving shall be deemed to be driving
while intoxicated;

2) raising the perceived threat of apprehen-
sion through greater enforcement by the
police and highway patrol and more warn-

a
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ings via television, radio, the press and the
schools;

3) establishing or expanding a statewide
driver record system readily acct isible to
the courta and the public which can identify
drivers repeatedly convicted of drunk
driving;

4) affording the courts a wide array of sanc-
tions from which to choose for punishing
and treating couv;e(ed drivers, e.g., com-
munity service, fines, imprisonment, edu-
cation and treatment. . ."

The fourth item mentioned, of course, is the most
pertinent to the subject at hand. Hence, while the
incentive granta will be distributed directly to the
states with no pass-through proviaion," the most
cost-intensive suggested changethe actual imple-
mentation of court-ordered sanctionswill come,
for the most part, at the expense of local govern-
ments, correctional agencies and jails. Whether in-
dividual states will choose to reimburse localities for
the costs of the law remains to be seen. However,
California offers an instructive example of potential
conflict. There, counties are suing the state to pay
the increased costs of implementing a number of
expensive new mandates. The biggest bone of con-
tention is a law setting mandatory penalties for
drunk driving. Counties claim that the mandate is
taxing jail facilities to the limit.

The Chfll Flights of
Institutionalized Persons Act

As the first section of this chapter illustrated, it is
not just through the provision of assistance (with or
without strings attached) that the federal govern-
ment affects local jails. The now familiar phrase,
"judicial power of the purse," has nothing to do with
the dispensing of largess out of some courtroom
fund. In the same vein, not all Congressional nor
Executive Branch activities are designed to finan-
cially aid state and local governments. Fbr instance,
in May 1980, in response to court rulings that in the
absence of specific legislation the Department of
Justice lacked standing to bring suit on behalf of
state or locally institutionalized persons, Congress
passed the Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons
Act. The act contains three provisions of special
import to local governmenta and jail ..dministrators.

First, it authorizes the Attorney General, after
consultation with star:: or local officials, to institute

civil actions in federal court against states, local
governmenta or their agents beliv..t.4 to be harming
institutionalized persons through a pattern of resis-
tence to the safeguarding of Constitutional or stat-
utory righta, privileges or immunities. Such suits
would be designed to gain equitable relief for the
purposes of taking corrective action.'"

Second, the Attorney General may intervene on
behalf of aggrieved inmates in suits brought against
state or local institutional practices."

Finally, the Attorney General, in consultation
with appropriate state and local agencies, is autho-
rized to promulgate minimum standards for the de-
velopment of grievance resolution procedures for jail
and prison inmates."

A reading of the act could (and has) lead to accusa-
tions of undue federal intrusion into state and local
institutional management. However, implementa-
tion "activities" to date reveal the law to be little
more than a statutory paper.tiger. Thus, the Reagan
Administration has been anything but a vigorous
enforcer. Indeed, as of February 1983, the Attorney
General had not initiated any actions under au-
thority of the act and had intervened in but a single
suit involving a mental institution." This appparent
ennui, in fact, appears to reflect a concerted effort by
the Administration to back away from state-local
prisoner support actions generally. For example,
U.S. District Court Judge William Ready recently
dismissed the Department ofJust ice from participa.
tion in a long-standing Mississippi prisoners' rights
case, claiming that the department had taken "in .
consistent positions." Judge KeadyU order came on
the heels of a department brief that questioned the
authority of federal courts to order inspections of
local jails."

Nor has there been a "groundswell of interest" at
either the federal or state and local levels in develop.
ing inmate grievance plans." Again, as of February
1983, only one state planthat of Virginiahad
been certified by the Bureau of Prisons and only a
handful of additional jurisdictions had even bothered
to submit plans."

Federal Standards for Prisons
And Jalls

On December 16, 1980, the Department ofJustice
under then Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti re-
leased a detailed set of voluntary federal standards
for adult correctional facilities including state and
local prisons and jails." The standards cover 21 top.
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les ranging from inmate rights to sanitat ion to clan
Million to administration and management. De-
veloped as mere guidelines, ne Carter Justice
Department nonetheless stressed the fact that the
standards would be used

. in administering any Department of
Justice financial or technical assistance in
the area of corrections land I in evaluating
corrections grant appliationa, research
propnarls and other requests for financial
or technical asaistance. . . . (mull

itol provide guidance to the litigating
divisions of the Justice Depart-
ment . . . when they are engaged in litiga-
tion involving federal, state or local correc-
tional systems. . . ."

In fact, then, the voluntary nature of the standards
was mitigated to a certainand potentially siguifi-
cantextent,

As in the t.sse of the Civil Rights of institu-
tionalized l'enons Act, however, the Reagan Ad-
ministration and Attorney General William French
Smith moved fairly swiftly to dispel notions that the
standards would be anything but "adeisory
guidelines." Substantially curtailing the preamble,
DOJ also pointedly retrenched from utilizing the
standards for grant purposes or as the bases of de-
partment litigation.°

The Reagan Approach:
A Declining Role for

Mandates and Standards

As rndch of the foregoing suggests, the Reagan
Administration approach to regulating nonfederal
correctional institutions may be characterized as ex-
ceedingly restrained. That description, of course, is
not limited to state prisons or local jails. Nor dees it
imply disinterest or impotence. On the contrary, the
Administration has consistently and vigorously
pledged to cut back on federal regulations- --both
those affecting the private sector and those directed
at state and local governments.

Thus, although neither the Civil Rights of Instlts-
tionalized Persol. Act nor the b'etteral Standarris
for Pri tons and Jambi have been among the rules
targetA by the Presidential 'Risk Force on Reg-
ulatory Irelief, Adminiatration reinterpretations of,
and actionn under both have been dramatic. In the
case of the civil rights legislation the result has been
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veritable inaction while t,s jail standards have been
altered from Carter-era grant conditions and causes
for litigation to mere federal suggestions.

Moreover, Attorney General Smith has more than
hinted at Administration nleasure over the role of
federal courts in the institution cases:

. . . federal courts have attempted to re-
structure entire school systems in desem-
gallon cases and to maintain continuing re-
view ove: basic administrative decisions.
They have asserted similar control over en-
tire prison systems and public housing pro-
jects. They have restructured the employ-
ment criteria to be used hy American
business and government, even to the ex-
tent of mandating numerical results based
upon race or gender. No area seems im-
mune from judicial administration. . .

In the area of equitable remedies it
seems clear that the federal courts have
gone far beyond their abilities. In so doing,
they have forced major reallocations of gov-
ernmental resources, oftee with no concern
for budgetary limits amid the dislocations
that inevitably result from the limited judi-
cial perspective."

That "displeasure" was further illustrated in late
1982 when proposed rules for limiting the use of
Legal Services Corporation funds were published in
The Federal Register."' If finalized," the rules would
severely limit the ability of fund recipients to file
class action lawsuits against federal, state or local
government agencies. In the past, such suits have
been brought against correctional institutions.

F'inally, as a way of limiting federal court interven-
tion into state court decisions, the federal govern-
menth chief law enforcer has recommended amend-
ing the haheas corpus statutes" an approach which
may not be lb. rissary given mcent restrictive Su-
prenie Court rulings in that area.

THE FUTURE OF THE FEDERAL ROLE:
A LOOK AT

SOME RECENT PROPOSALS

The Reagan Agenda

While Presiihint Reagan long has been deemed a
"law and order conservative," las record on criminal
justice issues since assuming office has been an am-
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bivalent onecertainly ambivalent to the extent
that major initiatives are apt to fly M the face of fiscal
austerity. Nonetheless. the Administration has
taken several opportunities to address the problems
of crime in America and to suggest potential policieb
for alleviating those problems.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S TASK FORCE ON
VIOLENT CRIME

On April 10, 1981, Attorney General Smith ap.
minted an eight:person task forze "to make specific
recommendations to (him I on ways in which the
federal government could do more to combat violent
crinw."*Jointly chaired by Carter Attorney General
Griffin B. Bell and Illinois Governor James R.
Thompaon, the task force considered many topics
including federal asaistance to state and local correc-
tions, finally recommending $2 billion for construct-
ing state facilities."'

Mthough the panel acknowledged the "needs" (A
local correctional authorities, it nonetheless as-
serted that

Another outeonw of resource limitatione
is that the federal goverme en t cannot effee-
tively meet the construcAon needs of both
states and local gove, nments. There am
sunpi.; not enough dollars to go around.
Consequently, w have (Ietermined that
available monies should be given to the
states, aa we perceive them to exhibit the
greatest need. . . . We do believe,
howewr, that the needs of local correctional
agenciee should continue to be
examined. . . ."

As a result, no direct fed(ral financial assistance was
reconimended for the local jad. However, the repzrt
did suggest:

1) amending the Federal Property and Ad-
ininistratieeServites Act of 1949 to"per
mit the conveyance or lease at no cost of
appropriate surplus federal property to
atate and local governments for correc-
tional purposes

2) making "availabM, aa needed and where
feaxible, abandoned military bases for
use by states and localities as correc-
tional facilities on an interim and emer
gency basis only (and) melding] avail-
able, ea neded and where feasible,
federal property for use by states and

foralities as sites for correctional Ike&
Best' and

32 amending "the Vocatiima/ Education
Af and other applicable statutes to fa-
cilitate state and local borreclional
agencies' ability to gain access to exhu-
me funds for the establishment of voca-
Bonet and educational programs within
correctional institutions?"1

REAGAN 1981: A BULLY PULPIT BUT NO AID

In the same month that the Attoniey General's
Tank Knee announced ita 84-point anticrime pro.
gram, White House counselor Edwin Meese III, was
warning those concerned with 'date. and local correc-
tions, "Don't count on any new money."'" That pithy
state.mentnct the detailed Justice report--was to
be the harbinger of Presieential sentiment.

Thus, in late September, Reagan delivered r. de-
cidedly hard-line speech to the International Asso-
ciation of Chiefs of Police (IACP) containim.; "only
two sentences directed at correetions""and nary a
word aimed at federal financial support. Stating that
"Only our deep moral values and strong social in-
stitutions can hold back I thel jungle and restrain the
darker impulses of human nature,'"" the Chief Ex-
ecutive promised to use the "'bully pulpit of the
Presidency to remind the public of the senousness of
lthe crime] problem and the need to support state
and local/ efforts fo combat it.""" Such an approach,
if felt by some to be inconsistent with the Preaidentk
hard-line rhetoric, was entirely consonant with and
even prescient of his "New Federalism" initiatives
which would first be "impounded only four months
after the IACP speecn. After all, criminal justice in
nearly all its permutatione has always been pri-
marily a state and local function. Moreover, 1981
marked the first year of a presidency committed to
drastically curtailing federal domestic spending. Fi-
nally, the Administration was known to be less than
enthusiastic about propounding a strategy that
might result in LEAA Revisited." Indeed, Auoci-
ate Attorney General Rudolph Giuliani summed up,
in the blunteet terms possible, Administration feel .
ings on the subject:

(Mlaybe (state and local governments]
should stop crying. We have gone through
the era of spending $8 billion on crime
through the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration and the crime rate didn't go
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down. Eight billion dollars thrown into the
problem of crime is like spitting into the
ocean. And what happened with LEAA
was that it was starting to become &crutch
for state and local governments.'

The billions were imed as an excuse for
state and local politicians to avoid making
the tough choices neceuarychokes that
would reallocate stele and local tax dollars
to law enforcemer c in general and to cor-
rections in particular."

Politically, economically, and to a degree ide.
ologically, then, 1981 could hardly have seemed an
auspicioua time to propose a major new grant.in.aid
program.

REAGAN 198243:
FROM THE BULLY PULPIT
A DECLARATION OF WAR

Millions of dollars will be allocated for
prison and jail facilities so that the mistake
of releasing dangerous criminals because of
overcrowded prisons will not be repeat.
ed. . . . I L let this much be clear Our com-
mitment to this program is unshakable; we
intend to do what is necessary to end the
drug menace and cripple organized
crime."

On October 14, 1982just a little more than a year
after delivering his ''no trine message to the nation's
pohce chiefsthe President unvdled a plan for com-
bating drug traffic and organized crime that included
"millions . . fnr prison and jail facilities." In addi.
tion to the call forfeit and prison (kinds, the Reagan
package called for; (1) establishing 12 regional drug
task forces; (2) creating a blue ribbon panel to ana-
lyze the nationwide influence of organized crime; (3)
:orming a N) -tate project, including participation
by the g-r . to examine possible criminal jus-
te refor instituting a cabinet-level commit-
tee under aegis of the Attorney General to re-
view interagency and intergovernmental coopera-
tion in the fight against organized crime; (5) estrb-
hailing under the Departments of Justice and
Treasury, a National Center for State and Local Law
Enforcement Training; (6) initiating "a new legis-
lative offensive" t o amend federal bail and sentencing
laws and to override cz rtain aspects of the exclusion-
ary rule; and (7) instructing the Attorney General to
submit an annual report on the status of federal
crime fighting endeavors."
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Congressiooal response to the President's pro.
posal came in the waning days of the 97th Congress'
chaotic post election session. Clearing both houses
on December 20, the crime package represented a
hodgepodge of amendments to what had been a tela .
tively simple bill reauthorizing drug treatment for
federal offenders. Of partkular interest, the new bill
included a Title 11 "Justice Assistance Act", a scaled
down LEAA done providing for

0 an Office ofJustke Assistance to admin-
ister a program of about $130 million in
block grants to states;

LI a discretiorary grant program autho-
rized at about $35 million;

1.1 a states' and local communities' match
for tiny federal grant;

C.) the minimum block for any state ito) be
$250,000; and

[1] the amount. of block grants (to be based)
on population."

The Administration wasted little time in hinting to
the press that the hill was unacceptable. The chief
bone of contention, however, had nothing to do with
creation of a new spending program. Rather, Justice
Department officials demurred at Title III establish-
ing a cabinet-level office of National and Interne.
tional Drug Operations and Policy to be headed not
by the Attorney General but by what swiftly becamt .
known in the popular parlance as an independent
"drug czar." 'Ming such concerns seriously, the
President vetoed the bill in January 1983.

Almckst simultaneous with his veto, Reagan re.
leased his fiscal year 1984 budget

requesting budget authority of $90 million
in 1984 for a new criminal justice assis-
tance grant prugnon. The program would
provide training, technical aasistance, and
financial assistance to state and local crimi.
nal justice agenciea with a Ppeei al focus on
the apprehension of violent and repeat
offenders."

While apparently not terribly dissimilar in broad
outline to the just interdicted Justke Assistance
Act, the President's 1984 proposal may run up
against Congresaional foes disgruntled over what
they consider an unfortunate and embarrassing
veto.
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Corrections In the 97th Congress

The Justice Assistance Act with not the onL Con-
gressional attempt (luring 1981 and 1982 to aid state
and local criminal justice activities. Indeed, at least
six such assistance proposals were introduced with-
out success in the 97th Congiess.

THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE CONSTRUCTION
REFORM ACT

On November 19, 1980, Senator Robert Dole (R.
KS) introduced a bill designed to assist states and
localities in constructing and renovating correctional
and other criminal justice facilities. Reintroduced
early in the first session of the 97th Congress, the
"Criminal Justice Construction Reform Act" pro.
posed the following:

1) a $5.5 billion authorization to cover fiscal
years 1982 through 1987 of which

a) $4.5 billion would be allocated
among the states on a formula basis
for the purposes of constructing
new or modemizing existing state
and local correctional facilities and

bl $965 million would be used to sup-
port demonstration projects de.
signed to test advanced correctional
planning, construction and modern.
ization techniques;

2) submission by grant.seeking states of
state plans to include among other
requirements
a) development of a comprehensive

statewide program for construction
and modernization,

b) assurances that local needs would
be taken into account, and

c) provision for the balanced allocation
of funds between state and local gov-
ernment projects;

3) establishment of a Clearinghouse on
Construction and Motlernizmion of Fa.
cilities to collect and disseminate infor.
motion; and

4) creation within the Department of Jus .
tice of a Criminal Justice Facilities Ad-
ministration to carry out the purposes of
the act."'

If a multibillion dollar program seemed an un-
likely candidate for passage in 1981, its sponsor w8S
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no more optimistic, viewing the bill primarily as "a
catalyst for discussion between members of Con-
gress and representatives from criminal justice
agencies and interested groups."'" Not unexpec-
tedly, the bill did gain support from a number of state
directors of corrections," the International Asso-
ciation of Chiefs of Police, the National Criminal
Justice Association and the National Sheriffs' Ass°.
cistion."' However, while certain members of the
Justice Department and White House staff offered
guarded support for the legislation, Budget Director
David Stockman opposed the envisioned massive
new expenditures." Moreover, the National Asso.
elation of Counties, among others, was resistant to
the propoeed legislation on the grounds that "(al
program of renovation al 1 construction alone would
only exacerbate . . . existing problems by um
necessarily promoting the expansion of jail pcpula.
tion u well as the high costs of incarceration." The
bill failed to emerge from the Judiciary Committee.

OTHER PROPOSALS

The Dole bill, by virtue of planned authorizations
alone, was certainly the most dramatic and well
publicized piece of corrections or criminal justice-
related legislation to emerge during the 97th Con.
greu, but it was by no means unique in its thrust.
And while a number of unsuccessful proposals were
LEAA-like in nature,'" at least two House bills were
specifically aimed at state and local corrections.

One propounded piece of legislation would have
authorized the Secretary of Commerce to make
grants available to the states for acquiring, con.
structing, expanding, repairing, and renovating
state and local prisons and jails and for improving
correctional programs and practices." Still another
would have allowed the Attorney General to enter
into contracts with states and local governments for
the purpose of making available proposed federally
constructed regional correctional centers." Each
bill subsequently foundered in committee. Criminal
justice bills containing varying degrees of correc-
tions emphases have similarly emerged during the
first session of the 98th Congress.

The Chlef Justice:
Toward a National Correctional Policy

Along with correctional administrators and
guards, perhaps no profession has better reason to
be concereed with the state of jails, prisons and
penitentiaries than judges. They, after all, bear ulti.
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mate respol 'ability for sending individuals to such
institutions Among the thousands ofjudges nation.
wide, iione has been more outspoken on the subject
of correetional reform than the country% highest
ranking jurist, Chief Justice Warren E. Burger.

Despite his long-espoused deference toward inde-
pendent state functions and institutions, the Chief
Justice recently asserted:

Correctional policy, particularly during
times of rapidly increasing piisoner popula.
tions and prison overcrowding, can no Ion.
ger remain confined to one level of govern-
ment or one segment of society. State, local
and federal authorities must focus on thes:
problems and in concertwithin the
framework of federalismdevelop a na-
tional correctional policy to deal with
them.,"

'lb accomplish that objective, Burger has made it be
known that in IW he "will propose that Congress
create a National Commission on Corrections Prim
tices to review these matters and propose remedial
programs."'

The Future of the Federal Role In
Local Corrections:

The Fears, the Fisc and Federalism

Crime, the courts, and corrections--every facet of
the nation's sprawling criminal justice nonsystem
are once again gaining nationwide attention. The
crime rate appears, by some indicators, to be going
(lown, yet the public expresses increasing fear of
criminals. The clarion call for victims' rights is
rapidly becoming a national movement. Court dock-
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eta at every level of government increasingly emu-
late the old adage that 'Justice delayed is justice
denied." Prisons are bursting at the seams and jails
are widely said to be in a state of crisissimul
taneously overcrowded and underutilized, poorly
staffed, and warehouses that produce only endlessly
idle hours.
. National politicians and the media, too, are once
more focusing on these seemingly intractable prob.
lems. 'lb the President of the United States the
answer would appear to lie in getting the "new priv.
ileged claw' of "predators" off the streets. The Chief
Justice wonders, 'where and what to?" They are
allPresident, ChiefJustice, and Congressmired
in a policymakerk nightmarea problem that for
decades has appeared to be insoluble, Nonetheless,
they all express commitment to "do something."

"Doing something," however, is continuously ex
pressed in dollar amounts, i.e., so many billions for
construction and millions for programming. The re-
sult, over the past few years, has been deadlock.

At the same time, the ideology of the New
Federalism presents an additional barrier to a re-
doubled federal effort in the field of eriminal justice.
Even during the height of LEAA, the federal role in
criminal justice was relatively minor, States, histor-
ically, have been the overwhelming possessors of the
pelice power with all its attendant functions.

Hence, the fear of crime faces formidable obsta-
cles in the beleaguered floc and in the New
Federalism. Whether the fear is greater than the
obstacles will determine the future of the federal role
in criminal justice generally and local corrections
particularly In the meantime, in the absence of any
major statutory initiatives and in the face of ex .
ecutive ambivalence, the federal judge will continue
to hold center stage in relations between the localjail
and the national government.

FOOTNOTES

1 Itter from Mark A. Conniff, Executive Ihrector, ihe Na.
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NY: Anchor PraMl. i975). pi MU.
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to restnct the use of habeas corpus petition. Including the
adoption of a *total exhaustion" requirement for petitions
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Reproduced from U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the
Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and
the Administration of Justice. Correctional policy.
Oversight hearings, 98th Congress, 1st session.
Washington, G.P.O., 1985. p. 63-67.

PREPARED STATEMMT OF ALLEN F. BREED, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
CORRECTIONS

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: I appreciate the opportunity to
appear before you this morning to discuss the National Institute of Corrections and
the relationship between Federal, State, and local correctional policies. The Nation-
al Institute of Corrections is the primary Federal resource to provide direct assist-
ance to State and local corrections programs. These number 3,500 local jails, 529
state institutions, 2,900 probation and parole agencies, 745 community residential
facilities, and 419 juvenile facilities.

The Institute was started in 1974 in response to a recommendation made at the
National Conference on Corrections, convened by the Attorney General in 1971 in
the aftermath of the tragic Attica prison riot. That recommendationstrongly sup-
ported at the conference by Chief Justice Warren Burgercalled for a national
training center for corrections personnel similar to the F.B.I. Academy.

The National Institute of Corrections' founding legislation mandated that it pro-
vide training, technical assistance, clearinghouse services, research, and policy/pro-
gram formulation and development to improve State and local corrections. The In-
stitute was first funded in 1977, as a line item in the Federal Bureau of Prisons'
budget, at $5 million. It continues to be administratively attached to the Bureau.

Since 1977, the Institute has provided management and specialty-skills training to
roughly 12,000 administrators, managers, and staff trainers working in corrections.
It is estimated that an additional 150,000 corrections line staff have benefited by
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(mining sponsored by the Institute through small grants to agencies to devise and
conduct staff training.

In July 1981, the Attorney General authorized the Institute to establish a Nation-
al Academy of Corrections at Boulder, Colorado. The Academy opened on October 1,
1981. In the first year of operation, funded entirely out of existing appropriations,
over 2,000 state and local corrections staff received intensive 'training. As state
budgets are being reduced across the nation, training for corrections personnel has
been reduced by as much as 50 percent.

Technical assistance to meet the moat critical needs of state and local corrections
continues to be in high demand, and the Institute last year provided on-site help to
corrections agcncies in nearly 1,000 instance!). Assistance is provided only to agen-
cies that officially request it; no effort is made to coercively approach the states and
localities from the Federal level. Assistance provided covers a broad gamut from
helping small, rural jails develop the most ba.sic of policy and proceduresto provid-
ing extended ansistance in the aftermath of prison riotsto mediating contested
conditions of confinementto Improving classification systems in institutions, pro-
bation, and parole.

Our information center in Boulder, Colorado, serves a longstanding need for cur-
rent and accurate information to be made available to corrections practitioners and
legislators. The infsrmation center is a national depoeitory and clearinghouse for
corrections informatbn and provided assistance to over 5,000 requesters last year.
The center also serves to link State, local, and Federal c.-rrections efforts through-
out the country, thereby reducing the isolation in which most corrections depart-
ments and programs had been operating.

Program development activities have produced transferable models in many criti-
cal areas. Models have been developed in prison and probation classification, an
area that is critical to the effective placement and supervision of offenders. Models
have also been developed in the areas of perole guidelines, bail guidelines, protec.
tive custody, inmate grievance mechanisms, and probution workload measures, to
mention just a few; architectural design models for correctional facilities are cur-
rently being developed.

As one example, the Federal role in assisting the states in implementing effective
offender classification systems has been most effective. Many offenders are overclas-
Rifled, i.e., confined and/or supervised at unnecessarily high levels of security and
deprivation. Currently, better than 50 percent of all inmates are chissified and con-
fined to maximum aecurity facilities. However, baited on the experience with the use
of the latest classification technology, only 10 to 15 percent of the inmates in state
institutions warrant this degree of security custody. The converse is true with mini
mum security where only 11 percent of the offenders are chusified to this level of
security, although as many as 30 to 35 percent may be so safely confined. Classifica-
tion is not only critical to expanding to use of the most appropriate level of confine-
ment necessary for public safety, but also as an economic factor to be considered in
public policy choices regarding sentencing sanctions. Construction of a 500-bed maxi
mum security prison, for example, averages $35 million, while construction of a SW
bed minimum security facility averages about $11 million. Annual operating costs of
a maximum security prison average $12,000 per inmateannual operating costs 01
minimum security facility average $6,000 per inmate.

Annual operating costs for a probation supervision program average $463 per pre
bationer.

Modern classification systems can provide the most cost effective, rational, and
safe method of assigning offenders to the most appropriate program and custodial
level.

In all of its work, the Institute strives to move state and local corrections toward
levels of efficiency, cost-effectiveness, managerial competence, humaneness, safety.
and fairness. Sound public policy is desperately needed to espouse programs and
procedures that will give state and local corrections guidance on the elements of
safe, constitutional, and equitable corrections systems.

Mr. Chairman, I will limit myself in regard to your request to discuss the eela .
tionship between Federal, State, and local correctional policies, to discussing the two
most critical problems facing American corrections: severe overcrowding in our pro-
ons and jails, and the disabling impacts of reduced state tied local funding for cot'
rections. I am not advocating a Department position, but rather am presenting con
cerns and ideas which represent state and local corrections

Overcrowding is by far the most critical problem facing corrections today Rs we
squeeze more than 400,000 people into prisons. An additional 160,000 are in deten-
tion in local jails throughout the country. The number of confined offenders in pris-
ons has increased by 60 percent over the decade, 1970 to 1980. By the end of the
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third quarter of 1982, prisoners in state and federal facilities numbered 405,371 an
increase of 29 percent in less than 2 years. If the number of people entering prisons
continues to escalate at the same rate, the U.S. prison population will exceed half a
million people before the end of 1984.

Because of severe prison overcrowding, nearly 10,000 state prisoners are backed
up into county jails making the safety of local correctional facilities even more pre-
carious.

In 1982, 39 states were under court orders to reduce prison overcrowding; 23 were
operating under court-ordered limits.

Incarceration rates indicate imprisonment of 97 individuals per 100,000 popula-
tion in 1970; 138, in 1980; 153, in 1981; and 169 per 100,000 population by the end of
the third quarter of 1982. This increasing rate of incarceration is not only driving
up the cost of state and local correctional services, but also consuming a greater pro-
portion of annual state expenditures. In 1970, 1.2 percent of state expenditures
($931.4 million) was earmarked for corrections. For the current fiscal year, 2.63 per-
cent ($6.1 billion) of state expenditures is budgeted for corrections.

In fiscal year 1982, state systems added 11,516 beds through new construction at a
cost of $1.5 billion. Theae 11,516 beds represent space for less than half of the nearly
25,000 new prisoners that entered state facilities in the first half of 1982. We have
all heard 'he astronomical costs of prison construction but seldom is it presented
with an economist's portrayal nf expenditure over a 30-year period. When a legisla-
ture decides to spend, say, $100 million in new prison construction, it is committing
the taxpayer of that state to $1.6 billion in correctional expenditure over the ensu-
ing three decades. Construction is only 6 percent of the charge to taxpayers over 30
years. For every dollar of construction, there will be $16 in operating costs. The con-
struction is cnly the down payment.

The build/not build controversy has become so emotional that both sides find it
hard to deal objectively with present conditions. Certainly there is some justification
for the contention that new construction seems to result in a self-fulfilling prophecy
as prison populations expand to fill the available space. But this argument ignores
the increasing number of prisoners held in intolerable, overcrowded conditions as
the states fail to replace outdated structuresnot to mention building new space for
increasing populations.

Jail and prison populations must be seen as less the result of such quantifiable
indicators as the baby boom and the crime rate than the result of basic policy deci-
sions reflecting beliefs about how we choose to deal with offenders. These policies
represent the irsportant and crucial explanatory element necessary to understand
the current cri As of overcrowding.

Under this ?remise, the number of people in prisonrather than being a factor of
demographics and the crime rateis largely a result of decisions made by actors in
the criminal justice system: police, prosecutors, defense lawyers, judges, corrections
officials, parole hoards, legislators, and governors. Thus, solutions lie not with jailers
and wardens, but with the key decisionmakers spread throughout the criminal jus-
tice system.

Only as these key decisionmakers begin to accept responsibility for their actions
in contributing to the problem and, in turn, are provided with the necessary infor-
mation to make responsible reasoned decisions, will the crisis diminish. Just as we
learned in the last century that there is no such thing as the free lunch, we now
need to learn that locking people up is not a cost-free solution to an excessively high
crone rate.

This somewhat gloomy appraisal does not imply hopelessness but, rather, is made
to underscore that neither a stroke of the pen to enact new laws, a bountiful appro-
priation, nor a new commissioner of corrections by itself will make prison over-
crowding go away. All of the studiesall of the analyses and technical solutions
will be of little value without a jurisdiction having a clear-cut public policy on cor-
rections This policy must reflect the courage to tackle the multiplicity of over-
crowding problems----and the tenacity to shepherd long-term solutions. Do we need
more prisons? We certainly do at the Federal level The needs at the state and local
level are as varied as the 50 states.as the man) tourts that sentence prisoners
and as the officers who arrest. An appropriate solution for one state may be politi-
cally, economically, and legally infeasible in another,

For a solution to be developed, the key decisionmakers must see prison overcrowd-
ing as a societal problem, not as a corrections problem. The Federal Government
can assist in analysis of the need and propose alternative solutions, but the public
policy decision to build or not to build belongs at the city, county, and state levels of
government
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Increasing the capacity to incarcerate must be accompanied by serious efforts to-
assist jurisdictions in developing mechanisms for population control. This responsi-
bility has been one which the National Institute of Corrections has pioneered, and
should continue to be a major focus of its program development and technical assist-
ance activities.

Regardless of new strategies for population control, State and local governments
are going to have to construct, some new jails and prisons.

I am not here to suggest that the Federel Government allocate funds for construc-
tion, at the state and local level particularly in light of the raied to reduce Govern-
ment spending. There is no single panacea to the problems of overcrowding, but one
can suggest areas in which Federal programs could play a key role in assisting the
current situation.

For example, the current ovelrowding has been eased to a degree by the transfer
of Federal surplus properties to these states and localities for correctional use. From
October 1980 to date, a number of Federal properties have been transferred. Two of
the properties were donated outright; leasing arrangements exist in most instances.
An additional six property transfers are pending finalization of sale or leasing ar-
rangements.

While the Administration has been supportive and bills are pending before Con-
gress to authorize outright donation of surplus Federal properties for state and local
correctional use, legislation was not passed at the last session of Congress. The do-
nation of surplus Federal buildings and land on which tite states and localities could
construct or remodel facilities would be a significant contribution.

Another problem that is having a severe impact on corrections is diminishing re-
sources at the state and local levels to operate government programs. Although cor-
rections workloads have markedly increased, the dollars available to provide neces-
sary staffing and programming have dramatically decreased.

Corrections finds itaelf facing a double dilemma. As offenders are entering the
prisons at unprecedented rates, prison staffs and inmate programs are being re-
duced. Increasing numbers of offenders are also being placed un probation and
parole, yet resources to provide adequate supervision and support services are kwing
reduced.

An example of the impact on state prison systems is the State of Michigan, when:
85 corrections officers, 8 teachers and vocational instructors, and 36 support person .
nel in the prisons were laid off last fall due to a budget reduction for the corrections
system of $3.6 million. Michigan, like other states, has some very old and dangerous
institutions; three riots occurred there in 1981 that resulted in $5 million worth of
damage.

Budget cuts also reduced the probation and parole agent work force by 50, which
caused a marked increase in the size of caseloads.

Likewise, California's diminished resources reduced the operational budgets of 52
county probation departments by 32 percent. Caseloads in Los Angelis, County
soared to over 300 offenders per officer whizh provides Mlle in the way of supervi-
sion and nothing in terms of public safety.

In Wisconsin, prisons are overcrowded by 900 inmates and population increases of
nearly 15 percent last year is projected at similar levels until 1988. In January of
this year, one Wisconsin prison experience-a the taking of 15 hostages and damage
to one building in excess of $55,000all of which is attributed to overcrowding.

When Americans are concerned obout safety in the streets, when state prison sys
tems are being operated under conditions of confinement that have been found to be
unconstitutional, when prisons have extremely poor physical conditions and serious
safety and sanitation problems, reductions in probation, prison and parole work .
forces are simply intolerable.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I ear only make general suggestions on how federal pro
grams could help address these problems which exist at the state and local levels
without incurring significant additional expense to the Fedeial government.

Perhaps our greatest help could be to assure that we at the Federal level do not
make matters worse.

An example of doing so occurred in January of this year, when an amendment to
the Service Transportation Act was passed which prohibited the manufaii.uring of
certain products by state prisoners. Prohibitive legislation has a negative enough
effect when it impacts the corrections system's ability to generate new programs.
However, in this instance, the amendment has effectively shut down a 301ear-old
prison industry that until recently operated in 37 prisons across the country. The
State of Colorado alone has reported ii proiected loss of $400,000 in capital invest-
nient that will be idle; $146,000 inventory lies; $2',0,000 loss in sales; and lobs of 45
inmate jobs and 3 civilian jobs. the State of Connecticut rported that $1 4 million
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in capital investment will be idle because of this one piece of kgislation It is esti-
mated that the states will have to spend hundreds ot thousands oi dollars in start
op funds to replace the industry lost to this amendmem.

Prison industries has long bten a source ol nwenut to the state correetions sys-
tems. These programs are also essential to reducing inmate idleness, providing
training, skills, and improved chances of employment upon release; and providing
monies with which the offender can assist his family in the community. The Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court has often spoken out on the need to make our prisons
into factories where constructive skills can be karned and useful goods manufac-
tured. Unless markets can be d ',eloped, prison industries can never become indus-
trious.

The needs of state and local corrections are great and there is an understandable
turning to the Federal Government for leadership and assistance. The Federal Gov
ernment's role of leadership can best be exerted throw a continued support of train-
ing, technical assistance, information sharing, and progi.,in/poliey development.

Webster has defined leadership as "showing the way."
We at the National Institute of Corrections feel we can "show the way" through

noticoercive, but very responsive programsresponsive to the needs of state and
local corrections. With continued Congressional support, we promise such respon-
siveness.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF L. CARY BITTICK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SHERIFFS'
ASSOCIATION

INTRODUCTION

Chairman Kastenmeier and distinguished subcommittee members: my nanw is L
Cary Bittick and I hold the position of executive director of the National Sheriffs'
Association (NSA), an association with over 50,000 members. The NSA represents
the Sheriffs of our country who have the responsibility for operating the overwhelm-
ing majority of our Nation's 3,493 jails. On any given day, it is estimated that in
excess of 158,000 men and women are incarcerated in these jails.

This is one-third of the total U.S. incarcerated population. In any one year, about
4 to 5 million citizens pass through our local jails. Over the past decade much atten-
tion has been focused on conditions that exist in some of these jails as a result of
antiquated facilities, overcrowding and inadequate staff, to mention a few reasons.

Typical of many jails, the population it serves is relatively untouched by human
service programs or outside community support. Moneys are not usually readily
available for programs, renovations, or maintenance of the physical plant.

Concern is for the lock-up of inmates and security, rather than for the gradual
easement and reintegration to the community for the offender population. It is a
long established fact that jails have been among the lowest priorities for funding
since the days when John Howard inherited the jail at Befordshire in 1'773 There is
in too many instances a reluctance on the part of the public to spend scarce dollars
on projects that have a low priority among citizens of the community.

MOVE TOWARD JAIL REPORM

Sheriffs and jail administrators now find their operations undergoing the same
type of scrutiny that policy organizations underwent in the 1960's. Solutions to the
national jail crisis bear some resemblance to the events that impacted heavily on
police operations and quickly gathered steam to propel change in the years that fol-
lowed. In retrospect, me can point to:

1. The President's commission on law enforcement which drafted standards.
2. The organization of LEAA which offered financial aid.
3. The updating and modernizing of police facilities.
4. Scrutiny by the courta of police performance.
5. State mandated training standarda.
6. Implementation of --,,r diversion type programs.
Jails for too long have been considered the "step child" of the criminal justice

system but are now going through the same professional growing pains. This growth
is being nurtured in part by:

1. Court scrutiny ofjail operations and practices.
2. Federally funded programs.
3. Development of standards.
4. A national movement to professionalize performance.
5. Selection of professional jail administrators.
6. Emphasis on training and education for jail administrators and staff.

THE 9TATE OP OUR NATION'S JAILS-1982

A nationwide survey of jails conducted by the National Sheriffs' Association enti-
tled "The State of Our Nation's Jails-1982" proved to be the largest and most com .
prehensive study on jails in the history of the association. Much of the data will not
surprise sheriffs and jail administrators who have known for a long time that in too
many instances the states of our Nation's jails can be compared to ships foundering
on the beach at low tide.

The categories of inquiry covered such areas as legal; administrative; physical de-
scription of present jail; staffing; inmate population; programs and services; and the
five most serious problem areas in the jail in order of their importance.

In every category cited, it quickly becomes evident that jails lack both physical
and human resources. Today, many non-jail experts have anggested that overcrowd-
ing is the biggest problem, when in fact overcrowding is clearly the eymptom of the
problem, not the problem itself. The overcrowding problem is often times defined as
"the sherifFs problem" when it should be addressed in the broader context to M.
dude all the components of the county and sta te criminal justice system. This would
include the police, judges, district attorney, public defender, parole and probation
and State correctional systems.
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consider the advice of Murry and Unity, writing in the November 1982 issue of
American County Magazine.

'In the moat cases, it is a mistake to assume that the 'jail' problem is a problem
associated with the jail keen'. County jail administrators have no control over the
number or types of individuals who enter jails, how long offenders will be incarcer-
ated. Most of the problems usually associated with county jails are a direct function
of the laws, policies and procedures external to the jail itself." These "have a
more direct effect on the overcrowding of county jails than can be compensated kr
by massive jail construction programs."

"The solution to the jail dilemma, therefore, has more to do with changes in the
administration of justice external te the jail than reform of the jail itself. In maw
cases it is far less expensive and more OractienI to refonn laws. policies, and proce-
dures affecting jail populations than it is to construct new jails. Massive jail con-
struction programs initiated in respowe to ovenvowd;ng of existing facilities rmult-
tog from inadequate administration of the crimfnal juatice symem, are wasteful and
a misuse of tax dollars."

In concluding the article, the authors state:
'In conclusion, the beet solution to eve. crck-'... jails i. no, tweessarily jail c.in-

struction. Many counties will fir.d that a:, int.thigen, ree,in of the criminal justict
system and alternatives to incarceration will ).**..; ts,,pht .Astittg and less expenuive
solutions to the jail problem. The worst mistake totil, be to build a' new jail facility
and subsequently realize that it is a monument t4 in.iticlont planning."

The "State of Our Nation's Jails" survey Riekes it eibundantly clear that the
number one problem is personnel (calculated frost. an or j 2,644 aseponseel. Many of
comments penned to the questionnaire explained that 0-ersonnel 'Acuities spa, a
range which touches on the lack of jail training, inadquate salaries, and heavy staff
turnover due to lack of career incentive programs.

Modernization ranked second and showed that many jails are kW antiquated,
poorly ventilated, substandard structures which cannot meet minimal standards in
fire protection, food services, health, and sanitation. Tied to this is recreation, which
ranked fourth behind overcnnvding as a msjor problem. All too often, the question-
naires reported no indoor or outdoor recreation, one of the major factors in court
suits. Some who have space outside are unable to utilize it because of staff short-
ages. Funding ranked in the top five categories as one might expect since it is only
through monetary reeources that dramatic changes occur in the personnel and mod-
ernization areas.

Thirty-seven different kinds of problems were cited. One should not assume that
sheriffs and jail administrators feel thew problems are relatively minor. Quite the
contrary. Other parts of the questionnaire indicated deficiencies in security, medical
service, training, visitation, programs, salary scales, and housing the mentally ill,
juveniles, and females.

Now FOR DIVrasIONARY PROGRAMS

Jails traditionally have a two-fold function. It is a place for the temporary deten-
tion of the unconvicted and a confinement facility where convicted persons, predom.
inately misdemeanants, serve out their sentences. But the fact remains that jails in
too many instances are used as a dumping ground for the social misfits of a commu-
nity, the mentally ill, the alcoholic, the narcotic addicts and the runaway juvenile to
mention a few, because the police have no other reeource and the jail is the sim-
plest, most available alternative. Jails are ill-equipped to handle people that fall
into these categories. The fact that they must be accepted into jail is an indictment
of the community which permita it because of ita failure to develop alternative
means of handling these persons.

Those jails particularly in the national jail survey were asked the following ques-
tions:

OVERALL RESPONSE

Omar

Is there a datoo anis in 1he conionnity?
Yes.

1.001 31 6
No 1,211 41.9
No answti 386 14.5

Do you have ptogiams Oat made altennoes to inundation)
Yes 1.055 39 6

4 f
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OVERALL RESPONSEContinued

Mae+ Nate. Nord

No 1,198 45 0

No answer 411 15 4

The smaller the jail the less likely it will have detox services available or alterna.
tives to incarceration. We see it as a community problem requiring cooperation
from its leadership. It. is up to the sheriff and jail administrator to take the first
step and solicit this cooperation. The sheriff is in an advantageous position to do
this since a majority of the voting public placed him in office. Sheriffs often feel
that there is no support in the community for things seen as helping the jail. It is
the sheriffs responsibility to the public to convince the voters that improvements
such as alternatives to incarceration or detox centers can only benefit the public. To
salvage even one alcoholic will save the community tax dollars. We realize that to
deal effectively with the public inebriate, a detox center is only a small part of a
system of care which would have to include transportation services, shelters, ex..
tended care, domiciliary care, housing, support, and job training.

OVERALL RESPONSE

Man !Map etnat

ke Ones separated from adults?

Yes 1,955 73 4

No 67 2 5

642 24 1

COMMENT

The question should have read "separated by sight and sound." The fact that
most jails do separate juveniles from adults cannot be argued agqinst. What is badly
needed is more commitment from the communities to house their juveniles in insti .
tutions separate from the jail as it now required in a few of the States.

OVERALL RESPONSE

MOW Nato Frani

Do "al ratio* handle Males plesentiog special ptobienn with.
Nobel abase . 615 23 1

Drug abuse 1,610 60 4

Modal illisess/retade0 1,385 52 0

ktislal 1,086 40 8

Musk 1,115 41 9

Nomosessaity 822 30 9

The replies to this question make it clear that the jail is the repository for the
social misfits of the community. The answer to the alcohol and drug abuse items
suggest that the inebriated person is handled so often by jail staff that people in
this category nre not viewed as presenting special problemsthe jails actually re-
ceive far more people under the influence of alcohol than who are under the influ-
ence of drugs.

Not enough progress has been made in keeping mentally ill people out of jail and
jail officers are often called upon to function as psychiatric aides. If the communi .
ties in their wisdom decide that jails instead of mental hospitals are the place for
the mentally ill, they, have some obligation to see that jail officers get a requisite
amount of training in handling these people.
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"Jails have become the receptacle of society'a problems. They are always open and
they have very few entrance requirements." (Coughlin writing in American County.
N we rn be r 1982.1

Many of these bookings might be avoided if other alternatives were available. The
National Sheriffs' Association wants to reinforce the truism to which sheriffs have
suiscribed for over 40 years, that the akoholic, the mentally ill, and the juvenile do
not belong in jail.

The NSA endorses programs that maximize the use of good altelmatives to incar-
ceration for offenders who, if released, would not repreaent a threat to the commu-
nity. The underlying strategy being to remove an offender from thz comm.mity and
incapacitate him in terms of his ability to commit crime.

9ur feeling that many counties have yet to maximize the use of good alterna-
tives to incarceration for offenders. Part of thia ties in with many jurisdictions still
requiring cash bond for release to a private bondsman, something which discrimi-
nates against those without funds. There are still too many counties where the
courts and attorneys involved with prosecution and defense of the incarcerated over-
look or give low priority to this problem. The community is fee wen served because
it contributes t.o overcrowdingpeople remain in the jail for weeks if they' can't
make a small cash bond. It costs the community money to board these inmates mu
it perpetuates a double standard ofjustice.

Jails should be used to:
To maintain control and custody of hard core recidivists who threaten the

silfety of the community.
(21 To punish convicted persons; particularly serious offenders.
el) Deterrenceto deter other members of society from similar acts, and, with re-

spect to the offender, to provide sufficient threat of punishment so that he or she is
deterred from future uniawful conduct.

A large part of the jail population is coming and going on a daily basis. This
makes it difficult to carry out the type of programs in jails that will provide for the
resocialimtion of offenders to the extent that a solution is provided to the increasing
community crime problems. jails must provide medical, educational, and employ-
ment aid, together with programs that deal with the overwhelming problems for of
fenders caused by alcoholism, drug abuse, and social alienation. (National Advisory
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 1973.) Because a large
number of jail inmate.; are incxrcerated for a short period of time it is necessary to
implement the type of programs that utilize the resources of community agencies to
make sure that those offenders who have participated in shorterm programs in the
jail continue to receive help upon returning to the community.

It is important, especially for persons arrested for the first time, t9 be classified
on intake so they can be steered toward a resource that can address the problem
that led to their arrest. This is not done often enough. The first offender is more
likely to be amenable to change, for at this time the experience of being jailed is
most frightening. Subsequent. periods of confinement become easier to cope with.
This is especially true for the alcoholic, drug user and social deviant.

NEM/ VOR NKW JAIL CONSTRUCTION

Sheriffs understand only tou well that in the 1980s, jails which operate according
to law will have to meet mandated standards. They understand, too, that this is
simply not possible if the physical plant of the jail is a horrible, outdated facility
operated by too few jail officers at the lowest. possible price. The biggest problem
they have faced in promoting improvement in jail operation can be summed up in
two wards: Community neglect! It was true in the past and it is true today. In many
ways it has been the community neglect which has caused the nafional jail crisis.
triggered over a decade ago when the courts of our country began to demand that
the jails be operated according to minimal constitutional standards.

For a good many years, sheriffs have told those who would listen that we must
put money into the jail if we are to avoid fire and health hazards. The keynote
speaker at the 1977 national assembly on the jail crisis pointed out that, next to the
police, the Nation's jails deal with the largest number of people who come into con-
tact with the criminal justice system. Logically, then, it follows that jails should re.
Cetve a large share of criminal justice resources to work out solutions te their prob-
lems and improve conditions for inmates, but this has not happened. The speaker
noted that because few people actually are concerned about the jail or will assume
responsibility for its operation. the problems eventually will need to be resolved by
the courts. Courts. however, are only equipped to handle the most severe and imme .
that(' problems, such as overcrowding or lack of inedical care T 1H, the problems
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facing the Nation's jails today involw who come into the system, the develop.
alent of good alternatives to placing " ly people in jail, and the need for dra-
matic changes in the public's attitudes who should be jailed.

One of the major challenges faced by public officials for the remainder of the 20th
centuty is to convince the general aublic thet it must accept the responsibility for
this Nation's jails arid assume the task of momentous change after 200 years of ne-
glect.

Unfortunately, many of the ill-advised, talk in terms of new jail construction as if
the sheriffs were advocating building the inmates luxurious hotels. These people
forgot that the jail staff works inside the facility at jobs where the stress level is
high and where unhealthful, overcrowded, and dilapidated facilities affect staff
health and attitudes. The turn over in jail personnel in these facilities fer surpasses
that in other segments of the criminal justice system.

1 am sure that most sheriffs would never contend that a new or renovated jail
facility will solve all the problems of confinement, but serious problems will contin-
ue to plague that jail operation if the building fails to meet health, fire, and build.
lag standards. This in fact can be tho Achilles heel of a well managed jail. Nor
would sheriffs insist on new Jail construction if renovating the older facilitv would
suffice to meet contemporary, constitutional standards.

Court decisions have forced some improvement in living conditions, but for the
most part, the conditions remain the some, local officials have lacked the money,
the knowledge or the desire to correct the conditions, for whatever reason, the fact
. mains that funds have not been forthcoming to create lasting changes in the oper-
ations of jails that are substandard, and there are a number of substandard jails
still being operated. Administrators responding to the national jail survey were
asked to identify the date their jail was built and their responses revealed the fol-
lows:

Overall responsedate jail built:
108 Jails were built in the 1980's.
640 Jails were built in the 1970's.
390 Jails were built in the 1960's.
276 Jails were built in the 1950's.
85 Jails were built in the 1940's.
264 Jails were built in the 1930's.
151 Jails were built in the 1920's.
110 Jails were built in the 1910's.
87 Jails were built in the 1900's.
86 Jails were built in the 1890's.
56 Jails were built in the 1880's.
56 Jails were built in the 1870's.
19 Jails were built in the 1860's.
20 Jails were built in the 1850's.
4 Jails were built in the 1840's.

Jails were boa in the 1830's.
4 Jails were built in the 1820's.
2 Jails were built in the 1810's.
7 Jails were built in the 1800'0.
Overall, 612 jails which were built between 1900 and 1940 still operate. Of these

old jails 262 originated in the 19th century. It is a small wonder that so many sher-
iffs and jail administrators listed modernization aa a major problem.

The National Sheriffs' Aaeociation wants to go on record as identifying with the
need for new jail construction in situations where new jails are needed to allow
them to conform to constitutional standard.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONALD MURRAY, DIRECTOR, CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAM.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OP COUNTIFII RESEARCH FOUNDATION ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES BEFORE THE House SUBCOMMITTEE ON
COURTS. CIVIL LIBERTIES. AND THE ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE

Chairman Kastenmeier and distinguished members of the subcommittee, I am
pleased to have been invited to testify this mornIng on behalf of the National Asso-
ciation of Counties* on the intergovernmental dimer.sions of the correctional crisis
in oui country.

Before I begin, I wish to compliment the Chairman and the subcommittee for con-
vening these important hearings on the relationships between Federal, State and

' NACO is the only national organization representing county government in America. Its
membership includes urban, subuan and rural counties joined together for the common pur-
pose of strengthening county government to meet the needs of all Americans. By virtue of a
county's membership, all its elected and appointed officials become participants in an organize-
non dedicated to the following goals: Improving county government; serving as the national
spokesman for county government, acting as a liaison between the Nation's counties and other
levels of government, and achieving public understanding of the role of counties in the federal
system.
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local governments concerning correctional policies. It is a subject that rarely re-
ceives any national attention.

Mr. Chairman, the individual and joint problems facing Federal, State and local
governments point toward a glaring omission in efforts for corrections reform; little
attention has been paid to intergovernmental solutions. Indeed, almost all of the
major national studies on criminal justice during the last decade, including the 1982
report of the Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime and the 1973 report
of the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and goals, have
omitted any serious examination of the role and potential benefits of intergovern-
mental relations in corrections reform. The one exception is a study now in progress
by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACII0 which exam-
ines the intergovernmental aspects of the jail crisis. The ACIR is conducting this
study at NACO's request under a grant from the National Institute of Corrections.
It should be finalizM later this year and we believe it will shed much light on this
long neglected area.

Despite this almost col. plete neglect of intergovernmental issues, there can be
little question that most aspects of the criminal justice system affecting corrections
are inherently intergovernmental.

Most misdemeanants and felons are sentenced under State statutes by State and
local judges, Before trial, they are often held in city-run lockups or county-run jails.
At the same time, some 45 States are directly involved in jail operations through
the enactment ofjail standards. Moreover, many problems inherited by local correc-
tional agencies relate to the delivery of health and social services which are also
intergovernmental in nature and require coordination among Federal. State and

local agencies.
The Federal courts, as thie committee is well awate, are also actively and very

directly involved in State and local corrections in two major ways: Thiough the en-
forcement of constitutional protections and through rendering decisions on alleged
human rights violations under section 1983 of the Civil Rights Act of 1871. In addi-
tion, both States and the Federal Government have increasingly utilized local jails
to house State and Federal inmatea. The administration in its recent budget request
has projected that in fiscal year 1984, 54,500 unsentenced Federal prisoners will be
boarded in approximately 680 jails; while at last count, on any given day 8,576 State
inmates were backed up in local jails.

It is against this intergovernmental backdrop that major answers to the correc-
tions crisis must be found. NACO firmly recognizes that it is only in the context of
an intergovernmental framework that rational and long-range solutions to the jail
and prison crisis in our country can be found--solutions to jail and prison over
crowding, substandard conditions of confinement, the lack of alternatives to incar
ceration, the widespread disparity in sentencing, the back-up of State inmates in
local jails, the growing pressures of housing Federal inmates; and above all, the seri
ous absence of comprehensive planning and partnership arrangemcnts between
State and county governments.

In his annual year-end report last month on the U.S. legal system, Chief Justice
Warren K Burger observed that "correctional policy, particularly during times of
rapidly increasing prisoner populations and prison overcrowding, can no longer
remain confined to one level of government or one segment of society " State,
local and Federal authorities must focus on these problems in concert (and] develop
a national correctional policy to deal with them."

JAIL REFORMAN INTERGOVERNMENTAL CHALLENGE

Jail reform is the number one criminal justice priority for NACO's Criminal Jus
tic., and Public Safety Steering Committee and in recent years, NACO has focused
,:aisiderable attention on the jail crisis. In cooperatio: with :10 nationrl organini
tions, NACO has sponsored three national assemblies on the jail crisis and has
taken an active role in the development of the very successful national coalition for
jail reform.

Every year as many as 6.2 million people are processed through county jails-- 17

times the number sentenced to State or Federal prison: Many could be released or
diverted safely through effective pretrial or alternative programs. The National
Sheriffs' Association, in their well documented study, the "State of Our Nations
lails-1982," found an average 61.1 percent of jail inmates have not even been con-

victed of a crime and that the average length of detentiun for pretrial defendants
was 3.2 months.

In part, the jail is a yardstick of the inadequacies and breakdowns in a communi-
ty's health and social service systems. Many thousands of jail inmates, such as
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public inebriates or the mentally ill, who have bein released from State mental hos-
pitals, are behind bars simply because adequate care is not available in the commu-
nity. Yet these people are often housed in wome conditions than those faced by con .
yicted felons serving time in State institutions. One out of every four jails is over 50
years old. Forty-four percent of these jails house less than 10 people; nearly 90 per-
cent are without either educational or recreational facilities; two-thirds have only
limited first-aid medical capability, and only half have the physical capacity to sepa .
rate pretrial detainees from sentenced offenders. Amazingly, only five jails in the
United States have been accredited by the Commission on Accreditation for Correc-
tions.

Three important points need to be made here: First, the characteristics of jail pop-
ulations are very different from those of prison populations, and research has shown
that large r.umbem of jail inmates can be released safely through pretrial and com-
munity sorrections programs.

our second point is that studies have shown that additional jail space fills to and
above capacity soon after it becomes available. In other words, building more jails
has not solved the overcrowding problem and should not be expected to do so In the
future.

Our third point relates to the prohibitive costa of confinement and the recognition
that jails are a limited resource: Not only are the costs of building jails astronomi
caloften times upward of $50,000 per bedbut the operating costa are immense.
To quote Allen Breed, Director of the National Institute of Corrections:

"INe have all heard the astronomical costs of jail construction, but eeldom are
they pmented with an economist's portrayal of actual expenditures over a 30.year
period. When a legislative body decides to build, may, a $10 million new jail, it is
committing the taxpayer of that jurisdiction to $150 million of correctional expendi-
tures over the ensuing three decades. Construction is only 4 percent of the charge to
taxpayers over 30 years. For every dollar of construction there will be $16 in operat-
ing costs."

A realistic approach to eolving the jail crisis, we believe, if' difficult but achieva-
ble, requiring expanded use of alternatives to imarceration, new and effective part-
nership between State and county governments, better linkeges between criminal
justice and health and social service agencies; comprghensive systemwide planning;
well-conceived sentencing guidelines, and funds to improve facilities.

A program of renovation and construction alone would only exacerbate our exist-
ing problem by unnecessarily promoting the expansion of jail populatione as well
as the high costs of incarceration.

A veneRAL EITRATIGY PAR PROMOTING 8TATR-COUNTY PARTNIIRSIIIP PROGRAM

While NACO's Criminal Justice and Public Safety Steering Committee has inden-
titled the jail crieis aa its meet critical problem, the committee has clme to recog-
nize that the jail is part of a larger system and that major systemwide reforms are
badly needed. To put it differently, major solutions to the jail crisis, including the
search for alternative sanctions in the community, will not be found by focusing
only on the jail itself.

Unfortunateky, these perception(' are by no means universal Mil, all too often
is viewed as a building rather than as a component of the I. -.affections erten'.
Its relationship to corrections, to the judicial system, to law enforcement, and to
other governmental system operMing in the community iti widely ignored.

At IslACO's third national assembly on the jail crisis, the major problem that
were ahnoet continuoualy identified were the fundamental lack or planning and
management, and the need for intergovernmental partnership to foster these proc-
esses to occur.

Recognizing the jail ea a scarce resource, as well as the need for i1. avernmen-
tal reforms to spark improved correctional planning programa, NMX fined or.
June 8, 1981, before the Senate Subcommittee on Criminal Law, a o, rohensive
strategy for Federal assistance. Let me briefly review those reconimen'stions today.
The subcommittee at the time was considering legialation introduced by Senator
Dole, the Criminal Justice Construction Reform Act (S. 186), to provide Federal fi-
nancial assistance for all typed of criminal justice construction and renovationin-
cluding jails and prisonswith ail authorization of $6.5 billion over a 7-year period.

NACO's propoeal, in essence, sought to link population reductions and the devel-
opment of alternative programs to the award of construction fun& The proposal
recommended the establishment of local community corrections plantiing boards
and the development of a comprehensive plan as a precondition for F'ederal funds. It
else contained a population threshold and language to promote the sharing of cor
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rectional programs and facilities on is multi-county basis. Fin illy it caller'. for the
creation of a separate title in the act to "provide financial incentives to States to
develop and implement community corrections orograms in partnership, with local

government."
Instead of reviewing all of the specifics of NACO's proposal I have attached to my

testimony a short outline entitled, 'Me Jail Reform Act of 1981" which describes
its key provisions in more detail. Let me simply say in passing that as a condition
for funds, for example, the act could require intergovernmental agreements in rural
areas, the establishment of pretrial release end other community programs. and the
diversion from jail of people accused of certain classes of offenses. We recognize that
enabling legislation and/or revisions to the State criminal code may be required.
but incentives for change contained in the act should provide the impetus for these
changft. A clear demonetration of intent to make maximum use of alternatives and
to rWuce jail populations, was a fundamental requirement. NACO recognizes that a
substantial number of those in jail could be better handled in community programs

Although State investment has increased over the last several years, a substantial
number of States still provide no financial aseistance to counties in loca: adult cor-
rections. Of those States that do provide financial aid to countien in local adult cor-
rections the emphasis appears to be on subsidies to improve jail conditions and the
services jails previde, although at least 7 States have targeted assistance for alterna.
lives to incarceration. Federal legislation that provided incentive funding to States
that developed in pertnership with county governments community corrections leg-
islation could in our judgment, substantially reduce unnecessary confinement if
properly linked to well conceived sentencing guidelines.

Statewide community corrections programs, such as those that exist in Minnesota
and Oregon, serve to promote multi-county programing but even more importantly
they also support a planning promo to manage and evaluate correctional resources

at the local level.

THE RINEINTS OP STATE-COUNTY PARTNERSHIP

Comprehensive statewide community correctiona programs offer both States and
counties a major solution to the problems of overcrowding and substandard condi-
tions in prisons and jails. The growing interest at the State and local levels in find-
ing some way out of the ever-increasing costs of building and operating correctional
facilities can motivate States and counties to form a partnership to improve their
systems.

In such States as Minnesota, Oregon, and Kansas the local planning boards estab-
lished under their legislation, promotes communication and planning and provide a
mechanism for expanding, coordinating and evaluating new and innovative services

in the community. At tht. me time population requirementa encourage the de% Pl-

opment of multi-county systems to promote expanded servicee in rural areas.
Inherent in the practice of community corrections is the recognition that the corn.

munity is the beat place to deal with the criminal behavior of less serious offenders
and that county governments and their communities are best equipped to design
and operate the type. of programa suited to their communitiee. States that have im-
plemented compreMmilet programs have taken this concept one step further: They
acknowledge that corrections Is a State and local responsibility to which both levels
of government can contribute their resources. States provide subsidies and technical
assistance to counties, set standards for corrections programs, and approve nnd co-

ordinate programa statewide. Counties take over responsibility to plan, coordinate,
expend, and adminiider their own program&

State economical assistance is critical. Most counties have little flexibility to raise
substantial funds. They face severe fiscal constraints, whether through voter.initiat-
ed property tax limits or demands for service outstripping revenue source capabil.
ity. Because local taxing authority I. typically limited to property taxes and service
fete, counties need financial assistance to pay the initial short-termawlitional cosy;
of developing comprehensive community corrections alternatives to incarceration.
Because die bulk of the more than $2 billion counties spend on corrections is tied to
institutional programs, community corrections programs will require additional re-
eources until counties can better reallocate their own existing resources.

At NACO's annual convention last July new policy was adopted for incorporation
in the,American County Platform recommending a linkage between community cor .
rections legislation and a unique type of eentencing guidelines now operating only
in the State of Minnesota, although similar approaches are now being developed in
the States of Washington and South Carolina. (The only major departure in our
policy is that whereas the Minnesota sentencing guidelites apply only to adult

1tL
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felony populations, NACO would expand the cones pt to cover serious misdemean-
ants as well.)

Without going into elaborate detail, one of the most unique features of the guide-
lines is that they are predesigned to keep the prison population at a desired level as
determined by the State legislature, This is accomplished through actuarial predic.
tions of annual convictions in relation to available beds.

Unlike determinate sentencing approaches which primarily deals with only the
question of how long people should be imprisoned, the Minnesota guidelines set
forth a presumption for who should go to prison as well as for how lone based on
criminal history and the severity of offense.

To quote Malcolm Feeley and Lloyd Ohlin:
"The objective is to reserve the prison facilities for offenders who have committed

serious crimes or have lengthy criminal records. As population reaches capacity, the
guidelines force sentencing courts to make more careful choices among thoee who
require imprisonment and those who could be controlled or punished by other types
of penalties. This kind of cap on prison population is more likely Pc, work effectively
where a State-subsidized local community corrections program is also in operation
to provide other alternative sanctions for the courts to us."

A recent evaluation of sentencing practices during the first year of the guidelines,
produced impressive results;

Prison populations remained within State correctional capacity during 1980 and
1981. Commitments were close to the level projecte.i.

Sentencing practices have substantially conformed to the articulated sentencing
policy. There has been a 73 percent increase in imprisonment of offenders convicted
on high severity crimes with low criminal histories. There has been a 72 percent
reduction in imprisonment for offenders convicted of low severity crimes with mod.
erate to high criminal histories.

Disparity in sentencing has decreased under the sentencing guidelines seri.
tences are more uniform in terms of who goes to prison and in how long imprisoned
offenders serve. Sentences are more proportional in that offenders convicted or
more serious offense receive more severe sanctions than prior to the sentencing
guidelines,

It is NACO's expectation that if similar guidelines covered serious misdemeanor
populations even more impressive results would occur in terms of lowering and
better managing jail populations.

Well conceived sentencing guidelines coupled with statewide comprehensive com-
munity correztions programs appears to be our best hope. We simply do not have
the money to luild our way out of the jail crisis.

Ili:COMMENDATIONS

What should the Federal Government do to promote intergovernmental reforms
in corrections?

1. Developing corrections reform legislation:
Recognizing that the correctional crisis affecting local, State, and the Federal

Government in both a national and an intergovernmental probleminvolving an
overreliance on incarceration particularly at the State and local levelNACO rec.
ommends Federal legislation which would stimulate community corrections pro-
grams between State and local governments.

Such legislation should provide financial incentives to State governments to devel-
op comprehensive community corrections legislation in partnership with local gov-
ernments.

Federal incentives should be flexible enough to allow for individual State and
local differences, and not penalize any State that had already instituted such pro-
grams.

To qualify for incentive funding State legislation should contain certain essential
features such as language calling for the creation of local planning boards at the
country or multi-county requirements for the development of a comprehensive plan,
requirements relative to the enactment and enforcement or State standards and
population requirements to encourage multi-county programing.

Construction funds should afsu be made available on a matching basis but only
after the jurisdictionon in question and maximized their efforts to reduce jail and/or
prison populations,

Mr Chairman, the stiraulation of State and local effort through Federal financial
incentives in certainly not a new idea and would in all likelihood create a multiplier
!.0eet in terms of generating additional revenues from State and local governments
llw committee may recall that when Congress provided incentive funds in the soy.
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enty's to States that adopted model alcoholism legislation decriminalizing public
drunkenness it produced very positive results in a very short period of time.

2. Expand research and demonstration programs: The Federal Government should
expand its efforts to support national research in this vital area.

3. Support training and technical assistance: The National Institute of Corrections
with a budget of only ;11 million has done an outstanding job in providing training
research and technical assistance to county governments in corrections. The Federal
Governments continued support of MC is absolutely essential.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to make these comments and recom-

mendations.

..THE JA11, MORIN ACT Or 1981"

Eligibility
(a) Population requirement; A single county with a population of 30,000 or more

or a group of contiguous counties with an aggregate population of 30,000 or more.
(b) Corrections advisory board: Basic to the Act is the requirement that participat-

ing counties must establish a corrections advisory board. This board must be repre-
sentative of law enforcement, prosecution and defense attorneys, the judiciary, edu-
cation, corrections, racial minorities, social welfare services and lay citizens. If two
or more counties come together for purposes o? implementing a joint corrections
program, membership is shared among the couaties at the discretion of the joint
county boards. The advisory board is actively invol,,ed in the development of a local
comprehensive plan and in reviewing the progress being made. In addition, the
board is expected to provide the coordination which is needed to make an expanded
community corrections systems a reality.

(c) Comprehensive plan: The local comprehensive plan identifies correctional
needs and defines the programs and services necessary to meet these needs. This
plan is developed by the corrections advisory board and presented to the board of
county commissioners for final adoption. The plan identifies existing community
services, agencies and resources, analyzes the local criminal justice system and
other related systems that impact on the jail. The plan shall provide an analysis of
the jail population, address inappropriate confinement and specify how the county
or group of counties plans to reduce jail populations to a minimum and to make
maximum use of community alternatives to incarceration. The plan:

Provides satisfactory emphasis on the developreent Ind operation of community-
based corrections facilities and programs, including pretrial release services, half-
way houses, probation, restitution, community service and work release programs;

Provides for advanced techniques in the design of institutions and facilities;
Provides, where feasible and desirable, for the sharing of correctional programs

and facilities on a multi-county basis; and
Provides satisfactory assurances that the personnel training standards and pro-

grams of the institutions and facilities will reflect advanced practices.
Id) Funding:
I. The Act should contain language which would provide financial incentives to

states to develop and implement community corrections programa in partnership
with local government.

2. Provides adequate funding for construction or renovation with a 50 percent
Federal match.

PLATVORM A MENDMSNT

State.Counly Partnership Privrams for Community Corrections

NACO supports State-county partnership programs which foster local comprehen-
sive planning and provide a range of community alternatives to incarceration for
leas serious felony and misdemeanant populations. State governments should assist
counties in this process by providing a stable source of financial and technical as-
sistance, Partnership programs should emphasize the role of the private sector and
encourage, wherever feasible, the systematic sharing of resources on a multi-county
basis. Inherent in the practice of community corrections is the recognition that the
community is the best place to deal with the behavior of less serious offenders and
that county governments are uniquely able to coordinate, collaborate, and provide
administrative leadership and oversight in developing programs suited for their
communities.
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Linking Sentencing Guidelines to Community Corrections

order to reduce sentencing disparities, eliminate unnecessar, confinement, es-
tablish more rational and appropriate sentencing policies, and, in general, better
manage limited correctional resourcesincluding jails and prisons, NACO supports
the development and enactment of rational and uniform statewide sentencing guide-
lines which are tied to comprehensive community corrections legislation and legisla-
tively predetermined population maximums at both the state and local level. Such
sentencing recommendations should set fixed presumptive terms for felony and seri-
ous misdemeanant populations, indicating who should go to jail or prison, or be
placed in alternative community programs and for how long. The guidelines should
be based on an appropriate combination of offense and offender characteristics and
allow judges to depart from the sentencing guidelines only in exceptional cases,
when they can provide written reasons explaining why the sente .ce chosen is more
appropriate or more equitable than that provided in the guidelines. A very thorough
and rigorous monitoring system should be established.
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Reproduced from U.S. General Accounting Office. Report
to the Congzeas by the Comptroller General of the United
States. Washington, GAO., 1980. p. i-v.

COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

DIGEST

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
CAN DO MORE TO HELP
IMPROVE CONDITIONS
AT STATE AND LOCAL
CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

Unsafe, insanitary conditions in many State prisons
and local jails endanger the health and well-being of
inmates, correctional staff, and visitors.

Although inadequate funding has been a significant
cause of these conditions, improvements involve more
than increased funding. Correctional institutions
need adequate maintenance programs, trained personnel,

. and inspection programs which can detect deficiencies
and ensure that they are corrected.

The reeponsibility for improving conditions at State
and local correctional facilities rests primarily
with State and local governments, and some are making
improvements. Officials making changes recognize
their responsibilities but, at the same time, see the
need for increased Federal participation.

Safety and sanitation, sometimes referred to as envi-
ronmental health, include areas such as fire preven-
tion, food preparation and storage, accident preven-
tion, hygiene, temperature and light levels, pest
control, and air quality.

ENVIRONMENTAL DEFICIENCIES

Federal and State courts have found that many State
and local correctional institutiovs violate protec-
tions afforded by the Constitution as well as State
laws. Courts have ruled that svbstandard conditions

. can constitute "cruel and unusual punishment." Court
intervention can improve conditions, but relying on
it to identify and remedy substekmlacd conditions on a
widespread basis has serious drawbacks.

State and local inspection agencies frequently have
found deficiencies in prisons and jails. Some defi-
ciencies they have noted: leaking, inoperative
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plumbing; bedding made from materials which
generate toxic smoke when on fire; inadequate
ventilation, lighting, and heating; inoperative,
unreliable locks; exposed electrical wiring; dirty,
peeling floors and walls; inadequate fire safety
training; missing or inoperative smoke and fire
detection and control systems; no second means of
exit; and cross-connections of potable water sup-
plies to sewage lines.

Inspection agencies have not been effective in
obtaining improvements. Further, correctional
institution staffs frequently have lacked the neces-
sary training to contribute to institutional safety
and sanitation. GAO visited 46 prisons and jails in
6 States and found many of the deficiencies noted
by inspection agencies. (See Ch. 2.)

THE DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE
COULD OFFER MORE ASSISTANCE

Five Department of Justice agencies are involved with
conditions in prisons and jails--the Civil Rights
Division, the Marshals Service, the Bureau of
Prisons, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-
tion, and the National Institute of Corrections.

The Attorney General, through the Civil Rights
Division, investigates complaints about violations
of inmate constitutional rights. The recently enacted
Civil Rights of Institutionalized.Persons Act provides
the Attorney General explicit authority to initiate
or intervene in civil actions to secure inmate rights.
The kegislation requires the Attorney General, before
initinting such action, to advise State and local of-
ficials of actions he believes would remedy condi-
tion3 and of the Federal assistance available. The
Civil rights Division could provide advice and assis-
tance not only to institutions with deficiencies
severe enough to warrant civil action, but also to
other institutions needing help. (See p. 23.)

Inspectors from the Marshals Service, the only
Federal agency wAth an extensive jail inspection
program, visit ant: provide technical assistance
to about 800 jails under contract to the Service.
This inspecti...n system has some deficiencies,
but if they are corrected, the Service could do
much to assist State and local jail administra-
tors and inspectors. (See p. 25.)

24
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The Bureau of Prisons has much experience dealing
with environmental health problems in a correc-
tional environment and has much to share with State
anr7 'ocal officials, but until now, the Bureau's

t .ical assistance has not been safety and sani-

ta ,r1 oriented. (See p. 28.)

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration pro-

vides financial and technical support to State and

local criminal justice systems, but few of its
efforts have addressed safety and sanitation pro-

blems. It:supports the development of correctional
institution standards and encourages compliance with

them. However, for the most part, these standards
give limited consideration to safety and sanitation
and little specific guidance on how to implement

the standards. The Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration could show its support for improving
conditions and serve an important function if it

sponsored the development of maintenance standards
and specific guidelines on implementing environmental
health-related standards. (See p. 29.)

The National Institute of Corrections, a small Fed-

eral agency devoted to improving the corrections
system in this country, has sponsored a series of

fire safety training programs for corrections offi-
cials. This program, however, reaches a small num-
ber of officials annually. The Institute could

expand its training to other environmental health

issues. Additionally, the Institute could dissemi-

nate information on maintenance and materials
obtained from a number of Federal agencies with

experience in facility operation or with the ex-

pertise to develop performance standards and test

materials for acceptability. (See p. 31.)

RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO recommends that the Attorney General examine

the Department of Justice's approach for dealing

with safety and sanitation deficiencies in State

and local prisons and jails and develop a strategy
for assisting in the improvement of environmental

health conditions. As par *. of this strategy, the
Attorney General should:

--Expand the role of the Civil Rights Division

so that it assists troubled institutions
desiring assistance in solving environmental
health problems, even though the conditions

encountered do not warrant civil action.

iii
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--Upgrade the Marshals Service's jail inspection services
program, by including better training, using its re-

sources and expertise to assist jail administrators and
inspectors in improving their effectiveness, and explor-
ing the possibilities of increased coordination and
cooperation with State and local inspection agencies.

--Direct the Bureau of Prisons to work with the National
Institute of Corrections to set up a mechanism for
disseminating information on its environmental health
experiences to correctional officials at all types of

institutions and for opening more Bureau training to

State and local officials.

--Encourage and assist State and local officials to

develop maintenance programs by directing LEAA to
support the development of maintenance standards to

be used as models by correctional officials and of
detailed guidelines which will assist administrators
in implementing plans to meet the standards.

--Establish a program within the National Institute

of Corrections for disseminating information regard-
ing equipment and materials suitable for correctional

facilities. This information could be obtained from

the Bureau of Prisons and other Federal agencies with

knowledge of maintenance, equipment, and materials,
such as the Bureau of Standards, the Department of

Defense, and the General Services Administration.

--Encourage the National Institute of Corrections to
expand its environmental health training programs
to reach a larger number of correctional officials
and include a wider range of safety and sanitation

programs. This program should utilize available
State and local agencies involved with health,
fire safety, and occupational safety, as well as
Federal organizations with such expertise, including

the U.S. Fire Administration

AGENCY COMMENTS

The Department of Justice agreed that many State and
local prisons and jails have unsafe and insanitary

conditions. Although the Department expressed concern
about the availability of resources, it said a concer-
ted effort will be made to assist States and locali-
ties in improving conditions in their correctional
facilities. (See app. I.)

NY:,
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The Department also said that all of its affected
agencies agreed to maintain a close working inter-
relationship and to develop coordinated scrategies.

In addition, the individual agencies plan to provide
the following assistance to States and localities in
response to GAO's recommendationn.

- -The Civil Rights Division will use the Civil Rights
of Institutionalized Persons Act as a vehicle for
systematically providing prospective defendants with
information concerninq available sources of Federal
assistance which may aid in correcting violations of
the law

--The Marshals Service is developing programs to pro-
vide training, technical and financial assistance,
and excess Federal property to substandard jails
with which it contracts to house Federal prisoners.

- -The National Institute of Corrections plans to con-
tinue providing technical assistance and training
to States kor the purposes of developing, revising,
implementing, or monitoring environmental standards.

- -The Bureau of Prisons, in conjunction with the
Institute, will continue inviting State representa-
tives to its Environmental Health and Safety Course
for Correctional Institutions and will continue
participating in the Institute's assistance programs.
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Reproduced from Home confinement: an evolving sanction
in the Federal criminal justice system, by Paul J. Hofer
and Barbara S. Meierhoefer. Washington, Federal Judicial
Center, 1987. p. v-vi, 1-3, 5-11.

FOREWORD

Concern with crime is both intense and widespread. The public is
deeply disturbed by the perceived inabllity of tha law, and more
specifically the judicial process and the corrections system, to deter
crime. One result has been increased interest in sentencing policy
and purposes. The Congress, in the effort to be responsive, estab-
lished the United States Sentencing Commission, whose guidelines
currently await congressional consideration. Understandably, they
have generated considerable controversy. In the view of many, the
answer lies in greater severity of punishment. Current projections
of prison population ia the federal system warn us to expect in-
creases of major proportions. The Sentencing Commission itself, as-
cribing much of the cause to recently enacted legislation designed
to curb drug abuse, predicts dramatic increases in prison popula-
tion within a relatively short period of time.

The fact is, however, that it is simply not possible sharply to in-
crease the number of prisoners without substantial increases in the
funds necessary to provide for them. Prisons and beds for prisoners
do not come cheap. Institutions must be staffed and guards must be
paid. Yet, it is far from clear that in these days of budgetary con-
straint our society is willing to pay for increased imprisonment. In
this climate, and for other reasons more closely related to sentenc-
ing goals, there has been substantial interest in home confinement
as a viable alternative to institutional incarceration.

Some experimentation with home confinement is already taking
place in the federal system; pilot programs are in place from the
Western District of Virginia to the District of Arizona. Under the
leadership of Judge Warren K. Urbom, the District of Nebraska
has been in the forefront of such experimentation. At last count,
that court was responsible for over half the federal cases in which
home confinement was imposed as a condition of probation.

What is needed at the present time is a sharing of information, a
clear statement of the policy issues that must be considered, and a
careful canvas of the practicalitiesthe specific terms and condi-
tions that ultimately make for success or failure of any such irno-

vation. The present study, suggested to us by Judge Urbom, is in-
tended to help meet those needs.

A. Leo Levin
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I. INTRODUCTION

Of the many responsibilities that fall to judges, the sentencing of
criminal offenders is among the most challenging, controversial,
and troubling. Few issues cut so deeply to the foundations of the
criminal lawthe meaning of responsibility and the protection of
society. Tensions between individualized versus uniform sanctions
for criminal behavior, and between intuitive versus explicit reason-
ing in justifying sanctions, guarantee that the search for consensus
in sentencing will be a formidable task.

This is an especially important time for the development of sen-
tencing policy. The United States Sentencing Commission has de-
ve!aped guidelines that will significantly structure judicial discre-

. and may dramatically alter sentencing policy in the federal
Jarts. Sentences have always reflected a combination of multiple,

in some cases contradictory, purposes. The new guidelines do not
eliminate the conflicts among retributive, rehabilitative, and social
control theories of criminal sanctions, but they do alter the mix of
these purpoees in the rationale underlying federal sentences.

This report seeks to place the evolving sentencing option of home
confinementalso known as house arrest or home detention, and
closely related to intensive supervision on probationwithin the
larger framework of sentencing policy. The emphasis is on descrip-
tion and evaluation, based on the currently available research and
literature, and on our own interviews with those who have devel-
oped and implemented home confinement in the federal system.
Many of the choices that confroait probation officers and judges in
designing home confinement programs or imposing individual sen-
tences are reviewed.

Technological developments independent of the lawsuch as
electronic-monitoring devicesare making their own contribution
to sentencing policy, especially with regard to the use of home con-
finement. Th. 1y have excited considerable public and commercial
irterest. Cnmpanies now offer a variety of monitoring tools: fi om
automatic dialers and voice verification systems that periodically
call offenders' homes to confirm they are there, to miniature radio
transmitters worn by offenders that emit a signal over a 200-foot
radius which can be detected by receivers placed ia offenders'
homes. One company offers a video phone that transmits a still pie-
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ture of whiever answers the intermittent checkup calls. We need
a careful and discriminating evaluation of how these devices com-
port with the purposes of sentencing. Without such an evaluation,
judicial practice, like medical or financial practice, could become
'ncreasingly driven by technological advances outside its control.

We begin this analysis by definin three terms used throughout
the report to differentiate among the types of home confinement.
We then review the current status of home confinement in the
state and federal systems and present an overview of why such sen-
tences are becoming more prevalent. Next we describe a number of
programs now in place, focusing on the variations to consider in de-
veloping a home confinement program. We also look at how home
confinement fits within traditional sentencing models and examine
its success at accomplishing various sentencing goals. We propose
research into a number of critical empirical issues. Finally, we
r view the impact of the proposed federal sentencing guidelines on
the wailability of home confinement as an option in the federal
system.

Many of the issues surrounding home confinement do not turn
on questions of empirical facts but on questions of moral and politi-
cal values. The most isamon public image of "house arrest"as a
form of political oppression found in totalitarian regimesillus-
trates the importance of the values and the intensity of the emo-
tions that home confinement can engender (as well as the impor-
tance of defining terms and choosing words carefully).2 Fears that

1. So far radio devices are capable only of detecting if offenders leave home; they
cannot be used to track all their movements. They do not tell us where offenders go,
only whether they remain within the approximately 160 foot radius of the receivers.
One company does offer a portable receiver that can be placed in a probation offi-
cer's car. It can detect the offender's presence within an approximately onehlock
radius of wherever tha receiver is transported. Transmitters that emit signals over a
larger area, permitting offenders to be tracked throughout a city, are under develop
ment. We do not yet confront the questions of privacy and dignity raised by such
devices, though many have voiced concern that the current :eneration of wonitors
is opening the door to later generations of more intrusive oevices.

2. Some program developers have attempted to dirociate their programs from

thL repreeeive image by avoiding certain terminology. For example, the U.S. Die
trict Court for the District of the District of Columbia calls its program RIPS, for
residential intensive probation supervii'ln. Florida's state program is known as
"community control," We dislike the term "house arrest" not only becative it is im-
politic but also because it is inaccurate. "Arrest" generally refers to a form of police
action without judicial process. Almost all offenders confined to their homes in the
United States today have received due process and h A ve been convicted of crimes.

(The exceptions are the few pretrial detainees.) Nor is home confinement used for
political repression in the United States. (Unfortunately, one of the fimt and most
widely reported eentences of home confinement was impoeed in a "political" trial
that of draft resister and nonregistrant David Wayte, who was sentenced to six

months in the home of his grandmother.)

2
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the criminal justice system will fail to use home confinement re-
sponsibly may be exaggerated, and recent cries of "Orwellian
nightmare" raised by the growth of electronic monitoring only add
to the heat. But there can be no doubt that important values and
rights are implicated by this sentencing option. And although em-
pirical research can describe the effects of house arrest, the funda-
mental decisions concerning its proper place within a sentencing
system are essentially ethical choices. We seek to inform those
choices with the best analysis and empirical findings available.

IL WHAT IS HOME CONFINEMENT?
Introduction

Throughout this report, we use the general term home confine-
ment to apply to any judicially or administratively imposed condi-
tion requiring an offender to remain in his or her residence for any
portion of the day. Although home confinement is commonly con-
ceived as part of a judicially imposed initial sentence, it can also be
a condition of pretrial release, a condition of parole or other super-
vised early release from prison, or a sanction for probation or
parole violators.

Home confinement can range from nighttime curfew conditions,
to detention during all nonworking hours, to continuous twenty-
four-hour-a-day incarceration. Enforcement techniques can range
from random, intermittent contacts by a supervising officer to con-
tinuous electronic monitoring. There are obvious differences in the
control of the offender afforded along this range of options, as well
as in the punitiveness of the sentence. These differences should 1%0
captured in the terminology one uses to describe the types of home
confinement.5 As there is no clear consensus among jurists and
scholars on the definition of terms, we propose the following typoi-
ogy.4 This nomenclature is used throughout the report.

3. The new sentencing guidelines of the U.S. Sentencing Commission, infra note
92, at commentary following sec. SF5.2, define the term home detention to mean "a
program of confinement and supervision that restricts the defendant to his place of
residence continuously or during specified hours, enforced by appropriate means of
surveillance by the probation office. . . If the confinement is only during specified
hours, the defendant shall engage exclusively in gainful employment, community
service or treatment during non-residential hours." (Emphasis added.) The commis-
sion's use of the term home detentionincludes both off-work confinement and
twenty-four-hour-a-day incarceration. We prefer to use home confinement as a
broader term including both reetriction during specified hours and continuous eon-
finement. The latter we call home incarceration. Using home detention for the
broader term leaves us no conches way to make the substantive distinction between
continuous confinement and limited confinement during specified hour. .

4. Lilly and Ball, early advocates of home confinement programs, have recently
propmed the same distinctions among confinement, curfew, detention, and incarcer-
ation that we develop below. See Lilly & Bell, A Brief History of Home Confinement
and House Arrest, 13 N. Ky. L. Rev. 343-74 (1987).
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Curfew

Curfew is a type of home confinement that requires offenders to
be at their residence during limited, specified hours, generally at
night. Such a condition is a common component of intensive super-
vision programs. It is the heart of the curfew release program re-
cently implemented by the U.S. Parole Commission and the Fed-
eral Bureau of Prisons, in cooperation with tilt-, federal probation
system. Programs including curfew vary widely in the strictness of
supervision, though most call for more officer-client contacts than
required under normal probation. Many require participation in
treatment, training, or drug testing; payment of fees, fines, or resti-
tution; and community service.

Home Detention

More severe than curfew, home detention requires that offenders
remain at home at all times, except for employment, education,
treatment, or other times specified fcr the purchase of food or for
medical emergencies.5 The offenders' freedom to go where they
please is completely restricted, though they may remain employed,
go to treatment programs, and continue to support their families
and pay fees or restitution. Free time must be spent at home.
Home detention, if strictly enforced, is more punishing than curfew
and affords greater control over an offender's activities.

Home Incarceration

Incarceration at home is the most severe form of home confine-
ment; the home substitutes for prison. Offenders are to remain
there at all times with very limited exceptions (e.g., religious serv-
ices or medical treatment). Under this condition, offenders are pre-
eluded from shopping, from working, or from having visitors out-
side prescribed hours. In some cases offenders may not even be al-
lowed to go outside into their yards. The goal is to punish and
maintain control over the offender. In the words of the developer of
an early home incarceration program, "We're not sending them
home to have a good time."

5. See United States v. Murphy, 108 F.R.D. 437 (1985), for an early example of a
home detertion sentence in the federal system.

6. Carl Hopkins, Contra Costa County, Calif., probation officer, quotad in No Plate
Like Nome, 14 Crini, Just, Newel. 3 (1983).
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Origins of Home Confinement

Home confinement is not an entirely new criminal sanction. Cur-
fews have long been imposed on juveniles and, to a lesser extent,
on adult probationern and parolees. Other restrictions on mobil-
itysuch as restrictiors on place of residence and prohibitions
against frequenting undesirable locations or leaving the jurisdic-
tionare well-established options available to judges for tailoring
community-baoec sentenc to the offender. The traditional pur-
poses to be served by these restrictions have been the same as
those for community supervision in general: facilitate supervision
of the offender and increase the chances for successful rehabilita-
tion by encouraging good beha vior.

The new interest in home confinement has been kindled because
it is seen as a distinct sentencing alternative, different from both
incarceration in prison and "straight" probation, and capable of
promoting additional penal goals. Although the need for akerna-
tive sentences has long been recognized, a convergence of recent
concerns and developments has increased the demand for new op-
tions. There has been mounting public pressure to get tough with
crime. Recent reports suggesting that traditional probation does
not afford sufficient protection to the community have disturbed
the criminal justice community.7 Prison overcrowding confronts
correctional officials at the same time that fiscal restraint is de-
manded. Prison is now commonly recognized as failing as a reha-
bilitative sanction. Victims' rights organizations have encouraged
the reemergence of victim restitution as an important sentencing
objective.

The appeal of home confinement is that it seems to meet many
of these pressing concerns. It brings community placementlong
thought to be an aspect of rehabilitationwithin the framework of
justice and punishment models of sentencing.' Home confinement
may substitute as a coot-effective alternative to imprisonment for
punishmeut and deterrence. If supervision or monitoring of offend-
ers sentenced to home confinement is greater than that of regular
probationers or przolees, then home confinement may afford
greater protection of the community. Improvementa in the technol-

-, ogy of monitoring lead many to believe that restrictions on offend-

7. See J. Petendlia, Granting Felons Probation: Public Risks and Alternatives
(Rand Corp. 1985). This study found that two-thirda of a sample of 1,700 granted pro.
bation in California were rearrested in the three years following sentencing.

8. See generally Thomson, Prospects for Justice Model Probation, in P. n.
NicAnany et al. (eds.), Probation and Justice: Reconsideration of Mission
(Oelgeschlager, Gunn & Hain 1984).
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ers' movement in the community could now be given real punch, If
the level of confinement is short of home incarceraiion (i.e., offend-
ers are permitted to leave home to work), offenders can be produc-
tive, tax-paying members of society (and perhaps pay for their own
supervision). They can also perform community service and earn
money to pay restitution. There is less disruption of the family,
and the offender can support dependents and/or provide child care.
The drain on welfare and foster Lhild systems is thereby reduced.
In addition, community edur ;onal and treatment resources are
available to help rehabilitate &fender.

For these reasons, home cL....inement appeals to many as an
intermediate sentenchig alternative. Sentences of home confine-
ment can be tailored to satisfy simultaneously many of the multi-
ple goals of criminal sanctions. A combination of strictly enforced
confinement and the imposition of fines, restitution, and commu-
nity service can be fashioned to punish and deter in proportion to
the seriousness of the erime. Careful monitoring can significantly
incapacitate the offender and protect the public. Mandatory train-
ing, treatment, and testing can help change the life-styles that lead
to further crime. We return to an analysis of how various sentenc-
ing purposes can be advanced by home confinement in a later sec-
tion. Before e hail home confinement as a panacea, we must take
a hard look at what we know about it and what we still need to
find out.

Status of Home Confinement Programs

State Programs

The state courts have taken the lead in exploring home confine-
ment. At least forty-two states had or were planning programs as
of fall 1985.9 Fiorida has the largest program, with almost eighteen
thousand people confined to their homes over the past three
years." Georgia was the first to impose significant curfews on of-
fenders in its large intensive supervision program, begun in 1982.
More than half of the thirty-one state intensive supervision pro-
grams surveyed in 1986 included curfev as a component, requiring

P Petersilia, Exploring the Option of House rrest, 50 Fed. Probation 60 (1986)
(reporting the results of a Rand Corp. mail survey).

10. Community Control "House Arrest": A ThreeYear Longitudinal Report (Flor-
ida Department of Corrections, Probation and Parole Services, January 19871 [here-
inafter Florida Report].
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offenders to be home during specified times of the day, typically
10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m."

Most of the state programs, though still relatively new, are con-
sidered successful by their developers. Empirical evaluation studies
ore under way in several states, but for now we must rely on the
opinions of those with firsthand experience with the programs. By
and large, home confinement has created a very favorable impres-
sion; the number of programs continues to expand dramatically, as
does the size of existing oneb. Programs have often accomplished
important sentencing goals.

But the succest has not been universal. Contra Costa County,
California, has discontinued its program even though most observ-
ers felt it showed encouraging results in its first year. The problem
was one iacreasingly typical of home confinement programs: They
are not as large as initially projected. Judges remain reluctant to
take risks with an innovative sentence. Probation officers are con-
cerned that failures will irreparably damage the reputation of the
home confinement option. They are extremely cautious in recom-
mending people for the sentence. Offenders decline to apply to pro-
grams that may keep them under surveillance for more time than
they would serve in prison. Many offenders do not have a suitable
home or a job, typical prerequisites.

There is widespread agreement that a home confinement sen-
tence is most successful when it is given within the framework of a
well-defined program developed by probation and law enforcement
officers, along with the judiciary. Florida's program resulted from
intensive preparation and training of judges, law enforcement per-
sonnel, and the public. Policy manuals for probation officers, cata-
logs of community service and treatment resources for judges, and
press releases for the public were all prepared as part of a highly
coordinated effort to win acceptance of the program. New Jersey's
success in winning acceptance for its large-scale intensive supervi-
sion program resulted from early and continuing participation by
the judiciary and by prison and law enforcement officials.

Since the costs of creating full-scale home confinement policies
and procedures can be substantial, sophisticated program develop-
ment will pay only if there is significant use of the option once it is
in place. In Contra Costa County, the program attained only 15
percent of the originally anticipated beds-per-day reduction in the
local jail. With such low utilization, the programthough consid-
ered successful for the offen.ers supervisedwas judged to be more

11. Byrne, The Control Controversy: A Preliminary Examination of Intensive Pro.
bation Supervision Progrwna in the United States, 50 Fed. Probation 4 (1986).
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costly during its initial year than imprisonment of the offenders
would have been."

Federal Programs

The largest home confinement program in the federal system is

curfew parole, a cooperative arrangement among the Bureau of
Prisons, the Parole Commission, and the federal probation system.
Under the program, in effect since March 1986, parolees are super-
vised under a curfew in lieu of serving the last sixty days of their
sentence in a community treatment center. As of February 20,
1987, 1,108 parolees had been released on curfew parole.

In addition to this nationwide program, an experimental pro-
gram featuring electronic monitoring of prison releasees in lieu of
placement in community treatment centers is in the planning
stages in two pilot districts, the Southern District of Florida and
the Central District of California. In California, parolees will be
placed in home detention for the final four months of their impris-
onment. All will be required to work full-time and to participate in
drug treatment and testing, vocational training, and counseling
when deemed appropriate."

The use of home confinement as an "up-front" sentencing option
in the federal system is much less common. In early 1986, within
one month of each other, judges in the Central District of Califor-
nia and the Eastern District of New York imposed it as a condition
of probation. In New York, the sentence was the first in an explicit
program developed by the pi-obation office. Seven other districts
have followed with explicit home confinement, programs: the South-
ern District of Florida, Western District of Virginia, District of Ari-
zona, District of Nebraska, District of the District cf. Columbia,
Western District of Missouri, and Eastern District of Wisconsin. At
least one other, the Northern District of California, will soon inau-
gurate a program. In addition, the condition is being imposed on a
case-by-case basis in at least two other courts: the Northern Dis-

trict of West Virginia and Southern District of Texas. With the ex-
cepticm of one district's program, all of the federal programs are
designed to use home confinement in lieu of prison. The programs
are meant to divert offenders from prison, not to widen the net of
surveillance and control for people who would otherwise get proba-
tion. Only the Eastern District of Wisconsin explicitly designed its
program to upply both to those who would ordinarily receive short

12 End of Project Report, Contra Costa County Adult Home Detention Program
(April 1985)

13. R. M. Latta. Statement of Work: Home Detention Project (Mar. 6, 1987)
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terms in prison and to those who would ordinarily get long terms
of probation. Most of the federal programs fall into the category of
home :,,tention. Three districts, however, have had offenders serv-
ing mwe restrictive terms of home incarceration.'4

The Eastern District of Wisconsin has a two-stage program. The
first stage consists of home detention, while the second is a less re-
strictive curfew program that applies to curfew parolees as well as
to probationers. Successful ackjustment to stage 1 for six months is
a requirement for probationers to progress to stage 2. The regular
six-month case review process is the administrative vehicle used to
determine whether a modification to stage 2 is appropriate.

Federal judges have used home confinement as a condition of
probation sparingly. At last systematic count, there were only
sixty-five cases in the entire federal system." More than half of
these were in a single districtthe District of Nebraska. Aside
from a few sentence innovators, judges remain largely unfamiliar
with the rationale and potential of this new sanction. Some may
also be uncomfortable with its repressive implications or leery of
its ability to control offenders. Probation officers in a handful of
districts have taken the initiative and approached judges with rec-
ommendations of programs or home confinement sentences for par-
ticular offenders. But probation office staffing levels have not been
adjusted to take account of this option, and general policies and
procedures have not yet been promulgated. One probation officer,
reviewing evidence of the growing use of home confinement, has
asked, "Are we ready?"I6

To understand better the potential of home confinement, a de-
scription of the decisions that arise and program elements avail-
able in developing home confinement as a federal sanction may be
helpful. Developers must decide on procedures and criteria for se-
lecting offenders, the type of monitoring desired, the method of en-
forcement, and other conditions to be combined with home confine-
ment. They must find ways to pay for the intensive offender super-
vision required to enforce home confinement. The next chapters de-
scribe approaches found in existent programs or proposed in the lit-
erature.

14. They are the Middle District of Florida, District of the District of Columbia,
and Northern District of West Virginia.

16. Fitzsimons, Home Detention in the U.S. Probation System, News & Views. Feb.
23, 1987, at 8. These numbers do not reflect home confinement sentences imposed
outside of the officially established programs. It is not possible to determine the
actual total because the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts has only recently
begun to collect data on imposition of these sentences.

16. Muttart, House Arrest: Are We Ready?, News & Views, Jan. 12, 1987, at 4.
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House Arrest
by Joan Petersilia, The Rand Corporation

What Is House Arrest and Why Is It
So Popular?
As prison crowding worsens, the pressure to divert non .
dangerous offenders to comma niry.based alternidives has
increased. Since it is generally agreed that the public is in
no mood to coddle criminals, such alternatives must be
tough and punitive and not compromise public safety.
House arrest Sentencing is seer, by many as meeting these
criteria.

House arrest is a sentence imposed by th: court in which
offenders are legally ordered to remain confined in their
own residences. They are usually allowed to kave their
residedces only for rriedkal reasons and employment.
They may also be required to perform community %mice
or to pay victim restitution or probation supervision fees
In at feast 20 States, "electronic bracele is' are being used
to detect violations of boose arrest.

While the goal of "house arrest" is easily understoodto
restrict freedomthe mechanisms used to confine an
offender na his home vary considerably. Typically. offend.

Moderator: James Q. Wilson. Collins Professor of
Management.

University of California. Los Angeles

Guests: Alvin Bronstein, National Prison Protect.
American Civil Liberties Uo..on

Leonard Flyr.n. Florida Department of
Corrections

Joan Petersilia, The Rand Corporation

House arrest prowams hase been established in
many States. They are seen by ads tic ates as an inter
mediate form of punishment that could bring some
relief to prison c nos ding problems and be a posnis e
lora in rehabilitation of offenders. House arrest's
critics fear that house arrest programs may tesell io
reduced efforts to rehabilitaie offenders and in in.
creased intrusions on mil hbettle,

as participating in Intensive Probation Super vision pro.
grams are required to be in their residences doting esening
hours and on weekends. House arrest programs of this
type now exist in Georgia. New Jersey. and Illinois

In song instances , curfews are added to the off tmder s
court-ordered parole or probation conditions. While cur-
fews permit individual freedom in the community except
for particular hours, more intrusive home incarceration
programs restrict the offender's freedom in all but court-
approved limited activities. These more intrusive plotir anis
Nov e %1st iu Kentucky, Utah, MiChigan. Oregon. and
California Several have been modeled on the house arrest
program operated by the, State of Florida

Florida's Community Control Program
Florida', house arrest prograni, known as "Comninnity
Control," was established in 1983 to help alles tate pri 'on
crowding in the State It is the most ambitious program
of th type in the counlry. with about 5.000 offenders
"locked up- in their homes on allS one das Leonard Fly on.
a panelist on this Crtnit hie segment. oversees the
program's operations fir the Florida Department of
Correcnons,

Florida's program targets -insarcelation.bootuf of lenders.
'eluding misdemeanants and Won. Each of tender is
supers 'wit by a community control of Incr. w hose primary
function is to ensure that the offender is adhering coon
ordered house arrest restrietrons The community control
officer wori,s nights and wee/..ends to monitor emphoce
For the more serious offenders. an CIO:fronts monoortne
sy stem is used This system 0m:ft, hy has mg .1 cen1411
conipuler randomls telephone the offender Outing dv.te
sated hours Ihe offender rcsronds to the tc!erhone till
by placing a resei s rig roodul.: tcontjtmd in a %Itch like
wn band I into a modem The computer serif's, the action

la a remote printer

Offenders ate permitted to !care their residences olds I.
coun.approsed emphment. rehabiloawn. or woononos.
sets me Adis MO Participants must pas monthly severs I.
sum fees of DOW Moot fsef the ..oitsof town mon.
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pay restitution to viceinas, and provide for their own and
their family's swan.

Officials in Moeda conrader the house serest mime to
be a resounding success. Sake 70 pacestol those 10,000
persons ma believed likely lo haw been sent so prison
othawise, real cost many have been reslized. I. Florida.

coats *wet $3 pa day to sepervise a home angstoffend-
a. compered wish $28 pa day for intprisoement.

Florida's success, coupled with the Mom pressen Mat
nearly every SUM is feeliegto (educe prison canunitments,
ensures that interest la home meet wino:minim to grow.
An additional impetus is provided by minufacturen of
eke-ironic math:wing equipment, who preemie their prod-
ucts as a memo so achieve public safely without hawing
e Rattans costs. Consequeedy, it is Overlent toconsider
the major adventages and disadvantages of houie wrest
programs as well as the lamer conceptaal issues Ma vach
sentencing practices raise.

Advantages of House Arrest
Coal effectlamess. The surge of inierest in house wrest

ralhas cane primarily frown their financial appeal.
earnsarrest (particularly withou( electronic monitoring)

is thought to be hietly coss effective, lithe offender was
Moly prison band, then the StMe saves not oaly the yearly

cost of housing the offender (on average about $10.000
to 315,000 per year) but aho reduces the preutue to build
new prisons (at about $30.000 pa bed).

If ekaronic monitoring equipmeot is used, howt mat
is not as cm effective. The equipment is currently quite
expensive. For instance, Kentucky roan $32,000 for 20
electronic devices, and Albums aw, New Mexico, paid
$100,000 for its first 23 monsIorftioalet sets.

However. manufacturers argue that such figures see mis-
leading, since they reflect high "startup" costs thet will
decline as usage incteests. Manufactueets Mossy that 0
is misleading to look only a the system's dived costs.
Most house siren programs require the offender to be
employed. Suchoffemkrscontitsue tom taxes and may
be required to make ronituticm paymee:s and pay probation
supervision fees. Moreover, offenders can continue to
support their families. saving the State possible welfare
expenditures.

We do not now have sufficient infonnalion to conmute
the KOMI COSIS Of house arrest program. Nationwide
figures show that house aim prognosis without electronic
monitoring CMS anywhere horn $1,500 to $7 .000 per
offender per year- iWuse arrest with electronic monitoring
costs 32,300 its 38,00ff Bus these operational coats do not
include the cosi of processing easy recidivists. Accotding
to recent estimaks the cost averages $2,500 for each
recidivist rearrested and processed.

At this point we know that admintuering home mess costs
less than confinement in taller Stase or local facilities, but
the indirea costs that such program entsi l have not been
quantifkd.

This program brought so you by the National
Institute of Justice. James K. Stewart, Director.
The series produced through a grant to the Police
Foundation.

Wel henefkm. Most advocates believe that house arrest
are "eacially cost effective." A defendant who

rdirroblubefore he was convicted can koep it during and
after house anat. By preventing the breakup of the family
and family networks, house arrest can also prevent
psychological and physical disruptions that may have last-
ing effects on the offender, the spouse, the children, and

even the nest generaliou.

Furthermore, house arrest has none of the carving or
Migmatizing effects associated with prison. This is a per.
Ocular advaniage for first offenders who may not yet be
committed son life of crime. They will not come under
the influence of career criminals of be exposed to the
physkal or sexual assaults of pima inmates. Keeping
offenders from the criminogenic effects of prison was one
of the major reasons Oregon and Kentucky officials devised
house arrest programs Ice drunken dhvers.

Most of those operating house arrest programs vie w the
foregoing as an imponant edvantage. While prisons are
not designed to scar inmates psychologically, . many believe
this happens. If it does. avoiding this psychological damage
is a desirable social goal, especially for young, inexperi-
enced. or first. time offenders. If we could devise a sentence
that would make such emotional scars less likely or less

common without compromising public safety. surely it
would be preferred.

Respaesiresess to local and °Reeder etch. House arrest
is flexible. !scan be used as a sole sanction or as partof
a package o( sentencing conditionsh can be used at almost
any point in the criminal justice process as a diversion
be fote ea offender expenences any jail time, after a short
term in jail, after a prison term (usually pined with work
release), Of as a condition for probation or parole .

House arrest can also be used to cover pestle ular times of
the day. or particular types of offenders. This is an mow,
sive option for controlling offenders who are sit uational I y

dangerous. The drunk driver, the alcohol it who bec ome s
assaultive in *bar . and the addict may all he likely condi.
dates for house arrest.

House arrest also has potential applications for offenders
with special needssuch as the terminally ill and the

mentally retarded. For example. Connecticut is exploring
use of house arrest for pregnant offenders. Another pro.
gram includes an AIDS victim whose needs cannot be met

in jail. Several States are developing programs for elderly

offenders.

Impanientatioe e e sad timelines. Pressure to tedtoe
prison croy ding is immediate. and jurisdictions are look ing

for Altana Ives that can be developed quickly. . Because
house arrest sentenons requires no new facilities and can
use existing probation personnel, it is one of the easier
programs to implement (particularly if no (*COMIC
monitoring devices are used). House arrest programs. for

the most pan, do not require legislative changes and can
be se, up by administrative decisions . conditions of
house arrest are usually easy to communicate, facilitating

implementation.

Policymakers also like the notion that the offender clothe
removed from the community quickly, at the first sign of
misbehavior. House are stets are usually on some type of
suspended jail or prison sentence; the suspension can be
revoked qukkly and the offenders incarcerated if they fail
to meet house arrest requirements. The "suspended sen-
tence" status niakes thc process of revocation much simpler
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and faster than if the offender were simply on probation
or parole.

Advocates of house antat believe that the sentence is worth
trying because it is less intrusive and less expensive than
prison. But house arrest is not without cntics.

Disadvantages of House Arrest
House arrest may widen the net of social control. Non-
violent and low-risk offenders are prime candidates for
house arrest; these offenders are leas, likely to have been
sentenced to prison in the first place . As judges become
more familiar with house airest they may well use it for
defendants who would normally have been sentenced to
routine probation with nominal supervision. Hence, a
sentence originally intended to reduce crowding might
ins teed "widen the net" of social control without reducing
prison and jail populations significantly. Alternatively,
house arrest may be used as an "add on" to the sentence
the judge would normally have imposed, thus lengthening
the total time the offender is unthr criminal sanction.

In the long run, "widening of the net" with house arrest
programs is a realistic possibility. If we begin to regard
homes as potential prisons, capacity is, for all practical
purposes, unlimited. Such possibilities have widespread
social implications.

Alvin Bronstein, head of the American Civil Liberties
Union's National Prison Project says: "We should be look-
ing for ways to place fewer controls on minor offenders.
not more. If these devices are used as alternatives to jail,
then maybe there's no problem with them. If you're send-
ing the same people to jail and putting people who other-
wise would be on probation on them, it's a misuse. We're
cautiously concerned."

If house 'wrest does widen the net of so,ial control, it will
have increased, rather than decreased, the total cost of
criminal sanctions. However, some net- widening maybe
a 'aie in some jurisdictions. One cannot assume that
a I of enders-- particularly felons being supervised by
overworked probation staffare receiving supervision
commensurate with the risk they pose to the community

House arrest may narrow the net of social control.
Some critics of house arrest are concerned that a sentence
of house arrest is not sufficiently severe to constitute an
appropriate punishment for many crimes. In many States,
house arrest programs are intended for use as punishment
in lieu of prison. If that intention is realized, some critics
argue that the result will be, in effect, to depreciate the
seriousness with which crimes are treated. Mothers Abainst
Drunk Driving (MADD) has been particularly critical of
house arrest for drunk driven end sees such sentencing as
a step backward for efforts to stiffen penalties. Drunk
drivers are frequent house arrest participants. The less-
ened seventy of punishment, in theory, may reduce the
criminal law's deterrent effects. In addition, critics could
aspic, because some offenders will commit new offenses
while on house arrest, the crime preventive effects that
prison sentences achieve by incapacitation will not take
place.

Howe arrest focuses primarily on offender surveil.
lance. Sore worry that house arrest, particularly if im-
plemented with electronic devices, will strike the final
blow to the rehabilitative ideal. As probation officers focus
more heavily on surveillance of offenders, human contact

is reduced' and the potential for helthng offenders is di-
minished. Most probation officers monitoring house arrest
participants admit they have little time for counseling.

Although the research evik.mce does not urge optimism
about the rehabilitative effects of probation officers' ef-
forts, many believe that it is important that humane efforts
be made, and be seen to be made, to reform offenders.

While it is MN that counseling is reduced in most house
arrest programs, employment or enrollment in school is
often required. It could be argued that having a job or a
high school diploma may do more than counseling to
reduce the long-tenn prospects of recidivism.

HOW arrest is intrusive and possibly illegal. Some
critics object to the state's presence in individuals' homes,
long regardal as the one place where privacy is guaranteed
and government intrusion is severely restricted by law.
The use of electronic devices raises the fear that we may
he heeded toward the type of society described in George
Orwell's book, 1984. In 1981. citizens' language and
movement are strictly monitored and used as tools of gov-
eminent oppression.

But house arrest, with or without electronics, is quite
different from the 1984 scenario. House arrest is used as
a criminal sentence and is imposed on offenders only alter
they have been legally convicted. It is unposed with full
consent of the participant. And, indeed, its intent is to be
used as an alternative to incarceration. Surely a prison cell
is more intrusive than any house arrest program can be.

There have been no formal challenges Iodate concerning
the legality of house arrest. But legal analyses prepared
by officials in Utah and Florida conclude that house arrest,
with or without electronic monitoring, will withstand con-
stitutional challenges as long as it is imposed to protect
society or rehabilitate the offender, and the conditions set
fonh are clear, reasonable, and constitutional.

Race and elms btu may enter into participant *teeth's.
Because house arrest crograms are in the experimental
stage, administrators are extremely cautious in selecting
panicipants. Most prop:v=1 limit participation to offenders
convicted of popeny crimes, who have minor criminal
records and no history of drug abuse. Such strict screening
makes it difficult to identity eligible offeliders. and those
who are eligible tend disproportionately to be white-collar
offenders.

Aninic an Civil Liberties U nion officials say the
also discn minate against the young and the poor =rule",
to qualify for most house arrest programs, a person gener.
ally needs to be able to pay a supervision fee, typically
$15 to $50 a month. If electronic monitors are used. the
fee is higher, and the offender needs to have a home and
a telephone. Persons without these resources may have no
alternative but prison.

This situation raises possible "equal protection" concerns
and concerns sbout overall fairness. Some programs have
instituted sliding scale fee schedules, and a few others
provide te lephones for offenders who do not have them.

House arrest consprombes public safety. Some critics
seriously question whether house arrest programs can
adequately protect the public. Regardless of stringency,
most advocates admit that house arrest cannot guarantee
crime-free living, since the sanction relies for the most
part on the offender's willingness to comply . Can a crim-
inal really be trusted to refrain from further crime if allowed
to remain in his home?
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To dem, both recidivism and escape rates for home arrest
panicipents see The low. . Gencrally kis dun 23 percent

potticipsits fad to complms dre poems successfully.
B ut the low Ma rash. ie pet horn each programs'
selection of good risks. Eligibility neultemems often
exclude thvg addicts and violate -offeuden. Profiles of
house anestoes show that most hew been convicted of
relatively migraines. Seth Moths hsve loner than
name tecidivism Mos, with or without the house wee
promo. Without a cantsolkd scientific expetiment, It is
implied. to Mow whether home most programs them-
selves or the chmeterkeks of psesicipans IICCOPJIII for
fetid mass. As house inch becomes more
widespread md is extended to other types of offenders,
the public safety questioe will sudoubsedly resurface.

Oa tbe Need To Proceed Cautiously
The evolution and Wanness* of house mat seaming
invite close Kathy. Sock seplenciag reheats!' a ahead
and Motility for-tesching experiment in U.S. sentencing
policy. If soccesalid. home arms meld provide a much
n eeded "Mennedisse" feent of punishment. If mouceess-
Rd, home omit could kod so mom positive andmrive
sanctions kir a wider spasm of °fluidics.
scemtio proves true ie the keg cm will doped on whether
policynialters tole the tints to develop prom= that
reflect the mils ad moms of local communities.
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Discussion Questions
I . What is house arrest sensencing. and why is it attracting
the attention of criminal justice policy makers?

2. Whm we the principal advantages and disadvantages of
sentencing convicted offenden to house arrest?

3. What Jean widening," and what on its possible effects
an our criminal justice system?

4. Are neighbothoods being placed at risk when they serve
as "community rims?" 1Vbre would your reaction be
if house wrest programs were implemented in your
neighbothood?

5. Most house mat program require that particemm
ph a "omen/Mon fee" in order to offset some of the
program costs. What are the pros and coos of this praci ice?

This study guide and the videotape. Howse Arrest,
is one of 32 in the Crime File series of 281/4-minute
programs on critical criminal justice issues. They
are available in VHS and Beta format.. for 317 and
in 1/4-inch format for 823 (phis postage and han-
dling). For informatirm on how to obtain Howse
Attest and other Crime File videotapes, contact
Crime.File, National Institute of JumiceiNCIRS,
Box 6000. Micky**, MD 20850, or call 800-851-
342C or 301-251-3500.

The Assistant Attorney Cameral, Office of Justice Programs, pro-
vides staff support so coordinaw the activities of the following
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nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, and Office for Victims
of Clime.
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The CRISIS in PRISON OVERCROWDING
Reproduced from Congressional Research Service review, v. 6, July/August 1985: 20-21, 90.

BACKGROUND

Experts agree that prison overcrowding is the most
critical problem facing the criminal justice system
today. Continued public pressure for harsher prison
sentences has resulted in some States adopting manda-
tory minimum "entente% curtailing or eliminating
parole, and tightening supervision and revocation pro-
ceedings for probationers; the result of each of these
policies is that a given prisoner will be incarcerated for
a longer period. lily the end of 1984 more than 30 States
were under court order to alleviate prison crowding.
According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, the
Nation's State and Federal prison population grew by
6.1 percent during 1904 and consisted of 463,866
inmates.

Despite efforts to expand capacity and to institute
more liberal release policies, the Nation's Wise% popula-
don continues to rise. The General Accounting Office
(GAO) has forecast that by 1990 the natiomd prison
population will reach 566,170 (compered to 463,866 in
1984). This would be an all-time historic incarceration
rate of 227 per 100,000 (compared to 188 per 100.000 in
1984).

According to studios prepared by the Justice Depart-
ment, date from 1981 show that there are approxi-
mately 2.4 million adults and juveniles under public
correctional supervision (primarilyjails, prisons, deten-
don centers, probation, and parole) on any given day.
Approximately 72 percent of these offenders are super-
vised in the commun4 under probation or parole. Fig-
ures on adult community supervision show an increase
of 25percent in offenders on probation and 12 percent in
offenders on parole.

The prison population increased by 84 percent
between 1979 and 1982. It te worth noting that while all
types of adult corrections caseload, from jails and prirn
sons to comtnunity supervision, have increased In recent
years, greatest increases have occurred among prison
populations.

Incarceratibn of prisoners is a major item in public
budgets. In fiscal years 1982 and 1983, Suttee allocated
nearly $800 million to expend or improve prison capac-
ity. An additional $2.2 billion was committed for prison
construction through bond issue' or ot:er mvenue
mechanism'. Direct fiscal outlays for operating prisons
exceeded $5.5 billion in FY 1988. This figure has more
than tripled over ths pest decade. The magnitude of
these costs, among other factors, has stimulated a search
for alternative sentences other than incarceration that
would alleviate prbton overcrowding.

It can be argued that where non.violent, non-
dangerous offenders are concerned, eocieV's interests
may be better served through the imposition of alterna-
tive sentences such as restitution and community ser-
vice. The following are arguably among the potential
benefits that might accrue to society from alternative
sentencing:

(I) the prison overcrowding crisis would be imme-
diately eased, while providing space for dangerous
criminals;

(2) costs would be reduced;
(3) courts could imps' punishments which are pro-

ductive both for the vktim and for the community and
much Ices destructive to the offender; and

(4) rehabilitation of criminals would be promoted
since them receiving alternative sentences have demon-
strated lower recidivism rates than those sentenced to
prison terms.

Congress addressed the relationship of aentencinv to
overcrowding in the "Sentencing Reform Act,*whieh Is
Chapter Il of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of
1984 (P.b. 98473). The Act established an independent
United States Sentencing Commission and aWlished
parole in Federal crimes. By abolishing parole and con.
centrating authority to determine sentences In an Inde-
pendent commialon, the Act allows uniformauldelines
to be set to control the size and nature of the Federal
prison population. Explicit incentives to reduce over-
crowding are contained in the statutory guidence to the
Sentencing Commission to comider the nature and
capacity of available facilities, and to make recommen-
dations with respect to expansion of facilitk: necessary
to accomodate these guldelince. The Commission is spe-
cifically directed to develop guidelines to "minimize"
the likelihood that the Federal prison population will
exceed the capacity of the Federal prisons.

The Congress will have the opportunity to consider
these guidelines and their implications for prison over-
crowding when the Commission submits the guidelines
to Congress for its approval.

STATE EXPERIENCE

Federal officials can draw on experience in the States
which tend to use any of four strategies to deal with the
prison crowding crisis. These strategies are: increasing
prism capacity, selective incapacitation, population
sensitive release policies, and *front door" techniques.

Increasing Neon Capacity

The traditional approach has been to increase the
amount of available prison space through the construe-
don of new facilities or the acquisition of surplus, prim.
arily Federal, property. Construction is a less attractive
option when State and F ideral budgets are being
reduced rather than expanded. Additionally, the
amount of time it takes to plan, design, construct, and
staff a new facility makes constructions long-term stmt.
tea. However, despite these difficulties. some States
are in the process of expending their capacity through
new construction.
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ALTERNATIVES to INCARCERATION
&intim Incapacitation

The eecond strategy, selective incapacitation, would
i dentify "career c ri m i nate". or offenders who are at high
r isk of committing additional violen tcrimes, and would
incarcerate them for low periods of time. Lowrisk
offenders would receive darter sentences, thus using
less prison space. This strategy responds to the public's
demand for increased crime control while at the same
time reducing prison populations. On the other hand,
there is diugreement among criminal justke experts as
to whether it is possible to Identify those offenders who
are most likely to commit future offenses if released to
the community.

Population Sensitive Release Policies

The third strategy entails sentencing or release poli-
cies that are sensitive to changes in prison populations.
Some States have enacted emergency release laws
which require officials to reduce populations when a
certain, predetermined number of inmates has been
reached. Early release techniques might include early
parole and half-way house provisions. Commutations
and furloughs might also be used.

"Front Door Options"

A final strategy, and the focus of this article, Involves
so-called "front door" options that reduce the number of
offenders admitted to prison. These options include
State community corrections sets, restitution, commun.
ity service orders, and various levels of probation
supervision.

The purpose of these "front door" options is to elimi-
nate incarcerstion completely or to use it for short or
"shock sentences". Although most of these options have
been used for some time, studies have found that there is
increased emphasis on them today because of crowded
prisons and limited budgets.

Community Corrections Acts

State communiV corrections sets encourage the de-
velopment of locally operated corrections programs for
nonviolent offenders. According to the American Cor-
rectional Association Task Force on Community Cor-
rections Legislation, a community corrections act a a
"statewide mechanism included in legislation whereby
funds are granted to local units of government and
community agencies to develop and deliver front end
alternative sanctions in lieu of State incarceration."
(Bobbie L Husks,, Corrections Today:Jan, 1985, p. 45)

The gods of community-band programa include
establishing local sentencing options for certain offend-
ers, increasing opportunities for offenders to make re
titution or perform community service, encouraging
local involvement in program development, and Moe.
ing costs below the annual per-inmate cost of incarcera-
tion. Community corrections legislation offers States
the option of establishing reasonable, safe, and potion.
live local alternatives to prison crowding or construc-
tion, which cen be an integral part of a State's broader
strategy to utilize limited prison resources.

Restitution

Restitution hu been employed for several centuries as
an alternative to incarceration. Restitution is a court-
imposed sanction requiring the offender to make a
PaYment of money or service to the crime victim. The
National Institute ofJustice sponsored research° learn
more about restitution and has found the use of restitu-
tion to be gaining in importance as all levels of the
criminal justice system cope with crowded prisons.

The Victim and Witness Protection Act of 1982 (EL
97-291) expinded the use of restitution by the Federal
courts. Fe&ral courts could impose restitution orders
only when the sentencing court included them ma con-
dition of probation. The 1982 Act requires the Federal
courts to consider restitution as an additional sanction to
any authorized disposition.

Some State restitution programs go beyond this to use
restitution as an alternative to incarceration rather
than u a supplement to existi ng sanctions. According to
a study prepared by Eileen Garry for the National Insti-
tute of Justice, the State of Texas is encouraging the use
of restitution as an alternative to incarceration in an
effort to deal with its prison crowding problem. The
Texas Adult Probation Commission recently awarded
more than 91.8 million to 11 local adult probation
departments interested in restitution centers. Time are
residential halfway houses where offendere live while
working to pay back their victims.

The State's first restitution center was recently
opened in Ft. Worth with 45 beds and estimated daily
costs of approximately 428 per reeident. Residents pay
room and board on a sliding male.

Georgia currently has 12 restitution/diversion cen
tare that serve as alternatives to imprisonment. The
program began in 1975 with one restitution center end
has expanded as the State's prison population continues
to grow. In each of these States, u well mothers, offend-
ers who would otherwise have been incarcerated, are
under State supervision and are repaying their victims,
at significantly lower cost to the State.

Community Service

Community service Is another alternative sanction
used by many courts. While restitution requires the
offender to make a payment of money or service to the
crime victim, community service is symbol ic restitution
paid to the community by the offender in the form of
nonsalaried taroks for a specific time. The Garry study
found that during the past decade h und rads of commun-
ity service programs have been established as &Items.
dyes to imprisonment. As with restitution, the chal-
lenge for the judiciary in planning and implementing
community service p-ograms is to use them as true
alternatives to incarceration, rather than just as eddi-
done! sanctions. In Mississippi, the reMitution and
community service order programs accept only those
offenders who Iv.ve already been sentenced to prison,
insuring that the programs are wed u alternatives to
incarceration.

Continued on page 30
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Probation

Probation is &traditional method of keeping offenders
in the community. In 1989, 62.2 percent of the adults
under correctional supervision were on probation. It is
by far the most widely used form of correttional super-
v6ion: probation costs are a fraction of incareeration
costs. According to figures released by the Texas Adult
Probation Commiesion, tbe 1982 daily operational costs
for probation were 1.98 per r non compared with
112.11 for incarceration.

Intensively supervised probation is variation on
probation that is gain i ng in acceptance. While such pro-
grams are not new, the expectation of the programs has
changed over the years. Previously these Programs
were not viewed as true alternatives to incarceration
but as a slightly more restrictive form of community-
based supervision. Today, the aim of most intensive
supervision programs is to reduce prison crowding
without, .4angering the safety of the community and
true alternative to incarceration.

In Georgia, the Intensive Probation Supervision (IPS)
program is an important part of the State's effort to
address the problem of prison crowding. The program
provides the courts with alternatives, short of incarcer-
ation, for those offenders they feel can safely be super-
vised In the community. A team of two probation offic-
ers supervises caseload of no more than 26 proba-
tioners, ensuring near-daily contact with the offenders.
Program elements include:

Weekly staff/probationer contacts, ranItinS from a
minimum of five times per week In the initial 1month
phut to twice per week in the final 6 to 12-month
phut;
A minimum of 132 hours of community service;
Mandatory curfew;
Weekly check of local artist records; and
Routine drug/aleohol screening.

The daily cost of this program is $4.76 per offender
compared to prison colts of 924.61 and 8.76 for regular
probation. The program's operating costs are supported
fully by probation fees of $10 to $50 per week which the
employed probationer is charged to offset the cost of
supervision.

According to Stephen Gettinger (CorreCtions Maga-
sine, April 1988, p. 6-17), the primary appeal of the
Georgia program is that it represents an opportunity to
keep lame offenders in the community under conditions
that are strict and punitive, but that do not compromise
public safety. New York, New Jersey. Texas. and
Washington State also have operational intensive pro-
bation supervision programs.

The pressures of bulging r ...Ana and scarce public
funds may forte government officials to reexamine the
used imprisonment versus other forms of social control.
Judicial orders mandating reduced prison populations
may provide incentives to employ non-incarcerative
sanctions for certain classes of offenders. Various esti-
mates place the number of n 41-violent offenders, cur-
rently incarcerated, who could benefit from alternative
programs, without endangering public safety, at
between 20 and 86 percent. These and other alternative
strategies may provide public policy makers with some
options in dealing with this critical issue.

William F. Woldman is an Analyst in Criminology. Gov.
ernment Division.

Peg additionai reading see: CRS Issue Brief no. 81171.
Congressional Response to Prison Conditions; CRS nAite
paper. Sentencing Reform: Polity Considerations; ()sr
Crowded Prisons, Me Annals of the AmerWan Academy of
Political and Saint &knee, Volume 478. March. 198$.
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Prison Crowding
by Alfred Blumsteia, Carnegie-Mellon University

How Crowded Are Prisom?
erciowded prison% msy he the most pressing prolikm

facing the comma! Justice system today. The number of
prisoner% in the United States has increased continuously
since the early 1970's, and the rate of uwarcurmon (the
nunther of pnsoners per capita) has doubkd since I97(1
Hy 19114, there were mote than 463,000 peopk in State or
Federal prisons. which is about 20percent more than they
were designed to accommodate This represents one prisoner
fiw every !inn persons in the United States Another 220,000
people were in local fails. MOS1 of these were heing held
awaiting trial; another large group were "ming short stn.
tences, generally under I year. for less sertoUS crimo.

What Is Wrong With Crowded
Prisons?
ins a widely accepted principle of primal management that
a prison cell should not he used for more than one pnunier.
The reason for this is obvious --people who are in prison
h.ise demonstrated a difficulty in getting along with other%
A notion!), of pn u mers either arc serving time for cu rre nt
iolent crime or hase a history of violent offenses

Moderator: James Q Wilson, PridesSOf of
Government, Harvard University

Guests: Alfred !Bornstein. Carnegie Mellon
University

Mark Corrigan. Brandeis Unisemity.
National Institute for Seinc..cing Alter
nails es

Thomas Reppetto, Citizens (link
('oninlission of New Vod:

Tow discussion will he assisted by understanding
some of the factors contributing to the recent growth
in prison populations and some ot the apomaches
be in$ considered for a(leviating the crowding
pn0lems

If a Prison with 1 AK) cells must accommodate 1.2(0 pris-
oners, then 400 of its prisoners *di be housed two to
cell. Prison managers generally agree that when the prison
population exceeds capacity their ability to 'mug the
unruly population is semanly degraded. As the numbers of
prisoners increase, the space normally used for recreation
or education is diverted to donnitoty use- Incidents of
vioknce hetween prisoners inctease, and cOntrol of the
institution gradually slips to the most aggressive groups of
pnumers. The exhaustion of services and the limitation on
recreational activities funher lead to tension, boredom, and
conflict among the prisoners, and between the pri soners and
the guards Evettually. there is a degradation of morale
among the staff, , greater staff turnover, and a vicious c ircle
of diminished control

Overemwding is also of obviims concern to the large mayor .
ity of pewee's who, in effect. hecome subject to harsher
punishment as a result of the crowded conditions Indeed.
unreasonable crowding is one of the most frequently used
bases for declaring a pan ular prison's condinoos in viola.
tom of the eighth amendment's prohibition against "out I
and unusual punishment This concern was expressed by
the Supreme Court in the Rhodes I. Chapmon decision.
when it permitted double (ening, under circumstances in
which the conditions were temporary, and the prison was
exemplary in other ways

The Purposes of Prison
While there is general agreement on the purposes f prison
its a punishment for crime, there are strong disagreements
on how broadly pri um should he used. At one extreme are
those who view prison a% a last resort .10 he used only for
the Mint violent or incorrigible of fenders. and after all other
means of reform has e been exhausted At the other extreme
are those who Insist that any person convicted of a felony
deserves harsh punishment. and that prison is appropriate
in MOvt caves

Itoth groups thus recognire that prisons serve two purposes
(hie is punishment of the offender a, an end in 0,011 'term!
leas of any effect that it might have in reducing future crime
lhe other is that of controlling crime

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Prisons work in three distinct ways to control crime. First.
they serve a symbolic pumose in that they communicate to
the public that they should not commit crimes because they,
too, could be punished. This is known as general deter.
reisce , the influence on everybody else of imprisoning a
single offender.

The other two ways relate to the effect on imprisoned
offenders themselves. The first of these relates to the re .
habilitation of offenden or the reduction in their crime-
committing propensity after release. That change may mull
from rehabilitation approaches such as counseling of en-
hancement of job skilli. It may also occur simply because
the prison experience is sufficiently unpleasant that offend
en will avoid repeating it. Critics point out that, at least
for some people, the prison experience may lead to more
or MICK crime; they view prison in a "graduate school for
come." Undoubtedly , both rehabilitation and deterioration
occur; some people come out better and some people come
Mt went.

The third way prisons affect crime is through incapacita-
tion. Removal of offenders from the community prevents
them from committing crimes there. Some &multi ve crimes
may be transferred to prison. And some c rimes --like dmg
salesmay persist in the community but be committed by
someone else-

Thus, for those who are convicted, the prison serves a
number of functions as part of society's response to crime.
There is little debate over the purposes. There is some
disagreement over their relative effectiveness, but research
Is beginning to resolve that question. There may even be
gennral agreement on the ranking of convicted offenders in
disorder of !hose for whom prison is most appropriate. The
major disagreement relates to how far down that list impris.
cement should be imposed, and for how long.

Since there are many more eligible candidates for imprison-
ment than there is available capacity, prison is typically
reserved for those who commit the most serious crimes or
for those who ate repeatedly convicted of leu serious comes
that would nointally lead to probation on the first or first
fe w instances.

Factors Leading to Current Crowding
The current situation of prison crowding in the United States
follows from the steady growth in prison population that
began in the early 1970's Until that lime, there was a broad
consensus that the primary putpose of imprisonment was
"correction," that is, rehabilitation of the offender. Evalua-
tions of a wide variety of techniques presumed to be re-
habilitative failed to show any lobe particularly effective.
These results shattered the old consensus and led to anew
consensus that changing behavior was e xtremely difficult.
There WM no agreement, however, oo what to do next.

During the rehsbilitation era, parole authorities were em-
powered to decide when a particular prisoner was "rehabili-
tated" and ready for release. This role was also well suited
for accommodating incresaes in the inflow of prisoners.

This program brought to you by the National
Institute of Justice. / ames K. Stewart, Director.
The series produced by WID'ACOM thnvigh a
grant to the Police Foundation.

Any release of any prisoner involves some degree of risk,
anti so marginal shifts in that risk are Nutty perceptible-
especially in vie w of the considerable difficulty of estimating
future criminality. Thus, when prisons Lecame too crowded,
the parole bwrd could become somewhat mote liberal in
deciding whether an inmate was a good candidste for re-
lease. In this way, parole provided an important "safely
valve" to adjust prison populations to their available capac-
ity.

The mid-1970's saw a major reaction to this "indeterminate"
sentencing system. Since rehabilitation services were not
shown to be effective, it was argued that judgments about
a prisoner's state of rehabilitation should no longer influence
the length of time served. There came a general shift toward
more "determinate" sentences, established by the judge at
the time of sentencing, but often within the guidelines
established by a legislature or a sentencing commission.
The true sentence, as reflected in the lime actually served,
became more e solicit and mute public, and pressure grew
to increase sentences in response to the public's COnCeIll
over rising crime rates in the 1970's.

The changing age composition of the U.S. population has
exacerbated the crowding problem. The number of people
in their mid-20's, the ages st wide h people are most likely
to be sent to prison, has grown steadily over the last 20
yean. That increase reflects the population growth as-
sociated with the postwar baby boom, which started in 1947
and peaked in 1961. Thus, even if there had been no change
in the fraction of euth age group represented in prison, the
larger numbers of people in the most prison-prone ages
would still have crowded the prisons. This situation, to-
gether with the increasing severity of sentences, created the
curtent dramatic increase in prison populatioo.

Alternative Approaches to Relieving
Prison Crowding
A major theme of the Crime File program concerns the
variety of approaches one might use for dealing with over-
crowding. Basically, there am ooly three: providing more
capacity, diverting convicted people to sentences other than
prison (he "front-door" approach), or shortening the time
served in prison by those who do go there (the "back-door"
approach).

Additional prison capacity would permit keeping the same
number of prisoners (or more), but under mote acceptable
conditions. Providing the additional capacity costs money,

Construction costs typically range between
SS0,000and $73,000 per hod. Additional money is needed
each year about $10,000 to S1S,000 per peisoner to
maintain, guard, and manage prisoners. These high costs
were undoubtedly Influential in the rejection several years
ago by New York State voters of a bond issue to provide
additional prison space.

Moreover, additional capacity does not become available
instantly. Many bureaucratic processes oft involved in the
construction of any new facility by a State government:
deciding to provide the sdditional capacity, agreeing upon
a site (especially gaining acceptance by neighboring rest
dents), authorization and afropriation of fends by the
legislaturt, architectural design, and finally construction.
All these processes can take 4 to 7 yean or more. Thin, a
commitment to provide additional capacity to solve today's
crowding problem will not provide the capacity until se veral
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years into the future, when the crowding probkin may have
diminished. By 1990. roc math*. the cejlieej dale by
which new prise ns might become available, the number of
people in the peisoo-proat ages will have decreased signifi-
cantly, and so st least the demographic factor in the over-
crowding problem will have begun to diminish.

Many who argue against providing additional cepacity an
concerned that the improoned population will simply ex.
pand to full the available captivity a variant af "Parkusson's
Law." One study seemed to show by statistical evidence
that this would happen; further studies, however, pointed
out neon in those initial studies. It is still possible, of
course, that there could be such an effect (evenhough the
initial study failed to demonstrate it). Indeed, some judges
are known to inhibit their sentencing when they know
prisons are filled. HOWCver, during the 1960's, when pnum
populations were well below the available capacity. then
was no pressure on judges to send more people to prison
in order to fill diat available capacity. Thus, the issue as ftt
from simple.

The "front-dooe" approach involves finding alternatives to
prison for those whom a judge might want to send there.
This is clearly the approach favored by Mark Corrigan, who
heads the National Institute for Sentencing Alternatives.
"Front-door" solutions an not intended for the most serious
offenders, for thaw who commit heinous crimes, or for
Mose who .epresem a setious continuing risk in the commu-
nity . They are, however, possibilities foe "marginal" offend.
ers who might otherwise be candidates for probalion had
they not already had one tw more prior sentences to probs.
lion; these offenders waseant something more severe than
probation. The problem is to de vektp an array of alternatives
so that the judge, the victim, and the cortununity can be
satisfied that the level of punishment is approFiase and that
the alternative might be more successful in reforming the
offender. The altematives most often considered an some
combination of intensive probation, restitution, community
work. Of residence in a group home under light surveillance
but with the right to go to work during the day.

The "back-door" epproach involves shodening the time
served by imprisoned offenders. Indeed, this is the font
traditionally used by perole boards to regulate prison popu.
tenons Parole hoards hold 'he key to the "hack door" by
their authority to release pr.soiren who have served en
appropriate minimum sentence but less than their maximum
111111. SOMe States have edopted "emergency release" laws
soder which some thisonees' eligib.!ity for release is ad-
vanced, and some prisoners are released, once the prison
population rearhes a designated Rye!.

The problem of prison crowding is one of the moat vexing
ones facing the criminal justice system today. There is
widespread agreement that people who commit serious
crimes must receive punishment and that people whack's°
in recidivists must he punished mon severely. There is also
agreement that the objectives of prison for punishment and
crime control (through general deterrence, rehabilitation,
and incapecitation) an appropriate, but then is some dna
greemem on how effectively they en achieved. There may
also he general agreement in ranking convicted offenders
in tenni of those mmt and least deserving of prison. Then
is still significant division, however, over how deeply into
that list imprisonment ought to be applied, and for how
long At a ocher way of intermediate senctions is developed
to fill the gap between the slap-on-the- wrist referral to an
overworked probation of firer. at the low end. and a sentence

boaState pvison at the high end, and as the cost of imris.
(lament becomes an important pan of the choice, there may
emerge greater agreement on how deeply, and how broadly
the imprisonment sanctiox should be applied.
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Discussion Questions

Which. of the three approaches to relieving prison crowd-
ing-- building more prisons, diverting offenders from
prison, and shortening sentences do you peefer' Why'
How do you think your neighbors feel '

2 If a federal court ceders a State to reduce its prison
population to the level of its capacity, , what factors should
be taken imii account in der iding whkh prisoners to release '

l)o you think prisons are very effective in reducing crime"
How would you go about finding out'
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4. What can be done to require those who ward swieser
punishment to also take vcount of the costs involved?

5. Should judges' sentencing decisions be different when
prisons are crowded? That is. should a judge who would
impose a prison sentence in a given case if the prisons were
not crowded. impose a shorter or d i ffe tent sentence if the
prisons are crowded?

This study guide and the videotape. Priiirn Crowd.
ins, is one of 32 in the Clime File series of 281/2-mi-
nute programs on cntwal cdminal justice issues.
They are available tn VHS and Reis formats for SI/
and in 1/4inch format for $23 (plus postage and
handling). For inhumation on how Prison
C'wnding and other Cnme File videNapes. contact
Crime File. National Institute of JusticeN('JRS.
Box 60)0, Rockville. MD 20850. or call RD) 1151-,
5420 or :411 -251 55410.
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Why Prisons Are So Crowded

antZ What Can Be Done

This report was prepared by the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation under the supervision of
Kenneth Schoen, Director. Program for Justice.

The final draft was written by Kevin Kratick and Steve Gettinger with research assistance from
Elliot Gordon. The booklet was edited by Gretchen Dykstra, Director of Communications.

Reproduced with permission from Overcrowded time: why
prisons are so crowded and what can be done. New York, Edna
McConnell Clark Foundation, 1982. 48 p.
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PART 1-THE SITUATION

HOW CROWDED
ARE THE PRISONS?

America's prison population is running out of control. On New Year's Day, 1982,

there were more than half-a-million people behind bars, a new all-time high. That is

41,29? more than were locked up the year before, and that is the biggest one year

leap in prison population in America's history.' But states only built housing for four

out of ten of the new prisoners.
In New Jersey prison inmates are sleeping in storage rooms, hallways and lava-

tories. In Mixes prisoners are spilling over into tents and tin sheds In South Carolina

they sleep three at a time in cells not much wider than coffins. In North Carolina's

century-old Central Prison some cells are crammed with four inmates and bunks line

the welkways in front of the cells. And New York State, inwhat one observer called

"a move with ominous symbolism," lifted.a cap on the population of the Attica State
Correctional Facility which was placed there in 1971 after a riot that left 43 people

dead.
Crowding has now burst the confines of the state and federal penal systems and

reached down to local levels. In at least 20 states the prisons are so crowded that

they are refusing to accept sentenced inmates who, instead, must wait in jam-packed

local jails for months or years until a prison bed opens up. The number of such

"backed-up" inmates grew by 20 percent in 1981.'
Jails, 'the traditional backwaters of the state prisons, reached their limits in 1981

and some jail administrators are now desperate. One sherifi in Arkansas chained

inmates to the state penitentiary fence and tried to abandon them. State officials

armed with shotguns made him take them back.
In New jersey 1,200 of the state's 9.400 prisoners were ba led up into ten local

jails by May, 1981. A federal judge ordered the state to begin moving out its backed-

up prisoners because overcrowding had produced conditions "so degenerative and

unhealthy as to be constitutionally impermissible." Since new prisons will not be

ready until 198 or 1987, state officials have hinted that their only remaining option

is to turn prisoners loose, a stopgap measure that several states have already used.

Because there is not adequate space for all these prisoners, prison overcrowding

and violence have reached dangerous new levels. Prison staff feel they are losing

control of the institutions. Because prisons are so expensive, state governments are

staggering under the burden of supporting such a vast system.
Although there are more people locked up than at any time in history, a majority

of Americans claim they are more afraid of crime now than ever before. A recent

Iblic opinion poll indicates that crime stands second only to the economy as the

major domestic issue.' People want the government to lock up more criminals. People

seem to believe that more prisoners will result in less crime.
But where can we put more prisoners? It will take a decade to build adequate

facilities just for the people already behind bars, never mind those we might add. It

could cost more than 50 billion dollars over the next ton years to build those prisons.

5
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To run them would cost even more. Can our sluggish economy support such an
expenditure?

On few issues are there so many opinions and so little agreement, but one way
or another we must deal immediately with the overcrowded prisons. They threaten
the financial stability of the state governments and the physical safety of the insti-
tutions' staffs and inmates.

There is presently no comprehensive overview of the overcrowded prison prob-
lem which includes possible solutions. This publication is one modest attempt to do
something about that void. Designed primarily for policymakers, it is divided into
two parts.

Part One argues that prisons are crowded because society is demanding a tough
response from leaders to what people believe is an increase in crime. But is this
increase real? This booklet argues that it is not.

Policymakers are, consequently, pining tough new laws that are filling the
prisons at a rapid rate with more offenders serving longer sentences for less serious
crimes. But are these longer sentences necessarily reducing crime? This booklet
argues that they are not.

But the effect of all these imprisoned people is that many prisons are inhumane
and counterproductive, and the courts are demanding change. The federal govarn-
ment is not offering substantial help and the states cannot afford to build new prisons.

Part Two, therefore, examines various solutions to this complicated and dis-
heartening situation. Part Two highlights comprehensive strategies that have proved
successful and that states can use to establish alternative punishments that truly
punish offenders without asking society to assume a huge tax burden.

WHY ARE WE SENDING
SO MANY PEOPLE TO PRISON?

We are mated. Not only has the rate of imprisonoient gone up, so has the fear of
crime. Everyone seems to believe crime is skyrocketing. America does have one of
the highest rates of violent crimes in the industrialized world: in 1979, 35 of every
1,000 Americans were victimized by a violent crime.' But while the crime rate is
high, it has not been growing as quickly as most believe.

Our fear comes partly from the misinterpretation of statistics and the "hyping"
of crime trends by people who should know bettermainly politicians and journal-
ists.

There are some statistics that supposedly show a steady growth in crime, but
these are deceptive. To understand why, we have to look at the two major ways in
which we measure crime. One is the Bureau of the Census' Crime Victimization
Survey which comes from twice-a-year surveys of about 132,000 people. It covers all
crimes, reported and unreported. The second is the FBI Uniform Crime Report which
measures only crime reported to the police.

The Crime Victimization Survey is regarded by most experts as more accurate

6
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because it is not affected by technical changes in police departments or by social

trends that increase or decrease 9ie proportion of crimes reported. The FBI reports

are prone to vast inaccuracies from year to year because of such changes. These

include increased use of computers the police, changes in police departments'
crime reporting procedures, shifts in public attitudes that result in reporting of more

crimes, and an increasing number of people who insure their property and, thus,

who must report to the police when it is stolen.' These changes combined in the

1970's to inflate FBI figures from year to year. Thus, FBI reports in,...ated a 28

percent rise in property crimes between 1973 and 1979.6

But the Crime Victiminition Survey shows only a 3.8 percent rise for crimes of

violence and a 6.2 percent increase for crimes of theft for the same period.' The
changes in the Victimization Survey are so small that many scientists consider them

"statistically insignificant" that is, they are too small to say for sure whether there

was a change up or down. But the FBI Uniform Crime Report almost invariably gets

the headlines in the press and is included in the speeches of politicians. The reason

may be that it makes a better headline, or sounds better on the soapbox.
Much of the recent fear may also be due to the panic generated by the media,

especially television, which appears to pay more and more attention to crime these

days. One particularly brutal crime described on television creates more fear than a

hundred equally bad acts that appear only in police reports. Seeing and hearing a

violent act makes us feel personally afraid, personally vulnerable. The fact that

something is on '1'V elevates it to a significance that easily rises above reality.

A good example of this is the "wave" of crimes against the elderly in the late

1970's. Beginning in 1977, the press suddenly began reporting on dozens of incidents

of brutal rapes, muggings, beatings and murders committed against old people. "Crimes

against the elderly" seemed to become an overnight phenomenon, almost a whole

new class of crime.
As news reports of such crimes increased, so d1c1 fear among elderly people and

among the general population as well. There was a widespread perception that
elderly citizens had suddenly become the target of a new breed of criminals.

Yet, crime statistics showed no increase in crimes against the elderly. A report

released by the federal government in 1981 confirmed the suspicion that high levels

of fear among the elderly were unfounded. In fact, the study found that victimization

goes down with age for most categories of crime.'

How did the "crime wave" happen? One sociologist studied newspapei and

television journalists in New York City during the "crime wave" and found that

editors and reporters had created the "trend" on their own. It began, she wrote, when

one newspaper picked up several muggings of old people and began looking for other

examples. Soon, the other media started looking upon "crimes against the elderly"

as a theme, and they began stumbling wer each other to report them, even though
the incidents themselves were not necessarily more numerous than before?

Many similar waves of crime may be created by the local and national media

each year. While coverage invariably slacks off after a few weeks or months, unfor-

tunately the fear generated by the reports does not. It is stored in the public con-
sciousness, accumulating layer upon layer, with drastic social effects.

7
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THE FEAR OF CRIME AFFECTS
SENTENCE AND PAROLE POLICIES

AND, THEREFORE, PRISONS

This misrepresentation of crime trends has a powerful effect. Increased fear has
resulted in tremendous pressure on legislators, judges and parole boards to "do
something about crime."

What have they done? American Prisons arid Jails, the most massive study of
behind-bars populations done to date, says, "It appears that by far the largest share
of prison population growth is due to an increase in the number of prisoners sen-
tenced for property and public order crime, with only a small fraction of the growth
attributable to greater numbers of violent offenders."

According to the study, the proportion of violent offenders in prison dropped
from 52 percent tu 47 percent between 1974 and 1978. There has also be .1 a large
increase in the number of people incarcerated for minor "public order" offenses such
as drunkenness.'

In other words, we are imprisoning more people for less serious crimes, rather
than locking up significantly higher numbers of the criminals people fear the most
those who commit arbitrary, unprovoked acts of violence.

Sentencing Patterns
And these minor offenders are being imprisoned for longer terms because of changes
in sentencing patterns around the country. As of February, 1982, 37 states had
"mandatory" sentencing laws, many of them recently passed by state legislators."
These laws require that certain classes of felons be given long prison sentences with
little or no chance of parole. The most popular of these laws are the "habitual offender
statutes" that mandate long terms and in many cases, life sentences for those
convicted of repeated felonies. At first, most of these laws were directed at the real
incorrigiblespeople convicted of their third and fourth felonies. But lately, many
legislatures have dropped the threshold; in 29 states now, habitual offender statutes
take effect after the second felony convicton."

In Alabama, mandatory sentencing laws passed in 1980 have resulted In both
higher prison admission rates and longer terms. Prison admissions rose by a quarter
in 1981. A third conviction for a property crime carries a 30-year term, with no time
off for good behavior. Repeated violent crimes carry even higher penalties."

Many states have not waited for offenders to repeat their crimes to clamp down
on themthey have just increased their penalties across the board. In Indiana terms
for burglars wore more than doubled under a new sentencing code passed in 1978.
The code requires judges, for example, to send burglars to prison for four years
without benefit of parole. Under the old law, which left sentences open-ended,

8
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burglers served an average of 1.8 yearr Mtn other states have passed determinate
sentencing laws since 1977."

One of them, California, has had a rapidly rising prison admission rate since
1978, the year before determinate sentencing began there. This suggests that, with or
without the new law, California judges were getting tougher on offenders."

In the Northeast, too, more punitive laws are crowding the prisons. In New
Jersey, for instance, admissions to prison have gone up by 15 percent since 1980,
when a tough new penal code was enacted. Average prison terms have gone up from

five years to seven years. As a result, the prison population went up by a third in
1981. It is expected to triple within five years. A task force appointed by the governor
unambiguously places the responsibility for the overcrowding on the new laws, not
on the crime rate.

Parole
In addition to mandatory and determinate sentencing, many states have also slashed

the powers of their parole boards, contributing heavily to prison overcrowding." At

least seven states have done away with parole altogethet; all inmates in those states

have to serve their full sentences.
At the Maine State Prison, for instance, the average prison stay has doubled in

the five years since the legislature abolished parole. In February, 1902, the state's

prison population reached an all-time high, with the prisons full and many inmates

overflowing into county tails,"
In many states where laws leave the parole boards intact, the boards have cut

down on releases from prison on their own because of public pressure to keep

criminals locked up longer. In a growing number of states, even the venerable insti-

tution of "time off for good behavior" has been abolished. For over a century in most

states, "good time" has been awarded automatically by prison authorities and taken

away only for serious misconduct. Wardens cite it as a major tool for keeping prisoners

under control and preventing overcrowding. Good time traditionally can subtract as

much as a third or a half from1-, 'nmate's maximum sentence. With this gone, prison

authorities have lost their sal .t: .e, and prisoners have lost one last incentive to

maintain order in the institu aYr

WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS
OF OVERCROWDING?

Overcrowding magnifies all the bad effects of prison. Increased assaults, suicides,

mental disorders, fatal medical conditions, idleness and riots are the yardsticks of

prison overpopulation.
Overcrowding acts to break down our laws, not build them up. When prisons

aro overcrowded, some inmates are in effect sentenced to death through increased

10
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violence and disease. Others are sentenced to uncontrolled, recurrent homosexual
rape and terror inflicted by unsupervised predators. The courts of law do nut pass or
intend these added sentences; but overcrowded prisons carry them out.

Overcrowding has made the already-difficult task of running the prisons close
to impossible. Many prison administrators have given up trying to supply potentially
rehabilitative services; sheer physical control of the institutions has become the main
objective. Riots and gang warfare are now constant threats. At the most crowded
prisons, there is real question as to whether the staff controls any more than the wall
and barbed wire fences that keep the inmates from escaping. Guards are unable to
separate the violent prisoners from the non-violent prisoners; guark nre often unable
to stop stronger inmates from victimizing the weaker ones.

In the first six months of 1980, 150 prisoners in state facilities were either
murdered or committed suicide double the rate of 1979." In 1981, there were
major violent prison disturbances in Iowa, Michigan, Florida, Tennessee, Connecti-
cut, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Texas and North Carolina.

Smaller incidents of violence are epidemic, too. In New Yolk State, for example,
after a population jump of 18 percent in 1981, assaults on prison personnel increased
28 percent and the number of inmate-on-inmate assaults jumped 69 percent.'

In January, 1980, Raymond Procunier, commissioner of the Virginia corrections
system, issued a statement of warning that officials were "playing Russian roulette
with the lives of inmates, staff and the public" at the New Mexico State Penitentiary,
after he visited the prison and found massive overcrowding.

Two weeks later, 33 prisoners died and five guards were brutally beaten in one
of the most savage prison uprisings of all time. The state's attorney general later
agreed that overcrowding was a major cause of that insurrection.

Medical Ramifications
The American Medical Association summarized years of study by saying that "long
term crowding causes and accelerates the spread of communicable disease" and
promotes heart attacks and high blood pressure. The psychological pressures of
crowding as well as the density of germs break down the body's defenses to diseases,
the AMA found. That is why some inmates, especially older inmates, die prematurely
of "natural" causes under these conditions."

Research shows that inmates do not adjust to crowding over time, the way an
urban commuter might adjust to a crowded train. Commuters get off the train after a
few stops and calm down in the more tranquil environment of office or home. But
the prisoner has no escape. He is crowded for months and years in the same small
space. Inmates are affected more, not less, as time goes by.' Thmpers flare more easily.
Minor jostlings erup; into major brawls. And more people are committed to psychi-
atric treatment the longer they are crowded into prisons."

11
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Dormitories

One of the most disturbing findings of all is that all the bad effects of crowding
disease, violence and stress --are much worse in dormitories than in cell housing."
Yet, it is dormitories that the states are using in rising numimrs to house their
burgeonin populations because dormitories are cheaper and faster to build.

In 19, I, about 40 percent of prison inmates were housed in dormitories, many
holding over 100 prisoners. Most of these prisoners were crammed into such tight
spaces that their housing was considered either unconstitutional by the courts or
unhealthy by corrections experts. Now the proportion of inmates in dormitory hous-
ing is probably much higher."

Sometimes correctional officers are afraid to enter dormitories because they are
so outnumbered by prisoners. Thstimony before an Indiana state legislative committee

in March, 1982, revealed that two newly-built dormitories of the state's Pendleton
Reformatory are supervised only by guards looking through small windows at the
ends of the moms."

The American Correctional Association has recommended a moratorium on
future dormitory construction. But the temptations of lower building costs and the
availability of former hospitals and military installations for conversion into prisons
are likely to increase rather than decrease the proportion of inmates housed in
dormitories.

Minimal Services
Overcrowding also has exacerbated the problem of idleness. Prison industries, where
they exist at all, have been unable to absorb a growing labor pool. Prisoners already
engaged in industrial work must work shorter hours to accommodate newcomers.

Overcrowding has also restricted access to educational programs. James Ricketts,
director of the Colorado Department of Corrections, testified before a state legislative
committee in February, 1982, "We're no longer trying to match up an inmate and put
him where the programs are. We're lust trying to find a bed.'

Although the rehabilitative effects of prison lobs arid education are uncertain,
their value as a means of keeping order is evident. Deureases in activity are almost
always followed by increases in violence, accordine, ta prison administrators. "Work

is the key to controlling all these people," said W.C. Byers, a Moms prison official."
Texas has always been famous for supplying work to its inmates, even if it is

only highly-regimented hand labor in the prison's farm fields. But the proportion of

inmates engaged even in this labor has decreased in the last three years because there

are too many inmates for the correctional officers to supervise. Violence has risen

precipitously in that time.
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DO PRISONS ACCOMPLIS4
WHAT WE WANT THEM

TO ACCOMPLISH?

This situation, often inhumane and unjust, demonstrates that as a society we aco
becoming less tolerant of criminal behavior than in the past. Aad one thing we know
atuout the institutions that our tough new laws have crowded: they punish. All penal
institutionf even the most humane, inflict humiliation, pain and deprivation on
inmates. That 13 just one reason we send people to prison.

But, presumably, we have not locked up a half-million people only to make them
suffer; we expect their incarceration to reduce crime, too. If we are to continue locking
up so many people, obviously we will have to build many new prisons to house
them, at great cost. Will the benefits in reduced crime outweigh the expenses?

There are three ways in which prisons may possibly reduce crime:

Prisons deter free citizens from committing crimes and ex-offenders from com-
mitting future crimes.

Prisons incapacitate criminals who would be committing crimes if they were free.

Prisons rehabilitate criminals and turn them into law-abiding citizens.

How well do prisons, as we now use them, accomplish these goals?

Deterrence
Deterrence theory is based on the premise that individuals make rational, cost-benefit
calculations in deciding whether to commit a crime. For some categories of crime,
there is evidence of "marginal deterrence" that is, that some punishment, rather
than no punishment, does deter offenders. In Great Britain, for example, drunk
driving declined substantially when a law was passed mandating a year of iinpris-
onment for such offenders; before, there had beea little or no penalty."

There is no evidence, however, that imprisonment is any more effective a deter-
rent for most crimes and for most people than other penalties. Mere arrest and
conviction for a petty crime can lead to loss of empioyment, disgrace in the com-
munity and even dissolution of one's family. The typical American is afraid of these
consequences, and that is enough."

The typical criminal, however, is not the same as the typical Americmi. Most
prisoners today are poor, minority youths from the inner cities. For them, there is
little to lose and much to gain from committing crimes. A large number of them have
been chmnically unemployed and have little hope of finding a job. For them, com-
mitting crimes easily becomes a way of life.
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Many chronic criminals are addicted to alcohol or drugs. Possibly half of those
in prison were either drunk or high on drugs (or both) at the time they committed
their crimes, Studies show that use of these substances tends to make individuals
forget about the risks of their actionr." But even discounting the temporary boldness
or the desperation induced by drugs and alcohol, the typical offender tends to believe
that it is unlikely that he (or she) will be arrested or imprisoned for any one crime he
commits. He is right; for every 100 felonies committed, 50 are reported, 12 suspects
are arrested and 6 are convicted. For those 100 felonies, only two people will go to
prison."

Many people have suggested that if we could make punishment more certain,
we could then achieve a more powerful deterrent effect. But barring some miraculous
change in the effectiveness of the police, or the willingness of people acquainted
with criminals to inform on each other, we can't get around the fact that we arrest
someone for only 12 percent of all crimes. And, unless there are more resources for
prosecutors, Judges and public defenders whose caseloads are already unmanageable,

the best we can hope for is to make certain that those who get convicted are punished.
More certain punishment, however, is not the same as more -evere punishment,

which is the approach we are taking now. Doubling or tripling the pomishment for a
certain crime does not necessarily double or triple the deterre st effect.

Many comparative studies have debunked the notidn that severe prison sen-
tences are a deterrent to serious criminals. Several studieb in the 1960's compared
groups of similar criminals who received shorter or longer sentences for the same
types of crimes and found that they committed new crimes at the same rates when
they were freed." Other studies compared the deterrent effects of longer or shorter
prison sentences meted out by different states for such diverse crimes as murder,
assaulting a police officer, rape and writing bad checks and found no discernible
differences in state crime rates." Other research has compared international crime
rates with threats of punishment in different countries and found no correlation."

The National Academy of Sciences, in a 1981 summary of previous penal
research, concluded that "caution should be exercised in interpreting the available
evidence as establishing a deterrent effect, and especially so for the sanction of
imprisonment.' The studies suggest that we reach a threshold of diminishing re-
turns soon after we start defining prison as the appropriate punishment for a crime;
rak'ng the term for robbery from, say, five years to seven years or ten years has little
or no effect. The reason is that we are already dealing with a population of people
who are willing to go to prison. Adding numbers to an already drastic punishment
means little to them. They are gambling on not getting caught at all. And when
chronic offenders are caught and sent to prison, they tend to look upon it as an
overhead expense of the business. There is a saying among convicts: "If you can't do

the time. don't do the crime."
So, we seemingly are unlikely to deter a great many serious criminals with threats

of prison. That brings us to look at another of the stated reasons for locking up at least
some of them for a long time: getting them off the streets so they can't victimize us.
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Incapacitation

Common sense tells us that if we lock up some criminals who are chronic offenders,
then we will prevent them from committing a certain number of crimes on the street.
The question is, how much crime can we prevent by locking up X number of
criminals?

Research indicates that the incapacitating effect of prisons is modest, and that if
we look realistically at the number of people we can afford to lock up, this effect may
slready have reached a point of diminishing returns. It is possible that we may be
able to use prisons more economically for incapacitation if we can identify certain
high-rate offenders who are responsible for a disproportionate amount of crime. But
at the moment, our ability to identify that group is very limited.

How many crimes do our prisons now prevent by restraining criminals? Two of
the better-respected studies estimate that crime would go up by only four or five
percent if we released half of all prisoners tomorrow and, at the most, eight percent
if we did away with all prisons. The highest research-based estimate of the amount
of crime now being prevented by prisons is 20 percent."

How is it possible that we imprison so much, yet affect crime so little? For one
thing, under our social and legal system, we apprehend and imprison only a small
percentage of the criminal population.

Second is the fact that the "criminal population" itself is not a finite, identifiable
group of people. Each day, some criminal careers end and others begin because crime
is primarily a young person's occupation. Nearly half of all persons arrested for
violent crimes are under 18. Yet, the peak age at which criminals are sentenced to
prison is the early and mid-20's. Thus, the incapacitative effect tends to come into
play only after the bulk of the crime has already been committed, Convicted and
imprisoned crimi..als are constantly being replaced on the streets by younger, much
more active criminals who have not yet been caught doing something really serious."

Third, many crimes are committed by groups. One study estimates that one-
third of all serious crimes are committed by more than one person. Many criminal
groups are large enough that it works out that the average serious crime involves 2.1

petrators. This means that the removal of one or even several members of a
criminal group will simply dictate a need for the group to recruit new members. To
prevent one crime, you might have to imprison a half-dozen people."

Lastly, we have never developed a reliable way to predict how many crimes a
particular offender will commit when released, or even if he will return to crime at
all. So, we do a poor job of choosing whom we ought to incarcerate for the protection
of society.

If our current high rate of imprisonment is having only a modest incapacitating
effect, how many more people would we have to imprison to achieve a further
reduction? If we used "collective incapacitation," that is giving more and longer
sentences to all convicted felons, the resultant increase in the prison population
would be staggering.

In 1978 the National Academy of Sciences estimated that in order to achieve a
ten percent reduction in crime, California would have to increase its prison popula-
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tion by 157 percent; New York by 263 percent; and Massachusetts by more than 310
percent. In him York alone this would entail imprisoning close to 100,000 people,
more than leder of the current national prisoner tetal." Another study, done by
the American justice Institute, estimates that Ohio could achieve a similar reduction
in crime, but only with a 500 percent increase in imprisonment.' Policies that would
result in such a scale of imprisonment would generally be the result of sending every
convicted felon including shoplifters, petty thieves and all first-time offenders
to prison for terms averaging five years.

The severity and scale of this punishment and the amount of money we would
have to pay in order to inflict it are almost unthinkable. Sendin3 every offender to
prison for five years, if it does not shack our consciences, would .mrtainly empty our
pocketbooks. Mist people would agree that doubling, tripling, quadrupling or quin-
tupling the number of prisoners is not a realistic proposal if it would reduce crime
by only ten percent.

For this reason, "selective incapacitation" or "focused imprisonment is being
used by some who are seeking both a reduction in crime and a solution io prison
overcrowding at reasonable cost. Selective incapacitation works on the theory that
we can pinpoint a small number of individuals who commit many serious crimes.
Then, if we imprison them for long terms, we could achieve a hefty incapacitation
effect without raising the prison population to unmanageable levels.

There is a great deal of evidence that such a small group of high-rate offenders
exists.'' The trouble comes in trying to distinguish them reliably from other prison
inmates. Everyone admits that all efforts to label high-risk inmates have resulted in
a high number of mistakes people who are wrongly identified as physically dan-
gerous or prone to commit a great many crimes. Some attempts at prediction have
produced as many as 19 mistakes for every correct prediction. The reverse is true,
too: more than half of the dangerous people usually are put into the non-dangerous
category.

But what many regard as the most promising current research has been done by
the Rand Corporation in Santa Monica, California. For several years, scientists there
have been refining tables that they believe can identify "high-risk" burglars and
robbers, using criteria such as juvenile crime records, prior convictions for the crime
they are trying to predict, heroin or barbiturate use, employment records and previous
institutionalization.

They suggest that the robbery rate in California could be lowered by 15 percent
by imprisoning five percmnt fewer robbers if the I -h-rate robbers were imprisoned
for longer terms and the low-rate ones for shorter terms. Burglaries, they say, could
be lowered by 15 percent with only a seven percent increase in the number of
imprisoned burglars."

The Rand Corporation scientists assert that they make fewer mistakes than
criminologists using earlier systems, but they have not tested the system, and they
admit that the chance of wrong predictions still persists.

So, we seemingly can't reduce crime sharply by just removing some offenders,
which brings Us to the third and last argument on behalf of more imprisonment as a
way to deal with crime: rehabilitation.
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Rehabilitation

Far nearly a century, beginning with prison reform movements in the 1870's, "reha-
bilitotion" was the battle cry of progressive corrections professionals. By the mid-
19711's, many in the field had begun to doubt that prisonsor any other corrections
program, for that mattercould rehabilitate a significant number of people.

In a now-famous study, criminologist Robert Martinson evaluated 231 studies
of corrections programs in and out of prison and concluded in 1974, "With few and
isolated exceptions, the rehabilitative efforts that have been ret iorted so far have had
no appreciable effect on recidivism." He estimated that about (nie-third of all those
who go through "rehabilitative" programs will return to crime about the same
proportion as those who do not go through such programs." Other studies before
and since have confirmed this research."

The so-called "medical model" of crime the belief that crime is a "sickness"
that can be cured by proper doses of psychotherapy, education and workhas been
generally abandoned. But most corrections professionals do believe that some indi-
viduals do rehabilitate themselves, statistics notwithstanding. Work and education
programs in prisons give those individual inmates with a desire to change the chance
to change. For that reason, it is necessary at least to "leave room for reform" of the
individual, as criminologist Franklin Zimring says.'

But, unfortunately, prisons are just about the worst possible setting to try to give
people the tools to overcome their problems. It's hard to overcome obstacles to success
when one cannot read or write and academic classes in prisons have long waiting
lists.

Prison industries, which could potentially be used to teach skills and work habits
to inmates, are in worse shape. Nationwide, only one of every ten inmates works in
a prison industry because there are not enough jobs to go around." Many prison jobs,
like sewing with archaic machines or doing obsolete hand labor in the prison fields,
have little or no application to the outside world. Still, the inmates who get to do
even those jobs are the lucky ones. Most inmates face a day-to-day regimen of total
idleness that is not only non-rehabilitative, it is maddening and stupefying because
it goes on for years on end. But idleness is only one of ' prison experiences that
may actually have debilitating, rather than rehabilitating effects.

The noise is also debilitating. Every footstep, every voice, every clatter of a spoon
echoes back and forth across the huge space. Radios and televisions often blare for
16 hours a day. Inmates shout to each other over the din, steel doors slam. Sweat,
disinfectant, old food and unwashed clothes combine into an odor from which there
is no escape and there's never, ever, privacynot even on the toilet because toilets
are in full view of some other inmates and guards.

The lack of privacy is worsened by the fact that inmates are forced to associate
with hundreds of people they don't know, don't like and of whom they are afraid.
They are wise to keep looking behind their backs, because they might be beaten,
stabbed or raped by other inmates.

Considering such conditions, it is not surprising that prisons probably breed
crime and mental illness, rather than reduce them. Behavioral research indicates that
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most prisoners experience high levels of paranoia and continuous anxiety and frus-
tration as a result of their confinement. This is usually accompanied by a "total sense
of powerlessness, coupled with a profound resentment of authority," according to
one study."

It is popularly believed that prisons are "criminogenic" that they produce
criminal impulses rather than squelch theni. The idea of prisons as "schools for
crime" that is, that young inmates learn how to become better robbers or more
adept burglars from the instruction of more experienced criminalshas little basis
in fact, according to a number of studies. It is more likely that chronic criminals are
produced on the street and that peer pressure from other young people involved in
crime, not instruction from elders, is the start of many a criminal career."

But just as there is little proof that prisms actually produce more skillful crim-
inals, it is equally difficult to believe that prisons, as they are now run, can possibly
turn out more law-abiding citizens. If anything, the inmate probably leaves prison
with an enduring hatred and fear of authority and, consequently, a greater suscepti-
bility to peer pressure once outside. Some may argue that fear produces obedience,
but the recidivism rate belies this. Fear and hatred do not produce the same results
as respect or responsibility.

WHAT IS HAPPENING
IN REACTION TO
THIS SITUATION?

A wave of litigation has engulfed state prisons and local jails in the past decade in
reaction to these extreme conditions. It is not receding. Major class-action prison
conditions suits, most of them holding crowding as the main issue, reached a new
height in 1982. As of March, 1982, prisons in 31 states plus the District of Columbia
were under court orders or consent decrees to reduce overcrowding and improve
related conditions. Another six suits were pending." As overcrowding has filtered
down more and mure to the local jails, litigation has grown on that level too. Correc-
tions Magazine recently reported that 1,300 of the country's 3,500 jails are now
operating under court order or are likely to be soon. The National Sheriffs' Associ-
ation estimates that 150 jails have already been closed by the courts oecause of poor
conditions."

Just a decade ago, it was a novel idea for a federal court to intrude on the running
of a state or local institution. But inmates convinced the courts that the conditions
in many prisons constituted cruel and unusual punishment under the Eighth Amend-
ment.

Today the courts have clearly established their power to force the state and local
government to deal with overcrowding and other issues. They have ordered nip- v
states to spend hundreds of millions of dollars for new housing. They have limitvt,

the number of inmates that can be admitted to institutions. In a few states, such as
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Alabama, federal courts have forced authorities to release some prisoners to relieve
overcrowding.

The Supreme Court has not discouraged prison litigation. "The courts certainly
have the responsUlity to scrutinize claims of cruel and unusual confinement, and
the conditions in a number of prisons, especially older ones, have been justly de-
scribed as 'deplorable' and 'sordid,' the court said in lune, 1981 in Rhodes v.
Chapman."

Despite its acceptance of prison litigation, Rhodes v. Chapman was, at least
superficially, a defeat for those litigating against overcrowding because it upheld
double-celling of prisoners in spaces built for one inmate. Mosi prison cells, which
are now occupied by two or more inmates, were originally built for one. However,
the Rhodes case was brought against a model institution where cells are relatively
large and well-ventilated, livingconditiorm are better than average and inmates spend
most of their time out of their cells engaged in activities provided by the prison.
Most prisons do not resemble that institution.

The Supreme Court stated clearly in Rhodes that the totality of a prison's
condition is the major consideration in determining whether double-celling violates
inmates' rights. Daub le-celling could easily be declared unconstitutional in other
prisons, the court implied.

It has been: in November, 1981, just five months after the Rhodes decision, the
U.S. District Court in Danville, Illinois ruled in Fairman v. Smith that double-
ceiling in Illinois's Pontiac State Prison is unconstitutional. The decision quoted
heavily from Rhodes. The decision reads, "The conditions of the prison described
in Rhodes seem at most the antithesis of the conditions at Pontiac . . . Pontiac . . .

is overcrowded, antiquated and has inadequate facilities . . . The confinement for

years on end of two adult males . .. in a cramped, ill-ventilated, noisy space . . . is

contrary to every recognized penalty. .. . and constitutes cruel and unusual punish-

ment."'
More often, though, the courts measure overcrowding in terms of square footage

of living space per inmate. The Supreme Court has act established a specific stan-
dard, but most courts have adhered to between 95 and 60 square feet per inmate,
either in a cell or a dormitory. Sixty feet is the minimum square footage recommended
by the American Medical Association, the American Public Health Association and
the American Correctional Association." Many states not already tinder this type of
order could be soon; currently, less than a third of the nation's prisoners have this
much space per inmate."

WILL THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT HELP?

There is little hope that the federal gcvernment will give the states or localities anv
financial help for new prisons. The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,
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which funneled billions of dollars into local anti-crime programs from 1968 to 1971,
died a quiet death in the spring of 1982.

In March, 1982, the National Governors' Association called for the federal
government to make assistance for construction of new prisons its number one
criminal justice priority. Earlier in the year, the U.S. Attorney General's Thsk Force
on Violent Crime had recommended that Congress appropriate $2 billion over the
next four years to help the states build prisons." Senator Robert Dole introduced
such legiskition in August, 1981. But all these efforts have gone nowhere; the powers.
that-be in the federal government have remained adamant Nit, whatever tough anti-
crime arguments we hear in Washington, it is not going to be translated into federal
dollars to the states.

Presidential counselor Edwin Meese told a gathering of lawyers, "It is very
unlikely that there will be federal funds . . . available for the fight against crime . . .

If that was your thought. I'm very sorry I'm going to have to disappoint you.""
The federal government is only offering the use of surplus property for state

prisons. But this, to a large extent, is also disappointing. 540 properties are currently
available for review through the U.S. Bureau of Prisons. These range from one-acre
lots of empty land to a 100 acre military base. The main problem is that most of the
properties are unsuitable for prisons. Consider these available properties: a former
sewage treatment plant in Bangor, Maine, or three acres of right-of-way on the San
Luis Canal in California."

So far, the government has transferred or rented only a few of these properties.
Two former military radar bases in Watertown and Lockport. N.Y., have been leased
to the state of New York for use as roedium-security institutions. An unused Hercules
missile site in Florida City. Fla. will go to local jail authorities. And the 416-bed Fort
Dix U.S. Army Stockade in New Jersey has been leased to the state. However, the
Army reserves the right to take the facility away from the state in case of future need;
the lease runs for three years and does not include an option to renew.

In sum, unused federal facilities may help a few localities lucky enough to have
the right buildings in the right places. But it does not appear that they will be able to
make a major long-term contribution to the prison housing shortage.

In March, 1982, the Reagan Administration announced its backing of a bill that
would establish concurrent federal jurisdiction and mandatory life sentences in
federal prisons for habitual burglars and robbers. This bill is viewed with interest by
some state lawmakers anxious to shift potential prisoners into the federal institutions.
But it will not relieve the states of all. Even if it passes, federal officials plan to limit
the number of such prosecutions nationally to only 500 a year, which would barely
make a dent in the population of any one state."

The federal government cannot handle any more cases than this because its
prisons are just as crowded as everyone else's. Since the 1980 election federal prison
terms have lengthened and commitments have risen. The result: a growth of nearly
4,000 federal prisoners last year, crowding the federal prisons to 18 percent over
capacity." So, basically, states will have to rely on their own resources.
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HOW MUCH WILL
NEW PRISONS COST?

Prisons are more expensive than other institutions because of the massive qualitities

of heavy materials involved. In addition to cells, space and equipment for all other

services have to be built kitchen, power plants, sewer lines, factories, infirmaries,

school buildings.
Construction costs have gone up much faster than the general rate of inflation.

In 1978, the cost of one new prison bed ranged from $25,000 to $59,000, depending

on the location and the amount of security built into the institution.' By 1981, the
average prison bed cost $72,900. In some places it was more; New jersey estimated

$80.000 a cell; New York, $90,000." These figures are grossly misleading though,

because they do not take into account the fact that most prisons me built with
borrowed moneybonds, bank loans and the like. At today's interest rates, this can

triple the cost. That means that the average prison cell built this year will eventually

cost the taxpayer over $200.000."
The capital costs of a new pri m make up only eight percent of the total outlay

over an institution's estimated 30-year lifespan. The rest goes to daily operations

up to $30,000 a year per prisoner in many states. The major portion of this goes to

pay the salaries of correctional officers and other personnel."
A few states, like Texas, have managed to keep their costs per prisoner far below

other jurisdictions. They have done this in part by hiring fewer guards than other

states. But the courts are cracking down on short staffing. For instance, Texas, with

a high inmate-to-guard ratio, has been ordered to hire large numbers of new person-
nel." A: the states are forced to hire more guards and provide other expensive

improvements, operating costs will rise.
Operating costs throughout the nation are also likely to increase as correctional

officers, who are now often members of unions, demand greater compensation for

their traditionally underpaid and increasingly dangerous jobs.

A majority of Americans believe there is a need for new prisons, but less than

half of them are willing to pay more taxes to get them, according to a Gallup Poll

done in April, 1982." This reluctance to pay for "get tough" talk has been reflected

in recent elections, Bond issues for new prisons were turned down in New York,
Virginia and Oregon in 1981. Michigan voters rejected a one-tenth of ene percent
increase in state income taxes that was slated to build prisons. But in California, the

state legislature recently cejected a proposed hike in the sales tax to finance law

enforcement and prisons, and then the citizens of California passed a bond issue to

build prisons.
With the American economy as weak as it is, there is less and less money

available for public works projects. Interest rates remain very high, so capital con-

struction requiring governments to borrow large amounts of cash are not popular
expenditures. Continued high inflation makes continued growth in the prison pop-

ulation all the more intimidating. State governments will not be able to !ay out the

cash necessary to build our way out of the current prisonovercrowding situation. So

what can be dune?
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PART 2-POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

More people are being sent to prison for less serious crimes for inger periods of
time.

Longer sentences do not deter most criminals any more than moderate ones.

Most people sent to prison are not sent there for violent crimes.

Prisons do not rehabilitate offenders.

Imprisoning more people has not reduced crime.

Courts continue to declare overcrowded prisons illegal.

Prison overcrowdinh is not something we can build our way out of. We need
billions of dollars just to house the current prison population under minimal stan-
dards of decency, and the funds are not available. Even if we could lay hold of the
necessary money, it would take too long to build new prisons, and we cannot build
them fast enough to keep up with the rapidly rising prisoner count. But people tend
to look upon prison as the only "real" punishment. It is often said that criminals in
prison are "'paying their debt to society." But the truth wouldappear to be that society
is paying a huge bill to punish men and women who might well be punished in less
costly and leas destructive ways.

By using more alternatives to prison, and shorter ternis for some offenders, states
could save money and reduce the prison population to a manageable level without
raising the crime rate. But citizens will accept alternatives to prison only if they
recognize them as still being punishments. That is, we can still believe in punishment
for crime, but we can wean ourselves away from the fallacy that punishment must
equal prison. Restrictions on freedom and economic sanctions can also be penalties,
and they need not be accompanied by the dungeon-like conditions of the fortress
prison to have an impact on human behavior.

Instead of having the victim pay taxes to lock up the person who victimized
him, wouldn't it make more sense for the criminal to pay back the victims, or the
community, in the form of restitution of community service? Enforced restitution
can be accompanied by other punitive measures in the community, such as curfews,
probation supervision and fines. And that would save the prisons for those who
insist on committing serious crimes, or who violate t* i terms of those alternative
punishments.

THE ADVANTAGES OF
ALTERNATIVE PUNISHMENTS

Reduction of Pr Lon Population
it 1901 study of the Indiana corrections system found that 1,324 non-violent prison
inmates 20 percent of the prison populationcould be considered for alternative
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programs, such as restitution, community service and halfway houses.' Studies in
other states have identified similar and higher proportions of inmates that
correctional authorities consider good candidates for community corrections. In
Indiana, it was estimated that removal of these offenders from prison would eliminate
the need for a new 400-bed prison and ease population pressures in existing insti-
tutions.

The Cost
Keeping offenders in the community is, usually, much cheaper than imprisonment.
In Indiana the cost of imprisoning the 20 percent who could be in community
prowams is $20 million a year; the cost of alternative programs would be $1.7 million.
And there would be other benefits: a potential of more than 200,000 hours of free
community-service work by offenders, more than $100,000 in direct restitution that
could be paid to crime victims, and a reduction in welfare costs for dependents of
offenders who would now be P ale to continue support of their families.'

Effect on Crime Rates

No evidence suggests that increased use of community alternatives for non-violent
offenders would increase crime. A 1981 study of the Minnesota community correc-
tions system found that more than 80 percent of all felony offenders were being
handled in their own communities without any increased risk to public safety.' For
those offenders who need supervision in the community it can be provided through
a halfway house or an intensive probation program.

It is true that there is no proof that alternatives to prison are any more "rehabil-
itative" than prison.' But few would argue that community corrections are less
rehabilitative than prison. For those offenders who are willing to put in the effort to
change, the community offers many more resources, and gives them a better chance
at succeeding. Unless an offender presents a clear and present danger to society, there

may be no rational reason for sending him or her to an environment that is clearly
more destructive, more crowded and increasingly more expensive than a community

setting is.

COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING
IS NEEDED

One thing seems clear: the states that want to do something constructive about these
issues have got to attack them on a system-wide basis and have got to bring all the
relevant actors --the executive branch, legislators, judges, the bar, citizen groups and
the media, lust for starters in on the act.
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The problems apparently have to be attacked head on. While the average states
were seeing increases of 25% in their prison populations, the two states with the
smallest increases (Minnesota with 1.1 percent increase and Oregon with 3.5 percent
increase) had both adopted comprehensive community conections strategies. Stud-
ies have shown that these efforts have saved these states significant amounts of money
without endan ring the public or arousing the electorate.'

Development of alternatives to prison takes time. Unfortunately, many states
feel the need to buy that time with short-term solutions to prison crowding. Since
}Aiding more cell space is not the answer, the only way out is probably to identify

use prisoners who do not present a danger to the community and move them out
prison immediately. Michigan and North Carolina have taken emergency measures

tu 'lease non-violent offenders without negative results.° With the immediate pres-
su I the prisons, the state can then concentrate on structuring alternative punish-
me, 'o keep overcrowding from recurring.

. re are several ways to.keep prison populations under control. One way is to
restrk e number of offenders sent there and to provide alternative punishments
for non- lent offenders. ("Who Goes to Prison?") Another is to moderate the length
of time L prisoners spend in custody. ("How Long Do They Stay There?") A third
way is tot fectively manage the prison system's capacity, ("Where Should We Keep
Prisoners?")

In the following pages, some ideas that have worked in different states will be
presented. Some of them can be implemented by one branch of government alone;
others require both legislation end aggressive implementation, Whenever appropri-
ate, the roles that legislators, judges, state executives, administrators or civic leaders
can play in bringing about change will be highlighted. Although some strategies cut
across several categories, we have classified them according to their primary impact.

WHO GOES
TO PRISON?

Here we consider some ways now being used in a few places to see that offenders
who do not belong in prison are not sent there, and some alternative punishments
that are less destructive and cheaper,

DecrhninalizationToo Many Crimes?
Many foreign observers are amazed at the broad reach of American criminal law into
private behavior. While some laws, such as those forbidding certain types of common
sexual behavior, are seldom enforced, their very presence on the statute books breeds
disrespect for the law. Other minor offenses help clog our fails and courts with rather
trivial matters. While some type of penalty might be necessary, imprisonment seems
to many critics to be the wrong response.
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For instance, 11 states have passed laws that decriminalize or reduce the severity
of the penalty for private use of marijuana, substituting fines for imprisonment. In
California alone, this move saves law enforcement approximately $150 million an-
nually. But in 'limas, carrying one ounce of marijuana can still lead to a ten-year
prison term.

Some 34 states and territories have decriminalized public drunkenness.' (That
is not the same thing as decriminalizing drunken driving.) Proper treatment is gen-
erally cheaper and more effective than incarceration. In 1980 more than ten percent
of all arrests nationwide were for public drunkennese; a decade ago they accounted
for a third of the total.'°

Reconsidering Mandatory Sentences
By 1982 at least 37 states had passed some form of mandatory sentencing, requiring
imprisonment for a minimum length of time for certain crimes." Most of these laws
have been enacted in the past few years.

Often these laws are enacted with the hope of increasing the certainty of pun-
ishment or reducing disparity between sentences. Some recent research has shown
that they do neither of these things. In practice, most experts now agree that the
major effect of these laws is to give prosecutors more powerful tools with whica to
extract plea bargains. 'Justice' is dispensed in precinct stations and prosecutors'
offices, rather than in courtrooms.

In California, for instance, the so-cr "Use I Gun, Go to Prison" law has
proved to be somewhat flexible, if not arL'...a:y, in i application. It was enacted in
1979; a study of 1980 admissions to the California prison systmt showed that 2,365
of the new inmates had originally been arrested for crimes in which guns were used.
But only half of them were given extra time in prison because of those guns."

Most experts also believe that the so-called "Rockefeller Drug Laws" in New
York that mandated long prison sentences for the sale of drugs proved ineffectual

and unjust. Experienced drug pushers avoided prison by manipulating the system
while inexper'( aced pushers ended up with long prison sentences; and the drug
problem did not go away. In time, the laws were repealed or amended,

So, while their impact on equalizing justice is questionPNe, mandatory sentences
do tend to increase the proportion of offenders going to prison and often increase the
length of sentences for those unlucky enough to have the law applied to them.

Provide Alternative Punishments
In the past decade, a lot has been done to identify and develop alternatives to prison,
particularly for non-dangerous offenders. Some of these are used frequently in eller
countries; others come from innovative local programs. But they are not an integral
part of most corrections systems, and are seldom used in a systematic way. Here are
some of the more interesting alternatives now being used or considered:
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Restitution: Having the non-violent criminal pay back society or the victim for his
crime is a highly visible wdy of dispensing justice. The offender does not "get away
with it" by merely being put on probation, but he does not take up valuable prison
space. Furthermore, the victim and the community receive services and income from
the offender, rather than spending their money on prison space. Restitution is a
progam that can attract wide public support, and states like Mississippi and Georgia
have made it a mainstay of their community-corrections efforts.

In Indiana, a private agency, Prisoners and Community Together (PACT), oper-
ates eight programs with wide community approval. One of these is a Victim Offender
Reconciliation Program. PACT staff members mediate agreements between criminals
and their victims after referral by the courts. Cases referred to PACT are generally
property crimes like burglary or vandalism. The two parties meet face to face and
agree on how restitution will be made. These meetings personalize the crime, and
offenders often recognize the impact of their actions. As a side benefit, victims often
learn about the conditions and attitudes that lead to crime, and many of them find
their fear is lessened by meeting the offender, who until then has been a nameless,
facelets threat. Eighty-six percent of the meetings between offenders and victims
we t raluated as positive by the participants.'' In two counties alone, offenders
cult...anted 17,000 hours of work in 1980. When counting the costs saved by avoiding
incarceration and the value of the work contributed, the economic benefit exceeded
$100,000."

A similar program, the Community Restitution In-Service Program (CRISP), in
Pima, Arizona, makes restitution a condition of probation for those who can pay. For
those who cannot, community service is arranged through a variety of government
and non-profit agencies. A 1977 evaluation of the program found that 97.7 percent
of the offenders in the programs completed their obligations."

Restitution need not apply only to those who have jobs or economic means.
Restitution centers can help offenders find jobs, and with counseling and supervision
they can teach participants how to hold down a job and how to budget their earnings.
In 1R/8 residents at one Mississippi restitution center earned $182,716 after taxes
from jobs averaging $5.15 an hour. Of this amount, $39,192 was paid to victims,
$22,404 went to support their families and $28,269 went into savings accounts. The
state was reimbursed $41,315 for room and board, and $29,299 went to local courts
in fines."

Community Service: For crimes where the victim is the state, where no direct
monetary loss occurred or where offenders have no way to hold a job, community
service work is often an appropriate way to repay siciety.

In New York City the Vera Institute of justice initiated a project in 1979 under
which senior citizens' centers are being cleaned and refurbished by men who other-
wise would be in prison. Project staff screen defendants and select those who can
safely re-enter the community to serve their sentences. After eligible candidates are
selected, consent is obtained from the prosecutor, defense counsel and the defendant.
When they reach an agreement and the defendant pleads guilty, he is released to
perform community service work, subject, of course, to the judge's approval.

Offenders are not put on the streets without support or supervision. Each work
site has a supervisor to monitor the offenders' progress. Anyone who tries to "beat
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the systdm" is rearrested and resentenced. Because of careful screening and monitor-
ing, this has not occurred often. Nearly 90 percent of the offenders successfully
complete their sentences." 1b try to prevent future criminal behavior, Vera assists
the offenders by referring them to social service agencies that provide employment
training, educational services and economic assistance.

Yet restitution and community service programs are still not widely used in this
country. In 1978 only 59 programs across the country used restitution:" 16 states
provided for community service sentences." Now the numbers are probably some-
what higher, but these kinds of sentences are still given out only in a tiny minority
of cases.

In some states, new legislation would be needed before a judge could impose
restitution or community service in lieu of imprisonment. But in many states, judges
seldom use their existing authority to impose these punishments, often because there
is no organized way to collect restitution payments, to find work for offenders or to
know about actual alternatives.

One challenge to those who plan these programs is to make sure they are used
as true alternatives to imprisonment, not merely as ways to make things tougher for
offenders who otherwise would be on probation. In the Vera program, only defend-
ants who are likely to receive a jail term are eligible. On the average, participants had
three prior convictions, and almost half had previously served time in jail. Most were
charged with felonies."

In Mississippi, to insure that the restitution center will serve as an alternative,
it accepts only offenders who have already been sentenced to state prison. The
center's staff screens incoming inmates. If restitution is appropriate, a recommen-
dation is made to the sentencing judge."

Fines: Another sentencing option which is also used infrequently is fines. In the
federal court system, where fines rue probably handed out for felonies more often
than in the states, only eight percent of sentences included fines in 1976. But in many
European countries, fines traditionally have been imposed for a wide variety of non-
violent offenses. Sweden and Finland rely heavily on "day fines." In these, a per-
centage of each offender's daily wage is assessed; the number of days he or she is
penalized depends on the severity of the offense. In Sweden, more than 90 percent
of all offenses are penalized by fines."

Like restitution and community service, a fine forces the offender to contribute
something to the community; revenues generally help defray the cost of the court
system. Many offenders do not have the material resources to pay large fines, and
some white-collar criminals are so well off that traditional fines mean little to them,
but fines based on a sliding income scale, such as day-fines, can help to solve this
problem. Offenders without jobs can be helped to find them and required to work as
a condition of their gentences; well-off criminals can be made to pay significant
amounts of money that really hurt.

Specialized Probation: Probation is the most widely used sentence for convicted
criminals. There were about one million people on probation in 1976, the year the
last census of probationers was made." Now there are certainly many more.
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The common perception is that more and more serious criminals are "getting
off" with probation, but this is usually not true. Research shows that the proportion
of felons on probation has dropped in recent years from 56 percent to 50 percent."
The big increases in probation have instead come from judges sentencing misde-
meanants to probation who, heretofore, might have gotten off with a suspended
sentence. But this bloats the caseloads and makes it difficult for probation officers
(whose numbers have not increased proportionately) to do more than shuffle paper-
work on their cases.

One criticism of probation has been that those so sentenced are provided with
no programs and little supervision. But here and there, there has been a movement
to add on conditions such as frequent reporting to the probation officer, residency in
a halfway house, restitution, work and attendance at a school or training center.

Many corrections experts suggest that, with these increased sanctions and su-
pervision, probation can be used for many of the offenders now going to prison.
Many probation offices are now developing scoring systems so that officers' time can
be devoted to higher-risk cases.

Probation tailored to the specific needs of the offendm goes by many names:
"client-specific planning," "resource-brokering," and "intens) ve special probation"
are examples. They all mean that probation can now be given enough clout and
provide enough supervision so that it is not lust a "slap on the wrist."

Intensive Specialized Probation has been tried in San Francisco and by the
Federal Probation Service. It focuses on offenders with specific needs, such as drug
and alcohol treatment, and Inivides appropriate programs in the community. The
probation officers act as "brokers" for resources already in the community, at little
extra cost to the taxpayers."

Some special probation programs focus on intensified supervision, coupled with
community services, to make sure the offender stays out of trouble. In Lucas County,
Ohio, the Adult Probation Department has a special Incarceration Diversion Unit
that provides supervision specifically for offenders who otherwise would have gone
to prison. In 1980 it was credited with a 20 percent reduction in the county's prison
commitments thereby saving $410,000."

In New York State, the Intensive Supervision Probation Program takes offenders
identified as "most likely to fail on probation," and who would probably go to prison
if failure did occur. The offenders receive extra supervision and community services.
The New York State Council of Probation Administrators estimated that in 1981
more than 5,000 of the state's 25,000 inmates were eligible for the program."

The National Center on Institutions and Alternatives, a non-profit consulting
firm based in Washington, D.C., develops individualized probation plans for of-
fenders likely to be sent to prison. The plans often combine restitution, community
service, vocational training and medical or psychological treatment, along with in-
tensive probation supervision or residence in a halfway house. NCIA begins with a
diagnosis of the offender's strengths and weaknesses, and presents the plans to the
judge before sentencing.

So far, in 70 percent of the cases, judges have accepted all or part of the plans
NCIA has suggested." One example is that of a Maryland youth. Ten of his friends
were killed when the pickup truck he was driving crashed into a tree. The youth had
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been drinking beer and smoking marijuana before the accident and was convicted of
manslaughter. Instead of sitting idle in prison today, he is devoting 3,00o hours of
work at a hospital's Shock naurna Unit, where wery day he is confronted with the
consequences of actions like his own. The youth is also enrolled in a drug rehabili-
tation program.

A follow-up study of the NC1A program in 1981 showed that 85 percent of the
participants successfully completed their sentences."

Comprehensive Community Corredions: Community programs have to be part of
an overall plan to reduce imprisonment or some parts of the court and corrections
system can undermine others. Currently, counties have little incentive to keep of-
fenders in the community. It is easier to shift the financial burden to the state treasury
by sending criminals to the penitentiary. But, ultimately, the $10,000-per-year (or
more) difference between imprisonment and a community program will be borne by
the same taxpayers.

One of the earliest, and most ambitious, efforts to correct this ifr.balance was
California's probation subsidy plan. Communities were paid as much as $4,000 by
the state for each offender they kept out of the state prison system. Thousands of
people were kept out of the state prison system between 1967 and 1978 and these
people committed no more crimes than those who were already getting probation.
The communities used their subsidies to establish programs such as foster care,
mental health services and narcotics testing.'

Minnesota's Community Corrections Act, passed in 1973, is an even more com-
prehensive statewide approach. The state distributes money to communities which
voluntarily develop local alternatives to imprisonment. (By 1981, counties containing
70 percent of the state's population had joined the program.) Originally, the act
required the counties to compensate the state for every offender sent to state prison
for an offense carrying a minimum sentence of less than five years. That act estab-
lished a policy that only offenders charged with very serious crimes were imprisoned.
Howevor, the provision was dropped when the state's more explicit sentencing guide-
lines were enacted.

This approach does not require localities to adopt specific designated alternatives
to incarceration, but allows each community to devise a plan based on its own needs
and resources. Alternativescan include, but are not limited to, traditional or intensive
probation, community service, restitution, weekend detention and alcohol and drug
abuse treatment. The localized approach also encourages wassroots participation in
the system, which makes the idea of non-prison punishment more understandable
to citizens.

In 1980 an evaluation of the act concluded that it had increased the number of
offenders treated in their own communities, had encouraged judges to use local
programs and increased the quality of local programs all without increasing risk
to community safety."

Ohio, Oregon and Kansas have adopted systems modeled closely on the Min-
nesota law. An evaluation in Oregon found that in the program's first two years of
operation, significantly fewer felons were sent to state prisons, the use of probation
and split sentences had increased dramatically an i the state had saved money."
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All of these programs, it should be noted, are limited to non-dangerous, non-
violent offenders; they are not designed to put murdesers and robbers loose on the
streets.

A comprehensive community program often startsin4he legislature--sometimest
when it is confronted with cost estimates for building a new prison. But the initiative
has sometimes come from governors or even the corrections department. The Oregon
community corrections act was the product of a task force reptesenting all of these
branches of government, as wall as the judiciary.

HOW LONG SHOULD PEOPLE
STAY IN PRISON?

If finding alternatives to prison is one way to solve the problem, another way is to
shorten the time people stay in prison. In the last decade, state legislators have sharply
increased sentence lengths with little regard for the costs to the states. Even where
the number of prisoners has declined, the prisoners often stay longer. There are ways
to stop this trend. Some states are considering using prison capacity in setting prison
terms; other states are relying on parole boards and emergency release mechanisms
to cut the sentences of non-violent offenders.

Sentencing Guidelines

The Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines have made a difference. In 1989 the state
legislature established a commission composed of judges, attorneys, corrections of-
ficials and several other citizens. It recommends uniform sentence ranges for various
crimes. One of the factors it considers in setting these terms is the state's prison
capacity.

The commission sets out presumptive sentences along a two-way grid, with the
offender's crime on one axis and his criminal history along the other. Recommended
sentences become stiffer with the severity of the crime and the number of prior
convictions. (See chart on the following page) These recommended sentences are
based on actuarial predictions of annual convictions, related to available beds. The
commission also makes recommendaticris for which types of offenders should re-
ceive non-prison sentences for various crimes, thus addressing one source of alleged
unfairness that is untouched by most sentencing systems. judges are allowed to
deviate from the guidelines, but they must put their reasons in writing.

The guidelines seem to be keeping the prison population under control. During
1981 the prison population averaged 93 percent of prison capacity, very close to the
95 percent goal that the commission had set."
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MINNESOTA SENTENCING GUIDELINES GRID

Prem. iptive Sentence Lengths in Months

Italicized numbers within the grid denote the range within which a judge may
sentence without the sentence being deemed a departure.

CRIMINAL HISTORY SCORE

SEVERITY LEVELS OF
CONVICFION
OFFENSE

o 1 2 I 3 4 5
41 or

more

Unauthorized Use el
Motor Vehicle I
Possession of Mariluana

12" 12" 12" 15 18 21
24

23-25

Theft Related Crimes
($15042500) II
Sale of Marijuana

12" 12* 14 17 20 23
27

25-29

Theft Crimes ill($15042500) 12* 13 16 19
22

21.23
27

25.29
32

30.34

Burglary.Felony Intent
Receiving Stolen Goods IV

IS15042500)
12* 15 18

_

21
25

24-26
32

30-34
41

37-45

Simple Robbery V 18 23 27 30
29-31

38
36-40

46
43-49

54
50-58

Assault 2nd Degree VI 21 26 30 34
33-35

44
42.46

54
50.58

65
60.70

Aggravated Robbery VII
24

23.25
32

30.34
41

38-44
49

45-53
65

60 70
81

75-87
97

90-104

Assault lst Degree
Criminal Sexual Conduct, VIII

lst Degree

43
41-45

54
50-58

65
60-76

76
71-81

95
89-101

113
106-120

132
124-140

Murder, 3rd Degme IX
97

04-100
119

116-122
127

124-130
149

143-155
176

1613.184
205

192-215
230

218.242

Murder. 2nd Degree X
118

111-121
140

1.13-147
182

153-171
203

192-214
243

231-255
284

270-298
324

309.339

lst Degree murder is excluded from the guidelines by law and continues to have a mandatory life sentence.

'one year and one day

Note; (kills below heavy line receive a presumptive prison sentence. Cells above the heavy line receive a
presumptive non-prison sentence (and the numbers in those cells refer only to duration of confinement If
probation is revoked.)

(Rev. Eff. 8/1/81)
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The North Carolina levislature recently chose to address the issue of prison
population directly. In 1980 state lawmakers passed a penal code that included long
sentences for many offenses, but studies showed that the new code would drastically
increase prison population in an already overcrowded system. 'Ming this into ac-
count, the legislators reduced sentences for many crimes by 25 percent in 1982.

Apparently, unless legislative proposals for increased sentence lengths are ac-
companied by projections of their impact on the prison population and on the state
budget, trouble lies ahead. The answer may well lie in a systematic review procedure,
insulated somewhat from temporary political pressures, to address the issue of ap-
propriate sentence lengths.

Parole Guidelines
Guidelines that asn parole dates can also be used. The U.S. Parole Commission
first used such gindelines in 1974 as a way to make sentences more uniform and to
let prisoners know how much time they could expect to serve. As in Minnesota, the
federal parole guidelines use a matrix system, setting the length of term not lust by
the severity of the crime but also by offenders background such as past records. (See
chart on following page.) At least 15 states now use some form of parole guidelines.
In many of them, they have actually increased sentence lengths, but there is no
inherent reason why they cannot work the other way if states wish to control their
burgeoning prison populations.

Emergency Release Mechanisms
The fastest, but one of the most controversial, ways to reduce a critically high prison
population is to release enough inmates to get the system back down to capacity. The
governor, the parole board or corrections officials usually determine which non-
violent inmates can safely be released. Most often the inmates who are nearing the
end of their sentences are released one to nine months early.

Such a mechanism is only a safety valve, nota long-range solution to crowding;
but some states have seen it as a necessary, if painful, first step. Michigan, Oklahoma,
Connecticut, Iowa, Ohio and Georgia have passed emergency release acts in the past
few years.

Michigan probably has made the most use of its law, passed in 1981. More than
900 inmates have been released early under its Prison Overcrowding Emergency Act.
When the state's prisons exceed 95 percent of their rated capacity for 30 consecutive
days, the governor is required by law to declare an emergency. This triggers a tem-
porary rollback of most prisoners' sentences. The parole board then releases enough
non-violent offenders to bring the population down to a manageable level. So far, the
parole board reports no trouble in finding eligible inmates.

Any mass release of prisoners is bound to be politically unpopular. However, by
limiting releases to non-violent offenders with short criminal recordsand by releasing
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HOW FEDERAL PAROLE GUIDELINES WORK

OFFENDER CHARACTERISTICSParole prognosis

OFFENSE CHARACTERISTICS:
EXAMPLES OF TYPES OF CRIMES

Very Good Good Fair Poor
Example; no prior convictions, 1 prior conviction, no prior 1 prior conviction. 1 prior prieon 4 convictions, 3 prison terms,
no prior incarcerations over 26 term, not on probation, no her- term, 20-25 yrs, old, on parole younger than 19, heroin addict
years old, no heroin/drug his- oin history at time
tory

RANGE OF PRISON TERMS FOR ADULTS

Properly offense, leas than $2,000
(theft, income tax evasion)

leas than 8 mo. 809 mo. 942 mo. 1246 mo .

Possession to sell less than
I gram cocaine

less than B mo. 8-12 mo. 1246 mo. 16-22 mo.

Receiving stolen property, $2,000
to $111,000 in value

10-14 mo. 1448 rem 18-24 mo. 24-32 mo.

Involuntary manslaughter 14-20 mo. 20-26 mo. 26-36 mo. 34-44 mo.

Heroin, 540 grams,
possession to sell

24-36 mo. 36.48 mo. 48-60 mo. 60 72 mo.

Robbery, weapon fired 40-52 mo. 5'44 mo. 64-78 mo. 78-100 mo.

Murder 52 + mo. 64 + mo. 79 + mo. 100 + trio.

1981 figures Source: "Presumptive Parole Dates: The Federal Approach," Federal Probation, lune 1982, pp. 45-54.
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only those whose sentences are drawing to a close anyway possible criticism is
lessened. The few studies that have been done on early releases suggest that there is
little added risk to public safety by letting such inmates out of prison a few weeks or
months early.

Good Time
Giving time off for good behavior is one of the oldest ways to reduce prison popula-
tions. The New York legislature, in reaction to crowding at the state's only prison,
first introduced the concept in 1817.

Most states now use 'good time as an award to inmates for good behavior and
in some states 'good time' is used to reduce prison populations. But, in an effort to
"get tough", some states (such as Connecticut and Alabama) have reduced or elimi-
nated good time, only to watch prison populations go up and tensions inside the
prison increase since there is little or no reason for inmates to avoid trouble.

In Illinois, however, about 4,600 inmates were avarded extra 'good time' between
June 1980 and February 1982 to make room for incoming prisoners. According to
Illinois prison officials, all those released were serving their first prison sentences
and had no history of violence.

Prison officials in both California and New York have proposed adding "incen-
tive good time," an extra reward for inmates who perform well in work or education
programs, on the grounds that there is little incentive now for real effort; current
"good time" laws generally reward inmates only for staying out of trouble.

Commutation
In a few states the unusual method of commuting sentences has been used to reduce
overcrowding. A commutation (not to be confusad with a pardon which wipes the
slate clean) is a reduction of sentence as an act ri mercy. In most states the power of
commutation is reserved for the governor, &hough in a few states it rests with the
parole board.

In Maryland, the governor has shortened the sentences of hundreds of non-
violent inmates each year since 1979 because of overcrowding. In Georgia, the Board
of Pardons and Paroles has commuted the sentences of more than 8,000 inmates
since 1979 to keep the prison population under control.
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WHERE SHOULD WE
KEEP PRISONERS?

Finding suitable alternatives to prison and reducing time served for those who do go
to prison are two ways to deal with the preblem: another way is to use different
kinds of institutions. Some offenders must be sent to prison, but that does not mean
that all must be kept in maximum-security institutions which are expensive and
often dames, to the irlividuals. Many prisoners are in maximum-security prisons
today wt liad be i. mid in less secure facilities. Often tradition, or a desire to
give extra punishment beyond loss of freedom, governs decisions about where to
place inmates.

For inmates nearing the end of their sentences, and even for some long-term
inmates with proven records of dependability, community-based facilities such as
work-release centers are often appropriate. Halfway houses and prerelease centers
offer a gradual "decompression" period that help inmatrs readjust to the streets.
Using these types of facilities can open up beds in the m ijor prism's for dangerous
offenders who really need to be there.

But to determine what level of security each inmate needs, a well-planned
classification system is needed. New, research-based methods use objective infor-
mation (such as prior record and age) to help determine which inmates are likely to
escape or pose a danger to staff or other inmates. In almost all cases this is a much
smeller percentage than is generally assumed.

In 1976 Alabama was ordered by the courts to reclassify its prisoners. Only 3
percent of the inmates were found to need maximum-security, as opposed to the 34
percent then assigned to that category. The reclassification study also found that 50
percent of the inmates could be handled safely in community programs or minimu m-
security facilities, but only 10 percent were being held there."

Since 1980, both California and the U.S. Bureau of Prisons have reclassified
their entire inmate populations. In both cases the results showed that large numbers
of prisons were "over-classified." The authorities consequently revised their future
plans to build less expensive, less secure institutions instead of the maximum-
security prisons they had originally requested.*

Different Types of Settings for Different Types
of Prisoners

As reclassification systems are employed, many inmates will be reclassified 'down'
from maximum-security to minimum-security, but states do not necessarily need to
build new facilities to accommodate these newly classified inmates. Existing build-
ings, such as abandoned mental hospitals, schools and motels are sometimes con-
verted to minimum-security facilities. These buildings have an added advantage: as
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the states' prison population decrease these facilities can be converted to other uses
and the penal system will not be saddled with unnecessary bedspace.

In Oklahoma ten motels were converted to minimum-security facilities; they
hold 18 percent of the state's total prison population.' In South Carolina, 18 percent
of the inmate population lives in similar minimum-security faoilities, and the gov-
ernor has recommended that these facilities be increased to handle more serious
types of offenders."

And reclassification does not have to stop with minimum-security. For some
offenders residential supervision, but nothing as drastic as prison, might be suitable.
Work-release centers can be used for these offenders, offering authorities transitional
facilities which strengthen parole.

Work-release centers, usually administered by the state, allow offenders to hold
down jobs in society as they complete their sentences. They are provided with
supervision and counseling in informal, residential settings. Halfway houses, usually
run by private agencies such as the Salvation Army, are used in similar ways. They,
however, are also used for offenders who have completed their sentences but need
help in readjusting to society.

Generally, most states house a small fraction of their eligible pthoners in such
facilitiesabout six percent nationwide, according to a 1981 survey. Yet, community
residential facilities can have a significant impact on prison populations. In Illinois,
a vast expansion of work-release centare in the past four years has helped keep

crowding in the state prisons to a minimum.

A TIME FOR LEADERSHIP

There is no one solution to the overcrowding problem. Some approaches may work
in some states but not in others. Each jurisdiction will have to find its own way.
What kind of crime problem does it have? How have the courts, the legislature, the
corrections system and the parole board dealt with it? What are the fiscal constraints
of the state?

Whatever is done will surely have to be done with the involvement of judges,
legislators, executive officials, prison authorities and, ultimately, the local commu-
nities. Without a systematic approach, some parts of the system will work against
the others. Decisions have to be made somewhere (oven if it is only a decision to do
nothing different) and if one part of the system doesn't make them, another part
will. Attempts to limit plea-bargaining exemplify this; they merely shift the decision-
making power over the alleged offender from the judge to the prosecutor. This type
of shuffling of powers results in little change in the criminal justice system.

This is where comprehensive statewide planning tor community corrections
,:omes in. Many new "alternatives to prison" have been changed by judges who,
consciously or unconsciously, have used them as alternatives to simple probation.
The state winds up with the added costs of a community corrections program without
the benefit of decreased prison costs.
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Any change in prison policies will apparently demand strong leadership, partic-
ularly if unpopular issues are involved. And leadership in corrections will demand
a lot of Itducation of the public.

Commissions and Task Forces
One way of educating the public, and exploring alternative strategies, has been for
the governor to appoint a special blue-ribbon commission with broad representation
to study ways of limiting imprisonment. Commission members, while acting in a
quasi-political role, are separated somewhat from the political process, and thus are
freer to make tough assessment& They can examine evidence somewhat more dis-
passionately, and can look to other states or countries for promising new ideas. Their
suggestions for and support of existing models of successful alternatives can some-
times have a powerful effect on the press and the public. Legislative and executive
leaders who participate in such task forces can become informed salesmen and
saleswomen for the resulting proposals in the legislature and the community.

One of the basic issues such a commission has to address is what the state's
policy of imprisomnent should be. Some statss establish a goal, an agreement to keep
incarceration at a certain level. They don't assume any automatic connection between
the rate of crime and the number of prison beds needed. Instead they know that the
policies of the states' own making will determine what beds are to be provided and
how they are to be paid for.

Commissions have proven to be particularly useful for dealing with hot political
topics in a calmer way. In Oregon in 1975 a special task force of legislative leaders
and state officials was appointed to consider what to do about prison overcrowding.
It determined that construction of a new prison would be an expensive and only a
temporary solution, and began searching the country for alternatives. In 1977 the
legislature implemented its recommendations in a comprehensive community cor-
rections act.

In North Carolina a citizens' panel was recently convened to consider the prison
crisis. When it issues its report, its members will attend town meetings throughout
the state to generate dialogue on the issues and, eventually, to build constituencies
interested in penal reform. Similarly, in ibxas, a state that has always kept most
prisoners in maximum-security institutions, the governor appointed a task force in
1982 to search for alternatives when he learned that the state would have to spend
at least $1 billion to construct more of such prisons in order to comply with a federal
court order.

Media Education
But for state andlocal leaders to implement change, they need the support of the
public and, therefore, the media. In recent years issues of crime and justice have
gotten a lot of press. The best has raised the level of public awareness, calling attention

to injustices and to the plight of forgotten victims of crime. But the worst has only
served to fan leer. Scare stories in newspapers and graphic coverage on television of
crimes are blamed by many sociologists and psychologists for the sense of fear that
pervades many communities.
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There is little thut public officials can do to "control" the media, but some among
them have learned what not to do, and have steered more press attention toward
some of the constructive solutions which are already working.

One way public officials have enlisted media support for broad based measures
has been to appoint publishers or editors to high-level task forces, along with judges
and legislators. Members of editorial boards are often quite willing to have neral
background discussions about issues such as imprisonment policy or community
corrections. These editors can then be helpful in allaying community fears about new
programs.

Some judges have also invited reporters who often have never been inside prison
to accompany them on tours of correctional institutions. Some legislators have in-
vited dependable inmates to speak at legislative sessions or public forums to help
dispel myths and stereotypes.

The media have also been enlisted to help in one particularly touchy area:
locating new community-based facilities. Experience has proved that the best ap-
proach to winning community approval of such a facility is careful and open planning
with maximum citizen involvement. Advisory boards have been established, com-
posed of leading citizens, to help plan the facility, and sometimes to screen offenders
for placement.

Simple information prJgrams can also be part of the strategy. In Illinois state
officials used the media to point out that 'hew 900-inmate institution would employ
425 people with an annual payroll of $9 .nillion which would "eliminate unemploy-
ment in some areas altogether." As a result one town sent the governor a dozen roses
and a petition with 10,900 names pleading to be chosen; other towns greeted visiting
corrections officials with cheerleaders and high school bands."

In Summary
Our prisons are overcrowded, posing multiple legal, financial and moral problems to
state leaders. Economic realities make it impossible to deal with the problem by just
building new prisons which will drain state budgets. But some states have made
progress by designing comprehensive strategies that employ the experience and
leadership of all participants.

These comprehensive strategies have approached the problem directly, asking
all the tough questions; Who goes to prison and are there alternatives that would
punish offenders more wisely? Are long sentences necessary and how can states
reduce them if they are not? And can the problem be alleviated somewhat by rede-
fining what a prison has to be?

These questions are complex and, at times, seem unanswerable, but some prog-
ress has been made in a few jurisdictions and the time has come to learn from those
experiences. Co-opetation is needed among all political leaders, corrections admin-
istrators, judges, lawyers and media representatives. And, perhaps most importantly,
the public needs to be educated in order to allay their juMifiable fears and garner
their support in the search for long-term, workable solutions.
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PART 3-RESOURCE GUIDE

Where to go for further information:

Organizations

American Correctional Association, 4321 Hartwick Road, Suite L-208, College Park,
Maryland 20740 (301) 699-7600

Center for Criminal Justice Research, Inc., Prison Overcremding Project, 1701 Arch
St., Philadelphia, PA 19103 (215) 569-0347

CONtact, Inc., P.O. Box 81826, Lincoln, Nebraska 68501-1826 (402) 464-0602

Correctional Economics Center, 1220 King Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314 (703)
549-7686

International Halfway House Association, P.O. Box 2337, Reston, Virginia 22090-
1592 (703) 435-8221

Minnesota Department of Corrections, 430 Metro Square Buildinp, Seventh and
Robert Streets, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101 (612) 296-6133

National Center on Institutions and Alternatives, 814 North St. Aspah St., Alexan-
dria, Virginia 22314 (703) 684-0373

National Conference of State Legislators, 1125 17th Street, Suite 1500, Denver, Col-
orado 80202 (303) 623-6600

National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 2125 Center Avenue, Fort Lee, N.J.
07024 (201) 886-2600

National Council on Crime and Delinquency, Research Center West, 760 Market
Street, Suite 433, San Francisco, California 94102 (4151956-5651

National Institute of Cormtions, 320 First Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20534 (202)
724-3106

National Moratorium on Prison Construdion, 324 C Street SE, Washington, D.C.
20003 (202) 547-3633

National Prison Proiect, 1346 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 1031, Washington.
D.C. 20036 (202) 331-0500

Oregon Department of Human Resources, Corrections Division, 2575 Center Street
NE, Salem, Oregon 97310 (503) 378-2467

Prisoners and Community Together (PACT), P.O. Box 177, Michigan City, Indiana
46360 (219) 872-0633

Vera Institute of Justice, 30 E. 39th Street, New York, N.Y. 10016 (212) 986-6910

Publications

Barry Krisberg and James Austin, "The Unmet Promise of Alternatives to Incarcer-
ation," National Council on Crime and Delinquency, Research Center West, San
Francisco, California, 1981.

Series on Community Corrections, Corrections Magazine, October 1980, December
1980, February 1981, April 1981, August 1981, October 1981, 116 W. 32 Street, New
York, N.Y. 10001,

Charles E. Silberman, Criminal Violence, Criminal Justice, Random House, 1978.

Robert Martinson, "What Works? Questions and Answers About Prison Reform,"
The Public Interest, Spring 1974.
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'County Officials' Guide to Alternatives" /Part U, County Jail Project], New York
State Association of Counties, March 1981 (available through National Institute of

Corrections(

United Nations "Paper on Deinstitutionalization and Residual Offendersr (available
through National Institute of Correctionsl.

"Overcrowding in New Jersey: No Easy Answers to a Crisis in Corrections." by Diane
Steelman (available through National Council on Crime and Delinquencyl.

"Prison and Jail Overcrowding in New York State," Voters Against the Prison Con-
struction Budget, 362 State Street, Albany, New York 12210, January 1982,

American Prisons and Nils, U.S. Department of Justice, National Institute of Jus-
tice, 320 First Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20534,
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcoamittee:

I as pleaoed to appear before you today to discuss a

situation of growing concern to the Attorney General and yaelf

-- namely, Federal prison overcrowding.

Today, the Federal inmate population is approximately

43,500; an inereane of over 19,000 inmates in the past six and

one-half years. This represents an 83 percent increase and is

concrete emidence of the continuing success of the

Administrat,on's Federal law enforcement prograas. It is also

important to note that -- while our population has

substantially grown -- the offense mixture of our inmate

population is changing. In 1970, only 16 percent of our inaate

population were confined for drug law violations. Over the

next decade through 1980, this percentage increased to 25

percent. In only the last six years, the Administration's law

enforcement priorities have increased the percentage of drug

traffickers in our total population to 37 percent. We

anticipate that this poroentage will continue to go up,

particularly in light of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986.

Currently, our 43,500 inmates are housed in prison

facilities that by conteaporary correctional standards should

confine 28,000 inmates, a system-wide overcrowded rate of 56

'percent. Some individual institutions are overcrowded by more

than 100 percent. As you know, Hr. Chairman, prison

overcrowding is commonly related to an increased potential for

inmate idleness, unrest and litigation. It has been judged as

a major contributing factor in some of the wo st state prison

disturbances.
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The current level of prison' overcrowding coupled with

substantial growth in the future prison population can create a

crisis of major proportions in the Federal criminal justice

system. In order to preclude this result and insure the future

viability of the Federal Prison System, the Attorney General

has established a major objective for the Bureav of Prisons.

Simply stated, the objective is to expand the capacity of the

Federal Prison System to keep pace with projected increases in

the inmate population and to simultaneously reduce prison

overcrowding. This is reflected in the President's FT 1988

budget.

This Administration and the Congress hnve strongly

supported the current facilities expansion program which has

been the largest in Bureau of Prisons' history. Since 1981,

the system's capacity has been increased by approximately 4,500

bads through the construction of new housing units at existing

prisons, the acquisition and conversion of existing properties

to correctional facilities and the construction and owtivation

of new prisons. In addition to these projects, the Congress

has appropriated funds to build seven new prisons and several

additions to existing facilities which will house almost 7,000

inmates. Construction has already begun on five of these

prisons and sites have been selected for the remaining two.

The FT 1986 budget now before the Congress requests

construction funds for two more prisons and other expansion

projects Which will house 2,400 more inmates.

0 4 .1
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While the expansion program to date has been substantial,

it clearly is not sufficient to meet both future population

increases and reduce overcrowding. The Bureau of Prisons has

recently completed a new multi-year expansion plan. I know

that you understand, Mr. Chairman, that I cannot review this

plan in detail at this tine since it is now under review in the

Executive Branch as part of the formulation of the President's

FY 1989 budget.

However, I can note that the inmate population projection

upon which our plan is based is similar to the low range

estimates recently submitted to the Congress by the U.S.

Sentencing Commission. The Bureau of Prisons has worked

closely with the Commission in the development of its

projection model. While recognising the inherent difficulties

of any prison projectioe methodology, I believe that the range

of estimates made by the Commission and their underlying policy

assumptions are reasonable.

While it is impossible to exactly predict the future

Federal prison population, I believe that everyone here today

will agree that it will continue to increase -- it is only the

degree of growth that is in question. I concur with the

Sentencing Commission's position that a major portion of the

increases projected by the Commission is not dependent on

implementation of the guidelines. Bather, it will result from

enhanced Federal investigative and prosecutorial renources

already in place and the increased criminal sanctions of the

Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986.

Hr. Chairman, you have corlectly noted that substantial

budget resources will be neces4.,..y to continue the expansion of

the Federal Prison System. In this context, I understand that

further hearings may focus in detail on alternatives to new

2 4 .3
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prison construction including increased use of half-way houses,

the recent development of electronic devices used'in so-called

°house arrest° programs and potential use or prisons operated

by private sector firma. I want to assure you and the members

of this Subcommittee that we are extremely sensitive to the

objective of meeting our mission in the most cost-effective

manner. We are actively using most of these options at this

time and plan to increase their use. However, it is clear to

me that publio safety will dictate that the majority of our

expansion needs will require the construction or new Federal

Correctional Institutions.

The Bureau or Prisons has taken several actions to insure

that new prison construction is an cost effective as possible.

These actiOns include the use of Federal surplus property ur

the donation of land to the government at no cost and the use

of already proven prison designs and new construction

techniques. The design of Federal correctional facilities and

use or new security technology is also responsible for prison

staffing requirements that are less than occur in most state

correctional systems. This is extremely important since

construction costs are less than 10 peroent of a prison's total

°life oycleo cost.

Another area of prison system expansion which is cost

effective is the use or military facilities. Several current

Bureau of Prisons facilities are located on former military

bases and two or cur minimum security Federal Prison Camps

operate on active bases.with outstanding success and

cooperation. In thin context, we are extremely pleased about

Seoretary Weinberger's report to the Attorney General in

response to Section 1606 of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act. Over the

past several weeks, we have carefully analysed the military

facilities identified in this report and believe that several

of them can be used by the Bureau or Prisons.
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Hr. Chairman, I recognize that the prison expansion

program required to meet our objectives la an undertaking of

substantial dimensions, both in terms of human and financial

resources. It is equally clear that failure to achieve the

objective can result in prison overcrowding that could

seriously jeopardize the life and safety of Bureau of Prisons

staff and inmates. This type of a crisis could quickly lead to

"gridlock', in the Federal criminal justice system inviting

court intervention and the establishment of prison population

"caps", a situation which has occurred in several state

correctional systems.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I want to state that you and

several members of this Subcommittee have always recognized the

difficult challenges faeed daily by the line staff of the

Federal Bureau of Prisoms. Be are extremely appreciative of

you and your colleagues' support.

This concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. I

would be pleased to respond to any questions you or your

colleagues may have.
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21 JULY 1987

Working closely with the Bureau of Prisons, the Sentencing

Commission developed a detailed model of prison impact and used

that model to project future demands on the federal prisons. As

research director at the Sentencing Commission, I had primary

staff responsibi1ity for developing that model. I appreciate

this opportunity to discuss those projections.

Our methods and results are described in detail in the

Supplementary Report on the Initial Sentencing Guidelines and

Policy Statements. I will limit Myself to a summary.

I. The model

Projecting future prison demands is an inexact science. It

requires making various assumptions about the future, for

example: the number of criminal convictions, the extent of

departures froa the guidelines, and the role of plea negotiations

under the guidelines. It is complicated further by

implementation of new legislation, notably: the Anti-Drug Abuse

Act of 1986 and the career offender provision of the Crime

Control Act of 1984. We may err when making the necessary

assumptions and, consequently, when making projections.

Because it is so difficult to predict future prison

demands, we developed separate projections for alternative sets

of assumptions. Regardless of the assumptions used, the

projections--which I will relate in a minute--remain similar:

4)4/1-'6
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with or without sentencing guidelines, the fgtderal criminal

justice system must brace itself for expandiL4 demands on the

prison system.

We have discussed our assumptions and results with people

outside the Commission. We have worked especially closely with

the Bureau of Prisons. No one atrees with el the assumptions

used in the model. On the other hand, we have not encountered

strong resistance to our major conclusions: Future prison

increases can be attributed primarily to increases in criminal

prosecutions, to. the Anti-Drug Abuse Act, and to the career

offender provision; the guidelines themselves have a marginal

effect beyond those other three causes.

II. Probation under the guidelines

As the Crime Control Act suggests, the incidence of straight

probation terms (probation without some confinement as a special

condition) will deciease under the guidelines. For crimes of

violence, for the distribution of drugs, and for some other types

of offenses (such as income tax evasion), the effect is straight-

forward: fewer offenders will receive probation.

For other crimes--essentially property crimes--the effect is

more complicated. The incidence of straight probation will be

reduced. However, straight probation will be replaced partly by

probation with conditions involving intermittent confinement,

community confinement, and by sentences that are to be split

betwerin prison and community corrections. The overall incidence

of probation--with and without some kind of confinement--is not

expected to change radically under the guidelines.

Although the Comedy an has attempted to reduce probation

seotences, probation sentences will not disappear under the

guidelines. For example, an unsophisticated, $10,000 bank

embezzlement woulA *!It require any (onfinement if the defendant

accepted responsibility for his actions. Even a relatively

sophisticated, $50,000 bank embezzlement could result in as

little as 6 months of intermittent or community confinement.

414.4
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As was true in the past, first-time offenders who have been

convicted of the least serious crimes will be placed on probation

routinely. Different from the past, however, some offenders--

these include repeat offmiders and defendants who are convicted .

of more serious property crimes--who completely avoided jail time

prior to the guidulines will incur jail time when,the guidelines

are implemented: - This change reflects Commission efforts to

rationalize xisting sentences by treating the white collar fraud

offender as severely as the blue collar theft offender and to

implement the CommiL.iion's view that short, but definite, terms

of confinement will help deter such crimes as tax evasion, price

fixing, and insider trading.

What are the implications for the prisons of this reduction

in probation? The Bureau of Prisons will be required to house an

increased number of offenders for short terms in community

correction and other minimum security facilities. On any given

day, about 800 offenders are incarcerated as "direct commitments"

from the courts or as a condition of probation: we project that

this figure will increase to about 3,000 under the guidelines.

This is roughly half of the total prison impact attributable to

the guidelines. It is notable that minimum security facilities

and community corrections facilities are significantly less

expensive than prisons.

III. Average time served will increase for some crimes

Average time served for most violent crimes will increase

under the guidelines. Although the career offend, provision

accounts for some of this increase, most is attributable to

Commission policy decisions.

Average time served for drug law violations (expect simple

possession) dill increase dramatically under the guidelines,

largely because of the new drug law and career offender
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provision. For example, given current practices, drug law

violators serve-an aVerage of 23 months. Had the drug law been

in effect when these offenders wore sentenced, we project that

they would have served an average of 48 months. Thus, the drug

law itself doubles the average prison term. Had the career

offender provision also been in effect, the overall average wou/d

have been closer to 57 months. All-in-all, once the guidelines

are taken into account, drug law violators will serve an average

of about 58 months - -somewhat longer terms than are required by

the combined drug law and career offender provision.

When the Commission was constrained neither by the drug law

nor by the career offender provision, average sentences under the

guidelines are similar to those prior to the guidelines--except,

of course, that probation Is less frequent. An exception is for

Lncome tax violations, for which the Commission made future

sentences correspond to the sentences received by other offenders

convicted of fraud. Consequently, tax-law violators will serve

more tise in the future.

These changes in average prison sentences portend the impact

of 4he guidelines on the prisons. I will turn to that impact

V. Prison impact

Future prison demands will depend importantly on the number

of future criminal convictions, so as a first.step in the prison

impact projections, we had to estimate future criminal caseload.

Our estimates are hased on recent trends in federal convictions.

We made both "low-growth" and a "hiefA-growth" estimates, thereby

providing ranges for future caseloads.

We made projections for 5, 10 and 15-year periods. We are

confident of the 5-year projections. We are less confident of

the 10-year projections. The 15-year projections are highly

speculative.
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Even in a low growth scenario, prison populations aro

projected to grow dramatically. Excluding some nonsentenced

detainees, current prison populations are about 42,000. We

project that prison demands will increase to 72,000 by 1992 and

to 92,000 by 1997. Adopting a high-growth scenario, current

populations are projected to increase to 79,000 in 1992 and to

118,000 in 1997.

This is to say that it would not be unreasonable to

anticipate a doubling or a tripling in the federal prison

population over the next decade. Furthermore, the low growth

projections are not much lower, and the high growth projections

are not much higher, when our projections are based on

alternative assumptions. To repeat my earlier statement: the

federal criminal justice system must brace itself for expanding

demands on the prison system.

It is important to identify the reasons for this growth,

most of which has nothing to do with the guidelines.

First, prison populations have grown by 83 percent during

the present administration. We project that this growth would

continue, at a somewhat diminished rata, over the decade. Thus,

even without any new laws and without the guidelines, prisons are

projected to increase by between 45 and SO percent over the next

10 years. We refer to these estimates as the "baseline."

Second, the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 requires mandatory

minimum terms for many drug law violations, increases the maximum

terms for mast drug law violations, and defines new conditions

that require enhanced penalties. By 1992, the drug law alone is

projected to increase demands on the prisons by about 18 percent

beyond the baseline; by 1997, the drug law alone is projected to

increase demands on the prisons by about 38 percent beyond the

baseline. The drug law is a prominent explanation for future

demands on the prisons.

Third, the career offender provision of the Crime Control

Act of 1984 requires a term at or near the statutory maximum for
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certain repeat offenders who are convicted of drug law violations

and violent crimes. This provision has an additional effect on

the prison population, increasing it by about 2 percent in 1992,

by about 6 percent by 1997, and by larger amounts in latter

years. Over the long run, career criminals will become an

increasingly large proportion of the federal prison population.

Finally, we turn to the independent effect of the

guidelines. Once we have taken into account current trends in

prosecutions, the effect of the new drug law, and the effect of

the career offender provision, the prison impact attributable

directly to the guidelines is modest.

be about 6 percent for 1992 and about

when we vary the assumptions made

We project the impact to

3 percent for 1997. Even

in the projections, the

independent effect of the guidelines does not increase much

beyond 10 percent.

Our projections indicate large increases in prison

populations. Perhaps they are overestimates. We have not

factored a deterrence effect into the calculations. Nor have we

factored in an incapacitation effect. Although we expect more

serious penalties to deter, and while we anticipate that more

repeat offenders will be incapacitated, these effects could not

be so great as to offset greatly the projected impact on the

prisons.

VI. Future directions

The research staff

correct remaining errors,

make the model's results

One of our projects is to

prison security levels.

continues to work on this model to

refine the projections, and in general

more useful for policy deliberations.

extend the model to project needs for

Another project is to provide

construction costs and operating costs for different projections.

Until these projects are completed, cost estimates are

speculative.

Thank you. I would be pleased to answer any questions.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees

We are pleased to be here today. As you requested, our testimony

will present the results of our review work to date on the United

States Sentencing Commission's estimates of the impact of its

sentencing guidelines on federal prisons.

BACKGROUND

The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 (Public Law 98-471)

established the United States Sentencing commission as an

independent agency within the judicial branch. The Commission is

composed of seven voting and two nonvoting members. Its

principal purpose is to establish sentencing policies and

practices for the federal criminal justice system, including

detailed guidelines proscribing the appropriate form and severity

of punishment for offenders convicted of federal crimes. The

guidelines are intended to reduce unwarranted sentencing

disparities among offenders with similar criminal backgrounds who

commit similar crimes. Under the guidelines' system, parole will

be abolished and sentenced offenders will serve their entire

sentences, less any good time credittime reductions from their

sentences for good behavior.

As required by the law, the Commission submitted its proposed

guidelines to Congress on April 13, 1987. The guidelines were

approved by six of the commissioners, with one commissioner

dissenting. The guidelines will go into effect on November 1,

1987, unless Congress passes a law to delay or stop their

implementation. In submitting the guidelines, the Commission

unanimously recommended that Congress delay tiseir implementation

for 9 months, or until August 1, 1988. The Commission wants this

additional time for field testing the guidelines, training court

officiala, and proposing any necessary amendments to the

guidelines before they go into effect.

;

4:4 tl ti
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Section 235 of Public Law 98-473 requires GAO to report to

Congress within 150 days after the Commission submits its

guidelines (ty September 10, 1987) on the potential impact of the

sentencing guidelines On the federal criminal justice system. In

response to that requirement, we have been monitoring the

Commission's activities and reviewing drafts of the guidelines.

On July 13, 1987, one of your representatives asked us to be

prepared to testify today on the Commission's study of the impact

of the guidelines on federal prisons.

To address the prison impact issue, we reviewed (1) the

Commission's June 18, 1987, Supplementary Report on the Initial

Sentencing Guidelines and Policy Statements which contains a

summary of the Commission's prison impact study; and (2) a draft

of its technical report being prepared to further explain the

methodology for its study. We also interviewed Commission

officials responsible for preparing the impact study and Federal

Prison System (FPS) officials responsible for estimating future

federal prison r'opulations and preparing building plans for

federal prisons.

The Commission believes that its sentencing guidelines will have

a minimal effect on future prison populations. However, the

Commission expects there will be significant growth in the

federal prison population over the next 10 to 15 years primarily

because of the mandatory minimum penalties required by the Anti-

Drug Abuse Act of 1986, increases in federal prosecutions and

convictions, and increased sentences required by the career

offender provisions of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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1984. If the Commission's estimates prove to be accurate, it

could cost several billion dollars over the ne4t decade to build

prisons for the additional inmates. Also, the increased prison

population would, by 1997, add as much as $1 billion a year to

the cost of inmate custody, care, and rehabilitation prOgrams.

PRISON /MPACT

Between 1970 and 1986, the federal prison population increased

significantly (averaging about 4.3 percent a year), with periods

of sharp increases occurring from 1975 to 1978 and 1980 to 1986.

From 1978 to 1980, a decrease in prosecutions contributed to a

sharp decline in the federal prison population.

-- In fiscal year 1970 the average daily population was about

21,000.

-- In 1975 the population was about 23,000 and grew to about

30,000 in 1978, a 30.4 percent increase over 3 years.

-- The population dropped from 30,000 in 1978 to about 24,000 in

1980, a 20.0 percent drop in 2 years.

-- The population grew from about 24,000 in 1980 to

about 39,000 in 1986, a 62.5 percent increase over 6

years.

-- FPS estimates that the average daily population for 1987 will

be 42,000, a 7.7 percent increase in 1 year.

As of July 2, 1987, PPS reported that 43,507 inmates were in

federal prisons. This was 15,581 (about 56 percent) more than

the system's rated capacity of 27,926. An additional 5,031

prisoners were housed in contract facilities.

914-72P 0 - 89 - 9
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FPS officials said that overcrowding is the principal issue

facing federal prisons. Prison overcrowding increases the

likelihood of violence and puts the staff in greater danger. It

also results in inmates being housed in less than generally

acceptable conditions and makes providing efficient snd effective

operations and programs more difficult. To address the

overcrowding problem, FPS plans to build more prisons and expand

the capacities of some existing facilities.

Section 994(g) of Public Law 98-473 direc's the Sentencing

Commission to estimate the impact of its sentencing guidelines on

the federal prison population. This section of the law also

requires that the Commission make tecommendations to Congress

concerning any change or expansion in the nature or capacity of

federal correctional facilities and services as a result of the

guidelines. On June 18, 1987, the Commission provided a.'

supplementary report to Congress that contained a prison impact

study estimating dramatic increases in the future federal prison

?opulation. However, the Commission has not yet determined the

number or types of facilities that would be needed to house the

increased prison population it projects, although it plans to do

SO.

The Commission'w study pointed out problems in forecasting prison

populations, including the absence of reliable methods for

predicting future crime rates and changes in the level of federal

prosecutions and enforcement priorities. The study also noted

that uncertainties about sentencing under the guidelines made

forecasting the effects of the guidelines on prison populations

especially difficult. For example, the study pointed out that

the proportion of defendants who plead guilty could change under
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the guidelines. According to the Administrative Office of the

United States Courts, during the 12-month period ending June 30,

1986, about 86 percent of the criminal cases were decided through

guilty pleas. Similarly, the authority of judges to depart from

the guidelines (even though they must provide a written

explanation) creates uncertainty about the ultimate impact of the

guidelines.

After pointing out the unknowns concerning the guidelines' effect

on future prison populations, the study explains how the

Commission estimated this impact. Generally, the Commission

analyzed sentencing practices for a sample of about 10,500

offenders who were convicted during fiscal year 1985. Then,

working with PPS, the Commission developed a computer simulation

model to project future prison population on the basis of a

variety of factors, including: (1) current practice; (2)

anticipated prosecution trends; (3) the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of

1986 (which requires, among other things, mandatory minimum

sentences for certain drug offenders): (4) the career offender

provisions of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 (which

require, among other things, substantial prison terms or terms at

or near the maximum prescribed by law for certain repe;-t

offenders); and (5) the guidelines.

Because future prosecution policy cannot be anticipated, the

Commission projected prison impact for 1992, 1997, and 2002 using

alternative assumptions concerning prosecution/conviction rates,

plea negotiation practices, and the extent that judges would

depart from the guidelines' sentences. The Commission's prison

population estimates range from 67,000 to 63,000 for 1992, 78,000

r.`
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to 125,000 for 1997, and 83,000 to 165,000 for 2002.1 Compared

to the 42,000 inmates estimated for 1987, these translate into

increases which range from about 60 to 98 percent for 1992, 86 to

198 percent for 1997, and 98 to 293 percent for 2002. Figure 1

Illustrates the Commission's estimate.] prison population growth.
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Tne Commission's estimates indicate that tne population of

federal prisons will increase dramatically primarily otcause

1Tne Commission pelives its 1992 stimates are tne most
accurate, its 1997 estimates art somewnat less acoJrate. and
Its 2002 estimates are very speculative.
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convictions will increase,
sentences that do not include

confinement (probationary
sentences) will be reduced

significantly, and the average time served for drug related,

violent, and repeated offenses will increase substantially.

According to the Commission's study, the use of straight

probation without any confinement will decrease under the

guidelines for all nine offense types that they analyzed. In

addition, the use of some type of confinement combined with

probation will increase under the guidelines for six of the nine

offense types analyzed. The Commission also estimates that the

average imprisonment time will increase under the guidelines for

seven of the nine offense types analyzed.

The Commission
believes that the most significant factors

contributing to future priso; population
increases will be growth

in the number of
prosecutions and the mandatory minimum sentences

required by the new anti-drug law. The Commission attributes

some of the growth to the longer sentences required under the

career offender
provisions of the Comprehensive Crime Control

Act. It attributes a
relatively modest amount of the increased

prison population to the guidelines themselves. Table 1 shows

the extent that the Commission believes each of these factors

will contribute to growth in the federal prison system from 1987

to 1997 under two of its scenarios.2

2We used these two scenarios because they contain estimates that

fall between the
Commission's lowest and highest estimates for

1997. Also, these are the two basic scenarios that the

Commission discusses
extensively in its study.

)
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Table Is Factors Contributing to

2

Growth in tkinon Populations 1987 to 1997

Scenrio 0 1 Scenario 11
Factor estimated number (Percent) tstimatea numar-(niFEFFE)

Growth du" to
increased
prolicutions + 19,000 ( 30.0) + 36,000 ( 47.4)

Growth due to anti-
drug law + 24,000 ( 48.0) + 30,000 ( 39.5)

Growth due to
career offender
law + 4,000 8.0) + 6,000 ( 7.9)

Growth due to
guidelines + 3 000 ( 6.0) + 4 000

Total growth + 50,000 (100.0) + 76,000 (100.0)4

Pluc 1487 populs-
tion 42,000 42,000

Total 1997
population nal WU=

aDoes not edd to 100 due to rounding.

We are still in the process of reviewing the Commission's

methodology for estimating prison impact. On the basis of our

work so far, the Commission's methodology appears reasonable.

The Assistant Director for Administration of FPS told us that FPS

staff worked closely with the Sentencing Commission in developing

the Commission's prison population projection model. While

recognizing the inherent difficulties of all prison population

projection methodologies, this official said that the

Commission's range of estimates and their underlying assumptions

are reasonable. He added that it is highly probable that PPS

will eventually use the Commission's model, with possible

modifications, to estimate future prison populations.
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Before the Commission submitted its proposed guidelines and

prison impact estimates to Congress, PPS had planned to add 16

new prisons and expand the capacity of 38 (about 81 percent) of

the existing 47 correctional facilities at a cost of about $900

million. FP1 estimated that their prison population would be

55,200 by fiscal y'ar 1993, and that they would have an

overcrowding rate of about 20 percent (which calculates to a base

capacity of 46,000). However, that estimate did not include the

additional prison space that will be needed because of the Anti-

Drug Abuse Act of 1986, the career offender provisions of the

Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, or the sentencing

guidelines.

FPS' April 1987 cost estimates for new minimum/medium security

correctional facilities indicate an average cost per bed of about

$66,000. Applying that cost figure to the difference between the

Sentencing Commission's estimated population and the approximate

34,500 bed capacity that has been funded by Congress (current

capacity of about 28,000 beds plus about 6,500 beds in process)

would provide a rough estimate of the cost to build new

facilities for the additional prisoners.



Using the Commission's previously discussed 1997 populations of

92,000 and 118,000, FPS would need space for 57,500 to 83,500

additional prisoners at a cost of about $3.8 to $5.5 billion to

totally eliminate overcrowding. To achieve a 20 pe:cent

overcrowding rate, Which is IPS' goal, PPS would need 42,200 to

63,800 more spaces at a cost of about $2.8 to $4.2 billion.

These estimates do not reflect the higher costs likely because of

future inflation. Also, the costs could be higher if FPS has to

build proportionately ore maximum security facilities. MaxiMum

securtty facilities are more expensive than medium or minimum

security facilities. Similarly, costs would be lower if more

minimum seclrity facil'ties were built. Further, the coats could

be reduced to the extent that FPS can avoid constructing new

prisons by using lesser cost alternatives, such as (1) expanding

the capacity of existing federal prisons; (2) placing more

offenders in state and local correctional facilities; (3) making

greater use of halfway houses; or (4) acquiring facilities no

longer needed for their original purpose. FPS officials believe

the first two alternatives will not provide much relief because

they are already expanding existing facilities to the maximum

extent possible and because state and local facilities are

currently overcrowded. Any need not met by these four

alternatives would most likely have to be satisfied by new

construction.
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Besides the money needed to provide additional prison space, a

greatly expanded prison population would substantially increase

the funds needed by PPS to operate and maintain its prisons and

to provide for inmate custody, care, and rehabilitation programs.

Por fiscal year 1986, PPS° operating costs were about $13,100 per

inmate. Using that figure and ignoring any inflation or

productivity improvements, FPS could need additional operating

funds of as much as $650 million to $1 billion annually to house

the 50,000 to 76,000 additional prisoners that the Sentencing

Commission estimates for 1997.

This concludes my prepared statement. We hope this information

will assist the Subcommittee in its deliberations. We would be

pleased to respond to any questions.

!ACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO
GROWTR-TM-M3011-POPULMONS

1567 VO 1997

Scenario S 1
Scenario 4 2

Factor kstimated number (Percent) Esti-Mated nto.:Ier (Percent)

Growth due to
increased
prosecutions + 19,000 ( 38.0) 4. 36,000 ( 47.4)

Growth due to
anti-drug law 4. 24,000 ( 48.0) 4. 30,000 ( 39.5)

Growth due to
career offender
law + 4,000 ( 8.0) 4. 6,000 ( 7.9)

Growth due to
guidelines + 3 000 ( 6.0) 4. 4 000 ( 5.31

-

Total growth 4. 50,000 (100.0) 4. 76,000 (100.0)

ALJ(/
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POTENTIAL COST OP NEN PRISON SPACE
POSSIBILITIKS

Estimated Net Needed
total capacity new Cost

population 201 overcrowds capacity,' Lbtllions

BOP 76,000 63,300 26,800 $1.90

Sent. Comm.
Low Growth
"Thr;10 78,000

Nigh end 98,000

Sent. Comm.
Nigh Growth

-Low end 100,000
Sigh nd 125,000

65,000
81,700

83,300
: -104,200

30,500
47,200

48,800
69,700

2.01
3.12

3,22
4.60

'Net capacity less currently authorised capacity of 34,580.

2Needed new capacity multiplied by BOP average cost of $66,000/Bed.

80P

Sent. Comm.
Low growth

Low end
High end

Sent. Comm.
High growth

-Low end
High end

POTEW/VAL INCRRASS IM PRISON

2

Estimated
total ,:urrent Population Cost

Population Population Increase Increase
(in millions1

76,000 42.000

78,000
98,000

100,000
125,000

42,00U
42,000

41,500
42,000

Population increase times 1986 average oper-
inmate.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

34,000 $ 445

36,000
56,000

58,000
83,000

472
734

760
1,087

cost of $13,100 per
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Reproduced from U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the
Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and
the Administration of Justice. Correctional policy.
Oversight hearings, 98th Congress, 1st session.
Washington, G.P.O., 1985. p. 6-8.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NORMAN A. CARLSON, DIRECTOR, FEDERAL BUREAU OF
PRISONS

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate the opportunity to
appear before you once again to discuss the programs and plans of the Federal
Prison System.

Correctional systems throughout the nation are experiencing unprecedented
growth in offender populations. In the past two years the Federal Bureau of Prisons
has experienced a 21 percent increase in population, from 24,000 inmates to over
29,300 today, an increase of 5,000. A mAjor portion of this growth is the direct result
of recently announced Federal law-enforcement efforts directed at drug trafficking
and organized crime. New inmate admissions in 1982 for narcotics offenses in-
creased by 23 percent over 1981. At the same time that inmate admissions are in-
creasing so too are the length of sentences imposed by the Federal courts. In the
one-year period between 1981 and 1982, the average sentence length for robbery and
narcotics offenses increased 7 percent and 11 percent, respectively.

While the prison population is increasing, it is important to remember that only
one-third (32 percent) of all offenders under Federal supervision are incarcerated in
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F(deral institutions. There are many alternatives to incarceration which continue
is, 1rtensively used by the courts, particularly for non.violent and non-dangerous

arenders. Seven out of every ten offender snder supervision in 1982 were placed in
pre.trial diversion programs, probation or la.role supervision or placed in communi-
ly all. way" houses,

owing the recent periud of rapid population growth, we have taken a number of
steps within existing resources to insure that inmates continue to serve their sen-
tences in a safe and humane environment. The new classification system has been
developed to insure that offenders are placed in the least restrictive correctional en-
vironment. The percentage of offenders placed in minimum security facilities has
Increased under this classification system and currently stands at 25 percent of the
total sentenced population. At the same time, the escape rs.,..e had den eased. We
have continued to provide programs of vocational training, education, industrial
work experience and recreation. Nevertheless, the current population of over 29,500
offenders is housed in facilities which are rated for a capacity of 24,000. This results
in a shortage of 5,500 beds or expressed in other termsan overcrowding level of
over 20 percent.

The long-range planning attempts to project prison population? :severed years in
the future. I want to be the first to admit that population forecasting is far from an
exact science. The factors that impact on inmate population levels are many and
the relationships are not all that clear, easily understood, or controllable. However,
when we look at the Federal inmate population trends and project them into the
future using various statistical methods, the conclusion is that, without question,
the inmate population will continue to increase during the 1980's.

We currently estimate that the Federal prison population will average at least
30,000 during fiscal year 1984 and will reach 31,300 by fiscal year 1187. 'Phis projec-
tion is admittedly conservative and averages only two percent growth per year over
the five year period between 1982-87. We believe that a conservative estimate is jus-
tified to insure that we do not needlessly expand inmate capacity and, thereby,
waste scarce Federal resources. I am convinced, however, that the population projec-
tions will be reached, and in all probability exceeded.

We currently have funds available for the construction of a Federal Correctional
institution in P'hoenix, Arizona which will provide 400 additional beds. Site prepiira-
tion is currently underway and building construction will begin in November. The
facility will be ready for operation in May 1985.

In the fiscal year 1983 Continuing Resolution, the Department received funds to
expand seven existing institutions by 780 beds as part of the Attorney General's Or-
ganized Crime ant Narcotics Program. The 1984 request for this program includes
funds for an additional 340 beds at three more existing institutions.

In the authorization request before you, we are proposing the construction of a
critically needed 500-bed Metropolitan Correctional Center in Los Angeles, and one
500-bed Federal Correctiont! Institution in the Northeast. We are also seeking funds
for site and planning of an additional 500-bed Federal Correctional Institution in
the Northeast region.

The Metropolitan Correctional Center will provide a long-term solution to a seri-
ous detention problem in the Lee Angeles area. We are temporarily housing over
400 detainees in the Federal Correctional Institution at Terminal Island, California.
This is an unsatisfactory situation as the facility was not designed for detention pur-
poses and therefore has major security weaknesses. Also, defendants must he trans-
ported considerable distances back and forth to Federal Court at great inconven-
ience to the judges, the U.S. Marshals Service end to the inmates and their attor-
neys. With the construction of the Metropolitan Center, the Terminal Island Institu-
tion can be converted back to its original mission of housing sentenced Federal of-
fenders and thereby alleviate serious overcrowding in the Western Region.

The two 500 Federal Correctional Institutions requested for the Northeast
region are urgently needed. In addition to helping reduce overcrowding, the pro-
posed institutions will permit us to keep a higher percentage of offenders closer to
their homes. This is a goal which we believe facilitates the maintenance of family
ties, thereby increasing the chances of an offender's success following release.

We fully understand the considerable cost of new prison construction and are ac-
tively eeeking alternatives. For totample, surplus property can be converted to cor-
rectional use in a short period of time and at a relatively low cost. Recent acquisi-
tions of this nature include the Federal Prison Camps at Boron, California, and Big
Spring, Texas. Although we have met some local opposition, we continue our efforts
to acquire the former Mt. Laguna Air Force site near San Diego for use as a Federal
Prison Camp. We are now exWoring the use of the former Windham College proper-
ty in Putney, Vermont. The existing buildings are owned by the Federal Govern-
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ment and we believe that the property can be converted in a cost effective fashion
to an excellent 500-bed minimum security prison camp. We are also looking into the
possible acquisition of an educational facility in Sheridan. Oregon, which we believe
could be converted to a correctional institution.

While the facilities proposed in our budget constitute a substantial increase in ca-
pacity, we would still be overcrowded by at least 16 percent following their activa-
tion. If these projects are not approved, we will be at least 24 percent overcrowded
by 1987. Given the trend toward longer sentences and more violent offenders, I be-
lieve this would be an intolerable level of overcrowding which could lead to in-
creased violence within institutions and higher escape rates. Furthermore, we would
expect serious criticism from the Federal Judiciary regarding "conditions of wnfine-
ment" issues.

The recent tragic murders of two of our staff members is illustrative of the in-
creasing violence we are facing throughout the Federal Prison System. On Christ-
mas day, a staff member was killed during an inmate altercation at the Federal
Correctional Institution in Petersburg, Virginia. On February 6, a correctional offi-
cer was killed by a group of offenders attempting to escape from the Metropolitan
Correctional Center in San Diego. We cannot tolerate such violence and we must act
responsibly to assure that staff, as well as inmates, are provided security and protec-
tion.

Additional facilities are not the only way that we are attempting to address the
problem of overcrowding. The fiscal year 1984 includes a request for an additional
$6 million to increase the Community Treatment Center program. This action if ap-
proved will permit us to place an additional 500 inmates, who are near release, in
centers and thereby reduce our institution population.

As I have stated on a number of occasions, prison space is a finite and increasing-
ly scarce resource in the Criminal Justice System. We must use it wisely in order to
maximize its impact. In this context, I continue to support reform of the Federal
Criminal Codeparticularly the proposal for the establishment of a sentencing com-
mission which would develop sentencing guidelines. As demonstrated in Minnesota,
available and planned prison capacity is an important criteria which can be used in
developing sentencing guidelines in order to insure that prison space is available for
violent and dangerous offenders. At the same time, we cannot fall victim to the "tail
wagging the dog ' syndrome and permit insufficient prison capacity to thwart our
Federal law enforcement efforts. It is a delicate balance that must be continually
examined. I believe that the Federal Prison System's fiscal year 1984 authorization
request is a realistic one which seeks to maintain a proper balance

In addition to the facilities proposals, the budget for fiscal year 1984 also requests
a program increase of 181 positions, the majority of which are for the medical pro-
gram. The Federal Prison System is committed to providing comprehensive and
high quality health care. The additional staff requested will permit the activation of
a newly renovated 105-bed unit at the Springfield Medical Center and will provide
increased medical coverage at all institutions.

Mr. Chairman, I also want to comment briefly on the Federal Bureau of F risons
role in assisting State and local correctional agencies. The National Institute of Cor-
rections has, in my opinion, been extremely effective in responding to recommenda-
tions of the Chief Justice and the Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime
by establishing the National Academy of Corrections in Boulder, Colorado. Im-
proved training for correctional officers and administrators is, in the short run, the
single most important action that the Federal government can contribute to assist-
ing state and local governments. Since I last appeared before you, the Bureau of
Prisons has moved its own staff training to the Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center at Glynco, Georgia. This action has not only reduced training costs but has
dramatically increased the quality and consistency of training efforts. We allot 10
percent of student capacity at Glynco to state and local correctional personnel. I
have received considerable feedback from correctional administrators praising these
training programs.

This concludes my formal statement, Mr. Chairman. I would be pleased to answer
any questions you or your colleagues may have.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Carlson, for that excellent
statement.

You have alluded to some trends, the trend toward an increase
in the Federal prison population, and some of the building plans that
are being developed or implemented. You have indicated that there
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I generally do not put titles on Congressional testimony, but a whimsical one for ti
presentation on correctional policy popped into my head as I was sitting down tr
write: It is, "A Pandora's Box of Paradox." I will try to enumerate some of the pans-
doxes briefly, and then perhaps your questions will reveal additional ones.

But first a little background that will give dimensions to the policy problems of
corrections.

The most important background information has to do with the growth of prison
populations. The annual average growth rate of the state and federal prison popula-
tion over the years 1952-81 has been 2.4 percent, twice the annual average growth
rate of the American population. But the real story is in the last decade. Between
1974 and 1981 the average annual increase was 7.1 percent, and between 1980 and
1981 the prison population grew by 12.1 percent, all unprecedented climb. While all
the figures are not yet in for 1982, if the midyear data held true for the whole year,
the increase would be 14.3 percent, another record. On June 30, there were 394,380
state and federal prisoners.

Theee increases also signal an increase in the incarceration rate. The national
rate at the end of September 1982 was 169 per one hundred thousand population,
again a record, and more than twice as high as in 1926. (Perhaps a more significant
comparison is with 1974, a mere nine years ago, when the national rate was 102, 60
percent of what it is now.) Breaking that rate down somewhat, in 1981, 302 males
out of every 100,000 in America were in state and federal institutions; 642 blacks
per 100,000 were in prison compared with 101 whites. None of these figures include
local jail populations.

Incarceration rates vary considerably from state to state. At midyear 1982 Minne-
sota had 50 sentenced prisoners per 100,000 population while Nevada had 295. Both
states had prisoner incresaes in 1981 and 1982Minnesota's small and Nevada's
large. (Interestingly, in both states the crime index, as published in the Uniform
Crime Reports of the FBI, went down between 1980 and 1981, Minnesota's by 1.3
percent and Nevada's by 3.0 percent). If midyear data hold true for the whole year,
nine states will have had more than fifty percent prison population increases during
1982. While the Federal system had a larger than average increase in 1981 (16 per-
oent), its 1982 increase appears likely to be below average.

The massive increase in prison populations has, as we all know, produced a seri-
ous overcrowding problem. Of the forty-seven jurisdictions that responded to a 1981

survey on overcrowding, thirty reported shortages of bed space amounting to an av-
erage of 14 percent fewer beds than prisoners. Alabama, Georgia, Maine, and South
Carolina reported themselves more than 50 percont overcrowded. The problem has
contributed to court findings that conditions in more than thirty states are uncon-
stitutional. Prison building programs stimulated in part by overcrowded prisons
could cost the nation more than fifty billion dollars by the end of the twentieth cen-
tury.

The numbers don't convey the real consequences of overcrowding. In California
and New York, prison violence is on the increase. Suicides and assaults on prison
personnel are up. Overcrowding has been attributed as part of the cause of the
recent explosion at Ossining in New York and the New Mexico uprising three years
ago. Two experienced reporters from Corrections Magazine, Steve Gettinger and
Kevin KrWik, have recently written, in a valuable publication on overcrowding pre-
pared by the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation:

"Overcrowding has made the already-difficult task of running the prisons close to
impossible. Many prison administratorp liave given up trying to supply potentially
rehabilitative services; sheer physical control of the institutions has become the
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main objective. Riots and gang warfare are now constant threats. At the most
crowded prisons, there is real question aa to whether the staff controls any more
than the wall and barbed wire fences that keep the inmates from escaping. Guards
are unable to separate the violent prisoners from the non-violent prisoners; guards
are often unable to stop stronger inmates from victimizing the weaker ones."

It is in examining the sources and solutions of the overcrowding problem that the
paradoxes I referred to emerge. These paradoxes must be confronted and dealt with
Tif effective policy is to rescue us from the grip of a corrections problem which
threatens to Ininkrupt state treasuries and deplete resources desperately needed for
happier ends than human confinement.

Paradox No. 1: Crime rates and prison rates operate quite independently of one
another. Most researchers would accuse Michael Sherman, a Fellow at the Hudson
Institute in New York, of only slight oversimplification when he said, "The crime
race goes its merry way, and the imprisonment goes its merry way, and they have
nothing to do with one another." Juvenile crime has been going down since the mid-
seventies, but penalties are becoming more severe. In 1981, index crimes, in every
category but robbery declined, but incarceration rose. Neighboring states with very
different incarceration rates have similar crime rates. There are many ways to look
at the relationship between crime and imprisonment (and of course in some limited
areas there are correspondences), but generally associations are weak. Mandatory
and long determinate sentences have produced only a corrections crisis; they
embody an approach to dealing with offenders, not an approach to dealing with
crime.

Paradox No. 2: The public, whom anger about crime fuels the policies which fill
up the prisons, is unwilling to pay for housing the criminals who are processed
under the new policies. Although voten in California and New Jersey have recently
supported bond issues for prison construction, New York, Virginia, and Oregon de-
feated them in 1981, and several polls reveal significant taxpayer resistance to addi-
tional levies to pay for prisons. A corollary to this paradox is that people simulta-
neously say (again in polls) that criminals should get tougher treatment and that
prisons don't effectiveiy rehabilitate or deter. Perhaps the most one can say is that
the public is confused.

Paradox No. 3: While the greatest social harm is generally acknowledged to be
that caused by truly violent crime, the number of property offenders in prison is
rising faster than the number of violent offenders. A comprehensive study of the
national picture found that in 1978 the proportion of prisoners incarcerated for vio-
lent crimes was 47 percent, as opposed to 52 percent in 1973. While there has been
no such study of later years, informal reports from corrections administrators sug-
gest that in many states the bulk of the increase in priaon populations is in proper-
ty offenders. This is perhaps because the dominant direction in sentencing policy
has been toward mandatory terms for repeat felonies, whether violent or property
crimes. Property crime is far more common than violent crimeabout nine times as
likely. Assuming that the application of mandatory sentences is even four times
likelier for violent recidivists than for property recidivists, we can conclude that far
more of the latter receive mandatory sentences.

Paradox No. 4: State prisons are being built to ease overcrowding, but the greatest
likelihood is that, without changes in sentencing policies, the new institutions will
be full as soon as they are built. A prison takes four or five years to build. Even if
that period of time can be shortened with the modular structures now being devel-
oped in some places, the population increase is likely to outstrip the rush to build.
And what if the new space must be used to make present conditionswith present
population levelsConstitutionally acceptable? Getting out from under court orders
may take precedence over increesing the capacity of the inutitutions.

Paradox No. 5: While sentencing policies are sending more people to prison for
longer periods of time, many officials of the systere r...-.eiensible for dealing with con-
victed offendersand many legislators and budget directors, toohave become con.
yawed that fewer people should be sent to institutions, that release policies shoeld
be modified to let more people out sooner, and that there are more effective punish-
ments for some offenders outside prison. It uset4 to be difficult fer attorneys general
and prison administrators and assembly committee chairmen to consider the possi-
bility that prison was eot working and wtis unnecessary for some offenders. !Int that
Was before they saw that maximum security cells cost $70,000 each to build and
$30,000 a year to maintain, before they realized that any prison bond issue is likely
to cost the taxpayers (in the long run, taking into account debt service) three times
the face amount of the issue, before they had seen that the Michigan Overc,rowding
Emergency Powers Act and the Minru.sota Sentencing Guidelines Commission, to
name two important experiments, can relieve overcrowding without threatening
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public safety. These days the exploration of heretofore innovative solutions to oveo,
crowding is mainstream thinking among corrections decision-makers around thd
country. During the last year NCCD has conductedon its own or with Rutge
seminars on prison crowding that have involved several hundred key governmental
decision-makers in seventeen states. We have talked to them about early release
and diversion programs and administrative good time, and they have listened
thoughtfully and receptively. What is more impressive, they have gone home al4
started to spread the information they have picked up, adapting some model sold/
tions to their own local situations.

And what are the solutions? I have distributed to the committee a recent NA
booklet, "Controlling Prison Populations," which outlines a number of apploachee
and what we have learned from their implementationsometimes successful, some !
times notaround the country. If it is possible to introduce that booklet into thi
record, its nineteen pages might reach others who are concerned with the prisoti
overcrowding problem. In any case, I would like to speak briefly about the measured
the booklet considers.

We looked at "back door options" and "front door options," that is, measures t '
accelerate the inmate's return to the community and measures that reduce prisois
admissions. Perhaps the most promising back door option to be used in an oveg
crowding emergency is the creation of a pool of prisoners eligible for early paroli:
when the institutional population exceeds capacity. Longer-term measures are tha
establishment of re-entry and work release furloughs which can help reintegrate tliq
offender into the community as well as relieving overcrowding. Early release has
worked best in Michigan, and the furlough programs have been successful in Con;
necticut and South Carolina.

The front-door options may be harder to implement, since they require the in.
volvement of many actorspolice, prosecutors, and judges. But sentencing guide:
lines have been implemented with success in Minnesota, and Georgia's Diversion
Centers hold promise for influencing judges to try non-penal punishments. Virgin:
ia's Community Diversion Incentive Act has great potential, since it can be used
only after an offender is sentenced to prison, thereby insuring that it operates as 1.
real alternative to incarceration.

While the prison overcrowding problem is generally seen as a state issue, this
becoming less and less true. The Federal Bureau of Prisons can no longer readily'
house federal prisoners and pre-trial detainees in state and local institutions. Feder-
al commitments are rising, and the possibility of further increases looms large if
levislation mandating prison terms and eliminating parole release is passed. The
fedenr.I system must develop careful plans for relieving overcrowding, plans that go
lav-md the construction of coetly new prisons.

The Fedetal government has an important role in helping states to develop poli.
c;ei and progra:us that address the fiscal and programmatic problems that over-
crowding creates Increased funding for the National Institute of Coltections techni-
cal assistance and educational programs could spread the word to many state goy-
ernment officials Arho are receptive to new ideas and simply need help in imple-
menting them. 'No one solution works for every jurisdiction, so targeted consultation
is wre valuabie than the imposition of a single policy direction. What is most im.
portant is that the Federal government assist the states in finding cheaper, more
effective ays to deal with non-violent offenders than putting them in prison.

The very fact that we are now trying to figure out, for the state systems, what are
the best measurea for releasing and diverting people is part of a final paradox that
underlies much policy work in corrections. We are trying to deal heie with infection
by providing pain-killers rather than antibiotics. Using the parole system creatively
as a safety valve for bulging prisons is important to dobut only if it is impossible
to reduce the numbers coming into the prisons and the amount of time they stay.
Without repeal of the mandatory sentencing policies that have created this problem,
its effects will accumulate and more and more complex &vices will be found to get
around it. The Federal government has a chance to learn from the mistakes of the
states, not to follow them down a path of thorns and brambles.

Much is said about the public's loss of faith in the criminal justice system, and
correctional policy often seems driven by public despair. But in the long run the
average citizen surely prefers to invest in schools and hospitals that build bodies
and minds, rathe.. then in prisons. Public disaffection with criminal justice is likely
to become actiw tesentment if corrcctional spending depletes our national resources
for other donierlic priorities.

2 7 0
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I am pleased to appear before the Subcommittee, at the invitation of the Chair-
man, to comment on correctional policy and practices throughout the country. I am
appearing in my capacity as Executive Director of the National Prison Project of
the American avil Liberties Union Foundation.

The National Prison Project since 1972 has sought to strengthen and protect the
civil and constitutional rights of adult and juvenile prisoners, to improve conditions
in the nation's prisons and jails, and to develop_ rational, less costly and more
humane alternatives to traditional incarceration. We have also engaged in efforts to
devise model prison procedures and regulations.

in furtherance of the activities described above, the Project's staff attorneys and
other staff members are engaged in the representation of prisoners incarcerated in
penal institutions throughout the country. The Project has been and is presently in-
volved in many important cases concerning the rights of prisoners. In addition, the
Project's staff has been columned by correctional officials and legislative committees
in various states. I personally have been a consultant to the National Institute of
Corrections of the Department of Justice, various state Departments of Corrections,
and to the American Bar Association's Joint Committee on the Legal Status of Pris-
oner, as well as others.

Before we can begin to talk about correctional policy, or the lack thereof, we must
take note of the most dramatic and dangerous situation that exists in the country's
correctional facilities today. That is the booming prison population in our federal,
state and local jails and prisons and the horrendous overcrowding that has resulted
at a time when there are fewer and fewer resources available. According to the
most recent report of the Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Department of Justice,
there were 405,371 state and federal prisoners incarcerated as of September 30.
1982. There was a 9.9 percent increase in prisoners during the first nine months of
1982, compared to an 8.6 percent increase during a similar period in 1981 and, ac-
cording to a Bureau of Justice Statistics Bulletin.1 "Should this rate of growth con-
tinue for the next two years, the U.S. prison population will exceed one-half million
before the end of 1984." State prison population and overcrowding, of course, direct-
ly impact local jails which are often forced to house sentenced state prisoners in
already overcrowded facilities.

We know all too well what the possible consequences of the current situation can
be. A recent report by the Correctional Association of New York indicates that con-
ditions at the Attica Correctional Facility are the same now as they were just before
the uprising in 1971. And, the Attorney General of New Mexico, writing about the
traec riot of 1980 at the Penitentiary in Santa Fe has said:

'Throughout its history, the Penitentiary of New Mexico has suffered from ne-
glect. The new Mexico prison has always waited at the end of the line for public
money, and elected officials have turned their attention to the ugly problems of the
penitentiary only when the instituticl has erupted in violence and destruction.
Lack of space, inadequate programs d understaffing, have all been part of the
prison's tradltlon."Report of the Attorney General on the February 2 and 3, 1980
Riot at the Penitentiary of New Mexico, issued June 1980.

These are not Isolated incidents. BWnning in the summer of 1981 in Michigan,
there have been dozens of riots, distu6ances and hostage incidents in prisons and
jails across the country resulting in injuries, death and destruction. Even the Feder-

' October/November 1982 NCJ-84W15,
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al Bureau of Prisons has not escaped and a recent disturbance at the Petersburg,
Virginia, Federal Correctional Institution resulted in the unfortunate death of a cor-
rectional staff member.

The annual report published recently by the National Prison Project, which aur-
Vey a the status of major pending court actions on a state-by-state basis, shows the
low level of civilization of our society when it comes to our nation's prisons. Accord-
ing to the report, thirty states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin
islands are operating prisons under court orders because of violations of the consti-
tutional rights of prisoners. Each of these orders has been issued in connection with
total conditions of confinement and/or overcrowding which resulted in prisoners
being subjected to cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the Eight Amend-
ment to the Constitution. In addition, legal challenges to major prisons are present-
ly pending in 9 other states and there are challenges pending in 8 states in which
there are already court orders dealing with 1 or more institutions.'

If it were not so sad, we should all be sitting here and laughing at the title of
these hearingsCcorrectional Policy. With very few exceptions, there is no rational
correctional policy in this country. In :ts "Preliminary Report to Congress on Prison
Population and Policy Choices" (September 19M, Al3T Associates, Inc., in a study
commissioned by LEAA, found: "Currently in most jurisdictions State government
is, at best, only able to react to the situation (of prison overcrowding) with respon-
sive policies. There appears to be very little indication of comprehensive proictive
policj-making with regard to prison population."

Thus, the federal prison system and most of the states are planning massive ex-
penditures of funds for prison construction based upon present and immediately
past prison counts, without examining a wide range of other matters: demographic
factors; unemployment rates; contemplated changes in sentencing schemes; econom-
ic factors; the Impact of judicial intervention; and the current national movement in
standard setting. Planning then is being done in a manner that is policy-blind
rather than being poliq-informed.

Above all, the public is being pandered to, lied to, and fed enormous portions of
rhetoric instead of some insight into reality. And herein lies your responsibility.
Without serious challenge by politicians who know or should know better, the
public is being told: that more imprisonment will somehow impact crime rates; that
longer and mandatory sentences will somehow satisfy the call for "law and order";
that sending more people to prison will somehow deter others from committing
crimes; that their streets will be safe if offenders are sent to prison; that given
enough resources, our prisons can "rehabilitate" offenders.

We know that all or most of the above is pure myth and, yet, moat politicians
actively contribute to, or acquiesce by their silence in, this rhetoric.

In spite of the lack of real planning and policy making, hundreds of millions of
dollars are being poured into prison construction at a time when dollars for human
needs are so scarce. Between July 1979 and July 1980, twenty-three new prisons
were opened by state correctional systems at a cost of over $100 million. Today,
more than two-thirds of the states have pro to build or have under construc-
tion at least one major correctional facility. g:dDepartment of Justice's budget re-
quest to the Congress for fiscal 1984 includes a Buildings and Facilities request of
$97,142,000 for the Bureau of Prisons, up $90,475,000 from 1983. And, of course, it
will cost billions of dollars to amortize the debt financing and operation of these
new prisons.

It is indisputable that American prisons are dangerously overcrowded, but new
construction is not the solution. The reason for the rapidly growing prison popula-
tion is not the "crime wave", but rather the rash of new stiff sentencing laws that
have been recently passed by state legislatures. In the past, trial judges retained
wide discretion in imposing sentences. Now, all brt twelve states have replaced dis-
cretionary sentencing with minimum prison sentences for many crimes. In Indiana,
for example, burglars and rapists are serving 100 percent more time than in the
past and armed robbers 30 percent more. Indiana's prison population now exceeds
Its capacity by 30 percent and its correctional faciLties are powder kegs. In New
York City between 1971 and 1980 the percentage of defendants sentenced to more
than three years rose from 26 percent to 85 percent. Critics of the new sentencing
laws rightly say they were passed in a climate of public hysteria without careful
examination of their impact on the criminal justice sysem or public debate.

While new prison construction might temporarily ease the situation, it will have
no long term effect on either the crime problem or the problem of prison overcrowd-
ing. Vie already lock up twice as many people per capita as Canada, and four times

A copy of the entire status report is appended hereto.
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as many as West Germany. In fact, only two industrialized countries lock up more
people than we do: the Soviet Union and South Africa. Yet, in a report sponsored by
the federal government, the National Institute of Justice found "little evidence that
crime rates are directly related to imprisonment use." 3 In that same study the Na-
tional Institute of Justice also found that historically state prkan populations in-
crease dramatically in years following prison construction, regardless of any other
factors such as crime rates of conviction.

We also need to dispel another myth by looking at who is filling our prisons and
causing this massive overcrowding. Contrary to the public perception, our prisons
are not filled with dangerous people. According to the National Institute of Justice
study, while the numbers of prisoners doubled in the past 10 years, the percentage
of non-violent prisoners in custody has increased and the percentage of violent pns-
oners has gone down. According to a report just released by the North Carolina Citi-
zens Commission on Alternatives to Incarceration, 55 percent of the people in prison
in that sta y. committed non-violent offenses and 16 percent of the total are present-
ly incarcerated in state prisons for misdemeanors. It is no wonder that North Caro.
lina had 17,107 persons in prison on September 10, 1982, and one of the three high-
est state incarcertion rates in the country.

The majority of federal and state prisoners are confined in maximum security in-
stitutions. According to the National Institute of Justice study, in 1978 over one half
were houeed in maximum security, little more than one third in medium security,
and only 11 percent in more open, minimum security facilities. Virtually all in-
mates assigned to minimum security were classified as minimum security risks,
while slightly less than two-thirds of those in maximum security were classified as a
high security risk. These figures are a composite of many classification decisions
based on different criteria with "varying degrees of vigor", and reveal little about
the true need for secure hoiWng levels by these inmates.'

A look at states which have been required by a court order to adopt a policy of
the "least restrictive" rule of classification is revealing. In Alabama, for instance,
the court ordered reclassification of state prisoners, only 9 pereent of whom were
classified as community custody the most minimum security risks. After reclassifi-
cation, the community custody figures rose to 32 percent and the maximum security
population went from 34 percent down to 3 percent'

The Attorney General's Task Force Report on Violent Crime issued on August 17,
1981, agreed, as other studios have shown, tha:. only 15-20 percent (NIJ Study shows
15 percent) of all inmates fall into the category of high security risks. On the other
hand, 70 percent of the prison space is presently allocated to the maximum security
category. Obviously there is more than ample space to house the serious offender
without construction of more facilities.

What then are some of the possible solutions and alternatives to a continuing es-
calation of prison population? We must begin by reversing the current trend toward
longer and harsher sentencing schemes.

Justice E. Leo PAilonas, Deputy Chief Administrative Judge of the New York City
courts, has written: "It cannot be asserted too strongly that the problem of crime
which is as disturbing to judges as it is to everyone elsecannot be solved by an
approach that relies primarily on punishment by incarceration." And yet that is our
approach, despite overwhelming evidence that it should be used sparingly. Incarcer-
ation is a destructive and dehumanizing experience which further alienates the
inmate from society and breeds more crime. As Norman Carlson, head of the Feder-
al Bureau of Prisons, has stated, "Jails are tanks, warehouses. Anyone not a crimi-
nal when he goes in will be one when he comes out." And most prisoners do come
out. Unless we are prepared to put people away for thirty or forty years for all
crimes, which even the most zealous law and order advocates are not calling for, we
are going to continue to see a stream of damaged, embittered and criminalized
human beings emerging from our prisons.

The potential penalty of long-term incarceration does not by itself deter crime.
Most studies show that it is the certiOnty of punishment that deters crime, and the
probability of getting caught is the most important factor in assessing that certain-
ty. Yet the apprehension rate for serious street crimes is so low that most offenders
simply do not expect to be caught and imprisoned. After all, when the speed limit is
not enforml, drivers speed. The fact that there is a stiff penalty on the books for
speeding has little effect on people's behavior if they know that when they speed,

2 "American Prisons and Jails", National Institute of Justice, October 1980.
"American Prisons and Jails," Vol. I, p. 56, 58.
Report of the Prison Classification Project to the U.S. District Court. Middle District of Ala-

bama, in Civil Action No. 74-203N (July 18, 1977).
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they are not likely to get caught. It's the sante way with crime. In that respect, the
hovine::s of the potential penalty does not deter very much, if the probability of
getting caught in the first place is low. To quote from the National Institute of Cor-
rections, an arm of the Department of Justice, "The current use of incarceration as
a senal sanction shows no logical relationship to crime rates." "

Incarceration serves no rehabilitative purpose and does not reduce the recidivism
rate of convicted offenders. In fact with the young, incarceration actually increases
recidivism. A highly praised study of Philadelphia youth, which traced the lives of
10,000 boys born in 1945, revealed the following sobering fact: the more punitive the
treatment (institutionalization, fine or probation), the more likely the youngster is
to commit more serious crimes with greater rapidity than those treated less harsh-
ly.7 "We must conclude", wrote the authors of the study, "that the juvenile justice
system, at its best, has no effect on the subsequent behavior of adolescent boys and,
at its worst, has a deleterious effect on future behavior "

Incarceration is used discriminatorily against blacks and ither minorities. Blacks
are currently imprisoned at almost ten times the rate of whites, with no real corre-
lation to crime rates.

hicarceratioa is our most expensive form of punishment and places an enormous
burden on the taxpayers of this country. A single prison cell costs from $30,000 to
sso,000 to construct and it costs from $10,000 to $25,000 to keep a prisoner in prison
for one year.

In spite of this indictment of incarceration as a primary form of punishment, it is
being used more today than ever before. Politicians, anxious to satisfy their con-
stituents' demands for a solution to crime, have enacted harsh, mandatory sentenc-
ing laws. In Indiana, for example, a two year prison sentence mast be im for
second time shoplifting! The number of offenders sentenced to prison was 817)Vcent
higher in 1978 than in 1968 and the upward trend continues. According to Griffin
Bell, President. Carter's Attorney General and a former federal judge, "We've put
tao many people in prison and made it meaningless." Bell urges that more consider-
ation be given to alternatives to incarceration and we agree.

The ACLU believes that incarceration should be the sanction of last resort. A
judge should be required to impose the least severe measure necessary to protect
society. There are alternatives wh:ch have been highly successful, although their
use has been far tao limited.

The State of Alabama has established several work release centers which now ac-
commodate 20 percent of the state prisoners. During the first eight months of 1981,
these inmates: Earned $1,940,780; paid the Department of Corrections for housing
$198,308; paid the Department of Corrections for transportation $46,752; paid their
dependents $111,049; paid in federal taxes $207,682; and paid in state taxes $34,783.

If these 1,000 inmates had been in prison instead, they would have cost the tax-
payers of Alabama $10,000,000 for one year.

New York City's Community Service Sentencing Project in Brooklyn and the
Bronx has handled more thdn 400 offenders who were each sentenced to perform
seventy hours of unpaid service for the benefit of the community. They cleaned
senior citizen centers, youth centers and parks, installed smoke alarms for the eld-
erly, and performed other useful work. Some continued on as volunteers after com-
pleting their court-imposed obligations.

The "Earn-lt Program" in Quincy, Massachusetts finds jobs for defendants who
are sentenced to make victim restitution for theft, personal injury or property
damage. The program produces $200,000 in restitution each year. Seventy-five per-
cent of the participants successfully complete the program; the remaining 25 per-
cent serve jail sentences.

The House of Umoja in Philadelphia has contributed to stopping gang killings
which once plagued the city's ghettos. Called a sanctuary by its founders, it offers
youthful offenders who are committed to its care vocational training and jobs, edu-
cation, and the support of an extended family type social structure.

Work release, community service, victim restitution and effective vocational train-
ing and education are not just more humane alternatives to incarceration. They cost
a lot less and they appear to work a lot better than warehousing people in jails and
prisons.

hnally, a few words need to be said about the Civil Rights of lnstitutionahzed
Persons Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1997. Many of us, including Members of the Congress, had
high hopes that the passage of the Act would motivate the Department of ustice to
seek deliberately but actively to address the problem of gross violations of the Con-

"Request for Proposak." National Institute of Corrections. Kiscul Year 19S2, July 19)41, p. 14.
Wolfgang. Fight' and Sellin. "Delinquency in a Birth Cohort." Univ. of Chicago Press, 1972
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stitution which pervade our jails and prisons. They have been deliberate in main=
taining the status quo and the Department's main action in the past two years has
been to purge the Civil Rights Division.of its most dedicated lawyers.

With one exception, the Department of Justice has not filed a single case against
a jail or prison since the passage of the Act. The one exceptinn, Cook County Jail in
Chicago, arose in a case that the Department filed before the Act, was dismissed for
lack of standing, and merely refiled after the passage of the Act. The Department
has conducted some investigations but now, over two years into this administration,
the message to state and local authorities is clear "Do not worry about the condi..
tions in your jails and prisons because we have no intention of doing what the 0m-
gress told us to do." In addition, only one state, Virginia, has submitted a set of
administrative grievance procedures which has been certified under the watered.
down criteria substituted by this Attorney General for those promulgated by the
last one.

I would respectfully suggest that it is time for this Committee, which spent so
many long hours on this legislation, to conduct an oversight hearing on its enforce.
ment.

(7' -1 ,'
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Washington, G.P.O., 1985. p. 49-52.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JUDGE SYLVIA BAk IN, IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIRPERSON,

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SECTION, ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: My name is Sylvia Bacon. Al-
though I a-a a Judge of the Superior Court of the District of Columbia, I appear on
behalf of the 295,000 lawyers and judges of the American Bar Association. I am cur-
rently the last retiring Chairperson of the ABA's Criminal Justice Section.

The Association tharks you for this opportunity to conaibute its views on the role
of the Federal government in responding to the prison crisis. In order to place the
problem in perspective, let me begin by giving you an overview of the "crisis" the
nation is facing.

Statistics on immate popu'ation illustrate part of the problem. This raw data is
available because Congress has mandated that statistics be kept on the number of
sti,te id federal prisoners. These statistics have been regularly kept since 1926.

rhe nost recent available information shows that there were 29,403 prisoners
under the jurisdiction of federal crrrectional authorities on September 30, 1982. This
number represents a 4.5 percent increase from the 28,133 federal prisoners in custo.
dy, nine months eat lier on December 31, 1981.

This increase is cause for concern because it reverses a previous declining trend
for the number of federal prisoners. For example, in 1980, the federal prison popula-
tion was 24,363. This represented an 8 percent decrease from the previous year.

0:11'1
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On the state level, the prison population has been steadily increasing. In gener,
it has been increasing at a higher rate than the federal prison population. On
cember 31, 1981, the prison population in state institutions was 340,639. Ni
months lateron September 30, 1982, it had risen to 375,968. This represented
10.2 percentage increase during just the first nine months of 1982.

These statistics are sobering. rowever, as I mentioned earlier, they reveal only
part of the "crisis." They do not reflect the toll being paid by the inmates who
subjected to the prison environment. More importantly, they do not reflect the p
paid by society for the kiss of potentially productive citizens who are consigned
prison when another form of penalty would be more appropriate. As you may k
it is widely thought, though admittedly unproven, that the experience of impr'
ment increases die likelihood that some offenders will commit additional cri
after release.

I would like to share with you the American Bar Association's view on what ate
could be taken by the federal government to alleviate both the statistical crisis
facing our nation's penal institutions, and also the societal crisis that faces our
nation as a result of inappropriate policies to handle overcrowding in correctional.
facilities. I wish to emphasise that these remarks are applicable to correctional hi
stitutions at all levels. 'This includes not only the federal and state prisons, but alg
the much neglected ant: forgotten local jails where the crisis I. often the most acute.

The information I will provide to you stems from the "ABA's Standards for Crimh
nal Justice" and the recently approved AM Criminal Justice Section Task Force On
Crime Risen.

The A Criminal Justice Section Task Force on Crime was appointed in March
of 1981. It wee composed of nine persons with diverse backgrounds fr. criminal juel
tice areas such as prosecution, defense, members of the bench (bot! :tate and fader !
al, as well as trial and appellate). law school academia, am'. crhenal Notice admin.
istration. Through its Final Report it soucht to present prActical solutions to crime:
related problems facing our justice system. The Report 'pas apr roved by the ABA
House of Delegates on -February 9. A portion of it perta ins to the issue of "Correo:
tions." It prolMes information on (1) federal financial aisistanco, (2) federal techni-
cal assistance, (8) use of facilities, and (4) prison industriw. Thir. information is rola
vant to your deliberstions today.

ISDICIAL IPIWANCIAL ADOTOTANCI

The ABA Task Force Report recognizes that Federal funding will be essential to
ease the prison crisis on the state and federal levels. The ASA has approved the
Task Force's list of successive priorities to which federal funding shoe!r1 be applied
to maximise its benefits.

First, it should be used to mist in the development of rational policies concerm4
the most appropriate wie of saute prieon space. To this end, these policies should
reflect the principle that "The sentence imposed in each case should call for the
minimum sanction which is conslitent with the protection of the putilic and the
gravity of the crime." This concept is espoused by Standard 18-2.2 of the ASA
Standards for Criminal Justice.

The policies should give guidance to the correctional system through (1) establish-
ing of corrections, (2) defining the maximum population to be maintained in a
P410n, (8) defining the specific cstagory of offenders to be housed in penal institu-
tions, (4) delineating the range and type of noninstitutional settings to be main-
tained, and (5) pray-Wing a comprehensive mechanism for ensuring that judicial sen-
tencing decisions adequately implement the correctional goals and priorities for use
of scarce iratitutional space.

Second, funding is instrumental to developing alternatives to incarceration. Given
the cost of maintaining penal institutions and their acknowledged ineffectiveness, a
very critical need exists for a re-examination of the use to which we put them.
Scarce prison space must be reserved for those whom we most need to confine. Fed-
eral dollars can assist in the development and promotion of alternatives to incarcer-
ation as woe and purposeAd means of providing appropriate penalties for con-
victed wro rs.

Thkd, f .ral fUnds are needed to assist in improving current correctional fecal.

standards. ro.gup. have recommended no further construction of
ties and p with goal of brinsring them up to constitutional and professional

dormitory housing for prisoners and have urged that existing units house no more
than 60 inmates. In 1W18, the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals stated in its Commentary to Standard 11.1 on Corrections that,
"The design of the institution should provide for privacy and personal space by the

0"I
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use of single rooms with a floor area of at least HO square feet per man . . ." Viewed
III light of this space requirement alone, few penal institutions mess are up to this
xtandard established ten years ago.

Finally, after these other three measures are considered, additional prison facili-
hould be constructed a It is determined that the facilities are essential to tI.e

tpires sotee tion of the public. The ABA believes that the construction of these facilities
should be an alternative to which the federal government should lend financial as-
sistance as a last resort. Construction projects should receive federal funding only if
consideration has first been given to developing a correctional plan, establishing al-
ternatives, and replacing Inadequate institutions.

The Association believes that these steps should be considered prior to undertak-
ing additional prison construction because they are efforts that will have long term
effects that will positively Impact on both the present and future problems faced by
corredional agencies. Furthermore, federal monies should not be exclusively thrown

iinto brick and mortar when there s no evidence that more prison space is going to
provide an answer to the violent crime rate. In addition, prison construction ib
costly and a long term process.

FEDERAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

In addition to providing financial assistance, the federal government can play a
vital role in easing the nation's prison crisis by making technical assistance avail-
able to state and local governments. The National Institute of Corrections has been

valuable federal resource for state and local corrections. It has an exemplary
record of conducting its affairs and establishing its priorities in a thoughtfuf and
well informed manner.

Recommendation 55 of the Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime pro-
poses providing resources to the National Institute of Corrections to engage in stud-
ies. The ABA agrees with this Recommendation for financing studies by the NIC.
llowever, it believes that the subjects and priorities for the studies should be the
prerogative of the Institute as set by its Advisory Board.

Recommendation 46 of the Violent Crime Task Force Report is another useful
proposal that the federal government should pursue. It calls for adequate resources
to be provided for the training of state and local correctional personnel through the
National Academy of Corrections.

USE OP FACILITIES

lu August of 1981, the Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime submitted
its Final Report. Recommendations 3 and 56 proposed that the federal government
make available abandoned military bases and surplus federal property for use by
state and local correctional agencies. The ABA endorses this concept as a legitimate
way for the federal government to relieve the severely overcrowded and substand-
ard conditions that exist in many state and local facilities. However, a program o:
t his nature should not be used as a means of transferring to the states inadequate
lvderal prisons that are being closed because they do not meet federal standards.
Furthermore, the transfer of any facilities should be accompanied by assurances
that the state or local authorities will have sufficient resources to staff, program
and operate any facilities transferred in compliance with constitutional and profes-
sional standards.

PRISON INDUSTRIES

The AIM has erviorsed the development of meaningful programs of prison indus-
try Some states, most notably Minnesota, have made significant strides in providing
such programs for inmate populations. In the past., the federal government has
PlaYed a role in encouraging experimentation with various models of prison indus-
try programs. Theoe efforts should be intensified.

Amendments to the Justice System Improvement Act of 1979 have authorized the
establishment of seven pilot projects in state correctional institutions. It is throughexperimental programs such as this that the federal government can help point the
way to better rehabilitative activities in our nation's penal institutions.

In December of 1981, Chief Justice Burger expressed strong views that tangible
benefits would be derived from the development of "factories with fences." A
number of atate end federal laws inhibit the establishment of such programs. Other
institutional factors also act as barriers. Nevertheless, the initial results wherethese prison industry programs have been established has been generally positive
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and the federal government should take the necessary steps to see that their pod.
tive aspects are encourayd.

CONCLUSION

The American Bar Association commends these measures to the Subcommittee in
its consideration of the "prison crisis." We are gratified that you have taken the:
initiative to consider this timely subjecttoo often the issue is ignored.

I hope the American Bar Aisociation's views make a contribution to your wor
and provide some guidance tv the Subcommittee on this subject. We urge the Sub-
committee to exercise Ls authority to bring about reasonable solutions to the criti-
cal problems that face xorrectional facilities at all levels of government throughout
the United States.

;,j1 )
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-Rineauof
Special Report

Population Density
in State idrisons

By Christopher A. Iona, Ph.D.
WS Statistician

The 694 Stste prisom In operation on
June 30, 1914, Provided an average of 57
square feet of living space per inmate
In general and special housing and
confined inmates to their housing units
for an average of II hours pat day.
other findings from the 1984 Prison
Census includes

Nationally, 34% of inmates were
housed in single-cell units; 24% were
double-celled; and the remaining 42%
were housed in units wil .hree or more
inmates.

Housing units with two inmates had
the highest density, with en average of
34 square feet per Inmate. Inmater in
single cells had an average of 68 squsre
feet, or twice es much room Pet
inmate.

About I in 5 inmates resided for 10
hours or more per de) In a general
horsing unit that provided less then 60
square feet of floor spsce. Nearly I in
5 Prisons had at least 10% of their
inmates residing in these conditions.
Almost three-fourths of State prisors,
housing 59% of all Inmates, had 10% Or
less of their Inmates residing In such
conditions.

Population densities were highest in
prisons in Southern and Western States,
in larger Institutions, In maximum
security facilities, in malc-only prisons,
and In the oldest prisons.

Between 1919 and 1984, the opening
of I38 new State prisons and the reno-

This Special Report examines one
of the most serious problems
facing our corrections system
todaythe sufficiency of housing
resources. Rased on the 1914
Prison Census, which collected
detailed Information on over
180,000 housing units at 694 State
prisons, It examines the amount,
nature, and use of housing space In
our Nation's State prisons. Other
impottant aspects of correctional
resourcm addressed by the prison
census, such es detailed informa-
tion on staffing, educational and

December 1986

work programs, and support ser-
vices, await further research.

Special thanks are due to the
nearly 700 wardens who am/doled
substantial time and effort to
complete the highly detailed
prison census. Now available
through the Criminal Justice
Archive at the University of
Mid "tan, :se 1984 Prison Census
provides our most comprehensive
source of information on prisun
resources in the United States.

Steven R. Schlesinger
Director

nation or expulsion of existing prisons
added nearly 5.4 million square feet of
housing space, an Inc eeeee of 29%.
Inmate population, however, increased
45% Over the same period. As a result,
the average square feet per inmate
dropped 11%.

The number of correctional officers
grew faster than the inmate population
between 1979 end 1914, resulting in
dec e in the number of inmates per
officer from 4.6 to 4.1.

The total percentage of inmates
housed in less than 60 square fed
changed little since 1978, but a higher
Proportion were living in multiple
occupancy housing in 1984.

There was little evidence that
population density levels were directly
assocsted with elevated death rates,
Inmeteon-inmste rates of assault, or

the frequency of institutional dis-
turbances. Rather, such events tended
to occur more frequently in maximum
security facilities, regardless of their
population densities.

Isstroresetkin

Detween 1030 and 1914 the State
prison population more tlian tripleo,
from 115,314 to 415,798.' About two-
thirds of this increase, however, oc -
curred between 1975 and 1964. This
recent growth has placed substantial
demands on correctional resources such
as housing, staff, support facilities, and
programs. This report examines the
first of these, focusing particularly on
the amount of housing space available
per inmate, the use of multiple occu-
pancy, and the amount of time inmates
arc confined to housing units.

.,rt 11;4, INS oullehn. ut J 9:1 le,
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Itie 1104 Prime Ommie

A complate MMUS of eU State-
operated oaths/meet (ratlines was
initiated in 1114 to determine how
much space was available to house the
Nation's prisoners ead hoe It was being
used. DNS collection was spmimted
by the Bureau of Justine Statistics
and was conducted by the Mime of the
Census. The facility Ceram gsthend
Information from an Statvaperated
cony:110nel facilities and the District
of Columbia's prim system.

To be Included in this Mudy, a
facility needed to be Naffed by State
employees, used ptimarlly for State
ptisoners, and in operatics on June 30,
004. Them were a total of 8114 melt
(unities, Excluded were Privately
cmerared military or Federal
facilities, facihties operated sad
edministered by local govemments, and
communitrOased ICom-
munity-beeed facilities are those where
50% ot mote of the residents depart
regularly and unaccompanied for work,
study, school, or otter activity. In
1984 there were 201 SMte-opereted
community-based facilities with 13,354
Inmates.)

Each of these 1194 perms described
all of Its housing units, defined as
sleeping quarters-any urea where in-
mates spend the night-in UR on June
JO, 1984, This *solids's, for &Kemple,
classrooms, recreational or work areas,
ot other tress of ptisons not used for
sleeping quarters. For seek of the
more than 180,000 units In use, they
reported the rated capacity of the wilt,
Its exect floor space, the averege
number of hours per day inmates were
confined to the unit, and the numbet of
inmates housed on that date, They also
provided information on the unit's
security designation and use (general
housing, protective custody, edmini-
strativr segregation, disciplinary
action, sick ot injured, work release, ot
other).

The facilities ptovided additional
information about the Institution es a
whole, including staffing, programming,
and expenditures, mei on the seamity
classification, age, Mu, and other
characteristics of the physical plant.

Dais pattetne Ii popeistlee desetty

On June 30, 1984, the 494 State
prisons in operation meintalned 311,155
prisoners In 110,488 housing milts with
a total floor space In excess of 23
million *QUM feet (tebt* 1), The South
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accounted for the lamest proportion of
the Nation's prisoners (44%) and the
largest proportion of the total available
epees used for Inmate housing (42%).
The lower number of units in the South
and West, relative to the number of
inmates bang housed, indicates a
greater use of multiple housing In those
MOM,

About 85% of all housing spice In

2

- - - - -
correctional facilities was used for
general inmate housing, and ebout It%
of the populalion melded in such units
(table 1). About a% of the occupied
prison housing epees was used for
special purposes such as protective
custody, edministrative euirtody, or
disciplinary action. ROM1118 special
houaing creates unique staffing and
prcgram demands, Its use has an Impact
on the allocation of prison resources of
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New 110,1011tre 276 11.1 11.7 11 41 9 11.1 134 11.8

Ne Jrsty 9,110 61.0 11.0 101 71.) 211 71.9

New %Intro 4 1.217 73.3 17./ 170 II.) 0 11 61.4 0

New Outk 41 16,056 66.4 11.1 1,784 51.4 1.0 412 9).V 11.1

1100/1 1 Moline 72, 11.111 14.7 54.5 1,111 0.8 17.9 1,110 61.1

North 71.9ola 13) 61.1 29.1 1 51.0 1 7/.0

Oho) 1.1 10,716 51.2 15.1 1,137 57.2 51.1 .111 101 1 ILl
10,14116,0 11 1.391 61.1 71.1 325 91.1 1.2 ISO 11.1 77.6

Otv,/vn 1.191 44.4 71.5 112 47.8 2.1 11 101.1 11.1

PennItlyInia 9 10.71; 11.2 35.0 991 55.4 21.9 501 11.1 CIA
It(0ode IN4114 6 119 61.4 61.1 110 49.1 $7.1 .11 111.1 65.1

South! roNn 19 1,193 11.5 111.0 511
60:1

11.7 11/1 74.0
South 110831, 2 111 49.1 53.1 17 11 11.1 10.13

Una* un 11 6,442 56.7 11.4 97.1 34.0 57.1 111 1/1.9 11.1

Te444 07 11,171 19.8 10.1 1,1210; 41.1 48.1 051 17.6 04.7

1.1140 1 1,178 57.1 10.9 50.0 0 111.0 77.1

Vettnonl 6 111 51.1 44.1 14 MO 44.4 SI 11.1
Vayomil 41 1,110 62.7 27.1 614 74.1 1.1 63 113.1 20.1
Is sihmslon 15 1,010 17.2 50.1 141 31.8 i$ 60.0 41.3
Wml ittypro4 1 1,110 71 0 56.7 110 14.1 70.4 11 117.1 100 0
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WyOmIN---- 1-- 246-- 81.7- - -- 27.1- -

18 71.0 0 3 71.0 0

Seven33-11m tentIs tT Wilms, /mow 3? onenotts, could n01 be elmal fled end me wheeled.

all sorts, including physical space.
About 9% of all inmates were in stieh
special housing, thereby segregated
from the general housing population.
Finally( Some housing lasted as "other"
in table 21 is routinely used for other
purposes such as infirmaries or, in a
few cases, special programs. Because
of the unusuel nature of this housing, It
has been excluded from the computa-
tions of average square footage per
inmate presented below.

an.; 7, 11071...
Nehonel Intltlule of

Nationally, auout a third of all in-
mates were In sInglenerson cells with
an average of I square feet of living
wave each (table N. Nearly I in 4
inmates were residing in two-person
cella aversging about 34 square feet per
person. Many of these may have been
housed In cella originally intenfled for
single occupancy.

Overall, inmates in either general or
special purpose howling hod an average
of about 37 square feet of living
space. About 70% of the inmates In
general housing end about 30% of those

3
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in special housing were in multiple
units.

Those living under a minimum secu-
rity level of custody had more room per
inmate (64 square feet) than ill other
security designations, but were more
likely to be in multiple housing (11%).
Inmates under maximum security had
the least amount of room ($S square
teen but were also least likely to be In
multiple housing 149%). Older and
lamer fellities were most densely
populated but used ksa multiple
occupanoy housing.



There were also iMmitatitle1
NNW*, amems tan stilts. In net
Statew-Nawall, Wash
Terwmesee, twas-011% er 43$11 411
We inmates I. Vo.wrel keen dieted
tber roans s trent wieetwe Mita onset
lenwtei natio '?. Omega mime
footage per emits ramrod from 373 to
51.1. By wawa/Liu Statier-
CoMeado, Minneseta, New limitokin,
North Mots, Wistsmaiss, wad try-
0taing-14% or ists of tem palm!
homing inmates wee weldieg ii
multiple musaveney WO. Apora Wise
Stenos. areeme Name Itmtalle restI4
from 43.1 to 119.7.

Twelve States matted Wet at Wag
51136 of the isolates lis **del meAs14
were being hold In multiple ovemwacy
quarters. This may reflect problems la

ellocation of availatoki Spies let
these States, $04,8 lI5r0ts4 (3116139,11
by definition OM awfully WW14-
Occupant bewirm.

Nationwide, Inmates hawed la lee
than 40 square feet Issas up 15% of the
1943u11113 heurad PotedetIon (totee 5).
Less 113401 flftho1uHMaafrj,Ia
regular haulm Mid 06 Square het or
111430. per poem.

Tie *0 ttiel square footage of floor
space pm Inmate varied ocamiderably by
moon. I I I HA* South sad West about
MO the %mate. Med in wins welding
less 1111611 39 square fent of noor imeoei
nearly* third bad NM Wan 44 scissors
feet of floor spice. TM Notthwat had
the lowest percentage of tortnites In
lem than 40 vale feet.

As noted above, 051111*m5$ two
inmates peovided the lease amount of
space per person, with 3 mit ef 4 Yr
mates In double nails reeelving les
than 40 rouse feet of floor wane By
comparison, only 213 of those heaved II
single cells had less then 40 square feel
of flew space.

Treads la prigula(lea theality, 11111-414

Since 1979, the optinieg of 136 sew
State prams and the renovation er Ca-

noe 6. Musperbem ef Mare woe we worm
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Table I. Ore Mho 411404411111444 el imeleet es 1110* 0$14444 Me St, 1144

nen Visvg rtly ie.,
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U1311 464
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len 44,314 160 $1.4 011 e1.3

34 11,530 31.1 0.6 11.5 11.1
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11411 ow
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01104 1011 13.4 461 33.0 11.1

maws I. km414419 gown end 430111611I8430184 114491
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pension of existing prUons added nearly
3.4 mIllIce ovate feat of housirg :omit
lIable 6). Tbe total Increase in space,
290 , ism *scolded, however, by a 45%
growth in the worker of inmates. Pot
all housing typm (inc(uding Infirm/ides
and other romidontiel ranee), prieens
in 1379 provided an antege of 69.5
square feet of floor vac* pat Melilla.
le 19114, avenge want per Invite in
State prisons was 7.6 Nor* feet less
(61.9 squire feet).

Per.inmste reductions irt apace
Mae. 1279 were greatest in bouthern
Statos, from 74.9 to 59.7 square feet.
In 1364, however, Western States ever-
egad the lowest per capita speee (03.4
square feet). Only ih the Midwest did
weeny expension exceed the Inertial*
lit prisoner population.

A limner till Survey of prisons

feet.' The June 30, 1924, OMNI census
indicates that It% of inmates at (hat

The proportion of prisoners in multiple
occupancy units, however, Increased
from 5976 to 67%, and the proportion In

Ste 0111009811 1.3.4.4 Ind 14.11, ol.

multiple occupancy units with less than
60 square feet per Innate 3014 from
43% to 47%.

Comblaisig sewage vete
and oanflawamet One

A foliar picture of pepUliatien
density in stet* P:Non. 071'61141 When
the space avoilMoll por inmate is
combined with the Amoint of time tmch
day an Inrante is confined to his living
unit. Stande1:13 estabaohed tho
American C01111C/1011111 A1136Citli0111 C811

for 60 unwire Met per single ceU
provided that inmates spend no more
than 10 hours pee day there end at least
60 square Met %hen mere than 10 hours
Iry went I here. Alvistry pliftlint$
itettal by the U.S. Orpertniont of
Justice in 1910 proposed s standerd of
at loam 60 titivate feet for no MO* than
10 hours per thy mg' at Mast to query
feet for mote than tO hours:"

Meet Woofs eceltt1eUting to the
totality of row/Mono within facilities
intat Ce4104144e4 to *valuate icliy
issues ol orison population density, but

114101.1",m1 of

es Immolate Mete erewm, Aos 30, 131 1. .4.1 4le4

Ts" aquare 184.e.rot s_hlme., 11111 91Lot

1.41 01 emend Amery sq. ft. igver feet .13.14-1-
ol

TWM't""liti "1644'1(21-411- 7..17:*0%.4,*

4.2.0343 $61 ee4 11,311,311 33.119,113 141.353

-V
311.913

-y
11.4 41.1 21.1 14 9
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with rewect to the a mount of housing
%ince evadable add the number of hours
inmates arc confined to their housing
u nits, the standards of 60 square feet
11101 In hours per dny have appeared
repeatedly.

About a third of on inllales in State
ir wont were confined to quarters for 10
hours or more per day (table M. About

fifth of 01 inmates resided in less
then 60 square feet of space for 10
hours or more, Those residing in these
conditions in multiple occupancy units
constituted I.t% of all inmates; those
residing in these conditions in single
occupancy units were less than 5% of
all lomstes.

At thy other extreme were inmates
with an average of more than 60 square
'feet of living spice to which they were
confined for less than 10 hours per
day. These constituted 21.1% of ell
inma Irk

Charseteriatles of high density prisons

The combination of space per in-
mate aunt the amount of time confined
there can also be examined for an en-
tire facility. hhile some proportion of
the inmates in any facility may be liv-
ing in high density conditions, the
image of a crowded prison is one in
which that proportion is high enough to
have a nlgnificant influence on the
institution as a whole.

About 4 out of 5 prisons had less
than 404, of their ininates housed In
less than 60 square feet for 10 hours or
more per day (table 61. The majority of
prisons (56%) had no Inmates livlrig in
thme conditions. The highest denmly
prisons, those in which 40% or more of
the inmates resided in less than 60
square feet for 10 hours Or more per
day, comprised 10% of the Nation's
prisons. About a quarter of the inmate
popidntion was incarcerated in one of
these highest density prisons.

12,Arent of inmates confined to:

Loriest density prisons 34.0'1
Miro density prisons 25.1

'sledoini density prison; 16.6
Highest density prisons 24.4

Regions varied in the mintier of
highest density prisons and the percent-
age of the inmate population hcused in
them. The Smith, with the largest num-
iir of inmates and prisons, also report-
ed the largest number and percentage
of highest density prisons (13.6%). In
the Northeast, nearly 1 out of 3 prison,
were found to have the lowest levels of
population density, slightly higher

1.8009 I. 09800194 98 111141149 dwirdly lin SU la Seam%
Mani 31, 4075, awl *age 35. 1054

Pere4n1 In law thin

NrInre--,'-nitre
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Ir4:5 n'tif4
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""Illi" "lit'y
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lOt0.111 54,701 17,645 44.2 54.4 53.5 54.7 31.5 31.3

Sonlli 101,184 147,213 11.1 11.4 24.5 45.1 64.1 51.5

West 34,111 10,415 42.7 15.2 51.0 44.4 18.5 55.4

Semen Int 111/1 ftgurow litulten, J., end
H. Sratta, Antarieen Proem an0 J14,

Confinement National laelltata of Justice,
lee .

vol. iiii 170+4101.817. 4MS347.821

Tebea I. Matti ballad al Wanks at Mall pridal by Ow dr ~II
Waft %WI, wienipaiwy, sad Imes eamllnwi par slay, Aim 311, 1984

Percent of inmates

T.;a4-illar5213-211VIIrnefe
Nume feel open. feet Totel

Sleelle *foveae., 12.34 2014. 20.04
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100 than 10 hours 1.0 II./ 11.9
10 or mote lows 1.7 5.4 10.1
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prOp0M1071 than prisons in the Midwest
and the West.

Large prisons, those with an average
daily population of more then 1,000
prism ers, made up 15% of the Notion's
prison facilities but housed more then
half its inmates. These imtitutions
were mote likely to be facilities with
the highest population density. Among
large prisons, 3 nut of 10 were in the
highest density categories compared to
about 1 in 7 of the smaller prisons (lees
than 500 inmates). Further, large pris-
ons tended to be significantly older,
with en average age of 52 years, com-
pared to 25 years for smaller prisons.
This kind of housing was most common
in the Northeast and Midwest, where
over half of the inmates were housed in
facilities more than SO years old.

Population density also varied by
the custody level of the facility, the
sex of inmates housed, and the age of
the facility. Neatly 37% of the
MAXIMUM 11101Mily prisons in the Nation
59060 classified as having the highest
populstion density compared to about
6% of minimum security institutions.
The percentage of malronly prisons
with the highest density housing was
also much greater than the peecentege
of lamale-only prisons. Three out of
four prisons built between 1000 and
1914 reported the lowest density condi-
tions. By contrast, the oldest prisons
(built mote than a century ago) were
most likely to be Institutions with the
highest density.

Met, a papal/am demitts

A number of previous studies have
exemined the relationship between
increased population density ot
occupancy in prison end observed
changes in the physical or emotional
condition of inmates. While some
studies conclude that the effects are
generally negative, others conclude
that such effects do not vary con-
sistently with increased population
densities.'

Data from the 1964 Census Irs the
annual period prior to June 30, 1914
indicate that the greatest number of
inmate deft* assaults, and institu-
tional disturbances genteelly ocourred
in medium end maximum security (smi-
thies; the least number occurred In
minimum security facilities (table 10).

rir-rot recent Menem* of this Irene bend on
mailable ampineal evidence tee, 0. Ellis,
'(*roo2ing and Orson 0 iolonee, InlOgrillion of
T, mate, end Tlicory,. II Ln±101)_/e6tice
13eherrat,SoL HOW. 11112.171 sw,,-esw
Mt. of Nee...Aft in Proem, In 11 'foxy and
N. Morns reds.% (rieinel Justree, 1 Annual

VOL 5, Unireffily of Chle,g-o-fliie,
Cbieago, 1115.
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511611/66 27$ 151 14 44 11
Maximum 141 25 14 UM 119
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Trio II. Wm et asils, Worm wrilo, arrow lo
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"176:114Alri" 6:416614.4an es"

Irmo 00604
IIMPoum tawny .71 Ail .72 1.20 .00
norm 1.11 1.*$ .se .117

Ilailmem 1.71 1.$7 1.15 1.51

Weide doolto
Illoimum lordly A .03 .10 .10
Norm .11 .21 .21 .12 .10
Mallow. AO .13 .41 .14 41

Heroine rollo
Illohoem Irmily 11 .05 0 0 0
Modem .21 .11 .11 .11 .27
rausom .1$ .11 .11 41 .34
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Illonawo eettelly /Ile 21.69 it 11 1.01 14.47
Medium 11.14 31.51 ISle 15.10 20.42
Ilasimom 111.11 32.15 21.11 21.11

Dlolorbonow
Iiiiiimuo torwlly .51 .53 .11 0 0
11441om 1.17 2.41 .71 1.71
14.41mum 2.44 44 1.04 4.50 2.16

MMus $r WOW 1 for definitions of deA4419 estmoirs.
one we 44444 oterage daily populallons fir Um on15
ono! Win hay 1, 1141,10 June If, 1161.

These frequencies can also be expressed
as rates of oocurrence for every 1,000
inmates reeiding in prisons of various
security levels and of differing popu-
lation densities (table II). For each
type of negative event a consistent
Pattern can Le seen. Maximum security
facilities had higher rates of occur-
rence than medium security institu-
tions, and medium security institutions
hed higher rates of occurrence than
minimum security Institutions.

When &may levels are compared
with equivalent security grades, no
Our pattern emerges. Th. highest

; 4-

6

density maximum security facilities,
for e ample, evidenced the highest
rate of suicide but hed a rate of
homicide tower then that reported in
moderate density prisons end about the
same as that in low density prisons.
Moreover, for prisons of each security
level inmate-on-inmete emaults were
mast prevalent in the lowest density
prisons. Similarly, institutional
disturbances in minimum and medium
security facilities were most prevalent
in priori, with the lowest population
densities. In general, no consistent
pattern emerges from these date
indicating that the incidence or
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prevalence of those negative events
increases with greater population
densities.

The kinds of inmates housed in
facilities of different security grades,
then, may be a more Important factor
than population density for understand-
ing variation in the raWs at which in-
mate deaths, assaults, and disturbances
occur. In addition, it remains to be
determined whether rates for certain
e vents, such as illness, deaths, or sui-
cides, are more likely to occur In prison
than they occur outside prison for com-
parable race, age, and sex groups.

Finally, there is some evidence that
correctional systeins may respond to
pressures of population growth by in-
creasing the level of supervision over
inmates. The 527 prisons that were
included in both the 1979 and 1981
Celts Uses experienced a 31% increase in
their inmate populations and a 29%
tropanStOn In their Minting space, but a
43% increase in their number of cor-
rectional officers. These prisons re-
ported more suicides in 1981 than in
1979 but fewer homicides. Total staff
increases nationally in State prisons
between 1979 and 1914 were identical
to the increase in the number of in-
mates (15%4 however, since most sf
the personnel increase over the period
was among correctional officers, the
number of Inmates per officer actually
dropped from 1.6 to 4.1.° Thus, though
inmates in State prisons may have had
less space available per person in 1981
than in 1979, the improvement in
staring may have helped to control the
prevalence of some negative events.

illetlesdokly

This report is based on information
supplied by each of the State prisons in
operation on June 30, 1984. Each
prison reported the size, ocrUpancy,
e nd use of each type of housing unit.
For example, a facility might report
having 30 cells, each 65 square feet,
housing 24 Inmates. In this case, tie of
the cells are assumed to be empty end
each inmate therefore has 65 square
feet. If the facility reported that 36
inmates were Awned in the units, the
occupancy of the cells was distrihuted
on the assumption of minimum densi-
ty. Thus 22 of the cells were assumed
to have one Inmate each with 65 square
feet and I of the cells were assumed to
have two inmates ("doubled bunked")

41.: 19:9 oar, It ,Inl /1:40 (J11-11,, .laff,c,te I w C,rI 1.7)9,,,flf,i RI I I CU,/ .. tin Jr,
1.1, 1541.5151r wo,x1 li.171,
of )/.I *Etc 4'1M s.

with each Inmate having 32.5 square
feet.

Data for the District of Columbia
differ from prisoner counts published in
Prisoners in 1964, which reported 1,031
Inmatls at yearend, because this report
only deals with the 2,597 Inmates under
the District of Columbia's Jurisdiction
and housed in onq of its prison facilities
at midyear 1911. This report, there-
fore, does not reflect changes In the
way the District of Columbia is housing
both jail and prison inmates since June
30, 1981.

Death rates ancl essault rates were
computed using reports of incidents
from July 1, 1983, to June 30, 1984.
Disturbances included incidents de-
scribed by prison officials as riots.
food fasts, or strikes (by inmates). No
prison reported ITIOte than five :Alcides
or more then six homicides in the 12-
month period. The rates reported are
based upon the ge daily population
during the same time qeriod. Although
the actual population at risk will be
higher because of movement in and out
of an Institution, the average daily
population, as reported by the prison,
was the best available estimate.

Ne.1,3:111, 5prel 196t .

bureau of Justice Statistics Special
Reports are prepared principally by
L1JS staff under the direction of
Joseph M. Dessette, deputy director
for data analysis. The report was
written by Christopher A. Innes with
the guidance end assistance of
Lawrence A. Greenfeld, corrections
unit chief. It was edited by Frank D.
Dialog. Marianne Zaw its provided
assistance in data presentation.
Marilyn Marbrook, publications unit
chief, administered report produc-
tion, assisted by Millie J. Valley and
Jeanne Dorris. Data collection and
processing were conducted by
Richard Meyer, Regina Yates, and
Pauline Fain of the U.S. Bureau of
the Census.
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Acquiring New Prison Sites:
The Federal Experience

With the population of Federal prisons
now almost 60 percent over capacity.
part of the long.tenn solution to
crowding involves developing new
institutions. As a result, the Federal
Bureau of Prisons is engaged in the
largest facilities expansion program in
its history.

Wade B. Houk

This Construction Bulletin describes
how the Federal prison system selects
and acquires sites for new institu-
tionsa process that may offer sug-
gestions for State and local officials
facing this difficult issue.

To minimize time and expense. the
Bureau of Prisons first looks for exist-
ing facilities that might be acquired
and converted to correctional use. If
these arc not available, development
of new institutions from the ground up
is the next alternative for adding
capacity.

From the Director

The dilemma of too many serious
crimes with injured victims and not
enough space to incarcerate convicted
criminals is a major domestic policy ,

issue. Convicted vioknt and repeat
serious offenders have contributed to
swelling prison and jail populations
which outstrip capacity in many
jurisdictions.

The gravity of the problem is foci's.
nixed by officials throughout the cnin
Mal justice system. In fact, when the
National Instils:le of Justice asked
criminal justice officisls to name the
most smious problem facing the sys-
tern, police, courts, and corrections
officials reached a virtually unanimous
consensus: prison and jail crowding is
the number one concern.

Anomey General Edwin Meese III has
spoken out repeatedly mu the dimen-
sions of the crisis and the need to help
State and local jurisdictions find ks,
costly ways to increase corrections
capacity so convicted serious criminals

are prevented from preying on people,
communities, and our ec000my.

Responding to the need, the National
Institute of JusUce established the
ConItruction information Exchange to
help State and local officials nuke
informed decisions on building or
expanding facilities.

These Construction Bulletins further
that initiative by helping States arid
localities team about programs that
have succeeded in other junsdictions-
ideas and approaches that may work in
theirs as welt

This Construction Bulletin sets fonh
the experience of Federal officials who
have faced the problem of finding sites
for prisons.

The Bureau of Prisons has enjoyed
considerable success in achieving coin-
moony support for what is often ao
unpopular issue. Of particular note is
the donation of land by local offkials
to encourage the construction of a
prison in their communities.

Whik the Bureau of Prisons does not
claim to have all the answers, we feel
that this t'onstruction Bulletin will
offer helpful advice to State and local
agencies now searching for places to
build jails and prisons.

In addition to these Bulletins. the
National Institute of Justice has also
published a National Directory of
Corrections Construction, based on
the results of a national survey, which
provides a wealth of information on
construction methods and costs forjails
and prisons built since 1978.

The National Institute also maintains,
st our National Criminal Justice Refer.
ence Service, a computerized data base
on corrections construction. Through
this Construction klormation Er
change, those planning to build or
expind facilities are put in touch with
ofkials In other jurisdictions who
have successfully used more efficient
building techniques.

JaMes K. Stewart
Director
National Institute of Justice

94-722 0 - 89 - 10



New Weed oboe et Nem Now Sway

Traditionally, the major hurdle in new
construction hu been site acquisition.
Finding a suitable site that a local
community was willing to put to in.
stitutional use often ka several years
prior to design and constniction. Thus
5 years' lead time might be required
to ergo ire suitable site and to design ,
construct, and activate a new prison.

Due to increasing population pres-
sures, the Burcau of Prisons has
streamlined its approach to facilities
development, and the current ap-
proach calls for ft-limiest of new pris.
ons within 2 years of the approwia.
lions and funding. This means the
Bureau moves through site acquisi.
tion, planning, &Lige, and activation
in a shorter cycle than ever before.

Selection criteria
What first triggers the acquisition
peocess is identification of sufficient
numben of inmates from a specific
locale to justify a new petmanent facil-
ity in that area. After a general pan
of the country is designated for site
seirction, the Bureau advises State
Chambers of Commerce, regional
economic development associations,
and State Departments of Conections
that it is interested in considering po-
tential sites.

The Bureau's comprehensive plan for
evaluating poundal sites includes such
technics' criteria as development
suitability, hazards avoidance, rind
availability of special resources. But
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it also includes such basic factors as
these:

Endorsement by local srficials and
Members of Congrees together with
broad local support.

About 200 to 250 acres with
adequate visual buffers along the outer
boundaries. A smaller parcel may be
acceptable depending on local circum-
stances, topography, and desirabi it y .

c Location within 50 miks or a large
population center (50,000 or more
people) to ensure community re-
sources for the facility housing , po-
tential staff, and goods and services.

An accredited full-service hospital,
recognized and licensed by the Stine
in which it is located, within I hour's
distance.

Fire protection services, with a
public-service fire company preferred .

Higher education facilities nearby. ,
with accredited colleges or universities
and a wide variety of technical
schools,

Acceuibility to public traneporta .
non and niajor highway systems, pref..
erably with commercial ground end
air service nutty.

Adequate or expandable public
utilities.

The Bureau places high --Sy on site
sekction for prisons in a cot, trmnity
setting, unlike the rcmote areas ra.
voted for Kisco situ in the past. Re-
gardless of the security level planned,
new redlines are located at or near a
defined community primarily because
of the availwility of employees and
suppon services.

2

Public reaction
In them! the Bureau usually initiated
contacts with community leaden to
explore developing a new facility in
the area. But since the Bureau adopted
its new, more active approach, qvu-
sive site searches are combinW with
an information program etressing the
significant economic benefits of cot-
rectiottal

As a result local officials often solicit
the Bureau to have their communities
considered. With unemployment high
and local economies ailing in many
parts of the country, loci/ leaden often

receu
potential

F:ctrosiontrn as abase.
see a

Whenever apperuched, the &nun of
Prisons tries to be responsive to nil
inquiries and will visit almost any
proposed location. Such availability

the Bureau finds, often
brings leads to other possibilities.

One of the most difficult and poten-
tially adverse events in the site selec-
tion process is premature disclosute of
a mimed project, resulting in nega-
tive community reaction. W ith caution
and diplomacy, the Bureau discusses
its plans with conununity leaders as a
first step If their reaction is favorable,
an intensive public in fmmation effort
comes next.

The Bureau winks to familiarize the
community with the Bureau's opera-
tions end Me types of fecilities it devel-
ops. The site acquisition staff from the
Bureau's Office or Facilities Develop-
ment and Operations makes present..
lions to local businees and civic groups
to 'quaint them with the benefits
atsociated with locating a conectional
facility in their area.

Frequently, communities omanize a
local task force early in the process to
mobilize support for the prison pos.
posal. It is not uncommon foe oppos-
ing groups to organize similarly. This
increseed community swiftness and
involvement often leads to
controveny.

Thus, maximum discretion is essential
in identifying potential sites. Until it
is daaminW that a commwiity is
receptive and that situ with the neces-
sity potential are available, untimely



publicity may jeapardize the outcome.
Sensitive handling nf I he proposal by
a core group of community leaders is
critical before proceeding to full public
review of a project,

When a public education program Is
launched in a community, it strects
the potential economic benefits. Many
fears are allayed by letting community
groups tour existing institutions simi-
lar to the one ptoposed for their area,
giving them a chance to talk with staff
and meet with their community
con nterparts.

If a preliminary technical feasibility
study proves a site unacceptable. the
Bureau lets the community know this
result. If there are major obstacles to
one site, sometimes the community
offers alternatives.

Priority considerations

With limited resources, the Bureates
first priority must be cost benefit. The
maxintum number of beds must be
built. Therefore, the Bureau looks
first at

existing Federal properly;

surplus Federal property;

existing facilities suitable for low-
cost conversion; and finally,

iniproved land for new
construction.

The Bureau seeks land that would be
donated at nominal cost with an ac-
ceptable infrastructure (roads, utilities
in place or readily available). If infra-
structure improvements are required,
many limes they can be funded from
local sources ot State grants, allowing
more Federal money for actual con-
structMn.

For example, in Marianna, Florida,
Fairlon (Fairfield), New Jersey, and
Bradford, Pennsylvania, land was
purchased by the community and do-
nated at no Federal cost; State funds
are paying for infrastructure improve-
ments.

Federal agencies sometimes acquire
needed properly through condemns.
lion proceedings. The Bureau of Pris-
ons avoids condemnation, preferring
to gain community support. and also
tries to abide by local land use and
zoning regulations to the greatest ex-
tent possible.
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Environmental consequences
The National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 soya= "major Federal
actions" affecting the environment.
Since development of new correc-
tional facilities is clearly a "major
Federal action," the Bureau of Prisons
must analyze all the environmental
issues associated with the proposed
Prolecl.

An Environmental Impact Statement
becomes the vehicle for analyzing all
the environmental issues and the Nsis
for deciding to proceed or cancel.
Until the ttme-consuming and compli-
cated process of the impact statement
is complete, the ageocy's plans are
only "proposals" and no firm decision
can be made.

The overwhelming environmental
concern is a new prison's effect on the
quality of life in the host community.
Environmental issues must be properly
monitored and presented for public
review in an easily understood format.
Most communities want to know
whether. a new Federal prison will--

Jeopardize our town's safety and
security?

Adversely affect property and housing
values near the prison?

Adversely affect city schools and
other community services?

Burden local law enforcement
agencies?

Consume all our water supply and
sewage capacity?

hdrade visually on neighboring
properties?

Glve OW town the reputation of "a
prison town"?

On the positive side, more than a few
citizens have another impottant guts-
tion: "How can I get a job?"

No en vironmental issue or public con-
cem can be overlooked or under-
estimated if officials are to gain
cooperation ane acceptance by the
community. This must be a primary
objective of the site acquisition effort

Because expansion by the Federal
Bureau of Prison' into communities
throughout the country will result in
many local changes, the Bureau strives
to be responsive to community con-
cems at this planning phase. The
Bureau of Plisonli considers commu-
nity acceptance and support essential
to an institution's effectiveness and
success in meeting its goab.

About CM anther

Wade B. Houk has been Assistant
Directot for Administration, Federal
Bureau of Prisons, since 1982. His
division's responsibilities include
facilities development and opera-
tions, budget development, and finan-
cial management ea well as inform..
lion systems.

Conrnacrion Bulletins are past of the
research conducted under "New Di-
rections in Construction and FIA1111Ct
of Correctional Institutions." a Ns.
towel Institute of Jushce project
directed by Charles W DeWitt, an
Instirute research fellow. Comments
and suggestions about the Raillerins
may be sent to Mr. DeWitt at the
Na1100111 Institute of Justice..633 In-
diana /Nem* NW. , Washington DC

The new Federal prison al Manama, Florida, built on land &mated to the Bureau of Prisons

3
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btroduetloa

"What do you feel Is the most pressing
problem oonlronting your States crimi-
nal justice system todse"

This question was fished of 2,4110
justice administrators setae the

country in a survey released by the
National Institute of Justke (NU) in
1214. Jell and prison crowding was
identified as the most pressing awe
facing mink& jostles Institutions by
32% of tin respondents, including

attorneys general
distriet attorneys
Jots.
pollee chief*
heads of criminal justice agencies
corrections *frit:tilde.

Polk* officials Identified jell end
prison crowdlre twice se often as say
other problem, and proNeutprs identi-
fied it three thane as often.'
Academie mean* and national media
*overag hove famed much attention
on crowding in State prisons, but lea
attention has been given to Oa Plight
of our Nation's local jailsp yet hada-
*al* Jail space is Aso a forays
nations/ problem.

In INS so estimated II million planes
were admitted to jells. While the
nationwide jell population harassed by
more Uwe 13% between 12111 end 11114,
the rated capacity of jails ineremes
15%.
/111eaptes Ostftar, *Amoy *WWI Mikis
*am MeUsW %Mat et 0.444 Lwow*
MK hes% 1144

Ow 09)**16114lb I
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0. averege, in 15118 Mils were opera-
ting at S% of capacity, and thou Mils
with an average daily population of 100
inmates or more reported operating at
108% of capacity-1W over the capac-
ity recommended by the IAmerloan
Correctional Alsoolation.

Three-fourths of the U.B. Jell Po Pula-
Hon are held in such Jurisdictions.

23% of the Is 45 in these Jurisdictions
were under court order to reduce their
inmate populations.

27% were under oourt order to improve
one or more conditions of confinement
(of this group, 14% MON cited tor
crowded living units, 51% for inade-
quate recreational facilities, and 41%
for defklent medical facilities and
services).

Jells vs. prisons

Many news stories about crowding in
individual Mils have surfaced through-
out the country, but the public seems to
be unaware of the nationwide implica-
tions. Lees attention has bun given to
MU crowding partly Somme the terms
"MU" and "prison" tend to be synon-
ymous to tha general public. Yet, they
re two vary different types of institu-

tions. Among the bade differences in
their overall missions and functions
are

the types of inmates they house
their locations
their phyeicel
their inmate housing capacities.

Most Mils are administered by local
governments and hold both convicted
and unoonvicted Individuals. Convicted

el Jolla 11(1014111111..% Nu!'
MI6, Oat& it M.

21ronaw WautireSi7tink3

offenders (about 47% of the Mil popula-
tion in 188e) serve relatively short
sentences in Mil, usually less than 1
year. Unoonvicted persons art detained
while awaiting trial or other court
proceedings. Jails tend to be !mated
within the community near trial oourts
and charaeteristioally have few rehab-
ilitation programs.

In contrast, prisons Wet primarily as a
sanction for criminal offenees, and they
are operated by State and Federal gov-
ernments. The same authority adminis-
ters both gateau and jails in six Mates
(Alaska, Cormaticut, Delaware, Newell,
Rhode Island, and Verpont) and the
District of Columbia.' Most State
governments, however, do not administer
Mils.

Prisone hold convicted offenders
sentenced to terms of confinement tor
generally more than 1 per. la 1114.
4% of the Nation's prison vomit:Won
wen unoonvieted or serving Neatened*
of less than 1 year.' Pr Lem alio tend
to be Muted away from donee popula-
tions and are usually laspr then Mils.

Both prleons and Mils need to raceme
some confinement units for special
porpoise, such as providing Nudisml
servioss, separatist eertaM inmates
from the general inmate population,
and replacing units that are under
repair. However, fluetuations in pop-
ulations are greater in Mils than In
prisons, thus, Mils have a greater need
for reserve space. This is Mouse of
the shorter periods of ineareeration in
Mils, the variation between weekend
and weekday population Muhl, end

aratztvritriltpari
1., p. IN.

thrditenlaaltorZ 4:it les iletts114.

Cromfed Jailt 3
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arrest sweeps by law enforeement
officers. In addition, pretrial detainees
(53% of the Jail population in INS)
present a special problem for Jail
administrators because sueh persons
have not been convicted of the crime
for whioh they are beim held.°

According to a U.S. District Court
decision

As a matter of common sense and
fundamental fairness, the criminal
Justiee system must insure that
pretrial detainees are not Loused in
more deprived circumstances than
those accorded to oonviated persona.

Overerowding in a local Jell cannot
be quantitatively equated with over-,
crowding in a state penal institution."

The impost of the courts
cm maaegleg lulls

Jail crowding magnifies the problems of
managing and operating a Jail. Prisoner
and staff tensions increase along with
wear and tear on the facility. Budg-
etary problems stem front the growing
need for overtime staffing, end there
oceasionelly *Ants an Inability to sant
standards toe inmate programa and
services (such as treatment programs
and food and medical Nevins).

In the past Needs courts have become
more active in determining the condi-
tions of oonfinement in Jailiand
prima. Dtring the 111711's, the courts
fated proliferation of eases deallag
with the eonstitationslity of

double-bunking
siskirisuls

113 P. 54116 M. III

Cifiraw ehmke Sifters

operating correctional fealty
beyond its rated capacity

whether the Constitution mandates a
minimum amoent of physical span per
inmate.

The courts have often found condition
of confinement unconstitutional and
have required government officials to
take remedialand often upensive
courses of action.

In two landmark decisions, Bgtv.
Wolfish (lST!) and iNsin v. Chapman
(lNI), the U.S. Npreme Court abruptly
deviated from the interventionist
approach of the lower nue& In both
eases, the Supreme Court overturned
Federal District Court findings of
unconstitutional confinement tandi-
Hons. Both cases held that executive
and legislative officials must have
discretion in the administration of
prisons and jails.

in Wolfish, the Court oonoluded that
there is "... nc 'one man, one cell'
principle lurking in the Due Promos
Clause of the Fifth Amendment."'

in Chums; the Court found that the
conditions at Southern Colo Correc-
tional Facility did not oonstitute cruel
and unusual punishment, "... for there
is no evidence thet doubie-eelling under
these eireumsteens either %Meta
unnecessary or wanton pain or is grossly
disproportionate to the severity of.the
crimes warranting imprimmment."
lac alum, 44I U.& SKIM Offil.
°Mai v. slims, 4411 UI. JIM US MOM

Orr Creribillaits 5
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Despite these decisions, many lower
courts continue to And existing condi-
tions of confinemont to be unconstitu-
tional. As one commentator has noted--

A earsful reading of Wolfish and
SIMMS would outlast to such offi-
cials that they can constitutionally
operate penal institutions with popu-
lations greater than the institutional
design capacity so long as thoy con-
tinue to meet adequetoly the inmates'
basic necessities of life. However,
the lower court decisions since
Wolfish and slum suggest that at
haat some courts are still appalled
by the oonditions of confinement
brought to their attention and are
disposed to distinguish or even Ignore
those decisions. Ase result, the
likelihood of a lawsuit still must be
considered substantial and tho oourt's
resolution of the dispute cqpnot be
reedicted with confidence.'

The courts are requiring many jail
administrators to meet population
ceilingsoven thougN the administra-
tors lack the resources or political
support to do so. For examplo, to
comply with a State Superior Court
order to alloviate Jail crowding and im-
prove detention facilitios, officials in
Marin County, California, sourht a 410
million bond issue to build 226-bed
fealty that would have doublsd the
county's housing capacity. The voters
of Marin County redacted the bond issue
on June 2, IN?. This I. forcing county
officials to segc other ways to meet the
court's order."
°Jodi L Col, 91Hoot Cpoo law op Csworomnlod
CooPII los of C4.1iNe.1.
Iloplostoor 1N3.r n.
"'Nati& VOWS To No. Joh 141 noted,'
Burtitt, ".1. xi, op I Woo Path P.

Ohms, of Aufice Sta links

In southern Florida, Dade County's cor-
rectional facilities had an influx of
Cubans from he Model boatlift in
1910. In less than 1 year the county
found itself in contempt of a Morel
oourt order to reduce inmate popula-
tion. It was required to pay a fine of
$1,000 per day if it could not Noah the
court-ordered limit within 40 days.
Through an agreement with the Federal
Government the county reducod its
Jail population to the court-ordered
limit by the 110th day. However, the
very next day its Jail population ex-
ceeded the limit atid.qontinued to do so
for the next 4 years.'

Local ialis seed Federal inmates

Jail crowding adversely affects the
functioning of the entire erimina:
Justice system. Judges, prooecutors,
probation and parole officers, and other
officials often must detain offsnders
for public safety, but jail space Is
unavailable. Jell crowdire also Impairs
Federal and local court functions when
it interferes with the transfer of
inmatos to arkei from sobetkied court
appearance&

Because of Jill crowding, the U.S.
Marshals Service (UMS), in particular,
I. facing critical probisme in finding
housing for Mend protrial detainees.
Trsditionally, the Federal Government
has relied upon Mate and local gov-
ernments to house Federal offenders
awaiting legal dispositiom and material
witnesses in ?Wend proseeutions. In
fiscal INT, St% of The 115,248 prisoners
in (ISMS custody were housed in State
'Imola_ ad, lisrolhOo f, oo. I
UPPeryiiekp. If.
"Andp 11401. 90.1...4ei omen T. Allowlato
CrooPlog, Pollood WU* of tIH, It000prob
In kW. &won 11111.

Orr °ordeal Jags 7
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and local jells through 525 intergovern-
mental agreements between the USMS
and State and local governments.

Ne tertheless, the MIMS has continually
encountered problems in obtaining
adequate detention space. From IMO
to 1987, the number of jails that
severely restricted or terminated space
for Federal prisoners increased by 196%
(from 90 to 260). These restrictions
resulted from

severe crowding
an ever-IncressIng amount of prisoner

litigation
court orders concerning substandard

conditions of confinement.

Thirty percent of the 94 Federal judi-
cial districts currently face critical
shortegee of detention space. This Ms
spurred significant growth in the num-
ber of uneentenced Federal prieoders
detained in already overcrowded Fed-
eral instituthns or In jails in outlying
rural areas.°

Detaining Federal prisoners In outlying
rural jails I. problematic bemire such
jails are small, and the detainees must
be divided among several jails, often in
divers* direetions and at greater
distances from the court. More Deputy
U.S. Marshals and equipment are
needed to transport prisoners to and
from multiple locations, which incurs
higher costs and greeter risks. For
example, during a single month In fiscal
1986, one district used 22 different jails
to house its prisoners. This resulted

Minim
A ISM old ikpailstted *Ala

MN Ur U.S. N.e. II" a
p. I. lad replied

se tfialetassfsSie Dale NNW.. los as
AIIINIOSUasi. UAL WM* M.S. Nare.11Sentee,
MTh P. 4.

AP Bureau q(Jsatice Stararirt

from an abrogation of a detention agree-
ment with o major facility. Termination
of the agrepment was caused by jail
crowding. 1'

The USMS needs short-term deteption
mice near Federal court cities." This
Is also very important to probation and
pretrial officers, defense and prosecut-
ing attorneys, and cue agents who need
access to pretrial detainees during
court proceedings.

Thi Bureau of Prisons (BOP) provides
detention space for 31% of Federal
pretrial detainees; however, the 26 BOP
facilities used by the USMS are 64%
over their rated capacities. New BOP
facilitla. are being built, but they are
of little htlp to the USMS because of
their remote locations from Federal
trial courts.

As available jail space continues to
decrease, the number of Federal pris-
oners continues to grow. The daily
average number of prisoners in USMS
custody rose 35% from fiscal 1954 to
1987. The average length of prisoner
detention in contract facilities imposed
17% over the same 3-year period."

The crowding of Federal detainees is
particularly critical in such areas as the
Northern District of California. On a
typical Friday evening the USM8 may
have as many u 12 uisoners because of
late afternoon arrests, with no space to
house them. Local jells have exceeded
their capacity and will not accept more
prisoners. Prisoners may have to be
transported 400 miles round-trip for
detention over the weekend.
"Pori:owlets:en
11U.S. Nerthall Santee, wpwIrlished dins.

1.1.1.S. Umiak Sonde*, unpublithed Sec

Our Crowded Jails 9
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To oompound the problem, the county
jail in San Francisco is under court
order to reduce its population. The
county sheriff has been forced to
reduce the number of Federal prisoners
housed in the San Froutisco facility
from 60 to 30, and by December 1987
more than 60 prisoners from Sin
Francisco were being housed in Loe
Angeles. This action seriously impedes
the USMS' ability to opente effectively
in that Judicial district."

Jail crowding and public safety

Jail crowding also adversely affects the
commimity at large. Many Jail adminis-
trators are using early and emergency
release of offenders to cope with the
crowding and comply with court-
ordered reductions. Early release
of offenders solely becauss of the
shortage of space calls Mt. pestion
the integrity of the administration of
justice and could pose threat to public
safety.

In 1985, 19 States reported *ply
19.000 early prison releases." The
Cook County Jail In Illinois alone
released 1.200 low-bail defendants
between November and December 1986
to avoid violating a Federal copEt order
limiting its inmate population.'w

Why has Jail crowding become nation-
wide problem? In the 1960% crime
rates skyrocketed while the prison
population declined. In the 1970's,
however, public opinion shifted to a
tougher attitude toward criminal
ITOTAti po. TL
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offenders. The incarceration rate--
increased dramatically by 39% from

1970 to 1975, constituting the largest
increase within a deeade since the
1920's

climbed 36% from 1980 to 1985, indi-
cating that this decade may experience
the highest increase on record.

These statistics represent populations
of prisons rather than Jails, but they
are indicative of the increased use of
Incarceration for dealing with serious
offenders.u

The growth in prison populations in
recent years directly affects local jail
population because local Jails often
house inmates who cannot be transferred
to overcrowded State prisons. In 1988,
26% of Jails in Jurisdictions with large
inmate populations (100 inmates or more)
held additional inmates due to orowding
in State or Federal prisons or In other
Jails. More recently, at yearend 1985.
18 States reported a total of more than
10.000 State-sentenced Inmates hgtd in
local Jails due to prison crowding."

Deinstitutionalisation of the mentally
ill in recent years and the lack of
co:immunity-based support to care for
them has contributed to Jail crowding.
Many mentally Ill patients were left to
the streets with a high probability of
becoming looal Jail inhabitants. A
study funded by the National institute
of Corrections estimates that 6% of the
population in SWe prisons is classified
as mentally Ill."

:111.1.74tIt 11.,":",`,%7/11:4",16.1;
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Data on the percentage of jail inmates
who are mentally III are vegue and In-
conclusive, and the numbers vary
widely. It Is estimated, however, that
the percentsge of mentally III Inmates
In jails I. higher then the estimated 6%
In prisons. In addition to housing
mentally 111 offenders who have com-
mitted crimes, jails often house
mentally 111 Individuals who have been
removed from the streets to protect
them from themselves t.'4 others until
they can be referred to a treatment
program.

The public and lall construction

Despite public sentiment In favor of
Incarceration, jails are not often given

high priority In the outlay of tax
dollars, nor are they. a popular political
Issue. The field of corrections lacks a
political constituency and Is often
portrayed as draining scarce matrons
from MON popular government programs.
Recognizing this, the National Con-
ference on Correctional Polley in June
1966 ranked educating the public about
community corrections to be one of the..
top priorities for judges and lawmakers."

Even when funds are allocated to jail
construction, many citizens Bre reluc-
tant to have jails built in their com-
munities. In response to the critical
shortage of jail bean In their county,
the voters of Dads County, Florida, ap-
proved 2200 million bond Issue for
criminal justice facilities. Numerous
sites were considered, but each site
raised controversy among citizens wl'.)
did not want jails In their communities.
"The Nallaaal Caahreata ea Cortallaaal Polley
kW la Jaas if ION la Ilaaldastaa. SC., laaa
OpKgerai by U. AsaNala coliorwai Aimetatim,
the Natkmwil mime iJ csawnk, imam Nallimi

at Junius DAM* L. Magri, Valli*
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To mitigate opposition, the county
decided to build the new jails on sites
where correctional facilities already
existed; however, the opposition would
not subside. Community residents
adjacent to the facilities have Mgt a
lawsuit to block the construction."

Effects of Federal legislation on jails

Various new Federal laws halm been
passed that will profoundly affect the
size of Inmate populations. These laws
prescribe mandatory sentences and In-

sad sentence lengths for specified
Indere. These laws Include the--

Antl-Dng Abuse Act of 1966
ComprchensIve Crime Control Act of

1954 (CCCA), In which Congress abol-
ished parole for Federal offenders and
required the U.S. Sentencing Commis-
sion to develop new guidelines tor
sentencing Federal offenders. The
guidelines were Implemented on
November 1, 19117.

A Supplementer! Report on the Initial
SontenoincOuldellnes and Policy
Statements was Issued In June 19117. In
the report the Sentencing Commiselon
estimated that the Antl-Drug Abuse
Act, along with the new sentencing
guidelines and the career-offender
provision of the CCCA, will cause the
Federal prison population to

be 26% higher in 1992 and 50% higher
In 1997 than It would have been without
the new laws

more than double In the next decade
25from 42,000 In 1997 to 92,000 In 1497.
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The burgeoning Federal prison popula-
tion affects jail conditions because jails
are semetimes used to house the over-
flow of prison inmates. In addition, the
number of arrests will Increase u s
result of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act. Thls
translates into more offenders being
processed through the system end de-
tained in jails while awaiting trial. The
USMS Detention Study projects that its
avenge daily Federal prisoner popula-
tion will Increase by 228% between
fiscal 1986 and 1992."

The CCCA of 1984 also includes the
Ball Reform Act, which enables judicial
officers to hold Federal suspects in
preventive detention before trial if
Ow" considered a threat to the
pu tai the recent Supreme Court
decdoon, U.S. v. Salerno (1987), the
Court upheld tio constitutionality of
this provision." According to the
Administrative Office of the U.S.
:Surto

Federal judgu reported a total of
9,440 hearings on requests for pre-
ventive detention between July 1, 1985,
and June 30, 1186.

Since the Bail Reform Act wa passed,
the number of Federal peetrial detain-
ees has increased by 36%, from a daily
average of 5,363 in 1964 to 7,378 in
1986.

'.11 addition, as of 1984 an estimated 32
States plus the District of Columbia
permit judges to use the criterion of
danger to the community when consid-
ering bailor other pretrial release
options."lies. Semis IIIIrklI111151.1.ALIM 32,1 WO+
B ete. U.S. lionholo knee..
"IA v. Map, Ill? S. Ct. PISS (11111).
IhCourl UpAsSit Pteetallve !AIN.4140
emu nu et, 11111 Thl_eittilklitIMM p. IC
Anew te jne Alio, Ins ed.. p. .

New laws pertaining to offenses such as
drunk driving have proliferated and will
also affect jail inmate populations. By
May 1985 more than 30 States had en-
acted laws that designate drunk driving
as criminal offense subject to severe
penalties, such an mandatory confine-
ment. Sentences for driving while
intoxkated are frequently served in
jails."

.ys in process1.4 cues through
fi.ate and local courts also have con-
ts ibuted to jail crowding because jails
often detain defendants awaiting court
proceedings. Many counties throughout
the Nation, however, are taking steps
to expedite cues through the system to
increase efficiency and reduce the
number of individuals unduly detained
In jail.

Fairfax County, Virginia, for example,
has instituted a number of procedures
to expedite its handling of its steadily
increasing caseload (the heaviest in
Virginia) resulting from surges in the
county's population. The court, which
handles 15,000 asses a year, disposes of
felony cases in 8-12 weeks; this is
below the 6- to 8-month Stine period in
other large jurisdictions." Key
aspects of the Fairfax program are--

utomation of case-processing data
timely soheduling of trial dates
expeditiour Jury selection
a cooperative effort among judges

and between attorneys and judges to
minimize case-processing delays.

7-gikathatmtilft Imintlritvd.1411re,
Eseewthe iseemery, Iy ISIS. P. S.
hCase J. Carom JAII Jam MI
Wee% mi. XI, no. I (April INT). p. 41 rairfu
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tritiokAgmet, vol. 5, no. I (Apell 1914). p. S.
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Conclusion

It Is evident that Jail crowding is a
pervasive problem nationwide, having
e n impact at all levels of government.
The causes of this problem are multiple
e nd the ramifications, serious. To
combat Jail crowding, criminal Justice
professionals and public officials have
begun to foster relationships to better
share Information and technical es-
pertiso and to mut the unique condi-
tions of their oommunities. The scope
and magnitude of the problem, however,
points to the need for Fmktral and State
as well as local efforts to find real and
luting solutions.

V.S. G.P.O. 198640Z.0,110059
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Systemwide Strategies To Alleviate
Jail Crowding

The words "jail" and "crowding"
seem inseparable these days. A 1983
National Institute of Justice survey of
mote than 1.400 criminal justice
officials from all parts of the country
identified jail and prison crowding as
the most serious problem facing
criminal justice systems.'

Andy Ilan

The reality of more prisoners than
available bMs creates a dilemma for
local justice officials. Crowded jails
may compromise public safety
through a lack of space to confine
those who pose serious threats to the
community. Lawsuits challenging
crowded conditions may constrain a
community's ability tt, incarcerate.

A recent Bureau of Justice Statistics
Bulletin notes that 22 percent ( I 34) of
the Notion's 621 largest jails (those
with a copse ity of more than 100) were
under court order in 1984 to expand
capacity nr reduce the number of
inmates hooked. and 24 percent (150)
were under court order to improve one
or more conditions of confinement.'

From the Director

Communities throughout the Notion
face the problem of W. crowding:
Having more prisoners than space to
house them. Despite construction
innovations that may help cities or
counties carnod their confinement
capscity both TOM quickly and at less
expense. a host of probJems. including
fiscal pressures sometimes. may
indicate solutions other than construc-
tion.

Some consequences of jail crowding
see well known: Increased victimiza-
tion and feu. decreased public confi-
deoce that dangerous persons can be
locked up, lawsuits, court-imposed
limits on the number prisoners,
damage to facilities and equipment.
CrowJing increases both tension in the
instil Moo and the strain on correctional
budgets.

Less obvious but equally worrisome
are delays in ciwe processing due so

cumbersome access to prisoners sad
the limits put CM such necessary
judicial options as pretrial release and
sentencing.

Notional Institute of Justice surveys
have shown that officials in law
enforcement, courts, corrections, and
other parts of the justice system were
virtually unanimous in naming prison
and jail crowding their number one
concern.

Recognition of the gravity of jail
cmwding, however, offers a glimmer
of hope. Offkials m a growing numbnr
of junsdictivs hex concluded that if
each pan of the local justice system
does what it can to ease crowding. the
sum of all these small solutions has a
notable cumulative effect.

The sepsrase decisions of law enforce-
ment, judicial prosecution. defense,
pretrial services, probation, correc-
tions, and other officials can interact
to influence the number of oil admis-
sions and length of coofinement.
Jurisdictions taking this systemwide
approach find that seemingly minor
modificatioos in case processing can
both reduce crowding and, more
important, improve the overall admin-
istration of justice. '

Jail crowding is a local problem that
must be dealt with locally. The Na-
tional Institute of Justice hopes to
comribute to suchendeavori.however.
by assessing Ind synthesizing informa-
tion on the program and process
changes that Ion: jurisdictions may
want to consider. Without information
on the espersence of other jurisdictions.
informed policy decisloos are hard to
come by.

At the Intonate. out roSe is one articu-
lated by President Reagan and Attorney
General Meese. To support, not to
direct, local resportsibihties. Expert..
ence demonstrates that we have many
useful tools to deal with jail crowding.
This Research In Brief offers local
jurisdictions their choice among such
options.

James K. Stewart
Director
National Institute of Justice

Reproduced from US. Department of Justice. National Institute of Justice. Systemwide
strategiew to alleviate jail crowding. Washington, The Department, 1987. p. 145.
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Building or expanding facilities is
often necessary to house those who
must be incarcerated. The time and
costs of construction and operation of
new institutions, however, argue that
other options should not be over-
looked. 3

For the local sheriff or jail adminis-
trator, jail crowding creates increased
prisoner and staff tensions, increased
wear and tear of facility and equip-
ment, budgetary problems from over-
time staffing, and an inability to meet
program and service standards. Less
frequently recognized are the prob-
lems crowding creates for other justice
system officials:

Judges, prosecutors, probation and
parole, and other officials often find
crowding a severe constraint in caSes
:here jailing offenders appears neces-

sary but space is unavailable.

Prosecutors, public defenders, and
pretrial services officers find their
functions impaired by delsyed access
to inmates caused by difficulty in
processing large numbers of of-
fenders.

Court functions overall may suffer
when crowding affects the movement
cf inmates to and from scheduled
appearances.

Too often, however, agenc les outside
jail management are not fully involved
in efforts to cope with the problem.

Many jorisdictions address the
symptoms of jail crowding but leave
the underlying csuses unaddressed.
Other jurisdictions, however, view
jail crowding as a problem that de-
mands the cooperative involvement of
all key figures in the local justice
system.

Given the success of this systemwide
WaPtrh in number of locations , the

aci:nal Institute oflustice sponsored
development of Alleviating Jail
Crowding: A Systems Perspective
(NCI 99462. IWO), based on a survey
cf justice system officials and pro-
grams throughout the United States.
The report stresses that while construc-
tion of new facilities may be part of a
community's solution to crows:Ing,
emphasis must also be ploced on

Pains 01 new Of opoemom tepressed mm Ma
pmblworion art Apse of Ow mho, mod do owl
nerruardy ',muffs thr offirial pontoon or
polleks of thr U.S. &panne* of holier.
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ensuring that existing bed space is
used effectively. Accordingly, the
report highlights the role of CM h local
cnminal justice agency in ensuring the
effective use of jail bed space to
prevent crime and maintain public
safety. This Research itt Brief sum.
marizes the full report.

Looking at the local
Justice system

Virtually every decisionmaker in the
local justice system exercises discre-
tion that can affect the jail population.
Jurisdictions using a systemwide
approach to jail crowding see the local
justice system as a screening
mechanism that can be modified to
enhance the usc of scarce jail space.

These jurisdictions develop case.
processing flowcharts to understand
the details of their case-handling
process from the initial contact to final
disposition. Flowcharts illustrate the
stages of the legal process, specify the
points at w h ich dec is ionmaker actions
affect the jail population. and identify
opportunities to alleviate crowding.

Understanding the local flow of cases
can help policymakers identify pro-
gram and process changes to reduce
crowdir,g. Program changes fre-
quently involve eliminating the jailing
of persons whom a community deems
inappropriate for criminal justice
processing, such as the mentally

Process changes improve system
efficiency, eliminsting case-handling
catch points" that unnecessarily

prolong the confinement of persons
who might eventually bc released
through Mil, probation. ot transfer to
the State prison.

Reducing length of confinement often
becomes the first focus of population
reduction, because efficiency meas-
ures are generally less costly and more
middy implemented than new pro-
grama. Local analysis often revealr
that the primary underlying cause of
crowding is excessive length of con-
finement due to inefficient case proc-
essing.

3 , )
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How system decklonmakers
can affect jail crowding

System studies in a number of jurisdic-
lions have suggested, as one judge
said. "a lot of little ways" to halt or
reverse jail population increases
without releasing serious offenders.
The following discussion highlights
just a few of the "little ways" available
at different parts of the system.

Law enforcementDecisions sur-
rounding local wrest practices
whether to arrest, transpon to jail or
siationhouse, book or detain for hail
settingare critical determinants of
jail population size. Law enforcement
practices both before and after arrest
can be modified to reduce jeil admis-
sions. Jurisdictions such as Sas Diego
County. California. and Freuerick
County (Winchester). Virginia. use
perhaps the most common form of
prearrest diversion through shon-term
"sobering up" facilities for public
inebriates

San Diego has been succeuful in
reducing crowding through the use of
a privately ornated detoxification
reception program where inebriates
must remain far a minimum 4-hour
period. Though in a largely natal area.
the Winchester. Virginia, detoxifica-
tion program. operated by the Division
of Court Services. has also diverted a
large number of persons from jail.

Similar preanrst diversion pmgrams
are in effect for persons involved in
family dispetes4and for homeless
persons in a norn)ser of jurisdictions
throughout the United States.

Law enforcement officials in Galves-
ton County, Texas, have instituted
practicer, to di vett the mentally illa
population that frequently makes up
I 0 to 20 percent of a jail's population.
A team of deputies receives special
training tc assist in meeting the
emergency needs of the mentally ill.
thereby allowing the agency to take
them directly to a mental health
facility.

Many agencies also use a number of
postarreat practices such as stMion-
house release before booking, field
citations. and court-delegated author-
ity to release suspects according to a
bail schedule to eliminate unnecessary
confinement.



Jail administratorsElected
sheriffs or appointed jail executives
are often viewed as the managers most
arected hut least powerful in dealing
w ills jail crowding. While having Wile
direct control over admissions and
length of confinement, jail adminis-
trators nevertheless can help reduce
crowding by assuring ready access for
pretrial release screening and bail
re view

Quick access to detainees tends to be a
common characteristic of successful
programs to reduce jail crowding.
For example. the sheriff in Mecklen-
burg County (Charlotte). North
Carolina, allows pretrial services staff
to be present during the jail admissions
process. which gives them Access to
defendants and speeds decisionmaking .

Individual judges often lack feedback
regarding prisoners in jail awaiting or
following adjudication. Yet such
information is of interest to the court
: nd critical to jail population reduc-
lion. The Bean County (San An.
tonio). Text's. administrator provides
data to help judges monitor the coiat
status of prisoners and prevent length
of confinement from being extended
through oversight or inattention.

In some other jurisdictions, jail
administrators are delegated authority
to release defendants pretrial or divert
drunk drivers to treatment center.
Other administrators help develop
nonjail pretr al. release and untencing
options Of cooperate with other juris.
dictions to alleviate crowding on a
multicounty basis.

ProseetatorsPtasecuton act at
more case-handling decision points
than any other officials. This gives
them an especially important role in
containing jail population growth.

Early case screening by prosecutors
reduces unnecessary length of confine-
ment by eliminating or downgrading
weak cases as soon as possible.
Assistant prosecutors in Milwaukee
County. Wisconsin, review arrests
around the clock by examining police
records and conducting meetings
between complainants Nod suspects.
This practice ensbles Milwaukee
prosecutors to decide on the appro-
priate charge within 24 to 36 hours
after arrest.
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Prosecutors in Milwaukee also use
-vertical case processing"assigning
the same attorney or team of attorneys
to prosecute a Case from start to finish.
Though not necessarily the case in all
jurisdictions, reassigning cases from
one assistant prosecutor to another
while the matter is before the court
"horizontal case prize:minemay
cause stagnation in casellow. in-
creased requests for continuances, and
lengthened time to trial.

Prosecutor cooperation is essential for
alternatives in arrest, pretrial confine-
ment, and sentencing. Prosecutor
participation and leadership are essen.
trel to thee ffectiveness of task forces
dealing with jail crowding. Since the
prosecutor -owns" cases on behalf of
the State. others are rarely willing to
propose case-handling changes with-
out the prosecutor's support.

Recognizing that a lack of space o
confine dangerous persons is a threat
to public safety. prosecutors in a
number of jurisektions has : taken an
active role in reducing jail crowding
by serving on "key court officials"
groups or chairing jail popultstion
reduction boards.

Pretrial servicesProviding back-
ground information on defendants.
release recommendations, and otber
pretrial assistance can be an important
component of solutions to crowding.
Pretrial services can often help merely
by adjusting staff schedules to ensure
timely screening and interviews for a
maximum number of defendants.

In Mecklenburg County. North
Carolina. for example. pretrial serv-
ices and magistrate bail setting are
available 24 hours. 7 days a week. In
Kentucky. pretrial staff areon call 24
hours a day to interview persons
arrested, notify judges by phone of the
prisoner's qualifications for release.
and supervise the release process if
nonfinancial bail is authorized.

Limited release authority is delegated
to pretrial services staff in an increas-
ing number of jurisdictions. In San
Mateo County (Redwood City).
California, pretrial staff are authorized
to release misdemeanor suspects prior

3
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to their first court appearance. Seattle.
Washington, is experimenting with
delegated release on certain felony
charges.

Many pretrial programs respond to jail
population pressures by expanding the
range ot release options tconditional
and supervised release. thod-pany
custody . unsecured Nil, deposit bail)
and by conducting regular hail reviews
for those detained for trial

A National Institute of Justice study
NJ that supervised release pro-

, ...as in Miami. Florida; Portland.
Oregon: and Milwaukee. Wisconsin.
significantly reduced the bail-held
population without significantly in.
creasing the risk to public safety.'

JudklaryJudges make more deci-
sions affecting jail population than
anyone else; this often makes them
leaders in seeking jail-crowding so-
li boos. Judges can issue summonses
iiistead of arrest warrants; provide
guidelines authorizing direct release
by police, jail. and pretrial staff: and
provide bail setting outside normal
court hours. Evaluators of the 4-year
Jail Overcrowding Reduction Project
of the former Law Enforcement As.
sistance Administration found that the
project's most successful sites were
those with strong judicial leadership.

Many courts provide 24.hour bail-
setting magistrates. The King County
ISeattle), Washington. District Court
has a "three.tier" release policy that
reduces court lime, jail admissions,
and length of confinement. The court-
established guidelines specify the
charges for which pretrial services
staff may I Ii release without consult-
ing the court, (2)release after phoning
a duty judge. Of 3) make recommen-
dations to the court in the ,40gt Krious
felony casts.

Reducing court delay is crucial to
effective use of jail space. Beau
County. Texas, seeks to eliminate
"dead time" by having the Court
administrator work with a jail case
coordinator to identify cases in need
of special attention and Processing
steps that can be shortened. Each
judge receives weekly a list of prison-
ers await) indictment, trial, sentenc-
ing, or revocation in his or her court.



One result is a 50-percent time saving
in disposing of misdemeanor charges
and thus a significant cut in overall
length of confinemenl

Many judges have worked to extend
the range of nomad sentencing op.
lions. using probation supervisioil .
suspended sentences, fines. commu
nay service and restitution. halfway
house placements, and specialized
treatment I acilities us mu:alternatives

incaiceration.

A growing number of courts now
defer service of jail sentences. shcn
the 'ail us at capacity, , incases in which
mil is believed an appropriate sentence
but immediate jailing is not essential
for the community's safely.

DefenseThe Natonal Institute's
field lest on Early Representation by
Defense C'ounsel found that early
screening for indigency, &lender
appointmem, and defendant contad
can decrease length of confinenwht
and thus yield substantial savings of
jail space.6 Vertical case processing
indelense offices also helps cut length
of confinement.

In Meeklenbuig County, pretrial con
ferences between delense and prt isecu-
lion help identity, eliminate. or down.
grade marginal caws and facililaie
plea negofiat ion. Both offices can thus
budget staff time efficiently and lessen
pretrial confinement.

In St. Louis, Missouri, Mom to
reduce staggering defender caschiads
by appointing private attorneys III
felony cases base also reduced ,ase
disposition lime, stimulated bail
review, and resulted in shorter pretrial
confinement.

Probation and parofeNta only do
probation and parole agencies pros ide
nomad alternatives for sentencing,
they can enhance case.processing
efficiency by streamlining presentence
investigation IPSIS procedures and
expediting revocaiion decisions. All
this helps cut length of confinement.

In Brevard County, Florida. the ja !
population oversight committee spot-
lighted PSI delays and worked with
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probation and parole officers to cut
PSI preparation time trim 90 days lo
10 or 35 days for jail cases. The
county also cut to 24 hours the lime
required for decisions on probation
revocation, 'hits decreasing the use of
iMI beds for persons on probation
"hold- orders.

Oistskie the local levelState legis-
lation, court rules, executive orders.
andother "external tactors-can affect
jail populations. Guidelines on diver-
sion, bail policy, appointment or legal
counsel, sentencing practice'., and jail
operation all can affect the range of
solutions availnble.

Other outside factors that need io be
considered in local planning for jail
use include local demographics,
av lalsility of State and Federal
resources, public opinion and media
coverage of criminal justice issues,
activities of local civic groups and
etanniunity organitatoms, and politi.
cal campaigns and referendums.

Outside the systemOrgamiations
outside the justice system can he
instrumental in alleviating shortages
of jail space by providing emergency
shelter. detoxification. and treatment
facilities for the mentally disturbed,
public inebriates, and drunk drivers.
Many jurisdictions use local mental
health centers to provide pronipt
mental health assessments, diversion,
and outpatient treatment. Privaw
agencies in several jurisdictions pro.
vide temporary shelter for juveniles,
pretrial supervision, and community-
service placements.

Formulating solutions

While individual parts of the system
can help through such practices as
those highlighted above, one or two
agencies in the local justice system arc
not enough to bring about comprehen-
sive solutiotis to crowding. Jail crowd-
ing results from the actions of many,
with their decisions interacting to
determine jail admissions and length
of confinement. Effectively combat.
ing crowding requires taking into
account the interactive nature of the
problem.

3 (ct
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Jurisdictions that successfully im.
plemented a systemwide approach to
jail crowding have identified as
critical needs lIt the participation of
key decisionmakers in formulating
solutions and 12Idetailed information
on case processing and on the actual
characteristics of She rail population.

Key decishmtnaker participation
Whether it is a "jail population man-
agement board" or some other body,
experience in many jurisdictions
argues for a fonirn that encourages
comniunication and panic Akin by
judges, prosecutors, sherit fs, police,
probation ollicials, and other
policymakers in developing solutions
to crowding.

Collective involvement provides
increased awareness of the impact of
one agency's actions on another and
of th; other agency's procedures.
Also, recommendations of a broadly
constituted planning group are more
likely to gain sy.teniwide support.
Filially, the political pragmatism that
may accompany committee action
may permit some participants io
suppc more imaginative policies.

InformationA systemwide ap-
proach lo jail crowding requires
improved information about jail use.
In addition to the detailed flowcharts
that help assess the timeliness of
case-processing decisions and the
availability of nonjail options, plan-
ners need infermation on precisely
who or what type of person is in jail
and why and how long they stay. This
permits adniinistrators io learn the
frequency of admissions and the size
and variation of distinct segments of
the jail population, as well as indicat-
ing sluggish case processing.

Statistical analysis of the population
identifies symptoms of jad crowding,
greatly enhancing the ability to iden.
lily and treat the causes. But while jail
population data are valuable, they
should not overshadow ease-process-
ing information

Analysis of data on the jail population
might show, for exanipk, that persons
detained before trial are released only



after 7 to 10days. Alone, this finding
could indicate the need for a special
pretrial services program to expedite
screening and bail review. Information
on casellow, however, might reveal
the actual cause to be inefficient case
processing.

Evaluation information is also critical
to developing effective strategies.
Evaluation data should be collected
and analyzed to determine if planned
modifications in decisionmaking are
being made and the resulting positive
or negative implications for crowding
and public safety.

Implementing strategies
and conclusions

Localities that take a systemwide
h to Jail crowding generally

ifigraacsome important steps:

Involve all key system decision.
makers;
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Collect all necessary data on jail
population and case processing;

Identify, implement. and evaluate
appropriate changes in programs or
processes; and

Informs the public of system changes
when initiated and successful
strategies when confirmed.

While many communities have taken
great :;teps, experience has also
confirmed the complexity of the jail
crowding problem and the futility of
seeking a panacea through one or two
changes. Long-term success requires
a variety of solutions and. most
Important, the time. patience, and
attention of the entire criminal justice
community.

Andy Hall it an associate of the
PreTrial Serskes Resource Center,
Washington, D.0 and principal
author of the NU publkanotu Aileviat-
ing Crowding: A Systems Perspec-
tive and Pretrial Reltalt Pmgram
Options (NCI 94614
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RESOLVED:
THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD
ENACT A NATIONWIDE POLICY TO
DECREASE VIOLENCE IN PRISONS AND
JAILS IN THE UNITED STATEP ,
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Reproduced from Mansgement strategies for combatting prison gang violence,
by Camille Graham Camp and George M. Camp. Washington, For sale by the
Supt. of Does., G.P.O., 1988. p. 141.

httroduction

Significance of the Prison Gang Problem

Rik n gangs have emerged as a *or disruptive force within a large number of conectional

systems. Where gangs exist, they are responsible for a substantial ansount of prison violence.

Finding ways to control gangs and to reduce the level of violence they generate has proven to be a

very difficult task.

In a national study of prison gangs, their presence has been repotted in 32 state prison systems snd

the federal prison sync& Mr re than 100 gangs have been identified and repotted to have nearly

13,000 members. In 1986, conectional agencies repotted experiencing an avenp oi 361 assaults

against inmates and 254 against staff.2 While gang members account for only a small percentage

of all stare and federal inmates, prison administrator, attribute 50 percent or more of thek problems

with inmates to gangs. Thertifore, it is not unnamable so assume that a significant number of

inmate homicides and reported &multi are direcdy related to the presence of prison pnp.

This report pawns the issues raised in the course of seeking solutions to the problem of gang ..

violence, and discusses options available to administrators, along with the practical consequences

of selecting them. It is based primarily on first band obanvations and analyses of the experiences

of three state COMXt1011111 agencies and how they have tesponded to prison pugs over a number of

years.

Agency Need for Gang Violence Management Strategies

Prior prison gang research revealed the extent m which prison gangs an becoming an increasingly

significant problem for prison systems that have not had so deal with dem until weedy. MOte

than half of the jurisdictions reporting the Inseam of prism gangs in 1985 indicased that tbey had

appeared in their institutions since 1980. Further research and study of the problem has revealed

frustration in dealing with the roblems created by the gangs and mopping their activities.

Probably the breadth and depth of the problem are best exemplified in California, when the

Department of Corrections continues to grapple with the violence generated by prison gangs. It

!George M. Camp, and Camille Graham Camp, Prison Gangs: Their Extent ',Wargo and
Impact on Prisons, U.S. Govenuneat Priating Office: Washingtos, D.C., 1985.
2George M. Camp sod Camille Graham Camp, The Corrections Yearbook, Criminal
Justice Institute: South Salem, New York, 1987.
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has risen to a level of concern where one of the Department's major goals is "management control

of inmate violence through the establishment of standankzed gang msnagement/administradve

segregation practices and the analysis of altemadves to beau manage the violent inmate and

parolee." (Violence in California Prisons: Repon of the Task Farce on Violence, Special

Housing, and Gang Management, Department of Conections, Sacramento, California, November,

1986.)

The magnitude of the problem facing prison managers across the country was described in that

same report in tenns of the extent to which gangs szo responsible for violence and criminal

activities in every jurisdiction in which gangs are ptesent. The extent of that violence and criminal

activity in Texas has been documented h. terms Mite large number of inmate murders in the mid-

1980's that were attributed to gang sctivities. In 1984, twenty-five inmates were murdered; in

1985, twenty seven were ldlled.3 The degree to which gangs escalate the level of violence was

made tragically apparent in Illinois, whew a senior prison manager was murdered by gang

members at Pontiac in late 1987.

Goal: Find Management Options for AdmlnIdrators

The research is directed at meeting three major objectives:

To fornudate the issues that arise in the control of prison gangs and the violence they

generate.

To present a series of strategy Options from which correctional administrators might choose

to address these issues.

To explore the possible consequences of initiating various options under various

circumstances.

3 Accounts and enxlysis of the levels of violence in Texas prisons are reported in
Sheldon Ekland.Olson. "Crowding, Social Control and Prison Violence: Evidence from
the Post Ruiz Years in Texas," Unpublished document, 1985, Sheldon Ekland.Olson, S.
D. Barrick, and L.E. Cohen, "Prison Overcrowding and Disciplinary Problems: An
Analysis of the Texas Prison System", Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, Vol 19,
No. 2, 1983, pp. 163.176, Sheldon Ekland.Olson. 'Judicial Decisions and the Social Order
of Prison Violence: Evidence from the Post Ruiz Years in Texas," Department of
Sociology, University of Texas, 1985, Inside America's Toughest Prison", Newsweek,
Oct. 6, 1986, Steve J. Manin and Sheldon Eidand-Olson, Texas Prisons: The Walls Came .
Tumbling Dowi, (Austin: Texas Monthly Press, 1987)

2
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To convey a detailed case study of one prison's experience (the Washington State

Penitentiary at Walla Walls) in dealing with gang violence and a brief overview of the

experiences of the California and Illinois Departments of Conection.

The study does not test the direct relationship between the application of certain strategies and

specific changes in the level of insthutional violence that may be attributed to those strategies.

Case Study Approach To Gaining Management Options

To shed light on prison gang issues, strategies, options, and the likely ennsequences of these

options, the work was approached as a series of case studies, the results of which would be

synthesized into a final report, incorporating and relating the findings nom each agency and

institution into a single framework. As such, an historical perspective was sought to determine the

changes in ievels of violence, the degree and intensity of gang activity, the ways in which

administrators viewed gangi, the strategies employed over time and circumstance, and the

outcomes that reales& Recognizing that it vas difficul,, if not impossible, to determine precisely

why those results occurred, it was judged to be more ippropriate to determine what occurred, ..

including what management strategies and tactics rippeated to be most helpful in controlling gang

violence.

Three nate conectiond systems California, Illinois, and Washington - were :elected for detailed

explotation and assessment' of management strategies to control prison gangs and seduce the level

of violence. Five prisons - Folsom and San Quentin (California), Pontiac and Manville (Illinois),

and Walla Walla (Washington) was chosen for study. Each had (I) mperienced prison gangs for

twenty years or more, (2) employed a variety of strategies CPIEr that period of time, (3) repotted

fluctuating violence levels that had been attributed to the presence of gangs, (4) achieved some

Successes and acknowledged some failures in their attempo to reduce prison violence, and (5)

were willing to Open their agency tecords and repots, their institutions, and their saff to study.

While the chosen institutions shared some characteristics, experiences, and strategies, they were

also unique. Each one offand a variety of imponam differences that contributed to the applicability

of the tmnagement strategies and options for prison administrators in a moiety of diffetent settings

across the country.

Walla Walla experienced its first real exposure to gangs sal gang violence in the early 19701. The

gongs, which emerged from institutionally scproved clubs and rapointions, precipitated severe

disruption of normal Institutional activity and significant mounts of vioknce. Ethnic and racially

3
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oriented groups, along with motorcycle gangs whose members had been bikers prior to coming to

prison and who continued to maintain close ties with bikers outskle the prison, formed elements of

the key gangs, The institution eventually was successful in bringing the gangs under control,

preventing their spread to other facilities, and sustaining those achievements fee several years (up

to the present time), as well as reducing violence levels. Violence levels reached their peak in the

mid- 1970's, diminished significantly beginning in 1980, and have remained relatively low through

the 1980's.

At San Quentin and Folsom, as well as in the rest of the California prison system, prison gangs

have long been a mejor factor in prison management The gangs appear to have been born in

prison, rather than being a creation or carry-over from gang, or gang-like, organizations on the

"street". When prison gang members were eventually released, community-based ties were

solidified or expanded from the contacts gang members had made in prison. California's

experience is unique in the sheer magnitude of the problem, the number of gang members, the

viciousness of inter-gang rivalries, and the level of violence directed at both inmates and staff. For

more than twenty years Department officials have beta wrestling with ways to control gang

violence.

Illinois has lived with more prison gangs and young members over a longer period of time than

other =tractional systems. The gangs owe their origins to the social, political and environmental

fabric of the greater Chicago area that feeds the Illinois prisons a large percentage of their inmates.

In the two institutions that were studied it is estimated that 90 percent of the inmates are either

members or affiliates of an aceve gang. The number of inmates officially identified as active gang

members is significantly lower. There can be no question however, that gang activity is a way of

life for inmates confined at Pontiac and Stateville, just as it was price to admission and just as it is

likely to be luilowing release from prison.4

These three systems and the five institutions studied employ a rich variety of approaches applicable

to the management of prison gangs. A more detailed description of each correctional system's

experience with prison gangs is included in the "Cue Study Synopses."

4The origins and evolution of Illinois prison gangs have been traced and discussed
by Jucobs (1977), Camp and Camp (1985), and the by James B. Jacks in Stateville: The
Penitentiary in Mass Society, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1977, by Illinois
Department of Corrections.

4
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Presentation of Strategy Options and a Cue Analysis

The results are presented in two puts. The fint presents management strategies organized around

a series of issues that bear most dirocdy on controlling prison gang violence. Particular issues

were chosen to frame the strategies because they seemed to be most relevant to the experiences of

the three correctional agencies. Strategies and tactics am presented within the following list of

issues.

Agency Policy Concerning Prison Gangs

Initiatives of the Director of a Prison System with Gangs

The Development and Use of Prison Gang Intelligence

Classification as a Tool to Combat Gangs

Program Considerations for Gang-Infested Prisons

Using Housing Arrangements to Combat Gangs

Training Staff Concerning Prison Gangs

Discipline Related to Prison Gangs

The Policing of Contraband and Prison Gangs

Inmate Management Principles Related to Gangs

Responses to Critiod Gang Situations

Lawsuits Related to Prison Gangs

At the end of Part I, three case study synopses &write the experiences of the California, Illinois,

and Washington correctional systems 'with prison gangs.

Part 11 isolates and explores the range of management stratesies and their consequences at the

Washington State Penitentiary at Walls Walla. The original intent of the study was to prepare a

series of in-depth cue studies of the sang management experiences of several conectional

agencies The first site examined was Walla Walla, from which resulted an in-depth written

wcount involving considerably mom time and effott than had been foreseen. While there was

sufficient project time remaining to examine California's and Illinois' expaiences there was not

enough time to prepare individual in-depth %widen accetunts of each. The more relevant factor,

however, in the decision to include the Walla Walla case study tests in the kerning experiences

themselves. More so than in California and Illinois, Washington experienced extreme lows and

highs in gang management . Different management strategies weft applied with varying results

from the time just prior to the disrupdve inmate groups' presence, through their ascendency, their

violent and stormy periods of disrupdon, their decline, and their eventual disappearance. While the

5
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experience is unique to Walla Walla during that particular period of time, it offers the opportunity

to view a completed circle - one that includes a complete range of experience with disruptive inmate

groups.

The strategies, options, and suggestions offered here tun recognized as not being applicable

Irr are they claimed to be the only ways to address prison gang violence. Evety

correctimal agency and prison is unkpre. Tune and circumstances have produced a variety of

situations, no two of which are identical. It is hoped that the results will be useful to

administrators who am coping with prison gangs and that they will be able to take full advantage of

the experiences of the agencies and institutions examined in this study. It is also hoped that the

options here will stimulate thought and discussion leading to th. tevelopment of strategies which

might be more appropriate to their specific situations.

6
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Reproduced from U.S. Dept. of Justice. National Institute uf Law Enforcement and Criminal
Justice. Prevention of violence in correctional institutions. Washington, The Depertment,
1973. p. 15-29.

SOURCES OF COLLECTIVE VIOLENCE IN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Edith Elisabeth Flynn, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Sociology and

Associate Director of the
National Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice

Planning and Architecture,
University of Illinoio, Urbana, Illinois

Introduction

The specter of increasing violence and full-scale, bloody riots

in this country's prison syrtem has resulted in intensified efforts

to identify some of the causes or correlates of prison violence.

While there is a dearth of empirically verified information as to

the exact causes of prison riots, there is a growing body of

knowledge in the behavioral sciences, backed by the experiences of

correctional administrators and on-site observations at institutions

experiencing riots. The use of empirical information coupled with

new knowledge in the behav4qra1 sciences is sufFicient to permit a

tentative identification of some of the underlying conditions of

prison riots and an approximation of some of the causal relation-

ships between the patterns of institutional disorders. It is the

purpose of this paper to examine this body of knowledge and analyze

the statc of the art in order to Obtain a clearer understanding of

the conditions that generate or elicit collective disorders, as well

15
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as to reiggest some directions for future research in developing

more effective techniques for crisis intervention.

The Historical Pattern

A brief review of institutional riots and disturbances reveals

not only a cyclical pattern of periodic flare-ups every decade or

so, but also a steady increase in occurrences of dirruptive behavior

and a change in the seriousness of the riots in terms of more

severe personal injuries and loss of lifa (1). Although information

on earlier prison riots (1920-1950) is sketchy, violence was usually

brief, it cost few lives, and involved few hostages. The years of

1929 and 1952 saw a rash of riots; in 1952 and 1953 there were more

than 45 riots involving more than 21 states. Since 1954, the

number of outbreaks has declined --until 1969, when violence and

injuries increased in severity with each consecutive year. It is

obvious from this account that prison violence is not a recent

phenomenon; it has always been with us, even though some.of its

elements and characteristics have undergone noticeable changes in

recent times.

the Reasons for Violence

An examination of official reports and publications on tha

subject of riots reveals a relatively consistent melange of the

following reasons (2): poor, insufficient or contaminated food,

overcrowding, excessive size and obsolete physical plants; insuf-

ficient financial support and public indifference; lack of

16
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professional leadership, substandard personnel, inhumane prison

administration, mnd brutality of prison officials; inadequate

treatment programs or none at all; enforced idleness and monotony%

political interference with personnel and programa; and groups of

unusually refractory hard-core inmates. Most recent observations

and reports tend to include conspiracy theories which involve both

inside and outside agitators. The question needs to be raised as

to exactly why these factors should be the mamas for riots and

violent behavior when such conditions prevail in most institutions,

not just in those experiencing riots. In view of this observation,

it should be apparent that nous of the standard complaints of

administrators and inmate grievances can in themselves be considered

sufficient to explain prison violence, although they are probably

necessary, accompanying; conditions. The explanation of riotous

behavior, therefore, must go beyond the obvious, simple reasons

into the deeper social fabric of the prison to exsadne the more

fundamental structures and functions of.the system end their

relationship to prison violence.

The Informal Social Structure of Prisons

One of the most significant aspects of my prison system is the

fact that it is rum by the implicit and tacit consent of the inmates

(3). Few administrators will dispute the fact that inmates "could

seize control over an institution at any given noment should they

wish to take that risk. This is a possibility inherent in those
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institutions in which large nunbers of inmates are managed by

smell nunbers of supervisory staff, aid it results in the develop-

ment of an informal social organization among the inmate population,

complete with value system, stratification and informal eocial

controls. All of which contribute to the maintenance of the

institution. The prime mechanism of control, therefore, is not so

much the use of force as it is an intricate web of informal and

symbiotic social relationships between inmates and staff, motivated

by the administration's desire to maintain order. COnformity to

the rules of these relationships on the part of the inmates assures

a predictable atmosphere for all concerned, facilitates such daily

operations as the exchange of goods and services between inmates

and sometimes even staff, and also assists custodial aims. While

the existence of this network of relationships is denied by the

formal structure and mandate of the correctional system, it is

tacitly acknowledged by moat of those working in the system; it is

hsre that one of the primary sources for prison violence can be

found. Any drastic Change in administration which affects and alters

these relationships or disrupts the routine can upset the precarious

balance and enhance the probability of violence and disruptive

behavior. It is important to note that this tendency to disrupt

prevails regardless of whether the institutional change is for the

better or the worse, a fact frequently misunderstood by the public

and some administrators as well. Another imporeAnt observation is

111
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the fact that the actual outbreak of violence tends to be delayed

because dhanges require time to reverberate throughout the entire

system. As a result, spontaneous violent outbursts seem unfounded

and irrational, frequently conceding the actual or predisposing

causes under the facade of precipitating factors.

The first factor, therefore, in identifying conditions that

generate collective disorders is to institute changes with the

greatest of care and with continuous monitoring as to their effects

at all levels for an extended period of time. It is here that a

fully functioning system of communications is indispensable. When-

ever communication patterns fail, disorganization and violence

follow (4). In addition, implementation of any Changes, however

routine, in large scale institutions should always be viewed as

potentially disruptive to the informal social structure and hence

be regarded as a definite danger point. This observation is equally

valid where mere announcements of forthcoming changes have been

made to staff and inmates alike, since inmate anticipation of

disruptions can be just as instrumental as accomplished change in

eliciting riots. The first reaction in the face of this analysis

may well be the temptation to maintain the status quo of our

institutions as the best insuran '.for preventing riots, but this

is impossible. First, it would be 'ipossible to keep out the rapid

and dramatic Change taking place in society at large, since inmate

populations reflect population shifts on the outside. Second,

19
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ordinary personnel changes and the turnover of staff from war!en on

down must also be expected to effect changes. Finally, in view of

the recognized failure of our institutions to rehabilitate, changing

of present methodologies and procedures holds the only promise for

improved performance.

Racial and Political Tensions

While the requirement for inmate cooperation in running insti-

tutions is just as true today as it was decades ago, the

experience of the past few years indicates a dramatic change in the

ground rules by which Institutions functi.:m. There appears to be

less willingness on :he part of prisoners to exercise a controlling

effect aver other inmates, which is accompanied by an increased

toleration of the use of violence on the part of fellow inmates.

There are other important factors as well. Cumulative social and

economic changes, reflecting increased political and racial tensions

of society at large, have established conditions for revolt and

unrest in our prisons at an unprecedented scale. While our insti-

tutions have always contained disproportionate numbers of minority

groups, the growth of Black and Puerto Rican populations within our

prisons and jails is adding a special dimension to an already diffi-

cult situation. First, the prison environment tends to exacerbate

and magnify problems of race relations by pitching together almost

diametrically opposed groups. On the one hand is the sophisticated

urbanized Black or other minority member, keenly aware through the

20
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influence of the mass media and literature of racism, differential

opportunity, and civil rights movements in society; on the other

hand is the lower echelon correctional offiear who is characteristi-

cally rural, white, conservative, and reluctant to change. It is

easy to see that such vast ideological differences not only preclude

the formation of the aecessary informal relationships but also

present a potentially explosive mixture. Second, in view of the

previously mentioned population shifts, prison populations reflect

the general growth of militancy in the Black cocmunity. For example,

there is accumulating evidence that Blacks increasingly view them-

elves of being capable of taking action on their own behalf. In

ddition, due to the relatively recent dranatic and militant

politicization of minority groups, many exhibit a readiness to accept

the concept of physical force. This latter phenomenon is rooted, of

course, in the raised hopes of the early progress of the civil rights

movement and the subsequent disillusionment when the "dream" did not

materialize. Frustrated aspirations gave rise to full scale riots

and provided, in addition, the motive for the large scale mobilization

of Black youth. Since 1965, riots have had increasing political

overtones, which, in fact, say serve to mask nonpolitical issues.

Of growing importance in the politicization of prison life,

however, are militant separatists and radical ideologists of leftist

and rightist persuasion. An analysis of the "profile" of the militant,

based on availeble reeearch of this group in the community setting,

has relevance for the correctional system, not only because it holds

21
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this type of prisoner in increasing numbers, but also because he

represents a new breed of prisoner with whom administrators must

deal. Stated briefly, racial militants are most often found among

male youths, and they are more likely to be urban socialized,

better educated and more politically sophisticated than comparative

groups of Black conservatives (5). They tend to report higher

rates of abusive reactions from police, are considerably more dis-

enchanted with whites, aod they are far more likely to assign full

responsibility for dhanges in race relations to whites. Finally,

they are more likely than nonmilitants to endorse the advancement

of their cause by any method necessary, including violence as a

legitimate last resort, and to engage personally in radical redress

strategies that involve force. It is interesting to note that none

of these characteristics are particularly anti-white. They al'e a

far cry from the inveterate pronouncements of true radical revo-

lutionaries whose primary goal the tAtal destruction of the

American way of life.

While there can be no doubt as to the disruptive existence of

radical ideologiots and politically motivated agitators in our

prison system, they are probably few in number, and hence less

likely to ms a significant problem in terms of control. Definitive

answers, however, must wait the completion of empirical studies.

The second factor, therefore, in our search for improved means

of controlling conditions conducive to collective disorders is the

need to differentiate between ordinary militant sinority members and

3 1
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the true revolutionary of the New Left or similar orientation,

who tends to use this inmate category for his own frequently

covert and destructive purposes. In order to facilitate separation

and differential handling of inmates in both categories, improved

classification techniques, sensitive to these differences, are

required. There can be no doubt but that the current composition of

inmate population in our institutions of radical idealogists with

common criminals has accelerated the politicization of minority

members, to the detriment of the goals of rehabilitation and

reintegration. Therefore it is necessary to refute catego-71cally

any notion or suggestion on the part of inmates, or vested interests

outside, that ordinary criminal behavior should somehow be rational-

ized and dignified by labeling it political activity. The information

exchange between the ordinary criminal and the radical ideologist

results in the worst possible combination for society. Whereas radical

ideologists absorb the criminal technology of common criminals, the

latter are furnished with a ready-made critique of society and a complete

set of relationalizations for their predatory activities. It is

obvious that programs and rehabilitative efforts under these cir-

cumstances will be futile. In addition, this peculiar mixture

of prisoners ie probably one of the most unholy alliances and ex-

plosive combinations to be found anywhere in the world.

23
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The Influence of Relative Deprivation
.1

There can be little doubt that the renewed rhetoric and

promise of reform of our prison system has greatly contributed to

the raising of expectations of prisoners, only to disappoint them

by token improvements or delays in implementation. A major precept

of relative deprivation theory suggests that the degree of dis-

satisfaction among persons is not so much determined by the absolute

level of their achievement or deprivation but by the perceived

discrepancy between their achieved status and some important goal.

Relative deprivation plans a major role in inciting ghetto riots

whenever raised aspirations are not fulfilled or are fulfilled too

slowly. Since prisons experience similar conditions, the hypothesis

can be made that relative deprivation not only increases the general

propensity for violence, but it also plays a significant role in

prison violence and riots.

Relative deprivation theory appears to have particular

relevance for understanding riots in view of the many investigative

studies, camissions, and reports which haim been launched and

conducted thus far, for the explicit purpose of exploring prison

violence and formulating recommendations for prison reform. Finding

themselves at the receiving end of countless visits, surveys, and

investigative inquiries, administrators and wardens can attest to

the fact that prisona are being extensively studied while aufficient

funding for the implementation of the recommended reforms never

materializes. Inmates observe legislators, investigative teams, and
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the'press come and go, only to see real or perceived gains fade

into psychological losses when they are compared with the harsh

realities of their existence.

The third major factor, therefore, in our pursuit of sources

that generate collective disorders is the need to recognize that a

fair number of prison riots are generated by the frustration of

inmates whose expectations have been raised too often and too long

without being given the means to achieve such legitimate goals as

decent levels of existence, the satisfaction of basic human needs,

and a minimum number of programa.

The Treatment and Custodial Dichotomy

In the pursuit of improved correctional practice, researchers

frequently point to an alleged inherent conflict between the

objectives of treatment and reform and the correctional institution's

demand for control. Basically, a dichotomy exists between the

precepts of treatment and punishment, and it tends to emerge whenever

the professional ideology of treatment staff clashes with that of

custodial and administrative personnel. Role conflicts between

treatment and custody staff are not so much a result of the incar-

ceration process as such; rather, they are due to the particular

environmental setting 1,heracteristic of large-scale institutions.

The effects of size upon institutional climate are well known; the

central features of total institutions, as epitomized by rigid

schedules, mess movement, batch living, depersonalization and self-

mortification, all function to produce an atmosphere antithetical to
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the goals of resocialization, thereby precluding effective

rehabilitation. As a result, institutionalization of environmental

Changes, smaller facilities in urban locations and modular treatment

units to facilitate individualized program approaChes appear to be

the only solutions to an otherwise insoluble problem.

A closely related point in the light of the previous discussion

is the fact ttst smaller facilities would preclude the need for

excessive reliance on inmate labor tor the running of institutions,

which has been clearly identified as the primary cause of staff

corruption. Reduced service and maintenance needs, along with the

employment of rehtbilitated otfenders, would go a long way toward

alleviating this perennial problem.

Any consideration of the traditional role conflict between

treatment and custodial personnel would be remiss if it did not

attcmpt to go beyond the question of the environmental and social

changes required to avoid staff corruption and into an analysis of

the importance of the attitudes, relationships, and experiences of

staff in the performance of their duties. Whenever the staff acts

oppressively and sadistically, or when it becomes obsessed with

custodial containment, the foundation has been laid for violent

retaliatory behavior by the inmates. The manner, therefore, in

which staff resolves its awn hostilities becomes vital to a well-

functioning institution.
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A final point concerning staffing needs to be considered. Some

professionals, especially those new idealists fresh out of college,

may unconsciovsly communicate their own ambivalence regarding their

work and society in general to their clients. This ambivalence may

be particularly aggravated whenever a pronounced dichotomy exists

between treatment and custodial staff and whenever treatment and

program recommendations are consistently overruled in favor of

custodial decisions. The ensuing cynicism and frustration on the

part of treatient staff can only he counterproductive to the overall

goals of corrections, and such feeling, may, in fact, be communicated

to the inmates, thus supplying a sanction for violent behavior. It

needs to be recognized that a person who is cynical or despairing of

the system cannot be expected to work honestly and effectually

within such a systole. A. a result, good staff development and training

programs, combined with careful selection of personnel, will go far

to improve this situation.

The fourth major factor, therefore, in alleviating violence-

prone conditions is the reccgnition that social and physical en-

vironmental changes are needed to bridge the traditional gap between

custody and treatment, and that these changes must be paired with

improved personnel selection and training. Once the traditional

differentiation between supervisory, line, and treatamnt staff is

dropped in favor of one category, such as that of the correctional

counselor, the problem of conflicting goals can be eltainated.
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In conclusion, we must abandon superficial explanations of

collective violerte and examine intensively the fundamental

processes and structures governing this complex phenomenon. It

is the contention of this paper that the wave of collective violence

currently experienced by our institutions can largely be attributed

to the following distinct factors: (a) the excessive reliance by

staff on the acquiescence and cooperation of a pervasive inmate

intrastructure, a practice which seems to derive from the very

nature of large-scale, total institutions; (b) absent or restricted

communication patterns which seriously impair the airing of

legitimate inmate grievances and the detection of impending unrest;

(c) failure to recognise the root causes of racial and political

tensions which are reflections of tensions in society at large;

(d) insufficient differentiation between militant and revolutionary

prisoners, paired with the failure to physically separate these

inmates; (e) insufficient awareness of the fact that ordinary

criminal behavior is often rationalised and disguised as political

activity; (f) failure to consider the effects of frustrations and

the perception of deprivation in the light of promised prison reform;

and (g) perpetuation of social and physical environments which are

antithetical to the goals of correction and resocialisation.

In recognition of these factors, present practices and tech-

niques must change. Ihe problems and the directions for reform have

been identified. What is needed now is the commitment to c-Arry

through.
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Reproduced from U.S. Department of Justice. Office of Legal Policy. Prison gangs: their
extent, nature and impact on prisons. Washington, For Sale by the Supt. of Docs. G.P.O.,
1985. p. vii-xx.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

prison gangs developed in a number of prison systems during the

1970's and early 1980's. They have gained national attention

because of the growing numbers of gang-related murders, assaults,

and disruptions. In early 1983, the Department of Justice's Office

of Legal Policy provided funding to the Criminal Justice Institute

to conduct a national study of prison gangs, including their nature

and extent, their effects on prisons, prisoners and administrators,

and current strategies devised to cope with and manage prison gang

situations. All state prison systems and the Federal Bureau of

Prisons were included in the design and 94 percent of the agencies

participated.

EXTENT OF PRISON GANGS

Thirty-three agencies reported the presence of prison gangs.

Twenty-nine agencies identified 114 individual gangs with a total

membership of 12,634. The most gangs were reported by Pennsylvania

(15) and Illinois (14). The largest number of gang members are in

Illiaois (5,300), Pennsylvania (2,400) and California (2,050). As

a proportion.of all inmates in state and federal prisons, gang

members make up 3 percent.

The gangs began in the west in Washington State in 1950. There is

no evidence to indicate that there was any connection with the

beginning of prison gangs in California in 1957. Twelve years

later, in 1969, prison gangs began in Illinois. During the 1970's,

states adjacent to California and bordering Mexico, as well as two

states to the north of Illinois developed gangs. The development

of gangs on these eastern and southern borders of the country seems

isolated and unrelated. /n the 1980's, development continued in

Missouri and Kentucky, adjacent to /11inoi8, but independent from it.
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There has also been movement southward and toward the northeast.

Administrators attribute some of the "spread" of prison gangs

throughout the country to interstate transfers oi gang members.

Because of the scarcity of reports on specific transfers of gang

members, this research was unable to show any patterns of

movement resulting in growth. There is evidence, however, that

gangs spread either by transfer or re-arrest of gang members in

another jurisdiction. In these cases the inmate in a new prison

sltting sometimes tries to reproduce the organization that gave

him an identity in the prior prison setting. In many cases,

charismatic leaders imitate what they have heard about other

jurisdictions' gangs. Many even adopt the name of a gang from

'another jurisdiction, but have no affiliation or communication

with the gang they have tried to replicate. The phenomenon of

racism is fierce inside prisons and gangs usually organize along

racial lines. Emulation of a gang in another jurisdiction is

usually part of racial organization efforts.

NATURE OF PRISON GANGS

Gangs were described as being slightly more disorganized than

organized, and slightly unstructured. The number of members in a

gang varies widely. Gangs are more unsophisticated than

sophisticated. More than half of the gangs use violent tactics to

carry out their activitie^ Nearly half of the gangs use an

impersonal style of conducting business, and half use a more

personal, small family business style of operation. A wide range

of rule making is utilized, with more operating on the leader's

whims rather than on structured rules. Most of the gangs have a

high degree of camaraderie, indicating more agreement than

dissension. Almost three-quarters of the gangs project a macho

image. The extent of money and service transactions vary widely

gang to gang, although large transactions seem preferred.

Thirty-eight percent of the gangs studied Pppear to shun publicity.

Only ten leaned toward publicity seeking activities. More gangs

were rated covert than overt in their behavior.
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Geography and ethnicity are the two most significant criteria in

determining gang types. Membership is based first on race, and is

usually connected with racial superiority beliefs, e.g. Aryan

Brotherhood. Second, prior affiliation or association with members

in a close-to-home location can strongly influence membersl-ip, e.g.

Vice Lords. Next in importance is the sharing of strong beliefs,

political and/or religious, e.g. Black Guerilla Family. Finally,

sharing n lifestyle of motorcycle machoism influences membership,

e.g. Avengers. There are overlaps in types. The Black Guerilla

Family is both political And racial. The Aryan Brotherhood is both

motorr-ole oriented and a white supremacist organization. The

Mev' lefts nas both a racial and geographic basis.

General Structure and Operation of Gangs

Membership is derived from either past association with current

gang members or by general acceptance of current gang values.

Very little is known firsthand about how inmates hecome members of

gangs, except when prison gang member8h0 is dirIctly related to

street ge.ng membership. Of thirty-five ga0 studied, nine use

some non-violent form of initiation, while eight require the

candidate to commit a violent act against another inmate or staff

member. Six gangs use either form of initiation depending upon the

specific circumstances. The payment of does is frequently

associated with membership in a gang. Only eight gangs, six of

which are motorcycle oriented, have levels of membership.

In nearly two-thirds of the gangs, membership is perceived as a

life-time commitment, "blood in, blood out". Leaving the gang is

an act of betrayal and, in mas7 cases, the consequences are harsh.

Twenty-three of the 41 atags fall into the life-long category where

the only roputeti way out of the gang is natural death or murder.

In reality, the consequences do not seem to be as brutal. /t is

also usual for gang affiliations to dissipate when the gang member

leaves prison.
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Leaders are distinguishable from their followers. Physical

prowess, seniority, commission of violent acts and leadership

qualities elevate a member through the gang hierarchy. Leadership

and direction for the gang is provided by a single strong leader in

some instances. In others, a strong leader shares these powers

with i committee or council. In 11 gangs the leadership and

direction is derived from a committee or council without the

benefit of a single strong leader; in three gangs neither a single

leader nor a council was present, and the gang functions in a

relatively leaderless manner. A prison gang leader's tenure

appears to be relatively short (Median w 2 years). The succession

of leaders in the gang occurs either when the strongest of the

remaining members takes over by the force of his personality or

through a meeting of the minds of the membership or its elite. In

instances other than these, the actual method of succession is not

known.

The essential elements of gang member behavior 6re loyalty to the

gang, by a code of secrecy, and an outwardly cooperative attitude

to prison authority. The most frequently used tactics to maintain

order, loyalty and obedience co the gang are fear, intimidation,

and threats of violence. There is a total disregard for human

life. The sanctions for killing another inmate are of no

consequence to the gang member who is a "true believer."

All gangs share an emphasis on power and prestige, measured in

terms of ability to control other inmates and specific activities

within the institution. Money, drugs and personal property

represent tangible symbols of a gang's ability to control and

dominate others, and of its ability to provide essential

protection, goods and services for its members. The gang's ability

to 'Aring status and prestige to the members reinforces gang

commitment and solidarity.

One of tne distinguishing characteristics of the prison gang is the

virtual absence of any non-crimiona;Oson-deviant activities. Ong

members engage in some institutional pastimes, weight lifting being

one of the more notable, but in general their activities are
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criminal or deviant in nature. The gang member is completely

immersed in being a career prison gangster, leaving little time and

less inclination for other than asocial behavior.

Gang relationWps are on gang terms only. Members avoid contact

with non-gang members except to do business with them. Doing

business means taking advantage of and controlling other inmates.

Because they can be controlled, they are perceived as being weak

and therefore worthless. This behavior reinforces the gang

nember's position that he is doing nothing wrong. Universally the

prison gang tolerates the prison staff, but only barely. They

avoid contact with the staff as much as possible. Assaults,

including fatal assaults, on staff have Occurred with increasing

frequency in the last few years. Staff appear to be viewe'd as a

constraint that must be worked around, but they are not to

seriously impede the gangs efforts.

PRISON GANG PROBLEMS

The degree to which prison gangs create problems for administrators

l'aries considerably. In three states where gangs exist, they are

not even considered a problem. In another 11 states, prison gangs

account for five percent or less of the problems. At the other end

of the continuum, in three states the gangs account for 85 percent

or more of the inmate problems. In six other states, 50 to 85

percent of the problems nre attributable to gangs.

Gang Activity vs. Prison Operations

The types of problems created by gangs include the introduction and

distribution of drugs; intimidation of weaker inmates; extortion

that results from strong-arming; requests for protective custody

status; violence associated with the gang activity; occasional

conflicts between gangs (usually racial) that ,reate dii4rbances;

and contracted inmate murders. Problems exper;,cee
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administrt ion are not necessarily directed by the gangs against

the authorities, but are more directed at taking care of gang

business, with the adHin:stration's discomfort perceived by the

gang as merely incidental to the gang's activity.

According to the correctional agencies, prison gangs appear to have

very little negative effect on the regular running of prison

operations. Gang activity is not directed at disrupting operations

but rather at taking advantage of regular institutional activities

and routine to conduct gang business. Legitimate activities and

clubs are affected the most, since inmate clubs are especially good

vehicles for gangs to conceal criminal behavior under the guise of

legitimate, institutionally approved meeting rooms and schedules,

bank accounts, special money making projects, etc. At the other

end, the area that seems least affected is inmate visiting. The

gang takes care to protect the visiting privilege. Administrators

reported also, however, that visiting is a major means of

trafficking communications (money, drug, other gang business) back

and forth betwe(n prison and the street. Again, the point is that

the operations are not disrupted, but exploited.

In summary, the gangs' position, vis-a-vis the administration and

its operations is that they will not disrupt operations or

interfere with staff xcept when they judge it necessary, but that

they are determinined to carry on their business without

interference from the administration. It seems almost as though

they presume a pact of mutual noninterference. However, there were

18 reported group confrontations with staff in six jurisdictions in

1983. Pour states reported 51 staff being injured as a result of

gang activity in 1983.

Inmate-inmate Problems

There tend to be more confrontations between gang members and non-

gang membeLs than between gang members and other gang members. In

1983, there were 88 confrontations reported by ten correctional

agencies between gang members and non-gang members. Thirty-one

xii
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confrontations between gangs were reported by seven agencies in

1983. Of the 119 total confrontations, slightly more than 25

percent were intergang disputes while nearly three quarters

involved non-gang members. There seems to be a wide range in the

degree of retaliative behavior among gangs, indicating that in some

jurisdictions gangs develop alliances with cne another and in

others there is much competiton and disagrvement among gangs.

Although communication between gangs and gang members in different

institutions and jurisdictions is minimal, it is of great concern

to administrators.

In 1903, 20 inmates were killed as a result of gang activity in

nine jurisdictions. Nearly half of these murders occurred in

California (9), while Texas reported three, and Georgia reported

two. The extensiveness of gang responsibility for inmate homicides

in California is indicated by the fact that nine of the ten

California inmate homicides in 1983 were committed by gang members.

Druga

Almost without xception, administrators say that the gangs are

responsible for the majority of drug trafficking in their

institutions. The seven correctional agencies that judged the

gang's responsibility greatest were Arizona, Hawaii, Kentucky,

Maryland, Missouri, Nevada and North Carolina. During all of the

site visits, administrator cited drugs as the major gang

commodity.

Relationship* of the Gang MeablmhilLIALSme Outside

Of the 33 correctional agencies that reported having gangs, 26

reported that all or some of the gangs in their institutions have

counterpart gangs on the streets. /thou :. half of the agencies

indicated that there was no evidence that the gangs use prison as a

base for crime in the community. The others indicated that

informants and reports from law enforcement agencies, had provided
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evidence that there was a prison base for criminal activity. The

agencies that have more extensive gang involvement were the

agencies that tended to report evidence of prison based activity.

Texas reported two deaths in the community directly related to gang

activity. Since January of 1975, the California Department of

Corrections has kept a running tally of deaths inside and outside

the prisons.attributable to gang activity. As of 1984, the gangs

were responsible for 372 deaths.

IDENTIFYING AND TRACKING PRISON GANG MEMBERS AND ACTIVITIES

In general, the research revealed virtually no system for

identifying, tracking and maintaining ongoing intelligence as to

gang activity in the majority of the correctional agencies where

gangs exist. The accepted methods and techniques of systematic

intelligence do not exist.

Identification

Of the 33 agencies who reported having gangs, four indicated that

they have no system of identifying gang members. Thi remaining 29

listed a total of 15 indicators used to make a positive

identification of a gang member, (including self admission, tattoos

clothing, colors, acts, case histories, other agencies' reports,

possession of gang literature, hit lists, inmate association,

correspondence, home address, photos, visitors and informants.) An

intelligence officer spends an average of 14.2 percent of total

work time identifying gang members. Appal ntly a few states spend

a lot of time on identification accivities and many states spend

very little time on identification work. Seventeen jurisdictions

go so far as to distinguish between full-fledged and associate gang

members, while 16 do not.
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Past or present motorcycle gang membership is very much indicative

of current prison gang membership. Eight correctional agencies

indicate that such affiliation has much bearing on prison gang

membership. Ten agencies acknowledge some relationship, while

seven note very little.

Documentation

Nineteen of the agencies who have gangs have no system for

collecting and retaining files on gangs. Two agencies have plans

underway to develop systems. Six agencies described an

accumulation of materials; bits of information, evidence, reports

etc. that is not kept according to any system that can facilitate

retrieval or integration of information. Four agencies keep

individual inmate files on each gang member, and two agencies use a

section of the official inmate record to store gang information.

Only two agencies report multifaceted systems of storing gang

information that is retrievable for systematic intelligence

purposes.

The most frequently used method of surveillancw is direct

observation of inmate activity by staff. Mentioned half as

frequently is the use of informants. Monitoring of correspondence,

inspection of regular institutional reports, and use of law

enforcement agency information are less frequently used. Ten

jurisdictions who have gangs reported that they have no means of

surveillance to track gang activity. Except for the Federal Bureau

of Prisons, no jurisdiction reported any mechanized or computerized

system for tracking gang members' movemeLt and activities during

their incarceration.

Information Sharing

About one-third of the agencies studied share information w.l.th

other agencies on an as-needed basis, while another third have

intermittent, systematic sharing. The other third report

systematic sharing with other agencies concerning gangs,
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gang members, and gang activity. Agencies recognize the need for a

national gang intelligence network, coordination of information

between jurisdictional agencies, state-of-the-art information

equipment and systems, internal tracking of gangs awl gang members,

.assigning full time staff to gang matters, scheduling regional

rather than national information sharing meetings, and using

informants. Administrators acknowledged that gang intelligence

methods and information storage and retrieval were less than

desirable, and few seemed to know eXactly what was needed.

STRATEGIES

Thirty-three states with prison gangs reported using at least one

of the listed strategies and two reported having used all of them

at some time or other. These agencies averaged the use of five

different techniques, or strategies, to deal with gangs.

Technique
Frequency Used

Move or Transfer
27

Use informers and Prevent Events 21

Segregation of Gang Members 20

Lock up Leaders 20

Lockdown
18

Prosecute
16

Intercept Communications
16

ID and Track
14

Deal with Situations Case by Case 13

Refuse to Acknowledge
9

Put Different Gangs in Particular Insts. 5

Infiltration
5

Co-opt Inmates to Control
3

xvi
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Eighty-two percent of prison gang agencies have used movement of

gang members (sometimes called "bus therapy") to control gang

activity. The high frequency of informer use indicates a

perception that information is the key to control. The use of

lockup, either in wholesale or isolated instances has obviously

been a solution for many.

During visits to nine agencies where prison gang activity is

significant, administ,:ators rated the value of their strategies.

The frequency with wh 2h strategies were utilized are presented in

three categories.

Gaining and Using Information: Frequency Mentioned
Identifying Gang Members 33
Intelligence 18
Use Informants 10
Share Information 7

Intercept Communications 6
Shakedown Regularly 1

TOTAL

Preventive Procedures and Actions:
Good CommunicationViiT Inmates 30
Pay Attention to Job and Housing
Assignments 15
Control Visiting 15
Prevent Recruitment 9

Enforce Mail Regulations 9

House Inmates in Small Units 6

Give Gangs no Credence 5

TOTAL 89

Curative Procedures and Actions:
Separate and Isolate Leaders 37
Lock up Members 30
Prosecute 20
Interstate Transfer 20
Transfer Within the Agency 19
Lockdown whole Institution 7

Respond to Individuals Case by Case 5

Extend Release Dates as Sanction 5

TOTAL, 143

xvii
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Curative procedures are rated higher than the other categories,

followed by preventive procedures and gaining and using

information. Strategies scoritg thirty or more points in the

rating indicate that administrators clearly prefer the separation

and isolation of leaders to other tactics. Valued highly as well

is the identification of gang members. High on the list also is

the lockup of members and good communication with inmates, two

techniques that might possibly be termed mutually exclusive but

which are probably reflective of two divergent general positions

encountered during the visits.

One position seems to be that as gang activity affects innocent

inmates who become victims, the innocent should be free to walk the

prison yard and engage in constructive activity while the "gang

bangers" are locked in segregation. The other position is that

gangs are as much a fact of life in prison as they are on the

streets; that prison is a community where all inmates and staff

coexist; and therefore, misbehavior must be policed and dealt with

as it is discovered and/or presented. Management of the prison

emanates from whatever position is taken, whether it be either of

these positions or another. If incidents of violence are a measure

of success or failure, the former position which stresses lockup of

gang members has resulted in more violence than the position that

stresses good communication between staff and inmates. This in not

to imply that those who stress lockup oppose good communications

with inmates, nor that those who stress communication do not employ

lockup for gang control.

In summary, there is a broad range of types of strategies to deal

with gang problems. This range may be more indicative of

individual differences in gang behavior and the prison environment

in which they operate than of trial and error responses to gang

crisis situations. Those agencies with gangs think that they have

found solutions to the problems, even if their strategies are not

working. Agencies tend to accommodate their roblems. Identi-

fiable models of prison gang management exist, but have not been

tested for effectiveness.
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MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Agencies should develop a general position (policy) and

strategy concerning gangs.

2. Administrators should learn to detect early signs of gang

activity and gang members. Effective identification and

tracking systems should be established or upgraded.

3. Models of gang control that have not worked under particular

circumstances should be discarded and that information

shared with other agencies to avoid replication of past

failures. Models of gang control that have been successful

under particular circumstances should also be shared so that

they can be emulated as appropriate.

4. An overall screening system should be developed within an

Interstate Compact clearinghouse to prevent difficulties

such as spread of gangs, protective custody, jeopardy, etc.

5. Old, large, overcrowded prison facilities should be replaced

with smaller facilities directly supervised by staff,

thereby reducing the prisoners' perception that their

"turf" is separate from staff's.

6. Prison Gang Task Forces have proven useful and should be

extended to include other agencies and between agencies,

regionally and nationally.

7. There should be a systematic debriefing procedure of former

gang members to obtain pertinent and useful data, and a

system for processing and using that data.

xix
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

1. Established law enforcement tracking systems should be

researched and the best techniques for gang member tracking

should be tested in a system with prison gangs so that the

most appropriate techniques can be implemented.

2. State-of-the-art technology should be researched to

ascertain how computers and electronic technology may be

used to receive and maintain information while ensuring the

privacy and security of records.

3. Research should be conducted to identify the characteristics

of prison environments that have gangs as opposed to those

who do not to ascertain what types of prison management are

not conducive to gang development and vice versa.

4. Existing relationships between prison gangs and their street

counterparts should be researched, with particular emphasis

on criminal activities between the two, i.e., extortion,

protection of family members, pressure for and purchase of

drugs. The methods oy which street gangs merge into prison

gangs should be determined so that preventive measures can

be taken. Biker connuctions arelighly suspect'for

assistance to prison gangs and the nature of their

transactions with prison gang members should be

investigated.

5. Merging connections between prison gangs and organized

crime elements should be investigated.

6. Within three years, a follow-up to this study should be

performed to ascertain the changes in prison gang nature and

extent, as well as further impacts on prison operations and

strategies that are being used to deal with the prOblems.
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RESOLVED:
THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD
EXPAND REHABILITATION PROGRAMS FOR
CONVICTED CRIMINALS IN THE UNITED
STATES.

(339)
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Reproduced from U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the
Judiciary. Subcommittee on Penitentiaries and Corrections.
The role of prisons in society. Hearinp, Senate, 95th
Congress, let session, 1978. p. 1420.

PRISM= STATEMZITT or 4.nnaaw TON MUCH, GRADUATE SCHOOL Or CRIMINAL
Junior., RUTGERS Urauserry

I am honored to participate in the Subcommittee's bearings on rehabilitation
and the other aims of punishing convicted criminals. There have been important
changes In thinking on these subjects In the last decade, and the Subcommittee
is doing a service In focusing,Congress' and the public's attention on them.

My own credentials can be stated briefly. I was principal author of "Doing
Justice: The Choice of Punishments"; a study of the alms of criminal sen-
tencing, funded by the Field Foundation and the New World Foundation. The
report urged abandoning traditional rebabilitatively-oriented penal philosophy,

I Andrew von flinch, "Doing Justice: The Choice of Punishments" (New York : Hill
and Wang, 1976).
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as unworkable and unjust. It recommended, instead, a "just deserts" rationale
in which the severity of penalty would depend on the seriousness of the de-
fendant's crime or crimes. I am now completing a study on alternatives tO
parole, funded by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.'

L WHY PUNISH fIIMABILITATION AND ITS ALTZRNATIVIA

The decline of the traditional rehabilitative penolopy.The dominant penal
philosophy during this century has been a therapeutic one. Punishment was
eupposed to rehabilitate. Judges, parole boards and correctional ofilcials were
supposed .,o have wide discretion so they could tailor the disposition to the of-
fender's needs, Ten years ago, when the President's Crime Commission wrote
its report, this conception was still preeminent? Nowas the very fact of these
hearings suggestsits influence is waning.

The defects of this therapeutic phllosophywhicb have been described in
my book and several other recent studies'can be summarised briefly.

The capacity to cure criminality is lacking, A wide variety of rehabilitative
programs bare been tried and evaluated, ranging from psychiatric counselling
to Skinnerian behavior modification techniques. The results have been un-
impressive. Not only do prison-based treatment programs fail, but "community
bawd" programs outside prisons have been disappointing also.' This is not to
say that nothing will ever work. Treatment methods might eventually be refined
so they do succeed on carefully selected subgroups of offenders, But such
sophistication may elude us for some time; and even when achieved, is apt to
be limited in scope; A select minority might prove responsive to treatment, but
hardly the bulk of the offender population. Nor is this to say that most offenders
are incorrigible. Contrary to oft-quoted recidivism statistics of 70 or 80 percent,
recent evidence suggests that most convicted offenders do not choose to return
to crime" The failure of rehabilitation consists, rather, In the fact that tbe
offender's choice cannot readily be influenced by correctional therapy. It is his
own experiences, character and outlookrather than the state's treatment
programswhich seem to determine whether he offends again.

The wide discretion which judges, parole boards and other penal officials have
been granted, in the name of treatment, has led to gross disparities. Decision-
makers whose decisions are unchecked by general standards, we have learned,
decide similar cases differently.'

Worst of all, the rehabilitative penology was simply unjust. It made tbe severity
of punishment depend, not on the seriousness of the defendant's crimes, but on
his suppoeed amenability to treatment The defendant convicted of a grave
offense could be treated in the community if he was considered a good proapect
for rehabilitation; the individual convicted of a leaser infraction could be im-
prisoned if thought unresponsive to therapy. Offenders thus were being punished
on the basis of what they were expected to do in the future, rather than on tbe
bests of the blameworthiness of their criminal acts!

In thus criticising the treatment rationale, I am not suggesting that we
should stop experimenting with treatment programs. But what is essential is
that we stop making tbe severity of punishment depend on treatment considera-
tions: the offender's supposed needs for treatment ought not determine whether
or how long he is confined, Once tbat decision is made on other groundsonce

This study, under LIRA Grant No. 76-NI-49-0035, will be completed in tbe late fallef this /ear.
I "Doing Justice," supra note 1. ebs. 2-4.
Ibid.; American Friends Service Committee, "Struggle for Justice" (New York : Hillend Wang. 1971),* Twentieth Century Fund, "Fair and-Certain Punishment" (New York:MeGrawalli. 1976).

'James 0. Robison and Gerald Smith, "Tbe Effectiveness of Correctional Programs."
17 "Crime mud Delinquency" 67 (1971) Robert Martinson. "What Works7Questions
and Answers About Pillion Reform," "The' Public Interest" (Sprints 1974). p. 22; DouglasLipton, Robert Martinson and Judith Wilts, "Plifeetivenees of Correctional Treatment:A f4urvey of Treatment Evaluation Studies" (New York: Praeger. 1975); paul Lerman,"Cemmunity Treatment and Social Control"AChicago: thilversl.ty of Cblcagg 1975).'See, e.g., studies reported by Robert IlAttillSOU In "In my Opinion, correctionsMa gasine" (December 1970).

Itiarvin E. Frankel. "Criminal Sentences" (New York: Hill and Wang, 1972) Willard4)_aylin. "Perlis! Justice" (New York: Knopf. 1974) Anthony Partridge and William R.Erlfgrldn. "The Second Circuit Sentencing Study : A:Report to the Judges of the SeeondCircuit" (Washington, D.C.: Federal Judicial Center. 1974), Bee, also. Caleb Foote. "TheSentencing Function." in "A Program for Prison Reform)" (Cambridge, Mass.: RoscoePeandAmerlean Trial Lawson; Foundation, 1972))
"Doing Justice," supra note 1, ch. 15,
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it is decided (say) that the offender deserves so many months' confinement for
his crimethen and only then should one be able to select a treatment that can
be offered within that space of UM!

The dangers of easy substitutes: Isolation Olsten, .1 rehabilitation.The first
stepof rejecting the traditional rehabilitative penologyls easy to take. for
the latter'm defects are now well known. What is more difficult 19 finding an
adequate alternative conception. It is upon this critical task which I hope the
Subconnnittee will focus its efforts.

There is a real danger that, when the rehabilitative view is rejected, we accept
substitutes that are, in fact, little or no better. A. striking Illustration Is found In
an editorial a fortnight ago in the New York Times. After describing the failures
of rehabilitation, the editorial seises the next most obvious replacement : isobt-
Hon. If we cannot cure criminals, the thinking runs, we should lock up those who
are dangerous. In the edtorial's words: ' the realistc priority today is
simply to keep thee apparently incorrigible from menacing others."

But before embracing this view, we should stop and ask : How good are we
at identifying who is and ia not incorrigible? Is our capacity to predict danger-
ousness accurately BO much better than our capacity to cure? It does not seem
to be. Careful studies of prediction methods have shown that :viten forecasting
serious criminality, there Is a strong tendency to overpredict ; most persons
identified as risks will be "false positives"persons mistakenly predicted to
offend again.0 And is this theory any more just than the rehabilitative con-
ception it would replace? / think it la not. The severity of the offender's punish-
mentwhether and how long he is to be imprisoned--would still depend on the
offender's predicted future behavior, rather than on the blameworthiness of hls
past criminal conduct.

In fact, a shift to this kind of incapacitative rationale may be little change
at n11. Isolation of the dangerous was always present in the conceptions of re-
habilitators. The idea was thatwhile the good risks should be curedthe bad
risks should he separated front society until they are no longer a public hazard.
A reading of any of the originators of the treatment idealWarden Brockway
in Inter 1870's for example u discloses that (despite the rhetorical emphasis on
rehabilitation) the point was always made that the system should seek to isolate
those likely to return to crime.

Toward a fairer conception: Looking to the seriousness of the criminal eon-
duct.Punishment is a solemn act of imputing blame. Its severity should thus
comport with the blameworthiness of the defendant's criminal conduct. To achieve
a more just system, we should stop trying to base decisions about punishment
on what we think the offender (or other potential offenders) will do. Instead, we
should try to make penalties commensurate with the seriousness of the offender's
crimes.

In my book, Doing Justice, I try to develop a model for punishing criminals
which is based on this simple ides,. The model is more full, described in the at-
tached article which I wrote for Current History last year," but its main features
may be summarised as follows :

The primary criterion for the severity of punishment should be the gravity
the defendant's past crime or crimes. Hie supposed likelihood of offending

again ought not determine the penalti.
Sentencing discretion should be considerably reduced, through standards

which describe the quantum of punishment for different crimes. These would
take the form of "presumptive sentences." For each gradation of seriousness. u
definite penaltythe presumptive sentencewould be set, Offenders convicted
of crimes of that gravity would normally receive that specinc sentence. How-
ever, variations would be permitted when there were unusual circumstances
of mitigation or aggravation.

Imprihonment, because of its severity, would be limited to serious crimes,
such as offenses of 4nal or threatened violence and the more heinous white

Ibid.: Norval Morris, "The Future of Imprisonment" (Chicago ; University of Chicago
Prrsg. 1974).

3$ Editorial, New 'York Time& September 10, 1977.
It A. eon Hirsch. "Predirtion of Criminal Conduct and Preventive Confinement of Con.

vkted Persons." 21 "DoTalo Law Review" 717 "Doing Justice," supra note 1, eh. ;

Nor. 1 Morris. vira note 9. ch. S.
Sebulon C.. sirockway, "The Ideal of a Trne Prison System for a State," Nationni

Congress on Penitentiary and Reformatory Discipline, "Transactions" (1870).
3$ Andrew von Hirsch, "The Aims of Imprisonment," "Current History" (July/August

1070). p. 1.
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collar crimes. And even then, time in prison would be measured with strict
parsimony: most stays in prison would be three years or less. For the non-
serious offenses, penalties less severe than imprisonment would be used. These
would not be rehabilitative measures but simply and explicitly, less severe
Punishments. Warnings, limited deprivations of leisure time and, perhaps, !inns
would be used.0

Several states have recently been moving In thls direction. Oregon has just
adopted legislation which calls for the setting of standards on duration of im-
priaontuent, and provides that the primary objective of those standards should
be "punis'4ment which is commensurate with the seriousness of the prisoner's
criminal conduct." a Pennsylvania's House Judiciary Committee only this eek
reported a ma which creates a commission to sek_sentencing standards, and re-
quires the commission to follow a similar rationale."

A model such as this is intended to suggest the kinds of questions that we
should be asking, rather than to provide neat answers. Important unresolved
issues include the following :

How can criteria for the seriousness of crimes be devised? While sociologists
have found considerable popular consensus as to which crimes are more serious
than others," translating such perceptions into workable standards, will be a
considerable task.

What would the collateral crime.control effects be? In the "Doing Justice"
model, for example, auyone convicted of a sufficiently serious crime would face
some time in prison. Would this enhance deterrence, by increasing the likelihood
a substantial punishment for such crimes? Would it have incaplacitative bene-
fits, as Tames Q. Wilson has suggested?" (Were all offenders convicted of
serioun crimes imprisoned for specific periods, he argues, those inclined to offend
again would be takeu out of circulation for a portion of their criminal careers.)
A panel of criminologists and economists working under the auspices of the
National Academy of Sciences has been studying how such effects could be
measuredand found reliable estiumtes exceedingly difficult to make.0 But the
matter Is certainly worthy of further study.

Were such estimates possible, how much should they influence the penalty
structure? Here, there are a number of possible variants from the strongly desert-
oriented view suggested In "Doing Justice." One is that Suggested by James Q.
Wilson in an article this spring--using a mixed model in which desert is given
prim:try emphasis, but deterrent and incapacitative effects are given some weight ;
in Wilson's words:

"Were I given the task of designing penal sanctions, I would begin as a
retributivist-1.e., as one Who see.? the first to bb that of justice. I would try
to propose penalties that seemed morally suitable for crimes and circumstances of
various kinds. (Others] and I might disagree about some of these penalties,
though I am willing te guess that, locked la a room for a day or so, we would
rind that we disagree on relatively few. But in justifying that schedule of penal-
ties, based in the first instance on a concept of "just deserts," I would try toestImate the gains to society that might result from the deterrent or ineapaelta.
tive effects of those penalties. Such facts and estimates would help society decidewhether It agreed with those penalties and whether it was prepared to spendmuch or little to see them tistitutionalised."

Another mixed model has been suggested by Norval Morris : the seriousness of
the crime should determine the permissible range of severity ; but within that
rnnge, deterrence and other crime-control factors should be looked to."

14 Oregon Session Lew& 1977. Chapter an.
15 General Assembly of Pennsylvania. House Bill No. 953 drInter's No. 1102), an re-ported hy House Judiciary Committee, Oct. 3. 1077.

Thoraten Sellin nd Marvin Wolfgnng. "The Measurement of Delinquency" (New York :.Tohn Wiley. 1964) ; Peter H. Rossi, et al., "The Seriousness of Crime : Normative Struc-ture and Individual Differences," 39 "American Sociological Review" 224 (1974). Fordleeneslon of some of the philosophical problems of using popular ratings for this purpose,see "Doing Justice," supra note 1, fn at p. 82,
rl Jame Q. Wilson, "Thinking_ About Crime" (New York ; Basic Books, 1975), Ow 9end 10 ; see also Andrew von Hirsch. "Giving Criminals Their Just Deseerts." "ClvIlLihsrf A Review" (April/May 1976), pp. 23, 38-4.14? Moan' Academy of SeienceaNational Research Council, "Report of the Pauel onDeterrent and Ineeptieltative Rffeets" (Draft. 1976).
19 James Q. Wilson, "Thinking About 'Thinking About Crime'," Society (Mareh/AprIl19771. pp. 10. 20,

Norval Morris. "Punishment. Dessert mid Rehabliltation." (Theentennial Lecture spongored h. the U.S. Department of Justice at University of Denver College of Law, Novem-ber 12, 1970).
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Underlying the debate on such specifics, however, should be a common objec-
tive: devising a system of punishments that is more flair ly proportioned to the
gravity of the crime. The principal defect of the traditional rebabilitatively-
oriented penology was its preoccupation with trying to engineer lower crime
rates to the exclusion of questions of justice. It I. time we recognize that no
penal methods, however enlightened or ingenious, are likely to work grcet changes
in our crime rates. We would be wiser to seek the more modest and humane goal
of trying to make the Penal system a justeror at least, a lees unjustone.

U. IMPIXIIENTATION PROBLICMS

Institutionalizing this new conception presents problems which tbe Subcom-
mittee should also consider. If nere are to be standards for duration of imprison-
ment, which agency should set them? Which agencies, if any, should be abolished
as obsolete? Unwise implementation choices canand already have in some
jurisdictions destroy the usefulness of tbe changes ee have been urging. To illus-
trate, let me touch upon two such issues: (1) The role of the legislature, and (2)
the role of the parole board.

The Role of the legielatsre.It has sometimes oeen assumed that if there are
to be standards for punishing criminals, the legislature should set them. Cali-
fornia tooke this approach in its new code of determinate sentencesand the
results were most unfortunate. Last year, the California Legislature did ennet
a reasonably coherent code of presumptive sentencesbut this year, tbe code
has been overwhelmed with numerous amendments tbat not only will lengthen
sentences greatly but revive much 0 tbe wide discretion which tbe legislation
was originally designed to restrict."

The fact is that a legislaturefaced mith so many other pressing public con-
cernshas little time and resources to devote to the laborious and technical task
of setting penal standardsThe fact is also that politics interfere. The public's
fear of crime makes it tempting, in a legislative forum, to refer the difficult qu,.$-
tions to some other official's discretion, or to adopt unrealistically harsh penalties
in order to demonstrate "toughness on crime" to the electorate.

A legielature may delegate Its rule-making powers on specialized subject-
matters to other agencies--e Congress has done with such regulatory agencies
as the S.E.O., F.T.0,, F.C.C., etc. This is an area where delegation seems appro-
priate. The legislature could continue to prescribe maximum permissible penal-
ties and give the standard-setting agency guidance as to the rationale to be
followed. But the details of the standards should be developed by a specialized
agency which has more time to devote to the task, and which is somewhat freer
of political pressures. A variety of agencies could be selected for the task : a new
sentencing commission (as the present Federal Criminal Code bill and the Hart-
Jayne bill propose ; a new body whose responsibility is to decide releases
from prison (as the A.B.A.'s Committee on the Legal Status of Prisoners has
proposed ") ; or else, by the parole board, as the new Oregon statute would do."

Abolish paroleThe Attorney General and Senator Kennedy have recently
called for the abolition of parole, and the Federal Criminal Code bill, in the form
reported by the Subcommittee on Criminal Laws and Procedures, would create a
near-presumption of no parole. The argument made in support of abolition sound4
simple and plausible enough: parole was historically based on the rehabilitative
penal philosophy ; hence if this philosophy is abandoned, so should parole. But
matters are actually more complicated.

I have no sympathy with much of the parole board's present practice. There are
no standards for release ; the release decision is needlessly delayed until well
into the offender's sentence; " too much emphasis is given to rehabilitative/pre-

Californig Benton Laws. 1076. Chapter 113i: Phillip Johnson and Sheldon Messinger.
"California Determinate Sentencing Statute, Rt...tory and Issues." paper presented at
the Determinate Sentencing Conferenee, Ran Warren Legal Institut. 'University of Cali.
fornta a Berkeley, Inns 2. 1977.

so Federal Criminal Code bill. 95th Congress. 1st Session, S. 1437 (Committee Print.
August 4, 19711 ; HartJavits bill. 05th Com:roes. 1st Renton. S. 204 (January 12, 10771,

Amerlean Bar Aesociation. "Tentative Draft of Standards Relating to the Legal
Status of Prieoner." 14 "American Criminal Law Review" 377 (1977), Standard No. 0.

st Oregon Statutes. supra note 14.
MTh's is no longer true, however, of the United States Parole Commission. It has now

established guidelines for its release decisions; and has moved toward informing prisoners
early of their expected time of releare.
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dictive notions of whether the offender is "ready" for release; and post-release
supervision may be largely a waste of money." But these are all matters that
could be reformed. The board could be directed to formulate standards for re .
lease, and be required to give primary weight to the seriousness of the offense in
formulating those standards. The board could be called upon to inform the
offender of nis release date shortly after he enters prison. And the supervision
could be scaled down or even eliminated. In fact, the new Oregon statute Would du
precisely these things (except for the elimination of supervision.) "

Would it be better to keep parole in this revised form? Or eliminate it entirely?
Before opting for its elimination, it is worth considering how parole affects the
way time in prison is calculated. There le now a dual system of reckoning time.
Judges are accustomed to imposing lengthy sentences of confinementwhich the
participants in the process do not expect to be carried out ; which could not be
carried out given the limitations of prison resources; and which would be dis-
proportionately severe were they carried out. sine parole board's functionper-
haps ita most important practical roleis to decide shorter, actual durations of
imprisonment. The prisoner who gets a six-year sentence can normally expect to
be paroled after two or three.

Were parole abolished, there would be a single reckoning : real time in prison.
The judge's sentence would define the period to be actually Served. The transi.
tion from dual to single time could easily give rise to misunderstanding, how-
ever. The appearance of a shift towards leniency can be created, even when there
has been no change In the real quantum of punlahment. Suppose the practice in
a given jurisdiction had been to give first-time armed robbers an average sentence
of six years, and parole them, in most cases, after about one-third their sentence
had expired. Suppose parole is abolished and a two-year presumptive sentence is
prescribed for first offenders convicted of armed robbery. That would involve
little actusl change in the average stay in prison: it remains at two years. But
to those accustomed to hearing sentences expressed In the old manner, It will
seem to be a large sentence reduction : two years instead of six !

Is such misunderstanding worth risking? Perhaps it might be, with sufficient
precautions taken. If a single-time system is established, the agency setting the
standards would need a clear directive that it adjust sentence durations down-
ward to reflect the fact that it is dealing with real, not apparent time. The
Hart-Javits bill, which eliminates parole and creates a sentencing conunission to
set the standarde, would accomplish this by setting strict limits on the amount
of actual confinement which the commisenn is permitted to prescribe. The hill
expressly requires that the commission's a:andel-de make sparing use of dura-
tions in excess of five years.°

Without such precautions, a shift to.single time could lead to a large escalation
of sentences. This is a major defect of the Federal Criminal Code bill's present
provisions. The bill ealle upon the nentencing commission to prescribe "real time"
sentences that are not parolable. Yet it contains no clear requirement that the
commission reduce sentence durations downward to reflect the fact that it Is
dealing with real rather than apparent time. And the statutory maximum sen-

so see. ce., David '1'. Stanley. "Prisoner* Among Us: The Problem of Parole" (Wash-ington. D.C. The Brookings Inetitntion. 1070).
17 Oregon Statutes. supra note 14.
es The new law requires the parole board, after connulting a joint advisory commIgtionof judges and parole officiate. to set standards for its release decisionslin its language)to prescribe "retiree of duration of imprisonment to be served for felony offenses prlor torelease on parole." The statute prescribes a desert-oriented rationale which the board mtuAtfollow in setting thore standard!. as follows
"O 2 (2) The ranges fof duration of imprisonment prescribed by the board?

shall be designed to achieve the following objectives :
"(a) Punishment which is commensurate with the seriousness of the prisoner's crimi-nal conduct and
"(b) To the extent not inconsistent with paragraph (a) of this subsection :"(A) The deterrenee of criminal conduct and
"MI The protection of the nubile from further crimes bv the defendant.
"(8) The ranges, in achieving the purposes set forth in subeection (2) of this peetinn,shall give primary weight to the seriousness of the prisoner's preeent offense and hiscriminal history."
The bosrd is rennired to inform the offender early ot his release date and that date clnlater be changed only for "serious misconduct" In orient).
to This argument will be elaborated in my forthcoming report on alternatives to parole.SWIM note 2.
Bart-Javits bill, supra note 22. sec. A.
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tences prescribed in the bill are still the very high ones associated with the tradi-
tional dual-time systemtwelve years for burglary, six years for auto theft, and
so forth.° The dangers are evident I very much hope thatas this important
legislation continues through Congresstheee needless risks will be eliminated.
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Mr. vox Hutson. Let me just summarize some of the points that I try
to make in the statement.

First of all, as to rehabilitation.
I think one of the things that is really quite extraordinary is the

change in official or prevailing thinking on the subject of punishment
over the last several years.

When T started writing "Doing Justice," which VMS in 1971, there
was at that time a number of studies suggesting that perhaps rehabili-
tation didn't work as well as it should; but there was still a very, very
strong belief that the ideal way to dispose of convicted criminals was
to sentence them according to deir needs for treatment.

It was still thought that if there were problems, they were problems
of finding effective methods. And I think we've gone beyond that now.

I think that we are beginning te see that there are more problems to
the traditional ideal of rehabilitation as it applies to punishment than
shnply the question of whether it works.

I note that Professor Wilkes will be testifying after I will. She has
been involved in a number of studies on the effectiveness of programs.

The impressions I have of what they shownot that nothing works
hut that not many programs are effective. Where they are effective, it is
for small groups of offenders. Above all, the whole technology of re-
habilitation is still at a primitive enough stage where it is very hard

ito use it as a guide n deciding how much somebody should be
punished.

But there's another side of the rehabilitative ideology that interests
and disturbs me. It is the question of fairness.

Is it fair, or just, to take somebody who has been convicted of a crime
and decide whether he's going to be imprisoned, or how long he's going
to he imprisoned, on the basis of what somebody thinks are his needs
for treatment.

" Federal Criminal Code WM supra vote 22, secs. 994. 2301. 5831. For my orldelems of
nu earlier version of the same bin, see my testImoly before the Senate Criminal Laws and
Procedures Subcommittm June 9, 1977.

914 7 22? 0 3r 347
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THU MST= PIONIPICTIVIC IN oosaitorioas

There are tow enthusiasts lett In prisons. The preachers and teachers and
treaters have uot produced a pay-off to equal their rhetoric. The prisoner-as-
plaintiff now looks increasingly to the courts. But not much may be expected in
the way of enduring correctional change through the drama of litigation where
the central actors are reluctant judges and resistant prison administrators. In
any case "... prison reform cannot be made acceptable just by ensuring rights
or the comfort of the inmates."(1)

On the dim horizon one sees a group of the newest enthusiasts clamoring for
their place in the torturously convoluted history of prisons. They are called
behavior modifiers. Though not new, their language isn't well-known yet because
they are just now emerging from animal laboratories and back wards of hospitals
for defectives. Their therapeutic arsenal is equipped with positive and negative
reinforcements, pills, chemicals, electrodes and neurosurgical instruments. With
corrections experiencing an "end of ideology" and its weary leadership floating
in a vacuum this new wave of enthusiasm based upon behavior manipulation
may become attractive to them. What follows here la an alternative less enthusi-
astic perhani but even leas manipulative.

Corrections is much too important an lune to be left in the hands of wardens.
Clemenceau might have said. But unfortunately that is a fair picture of current
American correctional practice which is still insulated and isolated. &a a result
it remains uninformed by a theory of human behavior hence it may be found
to be using several simultaneously. It remains uninformed by a theory of the
purpose of the criminal law hence It passively watches itself become an explosive
warehouse in response to legislative whim and' caprice. Correctional objectives,
ouch as they are, developed aimlessly. Tappan obeerved (1961)." In different periods of social evolution (*rain ones have emerged out
of soeiety's particular climate of values and have been more highly prised than
others. Yet each, as it has been crystallised in law, custom, and correctional
practice, has impressed a persisting influence upon subsequent policy. Moreover,
each objective hal become encrusted with layers of rationalization to justify and
perpetuate the established treatment methods. The ultimate consequence Is a
melange of purposes, some deeply bedded in the channels of history it is
not unusual to end correction exertiag, in turn, viadictive, deterrent, and reha-
bilitative measures in relation to the same oMender."(1)

As a result of aimlessness and public neglect the prison never acquintd a spe-
cific correctional purpose, rather it inherited vestiges of the Puritan Bthic and
added middle-class valnes of mobility through work and education to it. Packer
11968) called this a "leap of faith."

"We can use our prisons to educate the illiterate, to teach men a useful trade,
and to accomplish similar benevolent purposes. The plain disheartening fact Is
that we have very little reason to suppose that there Is a general connection
between thew measures and the prevention of future criminal behavior. What Is
involved primarily la a leap of faith, by which we suppose that people who Lave
certain social advantages will be less likely to commit certain kindk of crimes.
It is hard to make a good argument for restraining a man of his liberty on the
assumption that this connection will be operative in his case. It is harder still
if he already possesses the advantages that we assume will make people less
likely to offend."(8)
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We will propose a limited set of objectives for prisons devolved from a aeries
of proposition', concerning our view of man and law in the context of justice.
Meaningful prison objectives cannot be successfully divorced from a conception
of human behavior and the criminal law.

Much of criminologic theory development has taken us down a primrose path
gearching for a "unified theory" of criminality. It has been in the tradition of
early demonology, albeit seeking more "scientific" Unifying themes such as
physique, mental aberrations, glandular dysfunction, genetic disabilities, atavistic
behavior, social ecology, cyclic variation in the economy or weather, and associ-
ational patterns. Theories have tried " to explain criminal behavior itself,
but they do not concern themselves with why certain acts are defined as crimes"
sometimes oblivious to the interconnectedness of "the acts [themselves] defined
in the law as crimes and the forces that impel some people to commit these
acts,"(4) In either ease the notion of responsibility Is frequently downgraded.
Corrections, if not criminology must come to terms with this problem. We can
to, longer await the refinement of theories before acting to modernise the field.
Theorists unlike convicts are not quite so desperate but like them have Plenty
of time. Correctional administrators are not at such leisure.

We are not sure whether the sentence of imprisonment or any other penal
sanet! n really deters (generally or specifically) but we are In agreement with
Norval Morris and Gordon Hawkins when they observed of this endless debate,
that it seems to have deteriorated since We days of Beccaria " Discussions
of this ancient antinomy which have consumed gallons of jurisprudential ink
t urn out on examination to resemble nothing so much as boxing matches between
blindfolded contestants." (5) However, we do have a substantial guide for future
correctional action from work of Walker and Wilkins (cited In Chapter II).

We propose the following propositions based upon a perspective suggested
by Stephen Schafer:

I. Criminal Law is the "command of the sovereign." 1
2. The threat of punishment la necessaryto implement the law.
3. The powerful manipulate the chief motivators of human behaviorfear

and hopethrough rewards and punishments to retain power.
4. Socialization (the manipulation of fear and hope through rewards and

Punishments) of individuals, however imperfect, occurs In response to the
commands and expectations of the ruling soetal-politleal power.

5. Criminal law protects the dominant prescribed morality (a system of rules
said to be in the common and best interest of all) reflecting the enforcement
avect "of the failure of socialization." '

6. In the absence of an absolute system of justice or a "natural law," no ae-
curate etiological theory of crime is possible nor is the definition of crime itself
stable.

7. Although free will may not exist perfectly the criminal law is largely based
upon its presumed vitality and forms the only foundation for penal sanctions.

8. A prison sentence represents a punishment sanctioned by a legislature and
meted out through the official legal system within a process of justiee, against
a person adjudged responsible for his behavior although the purpose of punish-
ment may be deterrence it is specifically the deprivation of liberty for a fixed
period of time.5

9. The entire process of the criminal law must be played out in a milieu if
justice. Justice-as-fairness represents the superordinate goal of all agencies
of the eriminal law.

10. When corrections become mired in the dismal swamp of preaching, ex-
horting, and treating ("resocialization") it becomes dysfunctional as an agency
of justice. Correctional agencies should engage prisoners as the law otherwise
dictatesas responsible, volitional and aspiring human beings.

11. Justice-as-fairnesa ht not a program ; it is a process which insists that the
prisons (and all agencies of the criminal law) perform their assigned tasks

And es Scheer remind(' this may he a gloomy truth whether the origin or the law
la traditional or revolutionary". (Stephen Schafer The Political CrOn(nat, p. 47).

2 Schafer states "Morality is not the product of law : the law exists to enforce morality"
(p. 104) end ". . . crImInal law le a kin? of backom Instrument in the socialisation
proreal. nut It comes Into operation whenever the State of any moral issue so warrants."
(Stephen I chafer The Political (lriminal n. 54)

n1. If punishment In to be considered as aim of Imprisonment. It must he what the
flecruma termed "Zweekstrafe." or m.nIshment for a purpose. rather than "Vergeltungs.
etrefe," or punishment es retribution." A.0 A. "Manual of Correctional Standards" as
cited In Hillinger and Cromwell Peac4ogv,11. 70).
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with non law-abiders lawfully and with an even hand. No more should be ex-
pected, no less should be tolerated by correctional administrators.

12 William Pitt said : "where the law ends tyranny begins"so does tbe
exercise of discretion. Discretion "may mean either beneficence or tyranny,
either justice or injustice, either reasonableness or arbitrariness." (6) Dis-
cretion cannot be eliminated but the justice perspective seeks to narrow, control,
and make it reviewable. (7).

Having stated the propositions we now use them as a springboard for exam-
ining their rational implementation in correction institutions. Of the major
areas in correctional administxation which most vitally affect the operation
of prisons three will be discussed ; sentencing and parole boards taken togetber
and prison administration. We are Interested in how the prison stay hi deter-
mined, organized, and for most prisoners, ended. Following this analysis we
will propose some alternatives. But In preface some thoughts on justice are
offered.

Oa AutioeA. Perspective
Philosopher John Rawls identifies justice as "the first virtue of social in-

stitutions, as truth is of systems of thought" and he continues, "A theory how-
ever elegant and economical must be rejected or revised if it is untrue ; like-
wise laws and institutions no matter how efficient and well-arranged must
be reformed or aborshed if they are unjust."(8) In order to develop an oper-
ational model of justice in corrections we must move from the philosopher's
chair to cell block. Speaking about the student of ethics Han Reichenbacksuggested " the] should not go to the philosopher, he should go where the
moral issues are fought out" (9)

A concept of justice is useful to the scholar but it does not contain the urgency
felt by those who must daily test its utility in practice. Great ideas are played
out by average men not, as Edmund Cabo reminds us, by the legally constructed
"reasonable man" who is usually too dull to get into trouble with officials. (10)
Justice in the //meaner Perspective

We are not interested in "utopian diagrams about abstract justice . . . justiceiill mean . . . the active process of remedying or preventing what would arouse
the 'sense of injuatice' (11) so wrote Edmund Cahn.

The correctional model of justice we arrive at is an adaptation of Cahn's
"consumer perspective." It focuses the official processor of justice on the con-
sumer- on the people caught in the machinery of the agencies of justice
the W./ender, the guard, the victim, the *tams and the taxpayer. Tappan (1951)
bad '.ong ago called this to our attention when he called for the protection of the
innocent against injustice; "Three groups require some special consideration. In
order of their numbers, they are the taxpayer who bears the costs, the actual
or potential victim of the criminal who is most directly Injured, and the innocent
suspect who may be unjustly convicted and punished." (12) In relation to the
"War on Poverty" Cahn's son Edgar and his wife Jean called our approach the
"civilian perspective" rather than the "military perspective." (1$) Jonathan
Caspar in criminal justice identifies it as the "consumers perspective" (14) sim-
ilarly it is what Philip Selanick refers to when he speaks of the imprisoned in
need a "justice as therapy." (15) It is a concern for the micro-world of the
participants in action not tn abstraction.'

The "consumer perspective" or "justice perspective" as we shall now refer to
it can be distinguished from the "Imperial" or "official" perspective. (Cahn, 1963)

"The official perspective has a typical rhetoric which, when expertly manipu-
lated, can seem very persuasive. . . Some of the familiar phrases are : the public
interest in getting things finally settled ; the duty to abide by established prin.
ciples and precedents ; tbe necessity of showing respect for expert judgment and
administrative convenience ; the dominant need for certainty in the law ; the
obligation to preserve the law's predictability so that men will know how to
order their affairs ; the danger of opening tbe floodgates of litigation ; the danger
of opening the gates of penitentiaries ; the danger of inviting collusion, fraud.

'There is a parallel stream of thought oneompaued In Lawrence Hnhlberg's Just Com-Mtitti (two volumes Harvard University School of lildneation) but In the last analysis
It turns out to he a form of group therapy using morality as Its rationale rather than
the parte, At times the two are Indistinguishable, Mantle Women's prison in Connecticut
is the current setting for Kobtherg's (et al) correctional demonstration project.
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and perjury ; the deference due to other organs of government; the absurdity of
heeding mere lexculations ; the necessity of leaving certain wrongs, however
grievous they may be, to the province of morals ; the paramount nets; to main-
tain strict procedural regularity ; and (by way of jolace to a man on his WAY to
the electric chair) the undeniable right to petition for executive clemency." (16)

The justice perspective involves a *hitt of focus from the processor to the
consumer." but among the various consumers and their diverse interests, it offers
no simplistic formula, no a priori preference, no lax/ hierarchy of values. Some
consumers ueed bread; others need Shakespeare; others need their rightful place
lu the national societywhat they all need is processors of law who will con-
sider the people's needs more significant than administrative convenience. . . .

"In the coneumer penspective, there is something repulsive about the complacent
grin with which w- are assured that not many judges have been caught taking
bribes, that the third degree is not so common as it used to be, and that not
many prosecutors suppress evidence favorable to the defense or, if they do, it
is seldom proved. (or that uncovering convicts' corpses embarrasses legislators
and thereby retards correctional reform.]

"How can one expect to solace them by promising that some day the law will
awake to the needs like theirs? Unless a litigant happens to be an Olympian phi-
losopher or a legal historian, he probably desires justice here and now
What he cannot understand is inertia and smug Indifference." (17)

Corrections has long been cut off from ties with the general field of public
administration. Speaking of the courts but with equal validity In corrections,
Judge Marvin Frankel states : "One need not be a revolutionist or all enemy
of the judiciary to predict that untrained, untested, unsupervised men armed
with great power will perpetuate abuse." MD Low visibility and high discre-
tion eventually corrupts. An unhealthy wall of absolute power has kept cor-
rectional administrators cut off from; the mainstream of the history of ideas,
the spirit of open political conflict (other than those of paror localisms),
their constituencies and from general involvement in the public ,Tia. Wardens
have long resisted public accountability (Kadish, 1962)

"s [t]he common demand twenty-five years ago for freedom of the ad-
ministrator to get on with his job free of the harassment of legal imperatives is
the same demand made today by those who administer tile new penology, A
beginning in the correctional area awaits a general recognition that the correc-
tional agency is not sal penetis, but another administrative agency which requires
its own administrative law if it is to make its maximum contributions harmoni-
ously with the values of the general social order in which it functions." (16)

The usual cerrectional response has been that large dosages of discretion are
necessary if correctional administrators are expected to treat (rehabilitate)
criminals. But we have also been warned by Justice Brandeis: "Experience
should teach us to be most on our guard to protect liberty when the Government's
purposes are beneficient." (20) George Bernard Shaw, speaking of the ruthless-
ness of the pure heart said : "Malice and fear are narrow things, and earn' with
them a thousand inhibitions and terrors and scruples. A heart and brain
purified of them gain an enormous freedom "presumably to do anything in
the name of benevolence. (21)

"There is growing recognition that correctional agencies exercise a very
significant form of governmental power, even more important to the lives of Indi-
viduals than most governmental agencies there is also need to do so in
ways that are just and that inspire in the offender. as far as possible. and in the
community a confidence in the justice of the correctional process But the
most important question is whether corrections should actively be coneerned
with the fairness of its processes beyond conforming to legal standards and
participating in the creation of new ones. Legislative and judicial standards
for the conduct of administrative agencies are necessarily minimum stand-
ards * Reliance must be placed upon the administrative agency itself to
achieve that goal." (21) (Dawson, 1969)

As a matter of plain fact, correctional administrators have for too long
operated with practical immunity in the backwashes of Administrative law
adjudication, must not stop when the convicted person is sentenced. (23) The
police and courts in relation to rights due the accused before and through
emnindful that the processes of justice, more strictly observed by the visible
justice perspective demands accountability from all processors even the "pure of
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heart." Properly understood, the justice perspective is not so much concerned
with admin '.ration of justice as it is with the justice of administration.(24

We now turn, using the justice perspective to inform our probes into sentencing,
parole and life in the prison.
On Sentencing and Parole Granting

Judge Marvin Frankel wrote a book entitled "Criminal Sentences" (1973)
which after reading, one can very clearly understand the double entendre in-
tended. It might have been entitled "The Crime of Sentencing" or more chari-
tably "The Lawlessness of Sentencing." It was not, nor is this analysis intended
as an attack on ,itu ;es, rather on a senteneing system which is anomie. With
few guidelines and many judges we are effectively, in the area of sentencing, a
government of men, not laws. (25)

"Experience, and wisdom flowing out of that experience, long ago led to the
belief that agenta of government about/ not be vested with power and discre-
tion to define and punish as criminal pat,' conduct which had not been clearly
defined as a crime in advance. To this end, at least in part, written laws came
into being, marking the boundaries of conduct for which public agents could
thereafter impose punishment upon people. In contrast, bad governments either
wrote no general rules of conduct at all, leaving that highly important task to
the unbridled discretion of government agents at the moment of trial, or some-
times, history tells us, wrote their laws in an unknown tongue so that people
could not understand them or else placed their written laws at such inaccessible
spots that people could not read them." Ginsburg v. United States. 383 U.S. 463,
477 (1966) (26)

It is of vltal Interest to administrators of correctional ageneies that the people
committed to them, because of the usual bitterness they have upon arrival, also
have the feeling that the judicial process immediately undergone was 'fair, just,
and that die sentence received was offense-related and appropriate. (27) This is
largely not the case at present.

Sentencing Patterns. The nation has several different adult sentencing
schemes; (1) a system of both maximum (MA) and minimum (MI) terms fixed
by the court (each offense has its own npper and lower limits set by law) (2)
Both MA and MI (within limits) fixed by court with the MI not to exceed a por-
tion of the MA. (8) MA (within limits set by law) fixed by court and the MI
fixed by law (4) MA fixed by law and MI by court (5) MA and MI fixed by law
for each offense (6) MA fixed by law but no MA in law rather the MA is fixed
by the parole board (7) MA fixed by eonrt, no MI (8) MI is fixed by law and
MA by parole board. (28)

In addition to this crazy-quilt system in the nation, there are sentencing dis-
parities within the same jurisdiction. It is too facile to permit the disparities
to be explained as individualized justice being meted out by different judges.'
Absent sentencing criteria, the individual judge's attitude surfaces as the con-
trolling force. Like others, judges have strong attitudes about sex, I aigging, nar-
cotics and other crimes. The difference in the case of judges is that their atti-
tudes, translated into unbridled action produce the longest prison terms la the
weetern world. Blacka are treated more severely by prison sentences than their
white counterparts for similar crimes. (29) Ent race is not the only problem as
Semen Bennett has obeerved

"In one of our institutions, a middle-aged credit union treasurer is sereing 117
days for embezzling $24,000 in order to cover his gambling debts. On the other
hand, another middle-aged embezzler with a fine family is serving 20 years, with
5 years probalion to follow. At the same institution le a war veteran, a 80-year-
old attorney who has never been in trouble before, serving 11 years for Ille-
gally importing parrots into this country. Another who is destined for the same
institution Is a middle-aged tax accountant who on tax fraud charges received 81
years and 81 days in consecutive sentences In stark conttast, at the same insti-
tution last year,.an unstable yoting man ecrved out his 98-day sentence for armed
robbery." (SO)

itiohlrfi MeOoe ealls our attention to the feet that the "hanging judge" and "softheaded indite" (clisnaribes within a jurisdiction) Is largely the same prodnet or ruleless.nese sentencing systems ("A New Look at RenteneingPart 11" Federal Probation, Rep.
tember 1914, unpubliebed

*Blocks. In the Federal system In 969 and 1970 were averaging 88,0 months compart'dto whites at 754 month& Yetisrai *ream f Prins Statistical keport 1069 and 1970(table A-3A).
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Indeterminate sentences, said to be a treatment tool, have without exception
produced more severe prisons terms. (31)

"70 percent of definite sentence prisoners actually serve two years or legs ;
whereas only 57 percent of the indeterminate sentence prisoners aetually serve
two years or less Clearly, therefore, in practice the indeterminate sentence
system serves to keep a substantially greater proportion of men in prison for long
terms than the definite sentence system." (32) (Rubin, 1978)

The sentencing procedure itself, which presumably represents the apex of the
adjudication process (up to this point justice was largely procedural) where
the sovereign now "restores the balahee" by meting out justice, is largely law-
less. Legislatively prescribed procedures are practically non-existent. Regardless
of what the judge finally selects as a sentence, the process itself, with rare ex-
ception, Is inscrutable. We don't know, because we do not require an explication
of sentence selection norms what a judge considers In his selection. "We do not
allow each Judge to make up the law for himself on other questions. We shonhl
not allow It with respect to sentencing," said Judge Frankel.(36) Continuing
he points out:

"In deciding where to fix any particular sentence, he will presumably con-
sider a host of factors In the case : the relative seriousness of the particular
offensethe degree of danger threatened, cruelty, premeditation ; the prior rec-
ord of the defendant ; situational factorshealth, family disterbance, drug use :
the defendant's work history, skills, potential ; etc. In the existing mode
the Judge is under no pressureand Is without guidelinestoward systematic,
exhaustive, detailed appraisal of such things one by one. He probably does not
llst them even for himself." (64)

Even if he did list them it would be unknowable since he have not developed a
procedure mandating judges to do so. Even when judges are thoughtful, the in-
formation they have before them, upon which to gase a consideration, is fre-
quently inadequate, of a bland generalized nature and "is not mitigated bY
the appending diagnostic courts and summaries that are sometimes legible, and
less often intelligible, to the sentencing judge.(35) Finally, whatever the sen-
tencing process Is, It le not adversary and is rarely reviewable.

One would think that with such unbridled and unassailable power the judge's
sentence would indeed be carried out to the letter. That used to be true but no
longer is.

'The correlation between courtroom pronouncement and actual outcome has
virtually disappeared. The history of penal policy during this interval is in no
small measure one of erosion of judicial power and the evolution of a highly com-
plex process of administrative punishment-fixing that directly Involves prosecu-
tors, parole boards and the disciplinary coMmittee From this functional
perspective, judges are doing less and less of the ref.. decIsion-making, their role
being merely one step in a procesa in which law enforcement, prosecutors,
probation officers, parole boards, parole agents or correctioual staff may play
major (36) (Caleb Foote, 1972)

In the process of erosion, dietrict attorneys at the front end of the criminal
justice system, using their bargaining power make more decisions concerning
the sentence thalt do judges. And at the other end of the system, the parole board
governs the outside length of the sentence.' The prieoner "Kept in the dark
about how to behave" In order to minimize his sentence finds his life In the prison
cast la a 'Vattern of cryptic taciturnity."(37)

Parole boards, without a legal mandate to sentence continue to play a larger
role than judges in sentencing. Caleb Foote (1972) comments on parole board
decision making:

"The same basic criteria are usually employed whether the arena is a court-
room or some prison parole hearing room, e.g.: (1) a determination of how much
time Is right for the kind of crime at Issue, with the decision-maker's own sense
of values and expectations usually (but not always) heavily influenced by the
preesures of his environment and what he perceives to be the norms of his col-
leagues; (2) classification within that crime category of the offender's par-
ticular act as mitigated, average or aggravated; (8) his past criminal record
(slight average or aggravated) ; (4) the extent of his repentance, his attitude

When you think about It, parole boards reglly have more to say about how long a per.
son's liberty must be taken away from blm than the courts do." (Maurlee Engler, Chair-
man of the U.S. Parole Board The (lowie and Vorreetioiss Speech 8/17/18, Kirksville,
Mo.).
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towards available 'treatment', and the official prognosis of his reformability ; or
(5) the anticipated public (usually meaning law enforcement) reaction to a
proposed disposition." (38)

Parole boards, through legislation, have inherited much of the sentencingpower normally associated with the judiciary.(39)
The parole board decielons too are unreviewable and are net hammered out in

an adversary clash, rather they are five to fifteen minute melons frequently
with members using a combination of whim, caprice and artltrarinems. And as
if to say amen, Maurice Bigler of the U. S. Parole Board, fallowing Morrseasif v.
Brewer Raid in a speech (197'3) "5 perhaps it should have been foramen that
eventually parole adieu would have to be governed by considerntions of due
process." 5(40)

Compared to the courtroom which ls open, the parole board iteering is secret.
Only recently have reasons for deolial been given to convicts is a systematic
manner, but decisions, ahem of a &dire of stem of discretlee, are not success-fully nivel:led. (41)

We find vague the rhekerie of thi ir. 7'.zial or Official paspective guiding judgesand parole boards in their ded Joe ' he juse..lca Imespective cheonvel the lack
of clarity and dame ef certainty e.1 sue> in teMbus as: "the eoun4 exercise ofjudicial discretion," "the contiderit:: Lke crime and the criWnal," "the
gravity of the deed," "the guilt of perst.i.rstot." (41) They are, Caleb Foote p Ants
out, no more than slogans, nose are i bp, (43) In the quest for Mimosa using the
Justice perspective we seek a justification irs tee te. a for the decisions of thoee
who exercise wide discretion. "The insrely *.nbridles: power a :udgee arid prison
officials stir questions under the clauses prutnising Lat life and liberty will not
be denied except by 'due process of law'. 144) Justicn Stewart once described
some sentencing practices as discriminatory, capricious as..1 freakish. (45)

We have made this brief excursion in the realm of 1.11eless sentencing and
parole granting not for the purpose of extensive analysis rather to better under-
stand the prisoner as ha enters and tries to legally leave the prison. Prison life is
largely a product of the anemia of sentencing and paroling. Like both, it too is
effectively ruleless. How could it be otherwise with 95% of its prisoners unable
to calculate when they will be released or even what, with a degree of certainty,
Is demanded of them for release candidacy by parole authorities. These two
processes, uncontrollable by prison officials, have crucial impact on life inside
the walls, to which we now turn.
A Restatement of the Purpose of Prison

At one level the problem with prisons ls that they have never bitten off a
dlgestable bite. A narrowing of the rhetoric and purpose is necessary. A prisoner
who entered with feedings of despair, after having received a sentence he felt
Improper but nnrevlewable, now has to settle down to life in a cage. First he
must turn his attention to problems of protecting his internal integrity from
another sequence of largely lawless eventsprison fife. This would bea herculean
task for most but additionally he learns that still another lawless (in the sense
of ruleless) process needs to be undertakenhis preparation for parole. As a
stranger in a soo-like world he begins to seek out significant others who ean
speed his process of release. But who can make Inch judgments in a prison?
WI at appears to be a rational, even tightly drawn milltary-like prison staff
organization is, upon closer examination, chaotic" Again the question turns ondiscretion.

"The U.S. Board of Parole la opening live regional mikes to expedite parole actionsand insure that decisions are considered in a manner that provides greater fairness tnInmates and to the public. Prisoners wilt be told why paroles are denied and may alMeatthe decision to the full Hoard in Washington, D.C. Itegional onion are being opened InPhiladelphia, Atlanta, Kansas Cit . Mo.: Dallas, Ter. ; and Burlingame. California."
(LIMA Newsletter. Angust & Bente= . 1074. IL 28.)Seen from outside. the crinkle:al ustice and correctional ,syatem presents the appear-ance of a virtnally omnipotent wasp raey for the organisation of human misery, But oncehaving won his way lo, the eateldernow a participantdiscovers a shocking fact. Ex-cept for the uslyaml penchant et bureanentli to cover their own trails, there la noconspirney. Indeed, there is hardly say 'organisation'. What appeared at a distance tohe a monolithic system tures out to be no system at allbot rather a concatination ofseveral interest weeps, frequently operating at eless tarpons or, worse. without refer-ence to each other at all. In the chaos ttaspropagateS, accident, apathy, non-aeroentability
and sheer Inertia are rally capable of prodociag what the most efficient. con-certed malice inteht hare aelleved by dodge : t aim total debasement of humanaspiration," (Iliellut R. Korn, "The Prisoners of A rout on : Correetiosal Administrator.
as Penal Reformers" la PrIsmee RIOS* by Michele Hermann and Marilyn Haft (editors),p. 441.)
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Theoretically, the staff of the prison regularly furnishes the parole board with
Information pointing to prisoner progress, its pace, or absence. Of the myriad
events which take place how can discriminating inforMation be sensibly se-
lected, collected, distilled and reported to the board? After the board "studies"
it, it now has to make a decision concerning the convict', future crime-free be-
havior basing It upon his behavior In prisonno muall task. Unaided by rules,
reviewable findings or precedents the board usually, makes iti decision using a
melange of whlm, time served, caprice, the amount. of "noise" created ,by law
enforcement agencies, arbitrariness, and authoritative testaments from clinical
and other prison staff concerning the convicts .reformative progress. It is in .thls
process that prison staff decision making fades into .unbaidled, low visibility
dificretion; If at first blush, discretion loots like power, in prison. it Om Pro-
duces an arena In which Indecisiveness, favoritism, racism, suppression and
lawlessness are daily played out. The system calls forth such responses from staff
and convicts because it gives no direction, has no accountable mission and in the
absence of stecountability; chinas much more than it can prodtict*

We have to conceive of the 'period of incarceration and its place in criminal
Justice In a new way. Consider the problem facing Thomas Edisto, when he was
thinking about a new technology for developing artificial light. The imagery
he labored under at the time was "candle power" and how to increase its
potency. Staring at the candle and acting upon that model he would have
simply produced larger and larger candles. Edison needed and produced a
flight in imagination to arrive to the electric light bulb. In corrections we are
sail toying with the candle. The suggestions to follow are based upon a two-
pronged strategy (1) the immediate and short range and (2) the middle range.
No long range is offered because the critical urgency to 'pave rapidly and
"progress" in corrections Is usually counted in decades. The distinguishing
characterstics between the two strategies is that the short range requires no leg-
islatbn or new appropriations while the middle range requires both.
Immediate and Short Range

We need to conceptual ze imprisonment differently and narrow our rhetorical
claims. A penal sanction should only mean a temporary deprivation of liberty.
It is the legal cost for the violation of some laws. The prison is responsible for
executing the sentence not rehabilitating the convict.

"In seeking to make criminal justice more redemptive and leas punitive, we
may have asked too much of Institutions that can bareb hold their own, let alone
develop the competence to be curers or souls. A retreat from rosy.hopes may well
be inevitable, if only because rehabilitation entails supervision, and ineffective
rehabilitation coupled with openended control has little to commend it."
Beloit& (1908) (46)

The sentence must be seen as a part of the continuum of justiceit must be
experienced justly, reasonably, and constitutionally. It is in the context of
justice that a mission arises for the prison and its staff. The mission is fairness.
Until sentencing and parole problems can be resolved, discretion must be har-
nessed by as much voluntary administrative explication of norms as is necessary
te produce a sense of fairness for both the keeper and the kept.

The prison sentence should merely represent a deprivation of liberty. All the
rights accorded free citizens but consistent with mass living and the execution
of a aentence restricting the freedom of movement, should follow a prisoner into
prison. The prisoner is volitional and may therefore choose Programs for his
benefit. The state cannot with any degree of confidence hire one person to
rehabilitate another unless the other senses an inadequacy in himself which he
wishes to modify through services he himself seeks. This should be evident from
historical experience.. Volition is subversive of the foundation of the clinical
model for the offender exercising independence of choice, may not select the
clinician as his choice of treatment The person troubled or in trouble has to
want something to happen. The beet way to engage him la to treat him with
dignity. Administrators should Immediately begin to sero-base budget all such
program services not voluntally chosen by inmates.

"The postulate of normality, ()impotence, and worth. If offenders are to be
dealt with as human beings, it must be assumed that they are basically like
everyone else, only their circumstances are special. Every administrative device
that negates this principle, and any therapy that ignores it, must be questioned
and, if possible, set aside." (47) (SelanIck, 1908)
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We will shortly elaborate a prison mission of justice for our current fortress
prison environmentbut the fortress prison system must be ended if we are to
expect further rationality in correctional development
Middle Raft le

There are three elements which should govern the middle range strategy which
will be elaborated later: (1) a return to flat time sentences with procedural rules
governing sentence selection. (2) the elimination of both parole boards and
parole agencies; (3) the transformation of the fortress prison into Institutions
for no more than 300 persona, further divisible tato sub units of 30. The institu-
tions will contain people senteuced to similar terms. Release will be determined
by a narrow and reviewable eystoot of fixed good-time Mee. We turn first to those
elements of a short range which can be immediately implemented by edministra-
tom.

4 Justice yodeller the Fortress Prison
The period ot Incarceration can be coneeptualhad as time in which we try

to reorient a prisoner to the lawful use of power. One of the more fruitful ways
the prison can teach non-law abiders to be law-abldIng Is to trest dam in a lawful
manor. The entire effort of the prison should be seen as an Influence attempt
based upon operationallsing juetice. This I. called the "justice model."

It begins by recognisimgnot by moralising what the prison stay is about.
Simply stated, It is an enforced deprivation of liberty. It is a taking of some or
all ur the days of a person's life and his confinement within an area. When men
are confined against their will in this country, the bottom line of the arrangement
of life for both the keeper and kept should be justice-es-fairness. Opportunitieu
for self-improvement should be offered but not made a condition of freeaom

Confinement and (*myrmidon of large numbers of men, in a human roo, who
in the put have frequently resorted to the use of force, fraud and violence is at
beat a preeariots venter& James Q. Wilson said, "We have impoeed the rehabil-
itative philocophy in a way that offends simple justice . .. when it is possible for
one person, by manipulating the system, to go free while another, convicted of
the same crime, remaine In prison for a long team." (48) Prison adreinistraiers
should not now ferther confuse their staff with a mission either claiming moral
or pathologic redemption nor with one which leans on brutality to create
orderlinres.

Justice-as-fairness provide* the keeper and the kept witim a rationale and
moralite for their shared fates in a correctional agency. Considering the failure
of most treatment methods within our current operating structure-46e fortrem
prieonthe justice modal holds some ptomaine, if not to cut recidivism, then to
more decisively preclude Attica'. This model purports to turn a prison **Pertent*
into one which provides opportunities for men to learn to be agents in their own
lives, to use legal prowess to change their condition, and to wield lawful power.
Mtn who can negotiate their fates do not have to tarn to violence as a method of
achieving change.

It is a sad irony In oar system of criminal justice that we insist on the full
majesty of due process for the accused until be is sentenced to a prison and then
justice is mid to have been served. Consider that our criminal code matte It
mandatory that before a criminal sanetton may be hammed, there be a finding
beyond stringent levels at doubt that the aoeused's behavior was a union of eel
and intentIt was volitional. We will reduce degrees of reeponsibility for the
alleged crimes if the behevior was adjudged non-voittionaL We are tough in
standar& of arrest, most stringent in the finding of guilt. The defendant is pro-
tected under the mantle of the presumption of innocence. The state must prove
its allegations "beyond a reasonable doubt." The defendant can stand mute in
court and is protected from conviction out of his own mouth. Anything brought
before the court to support a prosecutor's claim may be challenged. We believe
that this system ts civilised and protects us from der-chamber injustice's. We
strain to protect the lowliest from the capriciousness of the legally entooltnted
authority. The great irony occurs after a conviction when the judge commits n
guilty offender to prison. It takes a great Bight of imagination or studied neglect
to Include the current prison experience In a system of justice. The entire Case
for n justice model rests upon the need to continue to engsge the person In tho
quest for justice as he moves on the continum m defendant-to-convict-to-free
citizen,
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The justice model seek, usage both the keeper and the kept in a joht
venture which insists tht pixies of justice shall operate in a lawful and
lust manner. It simply m diat we believe that the prisoners did not use
lawful means to guide thereatives outside the prison and should therefore be
Provided greater (not lesser) opportunities to learn lawful behavior while in the
institution. The staff effort should be turned to teaching a prisoner how to use
lawful processes to achieve his ends. This also implies that the convict accepts
the legal responsibility ter the consequences of his behavior. In the absence of a
continuum of justice in the prison, most ends are reached unlawfully. When un-
lawful behavior is detected, It I. itself frequently dealt with abeent the very
standards of due process we insist upon outside the prison. The result is a fur-
ther indication to the convict that lawful behavior has little pay-off. He can be
dealt with arbitrarily aed usually responds by treating others in the ume
manner.

The justice model insists that, at least during the period of Incarceration, tbe
priaoner and the staff, as society's agents, will deal with problems In strict fair-
nesssomething we expect of each other outside of prison. Further, it points to
a way of engaging both the keeper and kept in a rhetoric-free manageable prison
experience.

OPERLTIONALISINO JUSTIOM IN TIM PRISON

The model of justice we propose affects several aspects of prison life. It at-
tempts to create a lawful and rational arena for dealing with problems arising
from an artificial environment which charges one group of men to restrain the
mobility of another againat their wills. While this can probably never be volun-
tarily achieved there are wine immediate short range goals which we believe
are realizeable ; (1) a mitigation of harshnesa, (2) peaceful conflict resolution,
(8) and a safer staff work environment that will emerge from the operationaliza-
flea of fairness in prison life.

The days of hiding behind the wall are ef !ctively over. Correctional adminis-
trators can undergo the turmoil of being forced to go public or can take the
initiative and voluntarily begin programs of playing a more open hand. By this
we mean a checks and balance system of scrutiny not another torrent of slick
publications. For those who believe that such a course of action le a new or
radical departure in thinking we cite John Howard in his "State of Prisons," 1777.

"Finally, the care of a prison is too important to be left wholly to a gaoler,
paid indeed for his attendance, but often tempted by his passions, or interest to
fail in his duty. For every prison there should be an inspector appointed ; either
by his colleagues in the magistracy or by Parliament He should speak with
every prisoner, hear all complaints, and immediate4 correct what he finds mani-
festly wrong." (49)

Discretion is the central problem of corrections affecting its entire structure
from the administrator to the convict Its successful harnesaing could go a long
way toward giving The feeling of farmsa to all concerned. More significantly
perhaps it would free the administrator from bondage in the rhetoric of the
imperial perspective and permit him to take a position more suitably appropriate
for an agent of justice. In this muse freedom for the correctional administrator
Iles in the direction of voluntarily adopting a simple justice mode for adminis-
tering his official affairs. How may this be done? Professor Kenneth °nip Davis
suggests several ways of structuring discretion.

"The seven instruments that are most useful in the structuring of discretion-
ary power are open plans, open policy statements, open rulea, open findings, open
reasons, open precedents, and fair informal procedure. The reason for repeating
Vie word 'open' is a powerful one; Openness is the natural enemy of arblizariness
and a natural ally in the fight against injustice." (50)

Properly understood this discussion is limited to the elimination of unnecessary
discretion and the structuring of arbitrary discretion. It does not imply the total
elimination of discretion rather a lifting of the veil so that fairness can creep in
to protect those affected. We all respond more Positively to fair treatment and
even to a punitive action when it is accompanied by a precise explanation of a
violated norm.

In the context of prison, justIce-as-fairness means having clear rules, insuring
their promulgation, and a procedure for determining ind punishing rule Infrac-
tions rooted in due process safeguards (for example: statement of the allegation,
notice, counsel substitute, a hearing, the chance to rebut, written finding', appeal).
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Further, it means giving up the foot dragging which the litigation so vividly bares,
Correctional administrators' should not have to be brought to court to provide
adequate law libraries and access to them, Ibr more than ten sheets of paper or
for punishing by segregation, those who use their right to access the court, the
press or the public. A Justice perspective nacres that expressions of racism will
be fought. We should be in the forefront of exposing the indignities of poor medi-
cal cate, inadequate diets, servile labor, the absence of recreational programs
and inhemane 'segregative facilities. The ease materials shOw that in court we
appear to be alibiing for the existence of such conditions instead of agreeing to
seek remediation. The public nad court will permit us rearonable precautions
about what may freely enter prisons, but they look asking* at the overbroad
PriSel regulation" surrounding mail, publication, and visitors. Adminintrators
need to make a 'dramatic break with the vestiges 'of 'the nineteenth centary
"buried-from-the-world" philosophg. Courts should not have to force Modem
idminibtratots Us adopt any of thoabOve procedures--it embarrasses Dur claims
to protdoet000llow

Spedfically, but not exhaustively, the follewing program elementd would pro-
vide minimal levels for a Justice perspective in prbson operation.

1. Elements of self-governance.
2. A system-wide ombudsman independent of the Department of Corrections.
8. A law, library.
4. Civil legal assistance tor inmate..
5. A prevalling-rate wage system in the prison industries.
O. Opportunity to provide community service (a form of more restitution).
7. Recognition of, and opportunity for programing for different ethnic groups.
8. Due pre. --.3ura1. safeguards built into internal behavior Management systems.
9, No mail censorship.
10. An extensive furlough program.
11. A greater degree of certainty about the length of the prison stay.
12. Open access of the correctional system to the press.
13. A system of victim compensation and offender restitution.
14. Confilet resolution machinery built into the prison operation.
An agende for fallow for guards should include: dearly drewn work assign-

ments, employment standards and salary on par with the state police, hazardous
duty ant malpractice liabllits insurance, a dignified but mandatory earlier (age
55) retirement, 'pedal benefits from duty-related death, the right to organize and
bargain collectively, involvement in program planning, a 'grievance procedure,
freedom fromporthan political pressures, merit sis procedures for promotion, and
mandatory training which La unambiguous about the 'guards' work role and focuses
on procedures of Justice-al-fairness in addition to traditional custodial concerns.

In the micro-world of the prison the justice perspective calls upon the maker of
rules to share legitimate power with the enforCers and consumers of the rules.
It also urges that all rules and ruling* be required to gent the test of being the
least onerous yay of reaching a lawful end.
Sentencing sod Parolegloms Alternation

We have already examined the maze of selitencing patterns which exist in the
nation. We have an idea of the disparities which arise as a result of lawlessness in
sentencing procedures. In the area of sentencing we are * gov ernment of men not
law. Prisoners entering our institutions burdened with a sense of injustice, living
in its compressed tension, with ruleslens procedures for parole, male the entire
prison venture unsafe for all. Yet we will need some form of separation of the
dangerous for the foreseeable future. But rentenclng can be accomplished sensibly
and equitably.

The indeterminate sentence Is now experiencing the beginning of its end.
Recently a group of informed leaders have begun sounding the death knell for
the rehabilitation model and its powerful tool the indeterminate sentence."

At Mood prieon in 1075 guards talked freely about purchasing and retaining their
Jobs. and promoted se a function of routine payments. to county party chairmen.
ra Tieing from 50.00 to $1100.

n-"Now Abot the publics and the correctional stag expect prtsoners to be, at least. so
worse tor the correeUonal experience and, at most. prepared to take their places in society
without further involrgment with the law." (National Advieory Commission on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, 1973) .
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Judge Laurence W. Pierce (U.S. District Court) states in relation to the re-
habilitation model : "I join the chorus of those who are suggesting that this com-
mitment be reassessed. (52) Judge Frankel finds the indeterminate sentence is
frequently "evil and unwarranted." (58) Judge Constance Baker Motley has
suggested a system of graduated sentences of a mandatory nature for the repeti-
tive offender but no prison for most first offenders. (5$) Dr. William E. Mena

Chairman of the Youth Corrections Division of the U.S. Board of Paro.e took
the following position:

(1) We should confine fewer people.
(2) The philosophy of confinement should be deterrence, accountability, and

the protection of societynot rehabilitation.
(3) Adequate training or rehabilitation centers she. *crated by other

agencies to service those offenders whose offenses are d.. ..4.1y related to edu-
cational, physical, or psychological deficiencies. These agencies may be voca-
tional rehabilitation, welfare, educational, or even private agencies.

(4) Whenevt. a person is confined he should be provided the protection,
services, and opportunities that would reflect our belief in the dignity and nature
of man. I would further propose that a National Inmate Bill of Rights be pre-
pared, and all states be urged to adopt and Implement it (54)

Allen Breed, Director of the Calif rnia Youth Authority has come to the
position that our "goal may (have) to be to make rehabilitation fit the
crime." (55)

"But we should not confuso the public or ourselves on what we are doing.
If we send offenders to prison we do so to punish them, not to rehabilitate them.
Hopefully, we can carry out our punistment in humane and sensible ways
and long sentences for offenders who are not dangerous can hardly be called
sensible.

"The method would vary with the offender. Dangerous offenders must be
kept In secure institutionsfor the protection of societyfor tbis must remain
our primary consideration. The vast bulk of offenders need not be incarcerated
at all, or for as short a time as possible, and always for periods that are sped
fled in advance." (56)

The AFSC Task Force also called for the reduction of discretion in sentenc-
ing and an end to reliance on rehabilitation as a goal In corrections. (57) Richard
A. McGee, president of the American Justice Institute, and.perhaps the nation's
most prestigious correctional figure, has after over 40 years of practice
concluded:

"The divergence of views with respect to the purposes of criminal justice ad-
ministration on the part of police, courts, correetione legislature, significant
citizen groups, politicians and the communication trNlia give rise to a total pic-
ture of confusion, capriciousness, and injustice, if not irrationality. A system
needs to be devised and put into operation which will (a) protect the public,
(b) preserve the rights of Individuals, and (c) satisfy reasonable men that it
is fair, consistent, intelligent, and incorruptible. Such a system must be capable
of adapting to tbe advancement of human knowledge and to the changing social
and economic needs of the total society. That such a system of criminal justice
does not exist in America today except as unrealized ideal is scarcely open to
argument. This void is more apparent in sentence determination than in most
other phases of our present 'non-system.' . . . The time for change has come.
The question in most jurisdictions now is not do we need change but change
to what and how to bring it about. W1,1ther to muddll along responding to
unsystematic political sharpshooting or to make fresh plans for orderly legis-
lative enactmentthat is the choice. Simple logic dictates the latter course. As
a point of departure, this writer after years of frustrating experience and in-
formal eensultation with numerous practitioners and students of the problem
has devised an alternative sentencing syatem (58)

MeGtbe urges inter alio the (1) end of indeterminate sentencing (2) a return
to fiat time sentencing (3) procedural criteria for sentencing (4) sentencing
review procedures (6) and an end for both parole boards and parole51 itself as a
separate entity.(59)

ulilton Rector. Etecntive Director of the NCCD, looking to "Corrections In 191113" also
advancee the elimination of mole boards and narolo. ifs ego somata the periodfr men.
datorv release of prisoners with assessments of how the priNoners fares on these forlosens
As determinative of readiness-for-release decisions (Rarleirth R. Trorker, editor Goals for
Social Welfare 1978-1993 : An Overview of the Nest Two Decsdes, 1573)
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It is indeed an important chorus, as judge Pierce noted, but at least eight addi-
tional widely respected reports must be added to the chorus seeking sensible sen-
tencing : (1) The National Council on Crime and Delinquency's Model Sen-
teneing Act (19/2) (2) The American Law Institutes' Model Penal Code (1963)
(3) The ABA's Standards Relating to Sentencing Alternatives and Procedures
(1969) and their Standard Relating to Appellate Review of Sentences (4) The
National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justiet Standards and Goals' Report
(5) The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice, (6) The New York State Citizens Inquiry on Parole and Criminal Justice
(7) The Committee for the Study of Incarceration rend (8) The Group for the
Advancement of Corrections', Toward a New Corrections Paw." All have a
common thrust in relation to sentencing beat described by the ABA in a com-
mentary "Perhaps no single process or series of processes in the criminal justice
system is more chaotic than the aet of sentencing." (0) Although each report
represents a variation on a similar themethe emergent cuneensus seems to be :

1. Sentencing criteria should be statutorily required.
2. Sentencing should be based upon classification of offenders into risk cate-

gories.
8. Sentences should be more definite, (there are fairly broad 'variations but

indeterminancy is substantially rejected) or fixed and graduated by seriousnessof the offense.
4. Sentences should be reviewable.
5. Sentences of imprisownent should be substantially reduced.
6. Sentences of imprisonment should be justified by the state after an ex-

haustive review fails to yield a satisfactory community-based sanction.
Others have urged Commissions on Sentencing, (61) sentencing review coun-

cils, (62) separate sentencing heariegs, (6$) an end to plea bargaining (because
it limits all other sentencing alternatives),(64) statutory atuhority for nonin-
carcerative sentences, (65) an end to the capriciously excessive "emergency
laws" which periodically panic legislatures, (66) for sentencing decisions to be
weighted in favor of promoting a concept of individual liberty (67) and sentence
equalization courts (automatic review). Thorsten Sells speaking to the historical
struggle between the egalitarians and the bobavioral scientists observes (1970) :

"With the increasc of the number mud variety of possible dispositions available
to the courts the arbitrary power of eourts which the egalitarians were desirous
of destroying because of their mistrust ot these agencies, has been increased, and
more and more discretionary power hzx been transferred to agencies of correc-tional administration . . . The treatment philoeophy has constantly made more
inroads, but has not reached the point ot diminishing returus." (08)

The current and pen/latent thrust may be fairly characterised as a neteciassleal
consolidation of penal sanctions. We add the perspective of justice-as-fairnees
which insists upon tight procedural regularity, hence a narrowing of discretion,
for the agencies, of the criminal law.

A 1111111114 TO /LAT TIME

"All this leaves the problem just where it was. The irresponsible humani-
tarian citizen may indulge his pity and sympathy to his heart's content, know-
ing that whenever a criminal passes to his doom there, but for the grace of God,
goes he; but those who have to govern find that net either abdicate, and
that promptly, or else take on themselves ae best t. elm many of the attri-
butes of God. They must decide what is good and i evil; they must force
men to do certain things and refrain from doing eeitain other things whether
individual consciences approve or not ; they must resist evil resolutely and con-
tinually, possibly and preferably without malice or revenge, but certainly with
the effect of disarmir g It, preventing it, stamping It out and creating public
opinion against it. It short, they must do all sorts of tlengd which they are
manifestly not ideally fit to do, and, let us hope, do with becoming misgiving,
but which must be done, all the same, well, or ill, somehow and by somebody.

"If I were to ignore this, everyone who has had any experience of government
would throw these pages aside as those of an inexperienced sentimentalist or an
Impossibilist Anarchist." (George Bernard Shaw 1022) (69)

neon:diatom of 'Vero Deelarations of Principles": one by correctional administrators.rind a second by the Nx-Prisoners Advisory Group (sponsored and published by ThooAcndemv for Contemporary Problems, 1601 Nell Avenue, C"ollimbus, Ohio, 1979).
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Richard McGee's alternative for California returns to fiat time sentences in
a five degree felony plan ranging from a minimum of three months to three
years In the 5th degree to seven years to life (and death, if lawful) for lst
degree felonies. Considerable divretion Is left IQ judges (with a built-in appel-
late review council) and state parole is collapsed into the existing probation
system In the county that Vie released convict is expected to dwell. The prison
therefore receives no discretion other than through the residual good time law
which is not eliminated. Our suggestion, although closely paralleling McGee's,
calls for a total fiat sentence for three typSe of felonies mitigated by substan-
tial good time credit. Both plans return Power to the judiciary, within statu-
tory guidelines and eliminate parole boards entirely. McGee observes:

"The Judicial system is uniquely equipped to manage the decision making
process In accordance with law, if an appropriate system were established to
control capriciousneas In subjective sentencing judgments. If judges are not
social scientists, we must submit that most parole board members are not either
mid even where some of them are, there is no evidence that their decisions on
balance are more wise and appropriate than those of judges." (70)

We call for a system based upon a finding of deer and present danger to be
necessary for the imposition of a term of imprisonment. Imprisonment should
be the court's last available sanction following an affirmative action by authori-
ties seeking other alternatives. When a finding of clear and present danger
Is made it should require incarceration. At this point we part with McGee,
who we believe, leaves too much discretion to the courts (even with tbe appel-
late review council, which we support). If we can accomplish procedural regu-
larity in sentencing we believe a system based upon categories of demonstrated
risk will bring more certainty and fairness to the prisoner.

But the prison needs one other tool to make prison life more rational. We
propose that the limit on the flat time sentence be mitigated only by good time
credit. This puts the discretion closer to the source which can most usefully
employ it. It simply says to the prisoner (in category B for example) :

"Your stay has been determined to be four yeti's, no more, you can get out
in two years but that's up to you. We reduce your sentence one day for every
day of lawful behavior. You can't get out any faster by making progress in any
other aspect of prison life. 'Awful behavior is the pay-off. We trade you a day
ou the streets for every good one inside. For rule infractions, which may lead
to a ION of good time, you will be able to defend yourself at a bearing, safe-
guarded by due process. We publish and issue a list of rules and the penalties
for their viola a. Our internal court does not deal with any 3ctual crimes you
may commit. If we have probable cause to suspect you committed a felony
during your term with us it becomes a matter for the local district attorney.
This may lead to another prison sentence. The law is such that lost good time,
over six months, can be restored by a judge and a thorough appellate court
procedure."

The basic idea behind each of the leading sentcncing revision plans is a
search for the classification of dangerous felons. They presuppose tight sen-
tencing procedures and they propose a variety of ways of accounting for the
more dangerous.

Consistent with the neo-classic approach taken in this paper the organisation
of the justicelor-fairness prison is based upon the principle of maintaining that
spark we all seek as validation of manhood (and womanhood)responsibility.
The prison sentence is punishment but its execution is not vengeful. His convic-
tion was based upon his volition and now forms tbe basis for bin treatment as a
prisoner. The new prison program can offer a reasonable array of services beyond
the food-clotbing-medical-shelter needs. We see the need for educational, recrea-
tion, conjugal visitation, work and vocational programs.

Education (academic and vocational) in our now prima program is akin to
labor. There is no need for a full spectrum of remedial grade, high school and col-
lege programs. Prisons rarely have them anyhow. Education should be offered on
a contractual basis after a prisoner (or group of prisoners) has selected a pro-
gram be believes necessary for, his own self-improvement. Counseling can also
be accomplished in this manner. blew programs are simply added and old ones
discarded in reaponse to need, not for the purpose of keeping dozens of civil
service academicians busy without reference to needs of the prospective student
body.

3 (Li
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An clinical programs can , dismantled as well. The spectacle of organising
inmates into therapy groups Lir caseloads Is embarrassingly tragic. It is best
described as a psychic lock-step. When the indomitability of the human spirit
could not be crushed by our "break the spirit" forefathers we relinquished 'he
task to the technology of psychiatry. It is our belief that a conception of the
prisoner as volitional and his assumption of responsibility for Ms behavior pro-
vide the best, chemistry for mental hygiene. "To punish a man Is to treat him as
an equat To be punished for an offence against rates is a sane man's right" said
W.F.R. Macartney, an English exprisoner. (11) If he feels he has an emotional
problew for requiring professional assistance the prison rhould make a timely
response by providing a delivery 'System whereby private therapists are con-
tracted for from the free -"oriel. J. D. Mabbott believed that :

."0 " it.would be best if all such (clinical) arrangements were made optional
for the prisoner, so as to leave him in these cases a freedom of choice which
would make it clear that they are not part of his punishment If it is said that
every such reform lessens a man's punishment, I Wink that is simply muddled
thinking which, If it were clear, would be mere brutality." (72)

The central point to be made is that the prisoner chooses and his release is not a
function of clinioal progress. We wonder, In an atmosphere of real choice, (in
the sense of "free enterprisa") how many prison clinical programs would survive?

As the Twentieth Century times to an end the prima must act on the univer-
sally accepted axiom that the human animal is basically bisexual and that dep-
rivation of opportunities for its expression, In the test of circumstances, leads
to distorted behavior. Dignified, private and extended visitation is a minimal
standard in our lir* scheme. It is 'not a reward. Like medical and food services it
is minimally required for those from whom we expect responsible behavior.

Type B and 0 custodial facilitlea are distinguished by degrees of security.
Secure custodial architectural treatment can now be accomplished mainly by
perimeter defense. When a 800 person facility is sub-divisible into living units
of thirty, other advantages arise (I) the oppressive features of large congre-
gate living (counts, grouVmovembnts, routinisation, etc. . .) are eliminated
(2) further refinements of classification (by work, education, even treatment
groups voluntarily devised) for residence selection are available (8) staff can
be assigned to manageable units and have their skills matched to the needs of
the prisoners they supervibe (4) finally the guard as we have known him his-
torically may Ilnd new roles for himself. In the last analysis it may provide a
safer work environment

We o/er no single scheme for the course of transition from the fortress prison
to a new environment. It will take a state-by-state struggle for each to find their
particular way." Some states, not yercommitted to the rehabilitation approach,
might leap over the next two decades) by moving to a justice model now. Others,
having already become dieillusioned with treatment approaches but trapped into
strict custody can begin a proceed of detent between the keeper and kept based
on an agenda of fairness rather than one of increasing clinical services. And for
the majority of states located somewhere in between It will take searing self
analysis and hard-nosed administrative decisions to redirect their efforts toward
justice In prisons.

Transformation of the fortress prison will be expensive but not as expensive as
building and operating new fortress prisons. There will 'm offsetting savings in
locking fewer people up (In our accompanying plan for rationalising sentencing)
and further savings are realisable by the dismantling of archaic clinical, indus-
trial and educational programs. Our conception of the prison stay as reasonable
and certain (if austere) is based upon the premise that the pay-off will be an
increase in the probability 'of safer street&

Finally, we suggest a perspective that assumes crime and the criminal are not
aberrations, that incarceration for some will be necessary, that in a democratic
society the prison administrator's first priority is to accomplish it justly and that
we stop seeking messianic "treatments" as a way of "changing" people. Pavid
Rothman has some timely advice along these lines

"Richard Breese suggests a rational aentencing transition plan for California. Witha history of strong commitments to county probation California can reasonably collapseits state parole sereces into county operations. Bat then are too many verladons in theU.S. to suggest (MeLlee does not) adoption of one transition plan for all or even manyNUM.
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"Such millenial goals and the true-believer syndrome they engender have helped
generate and exaeerbate our present plight. But pursuing a strategy of decarcera-
tion might introduce some reality and sanity in a field prone to illusion and
hysteria. Americans will not escape the tradition of reform without change by
continually striving to discover the perfect solution. Rather, we must learn to
think in tough-minded ways about the coats, social and fiscal, of a system that has
flourished for so very long on the basis of fanciful thinking. If we can talk openly
and honestly about what we can and cannot accomplish, if we demolish the myths
of incarceration, regardless of how convenient or attractive they appear to be,
if we put adequate funds and support behind the pilot progeams that, when
evaluated carefully, should lead us to fund large-scale measures, then we may
begin to reverse a 150-year history of failure." (73)
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Restitution and
Community Service

by Douglas C. McDonald, Vera In.stitute of Justice

Restitution's Ancient Roots
Court orders to pay restitution or perform ci-nniunity
service as a penalty for crimes are being touted as new
and innovative sentencing options, but these practices are
rooted in practices that ate far from new. Requiring offend-
ers to compensate victims for their losses waS customary
in both anvient civilizations and in the less developed
societ its we often call "primitive." Victims , at their kin
typically took the lead in otoanising the communal reaction
tola wbreaking, and the desire for compensation was peob-
ably at least as common as the urge to retaliate.

Victim restitution fell into disuse when vitaims km their
central role in the penal rocas, a development that fie-
curled when formally organiosd govermnenss emerged and
asserted their authority. K ings and their ministers defined
a crime against an individual alai:rime against the state,
and the machinery of the mate assumed the responsibility

Moderator: James Q. Wilson. Collins Professor of
Management.

University. of California. Los Angeles

Guests: Newman Flanigan, District Attorney.
Suffolk County. Boston
Albert Kramer, ludge,
Quincy, Massichinetts, District Court

Michael Smith, Vela Institute of Justice

Punishment for cranes has uaditionally bow thought
of as "paying a debt to society," but in the CAK ol
rertitutlon and community service, this us mote than
a figure of speech. Restittnion demands a payment
by the otrencier to the victim, and community service
demands that the offender perform a specific number
of bouts of work on community projects.

fat administering criminal penalties. Victims desiring
compensation were refetral to the civil courts Although
judges here and there may have continued to order restitu-
tion payments as an adjunct to a criminal sanction, it Is
fair to say that restitution had effectively vanished from
Criminal law and procedure in Western societies by the
19th century.

Contemporary Restitution and
Community Service
The idea resurfaced in the mid.19tArs. Penal reformers
advocated the use of Iwo different types of restitution-
oriented sanctions: direct compensation of the victim by
the offender, usually with looney although sometimes with
services ("victim restitutirm"), and unpaid service given
not to the victim but to the larger community ("community
service").

Contmunity service sentences were formalired is the
Untied Slates when judges in Cid iforma 's Alameda C'ounts
Court devised, in 19O6, a community service sentencing
program to purists indigent women who violated traffic
and pelting laws. Too poor to pay a fine, these women
were likely to be sentenced to jail. But putting them behind
hoes imposed a hardship on their Inaiihes Ily imposing
community Senile orders, the courts broadened their store
of available penalties, estnected punishment hum the ot.
fenders. lig)rxned the suffering visited upon their innocent
frmithes, so-tided-the cost to the public of imprisonment ,
anti orieluced valuable services to the comillUnity at large

Ais-tedo County's judges gained experience with tho
new sentencing option they broadened the program 10
include male offenders, juveniles. and persons convicted
of crimes mate serious than traffic or parking violations.

'isninnairy servic.e sentences were given a hip ham 1klier,
the Braise+ t:ravemment instituted a nationwide program
in 19'1 Within a few years, tem ol thousands of of f ende s
II* .ghoul the linked Kingdom were placed on probation

assitk off community setvice obligations. The program
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demonstrated the feasibility of using the sentenve on a
laige scale, and similar prugrams sprang up in the United
States and other countries, including Australia, New
Zealand, and Canada.

Victim restitution programs soon came onto the U.S.
scene. In 1972, the Minnesota Restitution Programprob.
ably the first such effortgave prisoners convicted of
property offenses the opportunity to shorten their jail stay,
or avoid it altogether, if they went to work and turned
oser part of their pay as restitution to their victims Courts
throughout the country adopted the idea mndifying it in
various ways, and began to incorporate restitution agree-
ments into their sentencing urders.

Today, the most common praoice is for the courts to
detemune the nature and estent of the restitution to he
ordered and to inipose it as a condition of probation lit
perhaps a third of the programs. the scenario resemhles
that shown in the Crum File program Prior to sentencing.
judges refer willing offenders and victims to court-
appointed mediators to negotiate agreements specifying
how offenders will compensate victims for their losses or
injuries These agreements are iniposed as a condttion of
the sentence.

In many jurisdictions. mum restitution and community
service result front an understanding among all panics-
judge . prosecutor, offender. and s ictim- --that criminal
charges will he dropped once restitution is made or corn
munity service is performed This practice is consequently
not a sentencing altemative at all hot a procedure for divert.
ing the defendant front further prosecution

Many critics are troubled hy these pretrial diversion prac
tices because courts or prosecutors sometimes ohtam what
amounts to a sentence front persons who, in many ru
stances, might not have been found guilty had they ever .
cised their right to full-hlown adjudication The preferred
procedure. in the eyes of these critics, is to limit restitution
or community service ohligations to sentences imposed
after guilt has heen formally established

Supporters, however. argue that diversion is beneficial
precisely because persons not yet wedded to a life outside
the law can avoid the stigma associated with a conviction
and. consequently. may more readily beconie law abiding
once again. Ultimately, whether one values or thsapproses
these diversem procedures depends in large pan on how
they are used and for what types of dclendants

Since the end of the l970's. the number of coolniumix
service and restitution progranis has increased &man
tally 1 o cope with a grow ing sictinis ntosement.
toughened strittinents toward drunk drivers, and fad and
ftri:on crowding. Slate and local gosernmentx across the
tmetry are rapidly expanding the availability of both types
of programs

A tticent survey estimates that there are at least SIMI to
Srf't programs of dillerent sin's for tits enile offenders in
dm. warm. No mines s has e been done of adult plograms
in thy t',Z.a decade. bot it is prohably sale to guess that

This program hrooglo i ut hs the National
Intiitute of lush, c. lams K Stew art, Ibret. to,
The ertes mottoc cd through a grant Iodic Pulie
l'eundation
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250 to 500 programs serve the criniinal courts. With in-
creasing frequency, judges in jurisdictions lacking for .
malty organized programs are also fashioning restitution
and community service sentences of their own.

Even though community service and restitution have be-
come more popular in recent years, it is important to
recognize that they have still established little more than
a beachhead in the American courts Only a small minority
of the coons in this country order either of these sentences
with any regularity, , and the proportion of offenders receiv-
ing them is even smaller. Most judges continue to rely
pnntartly on the few sentencing options that have long
been available---imprisonment, fines, probation, and in
some States, suspended sentences or their equivalent.

Why Use the Sentences?
One barrier to broader accep:ance of victim restitution and
community sets-We as criminal sentences has been the lavk
of agreement as to why the courts should impose them in
the first place. What penal objectives should judges try to
achieve with them? Should the courts punish offenders.
rehabilitate them, or restrain them f tom committing morc
crimes', Should a sentence be uniposed to serve primarily
as a deterrent. a message aimed at would-be lawbreakers?
Should victim restitution he supported because it has a
beneficial effect on offenders, or because it serves victims'
needs? Or should thc courts embrace these sentences as
substitutes for inlyisumment in the hope that they are more
eonstrtichse and less costls to the taxpayer?

The answers to the pteceding questions affect the choice
offender to be gisen the sentence, the nasty or rewarding

itatare of the work to be demanded. the burdensomeness
un the financial restitution demands, and the strictness with
which these sentences are enforced.

Many argue that these sentences can ht all things to all
people arid IN:retry serve several penal purposes slum bane-
ously The missions of many programs are formulated in
vague, abstract, and often idealistic tants. State law s
usually provide little guidance because they are typically
written to authorrte use of the sentences for hosts'
categtwies of of fenses (for example. "all misdemeanors')
without indicating wary they are to he imposed This results
in considerable diversity of practice from one courthouse
to another, and not infrequently, coMusion within a single
courthouse regarding the proper and acceptable place of
these sentences.

However. this multiplicity and imprecision of goals is
often u great advantage when the sentenses are int-oduced
into courts, because different judges may impose thon for
different reaams Whether this will lead milli: permanent
establishment of thew sentences is an open question

One impulw. animating restitution and communits service
sentencing has tveti the hope and belief that both may
contribute to th: rehabilitation of oltenders Disciplined
work has lorg been considered reformative In addition.
offenders pt,l-trining community service may acquire
some employable skills, improsed work habits and a
record of quasi-emplosment that may he hunger than any
job they 'se held before V ict on restitution- %NIA brings
offenders and victons lace to fare, also forces onendris
to see firsthand the vonsequenics of their tkeds and thus
1110 encourage the development of greater social roil. in.
%Millis and maltirits Soule theorists base also argucd that
Wenders' mschic halam:e and selt esteem arc restored
%hell ttu's compensate their victims dtrectly or serve the
community Imre generally'
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But Do They Rehabilitate?
Unfortunately, very few studies have been done on the
f fact of restitution and community service on offenders.

One study evaluated experiments in four different Amer-
ican juvenile courts. Youths were given at random either
traditional sanctions or restitutipn orders, some of which
included a community service oMigation. In two of the
four couns studied, juvenile offreidas who were ordered
to pay financial restitution or to perform community service
had lower recidivism rates than those given othor types of
sentences. In the third cant , the MeMber of cases was too
small to draw strong conclusions, but the findings
suggesred a similar effect. In the fourth court, there was
no difference in subsequent criminality.

The effects of ordering edult offenders to make financial
restitution have not been eumined with any rigor, but the
few existing studies o(conwnunily service show less prom-
ising results than did the juvenile coun study dereribed
above. British offenders ordered to perfotm community
service were reconvicied at a relatively high rate (35 to
45 percent, depending on the study) within a year of sen-
tence, 3 rate that was foetid to be roughly the same for
comparable offenders who received either prison sentences
or other nonincaretrative sentences.

Similarly , offenders ortlered to perform community service
in New York City were reanared no less often (and no
more) than offenders of similar backgrounds who were
sent instead to jail end subsequently released. One study
of community service in Tasmania claims to have found
more positive effects, but weaknesses in that study's re-
search design make it hard to accept this conclusion with
confidence.

Oiventhepaucityt.syiatnuskatsrntiantotheeffcctaof
restitution and commuriity service sentences, it is difficult
to draw any strong conclusions about their effects except
to say that we have no evidence that using them makes
much difference in the subsequent criminality of adult
offenders. Foe juveniles, the sentences may have some
positive effect, for reasons net understood. We do not
know much about whether serving these sentences has
positive effects on other aspects of offenders' lives, such
as their employment.

Substitutes for Imprisonment?
Both sentences are often advocated as sensible alternatives
to incareerative sentences. It is commonly believed that
jails and prisons are schools for crime and that the ability
to live in the free community deteriorates as one adjusts
to life in the abnormal society of prisoners. As noted
above, however, we have no evidence that these nonincar-
cerative sentences do any better or worse than imprison-
ment for adults with respect to later criminality. However,
the studies tell us if prison or other sentences have greater
deterrent or incepacitative effects than community service
or restitution; these issues re addressed briefly below.

Is there consequently not acme for preferring um of restitu-
tion or community service to imprisonment, if only be-
cause iinprisontnent coats anywhere from $15,000 to
$40.000 per prisoner per year and because il can cost as
much as $,80,000 to $100,000to build a single cell? Many
State and local governments, laboring under the burden
of rising prison and jail populations, have been persuaded
by this argument and have for this reason created commu-
nity service and restiretion program' (untie coons to use.

Encouraging judges to substitute one of these sanctions
foe jail or peison rerms has produced mixed and often
disappointing results. Reducing the use of imprisonment
is one of the explicit goals of the British policy, but re-
seareh suggests that British judges use the community
sernice sentence more often than not in instances when
another nonincarcerative penalty would have been im.
posed. Very few of the American programs have been
studied systematically, but the preponderance of young
persons, white-collar offenders, and first offenders in
these programs suggests that the likelihood of a jail sen-
tence would have been very small for many of them.

Judges are reluctant to impose restitution or community
serviceor any other relatively unconventional sanc-
tionif they believe that doing so does not serve their
particular sentencing goals. To the extent that judges sen.
fence persons MOH to incapacitate them temporarilyto
take them out of circulation for awhile--community serv-
ice or restitution will probably not be seen as an acceptable
alternative. lf judges are primarily motivated to rehabilitate
offenders, these unctions may appear to be attractive
options, even though their effectiveness is not well sup.
potted by extensive research. But judges, in many in-
stances, do not send offenders to fail to rehabilitate them.
More often than not, they seek some mix of sanctions for
the sake of punishment (Mcause offenders deserve it), for
the sake of deterring offenders or others from future crim-
inality (to scare them straight), and for incapacitation.

Having to pay restitution or to perform unpaid labor Can
be seen as punitive, and is punitive. Both sentences create
obligations that require some effort and that need to be
backed up by coercive authority. If judges are to substitute
these sentences for prison terms, they want to know that
the conditions are enforced strictly. They also want lobe
sure that somebody has clear responsibility for seeing that
the orders are carried out and that noncompliance is re-
ported to the court. And judges may want these sentences
to send this message to offenders: "You an being punished
for your deeds. You most take respor"ibilily for your
actions and you must Ore break the law again, upon pain
of funhee punishment ." One attempt to "nurket" a punitive
community service sentencing alternative to the courts
may be found in a project conducted by the Vera Institute
of Jugice in New York City. The project demonstrated
that judges will 'mem a nonincarcerative sentence as a
substitute for jail if work obligations are enforced and ate
in essence punitive.

Whkh Way the Future?
Community service and victim testi' ,n are important
additions to the American courts' list .reencing options.
But their future will depend in part on how..and
whether--we resolve the larger debate about the way we
should respond to criniinals. Beliefs about our ability to
control cnme were shaken badly by nsing lawlessness
during the 1960's and 1970's. Legislatures, courts, and
the public have lurched from one proposed solution to
another. In this unstable world, it is impossible to predict
if these new sentences will find an enduring place in the
courts or will pass out of existence as yet another fad. If
we want to increase the odds that these sentences will
become "institutionalised." probably the surest course is
to clanfy why judges should impose them, under what
conditions, and within what limit, Reaching agreement
on these questions will not be easy.
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Discussion Questions
I. To what objectives (deterrence, incapacitai ion. rehahmli.
tai ion retribution) should criminal court Judges gi re prior-
ity when determining the sentence to impose on adults
convicted of property crimes? On property offenders with
long records1 On:.ivenile offenders charged with serious
lawbreaking? For crimes involving threatened or actual
violence against persons?

2. For what kinds of crimes and for what kinds of offenders
should the courts order victim restitution? Community
service?

3. What type of labor should offenders given community
service perform and why? How many hours, days, or
weeks should be required, and what rationale should be
used in determining this?

4. Under what -;ircuntstances would victim restitution
be preferable to a jail sentence? Why? And community
service'.

This study guide and the videompe, Restitutitw and
(ommunitY Scrin.e, is one of 12 in the Clone File
series of 28v:-minule program% on critical criminal
Justice issues. They are available in VHS and Beta
fortieth for SI7 and in 1/4-i neh format for S23 t 1,1u
postage and handling). For information on how to
obtain Re)fifution unit Conununity Servit e and other
crime File videotapes. contact ('lime File, National
Institute of Justice'NCJRS, Box 6018), Rockville,
MD 20850, or call 8(81-. 851 -3420 or 30I -251 -
550)
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S ince its establishment in 1930, the Federal Bureau of Prisons has

recognized that education, vocational training, and work experi-
ences are powerful influences in helping offenders shape more pro-
ductive lives after their release.

Consequently, the Bureau has attempted
over the years to provide such experiences
to the varied and changing populations
entmsted to its care. Recent developments
now permit the provision of these services
in a more integrated manner.

BACKGROUND. Before 1930, education,
vocational training, and work programs in
federal prisons consisted of basic literacy
training, a few correspondence courses,
and work programs based on institution
needs. It was not until a centralized
Federal Bureau of Prisons was established
in 1933 and Federal Prison Industries
(UNICOR) was founded in 1934 that the
programs changed. The Bureau's first
director, Sanford Bates, established a

comprehensive educational program
Since those early days, the eclucation

and training opportunities within the
Bureau have expanded dramatically.
Academic education programs have been
expanded, vocational training
redlines have been built, recrea-
tion programs have been devel-
oped, and libraries have
been established. Trained
education supervisors have
been hired at each institu-
tion and the number of
teaching and supervisory
staff has increased. Inmates
are now tested to assess their
educational and vocational levels
of achievement as well as their aptitudes
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to benefit from programs designed to
enhance their present skills.

The establishment of prison industries
provided paid employment and training to
federal inmates for the first time. Industrial
employment set 1,,es to eliminate inmate
idleness through productive work experi-
ences and provides funds and services for
vocational training for inmates. In addi-
tion, UNICOR serves as a motivating force
to expand the educational system. Thrr igh
employment in industries, opportunLn
are provided to acquire knowledge and
skill in trades and occupations that assist
inmates upon their release.

UNICOR has recently combined
resources with the edurstion branch of the
Federal Bureau of Prisons to produce a
series of inrovative vocational training
projects in fields that offer greater than
average Job growth during the current and
ensuing decade. All programs are certified
by vocational training schools, Junior col-
ieges, or private accrediting agencies.

The education staff at each Bureau in-
stitution offers a wide vrxiety of courses
geared to help offenders learn to cope not
only with personal problems but also to
develop their abilities to become
productive citizens.

OFFRIDER PROFILE. Over 11,000 in-
mates enroll in educ...donal c occupation-
al training programs on an i nual basis
The average daily population figure for the
FBOP during fiscal year 1984 was 32,833.
Of this number 31.5% were black, 2.0%
American Indian, and 0.7% Asian and
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other minorities. Of the 65.8% who were
Caucasian, 18.7% percent were of His-
panic orig The average age of federal
inmates is .35.6 years, and the average
time served is 15.6 months.

Inmates represent a broad educational
spectrum. The typical offender reads at a
7th grade level and functions academical-
ly at approximately the 9th grade level.
Most inmates lack a marxetable skill. Ap-
proximately 52.6% are high school gradu-
ates while many have completed college
or other postsecondary education courses.
This wide variation in offender ability and
skill level presents a challenge to the
education staff as they strive to be respon-
sive to each offender's particular needs.
PDUCATIONAL GOALS OP THE
FEDERAL BUREAU OP PRISONS, Based
on identified offender needs, the Federal
Bureau of Prisons has established the
educational and occupational goal of pro-
viding all inmates with opportunities to:

Acquire educational skills commen-
surate with his or her need and ability
through offerings ranging from basic '
postsecondary programs
Acquire or improve a marketable skill
through one or more training programs
whi:h include the performance of live
work which provides a product or ser-
vice for use by the institution, UN1COR,
or another agency and/or employment
in the institution or prison industries
Use leisure time more positively
through directed leisure activities.
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Academic study, job training, life skills and positive leisure activi-
ties all combine to better prepare the inmate for responsible

citizenship outside the institution. The following briefly describes the
seven different educational activities available to offenders.

ADULT BASIC EDUCATION (ABE) pro-
grams are designrd for the approximately
17% of the federal inmates who have
less than a sixth grade education. These
inmates are required to enroll in an ABE
program for 90 days. Additionally, only
those inmates who successfully complete
an ABE program are eligible for UNICOR
or other paying assignments above the
entry level pay grade. Monetary incor.
fives, intensified tutorin& and other
positive reinforcements are also used to
encourage enrollmedin and completion
of ABE courses.

ABE is often taught in a Learning
Center where students learn at their

own pace using programmed instruc-
tional materials, audio-visual aids, com-
puter-assisted instruction, and
indMdualized personal instruction.
Inmates or community volun-
teers often serve as educa-
tional aides.

Special provisions are
also made to accommodate
the handicapped and those
identified as having a learn-
ing disability. Since the ABE
program is already highly
individualized, such modifica-
tions permit the handicapped
and learning disablud student to be



integrated into the regular program.
AdaptMions include the provision of
special materials such as large print,
Braille, or large print typewriters, inter-
preters for the hearing impaired, readers
for blind students, notetakers for the
writing impaired, and other individual-
ized instructional techniques as neces-
sary. Policy requires that all institutions
now have either a reading specialist or a
special education instructor on staff.

GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOP.
MINT (GED) is designed for the approx-
imately 16,000 inmates who lack a high
school diploma. To meet their needs,
high school equivalency courses and the
GED examinations are offered. The tradi-
tional classroom and the Learning Center
approach are used to prepare inmates for
the GED examination. GED instructional
materLls and the GED test are also
available in Spanish, French, large print,
Braille, and audio cassette.

ADULTZOinINUING EDUCATION
(ACE) courses ire open to inmates in
most federal prisons through contract ar-
rangements with local school distrkts
and/or community colleges. Courses are
offered both on a non-credit and credit
basis. Continuing education courses
usually do not require that students be
high school or college graduates. The
courses, similar to those offered in many
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communities nationwide, are designed to
enrich inmates' general knowledge or to
enable them to leant new skills. Some
courses are designed for "brush up" In
particular subJccts or to meet a special
interest, such as speed reading, contem-
porary issues, or foreign languages.
English as a Second Language (ESL) is
also offered in institutions where a
significant namber of inmates speak
Spanish as their primary language. If
courses that lead to a high school
diploma are offered, they are included in
the continuing education category.

OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION (OE) pro-
grams provide skill training in a wide
variety of disciplines and skill levcls,
ranging from entry level to highly skilled
occupations, In an effort to provide each
inmate with a marketable skill. An
estimated majority of federal offenders
are unskilled at the time of commRrnent
to prison. They have the opportunity to
upgrade their skills through instruction
and work experience, career orientation,
and vocational training. Program options
cover a wide range of areas such as the
general exploration of the world of work,
formal vocational training, apprentice-
ship programs, on-the-job training in
institution &flees, shops, and prison
industries, and work release into the
community.

The most significant recent innova-
tion in occupational education has been



the development or !)rs.industrial +rain-
ing programa, Timrse programs ate
designed to seduce intrAite idleness
without compronsing actory produc-
tivity or safety by providing an initial
orientation to the UNICOR world of
work. The programs provide hands-on
skill training before an inmate takes his
or her place in prcduction. They also
provide refresher, continuing, or ad-
vanced training as neeled during pro-
duction. In addition t.." classroom work,
the pre-industeal prognsms make use of
UNICOR factor'es during non-production
evening and eekend ho...4 for hands-
on experience with the equipment. In
this phase of their training, inmates
perform actual production work under
close supervision which is then checked
for compliance with standards and
eventually sold to customers.

In 1984, the Board of Directors of
Federal Prison Industries authorized the
expenditure of $3 million for innovative
projects in vocational training. These
innovative model programs, described in
detail later in this booklet, provide train-
ing in high growth occupations.

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION is for in-
mates who have successfully completed
high school and want to further their
education. Courses are provided on the
basis of inmate interest, need, and ability
to succeed in college. On-site programs
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developed by institutions of higher leam-
ing, correspondence courses, and study
release are available to meet inmates'
needs for postsecondary education.

Under Bureau policy all inmates
must pay for college courses. An institu-
tion may pay up to one-half of the cost if
a student is unable to develop personal
resources and if the inmates classifica-
tion team approves the college course as
an appropriate program goal.

SOCIAL EDUCATION programs consist
of planned learning activities that assist
inmates in their adjustment to the institu-
tion, their personal growth, and their
ability to cope with problems encoun-
tered in society upon release. The
courses are designed to develop com-
petency in "life skills" connected with
family relationships, household manage-
ment, Job seeking, consumer law, and so
forth.

RECREATION AND LEISURE ACTIVI-
TIES are sufficiently diversified so that
most prisoners find something of in-
terest. Recreation spvialists design
programs so that inmates can improve
their physical and mental health, im-
prove interpersonal skills, reduce stress,
and learn to use their free time
constructively.

Intramural sports include softball,
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baseball, basketball, and volleyball.
Weightlifting, handball, soccer, track, and
physical conditioning and weight reduc-
tion are also important physical activities
for inmates. Inmates and community
volunteers actively serve as umpires and
coaches, and many community athletic
teams come into the prisons to compete
with institution teams.

Hobbycraft programs also provide
outlets for artistic expression. Inmates
pursue a variety of arts and crafts in-
cluding ceramics, painting, woodwork-
ing, and leather craft. Some completed
art works are sold by inmates through
the institution visiting re program and
proceeds are retumed t. mate.

One particular progra,
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residence, is funded Jointly by the
Federal Bureau of Prisons and the
National Endowment for the Arts. Profes-
sional artists are employed, on an ex
perimental basis, for one year in selected
inseWtions to establish visual or per-
forming arts programs and to pursue
their own art form in the prison setting.
Approximately twenty-five federal
prisons have now participated in this
program and most have continued all or
a portion of the experimental effort.

Increasingly, emphasis is being
placld on leisure programs as important
tools in helping inmates cope with the
psychological impact of incarceration and
to help mintain good health as it affects
institution life and job performance.
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As in any education system, a variety of support services, such as

Cltesting, counseling, and data management, must complement the

actual delivery of teaching programs. This section will describe these
services and their impact on offender participation and achievement.

'LISTING. During their odentation
period, all English-speaking prisoners
(except pre-trial, study and observation,
and sentenced aliens with a deportation
detainer) take the Stanford Achievement
Test (SAT) to detetmine their academic
achievement level. Other appropriate
tests are administered to individual
inmates if further testing is required. The
Spanish version of the Comprehensive
Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) is adminis-
tered to those inmates for whom Spanish
is the primary language.

EDUCATION RIMSENTATIVE. During
orientation, an education representative

meets with each new inmate to help him
or her establish realistic academic and
occupational goals and to map an educa-
tion program. Program plans are
periodically reviewed to ensure
that the original goals continue
to be compatible with the
needs, capabilities and in-
terests of the inmate. If
prisoners choose to do so,
they can meet with an
education representative
to discuss education
related problems. These
representatives help
inmates meet individual goals
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and inform them of new programs and
opportunities.

IN-HOUSE PROGRAMS. Approximately
95% of all education programs are of-
fered within the institutions. In an effort
to enhance participation and motivation,
education facilities are modem In design
and pleasant in appearance, thus pro-
viding an atmosphere conducive to
learning. Also, most institutions have up-
to-date audio-visual materials and equip-
ment to facilitate the education process.
Nontraditional teaching methods such as
individualized instruction, computers,
and instructional television are successful
with many offenders who have failed in
traditional classroom settings. Education
programs maximize the use of individ-
ualized learning procedures and
materials, and inmate tutors often serve
as education aides and help to increase
student-teacher contact. The education
departments are open up to 12 hours a
day on a year-round basis; work pro-
grams operate up to 8 hours a day.

COMMUNITY RESOURCES. Many educa-
tion and training programs are
strengthened through services provided
by community-based educational institu-
tions. Some are within walking distance
of the prison while others require
transportation to reach. Universities, two-
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and four-year colleges, and vocational
training schools provide accredited
academic and occupational instruction.
Courses are offered both inside and out-
side the institution depending on the
custody level of the inmate population.
Study release enables carefully selected
inmates to attend local education
facilities during the day and retum to
their respective institutions at night.

The community also participates in
the department's activities by providing
volunteers who give their time to
organize and direct leisure time programs
and serve on advisory groups inside the
institutions. Citizens are active in a wide
variety of inmate organizations including
such groups as Alcoholics Anonymous,
Toastmasters, Jaycees, and in religious,
athletic, and recreational activities. From
time to time, these same volunteers ar-
range for qualified inmates to join them
in the community for special programs
sponsored by their respective organiza-
tions. Community groups and individual
volunteers are indispensable in providing
assistance for the many social, educa-
tional, recreational, athletic, and religious
activities available at federal prisons.

LAW LIBRARIES AND LIBRARY SER.
VICES. The Federal Bureau of Prisons
has long recognized the right of inmates
to have access to Cie courts and ro legal
research material. Thus, the Bureau has
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provided law libraries for many years. In
1977, the types of publications available
were widely expanded to meet the re-
quirements of the Supreme Court
decision, Bounds v, Smith.

A trained staff member is present on
a part-time basis to help offenders find
appropriate resource materials. Staff is
responsible for ordering and maintaining
all law library materials.

Federal institutions also provide
general library services, sometimes
including a formal library from which
inmates check out books of their choice.
In many instances, library services are
available through the auspices of state,
local, or university libraries. Books are
ordered by mall, by special inter-library
loan arrangements, or from bookmobilvs
visiting the institutions. Generally, there
is no charge for these services.

Recently published paperback books
are purchased on a quarterly basis by
many institutions and large quantities of
surplus paperbacks are also donated
from the community. Paperbacks are
usually distributed to the housing units
for easy access. Library services are
under the general supervision of a
credentialed librarian in tM Bureau's
Central Office who is available for con-
sultation and technical asti-tance to all
institution staff.

OFFENDER PARTICIPATION AND
ACHIEVEMENTS. The Inmate Programs

94-72? 0 - 139 - 13

Reporting System (lPhz) is u aut....mated
perfomunce measurement 2 ill= t`ont
monitors inmate program i...rolvement
and performance. Through 1PRS, inmate
program plans, progress and achieve-
ments ate documented and updated.

The IPRS data is used as a manage-
ment tool to determine each institution's
funding and programming needs. The
data is also used to measure the degree
of success of tire Bureau's educational
efforts.

Offender participation in the many
available programs has increased
dramatically (see appendix 2, "Inmate
Completions, Fiscal Years '80-84). This
increase is expected to continue as the
new partnership among education,
industries, and the community is
strengthened and additional avenues of
interrelationships are explored.

ORGAMIZATION STROME! AND
RESPONSIBILITIRS. In 1984, over 500
staff were directly involved in ad-
ministering and providing education,
training, end leisure programs for federal
inmates. In the past fiscal year, the
Industries, Education, and Training Divi-
sion was established within the Bureau
to coordinate these related programs and
services.

Prior to 1979, institution education
departments were directly accountable to
the Bureau's Central Office In
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WiLshingion, D.C., where a professional
staff provided overall program. ad-
ministration. In 1974, the Bureau of
Prisons established five regional offices,
each with an education administrator.
These administrators monitor education,
training, and leisure activity services at
the institutions within their regions. They
also provide planning and program
assistance.

The Central Office staff is now
responsible for overall budget develop-
ment and implementation, policy
development, definition and
msintenance of perfotmance standards,
kaservice staff training, and the iden.
Motion of new instructional materials,
methods, and related resources.
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Institution supervisors of education
choose their own teaching materials and
design their own programs within the
standards established by the Central
Office and in consultation with the
regional education administrator.

FUNDING. During fiscal year 1984,
expenditures for general and occupb-
tional education and for leisure activity
programs were in excess of $23 million.
Funding comes from two SOUR:ft:
earnings (profits) from Federal Prison
Industries and congressional appro.
priations.
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Tn 1983, education in the Federal Bureau of Prisons was placed
lunder the same organizational umbrella as prison industries, This
new partnership places equal emphasis on job training, work, and
education; all play a role in providing inmates with the best possible
post-release survival skills,

"Project $3 Million" was established in
an effort to strengthen vocational educa-
tion throughout the Federal Bureau of
Prisons. Under the program, UNICOR
sponsors skill training prograrrs that
meet special, rigorous criteria: service to
the institution, UNICOR, or other agency;
training for highly marketable jobs; com-
munity involvement In designing,
delivering, and certifying the skill train-
ing through voluntary or contractual
participation; innovative training
methods; and critical evaluation of the
overall program. Some 46 programs are
currently In place in over 30 Institutions
and provide training for occupations

ranging from entry level to advanced
technology. Typical of the programs
are the following,

OPTICS. An optics training
program, at the Federal
Correctional Institution
Butner, North Carolina, is
fully integrated with an
apprenticeship program.
Classroom instruction is pro-
vided on the theory of human
optics and lens grinding. After
completion of the academic pro-
gram, trainees assume paid apprentice-
ship Jobs in a new UNICOR opt.. t
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factory. Eye glasses are manufactured for
all inmates within the Federal Bureau of
Prisons and for some patients in
Veterans Administration hospitals. The
apprenticeship program leads to certifica-
tion by a state licensing board.

CULINARY ARTS. Various kinds of food
service programs are operating at the
Federal Correctional Institutions at Fort
Worth, Texas, and Lexington, Kentucky,
and at the Metropolitan Correctional
Center, Miami, Florida. Students are
involved in various phases of culinary
arts training: food service preparation
and presentation, short-order cooking,
and cooking and baking.

BUSINESS INFOPERATION CAMPS
MID DATA PROCESSING. Business and
office skills programs, involving state-of-
the-art equipment, operate in the Federal
Correctional Institutions at Danbury,
Connecticut, Memphis, Tennessee, Milan,
Michigan, Morgantown, West Virginia,
Pleasanton, Ceifornia, and Sandstone,
Minnesota. A very broad range of skill
training is provided and includes instruc-
tion in word processing, computer
programming, computer literacy, and
microcomputer accounting.

LANDSCAPB TRCHNOLOGY. Landscape
technology programs, which provide a
service to the Institutions as well as
prepare trainees for entry level employ-
ment, are provided at the Metropolitan
Correctional Center, Tucson, Arizona; the
Federal Correctional Institutions at
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Texarkana, Texas, and Phoenix, Arizona;
and Federal Prison Camps at Big Spring,
Texas, and Maxwell, Alabama. Land-
scape technology features a career ladder
that prepares a student for direct employ-
ment after the !,3t semester of training.
Students who hold advanced certificates
can seek employment at higher levels.

DRAFTING MID COMPUTER-ASSISTID
DRAFTING. Several institutions have
undertaken projects that provide training
in drafting and design technologies; in
other projects computer-assisted drafting '

has been added to the basic drafting
course. The U.S. Penitentiary, Lewisburg,
Pennsylvania, and the Federal Correc-
tional Institutions at Texarkana, Texas,
Bastrop, Texas, Danbury, Connecticut,
and Oxford, Wisconsin, provide these
programs. Wherever possible, they pro-
vide precise scale renderings for institu-
tion construction and repair projects. The
training is rigorous and fully comparable
to that available in the community.

Other noteworthy programs involve
training in computer sciences, petroleum
technology, waste water treatment, pest
control, cleaning services, and diesel
truck driving, repair, and maintenance.

Additional innovative projects are
tinder consideration and are expected to
be operational within the coming year.
The combination of classroom instruction
coupled with hands-on, live work Is
expected to help inmates compete suc-
cessfully in the job market when they
are released.
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Conclusion

Education and recreation staff in the Federal Bureau of Prisons are
justifiably proud of the many opportunities offered federal prisoners

to use education and related programs to improve not only the
quality of their life while incarcerated, but also their chances for

post-release employment and successful personal and
community activities.

All programs are reexamined periodically to determine whether they
meet the needs of the participants and whether they are sufficiently

motivating to maintain sustained enrollments. This brochure
describes programs which art constantly changing to keep up with
what is viewed as the best In a dynamic field. This is done because
federal correctional administrators continue to believe that education

can serve as a change agent, particularly to people who need and
want to change.
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Ten Most Frequently Offered Occupational Prograim By Institutions--
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Inmate Completions By Program Fiscal Years '80-84
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Federal Bureau of Prisons Facilities

111111rAt.ri.

E] NORTHEAST REGION
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

III SOUTHEAST REGION
Atlanta, Georgia

IIINORTH CENTRAL REGION
Kansas City, Missouri

IIISOUTH CENTRAL REGION
Dallas, Texas

III WESTERN REGION
Burlingame, California
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Institutions of the Federal Bureau of Prisons

Northeast legion
FCI Alderson, West Virginia 24910
FPC Allenwood, Montgomery,

Pennsylvania 17752
FCI Danbury, Connecticut 06810-3099
USP Lewisburg, Pennsylvania 17837
FCI Loretto, Pennsylvania 15940
FCI Morgantown, West Virginia 26505
MCC New York, New York 10007-1779
FCI Otisville, New York 10963
FCI Petersburg, Virginia 23804-1000
FCI Ray Brook, New York 12977-0300

Southeast Reston
FCI Ashland, Kentucky 41101
USP Atlanta, Georgia 30315
FCI Butner, North Carolina 27509
FPC Eglin Air Force Base,

Florida 32542
FCI :qxington, Kentucky 40511
FPC Maxwell Air Force Base,

Alabama 36112
FCI Memphis, Tennessee 38134-0003
MCC Miami, Florida 33177
FC1 Talladega, Alabama 35160
FCI Tallahassee, Florida 32301

North Central Region
MCC Chicago, Illinois 60605
FPC Duluth, Minnesota 55814
USP Leavenworth, Kansas 66048
USP Marion, Illinois 62959
FCI Milan, Michigan 48160
FCI Oxford, Wisconsin 53952

FMC Rochester, Minnesota 55903-4600
FCI Sandstone, Minnesota 55072
USMCFP Springfield, Missouri 65808
LISP Terre Haute, Indiana 47808

South Central Region
FCI Bastrop, Texas 78602
FPC Big Spring, Texas 78721-6085
FCI El Reno, Oklahoma 73036
FC1 Fort Worth, Texas 7... i 19
FCI La Tuna, Texas 88021
FDC Oakdale, Louisiana 71463
FCI Seagoville, Texas 75159
FCI Texa-kana, Texas 75501

Western Region
FPC Boron, California 93516

P.O. Box 500
FCI Englewood, Colorado 80123
USP Lompoc, California 93436
FCI Phoenix, Arizona 85029
FCI Pleasanton, California 99568
FCI Safford, Arizona 85546
MCC San Diego, California 92101-6078
FCI Terminal Island, California 80731
MCC Tucson, Arizona 85706

Key le askew/saw
USP United States Penitentiary
FCIFedtral Correctional Institytion
FDCFederal Detention Center
FPCFederal Pdson Camp
MCCMetropolitan Conectional Center
FMSFederal Medical Center
IJSMCFP-11.5. Medical Center for Federal Pnwners

3 47,
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Reproduced from U.S. Department of Justice. National
Institute of Justice. Identifying drug users and monitoring
them during conditional release. Washington, The
Department, 1988. p. 9-17.

Monitoring the criminally involved drug user

Background

Early efforts at monitoring: the 1970s

As part of the nation's response to the heroin epidemic of the late 1960s and
early 1970s, new approaches to monitoring criminally involved drug users in
the community were developed. These approaches were designed to interrupt
the cycle of drug-use/crime/drug-use and to end the "revolving door" syndrome
of drug-using offenders, who often passed through the criminal justice system
repeatedly.

During this time, many cities established Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime
(TASC) programs to identify criminally involved drug abusers and refer them
to treatment, In some instances, formal diversion programs were estabaished,
and criminal charges were dropped against those drug users who completed the
programs successfully. In other instances, the drug users' performance in
treatment was simply viewed as a factor to consider when deciding whether
continued liberty (i.e., non-incarceration) should be granted. Many of these
programs to deal with drug users became institutionalized as key features of
local criminal justice systems, although as national attention to the problem
of drug abuse waned in the late 1970s others were discontinued.

Increased fail and prison crowding

In recent years, most urban jurisdictions have experienced sharply increased
levels of detention and incarceration, which have resulted in crowded jail and
prison facilities. Most of these jurisdictions are both building (or planning to
build) additional jails and prisons and are seeking additional, safe, effective
ways to release individuals who are now detained or incarcerated. Moreover,
Many jurisdictions are under court orders to improve jail and prison conditions;
in many instances a court-imposed cap exists on the number of inmates that
a given facility can house. Because of these caps, some jurisdictions have been
unable to accept new prisoners or detainees, and others have been forced to
release certain previously incarcerated individuals in order to comply with court
orders.

The renewed search for safe, effective
conditional release alternatives

Jail and prison crowding has spawned a renewed search for ways to release
inmates while preserving community safety. As a result, many jurisdictions have
established or are considering establishing intensive supervised release
programs, electronic monitoring programs that monitor compliance with home
detention, work release programs, etc."Because of thot high release risk posed
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by drug users, in comparison with non-users, some jurisdictions are making
special efforts to develop programs that facilitate the safe release of drug users,
both pretrial and post-conviction.

Distinguishing features of pretrial versus
post-conviction stages of criminal justice processing

The pretrial stage of criminal justice processing varies from the post-conviction
stage in several major respects. Most importantly, the pretrial stage deals with
defendants who have been accused of committing criminal acts, rather than
with offenders who have been found guilty of the charges against them. This
constrains the actions that the criminal justice system can take to reduce the
release risk posed by defendants awaiting trial, even after a probable cause
finding has occurred at initial court appearance.
Further, release decisions at the pretrial stage must typically be made very quickly

after arrest and, hence, must be based on very limited information. This is in
sharp contrast to the information available at later stages of the criminal process,
such as sentencing to probation or parole release, when several weeks may be
spent developing a comprehensive profile of an offender as well as other data
needed for key criminal justice decisions before the offender is released to the

community.

Pretrial monitoring: the Washington, D.C. experience

Description of program operations

The D.C. Pretrial Services Agency (PSA) assesses defendants' pretrial release
risks and makes recommendations to the local trial court regarding appropriate
conditions of pretrial release in each case. As part of its mandate, the Agency

now collects urine specimens from virtually all local arrestees, shortly after they
are arrested, and tests those specimens for the presence of five drugs (opiates,
cocaine, phencyclidine or PCP, amphetamines and methadone). Defendants
who are identified at the bail-setting stage as drug users, either by urinalysis
or self-reports, are usually released non-financially to await trial, conditioned

on entering treatment or entering PSA's program of periodic urine-testing before
trial. If defendants violate their conditions of pretrial release e.g., by
continuing to use drugs PSA reports this to the court, which may hold a
defendant in contempt of court or otherwise impose sanctions for the violation.
PSA's adult testing program, initiated in March 1984 under a grant from NH,
is now funded by the D.C. Government. The program is being evaluated by
Toborg Associates, under a separate grant from NIJ. 11

Program outcomes

Since PSA's pretrial drug detection program for adult defendants began in March
1984, more than one-half of all tested arrestees have been identified as drug
users. Indeed, during thc first half of 1987 approximately two-thirds of tested

10 Monitoring the criminally involved drug user
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arrestecs were found to be active drug users, with cocaine, PCP, and opiates
the major drugs of abuse.12 These drugs were often used in combination.

One issue concerning urine-testing is whether the results, obtained shortly after
arrest, could be used to improve the classification of defendants with regard
to the comparative risk of pretrial rearrest and/or failure-to-appear (FTA) that
each defendant poses. Preliminary analyses of this issuesuggest that urine-test
results do provide an improvement in risk classification of defendants." Planned
analyses will further assess the strength of urine-test information for classifying
defendants as to pretrial misconduct risk.

As stated previously, certain D.C. defendants who were released before trial
were ordered to report to PSA for periodic pretrial urine-testing. The defendants
who complied with the program requirements (defined for the purposes of the
analysis as appearing as scheduled for four or more consecutive tests) had much
lower rates of pretrial rearrest and FTA than defendants who did not comply

that is, the dropouts. Indeed, rates of pretrial rearrest and FTA for those
who complied with the program about two-thirds of all persons ordered into
the program were about one-half the rates of the defendants who did not
comply. For example, the pretrial rearrest rate for the defendantswho complied
was 16 percent, as compared to 33 percent for the dropouts. Failure-to-appear
rates for the two groups were 17 percent and 33 percent, respectively. These
differences in the rates of pretrial misconduct exist after controlling for other
factors that might affect pretrial misconduct, such as prior record, charge, age,
and so on."
Thus, compliance with urine-testing separated defendants into two groups, with
large differences in expected pretrial misconduct rates. This suggests that the
pretrial urine-testing program serves as a signaling device: by continuing to
appear for urine-testing, defendants signal that they pose relatively low risks
of pretrial misconduct if released despite the fact that they were identified
at the time of arrest as drug users and, hence, as members of a group that poses
a higher-than-average risk of pretrial misconduct.15

Practitioners' perspectives

The urine-testing program that PSA operates for arrestees and drug-using
defendants who are released before trial has been very popular with officials
of the local criminal justice system particularly with judges, who are charged
with the responsibility of setting appropriate conditions of pretrial release and
wish to have information provided about defendants' risk factors as aids in
making those decisions. Many judges e commented that they are now willing
to "take a risk" on releasing a drug UK. Jefore trial, conditioned on participation
in PSA's urine-testing program, because they know that PSA will monitor the
defendant and promptly report any continued drug use to the court.") This
practice is confirmed by statistics indicating that rates of non-financial pretrial
release increased after the urine-testing program began."

Monitoring the criminally involved drug user I
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Short;y after PSA's drug detection program for adult defendants became
operational, judges and other local practitionersbegan to comment on the need

for a similar program for juveniles facing criminal charges. This concern was
prompted by the high rates of drug use found among young adult defendants,
ages 18-21, as shown in Figure 1. Subsequently, in October 1986, an N1J-funded
Juvenile urine-testing program became operational in the District of Columbia,

also operated by PSA.

Keys o program acceptance
There are a number of reasons for the success of PSA's pretrial urine-testing
program. These include the following:

High-level criminal ; Ake officials have been supportive of PSA's
program. They were familiar with the ways in which urine-test results
could be used, because widespread urinalysis screening of arrestees
had been done in the District of Columbia, off and on, since 1971.
However, no previous program was as systematic, comprehensive or
responsive to the needs of the court as is PSA's.

PSA's program was carefully planned and implemented. Considerable
attention was given to developing rigorous chain-of-custody
procedures, determining the proper uses of urine-test results in criminal
justice proceedings and acting to preclude other uses of them, training
and educating PSA staff as well as other criminal justice practitioners
about the program, and so on.

Urine-test results obtained at the time of arrest are used in D.C. solely
to determine conditions of pretrial release. By the terms of PSA's
implementing legislation, they cannot be nsed to determine guilt or
innocence on the instant charge or as evidence of probation or parole
violation in another case. Similarly, urine-test results for defendants
who are tested periodically as a condition of pretrial release can be
used only to monitor compliance with release conditions; they cannot

be used for other purposes. These limitations have obviated a variety
of legal problems. The carefully constrained uses of the urine-test

results from PSA's program has been a critical factor affecting the
widespread acceptance of the program.

The urinalysis technology used by PSA the EMIT (enzyme
multiplied immunoassay technique) system has been objectively
rated as having a high level of accuracy; moreover, the equipment
does not require toxicologists to operate it. As a result, PSA staff were
able to learn to use the equipment after only a short training period,
and they consistently have provided the court with reliable test results.

12 Monitoring the criminally involved drug user
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Figure 1

Weshington, DC Anutees
with positive urine tests, by age and drug

(June 1984 January 1985)
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Special legal concerns

There have been few legal challenges to the PSA pretrial testing program since
it began, and to date no major feature of the program has been challenged
successfully." This is largely due to the careful attention that was given to legal
concerns and defendants' rights during the planning Atges of the program.
Although there is little case law with regard to urine-testing in the District of
Columbia, there has been litigation in other jurisdictions. As a general rule,
to survive legal challenges, drug testing of defendants mustbe reasonably related
to a legitimate state interest; must not discriminate against suspected
classificatioft. 'T persons tested (e.g., must not discriminate by age, race, sex);
and the int) . an that results must be balanced against the defendants' valid
privacy interests and the right to be free from unreasonable searches and
seizures." Thus, whether pretrial drug testing of arrestees is constitutionally
permissible in a given situation depends directly on how it is applied that
is, what purposes it is expected to serve and what procedural protections are
present to insure against violations of defendants' rights.

Replication and expansion efforts

BM is sponsoring development of pretrial urine-testing programs similar to
the one PSA operates in the District of Columbia. New programs began
operation late in calendar year 1987.

Post-coavictiou iwaltoriag
Routine Probation and Parole Urine-Testing
and/or Referral to Treatment
A variety of release conditions can be imposed on any probationer or parolee
to try to protect community safety. These restrictions on the behavior of a
convicted offender may include complying with a curfew, staying away from
certain individuals or neighborhoods, obtaining or maintaining a job, etc., as
well as routine reporting in person to a prboation or parole officer. In addition,
special conditions of probation or parole may be imposed on drug users or
offenders with a history of drug use; tblse may include entering a treatment
program for drug abuse or participating in a urine-testing program to
demonstrate that no drugs have been used.

Additionally, some jurisdictions now provide for intensive supervision programs
(ISPs), where high-risk offenders released into the community are monitored
more closely; probation and parole officers' caseloads in these ptograms are
much smaller than the norm. In spite of their small caseloads, ISP probation
officers in Brooklyn typically did not know, in the absence of urine-testing,
that the probationers they were sunervising were using drugs.20

The impact of probation and parole supervision varies considerably across
jurisdictions. Factors affecting impact include the quality of treatment available

14 Monitoring the criminally involved drug user
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to drug abusers and the consistency with which sanctions are imposed when
offenders violate conditions of probation and parole.

The California civil addict program

Although a variety of civil commitment programs for heroin addicts have been
implemented over the years including well-publicized programs in New York
state and at the federal level ihe California Civil Addict Program has received
the most extensive evaluation. The seven-year program consisted of a period
of incarceration, followed by parole or monitored release including frequent
urine-testing in the community.° Violation of program or parole regulations
could result in reincarceration.

One of the major studies of this program considered the impact of different
types of supervision on parolees' behavior.22 It found that intensive supervision,
combined with urine-testing, was more effective in reducing parolees' drug use
and criminality than either regular supervision without urine-testing or no
supervision.

Another aspect of this evaluation compared addicts admitted to the program
and subsequently released to the community under supervision with addicts
admitted to the program and subsequently discharged after a short time because
of legal errors in the commitment proceedings. During the first five years after
commitment the program group reduced its daily narcotics use and crimina. .1
by considerably more than did the discharged group. The reduction in criminal
activity, for example, was 19 percent for the program group and 7 percent for
the discharged group. Other analyses25 have also confirmed the finding that
the program was generally effective in reducing heroin use and associated
criminality.

TA SC referrals

Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime (TASC) programs serve as a bridge
between the criminal justice system and the treatment community by identifying
drug abusers who are involved with the criminal justice system, referring them
to treatment and monitoring their progress while in treatment.24 Typically, this
monitoring consists of following up on drug users' performance in treatment
and reporting on this performance back to the appropriate crhninal justice
authorities. Some TASC programs also conduct periodic urine-testing as an
additional way of monitoring offenders' compliance with probation or parole
requirements to remain drug-free.

Although no comprehensive evaluation of the TASC program has been
conducted, several studifs have provided partial assessments of TASC's impact. 25
The Treatment Outcome Prospective Study (TOPS) found that TASC clients
under legal coercion remained in both residential and outpatient drug free
treatment longer than other clients.26 Because length of time in treatment is
usually associated with better outcomes, this finding suggests that TASC may
be having a positive impact on client behavior.27

Monitoring the criminally involved drug user 15
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Other approaches
Because of the strong relationship repeatedly found between drug use and crime,
and because of the repeated finding that drug users have lower rates of criminal
activity when they are in treatment than when they are not, some researchers
and practitioners have proposed that "compulsory treatment" be more widely
adopted for certain drug users as a technique for reducing timir criminal
activity." Interest in the concept of compulsory treatment has also spawned
a resurgence of interest in civil commitment of drug users, particularly users
of such hard drugs as heroin and cocaine. Although there is little recent data
available to assess the potential effectiveness of such an approach with today's
users of various drugs, further consideration of it and experimental efforts
to determine its utility would seem appropriate.

Conclusions
Several major conclusions suggest themselves with regard to monitoring
criminally involved drug abusers. These include the following:

A number of monitoring approaches have been implemented, with
varied success, to try to reduce the criminality of abusers of different
types of drugs. Some of the more effective strategies are those in which
the criminal justice system and the treatment community work
together. These two systems need to promote more frequent and
regular interaction in order to plan and implement such effective
strategjes.

One 'monitoring approach, which has been urged extensively with
defer.dants awaiting trial in Washington, D.C., is periodic urine-testing
during*the pretrial release period. Preliminary findings indicate that
defendants who participated satisfactorily in this program had sharply
reduced rates of pretrial rearrest and failure-to-appear for court.

Urihe-testing may also be successfully applied to offenders who have
been convicted. For example, the California Civil Addict Program
found that heroin-using parolees who participated in a program of
urine-testing along with supervision had lower rates of criminality than
otherwise similar parolees who received supervision without testing
or no supervision.

While urine-testing alone may be an effective intervention for some
drug abusers, others will require more extensive interventions, perhaps
including compulsory treatment. Unfortunately, for certain drugs,
such as cocaine, whose use is widespread among offender populations,
treatment methods are not as well-developed as for heroin. Moreover,
in some communities even heroin treatment availability is limited. And
treatment itself, even when available, will not be effective for all drug

16 Monitoring the criminally involved drug user
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abusers. Hence, treatment like urine-testing must be viewed as
an approach to reducing drug use and crime that will be effective for
some, but not all, offenders. More research is needed to determine
the particular types of interventions that are most effective with
particular types of offenders.

Any monitoring program, particularly if it includes a potentially
controversial urine-testing component, must be carefully planned
before it is implemented and subjected to continuing evaluation after
it becomes operational. Particular consideration must be given to the
actions that will be taken if a drug user fails to comply with program
requirements and whether the jurisdiction has the appropriate
resources (e.g., treatment slots, jail space) to enforce those actions.

Although it is still in the developmental stage, hair analysis may
become an option in the future in situations, such as parole and
probation, where there is a tradeoff between the value of the recency
of information on an offender's drug usage and the desire for
continuous coverage over a period of several days or weeks. For such
applications it may become possible to use hair tests to complement
urine tests without loss of information on drug usage for the intervals
hetween the tests.

Monitoring the criminally involved drug user 17
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Reproduced from U.S. Department of Justice. National Institute of Corrections. Correctiowd
education: a statt of the art analysis. Washington, Tne Department, 1987. p. 140.

:RAFTER I

BACKGROUND

Introduction

This state of the art survey of adult correctional education was underta-
ken for the purposes of: (l) describing the extent and nature of correctional
educatinn programs for adult offenders, the extent of participation by adult
offenders in educatinnal programs, the nature of educatiunal and vocatienal
counseling and testing, and the administrative structures, budgets, and
teaching personnel; and (1) comparing adult correctional educatioa in 1953

with adult correctional education in 1973 and 1977.

Rationale

Focus of Attention

Correctional education for adult offenders has been the focus of

considerable attention in the decade since 1973. In the early part of the

decade there was a flurry of efforts to develop and implement educational

programs for adult offenders. This was time when the philosophy of
rehabilitation was gaining acceptance and had strong advocates. Than the

pendulum swung away from rehabilitation toward deterrence and incapacitation.
At the same time prison populations were expanding, prisons were overcrowded,
budgetary cutbacks were rampant, and the public wes calling for punishment.
An the early years of the decade between 1973 and 1963, interest in and

attention to correctional education were from the perspective of planning and
implementing programs; in the waning years of the 1970s, the interest in

covrectional education was often from the standpoint of questioning the worth
of educational programs. As the decade was drawing to a close, once again
correctional education was gaining support and interest. Former Chief Justice
Warren Burger continues to stand out as a staunch ally, as indicated by his

statement that we ust accept the reality that to confine offendere behind
walls without trying to change them is an expensive folly with short term

benefits -- a winning of battles while losing the war.

Conte:A_ttrtlie Stall

There have been several surveys or evaluations of correctional education
in the United States. In a review of the literature on prison education
programs, Linden and Perry (1982) found relatively few evaluative studies.

The lest comprehensive survey of correctional education was made in 1977

(Conrad, Bell, and Laffey, 1978). An earlier national study (Dell'Apa, 1973)
included soae of the same variables as were included in the 1977 survey.

There is a need for a current evaluation of correctional education in

light of the changes that have taken place in corrections in the last decade.
Factors that may have inpacted on correctional education include court inter-

vention in corrections, budgetary cutbacks and diminishing resources, prison

overcrowding, and the change away from a philosophy of rehabilitation to one

1
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of deterrence and incapacitation. The extant to which these factors have com-
pounded to impact on correctional education is not known.

It was within this context that this state of the art survey of adult

correctional education wee undertaken. It was intended that the results of

the survey would reveal not only the level of support for and participation in
adult correctional education in mid-1983, but also the extent and nature of

changes in adult correctional education over the last ten years. It was
assumed that this information would ba of value to administrators of correc-

tional education programs in planning and implementing correctional education

programs in the future.

Definition of Correctional Education

Correctional education is th-A part of the total correctional process of

changing behaviors of offenders through purposefully contrived learning

e xperiences and learning environments. Correctional education seeks to

develop or enhance the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values of offenders

(Ryan, 1982). Davis (1978) observed that Ryan's 1970 definition implied

"comprehensive and intensive approach to correctional education, where not

only are the basic educational skills provided but equal emphasis is placed on
creating a more positive self-image; thus entailing urified treatment

e ffort" (p. 8). "Correctional education should provide balanced approach

that emphasises equally the need for personal growth and adequate preparation

for life in households, in the market place, and in contributing to the

enrichment of community life" (Deppe, 1975, p. 43).

There is consensus that correctional educstion is comprised of four

general categories of educational programs that are found in correctional

institutions: adult basic education (ABE), econdary/General Educational

Development (GED), vocational training, and postsecondary programs. Bell, et

al. (1979) note that there may be fifth category, social education, ". . .

recent and as yet vaguely defined category which, to a great extent, overlaps

and incorporates the other four" (p. 5).

Adult Basic Education (ABE). Adult basic education includes instruction
designed to improve literacy, linguistic, and numeracy skills of those who are

functionally illiterate and unprepared for implementing the responsibilities

of adults while incarcerated or in the free society.

Secondary/General Educational Development (GED). Secondary education is

for those who aro functioning at the secondary level of achievement. These

programs may be provided through regular high school diploma courses, but more

commonly they are provided in correctional institutions through GED

preparatory programa designed to prepare individuals for taking and passing

successfully the General Educational D4valopment Equitalency Examination,

Vocational Training. Vocational education is designed to provide

learning experiences to develop occupational awareness, give exploratory job

e xperiences, and develop job skills and work habits in preparation for gainful

e mployment. Vocational training is provided through on-the-job training and

related classroom experience.

Postsecondary Education. Postsecondary education includes any college
courses, aid may be offered through two-year or four-year institutions ofhigher education. Inmates may gala college credit or may complete
requirements for the associate or bachelor's degree.
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CUAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A review of the literature on correctional education for adult offenders
reveals a considerable number of studies that have attempted to document the
effectiveness of specific programs, either within a single institution or in
several institutions within a state. These studies more often than not
attempt to draw a relationship between educational programs and recidivism.
There have been several studies that have focused on identification of
problems or barriers. Some of the studies report inmate participation. A few
studies have made surveys nationally.

Literature on Educational Program Effectiveness

The literature is replete with reports of studies designed to prove the
effectiveness of educational programs for adult offenders. Some of these
studies link education and acbievement; others attempt to show the impact of
education on recidivism. There has been a continuing debate over the years
concerning the effects of education on recidivism. There are continuing
efforts to demonstrate a relationship between participation in educational
programs and reduced recidivism or successful post-release adjustment and
employment. It is generally conceded that the evidence linking participation
in education programs and redLced recidivism or post-release adjustment and
employment is not conclusive and, at best, only inferential relationships can
be hypothesized. Coffey (1982) noted that the impact of correctional
education on post-release behavior has yet to be determined and that quality
education coupled with work experience and gradual release has not been
tested. In a review of the research on effectiveness of prison education
programs, Linden and Perry (1982) concluded that although correctional
education programs appeared to be relatively common in prisons, the research
that had been reported was not conclusive. Linden and Perry (1982) found most
of the studies have shown that inmates participating in educational programs
mak* significant improvements in learning, but the impact on post-release
employment and recidivism has not been conclusively established.

While accepting the finding that the evidence is not conclusive to show
direct causal relationship between reduced recidivism and participation in
educational programs, McCollum (1978) observed that many correctional
educators make arbitrary and unnatural distinctions between academic and
vocational education, oper under the false assumption that academic
education is not job traie.l. Phis is done despite the impressive research
data that establish tha. gh school diploma and a college degree
significantly enhance lifetif ,r,upational earning power.

After conducting a study to determine if variations in the quality of
vocational education offered in prisons and skill levels developed by
participants in these programs related to post-release adjultment, Lewis and
Seaman (1978) concluded that the evidence did not demonstrato a relationship
between the prison vocationsl education program and post-release adjustment of
former inmates. Based on their findings, these researchers concluded it is
not possible co determine what features of vocational training make it
effective. These findings are in agreement with the conclusions of McCollum
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(1978), Coffey (1982), Linden and Perry (1982), and others with regard to the

lack of conclusive data to demonstrate causal relationship between

correctional education and reduced recidivism.

The literature on the effectiveness of particular correctionel education

programs is not directly related to this state of the art survey, which was

designed to describe the extent and nature of correctional education programs

for adult offenders, the availability of testing end counseling, and the

administrative structures, budgets, and teaching personnel. No attempt was

made to make any qualitative assessments of Any of the components of

correctional education.

Identification of Barriers to Correctional Education

The Education Commission of the States conducted a three-year national

project that identified major issues in adult and juvenile correctional

education with implications for policy development (Peterson, 1976). One of

the purposes of this project was to identify alternatives to existing

educational programs and to correctional practices that detracted from the

effectiveness of education for adult and juvenile offenders (Pierce and Mason,

1976).

A national survey by research team from Lehigh University (Ball, et

al., 1979) reported the major problem in correctional education Is lack of

funding, and this is reflected in the quality of administration, lack of

resources, and inability to offer meaningful programs on continuing basis.

A team from the Syracuse University Research Corporation (Reagan and

Stoughton, 1976) visited 38 prisons and 17 central prison system offices in 2,

states, analyzed 360 publications, and interviewed or corresponded with over

300 prison experts to gather data providing the basis for identifying problem

areas and projecting model for the future.

Conrad (1981) reported a review of the state of the art in correctional

education programs for adult offenders, based on date from interviews with

correctional staff and authorities, on-site visits to 12 institutions, and a

literature review. The report identified obstacles to correctional education;

i.e., lack of funding, staff resistance, and administrative indifference.

Horvath (1982) surveyed correctional education administrators to

determine their perceptions of the major problems In correctional education.

He found the perceived problems were staff turnover and shortages, inadequate

and multiple-source funding, lack of power within the institution, and

inadequate space. These problems were essentially the same as those that had

been identified in a 1978 survey.

A few studies focused on vocational educatiou problems. A report by the

National Advisory Council on Vocational Education (1981) identified the major

issues of concern to vocational educators as funding, administration,

comprehensive programming, and Federal policy and leadership. The report was

developed from testimonies given at four regional hearings in 1979. Carlson

(1980) observed that vocational preparation in correctional institutious

generally was inadequate; there was little or no coordination of correctional

5
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education services at Federal, state, or local levels, and the fragmentation

resulted in inadequate funding end disjointed aplecentation of Federal

legislation available to assist correctional institutions in providing

educational programs.

A study by Rice, Poe, Hawes, and Herden (1980) focused on barriers to

successful vocational education programs in state prisons. The study

identified nine exemplary programs and assessed the variables commonly found

in these programs.

Another study in 1980 was conducted by One Aerial Inc. to describe

vocational education programs in nine state correctional institutions for

women. This study was designed to identify elements of successful vocational

programs and to assess the characteristics, needs, and aspirations of female

offenders.

These studies of barriers to correctional education do not relate

directly to this state of the art survey. No attempt was made to seek data on

the perceived problems of correctional education administrators.

Correctional Education Programs, Enrollment, and Administration

Several studies have been reported that present data from surveys of

correctional education programs, enrollment, and administration. The findings

of 1970 national needs assessment of correctional education conducted by

Ryan (1970, 1973) are congruent with the results of national survey made by

the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (Dell'Apa, 1973). In

the early 1970s, there were roughly 11% of the inmate populations enrolled in
ABE; 11%, in GED or secondary education; 17%, in vocational education; and 62,

in postsecondary education. Thcre were no sign!ficant changes in enrollment

from the early 1970s until 1977 when the Lehigh University team made the

national evaluation of correctional education, with the exception of

postsecondary education (Bell, et 41., 1979). In 1970 and 1973, there ware 6%

of the total inmate populations enrolled in postsecondary education; in 1977,

the enrollment had increased to 10%.

Petersilia (1977) analyzed data from 1974 survey of state prison

inmates conducted by the U. S. Bureau of Census involving interviews with

10,000 inmates from 190 state correctional facilities. The data revealed 31%

needed vocational training and 68% needed further education. This finding is

close to the estimate of McCollum (1978), who reported that out uf an average

daily population of roughly 400,000 offenders, about 150,000 are detained or

serve sentences of such duration thst it is not feasible to provide

educational programming. The result 114$ that roughly 250,000, or 62.5%, would

be potential students for correctional programs.

In survey of 1007. sample of adult and juvenile correctional

institutions in seven southeastern states, involving interviews, site visits,

and questionnaire, it was found that the populations enrolled in vocational

education, the types of vocational programs offered, and entry requirements

for vocatlonal programs were similat to the rent of the nation (Rice,

Etheridge, Poe, and Hughes, 1978),

6
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The Ohio State University National Center sfor Vocational Education
reported a three-part study of vocational education in correctional
institutions in which a review of litereture was conducted, 34 standards were
developed, and 929 facilities were surveyed. The survey indicated that 16% of
the inmates who had vocational training opportunities participated in the
programs. This is roughly tha same percentage participating in 1970, 1973,
and 1977 (Schroeder, 1977).

Cmrlson (1980) reported the results of a national study of vocational
e ducation in the correctional mating in order to analyse how uch and what
kind of vocational education was available for offenders and to &seen., the
impact of Federal legislation on vocational education in correctional
institutions. The report presented a profile of the prison population from
data compiled from U. S. Department of Justice statistics. The report showed
8% of the population under 20 years of age; 53%, 20 to 30 years a age; and
39%, above 30 years of age. Forty-seven percent were white; 41% were black;
7%, Hispanic; and 5%, other. Fifty percent were convicted of violent crimes;
31X, crimes against property; 14%, drug-related; and 5%, public disorder.
Thirty-two percent had 8th grade education or less; 43%, 9th to 12th grade but
lacking a diploma or equivalency certificate; and 25%, high school diploma or
above.

This survey revealed the larger state institutions offered an average of
ten different vocational programs; the smaller institutions, four. The
occupations most coemonly offered in male institutions were auto echanics,
e asonry, carpentry, electrical wiring, plumbing, welding, machine trades,
radio and television repair, small engine repair, gasoline engine repair,
agriculture, horticulture, barbering, shoe repair, and upholstery. The
programs for female offenders in state prisons were found to be home
e conomics/sewing, health occupations/nursess aide, cosmetology, and business/
office/clerical skills. At the time the study was done, eight states had
adopted the school district administrative approach. The states warm Texas,
Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland, New Jersey, Ohio, Arkansas, aod Virginia.

A survey of correctional administrative practices and programs (Pope,
1982) reported eight states out of 38 had established s school district in the
correctious agency. These states werel Arkansas, Connecticut, Illinois,
Maine, Ohio, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas. This study found that
e ight states out of 38 had designated an agency other than the state
corrections agency to provide educatioe. The State Department of Education
provided correctional education in Arkansas, Maryland, Michigan, and Vermont.
In Oklahoma, the State Department of Vocational/Technical Education provided
correctional education; and in Maine, the Department of Manpower Affairs
provided correctional education. Kentucky and New Hampshire did not name the
agency, but stated it was an agency other then corrections.

Contact, Inc. (1982) gathered information from American and Canadian
correctional systems' institutional education programs for inmates. The
survey included questions on enrollment in ABE, GED, college classes,
e ducation release, and staff. Thirty eight states responded to the survey,
reporting on 1981 enrollment data.

The study that most directly relates to this state of the art study was
done by the Lehigh University Research team in April, 1977 (Bell, et al.,
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19791. The National Correctional Education. Evaluation Project obtained
questionnaire responses from a representative sample of U. S. Federal and
atate prisons (Conrad, Bell, and Laffey, 1976). Following a literature search
and identification of major issues, a random sample of 200 institutions was
drawn from a population of 327 state and Federal prisons with at least 100

inmates. There was a response from 163 institutions, with 75% of the

respondents located in rural areas. The respondent sample included 131 male,
7 female, and 23 co-correctional institutions. The average population of male
institutions was 646; female institutions averaged 116. TweaV representative
instit one vers visited to assess the validity and reliability of data
repo ed in the questionnaires and to assess environmental and exogenous
fact re affecting correctional education programs.

The average number of inmates enrolled in educational programa of any
kind was 304. Ninety-six percent of the institutions offered adult basic
e ducation, with 11% of the inmates enrolled in ABE, including an average of 47
e nrolled part-time and 11, full-time.

There were secondary education programs, including high school diploma or
GED, at 96% of the facilities, with 12% of the innate@ enrolled, including an
average of 77, part-time and 37, full-time.

Eighty-nine percent of the institutions offerell vocational training, with
19% of the inmates enrolled, including an &verso of 41, part-time and 56,

full-time.

Eighty-three percent of the institutions provided for postsecondary
education, with 10% of the inmates enrolled, including an average of 49, part-
time and 26, full-time.

Academic and vocational counseling was provided to all inmates by 57% of
the respondents; to ost inmates, 26% of respondents; to a few inmates, 10% of
respondents; and to no inmates, 4% of respondents. The most commonly used

tests for ability testing were the Revised Beta (46% of respondents) and the

Wechsler Intelligence Tests (22% of respondents). The most commonly used

achievement testa were the California Achievement Test (37% of respondents),
the Test of Adult Basic Educstion (35% of respondents), the Stenford Achieve-
ment Test (32% of respondents), and the Wide Range Achievement Test (23% of

respondents). The General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) was most frequently
used for vocational testing (52% of respondents).

Of the responding institutions, 24% reported regularly utilising
community resources; 65% occasionally used community resources; and 11% never
used community resources.

rhe average number of teachers per institution was 1.4, part-time and

2.0, full-time for ABE; 1.4, part-time and 2.0, full-time for secondary; 1.2,
part-time and 5.3, full-time for vocational; and 4.3, part..time and 0.7, full-
time for postsecondary.

Of the 159 responding institutions, 36% had from 1 to 5 full-time

vocational teachers; 31% had 6 to 15 full-time teachers; and 7% had 16 to 30
full-time teachers. Twenty-eight percent did not report any full-time

teachers.

8
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Thirty-two percent reported having no full-time ABE staff and 552 had 1

to 4 full-time ABE teachers. The remaining 13% had 5 to 13 full-time ABE
staff. The average number of full-time GED teachers was two. Sixty-one
percent of the institutions had 1 to 6 GED teachers; 362 had no full-time GED
or secondary teschers.

Information related to funding and administration of correctional
e ducation programs showed that the average percentage of the total
institutional budget devoted to education was 92. The average total
e xpenditure per institution for educational programs was $261,201.

The responsibility for administration of correctionel education programs
was determined by computing the percentage of various agencies involved in
administration of the programs. Sixty-nine percent of the institutions
reported having functional responsibility for administration; 44% of the State
Department of Corrections had functional responsibility; 16% of respondents
indicated functional responsibility was in higher education inatitutiona; 9%
reported functional responsibility rested with the State Department of Educa-
tion; 3% indicated functional responsibility was with public school systems;
1% reported functional responsibility was in the State Department of Welfare.
It should be noted that these percentages reflect multiple involvement of

agencies in the administration of correctional education.

Relation of thia Study to Prior Research

The research au correctional education program offerings, enrollment, and
administration is limited. The atudies that present demographic data ars aot
compatible, and comparisons are difficult to maks. Variables ars not
consistent from study to study. SOO4 studies gathered data from states;
others from institutions.

This state of the art study of correctional education took into account
the prior research. The study collected data on enrollment as was does by
Ryan (1970, 1973), Bell, st al. (1979), and Contact, Inc. (1982). The stedy
collected data on vocatioeal training by enrollment, number of programa, and
type of program. Bell, st al. (1979) and Contact, Inc. (1982) investigated
e nrollment and number of programs. Carlson (1980) identified the kinds of

vecatioaal training programs.offered in male and female institutions. Dell,
e t al. (1979) identified the tests uaed for academic and vocatiomal
counteling. Carlson (1980) and Pops (1982) investigated the states having
s''ne districts in corrections agencies. Bell, st al. (1979) and Contact,

(1982) collected data on the number of teachers for correctioaal
4....wation. Bell, st al. (1979) investigated the agencies responsible for
administration of correctional education and the percent of the total budget
devoted to correctional education.

In this state of the art study, data were collected on numbers of ABE,
GED, vocational training, and postsecondary programs offered; the kinds of
vocatiomal training programs available; the tests used for academic aud
vocational counseling; the administrative structures; and the budgets for
correctiomal aducatioa.
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This study most closely relates to the study conducted by the Lehigh

University research teem in 1977 (Dell, et al., 1979). This study was

designtd to build upon the prior research, particularly the survey made in

1977 by the Lehigh University research team. It was intended that a

comparison could be made on correctional education programs, enrollment, and

administration, in order to provide insight into trends and changes taking

place in correctional education. This study was done on a much smaller scale

than the Lehigh University evaluatlon of correctional education by virtue of

the fact that the resources for conducting the duo studies were vastly

different. Lehigh University had a sisable grant from the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, with a team of researchers end support staff. They

were able to make site visits in addition to the mail questionnaire. This

state of the art survey was conducted without external funding; therefore it

was necessary to limit the; scope of the study. frets were collected to permit

comparisons by enrollment, number of program offeriugs, tests most commonly

used, number of teachers, administrative structure, and funding.

The study did not investigate social education, due to the lack of

clarity in defining this prograc and the content differences in offerings in

different states.
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Reproduced from U.S. Department of Justice. National institute of Corrections. Making
literacy programs work; volume I: a practical guide for correctional educators. Washingtci,
The Department 1986. p. 1-6, 162-165.

I NTRODUCT ION

A growint national concern about the high rates of illiteracy among adult
of'enders is complicated by conflicting views about the purpose of incarcera-

t'on. Until fairly recently, the "medical model," introduced in United StatEs
prisons some 50 years ago, seemed a more beneficial way to deal with offenders
than any method previously tried. At last, it appeared, criminals would no

longer be seen as hopeless moral derelicts, but as emotionally sick people
whose antisocial behavior derived from psychological, economical, or socio-
cultural causes. Offenders could be cured, if their sease was diagnosed; at

the very least, their behavior could be modified so that they were no longer a

danger to society. In its broadest outlines, medical model satisfied both

hard-liners who saw the goal of imprisonment as deterrence, punishment, and
incapacitation, and humanitarians concerned about prisoners' rights and the

availability of treatment.

By the mid-70s, it became obvious to legislators, crimino!ogists, educa-
tors, and the public that prison treatment programs were pot turning out

responsible, law-respecting citizens. As the economy tightened and the huge
postwar generation reached the prison-prone years of young adulthood, an up-

surge in crime occurred. In response came a new sense of general anxiety and
the "get tough" attitude that prisons should give offenders their "just

desserts." The percentage of citizens who thought that the courts should deal
more harshly with criminals steadily increased to 834 of those surveyed in

1977. Demands for more rigorous sentencing policies cut across characteris-
tics of gender, race, education, occupation, income, age, region, religion,

and political affiliation.

But while some researchers, such as Robert Martinson and Gene
Kassebaumental, continued to confirm the "nothing works" idea, people involved
in day-to-day prison operations warned of the consequences of using prisons to

punish rather than to educate inmates: society would "continue to assure,
through default, continued commission of crimes and high recidivism rates."
Whatever the quality and effects of correctional education so far, one result
could be predicted with certainty: ex-offenders lacking the opportunity to

develop new skills would certainly return to their old habits, friends, and
trouble-prone lifestyles. Some current statistics on America's prison popula-

tion attest to the urgent need for such skills:1/

Research shows a higher incidence of ur _dole homes among delinquents

than among nondelinquents. More likely than not, state prison inmates

have grown up in a home with only one parent present or have been

raised by relatives. These families typically exhibit a high degree

of conflict, instability, and inadequate supervision.

Violent behavior is linked to childhood abuse and to neurological

abnormalities. Violent offenders are more likely to have paranoid

symptoms and to display severe verbal deficiencies. Violent offenders

are likely to exhibit interpersonal difficulties and behavior problems
both in school and on the job.

4(.6
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About 40S of all jail and prison inmates have completed high school
(vs. 85S of 20- to 29-year-old males in the U.S. population).

The proportion of high school dropouts (those who started but did not
complete high school) was about three times larger among the incar-
cerated.

Six percent of all inmates have no schooling or only kindergarten.
Their rate of incarceration was more than three times that of high

school dropouts, the group with the next highest incarceration rate.

College graduates have an extremely low incarceration rate. Inmates

with some college prior to incarceration are more likely than those
with less education to have been convicted of a nonviolent offense and
less likely to have had a past record.

Offenders are predominantly male (96S) and disproportionately young
(50S under 20 years of age), black (47), and unmarried (80), as com-
pared to the general population.

Most offenders are likely to be poor, since the average unemployment
rate for offenders prior to arrest in 1981 was about 40S. Of those
who were employed prior to arrest, 80S made less than a poverty-level
salary. Twelve percent of those who were employed only worked part-
time.

The typical woman offender is under 30. a single mother with two or
more children, economically dependent, and troubled by physical and/or
mental ill health and drug and/or alcohol dependency.

For a significant number of female offender
motivating factor in committing a crime, as
serving time for robbery, burglary, forgery
Prostitution, a crime viewed by some as a "
economic transaction," accounts for 7.2S of
offenses for 11.6S.

s, a lack of money was a
60.2S of women inmates are.

, fraud, or larceny.

fundamentally harmless
prison admissions and drug

It has been estimated that between 10-40t of the adults now incar-

cerated need special education services because of learning disabili-
ties and other handicapping conditions, although only about 13
received such services in 1984.

Moreover, practitioners stressed, it was premature to write the obituary
of education programs; they had never been sufficiently widespread or funded
to come alive. Of the $6 billion spent in 1982 to house inmates in local,
state, and federal facilities, less than 20S was spent on rehabilitation and
training, and much less on educational services for inmates. According to

Senator Pell:

Of the 20t, the amount spent on basic and vocational education
is very small; on the average a state spends only 1.5S of its

-2-
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total correctional budget on inmate education and training
programs.

Today, dollars and cents arguments exist for upgrading correctional
education services. But it is unrealistic to gauge the success of a program
by how many of its graduates "go straight" permanently:

It sometimes seems as if society expects us to take hardcore
criminals with a lifelong record of failure and...in a short
period of time turn them iuto Boy Scouts with college
degrees...

Employment, the length of such employment, .increased levels of
pay and skills, more self-sufficiency, more self-esteem,
longer periods of staying away from crime, lesser offenses if
crime recurs--all are measures of the "success" of an educa-
tional program.2/

Although support continues for keeping prisoners on a bleak routine, un-
relieved by self-development programs, former Chief Justice Warren Burger's
concern with the costs and benefits of warehousing prisoners is spreading
throughout the criminal justice system. For the past several years, he has
frequently stated that the country cannot afford to incarcerate the same
people repeatedly without giving them the skills to function outside prison:

We must accept the reality that to confine offenders behind
walls without trying to change them is an expensive folly with
short-term benefits--a winning of battles while losing the
war.3/

The Chief Justice further recommends that "every inmate who cannot read,
write, and do simple arithmetic" be given that training, "not as an optional
matter but as a mandatory requirement."

The purpose in the discussion that follows is not to enter the debate
over punishment vs. treatment. Rather, the purpose is to develop two
premises:

Prisons present inherently difficult settings for offering educational
services.

Despite the constraints, compelling reasons exist for providing adult
prisoners with up-to-date literacy instruction, and a growing number
of programs are effectively managing to do so.

As the academic superintendent of one state prison says: "Providing

quality education is a difficult enough challenge in any setting, hut educa-
tors in a correctional facility confront some special problems which require
some special efforts to overcome."

-3-
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Chief among such challenges, of course, are the students themselves, most
of whom enter prison witn a history of failure in schools and other institu-
tions, poor self-esteem, emotional and/or drug-related problems, and a lack of
social skills. Part of the educational challenge is helping them overcome an
initial apathy or even hostility toward education. Success requires con-
vincing them not only of education's practical value but also of their
potential for success. Moreover, while most inmates are under-educated, great
diversity exists in their learning abilities, social maturity, and functional
levels.

Another problem is time. The open-entry/open-exit policy required by the
constant flow of inmates into and out of the facility means that a student's
participation in an educational program may range from a few months to several
years. High rates of turnover prevent the use of a definite time schedule.
Accordingly, instructional methods and materials must allow adjustment to such
time restrictions. Educational goals must be broad enough to encompass a wide
range of ability and need, yet specific enough to ensure success within short
spans of time.

Finally, program goals must be cognizant of what is possible within a
correctional setting, with its rigidly controlled environment and explicit
emphasis on security. Educators must wori, within their facility's regulatory
restrictions and be alert to security demands dnd adaptable to them.

A number of programs are successfully meeting such challenges. They have
not solved all the problems facing correctional educators, and no two programs
have the same strength; and weaknesses, but they do share certain fundamental
strengths.

TRAINED AND DEDICA1ED STAFF

At the top of every list of primary strengths are the quality and commit-
ment of a program's staff:

"Start with an inspired staff and build on it....Our staff is the key
to the whole ballgame. They are stable, committed, interested in the
inmates, and have high standards of professional competence."

Educational Director,
Washington Correctional Center

"Most of the teachers here are very special. They have the gift of
getting through to those who don't want them to."

Inmate, Buena Vista
Correctional Facility, Colorado

"Our teachers have a strong sense of self, like what they're doing,
are committed. They know they're not going to get rich but they may
help change a few lives."

Teacher, Lebanon Correctional
Institution, Ohio

-4-
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"The key to a sound program is the preparation and commitment of a
growing cadre of excellent teachers."

Educational Director,
Maryland Correctional
Institute at Jessup

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

Not every educational program can rely on an innovative warden, but suc-
cessful programs succeed in gaining the support of wardens, superintendents,

and other administrative staff:

"If I have a question or a problem, I can get on the phone and

call the regional education administration and I get a direct

answer. The supervisors and specialists are very accessible
and helpful. You don't feel inhibited talking to them."

Supervisor of Education,
Petersburg Federal Correctional
Institution

COOPERATION OF SECURITY AND GROUP LIVING STAFFS

Closely related to administrative support is the necessary cooperation of
prison staff at all levels. An initial resistance and even hostility of
security staff toward education programs has been common. Correctional
officers may understandably feel that the teacher is interfering, increasing
the difficulty of maintaining order and control. Educators who do not manage
to bridge this gap may face situations like that described by one program
director:

The captain is only as supportive as he has to be, and when

ylu get down to the lieutenants and sergeants, they are
torpedoing the hell out of us. It's like: "Teacher, you've

got to put on a flak jacket before you go into the unit;
teacher, you have to wait a half hour because we're not ready
to send an escort with you; teacher, we don't know where your
books are--are we responsible for your books?"

On the other hand, the educational programs highlighted in this report
have found various ways to create cooperative relations with security and
living staff, even enlisting their support to maximize the effectiveness of
educational services to inmates.

A FUNCTIONAL EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

Effective correctional programs have a cohesive educational focus, a
coherent philosophy that teachers believe in, that can guide daily practice.

-5-
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As the New York Department of Corrections' Academic Programming states:
"Without a comprehensive, detailed, and agreed upon statement of philosophy,
there can be no consistency of program content, no rational approach to plan-

ning, and no logical or comprehensive delivery service."

SOLID BASIC LITERACY PROGRAM

Many prisons do not offer a program designed for inmates at the low

literacy level. They may have some tutors or "try to do what they can" for
the nonreader, hut they lack a formally developed program. The approaches to

literacy education described here are characterized by effective basic skills

programs for low-level and nonreAers. These programs vary from site to site

but typically are individualized, utilizing one-to-one and/or group instruc-

tion; use a flexible, often competency-based curriculum; are staffed by
trained reading teachers and/or trained tutors; are often supplemented with
computers; and are part of al integrated educational program that can advance
the nonreader to college level courses if he or she has the time, motivation,
ability, and length of sentence that allows for this level of involvement.

This guide was developed as a practical aid to help correctional adminis-
trators and educators across the country implement new programs and improve

existing programs. lt summarizes effective rocedures in correctional educa-

tion for adults. The information presented here is based on the experience of

teachers in a variety of effective literacy programs in prisons around the
country and on a thorough examination of existing research. The guide begins

by reviewing some of the successful programs.

-6-
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APPENDIX B: THE ROLE OF FEDERAL AND STATE GOVERNMENTS IN CORRECTIONAL
EDUCATION

THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION

One major problem facing correctional education is the complexity and
lack of uniformity within the American correctional system. It has often been
pointed out that there is no system of American correctional justice: there
are many systems at both the federal and state level, each with its own
responsibilities, policies, and practices. Funding for correctional education
comes from a variety of federal agencies, including, most importantly, the
Department of Education (through a variety of educational programs), the
Department of Justice (through the National Institute c! Justice and National
Institute of Corrections) and the Department of Labor (through its JTPA pro-
grams). In fact, because other federal agencies were requested to leave
active development of correctional education programs to the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (LEAA), which w:s created in the late 1960s--then
subsequently weakened by a lack of high-level administrative support--no
single agency had been able to provide strong leadership in correctional
education programming.

In 1984, the U.S. Department of Education set up an Intra-Departmental

Coordinating Comittee on Correctional Education to "bring about greater
cooperation in the use of existing resources, avoiding duplication of efforts
and costs, and effecting a better delivery system for needed services at the
Federal, State and Local levels." This committee functions to correct prob-
lems in lack of coordination at the federal level. In the past, correctional
education administrators had to figure out for themselves what federal money
was available and toilet regulations governed access to the money. The com-
mittee, in its bimonthly meetings, is charged with three functions: to pro-
vide leadership in federal policy and legislation affecting correctional

education through a process of review and recommendation; to coordinate pro-
grams within the Department of Education that provide funding or services to
correctional education and coordinate with relevant federal agencies; and
finally, to promote correctional education research through program evalua-
tion, follow-up studies, demonstration projects, and data collection.

Committee members include representatives from each of the six Assistant
5tcretaryships administering programs that can provide some service and/or
funding to correctional education. These are: Office of Bilingual Education
and Minority Languages Affairs, Office of Educational Research and Improve-
ment, Office of Elementary and Secondary Education, Office of Postsecondary
Education, Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, and Office
of Vocational and Adult Education. In addition, the National Adult Literacy
Initiative, an initiative of the Secretary, will provide resources and staff
to assist in interdepartmental and intergovernmental coordination of litelacy
activities in correctional facilities.

The major pieces of legislation that currently mandate or permit funding
for adult education programs for inmates include the following:
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The Higher Education Act of 1965 under Title IV, authorizes Pell

Drags iformerly basic education opportunity grants (8E0G)) for post-

secondary graduate education. A number of other kinds of financial

assistance for higher education are also available, including Special

Services for Disadvantaged Students. Under Title V, the Teacher Corps

operates programs in correctional institutions.

The Job-Training Partnership Act (JTPA) replaced the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act (CETA) of 1973 to provide job training and

employment opportunities to economically disadvantaged, unemployed,
and underemployed people, including ex-offenders.

Cha ter I of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act (ECIA)

un ing is available for students through age 21 who have not com-

pleted twelfth grade.

Section 583(b) of ECIA as amended by P.L. 98-312:mandates funding for

Law-Related Education Programs.

P.L. 91-230, the Adelt Education Act, encourages the establishment of

programs to teach adults basic skills, complete secondary education,

and become employable, productive, responsible citizens. Up to 201 of

the state allocation may be used for institutionalized adults.

P.L. 92-318j, Title I!, Part C. the Indian Edecation Act, focuses on

improving tne educational opportunities for Indian adults to attain

basic literacy.

P.L. 94-142, the Edecation for All HandicapPed ChildWen Act, provides

funding for mentally ana physically handicapped students through the

age of 21 to be given special educational opportunities within the

least restrictive educational environment possible. The law provides

for Individual education plans to be devised for all handicapped
students so that educational content and methods can be matched to

their level of skills, needs, and requirements.

P.L. 98-524, the Vocational Education Act of 1984, also known as the

Cii.1 D. Perkins Vocationai Education Act, replaces an earlier Voca-

tional Education Act and its amendments. Its purpose is to provide

assistance in improving vocational education programs so that they are
relevant to labor market oeeds and accessible to all segments of the

population, including women, minorities, the handicapped, individuals
with limited English proficiency, workers 55 years old or more, and

the economically disadvantaged. A 11 Set-aside for Individuals Who

are Incarcerated in Correctional Institutions reserves IS of the

monies available to each state for vocational education and services.
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The United States Federal Bureau of Prisons

The area of correctional education where the federal government has pro-
vided the most decisive leadership is in the 43 correctional facilities
throughout the country that comprise the U.S. Bureau of Prisons. Although
federal prisons house a relatively small population (about 34,000 in 1984) in
comparison to the total prison population, they have been innovators in educa-
tional and administrative policy. In the late 1970s, for example, the Bureau
of Prisons established three objectives for its inmate training and education
programs:

That all inmates leaving the federal prison system would be able to
read at least at the eighth-grade level (recently raised from sixth-
grade level).

That all inmates with the ability would earn a high school diploma or
equivalency certificate by the time they were released.

That all inmates who did not have wort skills would be given training
that would qualify them for post-release employment in a relevant,
career-oriented occupation.

More recently, the Bureau has established a mandatory literacy policy for
inmates who test below the eighth-grade level. These offenders are required
to enroll in a literacy program for at least 90 days. They are then
encouraged to continue in the program, although enrollment is made optional on
the theory that the coercive measures that have been tried in the past have
created little student motivation. Yet another innovation in administra6,e
design is to link education with prison work programs (rather than partnerng
education with treatment, as is usually done). Students who achieve well in
the education programs are promoted to higher level and better paying jobs in
the prison industries. As employers in tb. free world have discovered, basing
salary increases on educational achieveem a "has 'roved to be a strong motiva-
tional tool."

THE ROLE OF THE SUM IN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

New policies within tne Federal Bureau of Prisons often require a long
time in filtering down to state-administered prisons because efforts to advise
the states about model programs, curricula, and service delivery patterns are

fairly recent. Correctional education programming is also sometimes a low
priority at the stlite level, despite vigorous attempts by the federal govern-
ment to foster increased state responsibility for such programming. State

prison systems and even individual institutions within systems vary tre-
mendously from those with highly developed education prccrams to those with
little or na programming in literacy. State authority plays varying roles in

different states. In many states, correctional education is directly adminis-
tered by the state department of education. In such states as Connecticut,
Illino's, Maryland, Ohio, South Carolina, Texas, Florida, and Virginia,
separate school districts have been established to administer corvectional
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education services, thereby ensuring that they need not compete with other
education programs for funding. Elsewhere, joint responsibility for programs
is shared by state departments of education, mental health, social service,
and corrections. In some states, correctional facilities directly contract
for staff and services with a local school district, vocational-technical
school, comunity college, or university. Other state programs are adminis-
tered by a county or regional facility. (Volume II, Director/ of Prison
Literacy Programs in the United States, provides details on tne structure of
correctionateducation in different states.)
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IN1RODUCTION

This bibliography contains annotated citations to journal articles, books, and government
documents on the topic of correctional policies in the United States. Items were drawn
primarily from the Library of Congress catalog, the CRS public policy literature database,
Criminal Justice Abstracts, the National Criminal Justice Reference Service database, the
Sociological Abstracts database, and the PsycInfo database. Citations to other bibliographic
resources are included throughout this bibliography; these citations ure not annotated, and
are provided as access points to more detailed mources on particular topics.

The bibliography I. divided into four me* sections, representing the general debate
topic and the three specific resolutions. The first section includes general materials, ranging
from books outlinin,7 current correctional conditions and policies through articles addressing
Federal programs and guidelines for correctional institutions. The second section includes
material on prison and jail overcrowding, including descriptions of the effects of
overcrowding and proposals for solving overcrowding problems. The third section includes
material on violence in prisons and jails; information provided includes books and articles
on riots, gangs, and other violence-related topics. Finally, the fourth section addresses the
issue of rehabilitation of criminals; these materials cover the topics of work programs,
educational and therapeutic programs, and the goals and effectiveness of current and past
programs.

The resolutions for this year's debate topic are closely interrelated; debaters are therefore
encouraged to study the materials in all categories. Some examples of overlap include the
effect of overcrowding on violent behavior; the effect of rehabilitation programs such as
work release, furloughs, and probation on crowded conditions; the impact of privatization
If corrections on overcrowding; the role of the Federal government in providing assistance
to State and local agencies in areas of corrections; and the effect of alternatives to
incarceration upon crowded conditions and successflil rehabilitation.

This bibliography I. not intended to serve as a comprehensive list of all resources in the
field of correctional reform. It is merely an introductory guide to materials available on the
debate topics. Many of the items included in this bibliography include footnotes or their
own bibliographiet; these can be effective tools for finding supplementary material. More
information on all of these subjects can be obtained through library research; a CRS-
prepared research guide follows the bibliography, with basic instructions for finding
additional material. Search terms and strategies for research are provided in hat guide, as
are descriptions of basic resources for information retrieval. In addition, the research guide
includes citations to reference sources in the areaa of criminal justice and corrections.
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I. U.S. CORRECTIONAL POLICIES

A. GENKRAL MATERIALS

American Correctional Arsociation.
Public policy for corrections: a handbook for decision-makers. College Park, MD, The
Association, 1986. 79 p.

A compendium of ACA policy statements on 21 correctional issues, prepared by the
ACA's Public Correctional Policy Project between 1983 and 1985.

Bender, David L.
America's prisons: opposing viewpoints. 9rd. ed. St. Paul, MN, Greenhaven Press, 1980.
143 p. (Opposing viewpoints aerie.)
Presents opposing viewpoints about prison issues. Includes critical thinking skill

activities and list of organizations to contact.

Breed, Allen.
The state of corrections today: a triumph of pluralistic ignorance. Criminal law bulletin,
v. 23, no. 3, 1987: 282-274.
Calls for independent, nongovernmental organizations to exert strong leadership in

upgrading corrections and providing long-term policy development and support.

Carlson, Norman.
Bureau of Prisons Director Carlson discusses crime, sentencing, punishment. Third
branch, v. 17, July 1986: 1, 4-7.

In a wide-ranging Third Branch interview, Mr. Carlson discusses expansion of the
federal prison system, judicial interest in prison conditions, theories of punishment,
employment behind bare, and determinate sentencing.'

Conrad, John.
Corrections and its constituencies. Prison journal, v. 64, no. 2, 1984: 47-65.

Asserts that the constituency for American corrections is narrow, specialized, and seldom
influential, and that the public has never taken much interest in corrections innovations
or performance. Contends that strong and durable constituency cannot be built, and
that it I. naive to persist in efforts to establish one because correctional systems are
unrelated to citizens' personal interests. Concludes that administrators and reformers
have much to gain through cooperation since corrections can make its case stronger if it
can meet its critics with understanding, tolerance, and collaboration.

Correctional standards supplement: January 1986. (College Park, MDI American
Correctional Association, 1985. 111 p.
One of a series of updates to the second edition of Standards for Adult Correctional

Institutions, published by the American Correctional Institution and the Commission on
Accreditation for Corrections.

Flanagan, limothy. Caulfield, Susan.
Public opinion and prison policy: review. Prison journal, v. 64, no. 2, 1984: 31-46.

Examines series of polls on American public opinion on prison issues, starting with a
1967 Louis Harris survey and finishing with a 1982 ABC news oll. Finds that many
gaps exist in our knowledge of public opinion about prison policy. The data suggest a
public mood emphasizing, in sophisticated way, the goal of preserving public safety
rather than pursuing punitive measuree.

Fox, Vernon.
Correctional institutions. Englewood Cliffs, NJ, Prentice-Hall, 1983. 320 p.

'The purpose of this book is to present much needed comprehensive view of all
correctional inatitutions, including their historical development, physical plants, and
programs and tbe residents that they servirs; their administration and management; and
their ftiture.*

Haas, Kenneth C. Alpert, Geoffrey P., eds.
The dilemma' of punishment: readings in contemporary corrections. Prospect Heights, IL,
Wave land, 1986. 430 p.
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Includes 27 previously published and unpublished eseays and studies of punishment,
prison", and prison reform.
Contents.Who goes to prison7The realities of prison life.The courts and corrections.

The rehabilitation deb, ): the survival of tr attment.

Inverarity, Jambs, McCarthy, Daniel.
Punishment and social structure revisited: unemployment and imprisonment in the United
States, 1948-1984. Sociological quarterly, v. 29, no. 2, 1988: 263-279.
Shows that recent studies confirm the hypothesis that unemployment affects

imprioonment roles directly when crime I. held conotant. Notes, however, that these
studies failed to address alternative explanations adequately.

Jacobs, James B.
New perspective' on prisons and imprisonment. Ithaca, NY, Cornell University Press,
1983. 241 p.
'The twelve essays in this volume represent my efforts to produce a eociological history

of the American prison since approximately 1960. This book is offered as a serious step
toward an integrative social analysis of contemporary American prisons.'

Johnson, Robert.
Hard time: understanding and reforming the prison. Monterey, CA, Brooks/Cole Pub.,
c1987. 200 p. (Contemporary issues in crime and justice series)

Includes bibliographies and index.
Review and essay portray the pain inflicted on inmates in the maximum security prison.

Include, sections on the history of prisons and patterns of adjustment, and a proposal to
improve adjustment to imprisonment.

Kaiser, Gunther.
Prison systems and correctional laws: Europe, the United States and Japan: a comparative
analysis. Dobbs Ferry, NY, Transnational, 1984. 224 p.

Reviews the legal foundation for corrections; correctional goals and responsibilities;
prisoners' legal rights and judicial review of correctional measures; the system and
organization of correction"; employment and advanced training, assistance, treatment, and
aid to released prisoners; and evaluation and developmental tendencies in 14 western and
socialist European countriee, the United States, and Japan.

Langan, Patrick A.
The prevalence of imprisonment. Washington, U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1986.

12 p.
'With this study, the Bureau of Justice Statistics introduces a new statistical indicator

measuring the use of imprisonment tui a sanction for crime. The prevalence of
imprisonment indicator, along with the annual count of prison inmates, gives a
comprehensive portrait of the American prison system in both static and dynamic terms
. . . . The findings of this study question some widely held beliefs about prisons, about
deterrence, and about incapacitation. The fact that so few criminals go to prison relative
to the large volume of serious crime convinces many that prisons cannot possibly have
much of a deterrent or incapacitative effect on crime. Assessing the States' use of
imprisonment in dynamic terms, however, reveals that the proportion of the Nation's
population affected by imprisonment I. higher than might previously have been realized.
Moreover, it suggests that the deterrent and incapacitative potential of prison may be

larger than previously thought.'

Lauder, Ronald S.
Fighting violent crime in America. New York, Dodd, Mead, c1985. 241 p.

Contents.Crime today.The business approach.--The subteen criminal.Juvenile
predators: thirteen to seventeen years old.--Juveniles and the courts.Locking up juveniles:

the search for alternatives.--The adult criminatPrisons and other options.Women and
violent crime.Victims and restitution.Volunteers.Preventions and costs.Closing
arguments.Bibliography.

Liston, Robert A.
The edge of madness; prisons and prison reform in America. New York, F. Watts, 1972.

149 p.
Attempts "to describe the roles of the police and the courta in the corrections system,

while focusing on the problems of the prison, and of the men and women in them."
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Margolis, Richard J.
Out of harm's way: the emancipation of juvenile justice. (New York( Edna McConnell
Clark Foundation, 1988. 54 p.

'Examines the ideologise that here led us to punish our children at an enormous rate:
each year, about 450,000 youngsters are consigned to juvenile detention centers and
training schools, while another 3000,000 spend some time in adult jails. Reviews the
findings of recent research in statesnotably Maseschusetts end Utahthat are using
alternatives to training schools for young offenders, and reports on how these programs
ars working.'

McGee, Richard A.
Prisons and politics. Lexington, MA, Lexington Hooks, c1981. 161 p.

Author attempts to 'help political leaders and their appointees to avoid making the same
old mistakes, and to point their steps in more promising directions. If order means
regularity, oonsistetcy, end peace, the correctional institution' in America today exist in

climate where their is much law, but little order!

McGuigan, Patrick 6. Pascale, Jon S., eds.
Crime and punishment in modern America. (Washingtonn Free Congress Research and
Education Foundation, 1966. 421 p.

"Scholars, political leaders, law enforcement professionals and analysts from the
Department of Justice examine the thorny problem of crime, punishment, imprisonment
and alternatives to imprisonment.'

New York State Defenders Association, Inc.
What prisons do to people. Albany, NY (The Association] 1985. 13 p.

Asserts that the length of sentences end the nature of maximum security imprisonment
combine to damage tbe personalities of prisoners to such an extent that it is unrealistic
to expect them to !Unction as autonomous and independent individuals in society after
their release. The major factors contributing to this disablement of prisoners include the
constant fear of danger and assault, the high degree of isolation, and the various kinds
of deprivation found in prison. Regressive types of behavior are resorted to by prisoners
in order to compensate and express anger at the deprivations enacted upon them.

Prison struggles. Social justice, v. 15, no. 1, 1988: 1-82.
Special "action of this journal iucludes seven articles on inhumanity, racism, and injustice

in the :LS. prison system.

Rocawich, Linde.
Lock'em up: America's all-purpose cure for crime. Progressive, v. 51, Aug. 1987: 16-19.

"In 1987, we lock up ao many people every week that, at the end of seven days, our state
and Federal prisons hold thousand more than they did the week before. Fifty thousand
more prisoners every year!

Rosenblatt, Jean.
Religious groups end prison reform. Washington, Congreesional Quarterly, 1982.
151-168 p. (Editoriel research reports, 1982, v. 1, no. 8)

Partial contents.Growth of Muslims' influence in prisons.Goals of Chuck Colson's
Prison Fellowship.Overcmwding: target of reform.--Alternatives to incarceration.

Sherman, Michael E.
Imprieonment in America: choosing the fUture, by Michael Sherman and Gordon Hawkins.
Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1981. 146 p. (Studies in crime and justice)

Contents.A cromroad in Americsn eocial policy.The numbers game.Two patterns of
choice.Theories and symbols.T4 cloudy crystal ball.

Snortum, John IL Bode], Kare.
Conditions of confinement within security prison': Scandinavia and California. Crime
and delinquency, v. 31, no. 4, 1985: 555-572.

Scandinavian countries have acquired an international reputation for innovative and
humane prisons, particularly model prisons that are typically smaller, newer, and open.
However, the majority of Scandinavian prisoners are still incarcerated in larger, older,
locked prisons that are rather traditional in design. This study compares 16 closed or
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secure prisons, using four each from Norway, Sweden, Finland, and California. It found
that California prisons anchored the negative extreme on moat, though not all, of the
international comparison..

Standards for adult correctional institutions. (College Park, MD] American Correctional
Association, 1981. 163 p.

Compiled by the American Correctional Association and the Commission on Accreditation
for Corrections, this guidebook provides basic standards for the operation of an adult
correctional facility.

Strasser, Fred. Coyle, Marcia.
Prisons on the precipice. National law journal, v. 9, Aug. 10, 1987: 50, 52-55.

'13y choosing to put so many in prison, America now has pushed its bckup strategy to
the point of crisko. This rapidly swelling minority strains the limits of the nationa's prison
systems. It burdens courts with lawsuits over deteriorating conditions . . . and its racial
composition raises serious questions about the way America wages war on crime."

Sutton, Join. R.
Doing time: dynamics of imprisonment in the reformist state. American sociological
review, v. 52, no. 5, 1987: 612430.

Hypothesises that the strstegic behavior of state officials plays an intervening role in the
punishment process that determines the relative salience of reform and social system
effects. Finds that reforms such ss probation, parole, and indeterminate sentencing
legislation introduced diocretion into the social control system and allowed official actors
greater freedom to adjuat their behavior to shifting bureaucratic and political constraints.

U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics.
Report to the nation on crime and justice. 2nd ed. Washington, U.S. Bureau of Justice
Statistics, 1988. 134 p.

Preeents a compilation and analysis of national research data to provide a comrehensive
picture of crime and criminal justice in the United States.

U.S. Bureau of Prisons.
Correction.: a bibliography. Washington, Federsl Bureau of Prisone Library, 1973. 17 I.

U.S. Dept. of Justice. National Institute of Justice.
American prisons and jails. (Washington, G.P.0.1 1980. 5 v.

Vol. I: Summary findings and policy impliestions of national survey.Vol. IL Population
trends and projections.Vol. III: Conditions and costs of confinement. Vol. IV:
Supplemental reportcase studies of new legislation governing sentencing and release.--Vol.
V: Supplemental report-adult pre-release facilities.

U.S. General Accounting Office.
Administration of justice: assistance to State/local governments for fiscal years 1986 and
1987. Mar. 2, 1988. Wuhington, G.A.O., 1988. 73 p.
TIAO/GGD-88-53FS, 11-230408'
Identifies the specific types and amounts of Federal assistance to State and local

governments in the administretion of justice area.

U.S. Office of Technology Assessment.
Criminal justice, new technologies and the Constitution: special report. Washington,
G.P.O., 1988. 54 p.

"OTA-CIT-368, May 1988"
'Articles I and III of the Constitution and four of the ten amendments in the Bill of

Rights address the rights of those suspected, accused, or convicted of crime. This report
. . . looks at new technologies used for investigation, apprehension, and confinement of
offenders, and their effects on the constitutional protection of theee rights.'

Weiss, Ann E.
Prisons: system in trouble. Hillside, NJ, Enslow, c1988. 160 p.

Discuses. the current prison system and such problems as arbitrary sentencing,
overcrowding, and the treatment of juvenile offenders.
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White, Janie* W.
Bibliography of United States Government documents on crime, correction, punishment,
and rehabilitation. Eunice, LA, haggis= State University at Eunice, 1974. 16 I.

Yoder, John C.
Corrections: establishing our prioritise. Federal Bar news Ili journal, V. 90, Apr. 1983:
230-236.

' Mushrooming prison population in the United States will make corrections a timely
Josue in the 98th Congress . . . . A number of observers agree that overcrowding has
brought prison conditions to a boiling point.'

B. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Bair, Karen.
A 196-year push to make prisons work. Scholastic update, v. 119, Feb. 9, 1987: 1647.

' Since 1790, Americans have been experimenting with prieons, trying to find a goal for
them beyond punishment. Why have theme experiments led to a prison system that
satisfies no one?'

Bowksr, Lee H.
Crime and the nes of prisons in the United States: a time series analysis. Crime &
delinquency, v. 27, Apr. 1961: 206-212.

Research using two sets of time eerie. data find, a positive relationship between crime
and imprisonment in the United States. Suggests that these findings offer support for a
moratorium on prison construction.

Conrad, John P.
Return to John Augustus. Federal probation, v. 51, Dec. 1987: 22-27.
Argues that despite the 'nothing works' verdict on probation and parole, the only hope

of dealing with the prison population explosion I. the vigorous development of intensive
models of field corrections. Author smells that it is neceesary to revive the original
approach of John Augustus, applied in the nineteenth century, in which probation was
essentially benevolent.

O'Leary, Vincent.
Probation: system in change. Federal probation, v. 61, Dec. 1987: 8-11.
Meares that in the field of corrections, demands for fUndamental reform have been

e dvanced by coneervatives and liberals alike. Traces the history of calls for change in
such areas as sanctioning goals and granting discretionary prison release.

Rickard, Graham.
Priems and punithment New York, Bookwright Press, 1987. 27 p.
Examines changing methods of punishment through the ages, current methods of

punishment such so fines and prison sentence., and likely future developmente.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Ponitentiaries and
Corrections.
The role of prisons in society. Hearings, 95th Congrees, lst session. Oct. 5-6, 1977.
Washington, G.P.O., 1978. 132 p.

Includes teetimorky from 'a wide spectrum of academicians, sociologists, and those
involved with the day to day problems of prisons, about what they believe to be the
proper function of prisons in our society.'

C. PURPCKEE OF CORRECTIONAL POLICIES

Andersen, Kurt.
What are prisons for? '15me, v. 120, Sept. 13, 1982: 38-55, 57-58.

Argues that prisons are 'no longer for rehabilitation, but to punish-and lock the worst
away.' Includes a section of photographs by Neil Leifer and a portrait of a prisoner by
Roger Roeenblatt.
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Conrad, John P., ed.
The Riture of corrections. Prison journal, v. 87, no. 2, 1987: 1-94.
A special issue of the journal, the second commemorating the 200th anniversary of the

Pennsylvania Prison society, includes 13 articles on the Riture of corrections over the next
25 years.

Dob le, John.
Crime and punishment: the public'. view. WO Public Agenda Foundation, 1987. 40 p.
Assesses public opinion about crime and corrections in a report prepared for the Edna

McConnell Clark Foundation.

Kennedy, Daniel B. Kelly, Thome, M.
The swinging pendulum of correctional reform. Criminal justice review, v. 6, spring 1981:
44-47.

'Crime justice professionals as well as the general public are urging a return to fixed
prirs- noes, o' ereby undoing the efforts of twentieth century reformers to rely on
the . terminate ientence for rehabilitation purposes. This movement is related to
comtedictory idea. concerning: (a) the purpose of the criminal justice system; (b)
particularism versus universalism; and (c) the proper role of discretion in the
administration of Judie*. The polarities inherent in each issue place society in a double
approach-avoidance conflict situation wbich explains the pendulum movement of
correctional policy. By seeking a middle-ground such as is offered by sentencing to
community service, the search for a more just system may be enhanced.'

Protection and correction: the tough choices. State government news, v. 30, Nov. 1987: 543,
16, 18-21.
Contents.-The criminal among us, by Dag Ryen.--Jed reform.-Bringing jails up to

standard., by Gov. Martha Layne Collins.-Criminal sontencing ricrtn, by Charles G.
Brown.-Private prisons, by Judith C. Hackett. -The ultimata correction, by Dag
Ryen.--Sentencingt new federal guidelines, by George E. MaaLonon.

Zedlewski, Edwin W.
When have we punished enough? Public administration review, v. 45, Nov. 1985: 771-779.

'The analysis here suggests that greater social benefits are derived from prison
incarceration than are usually assumed; it indicates overwhelming support for more prison
capacity. The case for current use of probation and fines is less clear, since lees data are
available on the application of these sanctions. lt, nonetheless, appears that social costs
would be reduced if more probationers were given either prison terms or fines. This
analysis also indicates that punitive fines for first offenders would have a deterrent effect
and would reduce expenditures on prison supervision, while producing revenues and
perhaps compensating victims.'

D. PRIVATIZATION OF CORRECTIONS

Babcock, William G., ed.
Corrections and privatization: an overview. Prison journal, v. 65, no. 2, 1985: 1-121.

Ccaection of essays examines the increasingly influential role of the private sector in
providing correctional services, including the private financing and operation of jails and
prison..

Becker, Craig. Stanley, Amy Dru.
The downside of private prisons. Nation, v. 240, June 15, 1985: 728-730.

'Private corrections originated in institutions where the line between dependence and
deviance, between care and punishment, is blurred: halfway houses, juvenile facilities and
detention centers for illegal aliens. Now, however, private institutions incarcerate adult
offendeti serving long.term criminal sentences. That threatens the civil rights of prisoners
as well es the power of citizens to influence penal power.'

Bowditch, Christine. Everett, Ronald S.
Private prisons: problems within the solution. Justice quarterly, v. 4, no. 3, 1987:
441-463.
Advocates of prison privatization argue that private industry could operate facilities more

efficiently. Warns that consideration muet be given to the risks of prison expansion
driven not by crime rates or punishment theories but by profit motives.
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Brake!, Samuel Jan.
'Privatization' in correction.: radical prison chic or mainstream Americana? New England
journal on criminal and civil confinement, v. 14, no. 1, 1988: 1-40.

Defends privatization of corrections, claiming that private sector participation in
corrections is not a new and threatening development, but has been a fact of national
life since ita begiening.

Cikins, Warren I.
Privatization of the American prison system: an idea whose time has come? Notre Dame
journsl of law, ethics & public policy, v. 2, winter 1988: 445-464.

Article summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of privatizing prison., concluding
that "privatization should be permitted to proceed slowly and cautiously. The process is
complicated, as many obstacles still exist.'

Diblio, John J., Jr.
Prisons, profit, and the public good: the privatization of corrections. Huntsville, TX, Sam
Houston State University, 1988. 6 p. (Research bulletin no. 1)
Argues that enthusiasm for privatization will ebb if private firms assume a broader share

of the nation's correctional workload. Author asserts that extenoive privatization would
create a 2-tiered workload where managers in the public sector would have an unwelcome
monopoly on the worst facilities and the mod troublesome prisoners.

Private prises. Washington, National Institute of Justice, 1988. (41 p. (Crime file study
guide)

Outlines the mstior developments and issues that underlie the current debate on the
privatiution of correctional facilities. Includes olscussion questions and bibliographic
references.

Whets., w:ong with private prisons. Public interest, no. 92, summer 1988: 86-83.
Appraises private and public prison systems, giving some history of private ventures and

citiry, the souses story of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. Claims that public penal
institutions vary in quality according to administration but that prison authority must
remain in the hinds of the government.

Donahue, John D.
Prieons for profit: public justice, private interests. Washington, Economic Policy Institute,
c1988. 32 p.

'Are private prisone good idea? Probably not The evidence on potential coot savings
Is too weak and too questionable to warrant so radical and risky an experiment. There
seems to be little room for major technical innovations in locking people up, while meeting
the standar& of humus incineration .... The cost of labor, moreover, which compriees
about three-fifths of total prioon budgets, probably cannot be reduced much without
lowering the quality of the workforce.'

Durham, Ales& U., 111.
Evaluating privatized correctional institutions: obstacles to effective armament. Federal
probation, v. 52, June 1988: 65-71.
Considers some of the hazards associated with the evaidation of privately operated

correctional institutions. Concludes that the costs of dealing with these problems may
offset the economic advantage of private sector involvement.

Ellison, James W.
Privatisation of corrections. Cumberland law review, v. 17, no. 3, 1988-1987: 883-729.

Defends the privatisation of correctional facilities as a constitutional meanie of red.icing
overcrowding and idleness in public correctional facilities. Concludes that private
correctional services are not intended to replace the public penal system; public policy
must incorporate the best of both systems.
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Emil, Brian B.
?rivets prisons. Emory law journal, v. 38, winter 1987: 253-283.

'Comment wiU advance various erguments in favor of private prisons, concluding that
the potential benefits are great enough to justify st least an experimanal implementation
of the concept.'

Field, Joseph E.
Making prisons private: an improper delegation of a governmental power. Hofetra law
review, v. 15, spring 1987: 649475.

Comment argues 'that the recent trend of privatization in the area of corrections is a
violation of the nondelegation doctrine.'

Gentry, James Theodore.
The Panoptioon revisited: the problem of monitoring private prisons. Ya le.law journal,
v. 96, Dec. 1986: 353-375.
Comment "proposes a set of monitoring devices designed not only to guarantee that

conditions in private prime will be DO worse than those prevailing in public facilities, but
to harness existing private motivations to generate improvements in prison quality.'

Hackett, Judith C.
Issues in contracting for the private operation of prisons and jails. Lexington, KY, Council
of State Governments, 1967. 189 p.

Analyzes reports ftom 72 U.S. staiva and interviews with officials in 9 state and local
juriedictions that have contracted for the management and operation of secure, correctional
facilities. Finds that initial contract operations have been reasonably successfUl from the
point of view of government officials, but it is not clear they have been profitable for the
contractors.

Harms, Kenneth J. Allen, W. Frank.
Privalzing prima. American city Os county, v. 102, Aug. 1987: 29-30, 32-34.

"Contracting raises a host of legal, quality and liability questions, but the private sector
already is providing a variety of services for correctional facilities."

Holley, Cathy E.
Privatization of corrections. is the State out on limb when the company goes bankrupt?
Vanderbilt law review, v. 41, Mer. 1988: 317-341.

"Considering the number of unanswered lames associated with privatization, a state
should not privatise without grasping the magnitude and complexity of thaw problems.
These issue" should be addressed before privatisation occurs, when sufficient time is still
available to consider slternative solutions. Special interest legislation to amend the
Bankruptcy Code is a potential avenue for resolving the bankruptcy issues in the
privatization of corrections facilities.'

Immaripon, Ruse.
Privatizing sdult imprisonment in the US.: a bibliography. Criminal justio abstracts,
v. 19, Mar. 1987: 111-189.

"The opening section Ilea materials on the privatisation of public services u a whole.
Section 0 concentrates on maniews of the privatization of corrections. Sections III and
IV cover the thus:acing and operation of Jails and prisons. Section V includes materials
relevant to policy and legal issues. Section VI covens privatization in the selected states
of California, Florida, Louisiana, Minnesota, New Mexico, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina and Tennessee. Section VII lists bibliographies."

Kadin& J. Michael.
Seeking profit in punishment the private management of correctional institutions,.
Washington, American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees, 1985.
54 p.

Review of current proposals lbr the privatisation of correctional institutions argues that
state or local governments gannet relinquish legal responsibility for the incarceration of
prisoners. Contracting with private entrepreneurs for correctional services creates an
inherent tension between a corporation's desire to maximise profits by maintaining
maximum capacities, and government efflitts to develop possible e.hernative to
incarcerntion for perticular prisoners. Mort" that financial savings would be negated by
the government's need to mums the cost of development of contracts, intake and
classification of prisoners, risk of potential bankruptcy, and other hidden costs.
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Kraiick, Kevin.
Prisons for profit: the private alternative. State legislatures, v. 10, Apr. 1984: 944.

'Many corporations are ccnvincel tl 4t the market for private prisons will grow rapidly
this year, and they have begun taking options to lease suitable properties.'

Punishment for profit. Across the Board, v. 21, Mar, 1984: 20-27.
Considers "Can private enterprise do better job of running our prisons than the

government?'

Lekachman, Robert.
The craze for 'privatization': dubious social results of a Reaganite dogma. Dissent, v. 34,
summer 1987: 302-307.

Reviews the 'obvious and potential failing.' of the 'epreading affliction" of privatization,
focusing on health facilities and private prisons.

Logan, Charles H.
The propriety of proprietary prisons. Federal probation, v. 51, Sept. 1987: 35-40.

Argues that the authority of the state to imprison is derived from the consent of the
governed and may, therefore, with similar consent be delegated to private firms.

Logan, Charles IL Rauach, Sharla P.
Punish and profit: the emergence of private enterprise prisons. Justice quarterly, v. 2,
no. 3, 1985: 303-318.

Argues that prison overcrowding, an undersupply of prison space, the high cost of prison
construction, and the use of such measure m emergency powers laws to reduce prison
overcrowding have forged an environment where the demand for imprisonment outstrips
eupply and where prices seem unressonabk high. In this commit, conditions are ripe for
competition and new sources of "imply, such as private enterprise prisons.

Mayer, Connie.
Legal issues surrounding private operation of prilions. Criminal law bulletin, v. 22 July-
Aug. 1988: 309-325.
&amines the major constitutional and policy queitions in privatization of prisons, es

well as issues of labor law, delegation, control over use of force and discipline, and
liability.

Miller, Jerome G.
The private prison industry: dilemma' and proposals. Notre Dame journal of law, ethics
& public policy, v. 2, winter 1988: 485-477.

Preside:1' of the National Center on Institutions and Alternatives maintains that "a
properly fashioned 'private' approach to corrections should focus on filling in that wide
spectrum between imprieownent and probation/parole,' proposing eetablishment of 'a
privately-run, privately-contracted project, for non-incarcerative control of a specific group
of felony offenders who would otherwise be incarcerated.'

Mullen, Joan.
Corrections and the private 'actor. Washington National Institute of Justice, 1984. 7 p.

"This Remarch in Brief summarizes some of the significant finding" of The Privatization
of Corrections and outlines the homes surrounding the new proposals for private financing,
construction, and operation of prisonn and jails.'

Mullen, Joan. Chabotar, Kent Johu. Carrow, Deborah M.
The privatization of .; 'traction". Washington, U.S. National Institute of Justice, 1985.
106 p.
Partial contents.--Trends in private sector involvement with prison industries.Financing

alternatives for prison and jail construction.Contracting for correctional services and
facility operations.

Press, Aric.
'A person, not a number.' Newsweek, v. 109, June 29, 1987: 83.
'Slowly, private prisons . . . are finding niche in the United States, The business is

still smallthere are about 3,000 priviem adult jail beds in the nation. But that figure will
likely double in the next year.'
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Robbins, Ira P.
The legal dimensions of private incarceration. (Waehingtonl American Bar Association,
1988. 538 p.
'Although the policy aspects of private-prison and private-jail operation have received a

great deal of recent attention, there is a dearth of literature on the legal alopecia of private
incarceration. Not surpriaingly, therefore, discussions to date have largely been
uninformed, ill informed, or misinformed, since many of the policy questions have
important constitutional, statutory, or contractual diminsione. This project was
undertaken to present comprehensive analysis of there dimension, and to provide
practical guidance in the fbrm of a Model Contract an d Model Statute . . . . The
privatisation of incarceration mey be neither constitutifinal nor wise. Therefore, this
study concludes that, if thia critical government fUnction is to be contracted out, it must
be accomplished with intaLigoontibilitg. With incarceration, as with all areas of the
justice system, we must remain eternally vigilant.'

Privatization of corrections: defining the issues. Fe lend Bar news & journal, v. 33,
May-June 1088: 194-199.

Examinee the relative advantages and disadvantages of privatizing prisons as well as
looking at the pertinent cue law.

Privatization of corrections: defining the issues. Federal probation, v. 50, Sept. 1986:
24-30.
Surveys the issues involved in privatization of prisons. Concludm that 'we should not

permit the purported benefits of prison privatisation to thwart, in the name of
convenience, consideration of the broader, and more difficult, problems of criminal justice.'

Privatization of corrections: defining the ['sues. Judicature, v. 69, Apr.-May 1986:
325-331.
Article contends that 'although something must be done about the eordid state of our

nation's prisons and jails, we should not permit the purported benefits of privatization to
thwart consideration of the broad, difficult policy questionm that are involved.'

&wick, James R. Cilins, Warren J.
Constructing correctionsl facilities: is there a role for the private sector? Washington,
Brookinp Institution, 1987. 80 p.

Proceedings of a 1987 seminar on the Iowa, and problems raised by private involvement
in prison construction, which wee attenud by 75 U.S. correctional leaders.

Should prisons be privately run? American Bar Amociation journal, v. 73, Apr. 1, 1987:
38-39.

Pro and con discuseion, with Ira P. Robbins arguing no, and Richard Crane saying yes.

Symposium: privatization of prisons. Vanderbilt law review, v. 40, May 1987: 813-899,
983-1021.

Contents.Privatization of corrections: defining the issum, by Ira P. Robbins.The
privatization of oorrectional institutions: the Tennessee experience, by W. J. Michael Cody
and Andy D. Bennett.Tenneesee's Private Prison Act of 1988: an historical perspective
with special attention to California's experience, by Ward M. McAfee.The implications of
prison privatisation on the conduct of prisoner litigation under 42 U.S.C. section 1983, by
Susan L. Key.--Privatisation end prisons, by E. S. Saves.Liability of State officials and
prison corporations for excursive use of force against inmates of private prisons, by Donna
S. Spurlock.

U.S. Congrees. Joint Economic Committee.
Privatization of prison conotruction in New York. Hearing, 98th Congress, 2nd session,
December 5, 1984. Washington, G.P.O., 1985. 28 p. (Hearing. Senate, 98th Congress,
2nd union, S. hrg. 98-1279)

Hearing held in New York State to examine prison privatization efforts and evaluate
their fesilibility on a nationwide level.
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U.S. President's Commission on Privatiution.
Privatization: toward more effective government. Washington, The Commission, 1988.
278 p.

Partial contents.Low-income housingHousing finance.Federal loan programs.Air
traffic control and other FAA functions.Educational choice.The Postal Service.
Contrecting out: military commiesaries; prieona.Federal asset sales: Amtrak; naval
petroleum reserves.Other programs: Medicare; international development programs; urban
mass transit...Economic public policy and privatization.

Walter, Michael.
Hold the justice. New republic, v. 192, Apr. 8, 1985: 10-12.

The private prison will expou prisoners to private or corporate purposes, and will set
them at eome distance from the protection of the law.

Wollan, Laurin A., Jr.
Prisons: the privatization phenomenon. Public administration review, v. 46, Nov.-Dec.

1986: 678-681.
Review article surveys literature on recent trends in prison administration.

E. ALTERNAIWES TO INCARCERATION

Austin, James. Krisberg, Barry.
The unmet promise of alternatives to incarceration. Crime & delinquency, v. 28, July
1982: 374-409.

'A carefill review of the research literature on alternativea to incarceration suggests that
their promise of reducing the prison population has remained largely unmet. For each of
the reform strategies reviewed, the nonincarcerative options were transformed, serving
criminal justice system values and goals other than reducing imprisonment.'

Balkin, Steven.
Prisoners by day: a proposal to sentence non-violent offenders to non-residential work
facilities. Judicature, v. 64, Oct. 1980: 154-164.

Proposes a "new sentencing alternative: non-residential, state-run work facilities."

Ball, Richard A. Huff, C. Ronald. Lilly, J. Robert.
House arrest and correctional policy: doing time at home. Newbury Park, CA, Sage, 1988.
180 p.

An essay and literature review explores the history, current American usage, benefits and
costs or home confinement as a correctional option.

Ball, Richard A. Lilly, J. Robert.
A theoretical examination of home incarceration. Federal probation, v. 60, Mar. 1986:
17-24.

"According to the authors, home incarceration has advantages in that it is of easy
communicability in terms of preeent conceptions of social reality, of limited complexity
and fairly obvious potential impact, and of reasonable cost. Since it is also characterized
by reversibility, divisibility, compatibility, and perceived relevance to organizational goals,
it is considered to possess the theoretical advantages necessary to adoption."

Berry, Bonnie.
Electronic jails: a new criminal justice concern. Justice quarterly, v. 2, no. 1, 1985: 1.22.

Discusses the use of electronic anklets or bracelets to detect the whereabouts of offenders
assigned to community supervision. Some specific devices are diecussed in detail, and the
potential uses and problems of electronic monitoring are reviewed.

Brantley, James R.
Alternatives to institutionalization: a definitive bibliography. [Washington) U. S. National
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 1979. 240 p.

Cheatwood, Demi.
Capital punishment and corrections: is there an impending crisis? Crime & delinquency,
v. 31, Oct. 1985: 461-479.
"Argues that there are three options that corrections must considerexecutioa,

commutation and concentration, or commutation and dispersal through the inmate
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populstionbecause it is unavoidable that one of the three will come into being in the
neer Mum. The potential systemic effects and external factors that would follow if we
were to execute all of theme perms, or if we were to reduce their sentences to avoid such

large number of executions, are considered. The conclusion is that one of the more
probable scenarios is the enactment of life-without-release statutes in number of states,
and return of proportion of the death row population to institutions under that
provision.'

Corbett, Ronald P. Farah, Ellsworth A. L.
Home as prison: the use of house arrest. Federal probation, v. 49, no. 1, 1985: 13-1/.
Argues for greater use of alternatives to imprieonment in response to prison

overcrowding, especially the use of home imprisonment as en alternative punishment for
middle-range non-violent offenders. Home imprisonment can be used as sole sanction
or as part of an intensive supervision program. Advantages of such a program include
cost savings, partial incapacitation, and flexibility.

Czeiloweiki, Suoan M.
Alternatives to incarceration: the community correctional center. Washington, U.S. Bureau
of Prison', 1985. 4 p.

Describes program in Wmhington, DC, in which the U.S. Bureau of Prisons began
diverting low security prisoners to Community Correctional Center (CCC) Report
discusses the 'typical' inmate, and the fimetion of the program as an alternative to
incarceration that provides rehabilitative aspect.

Davis, Bertha.
Instead of pri.on. New York, F. Watts, 1986. 128 p. (An Impact book)

Discusses how criminals are charged, sentenced, and incarcerated, the different
philosophies end goals behind these measures, and ways criminals are currently
rehabilitated outside of prioons.

DelCarmen, Rolando V. Vaughn, Joeeph B.
Legal blouse in the use of electronic surveillance in probation. Federal probation, v. 50,
June 1988: 6049.

'One proposed incarceration alternative ii intensive supervision through the use of
electronic devices to monitor offenders. The solution is now technologically feasible and
is being toed in a few juriedictions. This article examines the current use of the device
and some possible constitutional and legal challenges to its use.'

Dodge, Calvert R.
A nation without prisons: alternatives to incarceration. Lexington, MA, Lexington Books,
1975. 264 p.

'A Notion Without Prisons provides substantial evidence that there are alternatives for
offenders that are more effective than incarceration. It provide" judges, legislators, and
citizen leaders with examples of the kind of program that can substantially reduce prison
populations in every state. It mays, in effect, that for both youth and adult offenders,
there is no compelling raison for imprisonment.'

Ford, Daniel. Schmidt, Annesley R.
Electronically monitored home confinement. NIJ (National Institute of Justice] repor'e,
no. 194, Nov. 1985: 2-6.

Reports on 'the use of electronic and computer technology to monitor offenders placed
on house arrest or in community corrections program.. Through electronk monitoring
devices, officials can veril'y that an offender is at home or in a community correctional
center during specified nonworking, curfew hours."

Friel, Charles M. Vaughn, Joseph B. DelCarmen, Rolando.
Electronic monitoring end correctional policy: the technology and its application.
Washington, G.P.O., 1987. 72 p.

Addresses the types of electronic monitoring equipment currently available for
supervising offenders, the legal and constitutional issues associated with its use, and
suggested guidelines for operating an elzetronic monitoring system.

4 78.
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Garey, Margot.
The coet of taking a life: dollars and the sem of the death penalty. U.C. Davis law
review, v. 18, summer 1986: 1221-1270.

Note finds that 'the execution process coda more than imprisoning person for life" and
examines the ramifications of the death penalty for the criminal justice system.

Greene, Richard.
Who's punishing whom? Forbes, v. 141, Mar, 21, 1988: 132-133, 136.

"The US. I. now paying a heavyand, it mey be, ultimately unaffordableprice for
putting criminals behind bars. Here, a report on some promising alternative."

Harris, M. Kay.
Community service by offenders. Washington, U.S. National Institute of Corrections
[19801. 87 p.

"This report I. intended to serve as a primer on the concept of community service orders
as an alternative criminal justice sanction. In theee days of limited fiscal resources
available to corrections and severe prison overcrowding, it is essential that legislators,
judges, and criminal justice officials consider community-based sanctions for those
offenders who can safely remain in the community.

Harris, Philip W. Harland, Alan T.
Sentencing alternatives: development, implementation issues and evaluation. Judicature,
v. 68, Dec. 19134-Jan. 1985: 210-219.

'Without well-defined aims and a careffilly thought out process of implementation, it ie
difficult to determine whether or not sentencing alternatives 'work."

lIeljder, Alfred.
Can we cope with alternatives? Crime & delinquency, v. 26, Jan. 1980: 1-9.
'Proposals for alternatives to prison seldom confront many of the problems that the

introduction of alternatives in the criminal justice system entails .. . . A mejor reform,
which meets all reasonable requirements of a liberal system of criminal justice, would be
to shorten all prison sentences considerably. The useflfiness of this alternative deserves
careful consideration.'

Hillsman, Sally T. Sichel, Joyce L. Mahoney, Barry.
Fines in eentencing: a study of the use of the fine as a criminal sanction. Washington,
G.P.O., 1984. 328 p.

"The study recommends experimentation with this approach in American courts. More
generally, the study recommends fresh look at lows and practices affecting the use and
enforcement of fines and other monetary sanctions, with a view to development of a more
consistent overall approach that will (1) provide expanded sentencing option.; (2) reduce
reliance on short-term jail sentences; and (3) better meet the needs of crime victims,"

Hofer, Paul J. Meierhofer, Barbara S.
Home conflnement: an evolving sanction in the Federal criminal justice system.
Washington, U.S. Federal Judicial Center, 1987. 73 p.
Examines the evolving sentencing option of home confinement within the target

framework of sentencing policy. Suggests that the U.S. Sentencing Commission should
consider returning to the model proposed in ite January 1987 draft guidelines, in which
home detention could substitute for up to 6 months of imprisonment.

Houk, Julie M.
Electronic monitoring of probationers: a step toward big brother? Golden Gate University
law review, v. 14, Mar. 1984: 431.446.
Article concludes that electronic monitoring of probationers may be too high a price to

pay for probation, noting that electronic surveillance in its most intrusive form has been
likened to the 'general searches' which are at the root of Fourth Amendment protection,
Author finds that while these systems may not appear to constitute s great intrusion into
the personal privacy of the probationer, it does not appear that they promote the
probation goals of rehabilitation and public safety. However, she finds that they may
achieve these goals when used in conjunction with narrowly tailored objectives directed
at a particular probationer.
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Hula, Mary Ellen.
Alternative sentencing, 1979-1984: selective bibliography. Monticello, IL, Vance
Bibliographiee, 1985. 10 p. (Public administration series: bibliography P 1625)

Hurwitz, Jeffrey N.
House arrest: critical anslysis of an intermediate-legal penal sanction. University of
Pennsylvania law review, v. 135, no. 3, 1987: 7714311.

Addresses legal and policy questions raised by the use et house arrest in the U.S.
Concludes that judges and probation departments must careffilly tailor the conditions of
house arrest to ensure minimal intxusion on the offenders constitutional rights, and
servi.e of both rehabilitative and retributive goals.

Immarigeon, Russ.
Community service sentences pose problems, show potential. Journal of the National
Prieon Project, v. 10, 1988: 13-15.

Finds little evidence thst, in its brief history, community service sentencing has been
used as an alternative to imprisonment.

Surveys reveal broad support for alternative sentencing. Journal of the National Prison
Project., v. 9, 1986: 1-4.

Finds that current research suggests public education can increase public support for
alternatives to confinement.

Kellogg, Frederic IL
Making criminals psy: plan for reetitution by sentencing commissions. Federal
probation, v. 46, Sept. 1982: 12-15.

The author "writes that the recent controversy over the inunity defense has focused
public doubt over the criminal justice system. It highlights the need not for further
tinkering but for wholesale reform. This recent proposal would classify offenses according
to harm and enforce restitution in every case. It would sweep away the entire
uncoordinated panoply of posteenviction proceedings and replace them with a well-staffed
sentencing commission of experienced trial judges whose assignment would be to assess
the harm done by the offender and collect judgment to repay the victim and the state.'

Lacayo, Richard.
Considering the alternatives: crowded primly spark less confining punishments. Time,
v. 129, Feb. 2, 1987: 60-61.

Describes DOW initiatives in alternatives to irrArcerstion that have been developed and
adopted as response to over-crowding in prisons and jails.

Leven, Roger J.
Community-managed corrections and other solutions to America's prison crisis. College
Park, MD, American Correctional Association, 1988. 145 p.

Advocates reducing the use of incarceration in the U.S., chiefly by placing more
nonviolent offenders in expanded community-based programs while maintaining the
incarceration of violent offenders.

Maher, Richard J. Dufour, Henry E.
Experimenting with community service: punitive alternative to imprisonment. Federal
probation, v. 51, Sept. 1987: 22-28.

Finds that when used properly eommunity service sentences can punish, provide for
reparation, assist in resocislizing the offender, and protect the community while
minimizing costs.

Mathias, Robert A.
The road not taken: cost-effective alternatives to priimn for non-violent offenders in New
York State. New York, Corrections' Aasociation of New York, 1986. 70 p.

&seria that significant numbers of nonviolent offenders in New York State who were
sentenced to prison in 1984 could have been diverted to more appropriate and less costly
community punishment without endangering public safety.

McCarthy, Belinda IL, ed.
Intermediate punishment.: intensive eupervision, home confinement, and electronic
surveillance. Monsey, NY, Criminal justice prees, 1987. 203 p.
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Anthology of previously unpublished studies and essays that assess current knowledge
about three method. of punishments that are "intermediate" steps between prison and
probation.

McFarland, Larry.
Depo-Provera therapy as an alternative to imprisonment. Houston law review, v. 23,
no. 3, 1936: 801-819.

Examines the medical and legal viability of treating consenting sex-offenders with Depo-
Provers (which reduce. testosterone production) as an alternative to imprisonment.
Concludes that the treatment must be limited to willing defendants; it is not a permanent
solution to the problem of deviant sexuality.

New Jereey Criminal Justice Network. Alternatives Task Force.
Alternative sentencing for corrections: a manual. Trenton, NJ, New Jersey Association
on Correction, 1988. 38 p.

Defines and describe. a number of alternative disposition options within the New Jersey
criminal justice system.

Outside the walls. People, v. 29, Feb. 1, 1988: 22-27.
'With prison space scarce, judges devise new ways to punish crime--from house arrest to

public penance."

Paduano, Anthony. Smith, Clive A. Stafford.
Deathly errors: juror misperceptions concerning parole in the imposition of the death
penalty. Columbia human rights law review, v. 18, spring 1987: 211-257.
Article contends that "the typical juror at the sentencing phase of a capital trial perceives

the imposition of a sentence of 'fife imprieonment' to mean there is a good chance that
the capital defendant will in fact be released from prison on parole . . . . A juror, then,
laboring under the misperception that a sentence orlife' I. a ticket to 'get out ofjail free'
on parole, feels constrained to vote for a penalty of death.'

Parisi, Nicolette.
Combining incarceration and probation. Federal probation, v. 44, June 1980: 3-12.

Discusses 'split sentencing" which combines incarceration and probation. Looks at the
historical precedents for this procedure, examines the many forms which it takes, and
explains the rationale for its use today.

Part-time imprisonment: the legal and practical issues of periodic confinement. Judicature,
v. 83, Mar. 1980: 385-396.

Investigates some of the legal and practical implications of periodic confinement, which
is also known an intermittent, partetime, partial, non-consecutive, weekend, or night time
confinement.

Petersilis, Joan.
Expanding options for criminal sentencing. Santa Monica, CA, Rand Corporation, 1987.
110 p.
"This report was supported by the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation as part of ite

continuing effort to develop alternatives to prison and reduce our nation's reliance on
incarceration. at] describes a number of new programs that have been developed
nationwide to respond to prison and jail crowding."

Exploring the option of house arrest. Federal probation, v. 60, June 1986: 50-55.
Summarises the characteristics of house arrest programs, currently implemented as a

sentehcing option in 30 state' in the U.S. Asserts that probation's long-term survival may
depend on its success in adopting house arrest and other int nsive surveillance programs
so that it can deal with higher risk offenders in the community.

---
Granting felons probation: public risks and alternatives. Santa Monica, CA, Rand Corp.,
1985. 112 p.
Using results (tom studies conducted in California, researchers concluded that the

criminal justice system needs an alternative, intermediate form of punishment for offenders
who are too antisocial for tho relative freedom that prihation now offers, but not so
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seriously criminal se to require imprironment. This sanction would impose intensive
sursaiiisnss coupled with substantial community service and restitution, and should be
structured to mai* public demands that the punishment fit the crime.

House weft. Wmhington, National Institute of Justice, 1988. [4] p.
Outline:: the issues underlying the growing popularity of hotter: arrest. Author gives the

advantages and disadvantages of this sentencing option. References and discussion
quations are included.

Prisoners without prieons. State legislatures, v. 13, Aug. 1987: 22-25.
'Faced with overcrowded prisons and plenty of offenders, states are looking at alternative

methods of pinishment.'

Roes, Robert T. Gendreau, Paul.
Offender change: an effective alternative to incarceration. Ottawa, Canada, Ministry of'
the Solicitor General of Canada, 1984. 41 IN
Argues that proposela to decrease the use of prieon sanctions must be accompanied by

correctional initiatives to reduce the criminal behavior of the offenders diverted from
prison. The criminal justice system cm effect offender change (attitudinal or behavioral
change, not perrionslity change) by three methods: environmental design, deterrence, and
treatment. Several recommendations ere offered.

Rothman, David J.
Incarceration and its alternetives in 20th century Americs. (Washington] National
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Judie., 1979. 76 p.

Partial contents.The nineteenth-century legacy.The origins of probation and parole.--
The realities of probation and parole.The progressive prison.The invention of the
juvenile court.Dispeneing juvenile justice.The fate of the mental hygiene movement.

Rysn, Dennis M.
Criminal fines: sentencing alternative to short-term incarceration. Iowa law review,
v. 68, July 1983: 1285-1313.

Comment szemines *the fins es criminal sanction in the United States, particularly as
en alternative to short-term incarceration for less serious felonies.'

Scaglione, Fred.
Jails without walls. American city & county, v. 104, Jan. 1989: 32-34, 38, 98, 40.

'Electronic monitoring of prisoners has moved beyond the realm of science fiction and
is becoming well-developed correctional alternative.'

Schmidt, Anna:day X
Electronic monitors. Federal probation, v. 50, June 1986: 58-59.

Addresses concerns about the electronic monitoring of offenders that judgee, communities,
and elected officials must comider in adopting its use.

Whittington, Jamas W.
Adult home detention as an alternative to incarceration. Orange County, CA, Orange
County Probation Dept., 1986. 6 p.

Outlines a pilot program and summarises the design and experiences of 19 home
detention programe in Orange County, CA. Finds thet among the adventages of the
home detention ere cost effectiveness and flexibility; among its disadvantages are high
initial met and potential for violatiom.

412.
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F. CORRECTIONAL MANAGEMENT

Allen, Charlotte Low.
The success of authority in prison management. Insight (Washington times), v. 5, Feb.
13, 1989: 8-19.

'Prisons ars considered hell-holes of crime and inhumane conditions. Many state
fscilities are just that, but Federal primal appear to be clean and quiet, with good food,
jobs and recreational programa. One moon the Federal penal system seems to be working
better than the states': they have different philosophies and administrative styles.
Contrary to treditional US. penological thought, federal institutions do not try to
rehabilitate. They stress authority not democracy; emit de corps among the staff; and
an inmate work ethic.'

Cohn, Alvin W.
The failure of correctional managementrevisited. Fe Carel probation, v. 43, Mar. 1979:
10-15.

Enumerates some of the reasons that correctiona is in a state of turmoil and that
correctional management hoe failed to bring about innovative programs.

-.
The failure of correctional managementthe potential for reversal. Federal probation,
v. 51, no. 1, 1987: 3-7.
Points out differences between 'pedestrian" and "progressive' correction managers. Notes

that among the critical problems confronting correctional administrators are the need to
reassess their organisations, create protegees for staff accountability, and develop program
evaluation strategies.

Dilulio, John J., Jr.
Governing prisons: comparative study of correctional management. New York, Free
Press, 1987. 349 p.

Describes and contrasts the management of inmates in the higher custody level prison.
of Texas, Michigan, and California. Finds that the quality of prison life depends more
upon management practices then any other variable, and that, given the right
administrative conditions, prisons can be improved even in the face of crowding, tight
budgets, and polarized inmate population..

Federal standards for prisona and jails. Washington) U.S. Dept. of Justice, 1980 [i.e. 1981]
p.

Harris, Jean.
Inside story. New York, v. 17, June 13, 1983: 24-27, 29.

"An inmate tells how prisons can work better and cost less."

Reavic Dick J.
How they ruined our prisons. Texas monthly, v. 13, May 1985: 152-159, 232-246.

Examines 'how the federal judiciary and state leadership destabilized the prison system,
and why it will be years before the prisons can be returned to a sensible footing."
Contends that legal cases such as Ruiz v. Eatelle (Texas) have been instrumental in prison
reform as well as responsible for the 'loss of control" over inmates and fa the prisons
being on the "brink of disaster."

G. COST OF CORRECTIONS

Carter, Stephen A.
Prisone can cost lees. State legislatures, v. 14, Feb. 1988: 22-24.
'With growing numbers of primmeru and the high cost of prison construction, eareffil

planning I. needed to build good facilities while keeping costa down."

Coheu, Duffle.
The struggle to cap sky-high prison coots. Scholastic update, v. 119, Feb. 9, 1987: 10-11,

'Why have prison costa risen more then 1,000 percent in two decades? Can the nation
afford enough new prisons to end overcrowdine Here's why the coot crunch is producing
new ways of keeping convicts out of jail."
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Conley, John A.
Economics and the social reality of prisons. Journal of criminal justice, v. 10, spring
1982: 28-35.

' Evaluates the importance of economic forces to the creation and development of the
prison in America.'

Conrad, John P. Rector, Milton G.
Should there be a moratorium on prison construction? USA today (magazine), v. 107,
Jan. 1979: 37-44.

The authors present opposing views on the wisdom of having a national moratorium on
the construction of new prison., jails, and juvenile institutions.

Funks, Gail S.
How much justice can States afford? State legislatures, v. 10, July 1984: 22-29.

'Unlike many countries that use prison es quick but short-term punishment, the
United States lesns toward longer sentences. Nationally, average time served ham crept
up over the last decode, currently exceeding two years.'

Harriman, Linda. Strausmnan, Jeffrey D.
Do judges determine budget decisions? Federal court decisions in prison reform and state
spending for correction.. Public administration review, v. 43, July-Aug. 1983: 343-351.

..nits paper looks at the budgetary effect of federal district court decisions across the
states in the sr= of corrections. The study shows that (a) courts have affected state
spencing on pri..ons, (b) the levels of per prisoner spending in states that have had court
cases are, in general, lower than in states that have not experienced prisoner rights
litigation, (c) the level of per prisoner spending has not been affected by judicially
mandated priaon reform because of the steady increase in the prison population."

Lays, Julie.
The complex case of costly corrections. State legislatures, v. 15, Feb. 1989: 1547.

'One out of every 420 America= I. behind bars todayat a staggering price. Can we
afford to be tough on crime?

Library Information Specialists, Inc.
Alternative financing ofjail construction. Boulder, US. National Institute of Corrections,
1984. 28 p.

Report describes the new lease/purchase financing method of paying for jail construction.
Included ore two reprinted articles and two unpublished memoranda describing
lease/purchsse finsncing end its relationship to other financing alternatives, the advantage
of lesae/purchase financing, the sequence of events and time schedule for implementing
this method of financing, and the role of different professionals in the financing process.

Moore, John Vi
Paying for punishment. National journal, v. 19, Mar. 14, 1987: 812,817.

' Packing prim= in nationwide crackdown on crime, states find that punishment carries
a high price tag, and are seeking new ways to control the overflow.'

II. SENTENCING POLICIES AND GUIDELINES

Armstrong, William L
Prudent use of prison space: the Sentencing Improvement Act. Journal of legislation,
v. 11, summer 1984: 237-248.

' The Sentencing Improvement Act reflects an emergent policy consensus among criminal
justice professionals, social commentators, economists, and public officials across the
country who recognise the necesety of mentencing alternatives.'

Berman. Joel J.
Sentencing reform of S. 1437: will guidelines work? Harvard journal on legislation, v. 17,
winter 1980: 98-122.

' Crowded prisons and demonstrable recidivism have prompted Congress and state
legislatures recently to queetion the efficscy of rehabilitation in the penal system. Reports
of wide disparity in sentencing and undue judicial subjectivity have caused not only
lawyers but the prisoners themeelve, to doubt the equity of an individualized system of
sentencing. To meet the problem, Congress introduced S. 1437 in 1978 to establish
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sentencing guidelines and to decrease the amount ofjudicial diocretion available under the
current system. Although the bill died at the end of the 96th amnion, it was applauded
as a welcome attempt at reform . . Authorsuggesta in this Note that Congress mug
outline precise sentencing philosophies and limit senteneing criteria before any new bill
can adequately curtail the unwanted judicial discretion pomible under current law."

Cassell., Stefan D.
A step-by-step guide to the new Federal sentencing guideline.. Practical lawyer, v. 34,
Apr. 1988: 13-23.

'The purpose of this article is to help lawyers understand how the new (eentencing] rules
work, and to discuss some likely problem areas that practitioners should watch for. Where
appropriate, this article enacted by Congress very recently in the Sentencing Act of 1987.'

Cavender, Gray. Musheno, Michael C.
The adoption and implementation of determinate-based sanctioning policies: a crit'cal
perspective. Georgia law review, v. 17, winter 1983: 425-464
Article determines from a historical perspective that "the sanctioning reform modeled

around determinate sentencing must be cast el a symbolic tool of social control, appeasing
the fears of law-abiding citizens while avoiding a serious investigation of American
criminal behavior . . . . (Current] policy I. hollow because of the failure to provide
resources for implementation, contradictory to penal trends that show a clear movement
away from 'brick and mortar' facilities staffed by custedians, and checked by federal court
decisions demanding rapid improvement in prison conditions.'

Corrothers, Helen F.
Guidelines for the finure: the effects of Federal sentencing reform. Corrections today,
v. 48, Dec. 1986: 24, 26, 28.

Describes the sentencing reform legislation drafted by the U.S. Sentencing Commission,
and explains the effect this legislation is likely to have on courts and corrections.

Criminal sentencing in transition. Judicature, v. 68, Oct.-Nov. 1984: whole issue
(124-201 p.)

Partial contente.--Criminal sentencing in transition, by D. Gottfredson.--Sentencing
reforms: impacts and implications, by A. Blumstein.North Carolina's determinate
eentencing legislation, by S. Clarke.Judicial sentencing guideline.: hazards of the middle
ground, by D. Carrow.--Maryland's eentencing guidelines--a system by and for judges, by
M. Levin.What sentencing reform in Minnuota has and has not accomplished, by K.
Knapp.

Determinate sentencing: reform or regression? Proceedings of the Special Conference on
Determinate Sentencing, June 2-3, 1977, Beak Hall School of Law, University of
California, Berkeley. Washington, U.S. National Institute of Law Enforcement and
Criminal Justice, 1978. 148 p.

Con tents.Foreword, by Blair G. Ewing.--Introducticn, by Sanford H. Kadish.--Conceptual
overview and commentary on the movement toward determinacy, by Norval Morris.
California's determinate se.:+ence statute: history and issues, by Sheldon L. Messinger and
Phillip D. Johnson.--Sentencims reform and prosecutorial power: a critique of recent
proposals for 'fixed" and "presumptive" sentencing, by Albert W. Alschuler.--The law and
its promiees: flat terms, good time, and flexible incarceration, by John P. Conrad.--Issues
in the study of criminal code revisions: an analysis of reform in Maine and California, by
Frederick A. Hussey and John H. Kramer.--Deceptive determinate sentencing, by Caleb
Foote.

Eldridge, William B.
Shifting views of the sentencing function. In The American judiciary: critical issues.
Beverly Hills, CA, Sage Publications, 1982. p. 104-111.

"Declining confidence in the rehabilitative model has shifted the functional appraisal of
sentencing from ammement of its ability to steer persons into appropriate treatment
programs to an assessment of its ability to serve alternative goals of deterrence,
incapacitation, and retribution."

Ferry, John.
Issues in sentencing: a selected bibliography. Washington, U.S. Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, 1978. 79 p.
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Forst, Brian. We Ilford, Charles.
Punishment and 'entomb* developing sentencing guidelines empirically from principle.
of punishment. Rutgers law review, v. 83, spring 1961: 799-837.
Article attempts to develop an 'explicit sentencing policy for Federal criminal courts

from principles of punishnent, gathered from interviews with Federal judges, attorneys,
offenders, and the general public on the goals of sentencing and from an analysis of actual
sentencing decisions bored on 5,781 Federal presentence reports.

Glaser, Daniel.
Six principles and one precaution for efficient sentencing and correction. Federal
probation, v. 46, Dec. 1984: 22-28.

Seta fortL 'six pri.viples which can maximise the public's longrun protection from known
offenders at minimum coat, that all imply penalties sufficient for general deterrence of
nonoffenders but diverse reactions to different types of criminals. Contends that
succeeskl application of these principles requires careffil assessment of both the criminal
and the noncriminal peat record of each convicted person before sentencing, and if
incarceration I. deemed necessary, minimum criminalization and maximum retraining
during confinement.'

Goodstein, Lynne.
Determinate sentencing End the correctional process: a study of the implementation and
impact of sentencing reform in three states executive summary. Washington, G.P.O.,
1984. 76 p.

Report prepared for the National Irstitute of Justice under contract to Pennsylvania
State University assesses the effects of determinate sentencing legislation in Connecticut,
Illinois, and Minnesota. Researcheri found some slight support for the theory that
prisoners sentenced to determinate terms in these institutions perceived that they were
treated more equitably in the sentencing process and were more certain of their release
dates. No support was found for theories linking determinate sentencing to other areas
of priaoner attitudee examined.

Goodstein, Lynne. Hepburn, John.
Determinate sentencing and imprisonment: a failure of reform. Cincinnati, Anderson,
1985. 244 p.

Examines the impact of determinate sentencing on prisoners in Connecticut, Illinois, and
Minnesota. Data were collected from self-administered questionnaires completed by
inmates at four prisons, and supplemented by open-ended interviews with prisoners, staff,
and sdministrators. No systematic support was found for the theory that determinate
sentencing had an impact on prisoner attitudes and behaviors. Determinate sentence
prisoners had slightly lower involvement in rehabilitation programs.

Greenberg, David P. Humphries, Drew.
The cooptation of fixed sentencing reform. Crime & delinquency, v. 26, Apr. 1980:
206-225.

'Criticism of indeterminate sentencing was initially advanced as part of a larger radical
program to transform American misty. Yet recent sentencing reform legislation
legitimated by this criticism has taken on a conservative character. This development I.
documented . . . and explained in terms of political and social change over the past
decade.'

Griswold, David B. Wistrowksi, Michael D.
The emergence of determinate sentencing. Federal probation, v. 4, June 1983: 28-35.

Focuses on an overview of the trend towurda determinate sentencing, 'types and methods
for formulating sentencing guidelines, and fhture proepecte for determinate sentencing.'

Grunin, Susan Krup. Watkina, Jud.
The investigative role of the United States probation officer under sentencing guidelines.
Federal probation, v. 51, Dee. 1987: 43-47.

Claims that guideline sentencing will bring about a revolution in the work of U.S.
probation officers, by profoundly affecting the way pre-sentence reporte are prepared by
officers and used by courts in imposing sentences.

Hoelter, Herbert J.
Private presentence reports: boon or boondoggle? Federal probation, v. 48, no. 3, 1984:
66-69.
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Defends the use of presentence reports rrepiind by EIJI private agencies u the National
Center on Institutions and Alternatives. Contends that private preeentenos report' can
amid in the individualisation of criminal eentencing practices, invite reform of currant
practices, and it: ?port the use of probation by developin, community-bued sanctions.
Author cautions that the quality of presentence reports should be the dominant concern
of the courts, not their origin.

Hoffinan, Peter B. Harydman, Patricia L.
Sentencing reform, sentencing guidelines, and related issues: a partial bibliography.
Journal of criminal justice, v. 114, no. 6, 1986: 545-569.

Hula, Mary Ellen.
Criminal justice reformdeterminate sentencing: a bibliography. Monticello, IL, Vance
Bibliographiem, 1985. 10 p. (Public administration series: bibliography P 1624)

Krsjick, Kevin.
Abolishing parole: an idea whoa, time has passed. Corrections magazine, v. 9, June
1983: 32-40.
Looks 4 states where parole has been abolished to see what effect this has had on

eentencing.

Little, Joseph W.
The law of sentencing as public ceremony. University of Florida law review, v. 35, winter
1983: 1-40.
Article 'describe', the claimed goals of criminal sanctioning. Particular attention will be

given to how certain changes have brought an estrangement between the people and the
corrections process. Next, current reform proposals are described and analysed. Finally,
the goal of opening up sentencing to public awareness and influence is examined in detail.'

Miller, Harold D.
Projecting the impact of new sentencing laws on prison populations. Policy science.,
v. 13, Feb. 1981: 51-73.

'This study develops a methodology for estimating the impacts of alternative sentencing
polieles on prison populations. The methodology is demonstrated with an estimation of
the impacts on the Pennsylvania state prison system of mandatory-minimum sentencing
bill which was coneidered by the Pennsylvania legielature.'

Nagel, Stuart, Levy, Kathleen.
The average may be the optimum in determinate sentencing. University of Pittsburgh law
review, v. 42, spring 1981: 5834335.

"This Article uses nationwide sample of federal criminal cases to deal with the relations
between sentence length and subeequent severity of crimmal behavior The results are
wed to aid in arriving at optimum sentences that minimize the sum of the holding costs
and the releasing coats."

Parte ' a), Anthony.
Cheops in prison and parole policien: how should the judge reapond? Federal probation,
v. 45, June 1981: 15-18.

Argues 'that, although sentencing marks the end of a ?riminal proceeding in the trial
court, a sentence of imprimonment is also the beginning of a process presided over by
prison and parole anal:mit:es. To substantial extent, the meaning of such a eentence
is determined by these authorities. Their policiee, therefore, have implications for the
performance of the judicial roleboth for the duty to select an appropriate sentence and
for the duty to ensure procedural fairness."

Pointer, W. Donald. Reser n, Cindy
Perspectives on cli4ermhiato oentencing: a selected bibliography. Washington, G.P.O.,
1982. 90 p.

Powell, Scott A.
Sentencing julaniN offenders., societal and upset*, a selected bibliography. Record
of the Assocla len uf the Bar of the City cm New York, v. 42, Apr. 1987: 393-401.

4 17
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Strasser, Fred.
Making the punishment fit the crime . . . and the sentencing budgi .. Governing, v. 2,
Jan. 1989: 36-41.

Describes efforts by state governments to alleviate prison crowding by drafting or
revising sentencing guidelines.

US. General Accounting Office.
Justice blame. Nov. 1988. Washington, G.A.O., 1988. 20 p. (GAO transition series)

"GAO/OCG-89-13TR; B-168195"
'The four issues we believe should be included in whatever agenda Congrees and the

Attorney General eat for the Department of Justice are (1) improving overall departmental
management, (2) reassessing the effectiveness of drug abuse control programs, (3) planning
for the potentially staggering costs of sentencing reform, and (4) determining whether
immigration reform is working.'

Weissman, J. C.
Drug offence sentencing practices in the United States of America. Bulletin on narcotics,
v. 36, JulyBept. 1984: 27-41.

'The United State' criminal justice system, in response to a variety of risks, makes
available a range of options to help control drug offenders. s re-arrest divereion, pre-trial
diversion, pre-trial release, probation, split sentencing, work Meese, incarceration and
parole Mame are alternative diepositions involving graduated scale of punishment,
int nation, specific deterrence and rehabilitation . . . . Diversion, criminal
responsibility, selective incapacitation, trafficking, and cocaine abuse are examined.
Guidelines for policy development are recommended and the analysis covers the related
concepts of sentencing ideology, decriminalization, and determinate sentencing models.'

Wilson, Jamas Q.
Dealing with the high-rate offender. Public interest, no. 72, summer 1983: 52-71.

"It I. possible to think sensibly about the uses of prison by asking what kinds of
offenders should be sent to what kinds of facilities and for how long, by estimating
careMly both the prison-capacity and crime-reduction implications of any propoeed
sentencing policy, and by avoiding the tendency to think that the best way to handle
crime is alwye to impoee the longest poseible irentences."

I. JAILS

Goldfein, Josh.
Criminal iniustice: litigation looms over &MX County's jails. New Jersey reporter, v. 18,
Feb. 1988: 8-16.

Describes the deteriorating state of the Essex County jails in the State of New Jersey.
Several lawsuits have been filed on behalf of the inmates of these jails by the Office of
Inmate Advocacy in the Department of the Public Advocate. 'None of the parties involved
in this circle of finger-pointing and buck-passing denies that the conditions in the jails are
deplorable. But the first priority of each party in the dispute seems to be to accuse
someone else of dereliction of duty and callow oonduct, rather than to demonstrate any
ability to solve a publie-policy problem. Meanwhile, the inmates of the county jails, most
of whom hove not even been convicted of (and some not even formally charged with) the
crimes for which they ars being held, are living in cheumetances which are both inhumane
and illegal, end the public advocate has urged the oourt to impair herw sanctions on the
county.'

Guynce, R. Grieser, IL C. Robinson, H. E.
Organization and management of jails: en executive summary. Alexandria, VA, Institute
for Economic and Policy Studies, 1986. 15 p.
A study prepared for the U.S. National Institute of Justice examinee the impact of

organizatie- on the management and level of violent incidents in small jails in the U.S.
The sum, found that the correctionsl training of the jail manager had a significant
relationship to most of the internal management scales, as well as to reduction of assaults,
property darner, escapes, deaths, and firm. The size of the jail did not sppear to effect
them relationships.

8t
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Hall, Andy.
Alleviating jail crowding: a systems perspective, by Andy Hall with D. Alen Henry, Jolanta
J. Perlstein, Walter F. Smith. Warthington, U.S. National Institute of Justice [1985).90 p. (Wu.. and practices / National Institute of Justice)

'Provides an in-depth discussion of the range of options available to criminal justice
professionals who can ielp alleviate jail crowding while safeguarding public safety. The
experiences of many juriedictions demonstrate that such options can be effective inaddressing the jail crowding problem. Among the programs awl practices discussed arethe use of field citations by law enforcement officers in Oakland, California; early
sCreeniny of charges by prosecutors in Milwaukee, Wisconsin; prompt bail.setting in
Mecklenburg County, North Carolina; and practice, designed to reduce presentence
investigation time by probation officials in Lucas County, Ohio. Other practices diamond
include the establishment of system-wide jail population management programs in (severalcounties)."

Jails. College Park, MD, American Correctional Association, PM. 29 p. (American
Correctional Association monographs; ser. 1, no. 3)

This publication is intended to provide relevant information on jail administration to new
managers, and managers training new personnel. Includes two articles: Opening new
prisons, jails, and community-based centers, by John T. Milosovich and David Dupree; and
The improvement of jall facilities: needs, training, and resources, by Craig D. Dobeon.

Jails: intergovernmental dimensions of a local problem; a Commission report. Washington,
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 1984. 247 p.

"A-94, May 1984"
Contents.--Jails: an introduction, overview and issues.--Noninstitutional strategies:

alternative programs and procedures.--State-local and interlocal relations and local
jails.--The Federal role in local jails: from law assistance to law suits.--Findings and
recommendations.

Johnson, Judity. McKeown, Keith. Jamee, Rolorta.
Removing the chronically mentally ill from jail: cue studios of collaboration between local
criminal justice and mental health mtems. Washington, National Coalition for JailReform, 1984. 63 p.

Finds that local jails in the United States are increasingly becoming dumping grounds
for mentally ill persons. Recent estimates suggest that 600,000 mentally ill persons are
confined in jails every year, and many of these are chronically ill. The crimes these people
commit result primarily from an inability to flinction normally in the community; they do

mnerally pose a threat to public saCety. Deinstit,rtionalization of the mentally ill and
'al service cutbacks have contributed to the placement of more mentally ill persons incal jails. The authors assert that the jail experience for these people can be bothdamaging and life-threatening. Several programs that bridge the mental health and

criminal justice systems to divert mentally ill people from jail are reviewed.

Kalinch, David B. Klofas, John, eds.
Sneaking inmates down the alley: problems and prospects in jail management. Springfield,
IL, Thomas, 1986. 208 p.

Collection of 13 original essays examining jail management iseues. Includee chapters on
the functions and racial structure of jails; jail-related correctional law; changing prisoner
populations; community-jail links; emerging prescriptions for jails; and new perspectives.

Kerle, Kenneth E. Ford, Francis R.
The state of our nation's jails, 1982. Washington, 1Istional Sheriffs' Association, 01982.233 p.
Provider and analyses the results of a eurvey o wer 2600 sheriffs and jail

administratorm administered by the National Sheriff's Association. The report I. divided
into eight parts, covering the following categorise: General; Legal; Administrative; Physical
description of present jail; StaMnr, Inmate population; Programs and services; and The
five most serious problem areas in jail in order of their importance. Survey replies are
broken down into four sections, based on bed space available in the jail.

Kiofas, John.
Patterns of jail use. Journal of criminal justice, v. 15, no. 5, 1987: 403-411.

"Jails continue to be the most neglected component of the criminal justice systam. One
consequence of this neglect has been that important conceptual issues regarding jails
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remain unresolved. This study developed a method for describing the patterns of jail use
in countries. Using data from Illinois, rides ofjail use and the diversity of use patterns
were described. The influence of crime rats end county population size on jail use were
explored, and jail crowding was examined by focusing on different patterns of jail use.
Implications for jail research and policy are discussed."

Lawrence, Richt d
Jail educational programs; helping inmates cope with overcrowded conditions. Journal
of correctional education, v. 36, Mar. 1985: 15-20.

This study measureo inmates' perceptions of conditions in a metropolitan detention
center. Results indicate that educational programs can reduce the problems associated
with crowded conditions. Correlation analyses indicated significant relationships between
participation in educational programs and more positive feelings of inmates, along with
a reduction in complaints of headaches.

Moynahan, James McCauslin.
The American jail, its development and growth, by J. M. Moynahan and Earle K. Stewart.
Chicago, Nelson-Hall, c1980. 213 p.

Contents.-1. Introduction.-R. Development of the English jail.-3. Houses of correction,
workhouses, and later English jail development...4. Jails in colonial America.--5. Walnut
Street jail and the period of change.-6. Nineteenth-century American jails.-7. Jail, of the
twentieth century.-8. National Jail Census and contemporary jalls.-9. Continuing topics
for consideration.

Scaglione, Fred.
Jails without walls. American city & county, v. 104, Jan. 1989: 32-34, 36, 38, 40
"Essentially, electronic monitoring adds a high-tech surveillance component to traditional

house arrest or probation programs. Offenders are given a schedule allowing them to
leave their homes for work, approved counseling sessions, specific shopping periods and
religious services . . . . What is news is the extent to which electronic monitoring has
grown rapidly beyond the initial stages of applied science fiction to become a well-
developed, if not (tiny mature, correctional alternative."

Includes sidebar on jail funding options.

Symposium: public policy, jails, and criminal justice. Policy studies review, v. 7, spring 1988:
563-681.

Contents.-State-locel relations and the American jail criele.--Deafing effectively with
crowded jails: the judges' role.--The uses of jail confinement in three counties.--The work
orientation ofjail personnel.-Implementing organizational change.--Doing time in the new
generation jail.--Rethinking American jail death rates.--Integrating community mental
health services into local jails.--A critical assessment of electronic monitoring in
corrections.

Wener, Richard. Frazier, William, Farbstein, Jay.
Building better jails. Psychology today, v. 21, June 1987: 40-44, 48-49.
Reports on the authors' evaluation of modern direct-supervision jail facilities.

Whits, Anthony G.
Jail administration: a recent bibliography. Monticello, IL, Vance Bibliographies L19871

8 p.

J. FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS

Gentry, Margaret.
The Reagan corrections program: less money, more States' rights. Corrections magazine,

v. 7, Dec. 1981: 29-32, 34-36.
Focuses on actions and proposals of the Reagan Administration in the area of corrections

including backing off from prison standards and budget reductions for Federal agencies
in this area.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee Jn the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts, Civil
Liberties, and the Administration of Justice.
Correctional policy. Oversight hearings, 98th Congress, let session. February 23 and
24, 1983. Washington, G.P.0 1985. 567 p.

4..4. ,).
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"Serial no. 88."
Hearings held 'to examine the current state of the corrections system at Federal, state,

and local levels, and to explore alternative ways for resolving what has been called the
crisis of overcrowding in correctional facilitiee."

---
Federal prison policy. Oversight hearing, 100th Congress, 1st session. March 6, 1987,
Washington, G.P.O., 1987. 151 p.

nt 10."
'The basic purpooe of this hearing is to assess the outlines of Federal correctional policy.'

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice.
Federal assistance to state and local enforcementprisons. Hearing, 98th Congress, 1st
session on the status of' our nation's prieons with focus on the appropriate role of the
Federal government in building and in supporting the prisons, July 27, 1983. Washington,
G.P.O., 1984. 67 p. (Hearing. Sonata, 98th Congress, let 'session, S. hrg. 98-550)

'Serial no. J-98-58.'

U.S. General Accounting Office,
The Department of Justice can do more to help improve conditions at state and local
cort tional facilities; report to the Congress by the Comptroller General of the United
Stater. Washington, G.A.O., 1980. 62 p.
"GGD.8047, Sept. 15, 1980"
"This report dimness, the problems State and local prison and jail administrators ere

having in providing safe and humane environments for inmates. It also discusses the
progress some States and localities have made in improving environmental health
conditions and recommends ways for Federal agencies to assist."
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U. PRISON AND JAIL OVERCROWDING

A. GENERAL MATERIALS

Abell, Richezd B.
Passing through for lack of cells. Washington times, Jan. 27, 1989: Fl.

In this excerpt from his article in the winter 1989 issue of Policy Review, the author
argues that "with too few prison cells, we have created a game of musical chairs that all
too often puts the criminal on the wrong side of the wall. In these times of tight-fisted
fiscal policy, resources will have to be reallocated if prisons are to be built. But by
inventing in new facilities, crime's overall costs to society can be lowered."

Anderson, George M.
American imprisonment today. America, v. 146, May 8, 1982: 354-356.

"Prison populations are growing at an alarming rate, and the trend is toward mandatory
sentences. The result is overcrowding, which has its effects on the prisoners, the courts
and ultimately on public safety."

Angelo., Claudio. Jacobs, James B.
Prison overcrowding and the law. The Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science, v. 478, Mar. 1985: 100-112.

The history of prison- and jail-crowding litigation in the Federal courts since the 1960s
is traced and analyzed. While prisoners and pretrial detainees have won many victories,
the doctrinal basis for constitutional right to uncrowded incarceration facilities remains
unclear and is still evolving. Despite several recent Supreme Court decisions unfavorable
to inmates, there has been no rejection of the principles that: (1) the totality ofconditions

in prisons including crowding must not amount to cruel and unusual punishment, and
(2) jail crowding cannot be permitted to impose genuine privations over an extended period
of time. In order to enforce the decrees outlawing overcrowding, judges have had to
search for creative enforcement techniques, many of which are controversial and whose
effectiveness is disputed. The courts have forced the other branches of government to face
up to crowded prisons and jails, and they have helped to ameliorate the suffering and
deprivations that the overcrowding crisis has caused,

Austin, James.
Too many prisoners. State legislatures, v. 12, May-June 1986: 12-15.

"A coet13 consequence of cracking down on crime is an overburdened prison system. But
new techniques allow legislators to anticipate accurately the crowding that can result from
sentencing policies."

Austin, James. McVey, Aaron David.
The NCCD prison population forecast: the growing imprisonment of America. National
Council on Crime and Delinquency, San Francisco, 1988. 7 p.

Examines the current state of overcrowding in American prisons, and describes potential
consequences if current policies are not revised.

Barry, John R.
Some implications of our crowded prisons. Journal of offender counseling, v. 6, Apr,
1986: 48-51.
Reviews the March 1986 issue of the Annals of the American Academy of Political

Science (vol. 478, p. 9-182) in which 18 authors describe and discuss various aspects of the
problem of crowding in prisons and jails of the United Stefes.

Blumstein, Alfred.
Prison crowding. Washington, U.S. National Institute of Justice (1986). 4 p, (Crime file
study guide)

Provides a brief introduction to the issue of prison crowding. Includes references and
discussion questions.

Prison populations: a system out of control? In Crime and justice: a review of research,
v, 10. Chicago, University of Chicago Preee, 1988. 231-266 p.

Looks at the dre ,atic rise in U.S. prison populations in the last fifteen years. Considers
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factors such u politicisation of imprisonment policy and the changing age composition of
the population. Examines three approaches to prison crowding: diversion from prison
nonincarcerative punishments; shortening of prison sentences; and increasing prison
opacity through construction of new facilities.

Blumetem, Alfred. Cohen, Jacqueline. Gooding, William.
The influence of capacity on prison population: a critical review of some recent evidence.
Crime & delinquency, v. 21, Jan. 1989: 1-51.

Attempts "to review the empirical evidence that led Abt/Carlson to conclude that the
construction of additional prison capacity will be followed two years later by a
corresponding increase in prison population, thereby using up that prison capacity."

Brooke, Frederic H.
Overcrowding in U.S. prisons. Criminal justice issues, v. 7, spring 1983: whole issue.

"An the efforts to reduce the prison population will probably prove to be (Utile, i( the
causes for overcrowded conditions of U.S. prisons is [sic] analyzed in isolation of other
deteriorating systems of our society."

Call, Jack E.
Recent case kw on overcrowded conditions of confinement: an aseessment of its impact
on facility decielonmaking. Federal probation, v. 46, Sept. 1983: 23-32.

"The lower court decisions since Wolfish and Chapmaa suggeet that at least some courts
are stiH appalled by the conditions of confinement brought to their attention and are
disposed to distinguish or even ignore those decisions. As a result, when correctional
facilities become crowded the likelihood of a lawsuit still must be considered substantial
and the court's resolution of the dispute cannot be predicted with confidence.*

Campbell, Colin.
Prison overcrowding. Albany, Legislative and Governmental Services, New York State
Library, 1982. 4 p. (New York State Library. Topic no. 57)

Bibliography includes citations to thirty-three journal articles and books published
between 1971 and 1982.

Colloquium: the prison overcrowding crisis. New York UniverMty review of law & social
change, v. 12, no. 1, 1983-1984: whole iesue (356 p.)
Contents.The question of appropriate sentences: selective incapacitation.-.The question

of appropriate sentences: responding to prison overcrowding through sentencing policy.
Altemativea to incarceration.Post-sentencing strategies: the politics of prison
construction.--Institutional responses to overcrowding.--Institutional litigation in the
post-Chapman v arid.

Danziger, Gloria.
Prison crowding. Washington, Congrea.ional Quarterly, 1987. 394.407 p. (Editorial
research reports, 1987, v. 2, no. 5)

"Private prisons, electronic urveillance and community service to alle/iate prison
crowding are reviving debate over prison reform."

DuPont, Pierre S., IV.
Expanding sent-ncing options: a governor's perspective. NIJ [National Institute of
Justice] reporta/SNI, no. 186, July 1984: 4-8.

Delaware Governor assesses the dilemma of prison crowding and expanding prison
capacity, and "reviews Delaware's proposals to expand sentencing options and introduce
greater accountability on the part of offenders and the corrections system."

Gardner, Ralph, Jr.
Prison population jumpe to 369,726. Corrections magazine, v. 8, June 1982: 6.11, 14,
46.

Examinee the large surge in the prison popukition during 1981 and the reasons for this
growth.

Gottfredson, Stephen D. McConville, Sean, eds.
America's correctional crisis: prison population.; ;and public policy. New York, Greenwood
Press, 1987. 260 p. (Contributions in criminology and penology, 0732-4464; no. 17)

Anthologf explores crowding and other dimensions of America's crisis in corrections.
Includes pieces on the link between overcrowding and violence; the costa of incarceration;
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public opinion about corrections; British responses to overcrowding; U.S. State responses
to overcrowding; short-term remedies to overcrowding; problems of implementing
alternatives to prison; the increasingly punitive nature of American corrections; and
privatisation of correctional operations.

Gottnedson, Stephen D. Taylor, Ralph B.
The correctional crisis: prison populations and public policy. Washington, U.S. Dept. of
Justice, U.S. National Institute of Justice (19831. 28 p.

'Reports on series of studies designed to understand why correctional reform efforta
vigorously undertaken in the 1970. failed by the 1980's.'

Hagstrom, Jerry.
Crowded prisons pose budget problem for this law-and-order administration. National
journal, v. 13, Oct. 10, 1981: 1821-1823.

'President Reagan may have delivered tough speech on fighting crime, but he's not
ready to approve a recommendation for a $2 billion grant program for prison
construction.'

Harris, Kay
Reducing prison crowding and nonprison penalties. The Annals of the American Academy
of Political and Social Science, v. 478, Mar. 1985: 150-160.

Focus Is on two types af ameliorative responses to the problem of prison and jail
crowding: thaw aimed at diverting gloms prison-bound offenders to alternative programs,
and those designed to regulate prison population levels more directly. It is argued that
both strategies raise practical and philoeophical issues that can only be resolved
satisfactorily through a comprehensive reasseesment of the full spectrum of criminal
penalties and how they are used.

Johneon, Carolyn.
Overcrowding in correctional imititutions: a selected bibliography. Washington, U.S. Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1978. 39 p.

Kaufman, Gerald
The National Prison Overcrowding Project: policy analysis and politics, a new approach.
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, v. 478, Mar. 1985:
161-172.
A desciption of tho National Prison Overcrowding Project, operated by the Center fm

Effectrie Public Policy. The project took shape in 1981, growing out of the desire of the
Natioaal Institute of Corrections and the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation to incorporate
a braad systemic view in their efforts to control overcrowding.

Kravitz, Lee.
Our crowded prisons: do they cause crime or cure it? Scholastic update, v. 119, Feb. 9,
1987: 4-5, 9.

'American prisons are troubled by overcrowding, violence, and despair. What went
wrone And how can these problems be corrected? UPDATE examines the crisis in
punishment.'

Madden, Richard L.
Out of space: prison crowding in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. New York
times, Sept. 30, 1984: 1, 42; Oct. 1: 132; Oct. 2: Ill, 134.

Contents.Metropolitan area rushes to ndd prison cells.--Prisen crowding inspires new
construction ideas.Search is pressed for ways besides construction to ease prison
crowding.

McCoy, Candace.
Determinate sentencing, plea bargaining, and hydraulic discretion in California. Justice
system journal, v. 9, no. 3, 1984: 256-275.

Armee*. the effect on prison overcrowding of recent legislation in California, particularly
the determinate orentencing law of 1977 and a voter-approved plan on plea bargaining fVom
1982. Study suggests that prison sentence lengths have not increased, but an increased
number of convicted felons have been sent to prison. Decisions about granting probation
have been strongly influenced by the new plea bargaining process, especially in municipal
courts. One consequence is that prisons have become dangerously overcrowded. Contends
that there legislative innovations are not necessarily entirely responsible for overcrowding.

4 '4 4
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McShane, Marilyn.
Th. effect of the detainer on prison overcrowding. Huntsville, Tx, Sam Houston State
Univereity, 1985. (Research bulletin no. 3)

Analyses the effects of detainers on prison overcrowding in Texas. A detainer is a notice
of a criminal charge or unmarred sentence pending against prisoner. Detainer inmates
may be held longer than their preprint sentence requires simply because of untried criminal
or civil charges. Suggests policty reforms to improve the use of detainers.

Meeee, Edwin,
More Federal money needed to deal with prison, jail overcrowding problem.. Corrections
digest, v. 19, Feb. 10, 1988: 4-7.
Reprints portion. of speech given the American Correctional Association meeting in

January of 1988, in which U.S. Attorney General Meese etre:roes the need for more money
and innovation for corrections on all levels.

Myren, Michael.
So =fly prisoners, mo little epees. Government executive, v. 20, May 1988: 40-41, 43.

*Cuban inmates' rioting made headlines lot fall, but the Bureau of Prison.' real problem
is chronic overcrowding. A big budget increase should help." Ten new Federal prisons are
to be built of which three will be built by private developers and leased by the F.B.P. The
overcrowding problem is complicated by the problem of short staffing and inexperienced
staff. Includes sidebsr: 'How Michael Quinlan new head of the F.B.P. met the press."

Mullen, Joan
Prison crowding and the evolution of public policy. The Annals of the American Academy
of Political and Social Science, v. 478, Mar. 1985: 31-48.

While crowding has been a persistent feature of the United States prison since its
invention in the nineteenth century, the last decade of crisis brought more outspoken
media investigations of prima conditions, higher levels of political and managerial turmoil,
and ajudiciary increasingly willing to bring the conditions of confinement under the scope
of the Eighth Amendment review. With the added incentive of severe budget constraints,
liberals and conservatives now question whether this ie the way to do business. Although
crowding cannot be defined by quantitative measures alone, many inetitutions have
exceeded their limits of densig according to minimum standards promulgated by the
corrections profession. Soms fall far below any reasonable standard of human decency.
The results are costly, dangerous, and offensive to the public interest. Breaking the cycle
of recurrent crisis requires considered efforts to address the decentralized, discretionary
nature of sentence decision making, and to link sentencing policies to the resources
available to the corrections inflation. The demand to match policy with resources is
simply a call for more rational policy making.

Ney, Steven.
Prison overcrowding after Rhodes v. Chapman. Journal of prison and jail health, v. 2,
spring-summer 1982: 5-14.

Examines the ism* of prison overcrowding and the meaning and impact of the Supreme
Court decision in Rhodes v. Chapman upholding the practice of double-celling in a prison.
It is argued that this decision I. narrow and limited, and the importance of establishing
that the cumulative impact of the conditions of incarceratiod threatens the physical,
mental, and emotional health and well-being of the Inman)s is emphasized.

Our crowded prisons. Annals of the American Academy of Political end Social Science,
v. 478, Mar. 1985: whole issue (1)-182 p.)
Contents.The state of the prisons.Prisons and public administration.--Toward solutions.
Includes eighteen articles on Imes related to overcrowding in prieons. Some articles

from this issue are listed eeparately in this bibliography.

Rossum, Ralph.
The problem of prison crowding: on the limita of prison capacity and judicial capacity.
Benchmark, v. 1, Nov. 1984: 22-30.

Article concludes that 'Judges ought not to be ignorant or the fact that however limited
prison capacity is, and however dire and life threatening this limited capacity is asserted
by plaintiffs to be, judicial capacity to obtain and process crucial information necessary to
easess these claims, to recognise the true dimensions of this problem, and to craft sound
policy to deal with it is even more limited."

445
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Robed', R. Barry. Carr, Timothy S.
Crowding in a woman's prison: attitudinal and behavioral effects. Journal of applied
social psycholov, v. 14, Jan.-Feb. 1984: 57-68

Two studies with 634 15-65 year old female inmates assessed the impact of crowding on

female inmates. Results tuggested that women may suffer more discomfort from
overcrowding than men.

Serrill, Michael S.
A growing crisis behind bars: tough justice is causing the nation's prisons to bulge. Time,

V. 122, Dec. 5, 1983: 64-65.
Examines the factors leading to overcrowding in American prisons. Focuses on stricter

sentencing laws.

Stewart, Mva W.
Prison overcrowding: the problem and suggested solutions: a bibliographic review.
Monticello, IL, Vance Bibliographies (1984I 14 P.

Symposium prison crowding. University ef Illinois law review, v. 1984, no. 2, 1984:
203-421.
Contenta.Introduction: Illinois' response to the problem of prieon crowding, by J.

ThompsomPlanning for Astute primp needs, by A. Blumstein.Determinate sentencing
and prison crowding in Illinois, by J. Casper.Selective incapacitation: an amassment, by

J. Cohen.Guidelines for incarceration decimions: partisan review, by M. Gottfredson and
D. Gotttredson.Developing and implementing alternstives to incarceration: a problem of
planned change in criminal justice, by A. Harland and P. HarritThe misalignment of
penal responsibilities and state prison crises: costs, consequence., and corrective actions,
by P. Nardulli.Prison overcrowding and the courts: a roadmap for the 1980s, by R.
Smo lla.

Thornberry, Terence P. Call, Jack E.
Coniditutional challenges to prison overcrowding: the scientific evidence ofharmfUl effects.

Hastings law journal, v. 35, Nov. 1983: 313-351.
Article concludes 'that there I. substantial empirical evidence that prison overcrowding

is harmitill to inmate.. Plaintiffs should present tangible evidence of the harmfUl effects
of prison overcrowding to support their constitutional challenges, and courts should
careftilly consider such evidence, comparing the circumstances at issue with those described

in the empirical studies.'

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Governmental Affairs. Subcommittee on Federal

Spending, Budget, and Accounting.
Prieons projections: can the United States keep pace? Hearing, 100th Congrem, 1st

session. July 21, 1987. Wuhington, G.P.O., 1988. 66 p. (Hearing, Senate, 100th
Congress, 1st semion, S. hrg. 100-637)

Includes testimony by experts on U.S. prisons, in which they discuss the capacity of
current prisons and the problems of overcrowding.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee ou the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Criminal Law.
Prison overcrowding. Hearing, 98th Congress, 1st semion on serious overcrowding in our
state prison, and local jails, and the appropriate response of the Federal government to
this crisis. December 14, 1983. Warhington, G.P.O., 1984. 74 p. (Hearing, Senate, 98th

Congress, 1st session, S. hrg. 98-621)

Zedlewski, Edwin W.
Making confinement decision.. [Washington] National Institute of Justice, 1987. (61 p.

(Research in brief, July 1987)
Contrasts costs to society of conetructing and operating prisons to costs of letting

convicted offenders return to the community wnen prisons are overcrowded and new ones
are not built. 'The true costs of not building are more difficult to quantify. There are
scattered findings on losses due to crime and outlays for criminal justice, but it is
impossible to put a price tag on victim harm and fear of crime.'
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B. JAILS

Allinson, Richard.
Overcrowding I. now national epidemic. Corrections magazine, v. 8, Apr. 1982: 18-24,
26-27.
Examines the reasons why jail populations have been increasing and causing

overcrowding in some jurisdiction.. Focuses on what I. being done to deal with this
overcrowding. Includes article by Robert Caney on overcrowding in New Jeriey jails.

Bolduc, Anne
Jail crowding. The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science,
v. 478, Mar. 1985: 47-57.

In light of the constant interaction between local jails and state prisons, a discussion of
jail crowding is essential for understanding primon crowding. Here, the multitude of issues
related to jail crowding are examined, and the specific causes and numerous solutions are
diecuseed.

Brennan, '11m.
Offender closification and jail crowding: examining the connection between poor
classifiestion and the problem of jail crowding and developing some preventive
interventions. Boulder, CO, HSI hie., 1985. 102 p.

Examines the relationship between classilication and jail overcrowding. Two
misclaseifications are common: the false positive error misclassifying low risk offenders
as higji risk.; and the false inaptly. error misclassifying high risk offenders as low risk.
False poiritive claseilleation errors produce needless imprisonment and lengthen the stay
of incarceration. Botb processes can enlarge jail populations. Suggests remedies for
overclaesification and underclassification.

Gest, Ted.
'No recency' signs go up at the nation's jails. U.S. news & world report, v. 99, Dec. 23,
1985: 39.
'In nearly every state, space for housing lawbreakers from drunk drivers to hardened

criminals is at premium."

---
U.S. jails: 'bombs waiting to go oft' U.S. news & world report, v. 100, June 9, 1986:
72-73.
Describes the ow rcrowded state of most U.S. jails, and the results of this crowding:

inmate violence, poor facilitise, and early release of prisoners who should be behind bars.

Hall, Andy.
Syetemwids strategies to alleviate jail emwding. Risahingtonl U.S. National Institute of
Justice, 1987. 5 p.
Summarizes 'Alleviating Jail Crowding: A Systems Perspective' which 'highlights the role

of esch locel criminid justice agency in ensuring the effective use of jail bed space to
prevent crime and maintain public szfety.'

Lawrence, Richard.
Jail educational programs: helping inmates cope with overcrowded conditions. Journal
of correctional education, v. 36, no. 1, 1985: 15-20.

Provides results of a survey measuring inmates' perceptions of crowding end other
conditions in San Antonio detention center. Researchers found that educational
programs can reduce problems easociated with crowding, and can produce more positive
feelings among inmates.

Paulus, Paul B. McCain, Gervin.
Crowding in jails. Basic end applied social psycholop, v. 4, June 1983: 89-107.

'Examined the effect of housing density in 3 jails: low escurity jail, a medium security
jail, and violent and nonviolent units. Inmates of these 3 fecilities were interviewed and
their blood pressure taken. Illness data were taken from subjects' hospital or clinic
records. High levels of density were associated with verious negative psychological
reactions. Social deneity (number of people in a housing unit) was a more important
predictor of these effects than spatial density (epees per perron). Housing type did not
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affect illness complaint rate, but some evidence was obtained for elevated blood pressure
in highly dense housing when subjects were confined for large parts of the day. Results
are related to previous research on crowding in prisons and other environments."

Per !stein, Jo lanta J.
Dealing effectively with crowded jails: a manual for judges, by Jolanta J. Perletein and D.
Alan Henry. Washington, U.S. National Institute of Justice (19881. 69 p. (Issues and
practices)

'This report provides information on specific policies and procedures which have had an
impact on jail population levels without detracting from the operations of the afire and,
in most instances, contributing to improvements in case processing and the administration
of justice.'

Addresses issues specific to the judicial flinction, including issuance of t Immonsaa . setting
bail and release conditions, bail revi, re, contmuancas, and sentencing.

The implications of effective case procefelng fm crowded joile: a marual fbr prosecutors.
Washington, U.S. National InstiLute of Jost e, Jae. 2 p.

Provides procedures and policies intendeJ :a assist slusceottre at.d judgee in c,e.af
processing and use of detention space, focuelly o etI via that will reduce crowiung in
jails.

Quinn, Barbara.
Jail overcrowding: a systems problem. America., city d. county, 103, Jui le 1988: 76-78,
80-81, 85.

"Local corrections official. say alternatives tojail should be considered rtahor than simply
building more and bigger facilities.

West, Anita S.
Jail overcrowding and pretrial detention: a program evaluation (May 1979-September
1980); executive summary. Denver, CO, Social System Research and Evaluation Division,
Denver Research Institute, University of Denver, 1980. 52 p.
This program was initiated by LEAA to diagnose specific problems in various

jurisdictions experiencing severe jail overcrowding and to alleviate both the causes and the
symptoms of overcrowding through a variety of interventions. The evaluation enemies the
program's effectiveness through an examination of project impacts and an analyeis of the
relationship between program inputs and outcomes.

C. EFFECTS

fonts, James
Prison crowding: searching for the functional correlates. American paychologist, v. 41,
Jan. 1988: 99-101.

Comments that the relationship between high population density and negative
adaptations in prison is not as conclusive as asserted by V. C. Cox et al, and that their
dismissal of an attributional model in favor of a social-interaction demand model to
account for the data is too hasty. It is concluded that prison crowding does not
necessarily produce detrimental effects and that when such effects are observed, functional
factors must be addressed to bring about changes.

Obie. Carr, Tim.
The effects of prison crowding upon infraction rates. Criminal justice review, v. 9, fall
1984: 69-77.
"Attempts to expand the current studies and examine the effects of crowding upon

several group° of criminal offenders based upon a sample of 21,600 inmates, plus a
subsample of 1,300 teenage prisoners . . . Strong crowding effects were found among
young black violent offenders. For this group, crowding was a stronger predictor of
infraction rates than any of (the] control variables (age, time served, home county
population density, race, or type of crime)."

An empirical assessment of the effects of prison crowding upon recidivism utilizing
aggregate level data. Journal of criminal justice, v. 15, no. 3, 1987: 201-210.

"Drawing from official prison data from the etate of Georgia for the years 1971 through
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1978, [this article) shows that prison density is a poor predictor of recidivism . . . . Age
is the critical variable that must be included in any study that addresses the issue of
recidivism."

Clements, Carl B.
The relationship of offender classification to the ,Roblems of prison overcrowding. Crime
& delinquency, v. 28, Jan. 1982: 72-81.

Argues 'that prison overcrowding distorts offender classification decisions, and, further,
that certain classification policies may worsen the extent and effect of crowding. Examples
from recent court cases are provided."

Cobb, Alonzo, Jr.
Home truths about prison overcrowding. The Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science, v. 478, Mar. 1985: 73-85.

"Most prisoners are not very concerned about prison overcrowding; they are concerned
only with benefiting their own immediate conditions. They talk about overcrowding but
leave s minority of inmates to file the petitions and writs regarding the overcrowded
conditions. Here, the physical conditions of overcrowded prisons are detailed and
strategies are outlined whereby litigious prisoners may protect their own poesessions
vis-a-vis the prison authorities. Some prison administrators prefer the status quo and
dislike inmates' meddling in internal affairs. The federal courts in Georgia have mandated
that overcrowded prisons come up to minimum standards. Such court action motivates
prisoners to work for more humane prisons."

Cox, Verne C. McCain, Garvin. Paulus, Paul B.
Prison crowding and stress: its nature and consequences. Corrections today, v. 47, Dec.
1985: 12-14.

Suggests methods for reducing stress among inmates of crowded prisons through
minimizing interference and uncertainty.

Prison crowding research: the elevance for prison housing standards and a general
approach regarding crowding phenomena. American psychologist, v. 39, Oct. 1984:
11484160.

Summarizes the results of a research program on the effects of crowding in prisons and
jails. The impact of space and social density are discussed, focusing on the various
housing arrangements available in prisons. Findings show that, in general, crowding in
prisons wee related to increased pathology. Theoretical considerations of the effects of
crowding are disclosed in terms of a social interaction demand model that incorporates
uncertainty, goal interference, and cognitive load. Implications of the model and outcomes
of a crowded situation are addressed. Concludes that the primary causes of negative
effects related to crowding are due to cognitive strain, anxiety or fear, and frustration
intrinsic to most social interactions 'a: crowded settings.

D'Atri, David A.
Crowding in prison: the relationship between changes in housing mode and blood pressure.
Psychosomatic medicine, v. 43, Apr. 1981: 95-105.
As an analog to animal studies that have shown that crowding elevates blood pressure,

the relationship between change in mode of housing and blood preesure was examined for
668 male inmates in a county correctional institution, utilizing interview and medical data.
Transfer from single occupancy cells to multiple occupancy dormitories was associated with
a statietical!f significant mean increase in systolic blood pressure. In contrast, men who
remained in single cells had little change in systolic blood preuure over time. Men who
were retransferred to cells after a short stay in dormitories experienced a mean decline in
eystolic blood preseure, suggesting that the effects of crowding may be reversible in their
early stages. Systolic blood pressure also decreased after continued stay in dormitories,
indicating adaptation. The implications of these findings for crowding theory and for an
understanding of response to the p,44on environment are examined.

Farrington, David P. Nuttall, Christopher P.
Prison size, overcrowding, prison violence, and tecidiviem. Journal of criminal justice, v. 6,
no, 4, 1980: 221-231.

"Contrary to a widespread belief about the undesirability of relatively large prisons, a
review of the criminological literature yields no empirical evidence that prison size
influences behavior inside or after leaving prihon . . . . In a more controlled analysis of

;
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correctional effectivenear (defined as the difference between predicted and actual
reconviction rates), there was a strong +endency for the more overcrowded prisons to be
less effective.'

Fry, Lincoln J.
Continuities in the determination of prison overcrowding effects,. Journal of criminal
justice, v. 16, no. 3, 1988: 231-240.

Finds that prison 'overcrowding effects are complex and need to be identified through
direct involvement and knowledge gained at the individual prison lever

McCain, Garvin.
The relationship between illness complaints and dopes of crowding in a prixon
environment. Environment and behavior, v. 8, June 1976: 283-290.

&mined illness complaint rates in relation to degree of crowding in a federal prison
and a county jail. The results suggest that crowding in prisons may induce psychological
stress which can be reflected in an increased level of illness complaints.

McCain, Garvin, Cox, Verne C. Paulus, Paul B.
The effect of prison crowding on inmate behavior. Washington, U.S. National Institute
of Juetice [1980] 156 p.

'The purpose of this research was to identify tha effects of prison crowding on inmate
hoalth and behavior . . . . The findings prmide new information relevant to prison
housing standards as well as confirmation of previous findings about the negative effects
of prison crowding.'

Paulus, Paul D.
Prison crowding: a psychological perspective, by Paul B. Paulus with the collaboration
of Verne C. Cox, and Garvin McCain. New York, Springer-Verlag, c1988. 115 p.
(Research in criminology)

Contents.--Introduction.Effects of crowding in general.Prison crowding reesarch.
Prison housing.Croaling and health.--Background and experiential factors.Gender and
racial/ethnic differencos.Theoretical implications.Practical implications and future
directions.

Paulus, Paul. McCain, liarvin. Cox, Verne.
The effects of crowding in prisons and jails. In Reactions to crime: the public, the police,
court., and prisons, edited by David Farrington and John Gunn. New York. Wiley, 1985.
p. 113-134.

Finds that crowding in prisons can be Hated to sevral harmM effects. Increases in
institutional population relative to capacity are associatd with increased deaths, suicides,
psychiatric commitments, disciplinary infractions, and reconvictions. Increasing the
number of inmates in a housing unit leads to increases in negative psychological reactions,
clinic visit ratea, and blood pressures.

Ruback, ft. Barry. Carr, Timothy S.
Crowding in woteen's prieon: attitudinal and behavioral effects. Journal of applied
social psychology, v. 14, no. 1, 1984: 57-68.

Investigates the effect. of crowding in a women's prison, using two studies: one at the
Georgia Rehabilitation Center for Women, the other at the Women's Correctional Center
in Hardwick, Georgia. Researchers found that crowding was related to several negative
reactions, including incresseed rule violations, low opinion of living arrangements, and a
decreased level of perceived control.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Penitentiaries and
Correction'.
The problem of prison overcrowding and its impact on the criminal justice system.
Hearing, 95th Congress, lit session, December 13, 1977. Washington, G.P.O. 1978.
113 p.

Hearinp held in Delaware to 'examine the need for construction of new and renovation
of existing State and local correctional facilities.'
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D. 80LIMONS

Austin, James.
Using early release to relieve prie riding: a dilemma in public policy. Crime &
delinquency, v. 92, Oct. 1988: 404-504

'Overall early release proved to be cost-effective . . .. However, early release increased
the amount of crime suffered by the public and flirther discredited an already troubled
criminal justice system. If nothing more, this research provides policymakers with a
greater underetanding of the potential consequences associated with early release as well
as the limit, of incapacitation (both positive and negative) as an effective strategy for
controlling crime in our society.'

Avoiding overcrowding through policy analysis: the Nevada experience. Washington, US.
National Institute of Justice, 1988. 94 p. (National Institute of Justice reesarch report)

'Report summarizes the experiencee of the Nevada legislature as it struggled to construct
an affordeble, overall [prison reform) policy responsive to the public. It represents a
refreshing approach to policy construction which entails the use of data applied to
innovative policy simulation analytic techniques to provide insight on the pi Amble effects
of policy reform prior to enactment. Although no fUndamental changes were immediately
enacted, the remits suggest the beet policy is to 'do nothing' until one is certain of the
consequences of reform.'

Boyd, Lynn.
Construction technologies to reduce overcrowding. Corrections today, v. 46, Apr. 1984: 42,
44.

Examines new technologies available for prison consteuction, particularly modular and
pre-fabricated buildinge. Explains how toe of these architectural options can speed the
construction of prisons facilities, thereby alleviating ova rowding.

Conrad, John P.
Can corrections be rehabilitated? Federal probation, v. 46, June 1982: 3-8.

'During the laat 30 years much progress has been made toward dissolving the barriers
of hostility that generated violence and distrust between correctional staffs and prisoners.
Because of forthcoming budgetary stringencies, rapidly increasing populations, and a vast
incrsese in the level and frequency of violence, much of that progress is in danger of
reversal. The author feels it is urgently necessary to redure prison intake by making
maximum use of community-based corrections. He proposes a ne v. model of sanctions that
will be more severe than the present community corrections without resort to
incarceration.'

Cory, Bruce. Gettinger, Stephen.
Ilme to build?: the realities of prison construction. New York, Edna McConnell Clark
Foundation, e1984. 64 p.

Examines the current problem of prison overcrowding, and finds that "too often, policy
makers have concluded that the only humane WIMP open to them ie building a new
prison or jail that will, in lean temporarily, relieve the human suffering caused by
overcrowding. But experience suggests that this is frequently an expensive, short-sighted
and unacceptable solution.'

Dukskia Michael S.
A balanced plan to end prison overcrowding. Boston, MA, Office of the Governor, 1985.
50 p.

In this special manage on prison overcrowding, the Governor of Massachusetts proposes
*lye the present crisis in state and county correctional facilities by 1988 through a

combination of state and local initiatives.

Finn, Peter.
Prison crowding: the response of probation and parole. Crime & delinquency, v. 30, Jan.
1984: 141-153.

Interviews with 31 probation and parole officials in 30 states and the District of
Columbia were conducted to determine the role these agencies are currently playing in the
effort to alleviate prawn crowding. The results indicate that there have been relatively
few changes in probation programs designed to reduce prison crowding."

4 5
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Funks, Gail S.
The economics of prigon crowding. The Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science, v. 478, Mar. 1985: 86-99.

An examination of the economic implications of the problem of overcrowding when the
construction of new prim= ts selected as the solution. True coots, which are substantially
higher than commonly thought, are derived, and tha costs of specific sentences examined.
Prison is compared with other punishment alternatives. Myths about prisons are
discusied, and the real policy choices faced by public decisionmakers are delineated.

Garry, Eilee'A.
Options to prison crowding. Washington, National Criminal Justice Referral Service,
1984. 31 p.
Seekr to provide policy makers and practitioners with information on four broad

strategies for effective state responses to the U.S. prison crowding crisis. Theee strategies
are: construction of new facilities or acquisition of surplus property; selective
incapacitation; reduction of prison population through 'front door" (community corrections
and service, restitution, and probation) and "back door" (emergency release, parole, good
time, commutation, and ftirloughs) options; and controlling levels of incarceration through
sentencing or release policies sensitive to changes in prieon populations.

Gibbon", Don C.
Breaking out of prigons. Crime & delinquency, V. 32, Oct. 1986: 503-514.
Commenting on James Austin's study, "Using early release to relieve prison crowding: a
dilemma in public policy,' author supports the conclusion that early release should not be
viewed as much more than temporary release valve to relieve prison crowding.

Irwin, John. Aurt; 11, Jamee.
It's about time: solving America's prison crowding crisis. (San Francisco?) National
Council on Crime and Delinquency, 1987. 23 p.
'Explores the priiron crowding crisis in the United States and suggests that shorter

prim:in terms are viable solution to reducing prison populations.'

Judge, Frank T., M.
Relief for prieon overcrowding: evaluating Michigan's accelerated parole statute.
University of Michigan journal of law reform, v. 15, spring 1982: 547-576.
Comment "describes and analyzes Michigan's Prison Overcrowding Emergency Powers

Act. Part I reviews briefly current efforts to relieve prison overcrowding and concludes
that traditional remedies are largely inadequate. Part II examines the early prisoner
release statute and its implementation. Finally, Part III evaluate' the statute's success
in relieving prieon overcrowding."

Lane, Michael P.
A case for early release. Crime & delinquency, v. 32, Oct. 1986: 399-403.

The Director of the Illinois Department of Corrections explains his reasons for using
early release to relieve prison overcrowding.

McCarthy, Bernard J.
Responding to the prison crowding crises: the restructuring of a prison system. Criminal
justice policy review, v. 2, no. 1, 1988: 3-20.

Study uses an open system. perspective, focusing on environmental variables, to illustrate
how the Alabama penal system has coped with priiron crowding during the late 1910. and
early 1980s. Data sources included report crime statistics and state agency records.

Ortiz, Solomon P.
How to deal with prison overcrowding in a logical and cost-effective manner. Crime
control digest, v. 22, July 25, 1988: 3-4.

L. Representative describes bill he introduced to address the national prison
overt owding problem.

Paulus, Paul. McCain, Garvin. Cox, Verne.
Prison standards: looms pertinent data on crowding. Federal probation, v. 45, Dec. 1981:
48-54.
Concludes that 'considerable reduction in crowding effects can also be achieved by

reduction of number of people in multiple occupant open housing. For example, the
authors believe that increasing living space in open dormitories is lees effective than

t
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dividing existing space into cubicles even though the space per person may remain
unchanged or even decline.*

Ruback, R. Barry. Carr, Timothy S. Hopper, Charles H.
Perceived control in prison: its relation to reported crowding, stress, and symptoms.
Journal of applied social psycholov, v. 16, no. 5., 1986: 375-386,

Researchers conducted two studies to investigate the effects of perceived control, living
accommodation evaluations, and physical symptoms in two men's prisons, one housibg 181
inmates and the other housing 628 inmate". Combined results suggest that perceived
control is an important aspect of how inmates react to their living environment.
Suggestions for increasing perceived control and decreasing stress associated with crowding
in institutional settings are presented.

Sapp, Allen D.
Administration responses to prison overcrowding: a survey of prison administrators.
Warrenburg, MO, Central Missouri State Univermity, 1984. 9 p.

Reviews the extent of .-ercrowding in U.S. state correctional systems and determines
what type of administrative responses have been implemented to alleviate overcrowding,
using the results of a survey administered to the directors of the 60 state correctional
systems.

Se lke, William L.
Judicial management of prison'? responses to prison litigation. Prison journal, v. 65,
no. 1, 1985: 26-37.

Examine, the potential for prison litigation band on Section 1983 of the U.S. Civil
Rights Act. This type of litigation is proposed as a putontial remedy for acute prison
overcrowding reoulting from legislative irresponsibility in the reform of sentencing
statutes. Author finds that although successful prisoner class action suits have brought
some favorable change - such as early release measures and sentencing alternatives for
nonviolent offenders - most reactions from corrections officials and legislators nave
avoided the basic incongruity between the number of sentenced offenders and the
availability of resource.. Conclusion is that Section 1983 suits have been effective in
clarifying the realities of prison conditions and in illustrating the costliness of the penal
sanction.

Sims, Brian. O'Connell, Jack.
Early release: prison overcrowding and public policy implications. Olympia, WA,
Washington Office of Financial Management, 1985, 44 p.

Examines an early release program instituted to alleviate overcrovaing ir Washington
State prisons. Finds that early release rer ts in only temporary reductions in prison
overcrowding, and will not reeolve prison o Arcrowding problems, but will allow a state
to comply with court orders and to build new prisons, Warns that as the number of low.
risk prisoners released increases, policy makers will have to recognize that fliture early
releases are likely to involve more serious offenders and greater public risks.

Skovron, Sandra Evans. Scott, Joeeph E. Cullen, Francis T.
Prison crowding: public attitudes toward strategiee of population control. Journal of
research in crime and delinquency, v. 25, May 1988: 150-169.

'E..amines public attitudes toward policies to reduce prison crowding. Public attitudes
ware assessed through telephone Burveys of adult residents of two major midwestern cities:
Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio. Substantial public ,,upport for community.based
corrections and incentive good time was found. Prison construction received only
moderate support while high levels of public disapproval were found for shortening
sentences and increasing parole board authority.'

Two billion dollars worth of prison construction may only stall the overcrowding problem.
Corrections digest, v. 16, Dec. 18, 1985: 1.2.

'States are under pressure to alleviate prison overcrowding plan to spend more than two
billion in the next four years building more cells, although within five years the new
prisons will again bulge at more than 30% over capacity."
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U.S. Congress, House. Committee on the District of Columbia. Subcommittee on Judiciary
end Education.
Prison overcrowding and alternative sentencing. Oversight hearing, 98th Congress, lst
session, on overcrowding in District of Columbia correctional institutions and alternative
sentencing proposals, July 12, 1983. Washington, G.P.O., 1983. 76 p.

Woldman, Wil!lem F.
The crisis in prison overcrowding: alternatives to incarceration. Congressional Research
Service review, v. 8, July-Aug. 1985: 20-21, 30.

Concludes that %he pressures of bulging prisons and scarce public Midi may force
government oflicials to reexamine the use of imprisonment versus other forma of social
control. Judicial orders manacting reduced prison populations may provide incentives to
employ non-incarcerailve sanctions for certain clones of offenders. Various mtimates place
the number of non-violent offeuders, currently incarcerated, who could benefit from
alternative programs, without endangering public safety, at between 20 and 35 percent.
These and other alternative strategies may provide public policy makers with some options
in dealing with this critical issue.'

Yablan, Marvin.
The application of queuing models to atrategies for reducing prison population size.
Journal of criminal justice, v. 18, no. 3, 1088: 183-196.

Queuing theory models are used to investigate the effectivenees of strategies for reducing
prism population size. Them, trategies are: reduced or zero inmate admissions;
immediate release of some inmatas; and a reduction of the average time incarcerated.
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ILL PRISON VIOLENCE

A. GENERAL MATERIALS

Andreeky, Jill.
'Soft' prisons? There's no such thing. Forbes, v. 133, Apr. 23, 1984: 114-116, 118, 122.

'They're not the iron jungles where racial hatred, rape and violence reign. But they're
still slimmers.'

Athui, Randy.
Violence in prison: environmental influences. Environment and behavior, v. 16, May
1984: 276-306.
Reports on an investigation of 'the relationahip between environmental factors and

incidents of inmate skillets within four correctional institutions in the southeastern
United States .... The results indicated that there may be some environmental influence
trends, but that they vary from primon to prison and are not suryartive of theories that
rainfall, temperature, seesons, or moonphase have direct influences on prison violence."

Braswell, Michsel. DilIinglian, Steven. Montgomery, Reid, Jr., eds.
Priaon violence in America. Cincinnati, OH, Andereon Pub. Co, c1986. 178 p. (Criminal
justice studies)

"Eleven articles eddrees prison violence from a variety of perspectives and suggest policy
options and remedial measures for more effective presentation and coping strategies."

Buchanan, Robert A. Unger, Cindie A. Whitlow, Karen.
Manapment of inmate violence: care study. Kansas City, MO, Correctional Services
Group, 1987. 68 p.

Explores the management of inmate violence at the 3,200 bed Arizona State Prison
Complex in Florence. Finds that the stretegies used were effective, but that a small group
of inmates remained difficult to manage.

Clinical treatment of the violent person. Rockville, MD, U.S. National Institute of Mental
Health, 1985. 96 p.

lionovaph describe' the treatment and management of the violent person in various
inpatient and outpatient settings, including psychiatric emergency rooms, community
mental health centers, mental hospitals, jurenile institutions, prisons, and jails.'

Cotton, Donald J. Grath, A Nicholas.
Sexual assault in torrent .ral institutions: prevention and intervention. In Victims of
sexual aggression: treatment of children, women and men, edited by Irving R. Stuart and
Joanne G. Greer. New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1984. 127-155 p.

'Correctional facilities ars bigh-risk settinp for male rem. The extent and seriousnese
of this problem often goes unrecognized due to the nature of prison conditions, inmate
codes, and staff attitodes. Inmate rape im not primarily a sexually motivated act but
indeed constitutes the sexual expression of aggression . . . Male rape may be
mythologically devastating to the victim in that it devalues him in regard to two primary
sources of male identity: sexuality and aggreesion. Furthermore, the victim is confined
to the same institution es his offender and therefore continues to remain at risk of fOrther
msault. Civil litiption reprding institutional liability is increasing, and it is incumbent
upon correctional institutions to train their personnel in regard to identifying, treating,
and preventing the sexual abuse of inmates. To this end the major issues to be addreseed
for a model protocol are preeented in this chapter.'

Coyle, A. G.
Management of dangerous end difficult prisoners. Howard journal of criminal justice,
v. 28, Mg 1987: 139-152.
'The problem of how to menage those prisoners who reftise to conform to standard

primon rules end regulation. has attracted considerable attention in Great Britain and
North America. This Miele dericribes moms of the strateriee adopted in Canada and the
United State. and contrasts them with developments in Scois ad. It is concluded that
there should be a prior statement of the objective of any alternative unit for this type of
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prisoner, that its regime should be clearly defined, that a consensus should be reached
about what constitutes a difficult o- 4angerous prisoner, and that the wider implications
of managing this type of prisoner sh,Add be publicly appreciatod."

Dabbs, James M.
Saliva testosterone and criminal violence in young adult prison inmatee. Psychosomatic
medicine, v. 49, Mar.-Apr. 1987: 174-182.

'Measured free testosterone in the saliva of 89 male prison inmates (aged mostly 18-23
yrs). Subjects with higher taetosterone concentrstions had more often been convicted of
violent crimes. The relationship was most striking at the extremes of the teetosterone
distribution, where 9 out of 11 subjects with the lowed testosterone cor centrations had
committed nonviolent crimes, and 10 out of 11 inmates with the highest testosterone
concentrations had committed violent crimes. Among the inmates convicted on nonviolent
crimes, those higher in testosterone received longer times to serve before parole and longer
punishments for disciplinary infractions in prison. In the housing unit where peer ratings
were most reliable, inmates rated as tougher by their peers were higher in testosterone."

Eisikovits, Zvi. Baizerman, Michael
"Doin' time': violent youth in a juvenile facility and in an adult prison. Journal of
offender counseling, services and rehabilitation, v. 8, spring 1982: 5-20.
'Violent youth in one midwestern state were given an indeterminate sentence to either

a juvenile facility or an adult prison. About 43 vio!ent youths in these facilities were
interviewed to see how they 'did time' in each place. These data can be of value in
assessing the practice of giving indeterminate sentences, in ur,derstanding youth's
existential experience of punishment, and in examining the utility of developmental
perspective in research program development and policy making. The central public issue
is what to do with youth who are 'too young to be criminals and too violent to be youth."
Tho data suggest that youth in both facilities are youth first. In the adult institution, the
youthffil respondents learned quickly that violence is a way of life, a mundane event, and
a way of being with others. They lost sight of getting out. Youth in the juvenile facilitiee
learned to be con-men and used the treatment language of the program to le/tribe
themselves to others in the facility. In this way, they could make time determinate and
short: they got better. Youth in both facilities understood a sentence as punishment."

Engel, Kathleen. Rothman, Stanley.
Prison violence and the paradox of reform. Public interest, no. 73, fall 1983: 91-105.

"The overall affecta of the prisoner rehabilitation reform movement have been the
dissolution of the inmate eocial order and heightened violence. This was certainly not the
intention o- most of those who initiated the reforms.'

Family parameters of violent priboners. Journal of social psychology, v. 127, Feb. 1987:
83-91.

Attempts to explain the criminal offenses, particularly criminal violence, of a sample of
60 violent and 60 nonviolent prisoners, by investigating their attachment to and
relationships with their familial. Data from court files and several family background
indiceo were analysed in four multiple regression analysis procedures. Results indicate
that attachment to family was negatively ueociated with impulsive violence, and parents
who were described as impunitive were positively associated with relatively planned
violence.

Farmer, J. Forbes.
A case study in regaining control of a violent state prison. Federal probation, v. 52, Jan.
1988: 41-47.

Examines methods ueed at Walpole State Prison (now called Cedar Junction) in
Massachusetts to reduce violence and improve control and morale.

Feld, Barry C.
Neutralising inmate violent*: juvenile offenders in institutions. Center for Criminal
Justice, Harvard Law School. Cambridge, MA, Ballinger, c1977. 241 p. (Series on
Massachusetts youth correction reforms)
Contenta.Chapter 1: Subcultural violence, the institutions, the inmates.Chapter 2:

Organisational structure and program characteristics of the cottages.--Chapter 3: The
inmate subculturee.Chapter 4: Social structure of the inmate subculture.--Chapter 5: The
presenting culture: the influence of sex and race on subcultural adaptation.--Chapter 6:
Outcome and conclusions: institutional treatment and the differences it makes.
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Fennell, John T.
Islands of violence: the crisis of America's prisons and jails. Journal of *mist political,
and economic studies, v. 8, spring 1983: 81-91.

Argues that "controlling institutional violence and creating an orderly, secure and
humane environment is the most formidable task confronting the correctional system."

Fox, James G.
Organisational and racial conflict in maximumsecurity prison'. Lexington, MA, Lexington
Books, e1982. 191 p.
Contents.Foreword, by C. Ronald HuffIntroduction.--Prisons at the crossroads.Prison

management: the view from the topPrison guards: the flront line in the r Irkplace,
Maxlmum-eecurity prisoners: a community in conflictPrisoner organisations: united we
stand, divided we fall.Where from here: conflict or consensue-Appendices.

Galbo, Andrea.
Death after life: the ftiture of New York's mandatory death penalty for murders committed
by life-term prisoners. Fordhain urban law journal, v. 13, no. 3, 1984: 597-638.

'Note concludes that there can not and chould not be mandatory death penalty for
life-term prisoners who murder in New York. This type of statute is clearly
unconstitutional because it does not allow for individualized consideration of the offender
and the offense. In addition, it is unreasonably discriminatory towards this class of
defendants.'

Henderson, Monika.
An empirical typology of violent incidents reported by prieon inmates with convictions for
violence. Aggressive behavior, v. 12, no. 1, 1986: 21-32.

'Examined the situations under which violence has occurred in an attempt to cluster
these different situation' into an empirical typology of violent incidents. Forty-four male
prison inmates (aged 22-51 yrs) convicted for violent offenses were interviewed, and details
of current offense, previous convictions for violence, prison incidents, and violent
situations outside of prieon were obtained from each Subject Information on victim,
circumstances, precipitating events, type of violence, and emotions at the time was derived
for 248 violent incident.. Cluster analysis revealed eight clutters: criminal violence to
familiar victims, peer violence within prison, domestic violence, peer violence in pubs, gang
violence, violence to staff in prison, criminal violence to unknown victims with accomplices,
and public violence against yoanger victims. Results ere discussed in term of treatment
of violent offenders, with special emphois on social skills training."

Henderson, Monika. Hewstone, Mika R.
Prieon inmates' explanations for interpersonal violence: accounts and attributions. Journal
of consulting and clinical Psycholou, v. 52, Oct. 1984: 789-794.

'Explanations given by 44 22-51 year old male violent offenders for 226 incident. of
violence were coded for locus of attribution (e.g., self, other, situation) and for ex-use vs.
justification and were examined for their relationship to certain situational variables (e.g.,
sex of victim, presence of 3rd parties). Results indicate significant associations that were
consistent with prediction' from attribution theory. Subjects' explanation' for their
violent behavior were more external then internal, and explanations for violent episode.
were more often justifications than excuses. Explanations in the form of excuses were
given more frequently when the victim died. Attributions of single perpetrators were lees
external than those of subjects who acted with accomplicee. There was more victim
attribution and less situation attribution when the victim was an intimate or familiar."

Kratcoski, Peter C.
The implications of research explaining prison violence and disruption. Federal probation,
v. 52, Mar. 1988: 27-32.
Inveatigatee the circumstances leading to wanks againat correctional officer° in prisons.

Lerner, Steve.
Rule of the cruel. New republic, v. 191, Oct. 15, 1984: 17-21,

'Contrary to what most of us assume from stories in the press, it is not riots and the
taking of hottages that is the moot prevalent and dangerous form of violence in prieon but
attacks upon inmate" by other inmates. Although there I. a dearth of hard statirtics,
there is no question that noncollective violence has been escalating in our prisons since
the 1960e."
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Levin, Michael Graubart.
Fight, flee, submit, rue: alternatives for sexually assaulted prisoners. Columbia journal
of law and social problems, v. 18, no. 4, 1985: 505-530.

Article consider. "alternatives for sexually assaulted prisoners: the duress or necessity
deform to escape from prison for those prisoners who feu imminent sexual assault, tort
actions againet jailer, who fail to protect prisoners from assaults and constitutional
challenges to.conditions of confinement that allow such assaults to occur.'

Lockwood, Daniel.
Prison sexual violence. New York, Elsevier North Holland, c1980. 167 p.

Originally presented as the author's thesis, State University of New York at Al'oe.N.

Nacci, Peter L. Kane, Thomas R.
The incidence of sex and sexual aggression in Federal prisons. Federal probation, v 1.1,
Dec 1983: 31-38; v. 48, Mar. 1984: 48-53.

A two-part report which describes results of a national inveirtigation, by Federal Prison
System researchers, of inmate sexuel aggression and homosexual activity.

--
Inmate sexual aggreseion: some evolving propositions, empirical findings, and mitigating
counter-forces. Journal of offender counseling, services, and rehabilitation, v. 9, no. 1-2,
1984: 1-20.
Report updates the U.S. Bureau of Prisons' on-going investigation of inmate sexual

aggression.
'Despite the fact that inmate populations are becoming more volatile .. . only about two

sexual assaults occurred per month in 1983 in system that confines 31,000 inmates. In
previous reports, covering the time period between 1973 and 1977, the same sexual assault
frequency was observed. This report also contrasts some of the findings from the Federal
study with results from other reports, .. . discusses the Federal Bureau of Prison's policy
on homouxual activity and family visitation programs . (and] describes some processes
in corrections which will make prison generally safer for all inmates.'

National Symposium on Law Enforeement Science and Technoloci, 4th, Washington, 1972.
Prevention of violence in correctional institutions, [Wuhington) National Institute of
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 1973. 65 p. (Criminal justice monograph)

Selections from the symposium proceedings. 'Conducted by the Institute of Criminal
Justice and Crimicology, University of Maryland.'

Prison violence. Corrections compendium, v. 7, Mar. 1983: 1, 6-9.
Preeents state-by-state statistics 'for 1981 and for 1982 through July 1, on inmates killed

by inmate., staff Mid by inmate., inmate suicides, and riots or furious disturbances
occurring in correctional facilities.'

Scarfono, Anthony C.
The mandatory death penalty for murder by lifers: foregoing procedural safeguards on the
illusory promise of deterrence. Syracuse law review, v. 38, no. 4, 198n: 1303-1340.

Comment concludes that 'sacrificing 'he established constitutional mandate of
individualized consideration would result in the execution of ell life prisoners who murder,
notwithstanding any mitigating circumetances that may accompany their crimes. If there
is an ovsrriding constitutional justification for such a sacrifice, one is hard-pressed to find
it in the need to deter life-term prisoners from murdering.'

Singer, Linda R. Keating, J. Michael.
Prisoner grievance mechanisms: a better way than violence, litigation, and unlimited
administrative diecretion. Crime it delinquency, v. 19, July 1973: 367-377,

'Asserts that the need exists for a grievance mechanism in the correctional context. The
cost of violence as a means of obtaining redraw of grievances is recognised unanimously
u prohibitive. Acoording to inmatos, correctional administrators, judges, and reformers,
litigation is also an ineffective stitititute for an institutionalized sotem in the resolution
of grievances. A preliminary sup.ey of administrative mechanisms adopted by various
pioneering correctional jurisdictions shows structural weaknesees that portend failure.
Preservation of the status quo does nothing for grievance procedures. A direct mail
channel to top administration is ineffective as there is no guarantee for a response.
Leaving grievance resolution to inmates through self-government still places the final
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decision-making power in the hands of the administration. A widely used grievance
mechanism, the ombudsman, can only recommend action, not enforce it. In these
approaches the common characteristic leading to their failure is that the administrator
retains absolute diecretion. Th. Center for Correctional Justice, in Washington, DC, has
established an essential element in its grievance procedures; participation by outsiders who
are unattached to prisoners and correctional officials. Some sort of arbitration evolves as
the final step of the procedure. Perhaps the era of unlimited administration difficretion
is ending.'

Suedfeld, Peter.
Environmental effects on violent behavior in prisons. International journal of offender
therapy and comparative criminology, v. 24, no. 2, 1980: 107.116.

Examines environmental factors that increase the likelihood of violence within prisons,
based on Audios of the interaction between humans and their physical environment and
social.psychology reesarch on aspects of the social environment. The three main
environmental factors that increase the likelihood of violence among male prisoners are
spatial intrusions, monotony, and external control, which are all part of prison life and
increme the general arousal level. Excessive arousal in the prison setting leads the
prisoner to attempt to reduce stress by defending his own territory, seeking excitement
and reaffirming control of his own fate. The automatic response of many prisoners to
stress is violence, making its elimination in prisons unlikely; however, certain changes in
the prison environment that may help are suggested.

Sylvester, Sawyer F. Reed, John H. Nelson, David 0.
Prison homicide. Jamaica, NY, Spectrum Publications New York, distributed by Halsted
Press, c1977. 126 p. (Sociomedical science series)
Contents.I. Prison mortality.-2. Characteristics of homicide events...3. Characteristics

of homicide participants.-4. Characteristica ofhomicide institutions.-5. Conclusions.

Toch, Hans.
Police, prisons, and the problem of violence. Washington, G.P.O. 11977). 142 p. (Crime
and delinquency issues) (DHEW publication; no. (ADM) 76-364)

Contents.The shape of police violence,Reducing police violence.--The shape of prieon
violence.Confiict management in prisons.The 'dangerous' inmate.Treatment for violent
inmates.-Peace keeping.

Toch, H. Adams, K.
Pathology and disruptiveness among prison inmates. Journal of research in crime and
delinquency, v. 25, Feb. 1986: 7.21.

'Article explores the relationship between mental health problems of prison inmates and
the inmates' involvement in custodial violations . We find that mentally ill inmates
have higher rate of disciplinary infractions than other inmates, controlling for
differences in social and criminal history. There are also indications that the rata of
disciplinary infractions varies with the nature, severity, and chronicity of inmate mental
health problems. We discuss these findings from a perspective that views disturbed and
disruptive behavior as related manifestations of an impaired ability to cope with social
situations.'

Toch, H. Adams, K. Greene, R.
Ethnicity, disruptivenees, and emotional disorder among priem inmates. Criminal justice
and behavior, v. 14, Mar. 1987: 93.109.

'In this exploration of mental health and disciplinary problems in prisons, we compare
social history, criminal history, and psychiatric diagnoses across ethnic groups and across
mental health service-delivery categories on a release ..ohort of over 10,000 inmates, with
particular attention to differences between low-rate and high-Nte infractions. The data
indicate that age-related variable are the most helr'.1 explaining variations in
infractions rates across ethnic groups.'

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Criminal Law.
Prison riolence and capital punishment. Hearing, 98th Congress, 1st session, oversight
hearing to examine capital offenses by Federal prisoners. November9, 1983. Washington,
G.P.O., 1984. 15 p, (Hearing, Senate, 98th Congress, 1st session, S. hrg.; 98-576)
Hearing held to consider the possibility of instituting the death penalty for Federal

prisoners who commit murder or other crimes whdo i pylon.
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\Tinter, Robert D.
Trends in State correction: juveniles and the violent young offender. Crime &
delinquency, v. 25, Apr. 1979: 145-161.
"From 1970 to 1974, institutionalization trends showed decrease for juveniles and

slight rise for adults. Levels of juvenile and adult inatitutionalization in the fifty state.
are correlated with four crime categories (total index, violent, property, and burglary). No
association is found between a state's crime and juvenile institutionalization rates.
However, there are essociations between a state's crime and adult institutionalization
Mee; the correlation is strongest for violent crime for each of the years studied. State
juvenile justice policies and practices impede rational assignment of young offenders
according to severity of offense and degree of risk. Violent offenders are often mixed with
misdemeanants and status offlirders. Suggestion, for improved policy making are offered."

Whitiow, K. L Buchanan, R. A.
Management of inmate violence: a came study. Kansas City, MO, Correctional Services
Group, 1987. 105 p.

*This two-year case study of inniate-violence management at the Arizona State Prison
Complex-Florence before and after change of the prison administration entailed
interviews with staff, surveys of both staff and inmates, and analyses of agency records
regarding violent incidents.*

B. CROWDING

Anson, R. H.
Overcrowding and inmate facilities. International journal of comparative and applied
criminal justice, v. 8, spring/winter 1984: 93-100.

"A number of theorists have suggested that priaon overcrowding produces greater
tendencies toward violence and interperoonal aggression. Empirical studies of the effects
of overcrowding on the prison population have been conducted on individual inmate buffer
zones, or have focused on specific institutions within a state or federal prison system. The
paper reevaluate, the relationship between prison crowding and inmate violence using data
reported for 51 Departments of Corrections reported in the Sourcebook of Criminal Justice
Statistics. Results of the analysis indicate that although overcrowding relates to the
number of suicides and homicides in expected directions, these connections reverse
themselves ea indicators of inmate violente are translated into percentages of respective
inmate populations.*

Clayton, Obie. CAM
The effects of prison crowding upon infraction rates. Criminal justice review, v. 9, fall
1984: 69-77.
*Attumpts to expand the current studies and . . examine the effects of crowding upon

sevecal groupie of criminal offenders based upon a sample of 21,600 inmates, plus a
subacmple of 1,300 teenage prisoners . . . . Strong crowding effects were found among
young black violent offenders. For this group, crowding was a stronger predictor of
iriVract4m rated than any of the control variables (age, time served, home county
populatict density, race, or type of crime).*

al.Oloon, Sheldon.
Crowding, social control, and prison violence: evidence from the poet-Ruiz years in Texas.
Law and society review, v. 20, no. 3, 1986: 389-421.
Assesses two explanatory models for prison violence. In the crowding model, violence is

said to arise (tom the cognitive conftision and tension induced by crowded conditions. In
the social control model, violence is seen as one among avowal important control
mechanisms deeply rooted in the social order of prison life. The models were evaluated
using data from 1988 to 1984 on the forms of violence in the Texas prison system:
homicide, inmate-inmate assaults with weapone, and inmate-staff assaults. Results support
the control model over the crowding model.

Ekland-Olson, Sheldon. Herrick, Dennis M. Cohen, Lawrence E.
Prison overcrowding and dieciplinary problems: an analysis of the Texas prison system.
Journal of applied behavioral science, v. 19, no. 2, 1983: 163-192.

Reviews trends for the total system as well as individual institutions within the Texas
Department of Corrections. Analysis of data from individual inmates is also included.
Both issault and total disciplinary rates were found to be a Rinction of the age of the
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inmate population rather than overcrowding. This is consistent with finding" from the
Federal Bureau of Friona as well as data from British prisons. Although prigon
overcrowding may be an important factor in the overall quality of prison life, it is
inappropriate to conclude that it has much influence on either the total disciplinary or the
assault rates in prisons.

'lie, Desmond.
Crowding and prison violence: integration of research and theory. Criminal justice and
behavior, v. 11, Sept. 1984: 277-308.

Reviews reeearch on social density/crowding effecta and mediating variables on the level
of prison violence.

Crowding and prison violence: integration of research and theory. Criminal justice and
behavior, v. 11, Sept. 1984: 277-308.

Explores whether the relationship between social density and violent behavioral link
phenomena (e.g., self-injury, assaults, homicides) vary within different prison. in the same
society by investigating the strength and direction of the relationship between crowding
and trouble in prisons. Research concerning age, transiency, scarcity, competition, and
violence, and their relation with social density and crowding is reviewed and integrated
into a model that treats crowding as a cognitive-evaluative state and as a dependent
variable. To indicate its utility, the model is applied to a reallife prison situation in a
large medium security Federal prison housing male prisoners. Suggests that the prison
situation de.ecribod repeats itself in most prisons that inmaCes and staff label as crowded.

Gees, Gerald G. McGuire, William J.
Prison violence: the contribueion of crowding versus other determinants of prison assault
rates. Journal of research in crime and delinquency, v. 22, Feb. 1985: 4145.

Provide' 'an empirical asseosment of the relative contributions of crowding levels, inmate
age, and other salient population, staff, and institutional charzcteristics to observed levels
of assault rates.'

Goodgame, Dan.
Mayhem in the cellblocks: gangs terrorize Folsom and other crowded prisons. Time,
v. 126, Aug. 12, 1985: 20.
Attributes the growth in gang.related prison violence to overcrowded conditions and

racial teneions.

Leger, Robert G.
Perception of crowding, racial antagonism, and aggression in a custodial prison. Journal
of criminal justice, v. 16, 1988: 167-181.

'This research investigated the interrelationship of perception of' crowding, racial
antagonism, and aggression in a custodially oriented southern prison. Due to the
black-white ratio in each dorm (2:1) and the forced, largely inescapable interaction in the
open dorm housing arrangement, it appeared that race had an important effect upon the
interpersonal dynamics of the prison. Perception of crowding wan directly associated with
the racial antagonism variables of stereotyping and social distance, especially for white
inmates. Additionally, racial stereotyping and social distance were related to aggression,
particularly interracial violence.*

Lieber, James.
The American prison: a tinderbox. New York times magazine, Mar. 8, 1981: 26-28, 30,
32, 34-35, 56-58, 60-61.
'Legislators are overcrowding prison- as a result of efforts to deal with crime, and

experts say these prisons are in dangei uf erupting at any moment."
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C. GANGS

Camp, C. 0. Camp, G. M.
Management strategies for combatting prison gang violence. Washington, U.S. National
Institute of Justice, 1988. 90 p.

'This report presents issues raised in the course of seeking solutions to the problem of
prison gang violence and discusses options available to correctional administrators and the
practical consequences of various options. It is based primarily on first-hand observations
and analyses of the experiences with and response to prison ganp in five correctional
facilities.

Camp, George M.
Prison gangs: their extent, nature, and impact on prisons; principal investigators, George
M. Camp, Camille Graham Camp. Washington, U.S. Federal Justice Research Program,
1985. 220 p.
Provides the results of a study by the Criminal Justice Institute of 'prison gangs,

including their nature and extent, their effects on prisons, prisoners and administrators
and current strategies devised to cops with and manage prison gang situations."

Cox, Victor.
Prison ganp: inmates battle for control. Corrections compendium, v. 10, Apr. 1986: 1, 6-9.

Overviews the problem of gang violence in Ca/ifornia, Arizona, and Texas prisons. "The
Big Four of prison gangs, both in influence and propensity for violence, are the Aryan
Brotherhood, Mexican Mafia, Nuestra Familia and Black Guerrilla Family.'

Porter, Bruce.
California prison gang*: the price of control. Corrections magazine, v. 8, Dec. 1982: 6-19,

Examines ',hat is being done in the California prisons to control gangs among the
prisoners.

Colvin, Mark
The 1980 New Mexico prison riot. Social problems, v. 29, June 1982: 449-463.

"A case history of the 1980 riot at the Penitentiary of NM, based on data gathered from
interviews of 299 current and former inmates, guards, and officials. In the early 1970e,
the prison was relatively calm, but became increasingly violent and disorderly after 1975.
The history of the NM prison from 1975 to 1980 parallels the general shift in United
States prison, from inmate solidarity in the late 1960. to increasing violence and
fragmentation during the 1970s. The violent outbreak at the Penitentiary of New Mexico
is traced to the removal of formal and informal incentives, the failure of coercive control
measures, and s breakdown in inmate political cohesiveness that led to competition to

establish violent reputation. Recommendations include administrative reform, the
education and political self-development of inmates, and the establishment of rehabilitation
program. and positive incentives."

Deroches, Frederick J.
Anomie: two theories of prison riots. Canadian journal of criminology, v. 25, Apr. 1983:
173-190.
"Reviews theories of the causes of prison riots. The powder keg theory is based on the

belief that inmate, who riot are desperate and angry and that prison conditions contribute
to this anger. However, this theory fails hp explain why prison riots have increased at the
same time that prieon conditions have imp,oved. Also, it overpredicts the number of riots
that should occur. R. K. Merton's (1938) theory of deviance can be used to suggest that
prieon riots result ftom a situation of anomie: Anomie arises from a eocially structured
eituation in which persona from lower strata cannot obtain socially approved goals except
through illegitimate means. Inmates who want prison reform but perceive the legitimate
channels as nonexistent may resort to rioting. Although this theory explains some riots,
it does not account for those in which rioters make no demand.. E. Durkheim's (1897)
theory of disequIlibrium applied to prison riots says that any change that occurs in the
organization of the prison riot Is an emotional reaction resulting from moral indignation.
This theory explains the violence of riots and their increase in the lest 3 decades. While
reform may increase the likelihood of riote, this occurs only when administrators promise
more than can be delivered."
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The lessons of Marion: the failure of a maximum security prison: history and analysis,
with voices of prisoners. Philadelphia, American Friends Service Committee (1985) 36 p.

"The criminal justioe system that operates Marion needs to examine its ability to
continue to (Unction as it has been Dinctioning. Congress needs to exercise its oversight
authority over tha Bureau of Prisons to determine if Marion and other institution' are
being operated in the mod humane way possible end to require that alternative
approaches be employed."

Millard, P. L. Johnson, J. IL Petrovsky, J. S.
Lessons learned: the Oakdale/Atlanta riots: interviews with BOP (Bureau of Prisons)
Warderm Johnson and Petrovsky. Corractions today, v. 50, June 1988: 1648, 20, 24.25,
102, 130.
'Lessons learned from the 1987 prison riots by Cuban detainees in the Federal Detention

Center at Oakdale, La., and the U.S. Penitentiary at Atlanta are discussed by Wardens J.
IL Johnson and Joseph S. Petrovsky. Factors contributing te safe release of hostages are
discuseed including prior staff-inmate coordination and cooperation, professionalism of the
hostages, avoidance of the Ube of force, snd skillful negotiators. Roles played by the
various agencies involved are described, together with command and communications
strategies . . . . The effects of the riots on hostages and staff moralb in general are
considered, and the beneficial effects of prior staff training on the outcomes are noted.
Implications for staff training and for management of prison disorders are discussed.'

Sharp, Paul M. Hancock, Barry. Portray, Max.
Access to territory and etiology of prison riots. Free inquiry in creative sociology, v. 10,
Nov. 1982: 147-149.

Presents a model of the role of territoriality, in the specific forms it takes in total
institutions, in the development of prison riots. Finda that under normal conditions,
prisons have a system in which the formal administrative hierarchy coexists with an
informal hierarchy of key guards and inmate leaders, which helps to define spatial access.
When a prison administration insists on dealing with inmates as individuals, the informal
system breaks down, creating a power struggle among inmates and also makes spatial
access insecure; this creates tensions that can cause outbreaks of violence.

Smith, J. Q.
The prediction of prison riots. British journal of mathematical and statistical psychology,
v. 33, Nov. 1980: 151-160.
"Reformulates E. C. Zeeman's et al (see Psychological Abstracts, Vol 69:194) model of the

escalation of disorder in a prison and the subiequent riot. The present version uses a
utility or papal approach. By adjusting his model in this way, the present author found
a more efficient method of monitoring disturbances. The changes in the monitored
variables over the time preceding each of 3 prison riots are discussed and conclusions
drawn from the new model."

U.S. Congress. House. Committed, on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts, Civil
Liberties, and the Administration of Justice.
Federal Bureau of Prisons. Oversight hearing, 98th Congress, 2nd session. Mar. 29, 1984.
Washington, G.P.O., 1986. 559 p.

"Serial no. 106"
Includes consideration of the Bureau's FY1985 budget request. Particular attention is

given to the U.S. Penitentiary at Marion, IL and the Federal Correctional Institution at
Oxford, WI, where killinp of prison employees have occurred.

Useem, Bert.
Disorganization and the New Mexico prison riot of 1980. American sociological review,
v. 50, Oct. 1985: 677-688.
Suggests that data on the 1980 New Mexico prison riot supporta certain aspects of the

breakdown model of collective action, which suggests that collective action results from
social disorganization and increased levels of discontent. From 1970 to 1975, the State
Penitentiary provided inmates with employment opportunities and recreational programs.
These integrating activitieo were sharply curtailed after 1975. As a consequence, inmates:
experienced strong feelings of deprivation, and interinmate violence increaeed. Concludes
that the 1980 riot reflected the disintegration of the previous 5 yrs.
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Umeem, Bert. Kimball, Peter A.
States of siege: U.S. prison riots, 1971-1986. New York, Oxford University Press, 1989.

Recently published but not yet received by the Library of Congress.

A theory of prison riots. Theory and society, v. 16, Jan. 1987: 87-122.
Describes several prison riots that took place over a 20-year period based on case etudies

of riots that occurred at 5 United States institutions: State Penitentiary of New Mexico
in 1980, State Prison of Southern Michigan in 1981, Stu Quentin Prison in California
io 1997, Attica State Correctional in NY in 1971, and Joliet Correctional Center Facility
in Illinois in 1975. Two clams of variables are used to explain the variation in theft
riots: people's dispositions to model their behavior after others' (subject identification), and
people's disposition' to take the welfare of others into account. Conclude. that such
matters as group organisation, cohesion, and social control can be illuminated by
identification theory.

1
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N. REHABILITATION OF CRIMINALS

A. GYDIERAL MATERIALS

American Correctional Aseociation. Committee on Standard..
Guidelines for the development of policies and procedures: adult community residential
services. College Park, MD, The Association, 1981. 220 p.

'This 'Mums, one of the series of Guidelines for the Development of Policies and
Procedures produced for the Ameririn Correctional Aseociation by its Committee on
&ander& . will provide assietance to agencies seeking to develop or to revise their
own policies and procedures. By referencing specific standards, the Guidelines alto will
direct agencies towards those levels of performance required in the accreditation process
by the Commission on Accreditation for Corrections.'

Barra llas, Clemens.
Correctional treatment: theory and practice. Englewood Cliffs, NJ, Prentice-Hall, c1985.
304 p.

'In this volume, Professor Bartollas has accurately laid out the possibilities for succeesfid
correctional treatment. Not only the treatment to be offered but also the organisational
equirsments for its success ere clearly presented. Students who catch a note of

excitement from thie text will be correct. The challenge I. nothing less than to rebuild
American corrections, This book specifies the foundation on which this rebuilding must
be undertaken.'

Bayer, Ronald.
Crime, punishment, and the decline of liberal optimism. Crime & delinquency, v. 27,
Apr. 1981: 169-190.

Analyse. 'the shifting perspective of liberalism on crime and punishment A review of
the journals of liberal opinion between 1945 and 1975 reveals a growing recognition of the
seriousness of urban crime and a profound shift from the rehabilitative ideology to a more
punitive responee to criminals. The distinction between conservative social thought and
the liberal critique of that outlook has thus begun to vanish."

Bourne, Donald H.
The pendulum swings from rehabilitation to punishment. USA today, v. 9, Juiy 1980:
54-57.

Examinee the reasons for the declinr in the (support for rehabilitation of prisoners.

Burger, Warren E.
Let prisoners earn end learn. Ptato legislatures, v. 10, Oct. 1984: 26-27,

'The nation's chief justice believe' prisons should be converted into education and

production center., a move dui would require ,thanges in many state laws. Here he
explains why such efforts should be made.'

Davis, Bertha.
Instead of prison. New York, F. Watts, 1986. 128 p. (An Impact book)

Theelleeee how criminals are charged, sentenced, and incarcerated, the different
philoeophies and goals behind these Ibeekellfee, and ways criminals are currently
rehabilitated outside of prison..

Drmkowski, George C. Denkowski, Kathryn M.
The mentally retarded offender in the state prieon system: identification, prevalence,
adjustment, and rehabilitation. Criminal justice and behavior, v. 12, Mar. 1985: 5C 70.
'Established a current average national estimate of the prevalence of mental retardation

(MR) aniong state prieon inmates and examined their adjustment to incarceration and
rehabilitative services provided them. Prison administrators from 46 states completed a
questionnaire assessing providence of MR within the prison system, identification of
diagnostic procedure, difficulties encountrxed by MR inmates, and special services provided
kr MR inmates. Results indicate that the majority of state prisons sassesed inmates for
MR, using a cutoff WAISR IQ score of 69-70 as the primary indicator of the dinability.
Findings show thet an average of 2% (7,600 inmates) suffered from MR and that the
number ,onfined in all types of correctional settings was approximate!: 12,640, a relatively
low figure that was attributed to the emergence of various diversion processes and
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improved paychometric practice. It is concluded that MR inmates do not adjust well to
prison life and that supplemental rehabilitation services for t'lem have not expanded
appreciably over the past 2 decades.'

Downing, D. M. Stitt, T. R. Murray, M. C.
Career readinees programa for correctional institutions. Journal of correctional education,
v. 38, Mar. 1987: 22-24.

"To reduce the current recidivism rata of 28.4 percent for the United States prison
population of 450,000, the implementation of a relevant, comprehensive vocational and
career readiness program is necessary.*

Erez, Edna
Rehabilitation in justice: the prisoner's perspective. Journal of offender counseling,
services and rehabilitation, v. 11, spring/summer 1987: 5-19.

'Surveyed 348 prison inmates about their needs or interests in rehabilitation programs,
reasons for their need., whether they deserved treatment, and why. Results suggest that
prisoners view rehabilitation and reform as the major purpose of punishment or prison
sentence. Need was endorsed most often ea fairest criterion for program participation.
Inmates stror sly espoused client-centered model of rehabilitation.'

Farkas, G. M. Hambrick, M.
New partnerships. Corrections today, v. 49, Feb. 1987: 52-54.

*The Federal prison system ham forged new partnership between industrial production
activities and education and training programs that baneflta both the institution and the
inmates."

Gendreau, Paul. Ross, Robert It.
Revitalization of rehabilitation: evidence from the 1980s. Justice quarterly, v. 4, no. 3,
1987: 349-408.
Reviews the literature on offender rehabilitation pubilshe0 between 1981 and 1987, and

amasses vstious types oi intervention, ranging from restitution through biomedical.

Hairston, Creasoe Finney.
Family ties during imprisomm sit: do they inf,dence future criminal activity? Federal
probation, v. 52, Mar. 1988: 48-52.

Family programs in correctional eettinp may represent a signillcant new strategy for
reducing recidivism. Reflearch indicates that there is a positive relationship between active
family ties during imprisonment and post-release succese.

Jones, Clergne T.
Strategies for reintegrating the ex-offender: a selected bibliography. Washington, G.P.O.,
1980. 49 p.

Jorgensen, James D. Hernandez, Santos H. Warren, Robert C.
Addressing the social needs of families of pi isoners: a tool for inmate rehabilitatitni.
Federal probation, v. 50, Dec. 1988: 47-52.

Discusses the social, economic, and behavioral change. experienced by families following
incarceration of a parent and the implications for rehabilitation. Families of inmates
frequently lack &dem eta information about the er.tditions of imprisonment, economic
resources are strained, contact is lost with the misaing parent, and relocation often results
in kw of family social supporta. These change. result in depression and other symptoms
in the parent and in school and behavioral problems in the children. Pi ison programs to
alleviate some of these problems include marital workshops for inmates and their wives.
child development classroom and a parent training class, and parent education programs.
Outside programa include crisis intervention program, and support eervices to inmates and
their families. By maintaining family bonds and reducing the effects of imprisonment,
such effort/ are important rehabilitative tools.

Levine, Mark.
Jail-based inmate programs: a selected bibliography. Waehington, %P.O., 1979. 24 p.

Martin, Carol Ann.
Vocal r al end educational training for inmates: a selected bibnography. Monticello, IL,
Vance Bibliographies, 1981. 14 p. (Public administration series: bibliography P-716)

'406
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Martin, Susan E. Sechrest, Lee B. Redner, Robin, eds.
New directions in the rehabilitation of criminal offenders. Washington, National Academy
Press, 1981. 498 p.

Provides the final report and conclusions of the Panel on Reesarch on Rehabilitative
Techniques, originally funned 'to determine whether the available reeserch warranted the
conclusion that criminal offenders /multi be succsasiblly rehabilitated. The report, which
follows up on the preliminary findinp in "The Rehabilitation of Criminal Offenders:
Problems and Prospects,' suggests potential directione for new program development and
research in the field of rehabilita 'ion of offenders.

McGuire, James. Priestly, Philip.
Offending behavior: skins and strategies for going straight. New York, St. Martin's Press,
1985. 235 p.

Alma to help probation officers, prison social workers, and others who work daily with
offenders in their efforts to change offenders' behavior. Materials awe provided for
exploring offenree or patterns of offense behavior, eliciting and altering offenders' values
and beliefs about themselves, developing skills, and attempting to lessen the damage and
criminalising effects of the lead and penal system. The ideology that nothing positive can
be done with criminal law violators is challenged.

Orsagh, T. Marsden, M. E.
What works when: rational choice theory and offender rehabilitation. Journal of criminal
justice, v. 13, no. 3, 11s85: 289-277

'The currently fuhionable statement that 'nothing works' overstates the case against
rehabilitation. Rehabilitation efforts may be effective if addressed to specific offender
populations delineated on the basis of causal theory.'

Orsagh, Thomas. Witte, Ann Thyden
Economic status and crime: implications for offender rehabilitation. Journal of criminal
law & criminologi, v. 72, fall 1951: 1065-1071.
Focuses on promms that enhance an offender's economic status in order to evaluate the

supposition that certain offender rehabilitation programs reduce recidivistic crime.

Rosa, Robert R. Fabiano, Elisabeth A.
Correctional after thoughts: programs for female offenders. Ottawa, Canada, Ministry
of the Solicitor General of Cennda, 1985. 170 p.

Literature review examines correctional services and programs for female offenders in the
U.S. and Canada. Find, that programs for women are poorer in quantity, quality,
variability, and availability than those for men.

Rotman, Edgardo.
Do criminal offenders have a constitutional right to rehabilitation? Journal of criminal
law & criminology, v. 77, winter 1988: 1023-1068.

Article concludes that 'to subject inmates to the harmfill effects of imprisonment without
allowing them any possibility of counteracting these harms is additional and unlawfill
punishment. Without opportunities for rehabilitation at the educational, labor or
therapeutic levels, thb warehoused offender inevitably deteriorates.'

Sochrest, Lee. White, Susan 0. Brown, Elisabeth D., edu.
The rehabilitation of criminal offenders: problems and prospects. Washington, National
Academy of Sciences, 1979. 274 p.

Provides the report and conclusions of the first phase of research by thi Panel on
Research on Rehabilitative Techniques. This team of specialists was formed to address
"questione concerning the effectiveness of rehabilitation programs within correction/.
institutione." A report on the Panel's second phase of work appears in the 1981 work
entitled 'New Directione in the Rehabilitation of Criminal Offenders.

Smith, Alexander B. Berlin, Louis.
Treating the criminal offender. 9rd od. New York, Plenum Press, c1988. 426 p,
(Criminal justice and public safety)

Contente.--Crime, social attitudes, and causation theories,--Pf obation and parole.
Punishment versus treatment.Problems and lames in corrections,--Treatment modalities:
problems and iuues.Schools of casework and therapy.Group therapies: traditional and
innovative.-Drug eddiction, crime, ard treatment.Sexual offenses and their treatment.--

4 (7
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The violent offender.Alcoholism and crime.Crime and mai ital problems, and the female
offender.Gambling, white-collar crime, and organised crime.--Current trends i"
corrections.Research in corrections.Summary and sources

Smith, Robert Reed.
Community board corrections, work release programs, and study release programs.
Monticello, IL, Vance Bibliographies, 1980. 11 p.

Sullivan, Dennis C.
The muk of love: corrections in America, toward mutuel aid alternative; foreword by
Larry Tint,. Port Washington, NY, Kennikat Press, 1980. 181 p. (Multi-disciplinary
studios in the law) (National university publications)

Contents.--Part one: The nature of corrections.Pat two; The end of rehabilitation:
movement toward professional tyranny.Part three: Re-examining the foundations for
safety: prison, punishment, power.Part four: Mutual aid: the restoration of connectedness
through needs, literacy, hands, free agreement.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee o.i National
Penitentiaries.
Offender rehabilitation act. Hearing, 92nd Congress, 2nd session, relating to the
nullification of certain criminal records, S. 2732. Washington, G.P.O., 1973. 198 p.

Hearings held Feb. 3, 16, and 2$ and Mar. 16, 1972.

U.S. General Accounting Office.
Department of Labor's pant and future role in offender rehabilitation. Washington, 1975.
48 p.

Reviews the efforts of the Dept. of Labor "to prepare offenders for life outside prison
walls and reduce recidivism through educationai, vocational, and employment
opportunitiee."

Rehabiiitating inmates of Federal prisons: special programs help, but not enough (Bureau
of Prisons, Department of Justice); report to the Congress by the Comptroller General of
the United States. (Washington) 1973. 64 p.

Reports 'on the limited success of the Bureau of Prisons, Department of Justice, in
meeting rehabilitation objectives established to prepare Federal offenders to re-enter
society.'

U.S. President's Task Force on Prisoner Rehabilitation.
Tne criminal offenderwhat should be done? The report of the President's Task. Force
on Prisoner Rehabilitation. Washington, For sale by the Supt. of Does., G.P.O., 1970.
24 p.

Results of a task force study on the effectiveness of prisoner rehabihtetion programa, and
potential improvements of Federal efforte in this area.

VandenHaeg, Ernest.
Could successftal rehabilitation reduem the crime rate? Journal of criminal law &
criminology, v. 73, fall 1982; 1022-1036.

Contends that "our only hope for reducing the burgeoning crime rate lies in decreaaing
the expected net advantage of committing crimes (compared to lawfUl activities) by
increasing the cost through increasing the expected severity of punishments and the
probability of suffering them.'

Veneziano, Carol A.
Prison inmates and consent to treatment; problem and Issues. Law and psycholou
review, v. IQ, 1986: 129.148.

Case law review examines the legal status of a prisoner's right to treatment and right
to reftme treatment. Finds that the degree of consent necessary for inmate participation
in programs is determined by: the degree of potential danger for the inmate, balanced
against the state's interest in rehabilitating him; and whether or not constitutional rights
are violated.
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B. GOALS

Bush, John M.
Criminality lind psychopst1Jology: treatniert for the guilty. Federal probation, v. 47, Mar.

1982: 44-49.
'Thera is a large group of prison inmate, for whom irresponsible thinking and acting is

a form of psychopathology, writes . . (the author). For them people, learning to be
responsible must be the primary goal of treatment, he states. A residential treatment
program which focuses attention on the phenomenolog, or subjective patterns of the
clients' experience, and which utilizeo self-directed methods of cognitive and behavioral

change, can have poeitive resulta."

Coffey, 0. D.
TIE: Integrating training, industry and education. Journal of correctional education, v. 97,

Sept. 1986: 104-'.08.
'A review of the offender, institutional, and socie..al goals of training, industry, end

education indiethes much ov, r.ap among them. Some of these goals include instilling good
work habite; providing work experiences and credentials; increasing readiness for learning
and training, reducing idleness; and increasing Iliture employability and economic
independence .... An approach combining training, industry, and education may provide
a better and more productive means of returning inmates to the community succesifilly
than the more common approach in which the three areas work in isolation and often in

competition.'

Gest, Ted.
Teaching convicts real street smarts. U.S. news & world report, v. 102, May 18, 1987: 72.

"Overcrowding in the nation's prisons Is forcing wardens to review and refine their
training and education programs."

Gibbons, Don C.
The limits of punishment as social policy. (San Francisco?) National Council on Crime
and Delinquency, 1987. 22 p.
' Discusses the failure of a singular reliance on punishment to deter crime. Professor

Gibbons suggests that greater consideration be given to alternatives to incarceration and
properly focus our attention on the broader causes of crime.'

Prepared under a grant from the Euna McConnell Clark Foundation.

Katt, Howard A.
Correcting corrections: a few suggestions. Corrections digest, v. 15, Aug. I, 1984: 1-4.

"In correcting corrections, alternatives to imprisonment, maximum security facilities, and
traditional prison management techniques must be considered. Any changes made must
be accomplished without detracting from the primary purpose ofcorrections--the protection

of society."

C. EVALUATION

Beck, James L.
An inaluation of Federal community treatment centers. Federal probation, v. 43, Sept.

1979: 36-40.
Assesses "the effectiveness of community treatment centers in meeting their primary

purpose-aiding the transition of the offender into the community and ultimately ralucing

recidivism."

Blair, Louis H.
Monitoring the imractA of prison and parole services. an initial examination. Washington,
Urban Institute, 1977. 71 p. (An Urban Institute paper on state and local government;

6039-2)
' This report on procedures for monitoring prison and parole eervice outcomes is one of

a series of reporta about ways to n.essure the outcomes of basic *tate go ernment services.

. . . This work focuses on the outcomes (or end results) that a state or 1...eal agency
should monitor and on the procedures for collecting data on these outcomes on a regular

bosis.'
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Burger, Warren E.
What's wrong with America's prisons and what can we do to improve them/ Correcfions
digest, v. 15, Feb. 1, 1984: 1, 7,10.

Former Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court diecusses the failure of U.S. prisons to
rehabilitate offenders, and offers suggestions to improve the efficacy of current programs.'

Cei, Louis B.
Prison rehabilitation programs do work. USA today [magazine) V. 112, July 1983:
Lists a number of types of rehabilitation programs for convicted criminals that have

proven to be effective.

Chaneles, Sol.
Prisoners can be rehabilitatednow. Psychology today, v. 10, Oct. 1976: 129, 131-132,
134.
"More jails won't solve "le crime problem. Reform works better than punishment, and

it even costs leas.'

Colson, Charles.
Crime and restitution: the alternative to lock-themup liberalism. Policy review, r.o. 43,
winter 1988: i4-18.

Former Nixon aide and Watergate offender argues that imprisonment has failed as a
devise to rehabilitate criminals and that a more humane and practical solution for
nonviolent offenders would be restitution.

Dowell, David A. Klein, Cecilia. Krichmar, Cheryl.
Evaluation of halfway house for women. Journal of criminal justice, v. 13, no. 3, 1966:
217-226.

Evaluates a halfwsy house for female offenders in Long Beach California, using
information about graduates from 1972-1977 compared to a matched group of female
Federal offender.. Results show that the halfway house was successful in reducing the
number and severity of offenses. Author suggests that the halfway house gives offendere
an advantage in successftilly returning to society.

Field, G.
Cornerstone Proram: a client outcome study. Federal probation, v. 49, June 1985. 50.65.

'This description of Oregon's Cornerstone Program, a prerelease treatment program for
chemically dependent recidivists, also reports on client outcome studies."

Froun, David.
Crime and punishment. Saturday night, v. 98, Oct. 1983: 11-13.

'After 160 years of ottempting to reform criminals, experts are reluctantly concluding
that rehabilitation doesn't work."

Hales., Ida. Behm, Karen.
Evaluating vocational education programs in correctional institutions. a handbook for
corrections educators. Columbus, OH, National Center for Research in Vocational
Education, 1982. 130 p.

"Correctional educators have become increasingly aware of the need to obtain credible
information for accountability and improvement of vocational education programs.
Vocational education is often viewed es an intervention, as it provides inmates with
occupational skills that 'rill hopefully deter their return to prison. However, there sre
other outcomes that are often used in the evaluation of these programa, such as
employability skille, career development, and self-esteem. Regardless of the outcomes
selected, corrections educators need information for improving the quality of their
vocational education programs . . . . crhiel handbook guides the users introduction to
and understanding of the evoluatiou row. through the use of a case study, flowcharts,
and checklists."

Khatibi, M.
Curriculum for life ',kills braining programs in a correctional setting. Journal of
correctional education, v. 39, Sept. 1988: 116-120.

"This article dimness the Life Skills trahfing program for 360 first felony offenders aged
14 to 24 at the Hillborough Correctional Institution in Balm, Florida. It covers problem
areas, techniques used, and an evaluation of its effectiveness."

4 70
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Kroll, Michael A.
Prisons for profit. Progrenive, v. 48, Sept. 1984: 18-22.
Contends that corrections inotitutions 'don't correct anything. They debilitate people

and return them to a competitive ;society knowing that they can't compete. They vilify
self-determination and label those who seek to habilitate themselves as seditious
malcontents.'

Myers, Samuel L., Jr.
The rehabilitation effect of punishment. Economic inquiry, v. 18, July 1980: 353-366.

"The putatively beneficial effect of punishment on criminal offenders I. examined by
estimating a logistic specification of a two-period model of optimal participation in
illegitimate and legitimate activities. Estimates are obtained utilising a sample of parolees
released from all adult correctional institutions in the United States during 1972. The
conclusion would seem to be that incarceration is not substantially effective in
rehabilitation efforts and may even have small opposite to that intended: increased
punishment may increase optimal participation in crime."

Sedgwick, Jeffrey Leigh.
Deterring criminals: policy making and the American political tradition. Washington,
American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research (1980) 50 p. (American
Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research. AEI studies 280)

Investigates "whether microeconomics or welfare economics can generate effective and
constltuticnal solutions to the problem of crime. Currently, economic models of deterrence
and criminal motivation are gaining support. At the same time, there is a growing
realization that attempts at rehabilitation have shown little success."

Vanden Hug, Ernest.
Prisons cost too much because they are too secure. Corrections magazine, v. 6, Apr. 1980:
39-43.

Suggest* ways of making prisons more economical to build and maintain, and proposes
that 'if properly organised, prison work could be a mejor financial and rehabilitative
benefit to prisoners while greatly decreasing government expenses for imprisonment."

Wilson, James Q.
'What works?" revisited: new findings on criminal rehabilitation. Public interest, no. 61,
fall 1980: 3-17.

Reviews the controversy over the benefits of rehabilitation.

D. COMMUNITY BASED PROGRAMS

Ca llison, Herbert G.
Introduction to community-based corrections. New York, McGraw-Hill, c1983. 379 p.
(McGraw-Hill series in criminology and criminal justice)

Contenta.--1. Guilty! now what?-2. History of community-based corrections,-3.
Corrections focusing on the community: 1980.-4. Jails.-5. Probation.-6. Preparing the
offender for the community.-7. Community essistance for the offender.-8. The transition
to the community.-9. Community-based residential programs.--10. Pero le.--11. Community-
based program; for juveniles.-12. Reflections from the field.Epilogue.

Clear, Todd R. O'Leary, Vincent.
Controlling the offender in the community; reforming the community supervision function,
Lexington, MA, Lexington Books, c1983. 189 p.

Contenta.Reform and change in community supervision.The purposes of community
supervision.Some principles for implementing risk control,--Risk control and the
supervision officer...The objectives-beaed case record.--The flinction of line management.
Using objectives-based comirnity supervision as an administrative tool.--Conclusion,

McCarthy, Belinda Rodgers. McCarthy, Bernard J., Jr.
Community-bared corrections, Monterey, CA, Brooks/Cole Pub. Co., c1984, 432 p.

Contents.-1. A reintegrative approach to corrections.-2. Diversion programs.--3. Pretrial
release programs.-4. Probation,--5. Restitution and community service programs.--6.
Temporary release programs.-7. Halfway houses.-8. Parole.--9. Problem and needs of
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female offenders.-10. Programs for juvenlies.-11. Problems and needs of drug- and alcohol-
abusing offenders.--12. Volunteers, paraprofssirionals, and a-off-onders.-13. Planning for
the Altura.

by, Richard W.
Crisis in correctioni: the role of the community. Corrections digest, v. 15, Feb. 29, 1984:
4-8.

Former governor of South Carolina write" that *there is no issue facing us todiy that
poses a greater challenge than du criais in corrections. If we are to ftdfill the most basic
obligation of government-the protection of our people-we want and need sure and swift
punishment of violent and Tripura offenders. Yet, we have critically overcrowded prison'
and do not have the money to build new prisons fast enough. This is our present
dilemma!'

Sandhu, Her* S.
Community corrections: my horizons, with two chapters on drug abuse by Winder S.
Sendhu; with forewords by Elmer H. Johnson and David E. Smith. Springfield, IL, C. C.
Thomas, c1981. 961 p.

'This thoughtftd and timely text explores the past, present and figure of community-
based corrections. The history and rationale of community corrections; community-
correctional system interactiona; probation, parole, and pardon; various types of programs;
and assessment* of effectiveness are presented. The book also features special chapters
on drug abuse problems, program", and their connection to community corrections.'

The Transition from prism, to employment: an assessment of community-based assistance
programs. Weshington, U.S. National Inetitute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice,
1978. 60 p. (National evaluation program, phase 1 report)
'Ammo the present state of knowledge regarding community-based programs which

provide employment melees to prison mimeo. More than 250 such programa exist and
offer wide rang* of services, including counseling, work orientation, training, job
development, job placement and follow-up mistimes after placement. These ssevices are
provided because the acquisition of employment is often considered eseential for a
releasee's successftd acilustment to crime-ftee life in the community.'

E. WORE PROGRAMS

Andersen, Brian David. Andersen, Kevin.
Prisoners of the deep. San Francisco, Harper & Row, 1984. 150 p.

Describes a rehabilitation program at Chino Prima in California, called Vocational Diver
Training, fur criminals convicted of crimes rangir.g from drug possession to murder. Book
chronicles a year's training of inmate's to become commercial divers, and details the
factors that make this program so summand - it haa a recidivism rate of only 6%.

Auerbach, B.
New prison industries legislation: the private sector re-enters the field. Prison journal,
v. 62, autumn/winter 1982: 25-38.
Article reviews changes in Federal and State legislation that led to the resurgence of

private sector involvement in prison industries. Finds that the Mum of the public/privide
partnerships made possible by these statutes may depend upon the creation of rinancial
incentives to encourage more private sector business,' to explore the possibilities available
through prima industries.

Burger, W. E.
Mors warehouses, or factories with fences? New England journal of prison law, v. 8,
winter 1982: 111-120.

Article cootends that creating prieon industries with incentives for good performance
would ecoomplish the dual objective of training inmates in gainfbi occupations and
lightening the load of maltqaining the prison systems.

Cullen, Francia T.
The privatization of treatment: prison reform in the 1980's, Federal probation, v. 50,
Mar. 1986: 8-16.

"Argues that a viable avenue of prison reform is the privatization of correeir
treatment programs-a reform that I. politically feasible because it capitalizes upon l 111.
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the continuing legithnaty of the rehabilitative ideal and the emerging popularity of privx
sector involvement in corrections. While a number of concerns shout profit-making in
prisons must be addremed, the author contends, the major advantage of privatising
treatment is that it severs the potentially corrupting link between custody and tteetment
and thus helps to structure intends within the prison in favor of effective correctional

Work se an avenue of prison reform. New England journal on criminal and civil
confinement, v. 10, winter 1984: 4544.

'Emphasizing the work ethic in prime, particularly empknying inmates in regular jobs
at decent wages is worth pursuing such a reform can secure broad-based ideological
support end mg refashion the prison social order in a manner conducive to both inmate
and custodial interesta.'

DeBor, S. T.
Vocational program participation and recidivism. Lansing, MI, Michigan Dept. of
Corrections Facilities, 1984. 55 p.

'This Michigan study examines whether the likelihood and seriousness of recidivism is
affected by the type, nature, and extent of the ex-offender's involvement in vocational
training.*

rekerd, Jack.
Responsibility, love, and privatization: businessman's guide to criminal rehabilitation.
Policy review, no. 45, summer 1988: 52-56.

Describes privately run state sponsored corporation called PRIDE, which runs all of
Florida's prison industries, turning a profit for state taxpayers.

Funks, G. S. Ways" B. L. Miller, N.
Assets and liabilities of correctional industries. Lexington, MA, Heath Lexington Book",
1982. 164 p.
Traces prison industry history in i' is United States, evaluates the free-venture model,

examines legal issues, and reoommends ways to improve correctional industry operation.

Goodman, S.
Prieoners as entrepreneurs: developing a model for prisoner-run industry. Boston law
review, v. 62, Nov. 1982: 1183-1195.
Finds that prisoner-run industry created and operated in accordance with the model

proposed in this article would provide end effective and realistic work experience, such
that participants would be more easily reintegrated into 'moiety upon releue.

Grieser, Robert C. Crawford, Thomas McCrae. Funks, Gail S.
The development of jall industries. Weshington, U.S. National Institute of Corrections,
1985. 22 p.

Presents the results of telephone survey of jail administrators or deputies in 74
juriedictiono. Finds that more jall industries, both existing and planned, are located in the
larger jails. Administrators of active industrim reportod many advantage. with few
problems. Benefits ofjall industries included reduction in inmate idleness, failitation of
management, the value of training to prisoner', and cost reductions.

Grissom, 0. R. Louis, C. N.
Evolution of prison industries. Corrections today, v. 43, Nov./Dec. 1981: 42-43, 46-48, 50.

In tracing the evolution of prison industry programa, this article presents findings from
a study of prison induetry progrsm model and offers suggestion. for the fiiture. Authors
contend that directions for fUture research should include documentation of the
experiences of pioneering States in a form usefUl to other States, and analysis of the
economic viability of 'real-world' prison industries, and controlled environment to
confirm and croes-validate earlier finding regarding institutional and individual impact.

Herabberger, S. L.
Vocational education: preparing for life outAde. Corrections today, V. 49, Aug. 1987: 128,
130-132.

"This article describe" a plan for a college-credit vocational curriculum, instruction, and
administration in New Maxim's correctional institutions."
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Schloegel, Judith M. Kinast, Robert L.
From cell to society. Grand Rapids, MI, Eerdmans, c1988. 122 p.

Deecribes a program intended to improve the tranzition of the convicted offender from
prison to society. The program, called Liberation of Ex-Offenders Through Employment
Opportunities (LEEO), represented a unique integration of the efforts of government
agencies and a Christian ministry.

Sexton, G. E.
Industrial prison': a concept paper. Prieon journal, v. 82, autumn/winter 1982: 13-24.

Article focuses on the concept of the industrial prieon by identifying both the
aseumption, upon which it rests and a number of the significant policy issues which must
be faced if it is to be implemented.

Slater, Robert K
Private jobs for public offenders. Business and eociety review, no. 43, fall 1982: 32-38.
Contends that *the rehabilitation of prisoners is another such area in which the

corporate community should become involved. Sufficiently burdened with the task of
balancing current social responsibilities with the need to generate profit, executives may
be quick to offer a firm 'no thank you.' But the expertise of the business community is
in effect indispensable if this problem is to be solved.*

Snellenburg, Sidney C.
The Lime Rehab Project: a program that benefits all. Judicature, v. 72, Dec. 1988-Jan.
1989: 251-252,
Describes a succeseftal program in Lints Ohio, that uses inmates to rehabilitate houses,

resulting in jmproved neighborhoods and better skills for prisoners.

U.S. General Accounting Office.
Improved prison work programs will benefit correctional institutions and inmates; report
to the Attorney General. Washington, 1982. 84 p.

TiA0-GGD-82-37, June 29, 1987
"A basic concept of the Federal Prison system is that the idle time of inmates should be

kept to a minimum. Inmates are to be kept busy in several ways: working at tasks to
keep the institutions operating, such as facility maintenance and food service; industrial
work programs; educational programs; and recreation . . . . Participation in industrial
work programs provides greater opportunities for inmates to acquire job skills and work
habits important for employment in the private sector. GAO found untapped
opportunities to expand program participation. Doing so could reduce the problem of
overaesignment to institutional tasks and taxpayers would be spared some of the burden
of prison costs. The report contains several recommendations for bringing this about.'

Wiegand, Steve,
The dilemma of prison labor: Federal and State rules stymie meaningfUl work for prison
inmates. California journal, v. 18, Jan. 1985: 23-25.

Describes difficulties in instituting inmate work programs in California prisons, due to
regulations prohibiting competition with private industry or sale of prison-mode goods
across state linee.

Work in American prisons: the private sector gets involved. Washington, U.S. National
Institute of Justice, 1988. 113 p. (Issues and practices in criminal justice)

"Deetribes current and historicel developments in private-sector prison industries,
analyzee costs -Ind benefits for both the public and the private sectors, and suggests
strategist) for fb_ ire growth. The information presented is intended to help private- and
public-sector managers weigh the costs and benefits of private-sector prison industries and
alert policy makers to the issues and problems in need of attention If these ventures are
to expand in the (inure.
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F. THERAPEUTIC AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Anderson, D. B.
Relationship between correctional education and parole success. Journal of offender
counseling services and rehabilitation, v. 5, spring/summer 1981: 19-26.

To determine the impect of vocational or academic training on post release or patois
mew, researchers reviewed the files of 238 ex-inmates of the Vienna Correctional Center
in Illinois. They concluded that the vocational training and education did improve
poetrelease success and ability to retain employment.

Austin, Mark C.
Inmate education: a wise use of correctional Mids. Corrections today, v. 49, Aug. 1987:
42, 44-45.
Former inmate writes that %Prison] education is not perfect answer. Nevertheless, it

can and has worked. Collor education is sucosesftd, not because it changes people, but
because it teaches people what changes are necessary and helps them change themselves.
Education is considered good because of personal development from positive interaction
with oneself and others; hence it follows that improving the individual, no matter who or
where that person is, will ultimately help all socieW

Barton, William I.
Drug histories and criminality of inmates of local jails in the United States (1978):
Implications for treatment and rehabilitation of the drug abuser in a jail setting.
International journal of the addictions, v. 17, Apr. 1982: 417-444.

A US Department of Justice survey of 168,400 inmates (mean age 25.3 yrs) of local jails
showed that 88% had used such drugs u heroin, cocaine, marihuana, amphetamines, and
barbiturates outside a treatment program, and without doctor's prescription, at least
once; 21% of the inmates were under the influence of drugs at the time of the offense.
Implications for treatment and rehabilitation of incarcerated drug user, are discussed in
terms of existing services, screening, medical services, treatment quality, and educational
programs.

Bellorado, Donna.
Making Mersey programs work. Washington, U.S. Dept. of Justice, 1988. 2 v.
Presents moults from survey of prison literacy programs operating across the United

States. Volume I describes noteworthy programs and discusses strategiee and
methodologies. Volume II is a directory of institutional literacy programs, listed by state.

Bleick, Catherine R. Abrams, Allan I.
The Transcendental Meditation Program and criminal recidivism in California. Journal
of criminal justice, v. 15, no. 9, 1987: 211230,
Finds that in a sample program by the California Dept. of Corrections, those inmates

who voluntarily learned TM had more favorable parole outcomes and recidivism rates.
particularly among those who continued meditating after release.

Casey, V.
Education of prisoners: a selected bibliography ofjournal articiee, 1984-1987. Monticello,
IL, Vance Bibliographies, 1988. 11 p.

Correctional Education Association.
Lobbying for correctional education: guide to action. Washington, The Association,
1983.
Provides basic information on correctional education programs, in order to Resist

individual, state, and rogional lobbying on behalf of the Corrections! Education
Anociation. Includes facts about correctional education, definition of correctional
education concepts and roles, a ducription of the Correctional Education Association, and
information on the U.S. Congress and the lobbying process.

Correctional education programa for inmates. Washington, U.S. National Institute of Low
Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 1979. 123 p. (National evaluation program, phase 1
report)

*On the whole, the general state of education in correctional institutions ham improved,
according to this usessment. A mejor problem is lack of ftinding, which is reflected in
the quality of administration, lack of resources, and inability to offer meaningful programs
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on continuing basis. Since finding is often from Federal sourcee or various 'soft'
sources, continuity is a problem. The pressure of constantly reapplying for grant money
diverts time and resources from the main purpose of the inmate education propams.*

Davideon, H. S.
MeaningfW Mersey education in prison? Problems and possibilities. Journal of
correctional education, v. 39, June 1988: 78-81.

Interdisciplinary approaches to literacy education provide etudents with an opportunity
to improve a broad range of literacy skills while studying substantive and interesting
content . . . . (Author] acknowledger that although curriculum that integrates
substantive content with an expanded tense of language development cannot in itself
overcome impedimenta to effective instruction, educators must develop such alternatives
to increase the likelihood of effective literacy education.'

Duguid, S.
Frisian education: a case for the liberal arts. Journal of correctional education, v. 38,
Sept. 1987: 108-112.

'An argument I. presented for a liberal education firmly grounded in the humanities as
the most effective educational approach for encouraging cognitive/moral development in
adult offenders . . . . The paper reviews the argument for the link between cognition
(realioning) and criminal activity and describes the operation and evaluation of a university
level prison education program in British Columbia, Canada. The results of a follow-up
study of program graduates are reviewed and linked to the nature of the theoretical
approach.'

Edwards, Jose B.
Assessing treatability in drug offenders. Behavioral sciencea and the law, v. 8, no. 1, 1988:
139-148.

Describes the factors used by clinicians to assess treatability in offenders seeking
statutory drug treatment benefits.

Gehring, T.
Connection between democracy and cognitive processes in correctional education. Journal
of correctional education, v. 39, June 1988: 8249.

'Although a large body of research literature indicator that inmates can ut responsibly
when entrusted with participatory authority for upects of their lives, thus findinp are
not taken seriously by many corrections practitioners because they run counter to
prevalent coercive and behavioral paradigms.'

Knopp, Fay Honey.
Retraining adult sex offenders: methods and models. Syracuse, NY, Safer Society Press,
1984. 319 p.
Describes adult eu-offender treatment programs in the U.S, with detailed descriptions

of two community-based, private sector, non-residential treatment programs in Washington
State and Connecticut. Suggested guidelines and risk criteria are provided for helping to
determine whether the offender can be treated safely in the community, or if a more
structured residential setting is required. Other factors that determine community versus
residential treatment are also discussed.

Larson IL A.
Remediating problem solving skills. Journal of correctional education, v. 39, June 1988:
70-74.
'Although offenders vary greatly in their social problem eolving abilities, there are

apparently common thinking errors' which can be remedied in a group setting and
through direct instruction . (Research] to date rugged@ that training high-risk youth
and young adults in social problem solving will increase social effectivenese, socially
acceptable goal attainment, and prosocial behaviors.'

Lipton, D. S. Wexler, H: K.
Breaking the drug-crime connection: rehabilitation projects show promise. Corrections
today, v. 50, Aug. 1988: 144, 148, 155.

Describes the efforts of Narcotic and Drug Research, Inc. (NDRD in providing technical
assistance and national coordination for a project designed to moist States in the
development and implementation of comprehensive drug treatment strategies for prison
inmates.
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Oberst, Margaret.
Inmate literacy programs: Virginia's 'no read, no release' program. Lexington, KY,
Council of State Governments, 1988. 7 p.

In addition to addressing inmate Mersey programs in general, this report highlights
Virginia's efforts in implementing "no read, no release* incentive-based program aimed
at decreasing prison inmate illiteracy."

Schwitsgebel, R. Kirkland.
Legal aspects of the enforced treatment of offender*. Rockville, MD, U.S. National
Institute of Mental Health, Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency [for ule by the
Supt. of Dora., G.P.O., 1979) 133 p. (U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare.
DHEW publication DO. (ADM) 79-831 Crime and delinquency issues: a monograph eerie.)
Cluings legal issues involved in the therapeutic treatment of patients and prisoners

after their initial classification and during their progress in the mental health and criminal
justice systems."

Simms, Brian E. Farley, Jeanne. Littlefield, John F.
College. with fences: a handbook for improving corrections education programs.
Columbus, OH, National Center for Reeearch in Vocational Education, 1987. 82 p.

Outline strategies for improving post-secondary correctional vocational educational
programs.

Toch, Hans.
Regenerating prisoners through education. Federal probation, v. 51, Sept. 1987: 61-66.

Asserts that cue histories demonstrate that educational experiences can promote positive
adjustment, even among prison inmates whose coping capacity is limited and whose careers
include chronic misbehavior.

U.S. Department of Justice. Federal Prison System.
Education for tomorrow. Washington, U.S. Department of Justice [19501 34 P.

'This brochure is designed to acquaint interested individuals with the organization and
flinctions of education programs in the Federal Bureau of Prison.. The goals, program
offering., past achievements and Mut* projections are described. In addition, Appendix
I lista all the occupational programs by institution and Appendix 11 lists the 10 most
frequently offered occupational programs in the Federal Prison System.'

Washington State. Office of Financial Management.
The sex offender treatment program. Olympia, WA [The Office] 1985. 44 p.

Wuhington State has been treating sex offenders for over 25 years, but it is still not
known if treatment is any better than incarceration in reducing recidivism. The selection
of offenders for treatment has been legal decision, not relevant to treatment objective.
and current medical underetanding of sox offenders. This report describes and evaluates
strategies to rewire the problems with sex offender treatment programs, including
reducing the number of offenders in treatment, concentrating on sexual deviants,
improving physical security, and updating the treatment model and staffing patterns.

Wexler, Harry K. Williams, Ronald.
The Stay 'N Out therapeutic community: prison treatment for substance abusers. Journal
of psychoactive druge, v. 18, July-Sept. 1986: 221-230.

Evaluates the effectivenese of a therapeutic community program that has operated in the
New York State prison program for over ten years.

Webster, Christopher D.
Compul.ory treatment of narcotic addiction. International journal of law and psychiatry,
v. 8, no. 2, 1986: 133-1159.
Explores the issue whether narcotic addicts can be successffilly tread d through coercive

measures. Finds that neither the prison view nor the houital view in satisfactory for all
addicta or drug abuser,. Also finds that whether or not it is exisible to establish
programs permitting soma degree of coercion depends on the prevailirg political and
economic climate.
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Yarborough, Thelma B.
Some inmate viewpoints on teaching and curriculum in community college programa.
Journal of correctional education, v. 38, no. 3, 1985: 92-93.

Literature review indicates the absence of a research base for devising and operating
community college program' in prisons. This conclusion is based on an examination of
350 books, documents, unpublished manuscripts, and interviews conducted at 55 facilities
in 27 U.S. stqtes.
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A GUIFE To INFORMATION SOURCES
on the 1989-1990

High School Debate Topic

INTRODUCTION

This research guide identifies sources of information on Federal priscn and jail
reform policies and related topics that will be discussed by high school debaters. t describes

reference and research tools end suggests particular search strategies that can be used to
retrieve information on these topics, The guide is diviaed into two parts; the first part
describes basic research materials, and the second describes specialized materials relating to

the issue of correctional policy.

In some cases, search terms are provided for each resolution uf the debate topic. In
other cases, only a few general terms on the topic are provided. These search terms are not
exhaustive. The primary terms are included to help the debaters begin their search for
supporting materials on the range of issues relating to Federal concerns about correctional
institutions.

The topics of overcrowding, violence, and rehabilitation in correctional institutions
are closely linked. Aa debaters focus on individual resolutions, and on the general issue of
prison and jail reform, they will also need to scan selected relevant search terma listed

under the other resolutions.

In this guide, the resolutions are referred to in the abbreviated form listed below in
parentheses following tech resolution.

PRISON AND JAIL REFORM: flow can the Federal Government reform prisons and
jails in the United States? (General)

RESOLVED: That the Federal Government should adopt a nationwide pol:cy to
decrease overcrowding in prisons and jails in the United States. (Overcrowding)

RESOLVED: That the Federal Government should enact a nationwide policy to
decrease violence in prisons and jails in the United States. (Violence)

RESOLVED: That the Federal Government should expand rehabilitation progrann
for convicted criminals in the United States. (Rehabilitation)

Although printed sources are emphasized in this guide, debaters should also take
note of the Federal, State, and local agencies, and the non-governmental organizations listed
in the section on further contacts at the end of the guide, These offices may be able to
furnish additional information or publications on various policy options.
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RESEARCH SOURCES

This is a list of key information resources described in this guide, and the page
where each I. described.

American Statistics Index 493
Bell and Howell Newspaper Indexes 490
Books in Print 487
BRS 490
Business Periodicals Index 495
CIS Index 492
Congressional Index 493
Congressional Quarterly Weakly Report 492
Congressional Record 492
Criminal Justice Abstracts 496
Criminal Justice Periodical Index 496
Data Times 490
Depository Libraries 491
DIALOG 490
Digest of Public General Bills and Resolutions 492
Educational Resource Information Clearinghouse (ERIC) 491
Encyclopedia of Associations 488
Government Reports Announcements and Index 491
Index To Legal Periodicals 489
Library of Congress Subject Headings 487
Magazine Index 488
Major Legislation of the Congress 492
Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications 491
National Criminal Justice Reference Service Database 496
National Journal 492
National Newspaper Ind Px 489
National Prisoner Statistics 496
New York Times Index 489
NEXIS 490
Official Washington Post Index 489
Public Affairs Information Service 489
Reader's Guide To Periodical Lite; %Aura 489
Sears List of Subject Headings 487
Social Science Citation Index 496
Social Sciences Index 496
Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics 496
Statistical Abstract of the United States 493
Pietistical Reference Index 493
University Microfilms Newspaper Indexes 490
VUTEXT 490
Wall Street Journal Index 489
Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents 491
WilsonLine 490
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PART I: GENERAL REFERENCE SOURCES

ROOKS

Many libraries around the country, particularly large academic and research libraries,
use Library of Congress classification numbers to organize thoir collections, and Library of
Congress subject headinp in their catalop. To learn how books on U.S. correctional
policies are categorized in these libraries, consult the two-volume guide, Library of Congress
Subject Headings. It is usually kept near the card catalog, or near the terminals for an
automated catalog. The most relevant LC eubject headings for research on correctional
institutions are hated below:

General: Corrections
Correctional institutions
Prisons
Jails
Prison reformers
Punishment
Probation
Parole

Overcrowding: Prisonsovercrowding
Prisonsconstruction

Violence: Prieon violence
Prison homicide
Prison ganp
Prison riots
Prisons and race relations

Rehabilitation: Rehabilitation of criminals
Rehabilitation of juvenile delinquents
Community-based corrections
Work release of prisoners
Prison furloughs

In many school and public libraries, books are arranged by tho Dewey Decimal
classification system. In these libraries, books are usually assigned subject headings from
the Sears List or Subject Headings, also generally found near the card catalog. The most
relevant terms from this resource are Correctional Institutions, Prisons, Prison Reform,
PrisonersEducation, Probation, and Punishment.

If you have trouble locating books that are listed here or in other bibliographic
sources, ask your librarian about Books in Print and about interlibrary loan. Books in Print
will be usefhl in identifying the addresses of publiehers for the purchase of materials, and
in identifying additional and recently published books. Look particularly under the terms:
PrisonsUnited States, Prisoners, Prison sentencee, and Prison riots. Interlibrary loan may
make it posaible for your library to borrow materials you have identified, but that your
library does not have available, from other libraries.

ENCYCLOPEDIAS AND DIRECTORIES

Encyclopedias

Most hbrariee carry a selection of encyclopedias; these can be an excellent etarting
point in gathering basic background information on a topic. Subject headings vary from one
publication to another; begin by checking the index volume(s) for baaic keywords like
'prisons," "rehabilitation of criminals," and "corrections." Encyclopedia articles often have
bibliographies appended, which can be used to locate additional information on the topic.
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Encyclopedia of Amociationa

This annual reference source includes information on over 21,000 nonprofit American
membership organiutions, ranging from soclid stalfere and public affairs organizations
through labor unions and professional aniociationsi. The Encyclopedia of Association.
consists of three volumes; the first volume, which hes three parts, includes descriptive
entries, as well es subject, name, and keyword indezee; the second volume contains inclines
allowing searches by geographic location or executive officers' surnames; and the third
volume has information on newly formed and newly found associations. This reference
source can be need to locate a variety of nonprofit, nongovernmental organizations in the
area of criminal justice and corrections research.

Directory of Directories

This publication serves u a guide to the many catalogs, encyclopedias, checklists, lend
other compilations of information that exist in print. Any publication which include&
addreesse of individuals or organizations I. eligible for inclusion in this resource, It lists a
wide range of publications, including lists of cultural institutions, directories of professional
organizations and ocieties, and membership lists of variety of special interest groups.
This resource can be used to locat more specialized directories of orgreninations and
individuals involved in the criminal justice and corrections Nide. Entries are grouped by
subject categories, and the publication includes a title and a subject index,

JOURNAL ARTICLES

Citations to journal articles and other materials about Federal correctional policies
can be found in a number of printed indexes and online bibliographic databases.

The materials covered by selected printed Indexes are briefly described here, along
with recommended search terms for each. Printed indexes include lists or periodicals
indexed end the abbreviations referring to these publications.

Online bibliographic databases are waltzl for locating citations to journal articles and
other materials quickly through use of computer. Online database. allow the reuarcher
to combine search terms in ways that are impossible in a printed index or library catalog,
and to simultaneously search material that would be contained in separate printed indexes
covering several years. They also are updated more frequently than most printed tools.
Many of the printed indexes described in this guide are also available as online databases.

Brief descriptions of some uoijor online services providing access to bibliographic
databases are provided. A reference librarian can advise you on the availability of
computerized search services in your area; there is often a fee for the use of these services.

Magasdne Index

Magazine Index provides citations to nisterials in over 400 popular magazines,
focusing on coverage of current affairs, leisure time activities, arts, sports, and science And
technology. References from the last five years are listed alphabeticaliv by sulject and
author in one alphabetical display on the Magazine Index microfilm reader.terminal. Tbe
index I. updated monthly, and uses Library of Congress subject headings.
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Public Affairs Information Service (PAIS)

PAIS is a subject index of books, pamphlets, government publications, reports of
public and private agencies, and periodical articles relating to political, economic, and social
conditions, public administration, and international affairs. It ha issued monthly; there are
also three quarterly cumulations and an annual bound volume with an author index. Some

search terms you may be able to use in PAIS include: Prison', Correction (penolov),
Imprisonment, Sentences (law), Probation, Community-balad corrections, Recidivists, and
Social serviceWork with prisoners.

Header's Guide To Periodical Lite hare

The Reader's Guide is an author/subject index to over 180 periodicals of general
interest published in the United Stat.@ and Canada. It is published twice a month from
September through December and in March, April, and June. It appears monthly in
January, February, May, July, and August. Library of Congrem subject headings are used
to organise material.. The quarterly and annual cumulations can expedite your search of
this index. Selected terms on corrections used in the Reader's Guide include: Prisons,
Prisoners, Prison reform, Prison riots, and Prisonersrehabilitation.

Index To Legal Poriodicals

The Index lists articles 'of high quality and permanent reference value' in legal
periodicals published in the United States, Canada, Great Britain, and other English
language countries. The articles are indexed under author and subject. A complete list of
subjects is included at the front of each bound volume. Some useful terms include:
Correctiona, Prisona and prisoners, and Rehabilitation of offenders.

PIM IrjLPAVERARInFg

New York Times Index

The New York Times Index provides extensive abstracts for articles appearing in the
New York Times. It is issued twice month, with quarterly and annual cumulations.
Consult 'How to use the New York Times Index" in the index volume itaelf for guidance.
The primary term to consult in this index is Prisons and Prisoners.

Official Washington Poet Index

The Index provides access to all substantial newsworthy items in the Washington
Post, excluding wire service articles. It is issued monthly and cumulated annually. Some
usellil search terms include: Prisons; Imprisonment; Prisoners; Prison violence; Prison
homicide; and Rehabilitation of criminals.

Wall Street Journal Index

The Wall Street Journal Indev is issued monthly and has annual cumulations. Check
in the General News section.

National Newspaper Index (microfilm)

National Newspaper Index indexes the Chrietian Science Monitor, New York Times,
Wall Street Journal, Loa Angeles Times, and Washington Post. References from the last five
years are listed alphabetically by subject headings.
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Other Newspaper Indexes

Bell & Howell Co. produces a e.. of indexes which list article. appearing in the
Boston Globe, Christian Science Monitor, Denver Post, Detroit News, Houston Post, LosAngeles Times, New Orleans Tinws-Pkayune, San Francisco Chr St. Louis Post-Dispatch, and USA Today. University Microfilms International pi. 4ei monthly andannual indexes for the Atlanta Journal, Atlanta Constitution, Chicago Tribune, Los An,ye les
Times, and the Minneapolis Star and Tribune. In addition, many newspapers are indexed
locally; ask a librarian about indexes to your local newspaper.

ONLINE DATABASES

Many libraries now have accede to computerized versions of many printed indexes.
The information is stored in databases that can be accessed through personal computers.The advantages of using these computerized da !asses are search speed and flexibility; the
disadvantage. are the often high coots charged for access. Check with your local reference
librarian to determine availability and costs of the systems listed below.

Bits

WS is an online service providing primarily bibliographic information. This servicehas a heavier concenttation of information in the humanities and social sciences than manyof the other commercially available online services. The National Criminal Justice ReferenceService database is available through BRS.

DIALOG

DIALOG Information Service is an online service that includes a wide variety of
databases, ranging num newspaper and journal indexes through statistical references andairline information. Some of the indexes available on DIALOG include online versions ofthe National Newspaper Index, Washington Poet, AP and UPI newswires, Magazine Index(with flill-text of lame article.). Two of the specialized resources mentioned in part two ofthis guide, the National Criminal Junk. Reference Service and the Criminal JusticePeriodical ludez, are alas, available on DIALOG,

NM;

NE= is sn online oearch and retrieval service that contains the full text of manynewspapers, including the New York Times, the Washington Post, and the Christian Scisnce
Monitor, Ain text of major wire service., including AP, UPI, and Reuters; and Nil text ofa number of magazines, newsletters, and government publications.

VUTEXT and Data Timee

Both of these online service. index local and regional newspapers for moat of themejor metropolitan areas in the United States.

Wilson Line

The H. W. Wilson Company, which publishes the Reader's Guide to Periodical
Literature, along with a number of other indexes to journal literature, has its own onlineservice.
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CD-_ROM DATABASES

Some libraries have installed an alternative to print and onlie ndezes, called CD.

ROM. CD-ROM is a technology that allows a great deal of information to be stored on a
compact diek that can be read by a perional computer. A number of indexes are available
in this format, allowing searching capabilities similar to those available with online services,

but without the charge per hour. Some of the indexes available in this format include
ERIC, Magazine Ind e. end the Wilson indexes. Consult with your local reference librarian

to determine whet! service is available in your area.

GOVERNMENT PALICATHM

Federal Depository Library Program

This pr gram makes Government publications available to designated depository

libraries. In ,irder to provide the greatest possible access to Government publications,
depoeitory libuiriee are located in each congressional district. There are currently over ????
depository lib: aries. Of this number, 50 have been desiguated as regional depotitories. The
regional libraries sasume the responsibility of retaining depository material permanently,
and of providing inter-library loan and reference service tor their regions. Copia. of
documents no longer available for sale by the Government can usually be found in regional
Federal depository library collections. Each issue of the Monthly Catalog of United States
Government Publications (see below) prints a current directory of these regional libraries.
A directory of all depoeitory libraries is available from: Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Government Reports Announcements and index

Government research reports are indexed in the Government Reports Announcements
and Index, which is issued twice a month by the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS). A keyword index lists significant words from titles. The NTIS index is available
online through commercial systems.

Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications

The Monthly Catalog lista documents issued by all branches of the Federal
Government. The catalog has monthly, semiannual, and annual indexes, arranged by
author, title, subject, keywords, and series/report title. It is an excellent tool for locating
materials housed in depository libraries; it can also be used to obtain information about
purchasing documents directly from the Superintendent of Documents at the U.S.
Government Printing Office. The Monthly Catalog is available commercially, and through

most libraries. The search terms used are the Library of Congress subject headings
described in the section of this guide on books.

Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents

This publication contains statements, messages, and other Presidential materials
released by the White House during the preceding week. There are weekly, quarterly, and
annual published indexes. This information is also available online commercially.
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LEGISIATWE INFORMATION

Congressional activities on U.S. policy regarding correctional institutions and
programs may be monitorod ty searching the following printed publications:

Congressional Quarterly Weekly Repnrt

This periodical provides current information on congreosional activities, the status and
progress of current legislation, and major policy issuer. Recent articles of particular
importance are indexed on the back cover of each isms. Consult this index under the
heading Law/Judiciary. Quarterly and annual indexes are also issued; you may find
information under the heading Prisons and Prisoners. Cross references are oleo provided.

Congressiona1 Quarterly also publishes an annual volume which cumulates material
from the weekly reports. There is an index at the back of each volume, which uses similar
subject headings.

National Journal

National Journal is a monthly publication containing articles on executive branch
and congressionsi activities. Toward the end of each issue there is a page entitled 'Recent
Articles. Use this page as an abbreviated index, looking under the term Legal Affairs. A
semi-annual index ie published which allows searching under more specific topics.

Congreesional Record

The Congressional Record is an edited transcript of the activities on the floor of the
U.S. House and Senate. An issue is published for each day that either branch of Congress
is in :passion. Subject and name indexes are published biweekly and cumulated annually.
Some topics to mearch under are Prisone and Correctional institution'.

DILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Major Legislation of the Congrees

The MLC provides summarise of selected major legislation arranged by subject. It
includes background on the issues and information on the content and statue of major bills
affecting that issue. The publication may be examined at a depoeitory library, or purchased
from the Government Printing Office. Search under be heading Law, Crime, and Justice.

Digest of Public General Pills and Resolutions

The Digest summarise" the sesential features of public bills and resolutions, and any
changes made in them during the course of the legislative process. Two cumulative issues
are published during each session of Congress, and a final issue is published at the
conclusion of the ewsiiin. The Digest includes information on sponsors and cosponsors of
legislation, identical bills, short title', and subject indexes.

CID Index

The CIS Ind= is produced by the Congressional Information Service, and contains
abstracts of all congressional publicetions except the Congressional Record. The index is
published monthly, and cumulated quarterly and annually. Each issue of the index is
divided into both index and abstract portions. Search in the index section under topics such
as: Sentences, criminal procedure; Prisons; Rehabilitation of criminals.
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Congressional Index

The Congressional Index, published by the Commerce Clearing House, I. a weekly
looseleaf service providing content and status information for bills snd reaolutions pending
in Congeals. The progress of bills and resolutions is reported, from the introduction of the
legislation to the final disposition.

ETAIKEELCALMSIBM

American Statistics Index (ASH

The American Statistic. Indcc indexes and describes the statistical publications of the
U.S. Government, including periodicals, annuals, biennials, semi-annuals, and special
publications. It provides access to statistical materials by subject, organisation, name,
issuing source, and title. The index I. published monthly and cumulated annually. ASI is
also available through commercial online systems.

Statistical Abstract of the United States:
INtional Data Book and Guide to Source.

Published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census on an annual
basis, this eource includes pertinent tatistical information under the subject law
Enforcement, Courts and Prisons." This publication should be available in any depository
library, as well as in the reference collections of moat large public or academic libraries.

Statistical Reference Index

The Statistkal Reference Index provide' a guide and index to selected statistical
refevonce material from non-Federal source" on a wide variety of topics. It includes the
publication, of trade, profeseional, and other non-prollt associations ...ad institutions,
burin.ss organisations, commercial publishers, university and independent research centers,
and State government agencies. Information can be accessed by subject, organisation, name,
issuing *Dune, and/ar title, The index is published monthly and cumulated annually.
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PART II: REFERENCE SOURCES IN
CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND CORRECTIONS

ItEEERENSILISVES

General

Beckman, Er4k.
The criminal justice dictionary. Ann Arbor, MI, Pierian Press, 1983. 249 p.

Bundy, Mary Lee, Bell, Mice, eds.
The national prison directory: a prison reform organizational aid resource directory with
a special :section on public library service to prisoners. College Park, MD, Urban
Information Interpreters, 1984. 206 p.
'Consists chiefly of organizational profiles of citizen groups and programs, legal

organizations, and professional correctional associations; that is, it includes the types of
non-governmental organizations which have a stake in improving the prison system.'

Kadish, Sanford H., ed.
Encyclopedia of crime and justice. New York, Free Press, 1983. 4 v. (1790 p.)

Includes entries on correctional reform associations; punishment; jails; prisons;
incapacitation; probation and parole; prisoners, legal rights of; rehabilitation; and
correctional treatment.

Lundy, Christine.
Directory of criminal justice information sources. Washington, G.P.O., 1981. 142 p.

This Directory, issued by the National Criminal Justice Reference Service (NCJRS) . . .
to make known to all who are concerned with law enforcement and the criminal justice
system the available resource' and services of many agencies. Criminal justice
profeesionals now have a centralized listing of services at their command to assist them
as they address the challenges of our changing society.'

Lutzker, Marilyn. Ferrell, Eleanor.
Criminal justice research in libraries: strategies and resources. Westport, CT, Greenwood
Press, 1986. 167 p.

Partial cAnttents.Communication, information, and information flow.Efliciency in
research,--Bibliographic searching: computer and manual.Encyclopedias, dictionaries, and
annual reviews.Newsletters, newspapers, and news breadcasta.Documenta, reports, and
conference proceedinp.lndexes and abstracte.The library catalog.--Statittics.Printed
bibliographies and guides to the literature.Research in legal resources.Historical
research with primary sources: nineteenth-century America.Rosources for the study of
criminal justice ir. other countries.Selectec! lists of Library of Congress subject headings
in criminal justice.Some usefUl directories.Selected major national commission reports.

Newton, Anne. Peri, Kathleen Yaskiw. Doleschal, Eugene.
Information sources in criminal justice: an annotated guide to directories, journals,
newsletters. Hackensack, NJ, National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 1976. 164 p.

O'Block, Robert L.
Criminal justice research sources. Cincinnati, Anderson, 1966. 183 p.

This handbook has been designed to be of value as a major reference text to any
criminal justice course which requires outside aseignmtntsfrom annotated bibliographies
to major research projects. It also addresses the importance of information which can be
obtained from privet* and community service agencies. Thus, rtudents using this
handbook will literally have hundreds ofsources at their fingertips. The great majority
of these sources have been annotated to finther expedite the literature search Also
included in the appendices section are explanation" on how to begin to research the
literature end how to organize the information obtained."
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Rush, George E.
The dictionart of criminal justice. Guilford, CT, Dushkin Publishing Group, 19Rti. 312 p.

Includes summaries of Supreme Court cases affecting criminal justice, writte y Judith

Hails Kaci.
Intended to compile in one reference volume information thst could otherwise be found

only through tedious search through a myriad of interdisciplinary literatwe because

the study of criminal justice and its processes cross, blend, and overlap several disciplines

.... Thisdictionary represents an extensive effort to cover the terms easociated with the

wide spectrum of law enforcement, courts, probation, parole, and corrections and cites
information and information sources peculiar to each.'

Williams, iiergil L.
Dictionary of American penology: an introductory guide. Westpolt, CT, Greenwood Press,

530 p.
Students 'will find a broad range of topics to introduce [them] to the variety of subjects

germane to penology . . . . This reference work can :terve as an introductory guide to
students; by turning the pages, they can quickly learn how diverse the issues and
numerous the subtopics in the field are. More important, the new student of pcnoloi7
can tlf* this guide to learn the basic facts in the many areas of inquiry . . . . The

concerned citizen interested in prisons and prison reform can use this guide to identify

the issues in the field, to get some feel for reforms that are being instituted in various

places in the system, and to locate other groups interested in improving prison condition,.

The descriptions of the system are usefnl for this purpoee . The professional in the

field will find this work to be a useM fact file identifying prison locations and capacities,

outlining key arguments in controversies, and in general, providing a convenient reference

for the hundreds of facts needed in the normal course of business.

Statistical Sources

MinorHarper, Stephanie.
State and Federal prisoners, 1926-1985. Bureau of Justice Statistics bulletin, Oct. 1986:

whole iasue (7 p.)
'Presents 80 years of data on prison populations from the statistical series 'Prisoners in

State and Federal Institutions"

U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics.
National prisoner statistics. Washington, G.P.O., 1926 .

This information is published either as individual reports or as issues of the Bureau of

Justice Statistics Bulletin. It provides statistics on prisoners in State and Federal

institutions, and on jail inmates.

U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics
Sourcebook of criminal justice statistics. Washington, G.P.O., 1979 .

This annual publication is one of the most important compilations of statistics in

criminal justice available. It preeents statietice gathered from a variety of other sources,
ranging from govenunent agencies to public opinion polling firms. Includes chapters on

'Persons Under Correctional Supervision,' and "Judicial Processing of Defendanta.'

IMEEELAMILIMILAERSDISIENIIIIEL_VICEd

Business Periodicals Index

Articles from over 300 business periodicals are listed in this index. It is published
monthly, except for August, and a bound cumulation is issued each year. A wide range 01

business publications, such as American Demographics, the Economist, and Barrene, are

indexed here. Use Library of Congress subject headings to search, along with the cross.

references provided in the index.
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Criminal Justice Periodical Index

Indexes over 100 U.S., British, and Canadian journals in the field of criminal justice.
This index is issued in three parts each year: two non-cumuhtive sofleover issues, and a
yearly cumulative hardbound issue that supplements and replaces the softcover copies. Anauthor index and a subject index are provided. Some subject terms to consult include:
Corrections; imprisonment; Jails; Prisons; Penal reform; Prison sentences; Alternative
sentencing., and Prison administratim..

Social Science Citation Index

This index, which covers hundreds of journals, ia issued quarterly and annually. UnL'm
most other indexes, it does not have standard subject headings; instead, key words from anarticle's title are listed in the Permuterm Subject Index, and fUll citations are then providedin the Source Index.

Social Sciences Index

This index, which is published quarterly and cumulated annually, gives author and titleaccess to articles from a range of journals in the social sciences, including criminal justice.
Some of the public policy journals include articles' on correctional problems and policies.
Use Library of Congress subject headings, as well as the cross-references pro lided in the
index, to search for information.

Criminal Justice Abstracts

This publication is issued quarterly, and includes in-depth abstracts to articles, book',
reports, dissertations, and unpublished papers in the field of criminal justice. The mainjournals in the field are covered comprehensively; other materials receive broad coverage.Look for entries under the subject heading Corrections.

National Criminal Just'ce Reference Service Database (available online only)

The National Criminal Justice Reference Service database is available through DIALOG
Information Service and BRS. The database contains citations to the document collection
of the National Institute of Justice/NCJRS, the national and internatkaal ciearinghouse of
practical and theoretical information about criminal justice and law enforcement established
by the U.S. Congress. Included are published and unpublished research reports, programdescriptions and evaluations, books, dissertations, theoretical and empirical studies,
handbooks and standards, journal articles, and audiovisual materials. Indexing of thecollection is based on subject terms from the National Criminal Justice Thesaurus, alsocompiled by NCJRS. Searching of the database can be done through the DIALOG or BlIS
online systems; searchee can also be arranged on a fee basis through the NCJES (address
listed later in this guide).

ABC Poi Sci (Advance Bibliography of Contents: Political Science and Government)

ABC Poi Sci is a guide to current periodical literature in the field of political science and
government, es well as in the related disciplines of sociolov, law, and history. Thisbibliography I. published five times a year, and contains edited tables of contents af
approximately 300 international journals.
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liELESMISUIEBIDDICALEI

Journals on Corrections and Criminal Justice

Corrections Compendium
Corrections Digest
Corrections Magasine
Corrections Today
Crime and Delinquency
Criminal Justice and Behavior
Criminal Jusece Issues
Criminal Justice Policy Review
Criminal Justice Review
Criminal LNIV Bulletin
Federal Probation
International Journal of Comparative and Applied Criminal Justice
Journal of Correctional Education
Journal of Criminal Justice
Journal of Criminal WV and Criminology
Journal of Offender Counseling
Journal of Offender Counseling, Services, and Rehabilitation
Journal of Prieon and Jail Health
Journal of Reesarch in Crime and Delinquency
Journal of the National Prieon Project
New England Journal on Criminal and Civil Confinement (formerly New England
Journal of Prison Lew)
Prison Journal

Journals on the Judicial System

Judicature
Judie@ Quarterly
Justice System Journal

Journals on Social Sciences au ..s .1 Problems

Annals of the American Auden:, f Political and Social Science
Columbia Journal of Lew and SociNi Problems
Journal of Applied Social Psychology
Policy Review
Policy Studies Review
Public Intermit

Journals on Governmental Activities

American City and County
Public Administvation Review
State Government News
State Legislatures
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FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

This list includes the names and addresses of some Federal agencies which may be
able to provide information to researchers on issues pertaining to correctional policiea and
reform.

Bureau of Justice Statistical Clearinghouse
do NCJRS
Bo: 8000
Rockville, MD 20850

This office will provide current statistical information ftom the Bureau of Justice
Statistics, provide copies of some BJS documents and products, and suggest referrals to
other sources for criminal justice statistics.

Data Center & Clearinghouse for Druge & Crime
c/o NCJRS
1800 Reosarch Boulevard
Rockville, MD 20850

Like the BJS Clearinghouse, this office will provide tatistical information and
referrals to other information sources; the focus of the information provided by this service
is on drug use, but they do collect information on the impact of drugs on the criminal
justice system.

Federal Bureau of Prisons
Office of Public Affairs
320 let Street, NW
Washington, DC 20534

The Bureau of Prisons supervises operations of Federal correctional institution.,
while the affiliated office of Justice Assistance provides grants to help states and localities
build new prisons to relieve overcrowding. The Public Affairs staff have background
information that can be sent out upon request.

U.S. Sentencing Commission
1391 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004

This commisoion researchee and drafts Federal sentencing guidelines, which can have
a substantial effect on overcrowding in Federal and State prisons.

U.S. Parole Commission
5650 Friendship Boulevard
Chevy Chase, MD 20815

The Parole Commission makes release and parole decisions for prisoners in Federal
correctional institutionia.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20402

SB-176
April 13, 1989

PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO THE 1989-90
HIGH SCHOOL DEBATE TOPIC

Resotved: Phison Reliohm: How Can the Fedehat Govehnment
Re6oAm Phisons and Jails in the United States?

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

AIDS in Correctional Facilities: Issues and Options,

1986. Deschibes the cuhhent 'Lange o cohhectionat

system phactices Aelated to AIDS and discusses some

o6 the advantages and dAawbacks o6 each apphoach. ke60

phesents the basic 6acts on AIDS it8et6: how it £6

thanimitted; how it i6 phevented; and how widesphead

it im the genehat poputation and coviectionat

population. 1987: 251 p.
J 28.23:Ai 2/987 S/N 027-000-01291-4 $12.00

_Code of Federal Regulatiors, Title 28, Judicial
Administration, Revised July 1, 1988. lnctudes PaAts

300-399, FedeAat Phison 1ndusthies and Pahts 500-599,

Suheau o6 Phisons. 1988: 938 p.
AE 2.106/3:28/988 S/N 869-004-00103-7

Microfiche of the above. 1988: 10 microfiche, 24X.
AE 2.106/3:28/988 MF

S/N 869-005-00103-3

Criminal Justice Careers Guidebook. Most o6 this

book is compAised o6 individual chiminat justice

caheeh deschiptions; each o6 these inctudee intiohma-

tiom about job hequihements and emptoyment phospects.
This book atso includes a bibtiopaphy and a tist o6

souAces to contact 6oA 6uAtheA in6oAmation. 1982:

184 p.; ill.
L 37.8:J 98 S/N 029-014-00200-3

25.00

3.75

7.00

Criminal Justice: New Technologies and the Constitu-

---tion. Looks at new technotogies used Oh investiga-

tion, apphehension, and con6inement o6 o66endehs and

examines theih Meets on the hights oA the accused

oovided by the Constitution and the Bat o6 Rights.

Discusses the use o6 potygAaph testing, computehized

data bases, ONA typing, and otheh technotogies
phesentty avaitabte to identi6y and apphehend chtminats.

Deschibes etectitonie monitoking, ((hug thehapy, and

hoAmone manipulation as atteAnatives to conventionat

phisons. These technotogicat innovations ahe equatty

capable o6 enhancing oh endangehing demochatic vatues.

1988: 60 p.; ill.
Y 3.1 22/2:2 C 86/3

S/N 052-003-01105-1 2.75
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Page 2 High School Debate Topic

Developing Jail Mental Health Services: Practice and
Principle. De,sckibes the 4e4utts o6 a <study undeittaken
to pnovide use6ut inOnmation a4 wett as to aid in the
deEiveAy o6 t:mptoved mentat heatth senvices to jait
inmates. 1986: 158 p.

HE 20,8102:J 19 S/N 017-024-01312-9 $ 4,50

Directory of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice
As3ociations and Research Centers. Li.sts nationat,
nonookit pno6e554onat, and votunteen sociat action
associations and neseanch centeks which am active
in the Aietd o6 taw en6oncement and ckiminat juatice.
Each entnu nctudes: titte o6 ongawization; maiting
addness; ()Wen; yean Ounded; numben o membens;
size 06 sta66; pu4pose; qiiitiations; pubtications;
and meet4Ings. Inefudes a 5ubject index. 1986: 55 p.

C 13.10:480-20/985
S/N 003-003-02721-9

Federal Probation: A Journal of Correctional
--Philosophy and Practice. (Quarterly.) Contains

antictes netating to pneventive and connectionat
activities in definquency and c44me. Subscription
price: Domestic $5.00 a year; Foreign $6.25 a
year. Single copy price: Domestic - $5.00 a copy;
Foreign $6.25 a copy, [EPQ] (File Code 2R)

Ju 10.8: S/N 727-001-00000-0

2.75

Guidelines for the Development of a Security Program.
PAesents <ideas and concepts On devetoping secuAcity
pnactices which can hetp to motd att emptoyees into
a team o6 pno6essi_o;:ats. flu:s team o6 pno6essionats
wift have but one singte goat, the opekation o6 an
e6hicient and e66ective connectionat system. 1987:
264 p.; ill.

.1 1.8/2:Se 2/2 S/N 027-000-01283-3 13.00

Judicial hnprovements and Access to Justkce Act,
Public Law 100-702. An Act to Amend Titte 28, United
States Code, to Make Centain impnovements With Re-
spect to the redekaf Judiciany, and 60( Othen Pulpose .
1988: 34 p. AL 2.110:100-702 S/N 869-006-00560-4 1.00

Making Literacy Programs Work:

Volume 1, A Practical Guide for Correctional
Educators. Viscusses otAategicS, p4ogham goats,
student motivation, and pkognam evatuation o6
pkison fitekacy pkogkams. 1986: 172 p.

J 1.8/2:1. 71/v.1 S/N 027-000-01293-1

_ Volure 2, Directory of Prison Literacy Programs
in the United States. P4ovides a contact peh5on,
additess, phone nu.:Aben, the SeCuhitli fevet, numbem
o6 <students seltoed, and 4ta66 Comp06itCon Oh each
p4op4am. 1986: 142 p,

J 1.8/2:1. 71/v.2 S/N 027-000-01294-9

8.50

6.50
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High.School Debate Topic Page 3

Potential Liabilities of Probation and Parole Officers.
Contains in6o4mation conceltned with the potentiat
tega abtAe o pkobation and paltote o66icens.
1985: 220 p. revised ed.

J 1.2:P 94/16 S/N 027-000-01274-4 $11.00

Small Jail Design Guide: A Planning and Design Re-
.

source for Local Facilities of Up to 50 Beds.
Pkesents in6o4matio1 6o4 sheltililis, county commis-
sioneks, jaa administkato4s, citiminat justice
ptanneks, cutehitects, and otheits invotved in the
ptanning, design, and constkuction o6 a new small
jail. Based on a sukvey o6 250 jaits oti 50 bed6 Oh
tess that have been opened since 1974. lr.;88: 432 p.;

ill., 8 plates. looseleaf.
S/N 027-000-01320-1 26.00

United States Code, 1982 Edition, Containing the
General and Permanent Laws of the United States

in Force on January 14, 1983, Volume 12, Title 27,
Intoxicating Liquors to Title 29, Labor. Contains
Title 28, Judicialty and Judiciat Pkocedulte. 1983:
1328 p. Clothbound.

Y 1.2/5:982/v.12 S/N a52-001-00219-9

United States Code, 1982 Edition, Supplement V,
Containing the General and Permanent Laws of the
United States, Enacted During the 98th and 99th
Congresses, First Session, January 15, 1983 to
February 5, 1988, Volume 5. 1989: Clothbound.

S/N 052-001-00299-7

31.00

4( .00

Faper Edition of the above. 1989:
S/N 052-001-00300-4 41.00

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Where to Order

How to Remit

Please Note

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

Regulations require payment in advance
of shipment. Check or money order
should he made payable to the Superin-
tendent of Documents. Orders may also
be charged to your Superintendent of
Documents prepaid deposit account with
this Office, MasterCard or VISA. If
credit card is used, please be sure
to include its date of expiration.
Postage stamps are not acceptable.

Supplies of Government documents are
limited and prices are subject to
change without prior notice.
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